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LISTENING LOG: S—Z plus COLLECTIONS etc. 
 

KAIJA SAARIAHO 
Notes on Light 

Extended Cello Concerto, slow avant-garde textures, cello doing effects, non-thematic or 
motivic sound with cello thread. It reminds me of Tavener’s Protecting Veil, except for 
full orchestra and variousness – quasi-mystical. Not elecronic, though it sounds so. (S09)  

Orion 
Three-movement symphonic poem: Memento Mori is march-like procession, ethereal 
panels of glittery sound, like an updating of Debussy’s first Nocturne, builds to forte. 
White Sky is a similar soundworld, sustained, slow but rhythmed, to a fadeout. Hunter is 
energetic, groups of four mallet instruments prominent, wild horn whoops, quiet ending. I 
like it. (S09)  

Mirage 
Scena for soprano and solo cello on primitive-mystical-feminist text in English, delivered 
with utter authority by Karita Mattila. Schafer might have done it, but his procedures 
would have been more audible. (S09)  

Amers 
In two movements for solo cello and chamber orchestra. Saariaho describes it as a 
“timbral work.”  No sustained line. Scrubbing and scraping cello in Libero merges into 
Molto energico, seemingly little increase of tempo. Matters don’t improve. I try to like 
Saariaho but I can’t do it. (Ja13) 

Château de l’Âme 
Group of five songs on French texts for soprano and orchestra. I can’t believe Sony 
would not print the texts in any form; they are modern translations of Hindu and Egyptian 
love poems. There are other singers embedded in the orchestral texture, not treated as a 
choir. The fourth song, an Egyptian prayer for the recovery of a sick child, is dramatic. 
All seem less resistant than much of KS’s other music. Dawn Upshaw sings 
magnificently. (Ja13) 

Graal Théâtre 
Violin Concerto in two movements. Violin begins a fantasia ponticello, scratchy, 
scrubby, crossing strings, harmonics – orchestra sustains tones, trumpet counter-line, bits 
from piano and percussion.  Impetuoso begins with angry cadenza – orchestra sets 
rhythmic bass.  It represents “conflict,” says KS. Kremer, and it’s admirable, but why 
would Saariaho limit the violin to these uncharacteristic noises? What is she afraid of? 
Contrast would mean so much more. Bah!! (Ja13) 

Nymphea (Jardin secret III) 
One-movement work for electric string quartet (19:25). They seem to have contact mikes, 
but notes do not say, nor explain how they are controlled. The players add vocal sounds – 
they later intone a bad existential poem into mikes. I get nothing from it. (Ag16) 

L’Amour de loin 



Major operatic hit – I am astonished at the enthusiasm of its reception, since the entire 
piece takes place in ultra-slow motion, and it is all recit. The nearest antecedents, perhaps 
are Messiaen and Debussy’s much-maligned Pelléas. The plot is a love story, however, 
with Liebestod overtones, cast in the form of a very simple morality tale with just three 
characters. The music is surprisingly tonal – Susanna Phillips exclaimed that if she sang a 
wrong note in rehearsal, it was immediately obvious. The electronic effects are kept 
firmly in the background, and I’m not sure how they were produced. Over-dependence on 
electronic sound has been my chief objection to Saariaho’s music in the past. And there is 
a unique soundworld created. I loved the libretto, a detailed analysis of physical/spiritual, 
embodied/disembodied, human/divine love. The music seemed longer than it had to be – 
but deeper acquaintance might change that. Performances were superb – though I thought 
Jaufré Rudel the celebrated troubadour should be more a basso cantante than Eric Owens 
could make of him. The use of the chorus as a classical Greek commentary worked 
extremely well, and I like the way Saariaho incorporated Orientalist North African 
suggestions into her quasi-troubadour music (which also allowed her moments of regular 
rhythm and more upbeat tempo. I liked Robert Carson’s set design with its sea of LED 
lights and the fragile boat – though not so much a machinery of the movable staircase. I 
was not particularly looking forward to seeing this opera, but it was well worth the effort. 
(MedHD, D16) 

HARALD SÆVERUD 
Symphony No 8 “Minnesota” 

Big piece premiered in Minneapolis, more populist than I expected: mild harmonically, 
energetic rhythmically – recalls Harris with brass motifs over sustained strings in outer 
movements. Big buildup at end. Nice lyric Andante, upbeat Scherzo, colorful 
orchestration. Strong piece. (S09) 

Cello Concerto 
Earlier work that liner notes say is on the outer edge of Sæverud’s experimentation: it 
actually seems fairly conservative. Concerto with smallish orchestra (as rescored by HS’s 
student) but dense textures in outer movements, skipping 6/8 rhythms B quite beautiful 
melody in Andante. Do Norwegian composers all favor curt endings? (S09) 

Peer Gynt Music, op 28 
An effort to create non-Romantic music for Ibsen’s masterpiece: just three numbers, but 
they’re rhythmic, melodic, and dry. The last is a nifty parody of Yankee Doodle, 
Marseillaise, and a couple of other anthems. Peer Gynt as arms dealer. I like it better than 
I expected, but it won’t replace you know who. (Jy12) 

The Ballad of Revolt, op 22 
Wartime piece, written to protest privately the German occupation, darkly serious, then a 
minor key folkdance – very effective. (Jy12) 

JOSEPH BOLOUGNE, Chevalier de SAINT-GEORGES 
Quartet in G minor 

Three movements: Solo bits get traded around so everyone gets a chance. Textures 
simple. Allegro begins in minor, then happily maggiore. Nice easy listening. 

LOUIS de SAINT-LUBIN 
Fantaisie sur un theme de Lucia de Lammermoor, op 46 

Unaccompanied violin, 7': the theme is the Sextet. Saint-Lubin is a forgotten virtuoso, 
neither his work nor his career researched. This piece would be a technical challenge for 



Paganini -- Yikes! --  but there's also a Gallic elegance. (Je18) 
Theme original et Etude de Sigmund Thalberg, op 45 

Inventive rewriting for solo violin of one of Thalberg's piano etudes, 6'. Anastasia 
Khitruk has done her homework. She's terrific! (Je18) 

Adagio religioso, op 44 
 Lovely cantabile, Saint;Lubin was not a pupil of Paganini but of Spohr. (Je18) 
Grand Duo Concertante in A, op 49 

De facto Violin Sonata in four movements, 28'. The title asserts the equality of the two 
instruments, and the models are Schubert and Beethoven. Both parts are flashy enough, 
but brilliance is subordinate to the compositional design. Scherzo is Beethovenish, superb 
– crazy ending. Andante has a saccharine tune with contrasting sections in minor. 
Allegretto Finale begins with oom-pah theme in minor, a lot of display for the piano. The 
rondo theme inevitably makes its last appearance in major. Engaging, viable piece. (Je18) 

Potpourri on Themes from Auber's La Fiancée, op 35 
Liner notes makes a pitch for the opera (unlikely enough), a hit just before Le Muette and 
Fra Diavolo. The Fantasy squeezes a lot of tunes and a set of variations into 14', and the 
piano gets as much workout as the violin. (Je18) 

2 Salonstucke 
Each piece is prefaced by a Chopinesque Nocturne and finishes with a faster part, a 
Rondino in 3,  chirpy and carefree, and a Polonaise, severe in minor. (Je18) 

CAMILLE SAINT-SAËNS 
Rigaudon 

Unknown gem heard on radio. Q: check it out. (Jy08 – Muskoka) A: Sarabande et 
Rigaudon, op 93. 

Piano Concerto No 1 in D, op 17 
Youthful work has more character than most forgotten piano concertos. Simple ballet-like 
material in opening, with all sorts of novel piano-orchestra textures. Slow movement 
unique, questioning, almost sinister. Finale pure bravura, wonderful arpeggiated passage, 
return of opening horn calls. Super piece! (Ap09) 

Piano Concerto No 3 in E♭, op 29 
Begins with mysterious phrases over rolling piano, wholly unlike classical sounding first 
two, rises to big Coda. Interesting experiment, doesn’t quite work. Andante too laid back, 
Finale seems mechanical. This is S-S at low ebb (?). The odd one out of the five. (Ap09) 

Piano Concerto No 5 in F, op 103 “Concerto Egyptièn” 
I heard this as a kid in Minneapolis and thought it was all scales, an “accompaniment of 
an accompaniment.” Later, I heard it and rather liked it, but then heard it on the radio and 
failed to place it. Maybe I’d not listened carefully, or maybe I was thrown off by the 
“Egyptièn” tag. But it’s Saint-Saëns in good form, nice material, especially second 
subject and falling chromatic closing figure, worked assiduously. Andante has some 
North African feel (liner notes insist it’s Spanish), quite pronounced in B section. 
Ciccolini gets weird tones from his piano. Jovial hullabaloo of a Finale. My favorite is 
still No 4. (Ap09)  

Mélodies 
Appealing melodies, widely varied, unexpected modulations, phrase extensions, variants, 
brilliant piano parts. Many Victor Hugo settings. The first has staccato voice line. “Adieu 
patrie” is close to Duparc. “Le pas d’armes” a wonderful Romantic ballad. “A quoi bon 



entendre” is proto-Fauré. The great “Danse macabre” (great encore piece!). A number of 
songs in antique style that Saint-Saëns does so perfectly (LeRoux possesses a convincing 
trill). Song with violin obligato, virtuosic – and one with flute. A wonderful Spanish 
guitar song. Ends with extraordinary patter song on Ronsard.  This disc is a pure 
revelation.  (Ja10) 

Mélodies persanes, op 26 
Four Orientalist songs: dancing girls, warlike men on horseback, an exquisite study in 
monotony, and an extraordinary account of drug delirium with perpetuo moto 
accompaniment. (These are only four of six in the set.) (Ja10) 

Requiem, op 54 
The opening seems familiar, but the old LP had none of the emotional tug. Dies irae is 
rather generic, just where Mozart and Verdi let loose the cannons, but the Oro supplex 
takes on greater life, and the beautiful Agnus Dei. A mixed bag. Saint-Saëns did not have 
the humility, or the precedent, for a chamber Requiem like Fauré’s, nor the piety of 
Gounod to make the grand gesture convincing.  (Ja10) Lovely music that seems to fall 
between stools, neither the bombast of Berlioz or Verdi, nor the intimacy of Fauré. What 
sticks are the opening appoggiatura (that returns with the beautiful Agnus Dei). Some 
part after Hostias struck me, a lovely four-square hymn, with harp. (Mh12) Better in 
concert than on CD? The beautiful bits – the opening, parts of the Sequence, the Agnus 
Dei – stand out, but there’s no disguising the perfunctory bits, especially with Fagan 
conducting. (Ap12) 

10 Part Songs 
Pleasant enough, but disappointing. Textures almost exclusively homophonic, too little 
variety of choral color. “Das pas,” late, has some surprise dissonances. “Les Guerriers” 
and “Les Marins” are for unusual à cappella men’s choir, but the first is distasteful. 
“Pastorale” is a lovely duet for two women. “Chanson de grand-père” has charm. But 
these pieces fall well below the level of the solo songs. (F10) 

Oratorio de Noël, op 12 
The performance is faute de mieux. Prélude is marked “in the style of J.S. Bach.” One 
would never guess it, but then the piece is really a large-scale Bach Cantata, ending with 
a simple chorale, the organ a latter-day continuo. It could be programmed that way. 
Taken this way, the music seems truly beautiful. I need a proper performance with text. 
(Ap10) This is the performance I’ve needed, with super soloists, including Ann-Sophie 
Van Otter and an incredibly sweet lyric tenor Erland Hagegård (brother to more famous 
Haken). All bring a real sense of reverence to a piece that expresses it in subtle 
understatement. Bach precedent is noticeable, the pastoral tone in that dropping fifth 
melody. After the angels’ Gloria, narrative gives way to reflection. Tenor aria with choir 
is gorgeous, as is Benedictus with soprano, basso and harp. Quare fremerunt comes as a 
brief shock. Soloists appear additively, solo, duo, trio, quartet, quintet. The dropping fifth 
tune returns with the quintet. I now hear this work as a true masterpiece, but an 
understanding performance like this one is crucial. (D16)  

6 Études, op 52; 6 Études, op 111 
Piers Lane’s descriptions of the technical difficulties are impressive – 3 on 2 in one hand, 
thirds in one hand with the thumb held down – on a level with Liszt. Musically, these are 
either prestissimo, or subdued, or prelude-cum-fugue in the manner of Bach. I noticed 



especially, and Lane makes special mention of, op 111/6, a toccata using themes of the 
Fifth Concerto. Brilliant stuff.  (O10)   

6 Études pour la main gauche, op 135 
The left hand pieces are more etude-like; there’s little illusion of two hands playing, but 
the neo-baroque fugue, bouree and gigue are echt – the Élégie gorgeous. They would 
make a nice orchestral suite by themselves.  (O10)   

Thème Varié, op 97 
Pièce imposé for the Conservatoire. Pleasant but inconsequential.  (O10)   

Cello Concerto No 1 
One hardly needs to listen. I know every move of this perfect little piece. Nice easy 
listening. (F11) 

Javotte 
Saint-Saëns said he produced music as an apple tree produces apples. This sizable ballet 
in three scenes is the crop of a few weeks in the 1890s, stylish, inventive, elegant, 
charming, never mawkish or less than shrewd. The man was a true master of his art, even 
in a buried treasure like this, lacking even an opus number.  (Je11) 

Parysatis: Airs du ballet 
Four tiny, delectable bits of Orientalism, incidental music for an interesting 1902 play 
about ancient Persia, composed by S-S in Egypt on his “researches.” Superb. (Je11) 

Suite, op 49 
The generic title is telling, music with no special raison d’être, no claim to emotional 
purpose, just twenty minutes of musique pour rien: a canonic prelude, three homophonic 
ternary pieces, and a springy Finale. The art of just enough. (Je11) 

Cello Sonata No 1 in F minor, op 32 
Allegro is dead serious, dark, turbulent, much of it in the lower reaches of the cello; ends 
with fast and furious coda. Andante tranquillo is more characteristic, with staccato 
figuration supporting a simple hymn-like tune, then goes to minor. Allegro Finale starts 
with anxious theme, lyrical second subject, great agitation in development. Piano part 
must be a killer. Great piece. Saint-Saëns is rarely so deeply in earnest.  (Ja12) 

Suite for Cello and Piano, op 16 
In 5 movements: Opens with cello figuration in homage to Bach. Serenade is waltz-like, 
with a Spanish tinge. Scherzo in gently syncopated 3, playful but not boisterous, 
generously developed.  Romance expands on a chromatic winding idea, passionate, 
extroverted, but a bit long. Finale opens with fanfares and intro to fugue subject stated by 
cello: works its way back to recollections of the Bach-like opening, finishes in triumphant 
major. Wow! (Ja12) 

Cello Sonata No 2 in F, op 123 
Opens uncharacteristically in grand heroic style reminiscent of Strauss: tranquillo bit 
works back into heroic mode, ends tranquillo. Scherzo a troll’s dance, but with variations 
that even extend to fugue, a novel extension of form. Gorgeous Romanza. Grazioso 
Finale in development goes through complex process of modulation, some virtuoso bits, 
killer piano writing. This is a triumphant late masterpiece, Saint-Saëns at his most 
sophisticated. Wow! (Ja12) 

Fantaisie for Violin & Piano on Themes from Weber’s Oberon 



 The work of a fifteen-year-old prodigy for the amusement of himself and a prodigy 
friend, who helped him with the violin part. Great fun, from the days when the only way 
to know Oberon was to play through the score oneself. (My13) 

L’air de la pendule 
 Charming little piece written for Saint-Saens’ friend Queen Elisabeth of Belgium, 

violinist, patron, founder of the great competition. (My13) 
Caprice brilliant 
 Written in his mid-twenties for the young Sarasate – a draft for the Finale of the B-minor 

Concerto. The keyboard part just as virtuosic as the violin. The chorale passage is as 
gorgeous as ever. (My13) 

Fantaisie for Violin & Harp, op 124 
 Such an irresistible combo, I’m surprised there’s not more music for it, except that harps 

are such pains in the ass. This seems like a sure bet, but the material never catches fire, 
until the Spanish bit at 9’. Disappointing. (My13) I guess it takes Jonathan Crow and a 
live performance to do it. This is a virtuoso workout for the violin and presumably the 
harp too. It reminds me of Chausson’s Poème in spots, and it’s a pretty big and 
complicated piece. I wasn’t paying enough attention. It’s beautiful weightless music. 
(Jeffrey Concerts, Mh16) 

Samson et Dalila: Bacchanal 
Amazing music, so exotic yet caught in a classical mold. (Ag13) In Les brises d’orient, 
driving home from Boston. (O16) 

Orient et Occident, op 25 
 Orchestral march, first written for band: it begins like British light music, throws in a 

lovely French romantic tune, and sandwiches a short, too short, Near Eastern bit. (Ag13) 
Le Déluge, op 45 
 Finally there’s a recording, a German one to boot. I’ve been curious about this piece for 

decades. It’s a 48’ oratorio in three parts. I Corruption de l’homme: The Prélude, 
sometimes performed independently, has a lyrical violin solo – this sensual tone then 
characterizes “les vierges de la terre” and the depravity of mankind: somber tone turns to 
ire in the first large chorus. The one just man, Noah, appears, and God instructs him to 
build an ark – lovely arioso and a chorus about just retribution. II L’Arche et le Déluge: 
Wild storm builds with orchestra and choir, lots of percussion, color. III La Colombe – 
Bénédiction de Dieu: Begins high and transparent – soprano narrates the dove story as the 
violin theme from the beginning returns and works into benedictory Schlusschor. There 
are problems with the piece: it seems like a throwback to Carissimi: all narrative, more 
interested in crude didactic piety than drama, nothing is done with the animals, soloists 
have little individual character, too much recit, the poetry is weak. But the intro is 
beautiful, the storm is splendid, there are good things everywhere, especially the rainbow 
bit. A mixed bag. Choir and soloists acceptable, no more. Text in French and German 
only. (Ag13)  

3 Preludes and Fugues, op 99 
 The Third, which opens the CD, begins with roiling chromatic finger action, rises to a 

thunderous conclusion. The fugues all testify to Saint-Saens’ reverence for Bach. The 
acoustic of La Madeleine is wonderfully present in the Hyperion recording. Prelude No 1 
is more reserved, the fugue with an unusually elaborate subject. No 2 has sustained 
murmuring. (Je14) 



Organ Fantasy in D♭, op 101; Cyprès, op 105a 
 A gentle piece with soothing figurations. Cyprès is solo organ first half of a larger piece: 

the second half, with orchestra, expresses affirmation after the Great War. (Je14) 
Organ Fantasy No 3, op 157; Marche réligieuse, op 107 
 The Fantaisie is agitato, unusually chromatic, almost impressionist, with big fortissimo 

bit, all built on four notes of the opening bar: multi-sectional piece continues with 
four-note phrases in quiet melody, feints a conclusion with fortissimo version alla 
Marcia, but ends with long, quiet meditation. The Marche is neither brash nor solemn: I’d 
say stately, brightly colored, voluminous without being loud. (Je14) 

Organ Fantasy in E♭; Bénédiction nuptial, op 9 
 Early works. Bénédiction is a gentle melody with imitation in the accompaniment. 

Fantaisie is only 6’ and comes on like gangbusters, all youthful swagger. (Je14) 
5 motets 

On the Christ College Quam Dilecta CD. Saint-Saëns has all the right moves, and just 
enough touch of strangeness to enliven his otherwise conventional harmony. “Ave 
verum” bears the Mozart comparison admirably (the SATB version – I like it much better 
than the SA piece. (Jy14) 

Symphony No 3 in C minor, op 78 “Organ” 
 I reheard this great work in the car, driving to Muskoka, to refresh it for reading Andrew 
Deruchie’s book, which I look forward to. (Jy15) 

Improvisation No 7, op 150/7 
I thought I’d heard all these but apparently not. This last of the set is an organ danse 
macabre. (D15) 

Quartet No 1 in E minor, op 112 
Searching slow intro before Allegro, agitated running sixteenths with a dotted theme 
complement followed by lyrical second subject on cello in relative major. Scherzo 
thoroughly syncopated, intense, impassioned – cools down with fugal Trio – marvelous. 
Molto Adagio attempts Germanic semplice stasis, deep inwardness, plus radical changes 
of tempo and texture, fine passage with afterbeats. Finale: a dotted martial theme – 
brilliant presto coda. (Ap16) Geoff and the St. Lawrence made this piece sound like a 
masterpiece. Maybe it is. The inner movements especially – the Scherzo  syncopations 
were wildly impossible, terrifically intense and expressive. The slow movement sounded 
truly tragic and profound, with the variety of color that they know – the treacherous 
harmonics at the end vindicating Saint-Saens’ judgment. He certainly knows how to write 
a thrilling ending. A blast. (live concert, FSA, Ap16) I’d forgotten that the St Lawrence 
had played this before, but I’m glad they’re championing the work. S-S waited until op 
112 before he attempted a Quartet, and the outer movements do seem a trifle “studied.” 
But it’s exciting in performance, not at all lightweight. (live, Jeffrey Concerts, Mh20) 

Havanaise, op 83 
This wonderful piece gets overshadowed by the Rondo Capriccioso, but I love it – and 
it’s not easy. Nicola Benedetti is perfection. (Driving home from Boston, O16) 

Piano Trio No 1 in F, op 18 
Four movements – said to be the earliest piece of Saint-Saëns commonly performed. It 
begins with a gentle theme with an odd, charming leaping motif, occasional keyboard 
displays. Andante opens with a modal theme against a sustained hurdy-gurdy open fifth – 
it builds to a passion but quickly returns to its folk soundworld. Scherzo plays with 



syncopated displacements to third beat of bar. Allegro Finale is again a gentle grazioso – 
disrupted by a strange syncopated bar here and there, plus more keyboard displays – 
light-fingered coda. A masterly, modest piece. (O16) 

Piano Trio No 2 in E minor, op 92 
Five movements. Allegro begins with a deep, haunting melody shared by the two strings 
– flottando section in major. Development builds with piano bravura to fortissimo 
restatement of the theme – as passionate as anything in Saint-Saens. Wow! Recap 
continues developing to final recall of big theme. Allegretto moves to salon charm and 
whimsy, suddenly plunged into darkness, then alternating in Rondo format. Andante is 
purely lyrical with soaring strings – then vanishes. Grazioso, tossed in as an extra, is a 
dance in quick 3 with a Tyrolean flavor. Allegro Finale returns to the darkness of the 
opening until violin introduces a fugue subject, then embellished with piano 
passagework; the opening motif the combines with the fugue subject and builds to a 
thunderous climax. Piano unexpectedly introduces a chorale theme, which builds again 
and combines with all the previous material. Presto coda in a new meter races in octaves 
to finish. A masterpiece of form and feeling. Why have I never heard it before? (O16) 

Wedding Cake, piano & orchestra 
I’ve missed this from my library but just caught it on CBC, a wonderfully fizzy fast 
waltz. (My17) 

Introduction and Rondo Capriccioso 
How often have I heard this warhorse and not written it down – including Dick`s 
performance from Juilliard. Here, an inferior young player on CBC. (Jy17) Yet again, this 
time live with piano. Monique Lapins, new young second violin with New Zealand, plays 
like a decent but not first-rate student. All the notes, but little confidence, little panache. 
Otherwise the short cuts might not have been noticed – harmonics at bottom of string, no 
up-bow staccato. Yeh…. (live, Parry Sound, Jy17) 

The Swan 
Cameron Crozman, young artist, played well. He mentioned that he was playing the same 
Stradavarius cello played by Saint-Saens’ friend when he made the very first recording of 
the piece. Nice. (live, Parry Sound, Jy17) 

Piano Concerto No 4 in C 
I heard this complete on CBC in Stephen Hough’s performance, my favorite of the five 
ever since that awful young woman Fran played it in Minnesota, so publicly nasty to her 
besotted husband who could never play as well as she did. I hear some of the longueurs in 
the first part and the repetitiveness of the big tune at the end – No 2 is a far more compact 
piece – but I’m still partial to this one. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Symphony No 1 in E♭ 
I haven’t heard this in a long while and it seemed unfamiliar – a melody based piece, 
neither symphonic in German manner nor tightly classicist like the Second, but easy on 
the ears. On CBC, driving to Parry Sound. (Muskoka, Jy17) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in G minor 
Yes, I guess this is the greatest of the lot – caught it complete on CBC and listened 
carefully to a  smashing performance and it’s so meaty, so continuously exciting. I 
haven’t heard it in a long time. The one time I heard Rubinstein live, he was 88 and 
played it like he was 20. (S17)  

Romance, horn & orchestra, op 36 



 Barely 3’ of simple pure melody with rhythmically subtle accompaniment. Perfect. (N17) 
Samson et Dalila 

I finally got to see it again, and the collapse of the Temple of Dagon was just as 
disappointing. But what glorious Music! Saint-Saëns poured everything into it – static 
formal oratorio, Catholic chant, erotic love duets, Algerian belly dancing and a 
bacchanale. Garança sounded fine, despite the critic’s (fully justified) complaint that her 
voice is two sizes too small for the part, and Alagna was in good voice – apart from 
straining on his B-flat. Who would make a great Dalila? Any great Amneris, maybe. She 
needs a truly grand-opera voice and unlimited lower register. It did strike me that Dalila 
represented a figure of male gender to Saint-Saens, thus inspiring his greatest music, but 
that’s speculation. What a treat! (MetHD O18) 

Suite Algérienne, op 60 
 Four movements, 20’. Prélude is a sunny, happy roiling sound, not much melody or 
 exoticism. Rhapsodie mauresque is more balletic, but all wind-up and no pitch until the 
 rhythmically complex dance to finish. Reverie du soir features solo viola. The tune is 
 lovely, French not African. Marche militaire française. This is decidedly colonialist 
 music – a lively, happy, but very military march I think the title of the piece led me to 
 false expectations. (Ag20) 
La Princesse jaune, op 30 
 Opera in one act. As I suspected, this is a hidden gem, solid musically and beautiful, a 
 two-hander that would pair nicely with Il Segreto di Susanna. The title character is a 
 painting on the wall, the scene is not the Far East but a Dutch interior. The major scene is 
 a drugged hallucination. It’s about love, the delusions and projected narcissism of love, 
 and the potential for sexual violence. The woman demands reality and gets it. A little 
 masterpiece of light opera. 5/Overture: top-notch, Orientalist and charming. 6/Lena reads 
 his letter to Princess Meng, translating the Japanese. [Couplets] She addresses the 
 portrait: what makes him love you? Accursed image, I hate you. 7/[Air] Kornélis enters 
 and, not seeing Lena, sings of Japan as he unpacks vials of drugs.  Here is only boredom. 
 8/[Air] Lena: Farewell my hope, my love has no value for him. He neither sees nor 
 understands. I must regain my senses. Kornelis has left the room. 9/He returns, glass and 
 drug in hand. [Air] Vision, I pursue your voice: have life, breathe! I understand your 
 great black eyes. He backs off, falls silent. 10/[Scena] Kornelis hallucinates: What golden 
 cloud, a radiant vastness of open sky, floating palaces. Lena: I will no longer dance, my 
 springtime is over. Children’s Choir sings in Japanese. I salute you Japan, the reality. A 
 throng of merchants, pagodas, the scent of tea. Nothing is lacking. Heaven, here she is! 
 Lena: What’s the matter? Kornelis: Stay as you are! Intoxicate my eyes with beauty! 
 “Kornelis?” “Je t’adore!” She mistrusts him, and he fears she will flee. Kornelis: “Cette 
 image, oh, je la déteste!” [Air} He sings of love: “Sur l’eau Claire . . .” [Scena & Duet} 
 She resists, he insists. “Je t’aime. Es-tu content?” He demands a kiss. “Non pas!” He 
 seizes her, she struggles. I don’t wish to lie in his arms in fear! She escapes. Kornelis: It 
 all fades away. He falls away. 11/Lena returns and sings a verse from the song he sang to 
 the portrait. 12/He awakens, begs her forgiveness, declares his love. She taunts him: ask 
 for a bayadère, an Ethiop. “Au diable la Japon!” They sing a final duet. (Ag20) The ironic 
 exoticism of this overture is great to revisit so soon. (S20) 
Ascanio: Act III Ballet Music 



 Pure enchantment, here less in olden style than in the manner of Delibes at his best. It’s 
 hard to pick out favorites. The Bacchanale is exciting, the Muses graceful, the two flute 
 numbers often excerpted as recital pieces. Melody overflowing, orchestration heavenly -- 
 a masterpiece of its kind. (S20) The two flute numbers, arranged, on the same CD, done 
 with orchestra, not piano. (S20) 
Les Barbares: Prologue 
 Prologue, 15’, to outdoor theater piece by Sardou about Gauls as “barbarians” (Druids?). 
 Violin solo represents Venus, or Roman “civilization.” Trumpets announce military 
 motifs, trumpet solo figures the heroine. Les Barbares vanquished, there is celebration. 
 Nice, but the obscure program hinders. (S20) 
La Jota Aragonesa 
 Familiar tune, special treatment -- nice four-stroke variant. Was it Glinka? Chabrier? I’ve 
 never heard this version. (S20) 
Andromaque: Act III Prelude & Ouverture 
 Written for a production by Sarah Bernhardt, 5’ and 9’. The Prelude is more sentimental 
 than tragic. The Ouverture mixes in some storminess, turbulence. So so. (S20) 
Ouverture d’un opéra-comique inachevé 
 Youthful 6’ piece recovered from a desk drawer by the elderly composer and conducted 
 for him by Beecham. Mixed value, prodigy stuff. (S20) 
LOUIS SALADIN  
Canticum hebraicum 

Music of the Jewish baroque, circa 1670. The sound is pure Italian baroque, strings, 
continuo, a pair of recorders plus oboe – except that the voices all sing Hebrew and the 
choir is strictly homophonic.  Sung texts alternate with instrumental dances. The voices 
have a wonderful cantorial timbre. (D16) 

ANTONIO de SALAZAR 
O sacrum convivium 

Motet by the last practitioner of archaic Renaissance style in colonial Mexico (d 1715). 
The title “Masterpieces of Mexican Polyphony” no longer seems absurd. (Mh12) 

JUAN GARCÍA de SALAZAR 
Missa pro defunctis 

Mid-seventeenth-century Spanish service for the dead, in full. Preliminaries are mainly 
plainsong and homophonic choral recit, beautiful and pious but quite impersonal. Mass 
itself is more polyphonic, but very much caught up in Spanish liturgical practice, much 
alternatim response, with lots of repetition and plainchant. Little sense of a large-scale 
composition, just short bits. Motet “O mors quam amara” (track 21) more elaborate. 
Gorgeous sound: soft-grained choir, light continuo, oddly pronounced Latin. The two 
organ tientos, played in just intonation, are special. (Ap12) 

ANTONIO SALIERI 
Piano Concerto in C 

Very stolid triadic motifs with slightly chromatic appoggiature B seems characteristic of 
the unimaginative clod of the movie/play, except (perhaps) that this is a formal C-major 
style. Middle movement a minor key sicilienne, nice, plain, but has unpredictable 
touches, much better than the Allegro. Finale a grazioso Rondo. This could be mistaken 
for a Mozart Concerto, except that the outer movements are virtually devoid of any 
special features. A real study. (Ag09) 



Overtures and Sinfonias 
Salieri is a puzzle. He is very late for writing three-part Overtures like Sinfonias, and vice 
versa. Yet here they are. The first, Cublai gran kan de’ Tartari, and La locandaria seem 
very fine. Much of the rest is rhythmic/triadic manipulation of a fairly low order. Except 
for the orchestration: maybe that’s how he had his effect. Also in handling the operatic 
voice, see below. (O11) 

Variations on La Folia 
This set is the prize of the Matthias Bamert disc. The Variations themselves are fairly 
ordinary, but the orchestration – it’s like nothing else in the century, or for decades to 
come. Salieri tries every coloristic or disruptive device possible to his small classical 
orchestra. Berlioz would be hard put to do more. A real demonstration piece. (O11) 

Requiem in C minor 
My expectation was something in the line of Cherubini’s great C-minor Requiem: 
solemn, learned. Salieri is surprisingly more dramatic, even romantic, especially in the 
Dies irae: military, funereal drums, Tuba mirum, Rex tremendae. It’s all very 
foreshortened, no lingering over text. No learned counterpoint until Quam olim Abrahae 
and Osanna (with spectacular trumpet licks). Solo voices used sparingly, only as quartet. 
Libera me with chorus and winds alone, in austere solemnity. (My12) 

AULIS SALLINEN 
Symphony No 3 

Here’s a piece with the weight and seriousness of a true symphonist in the line of 
Sibelius: massive planes of sound slowly intersecting; the Chaconne middle movement is 
overwhelming. Not atonal certainly, but not quite fixed or directional either. End is 
thrilling, even scary. The mystical element probably derives from AS’s teacher 
Merikanto. Yet another magnificent Finn. Masterpiece. (S09)  

Symphony No 5 “Washington Mosaics” 
In five movements, but I don’t hear great contrast among them except that the outer 
movements are longer fiercer. Again, large dramatic masses of sound: great sforzato 
chords, with suggestions of pop dance rhythms, moments of high, even cinematic 
romance, appearing and disappearing. Larger but less effective than No. 3. (S09) 

Symphony No 1 
Odd debut for a symphonist: a short 14-minute one-movement piece, somber, dark. 
Sallinen calls it impressionistic, but I don’t hear that. (O10) 

Chorali 
Shortish early piece for winds and percussion plus extras: stark, closer to the Sallinen 
soundworld – or at least I like it better than the First Symphony.  (O10) 

Symphony No 7 “Dreams of Gandolf” 
Odd piece drawn from music intended for Tolkien ballet, more Fantasy than Symphony. 
It begins darkly, lightens: moments are “pretty” but mode always shifting – very odd 
inconclusive ending, with bells. Very original conception and again soundworld.  (O10) 

A Solemn Overture (King Lear) 
This begins in oddly Elgarian mode, more nobilmente than tragic – then begins to crack 
up like a mind diseased. Extraordinary concept and realization.  (O10) 

ESA-PEKKA SALONEN 
Yta II 



Why do I mistrust music by conductors? Yta is “surface” in Swedish, and this little piece 
suggests icy surfaces, according to Steven Stucky’s liner notes. Highly original piano 
texture, staccato scorrevole. [Yta I is for solo alto flute, III for solo soprano.] (Mh13) 

Three Preludes 
The first sounds improvisatory, with changing tempos, a fast bit hardly “meccanica.” 
Chorale has fat chords in mirror motion. Third has close ripples in both hands. (Mh13) 

Dichotomie 
Two more piano works of some substance, 17' in total: Mécanism is a motion piece that 
varies pattern and velocity in interesting ways. Organisme seems to be a bundle of 
jelly-like tremolos with appendages, constant shape-shifting. Quite a handful for the 
superb pianist. Salonen has affinities with minimalism: rhythmic propulsion, 
multitudinous notes, relatively consonant harmony. But he is anything but numbingly 
repetitive. (Mh13) 

GIOVANNI BATTISTA SAMMARTINI 
6 Symphonies 

The first and last are circa 1750, but the others are possibly as early as 1730. Sammartini 
is thus the major precursor to Mannheim and early Haydn (who denied his influence). 
Texture both early and late is violin line, highly active and ornate, over a marked bass. 
The feel is very classical: no counterpoint, little trace of baroque, unless it’s aria 
accompaniments or maybe Concerto writing.  Within these limitations, however, the 
music is inventive and very pleasing. Where did this style come from, and why? (My12) 

GUSTAVE SAMAZEUILH  
Le Chant de mer 

Highly impressionist 3-movement set à la Debussy, spare, no Ravel fireworks, little 
display until the tempest in third panel and a grand peroration. Nothing great, but 
pleasing enough. (D10)  

Suite in G 
Six-movement Suite à la Couperin, impressionist neo-classicism circa 1902, thoroughly 
charming, full of character and rhythm: the dance suite gives a sense of genre and 
purpose lacking in the Chant de mer (though Lemelin praises the larger work as GS’s 
best – give it another try). Flashy ending, wonderful. (D10)  

Trois petites inventions; Naïads du sour 
An impressionist take on Bach, then impressionism pure. Complex chord structures in a 
modal tonality, as I recall Cyril Scott. (D10)  

Esquisses; Evocations 
Later works, similar in style. Thoroughly enchanting yet “unimportant.” Thank God for a 
Stephane Lemelin who values it. (D10)  

GIOVANNI FELICE SANCES 
Vespers for Charles VI of Vienna 

Vespers by various composers with connecting tissue by Sances, as well as two motets. 
Numbers at the start by an unknown Johann Michael Zächer are outstanding, as are the 
Laudate and Magnificat of Fux and the two pieces by Johann Gletle at the end. Most of 
the music is edited from MS and recorded for the first time. I was disappointed not to 
have more Sances, who had roused my curiosity, but it vanished when I heard the sound 
of this wonderful disc. Check out Pierre Cao. (S11)  

11 motets 



For some reason I had placed Sances in Spain, but he belongs in Rome, Venice, and 
Vienna. He clearly belongs to the Monteverdi school. “Iubilent in caelis” evokes 
memories of Oberlin and Bressler, not quite as polished. I love the mixed consort of 
violins, theorbos, organ and bass, and I love the fluid tempo changes, the shifts from lyric 
to recit. (The recording is oddly balanced, voices distant, theorbos close.) Stabat Mater is 
11’ of solo baritone over a four-tone descending ostinato, stopping a couple of times for 
free recit. This may be the most gorgeous Stabat Mater, but I don’t know how much to 
credit realization and performance. It is apparently Sanches’ best known piece, usually 
sung by male alto. “Vulnerasti” is another reminder of the heady days of Noah 
Greenberg. Michaelangelo Rossi was famous for outrageous chromaticism, as Toccata 
settima illustrates at the end. Magnificamus has glorious alleluias, Ave maris stella great 
rhythmic vitality. Masterpieces all – a wonderful CD. (May16) 

Accenti queruli 
 Secular madrigal on Tirami Su program, captivating. I’d swear it was Monteverdi. (O17)      
PABLO de SARASATE 
Zigeunerweisen 

Lara St John played the chestnut very well, lots of slithering around, overdoing the gypsy 
maybe, but that’s the current taste, and the music, such as it is, obliges. (liveBMy10)  

Violin Works (Shaham) 
Many of these are unfamiliar. Most surprising is the Fantasy on Scottish Airs 
(remembering that Sarasate championed the work of MacKenzie). “Song of the 
Nightingale” is a stylization of birdsong in harmonics and slithering scales. “Habañera” 
uses the standard dotted rhythm but is wholly unlike Bizet’s. The Spanish pieces are as 
expected. The sound on this Spanish CD is disturbingly inconsistent, the works with 
orchestra recorded live. What’s the difference between serious composition and 
showpieces? It’s not solely the virtuosity, which is overt and foregrounded, but also in the 
disparity with the accompaniment. (This is why opera demanded ever-increasing 
emphasis on the orchestra, though it’s important enough even in Bellini. Think of Glenn 
Gould on Chopin. “concertos for the right hand.” Sarasate limited himself to this kind of 
piece, so he’s a less serious composer than, say, Vieuxtemps, but not Paganini. (S09) 

Carmen Fantasy 
Anne-Sophie Mutter in uncharacteristic populist guise on PBS: playing a little rough, but 
Wow! (Ag12) 

ERIK SATIE 
Jack-in-the-Box 

Short Suite of three pieces orchestrated by Milhaud, très charmant. The first uses a tune I 
recognize from Percy Grainger, but there’s no explanation. (Ja11) 

Messe pour les pauvres 
Satie’s proto-minimalism. If I understand the liner notes, Satie composed only the brief 
organ versets between sections of the Mass. These five pieces are sequences of mildly 
dissonant, non-directional, almost rhythmless chords. I don’t know if registration is Satie 
or Sachetti. Track 5 has a mystical sound that prefigures Tournemire. (Ag12) 

5 Chansons 
 On Measha’s cabaret album, with Bolcom at the piano for the first three. La Diva and 

Tendrement seem straight cabaret songs. L’Omnibus has very funny lyrics. The last two 



are arranged with chamber orchestra: Daphénéo is very odd, Je te veux a waltz song with 
a big arching phrase, seems souped up. (Muskoka—Jy13) 

3 Gymnopédies 
 Thankfully played in unaccustomed order and interspersed with Gnossiennes. Ann 

Quéffelec presumably has a rationale for her gross rhythmic distortions. (Je17) 
3 Gnossiennes 
 How many are there? [Six.] The puzzling name might have something to do with 

“gnosis.” They employ “exotic” Asian scales. (Je17) 
Sports et Divertissements 
 Twenty-one unrelated miniatures in rapid succession. So much of Satie is doggedly 

diatonic – his revolt against Wagner and Franck. I catch the first three notes of Le 
Marseillaise, a habanera vamp, proto-aleatoric pointillism. I’m sure I’m missing most of 
the jokes. (Je17) 

EDDIE SAUER 
Saxophone Quartet No 1 
 Sauer was a big name in modern jazz who studied briefly with Wolpe. Like Carisi’s 

Saxophone Quartet, it’s classical avant gardism with roots in jazz. (D13) 
HENRI SAUGUET 
Symphony No 1 “Expiatoire” 

Large dark-toned post-war Symphony. Style neo-romantic, very conservative, 
rhythmically square. Sauguet seems primarily a melodist, out of his depth. Allegro 
brassy, repetitive, does not seem to develop. Andantino quiet, mournful, builds slowly. 
Allegro alla marcia begins whimsically, rises to military sound – obsessively repetitive, 
whiffs of Poulenc and Shostakovich. Largo Finale has sour feel, some bitonality, brassy 
climax, quiet ending. Passionate work but not convincing. (Ap12) 

La chatte 
 I recall this from cassette, but I think the original was compromised – NB: the total 33’ 

timing is contradicted by individual tracks. Yet I do recognize the opening bit after the 
slow intro. Pleasant, but not nearly as eventful as the ballet plot would predict. (My17) 

ROBERT SAXTON 
Birthday Piece for Richard Rodney Bennett 
 A little 3`tribute for string orchestra – serious, dissonant, not jokey. Big on gestures. (F17)  
DAVID SAWER 
the greatest happiness principle 
 Musical conceptualization of Jeremy Bentham’s Panopticon, or so it says. Order and 

control fall apart as the composer-warden realizes his own entrapment in the inflexible 
matrix. A 14’ orchestra piece that starts minimalist and gradually becomes unglued. The 
conductor in instructed to stop conducting before the piece is over. More clever than 
effective. (N17)  

FAZIL SAY 
Mesopotamia: Symphony No 2 

Program Symphony for large orchestra and three solo instruments (bass flute, bass 
recorder, theremin) in ten movements without pause, just under 50’ in length. There is a 
narrative that begins with two brothers plus an angel (theremin). The beginning uses a 
folk melody, there’s lots of irregular rhythms (e.g. 10/8), and the sound resembles 
updated Hovhaness. (1) Two brothers set out on a journey; (2) the Tigris is a quiet river, 



woodwinds rippling; (3) The Culture of Death is harsh, with low brass and percussion; 
(4) Melodrama brings back the brother-soloists; (5) Sun appears as a sustained trumpet 
crescendo, with xylophone; (6) Moon is more frightening, portrayed in piano (altered?) – 
a bit cheesy; (7) Bullet: the soloists return, with animal cries – sudden percussion signals 
the death of the bass flute, leaving the other brother alone and desolate; (8) Euphrates is 
more turgid and dangerous than the Tigris; (9) About War: percussion first, then low 
brass, then percussive strings, squealing winds; (10) The Ballad of Mesopotamia reprises 
the major themes, combines them – ends with theremin blessing. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Symphony No 3, op 43 “Universe Symphony” 
Philosophic program Symphony in six movements. There is a code: D represents the 
keynote of the universe, major and minor keys represent nature and humanity 
respectively, and atonality is chaos. Orchestra includes bass flute, theremin, waterphone, 
daxaphone, wind machine, and a huge array of exotic drums. (1) Expansion of the 
Universe begins with a big bang (of course), then rhythmic consonance. (2) Venus is 
portrayed by theremin and the exotic winds in a hypnotic dance before it is destroyed in 
cataclysm. (3) Storm in Jupiter involves loud antiphonal drums and trumpets and lots of 
wind. (4) Earth-like Planet Gliese 581g depicts an earth-like planet, so theremin and 
exotic instruments return. (5) Supernova is signaled by steady pounding of bass. (6) Dark 
Matter is a sustained rhythmic tone with splashes of dissonant brass and a naïve imitation 
of Strauss’s Zarathustra (major-minor). The program and its realization are both naïve in 
the extreme. (S14) 

AHMED ADNAN SAYGUN 
Symphony No 1, op 29 

Outwardly a perfectly ordinary neo-classic layout, but the style is distinctive: rhythmic 
pesante, mildly dissonant, a little like Twenties machine music. Adagio multi-layered, 
polytonal, including a sentimental underlay, breaks into unexpected folkdance, quickly 
returns to phlegmatic sound.  Allegretto a courtly dance; B section releases peculiar 
wind figures, sinister brass; then return to courtly dance. Finale is another tromping 
rhythmic dance, some wild woodwind figures. Bits of the three great Stravinsky ballets 
can be detected, but not obvious. Neither is there an obvious Middle Eastern sound. 
Curious stuff. (S10) 

Symphony No 2, op 30  
Allegro: dark driving repeated-note rhythms in crescendo with gales of scales, virtually 
non-thematic. Slow movement (no tempo mark) meditates on a linear chant: big 
fortissimo passage near the end. Moderato is a gentle 3/4 folkish dance, somewhat out of 
character with the preceding. Finale a buzzing bees Allegro with dark brass, very odd 
tonal, half triumphal cadence tacked on. I like the first and third movements, but the 
whole suffers from uncertainty of tone. (S10) 

From Anatolia, op 25 
 Three short piano pieces in Turkish modes and rhythms, with some flash. Nice. (Ap13) 
Sonatine, op 15 

Piano piece in three short movements: Allegro has a whiff of Ravel in its pentatonic 
modal feel. Adagio sets ostinato pattern in slow irregular rhythm. Horon is a prestissimo 
Turkish dance, also in irregular rhythm. Abrupt ending. (Ap13) 

12 Preludes on Aksak Rhythms, op 45 



These piano pieces are later post-war work touched by the radical modernism of the 
period, much less straightforward – though still tonal. “Aksak” is not a region of Turkey: 
it means “limping” (the liner notes are at pains to point out that what Bartok labeled 
Bulgarian rhythms are in fact Turkish). Some are quite flashy. But longueurs. (Ap13) 

Inci’s Book, op 10 
Notes compare the seven tiny movements to the childlike spirit of Fauré’s Dolly. (Ap13) 

10 Sketches on Aksak Rhythms, op 58 
Dissonant but less dissociated than the earlier set – more colorful, varied, pianistic, the 
folk elements nearer the surface. This would be my choice showpiece for Saygun. (Ap13) 

LAMBERT de SAYVE 
Missa super Dominus regnavit 

Before this morning I did not know this composer’s name, but the disc turned up on 
Amazon, I’ve come to trust Ricercar and Jean Tubéry, and Grigorian had it. De Sayve 
turns out to be the last of the Franco-Flemish masters. He worked in Vienna. Represented 
here by gigantic ceremonial Missa à 16 for four choirs. Colors and textures are 
beautifully varied: 3 choirs of different sizes, solo voices, plainchant, cornets, reed 
ensembles, 2 organs. The full spaciousness of sound is not fully captured, but the effect 
of space and grandeur is wonderful. It puts the Monteverdi Vespers in perspective, and 
Berlioz is not far off. (D10) 

ALESSANDRO SCARLATTI 
Messa per il santo Natale 

What a joy! A baroque Christmas Mass in AS’s pre-Handelian style, unhackneyed, 
highly florid, both jubilant and reverential. Light accompaniment of continuo and 2 
violins. Great stuff. (N10) 

La Santissima Trinità 
Wow! This is one where performance takes the prize: Fabio Biondi and his expert singers 
could not be bettered. The 68' Cantata is one of Scarlatti’s last, a learned theological 
debate between Teologia, Fede, and Infidelità, with comments from Tempo and Amor 
Divino: an oratorio in vernacular, a throwback to Renaissance allegories like Cavalieri’s 
Rappresentazione as the notes suggest. The middle baroque style is ideal, melodic enough 
but without the heavy conventions of Handelian high baroque. Sheer joy. Probably good 
car music: the text can be ignored. (O11) 

12 Sinfonie di Concerto Grosso 
The first surprise is the nomenclature, which the liner notes cannot figure out either. 
These are not Sinfonias in the sense of tripartite baroque opera overtures, nor in any later 
sense either. And these “Concerti Grossi” are more like Flute Concerti: there’s at least 
one flute in each of the twelve, two flutes in two, and a trumpet and an oboe in two of the 
others. They were published after Corelli’s Concerti Grossi, and after Vivaldi’s first 
collections of Concerti, yet each has five movements, with a fugue in the middle. 
Nomenclature aside, this is wonderful music, and the modern instrument performances 
are lucid and very appealing. Thumbs up. Great car music. (F14) 

Missa defunctorum 
Scarlatti’s Requiem dates from 1717, but it could be a hundred years earlier – or even 
more but for the (very quiet) organ/archlute continuo. Just four voices, but the texture is 
intricately contrapuntal, with rapidly overlapping vocal entries. It’s very dark – is it low 
baroque pitch? low tessitura? both? The performance observes some Italian convention (I 



think): allargando for the Ingemisco, Lacrymosa, and in one other spot. [The CD is 
defective at Inter oves.] The Communio takes sudden Vivace at Cum Sanctis, slows 
down for Dona eis. I don’t know if these are all indicated or Da Col’s choices. Beautiful 
music. (N18)    

Salve Regina à 4 
This has a much more baroque sound with violins and the more present organ continuo, 
though it dates from about twenty years earlier than the Requiem. The internal imitation 
is more audible. (N18)  

Miserere 
The setting is alternatim in the antique manner, but the liner notes dwell on the relative 
complexity compared with Allegri’s revered setting. Scarlatti uses nine voices in double 
choir formation and a richer harmonic palette. A discerning ear would never mistake it 
for Renaissance work. (N18)    

Magnificat 
At about 22’, Scarlatti’s setting is almost as elaborate as Bach’s. Written for five voices, 
the text divided into eight sections, through-composed, not alternatim, and different 
textures for every line or so, in seeming disregard for the numbered sections. The opening 
is strict imitation (canon I think), only the organ continuo giving a baroque tint. Other 
parts are florid Monteverdian solos (using archlute continuo). Other passages are 
homophonic. Esurientes has three voices (later four), like Bach’s – is that another 
tradition? The work is exquisite. (N18)    

DOMENICO SCARLATTI 
Harpsichord Sonatas (Pinnock) 

Such balanced perfection, such variety in a simple formula! Pinnock takes every repeat, 
making each Sonata seem a major work. The early symphony, keyboard style. (Au08) 

Piano Sonatas (Tipo) 
These pieces have such amazing variety and delicacy. Tipo makes the piano glitter like a 
good harpsichord and breathe like a clavichord, without the annoying qualities. (Je09) 

Stabat Mater 
Domenico was no one-trick pony, with those endless keyboard Sonatas. This intricate 
10-voice setting (double SSATB), lightly accompanied, must be one of the most moving 
works of the high baroque. Each stanza builds to a powerful, complex web of sound, 
comparable to the greatest Renaissance works, but with some affective baroque 
chromaticism and madrigalistic word painting, plus great final fugue. Scarlatti does not 
completely avoid the fragmentation this text encourages, but the consistent texture keeps 
it whole. Overwhelming masterpiece. (O11) 

Missa breve “La Stella” 
Missa à 4 with organ continuo, here with added theorbo, as gorgeous as one would expect 
from the composer of the Stabat Mater. I wish Scarlatti had written more in this vein. 
Fleshed out with beautiful à cappella motet Cibavit eos. This is one of the best such CDs 
in my collection. (O11) 

Te Deum; Iste Confessor 
Te Deum is a lively setting à 8, smoother vocal writing than Vivaldi I think, with 
dramatic silence near the end. The other is a lovely simple hymn alternating solo treble 
with choir. (O11) 

4 sonatas 



Horowitz opens his 1982 Royal Festival Hall recital with these performances. They are 
those of a virtuoso showman, not in the least “historically informed” but designed to 
show Scarlatti’s anticipations of modern pianism. I love the old school. (My18) 

GIACINTO SCELSI 
Suite No 2 for Piano 

Bitty figures, improvisatory. Some recognizable chords, hints of intervallic structure, 
motif, but nothing takes shape. I don’t make much of it. This is an early conventionally 
notated piece. (Je09) 

Action Music 
Late piece was improvised at keyboard, then notated. Style is indistinguishable from 
early piece. It seems more rather than less coherent. But I’m not taken in.  (Je09) 

PETER SCHACHT 
Kinderstücke 

German-born pupil of Schoenberg who offended the Nazis, got sent to the front, and died 
there. These little piano pieces are among his few extant works. (N15) 

PIERRE SHAEFFER & PIERRE HENRY [See also PIERRE HENRY] 
Panorame de musique concrete 

Twenty-seven tracks created between 1943 and 1952 in the heady days of post-war 
experiment. The rival was electronically generated music, while other composers were 
dreaming about total serialism. Now it’s rather like appreciating the art of silent film. The 
piano etudes look to Cagean preparations or Nancarrow. Sound sources are identified in 
tracks 1 – 6, but track 7 gets scary, and track 8 is hilarious. The splicing is what Léger 
was doing to film in 1928. [Listening suspended here.] (Ja18) 

Trois Directions 
Two by Schaeffer, the third by pupil Philippe Arthuys. Étude aux Chemins de fer mixes 
urban machine noises, railroads,police whistles. Étude pathétique mixes distorted voices 
repeting rhythmically with bits of tonal music. Boîte à musique (Arthuys), basso distorted 
chimes. (Ap18)   

Symphonie pour un homme seul 
Eleven movements. I establishes sound sources, a male voice and prepared piano. II is 
rhythmic quasi-harpsichord. Valse sounds like radio clips. Erotic – laughter and purring. 
Scherzo (quite long) alternates steel drum (?) with speech. Prosopopée II returns to 
original material sans voice. Erotica II sounds like female voice with interrupted 
breathing. Apostrophe contains the only word, “absolument.” Intermezzo mixes layered 
speech with percussive sounds. Cadence plays with drumlike sounds. Stretto, the last, 
goes berserk, a loud and crazy finish. (Ap18) 

L’oiseau RAI 
 Signature music for Italian Radio made from birdcalls. (Ap18) 
R.  MURRAY SCHAFER 
The Children’s Crusade 

Not major Schafer (?) but a candidate for popularity, given the continuous narrative in 
tableaux, the relative accessibility of the music, and the kids. Expanded concept from 
Jonah, a pageant play, I suppose a miracle play, but extremely problematic, since the kids 
all die. Is it the questioning of life after death by old man / eternal child? If so, I would 
like more transcendence at the end. I liked especially the contrast of musical styles, the 
avant gardish context framing medieval, Arabic, Anglican choir textures, sopranos vs boy 



soprano vs Arabic folk, the mix of medieval and ethnic and conventional instruments. 
I’m not sure that the abandoned warehouse (leaking rain) and the ambulatory audience 
are essential, given the continuity of the narrative, but it is involving and demanding. 
Scenes: (a) child and Magus, (b) children bully, then revere, (c) King’s Court, (d) Jewish 
dance, communal meal with Jew and Arab woman, (e) rabble scene, (f) entering the sea – 
redemption. A success. (live in Toronto, Je09)  

Letters from Mignon 
I’d avoided this, partly because of my aversion to Murray’s womanizing, and the texts are 
so personal as to be embarrassing. But basically, this is a set of eight love songs, female 
to male, set with the picturesqueness of a Britten but with Murray’s own Romanticism. 
Most notable is the Italian opera parody for the letter in Italian. But the raindrop letter is 
notable too, and the storm, and the dream . . . A highly effective, even moving set. 
Murray’s Wesendonck. (Je09) 

Thunder: Perfect Mind 
Shortish scena (12') on a smashing Nag Hamadi text: Schafer’s setting is again more 
operatic than ever, due to the power and drama of Eleanor James’s voice. Yes.  (Je09) 

Quartet No 11 
Extraordinary yet again: a quartet in discrete movements, five of them, almost wholly 
lyrical, except for angry sounding opening gambit. Is it a testimony of acceptance? The 
Sunset and Aeolian Harp movements are entrancing. (Ag09) 

Requiems for the Party Girl 
Murray didn’t care for Neva Pilgrim’s performance as I recall: she sounded like a woman 
who had never actually contemplated suicide. She’s no match for Phylis Mailing but by 
no means bad. I haven’t heard this piece for years, yet it stays familiar. The speaking, 
whispering, extended vocal techniques stand out, and the final wail with chimes. (O10)  

Magic Songs 
From 1992, apparently for the final segment of Patria: 9 short chants in an invented 
language originally written for Eric Ericson’s TTBB Swedes, but here in the SATB 
version. A virtuoso challenge for any choir, less for the imitative sounds than for the bits 
of definite pitch that seem to come from nowhere. (O10) 

Once on a Windy Night 
A nature piece that tries to capture the essence of wind: wordless except for some French 
borrowed from Hugo’s “Les Travailleurs de la mer.” Long at 15', uncharacteristically 
loud, but eventful, full of surprises – a real test piece. The offstage ending is pure 
Schafer. (O10) 

Seventeen Haiku 
Murray does it again B the generation of the composition is part of the listening 
experience, and the end product is utterly distinct from other choral pieces. The texts, 
settings, immediacy of authorship – all Japanese; the restriction to auditory topics and 
arrangement into the diurnal cycle, with climactic festival – Western. No 13 is 
exceptional: the village festival in definite rhythm, then a second group enters in 
unrelated tempo. Brilliant major work. (O10) 

A Medieval Bestiary 
Eleven à cappella choral songs on texts from T.H. White’s Bestiary: light hearted, RMS 
compares Felix’s Girls, but the texts have greater charm with their mix of appalling diets, 
copulation, farting, and wildly implausible Biblical typology. Music is relatively 



conventional: an eclectic choral style with some special effects and animal sounds (the 
elephants are amazing). Not easy to sing, but a guaranteed crowd pleaser. (O10) 

Vox Naturae 
Difficult Schafer in every sense: an extended à cappella piece running 17' for three 
choirs. Text is Lucretius’ difficult classical Latin recounting his atomic theory of 
audition. Choir I on stage recites the theory homophonically, rationally; Choir II offstage 
echoes back noise, interference, irrationally; Choir III farther offstage depicts the mythic 
nymphs and satyrs that the rational Lucretius pooh-poohs – but Schafer gives them the 
last word. Great Schafer at his most demanding. (O10) 

Symphony No 1 in C minor 
Yes, the title is correct. RMS set himself a challenge. Scored for standard orchestra with 
winds in threes, and cast in three movements, about 32' long. I didn’t get it at first: the 
piece begins in strings, like a quartet, mixes some dissonant or free sounds, but 
eventually encompasses brief bits that recall, say, Gershwin, Rimsky, Ravel, 
Tchaikovsky, Vaughan Williams, plus little tonal formulae. These recur as motifs in a 
mosaic. The last movement begins like a frenzied Russian overture. The effect is not 
parodistic. It struck me as a kind of homage to the kinds of sound that an orchestra can 
best produce, with a touch of backward looking nostalgia. There are some Schaferisms: 
fine use of glissandi, players whistling, fortississimo bass drum strokes, violins miming 
but not actually touching the strings (the effect escaped me). I’m not sure how successful 
the piece is. It’s so unexpected. But I stood in honor. (TSO live, World premiere Mh11) 
On CBC: yes, it sounds good. (My11) 

Kinderlieder 
I always thought this sequence the best of Murray’s youthful pieces: the bitonal settings 
perfectly match Brecht’s acidic verse. The bösen Dämon still stares, Hollywood still 
fritters, the poplar tree still stands. I’m grateful to Patricia Green for recording it, but I 
don’t think she matches Phyllis Mailing, and John Hess’s accompaniment sounds 
uncrisp. (Ja12) 

In Memoriam Alberto Guerrero 
One of Murray’s better early pieces, moving and deeply felt: a good serious concert 
opener, and played with some frequency. (Orchestra London live, N12) 

Apocalypsis 
I seem to have missed the moment writing an accout of the great live performance in 
Toronto. Or is it still in longhand? Get the program. [It was strange – most of the action 
concentrated on stage, most of the gestures symbolic – I wouldn’t have guessed that it 
represented St John’s vision. The wrap-around choral sound in Part II was magnificent.] 
(live in Toronto Je15) 

Epitaph for Moonlight 
 I haven’t heard this chestnut in some time, so it made a nice concert opener for Murray’s 

Schafer at Dusk concert in Stratford: 10:00 pm time, darkened Anglican church, choir 
behind in loft. Lovely. I thought the metallic percussion was too thick. Pick-up choir very 
good conducted by Mark Vuorinen (probably members from his Kichener group). (live in 
Stratford Ag15) 

You Are Illuminated 



 Work from 1999 not yet recorded, I think. It uses the text from Gita in an English 
translation about putting aside all desires. Written for children’s voices – not too difficult, 
lots of chanting and two-part writing, not too dissonant. (live in Stratford Ag15) 

Three Hymns 
 These have been recorded, but I haven’t gotten yet to the CD. Written in 2003 on a 

composite text from RMS’s favorite writers: Rilke, Nietzsche, gnostic and hermetic 
sources, plus his own. The first I remember as straightforward, angular. The second sets 
high voices dancing in the upper atmosphere. The third (“be opened O Earth”) brings 
male voices more into play. Nice. (live in Stratford Ag15) 

The Soul of God 
 This is a big choral piece with percussion written in 2010, maybe about 15 or 20 minutes 

long, on texts from St Bonaventure and the Isha Upanishad (notable for its description of 
One God). For professional groups only, I think. Remarkable effects of low chords and a 
few sopranos in the extreme upper partials, and another passage in which sections take 
their pitch (gradually) from tuned percussion. I can’t hold it in memory and it hasn’t been 
recorded yet. But I did get to talk with Murray for a few minutes, and Eleanor James. I 
owe them a letter. (live in Stratford Ag15) 

Quartet No 5 “Rosalind” 
 This is the one commissioned by a man for his wife’s fiftieth birthday, a rare and 

wonderful gesture. The violinist’s comments were helpful: It begins with the final phrase 
of the Fourth Quartet and depicts the events of a single day – waking, becoming active, 
resting, falling to sleep. The tone is predominantly lyrical, no anger here. The comments 
did not include reference to the bowed cymbals near the end. I’ve never seen it done, but 
the sound blends eerily with violin harmonics. (Parry Sound, Penderecki Quartet, Jy17) 

XAVER SCHARWENKA 
Violin Sonata 

Early piece, effective, but outer movements shadowed by Beethoven’s Kreutzer minus 
Beethoven’s surprises. Slow intro, 6/8 staccato finale. Nice Romanza. (Jy, Muskoka) 

Piano Quintet in F 
A truly beautiful piece of perfect classicized romanticism. Brahmsian, but as light and 
transparent as Mendelssohn or early Fauré: restrained even in figuration, though piano 
writing is wonderful. Only weakness: rather generic melodic material.  (Jy, Muskoka) 

Cello Sonata in E minor 
Very attractive, lyrical piece with especially nice slow movement. Lacks the tragic 
weightiness of Brahms’ E minor, or the drama and variety of the F major. (Au) 

Trio, piano & strings, in A minor, op 45 
Masterpiece, or near it. Beautiful semplice slow movement is emotional center of piece, 
shattering.  Fine 9/8 agitato Allegro, nice Scherzo, thumping Polish Finale. That slow 
movement! Wow! (Au) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in C# minor, op 6 
Four movements, 19’. Youthful work written at age 21 in 1871, the product of an 
exceptional pianist, but surprisingly it resonates more of Schumann than Chopin. Allegro 
passionate builds on a brilliant downward motif. Scherzo builds on repeated note pattern 
with dotted rhythm – fancy fingerwork in Trio. Andante short, sweet, songlike. Attacca 
into Agitato Finale in 12/8, a big display piece. Unadventurous music, no depth. (Je18) 

Five Polish Dances, op 3 



Early work that established Scharwenka as a composer, clearly modeled after Chopin but 
without the modal pungency. (Je18) 

Five shorter pieces 
Impromptu in D, op 17: liner notes say “enchanting” and evoke Schumann, but I hear a 
hint of early Fauré in the modulating. Polonaise in C# minor, op 12, seems soft, lacks the 
swashbuckling of Chopin’s big pieces. Eglantine Waltz, op 84, from a later period (1913) 
was published as a teaching piece with notes on pedagogy and interpretation. Polonaise in 
F minor, op 42, makes up for the reticence of opus 12, full of stern force. Valse-caprice in 
A, op 31, after a hesitant opening prinks about like a flowery ballet, lots of fleet 
fingerwork, grazioso. (Je18)  

HEINRICH SCHEIDEMAN 
Organ works 

My first thought was that Scheidemann sounds much more modern than Sweelinck, his 
teacher, but I realized it was the larger instrument tuned to equal temperament (is it? – I 
still don’t get those terms straight). I’m also getting more used to the genres of baroque 
organ music: free forms, chorale variations. The organ Magnificat, played between verses 
sung by the congregation. Ornamentation of motets by other composers, here Hassler and 
Lassus, are a special case of vocal music generating pure instrumental music. 
Scheidemann as represented here is mostly tied to chorales, lacking the larger Fantasias 
of Sweelinck. (My11) 

Praeludium in D minor 
Antiphonal alternating keyboards reflect Venetian polychoral writing, learned from 
Scheidemann’s teacher Sweelinck. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

SAMUEL SCHEIDT 
Magnificat 

Elaborate three-choir setting, mixed vocal & instrumental, brass & organ, but with one 
voice on a part. Still preserves the alternatim model. Very Italianate –it could be 
Monteverdi: wonderful play of textures, thin or full, antiphonal and echo effects, theorbo 
in continuo. No overt word painting. Triple-time Doxology. Exceptional music and 
performance.  (N09) 

Concertuum Sacrorum 
Hodie has wonderful alleluias and syncopations. Laudate goes in for word painting, either 
excessive or intentionally ludicrous on “cum tympano.” Angelus ad pastores: lots of 
music for very little text, but I’m not complaining. Even the instrumental works are fully 
engaging.  (N09) 

4 liturgical works 
“Das alte Jahr vergangen ist” is a gorgeous double-choir motet for New Year. 
Liturgically it belongs to Christmas, but it is rich in symbolism for the new life. “Christ 
lag in Todesbanden” is another double-choir anthem on the great Easter hymn. The choirs 
answer antiphonally until they join at the end. “Christ ist erstanden” is an organ chorale 
prelude. “Ascendo ad patrem meam” is an exceptionally beautiful double-choir setting of 
a Latin text. Latin was a living language, and Luther did not exclude it from liturgy. 
Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

Ludi Musicali 
 Scheidt’s Ludi Musicali were collections of instrumental dances published between 1621 
 and 1627. Only the first survived intact, but selections from the later three have been 



 reconstructed. Similar sets were issued by Giovanni Gabrieli (Canzoni di sonar 1608 and 
 1615) and Praetorius’ Terpsichore (1612). Scheidt shows clear continuity with the Tudor 
 masters, the French keyboard suites, and later ensemble work by Castello, Fontana, 
 Legrenzi, and Marini -- a first flowering of baroque instrumental music. The transition 
 from prima practica counterpoint to secunda practica figured bass is also evident. Musica 
 Fiata has a carefree let-er-rip approach to the wayward old instruments. (S20)    
JOHANN SCHEIN 
Israelis Brünnlein 

Extraordinary “sacred madrigals” full of Baroque affect and mannerism à la Gesualdo. 
Very text bound so coherence is shaky, but compensations are major, witness Joseph 
weeping over the body of Jakob in No 10. Unlike any sacred music I’ve ever heard. 
Glorious music performed to perfection, but not easy listening.  (F09) 

4 Kleine Konzerte 
“O Jesu Christe” is a deathbed prayer for solo soprano. The other three are remarkable 
soprano duets: “Christ unser Herr” is chorale based, with second soprano doing florid 
riffs on the tune – spectacular texture. “Ich ruf zu dir” is more in answering style. “Aus 
tiefer Not” is beautifully expressive in its word painting, the sins (Sünde) eerily 
misharmonized. These pieces are the stars of the disc, outshining Schütz. (N09) 

O Jesulein, mein Jesulein 
Gorgeous antiphonal duet, the voices nearly in canon. Melting tenderness for the 
Neujahr. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

ERNEST SCHELLING 
Suite Fantastique, piano & orchestra, op 7 

In four movements, not a Concerto but more a Suite of national styles: Allegro mildly 
Hungarian, Scherzo all Polish Moszkowski (according to the notes) with a Slavic 5/4 
Trio, Intermezzo drawn from Dvorak’s New World, though not completely pentatonic, 
the Finale is a Virginia Reel, a medley of Swanee River, Dixie, and Yankee Doodle. 
Undemanding, well crafted, not too frivolous, piano writing flashy. This brother of EP’s 
professor Felix was in his day an admired virtuoso, but this is his only work on CD. 
Compared with Gottschalk or Ives, it may be prettied up, but it’s still a celebration of 
American vulgarity in both positive and negative senses. (D12) 

A Victory Ball 
 A Fantasy for Orchestra – an odd piece, little more than a medley of unrelated tunes. The 

quiet parts, including the quiet ending, are hard to hear on the old recording. (Mh14) 
Theme and Variations, piano 
 Major work, 23’, in a CD of Schelling’s shorter piano pieces. Schelling was a highly 

respected virtuoso who wrote piano music, but not much memory survives. The theme 
has built-in chromatic slippage, and the harmonic language sometimes seems “off,” like 
just soured wine. The variations themselves are ingenious and quickly lose overt contact 
with the theme, but there’s little cumulative sense, and the coda simply restates the theme 
with hoopla and a quick coda. Alas, the recorded sound is exceptionally dry and the piano 
miked much too close – very poor sound for Albany 1996. (Je17) 

8 piano pieces 
Short character pieces not longer than 7’, dated to 1904 and the late 1920s, plus one in 
1939. The first three were part of a 1904 set, all in the same key. Fatalisme channels 
Byronic Romanticism, quite grand with trills in middle parts requiring a third hand. 



Romance sounds like a continuation, an elegiac melody worthy of Tchaikovsky. Valse 
gracieuse is triste with a sprinkle of acid. Ragusa (Nocturne) was written for Paderewski, 
who played it frequently – steady arpeggiated left hand with complex rhythms overlaid. 
Quasi-impressionist sound world. Improvisation, Schelling’s last work written in the year 
of his death, less sharply etched. Un petit rien: Cute, salonish. Au Chateau de Wiligrad: 
Faerie impressionism on the upper keyboard, like the harps of eternity, or a mechanical 
music box. Ritmicissimo: Showy toccata, sempre staccato – B section exotic, with drone 
like North African pipes – finishes with virtuoso flourish. Schelling became an 
impressionist tied to the keyboard. Compare Griffes, only much more conservative, less 
ambitious, less adventurous. He seems best in these small pieces. (Je17) 

PETER SCHICKELE 
Quartet No 1 “American Dreams” 

I’ve rarely had a chance to hear Schickele’s serious music. This Quartet establishes an 
American open western sound – later a cello pizzicato extravaganza. Four studies begins 
jazzily in unison, then what seems a fast variation, then a thick-voiced harmonic 
variation, then a fast rhythmic variation, almost minimalist. Dawn has slow-moving low 
chords with high violin birdcalls and cello growls – a second section plays with natural 
harmonics. Dance Music is hoedown fiddling. Closing Diptych begins with diatonic 
hymns, then a melody with harmonics. Imaginative writing and format, but it seems thin, 
needs more acidity, maybe bitonal play. (Ja14) 

Pentangle: Five Songs for French Horn and Orchestra 
Cottonwood Grove is unexpected Orientalism, a strangely orchestrated unison line that I 
would mistake for Lou Harrison. Tom on the Town is a 6/8 lilt, a raw dialogue with 
orchestra horns in the middle, then gets gradually layered. Noonsong, the longest 
movement, involves some special effects, stopping, humming into the mouthpiece with 
double stopping (rather unpleasant), the moves into a kind of nightclub swing. Scherzo 
has a long outlandish title and begins with a drum riff and raucous circus brass with 
fanfares – the soloist plays monotones. The Riddling Knight requires the soloist to double 
on vocals, singing a ballad about “questions three.” Not a good idea. (Mh16) 

SEYMOUR SCHIFRIN 
Piano Trio 

Single 12' movement, very pointillistic, no perceptible rhythmic base. I can’t get a 
foothold. [Is Seymour related to Lalo Schifrin? Apparently not.]  (Mh12) 

MAX von SCHILLINGS 
Violin Concerto 

Huge piece: frenetic, rhapsodic, wandering, self-important romanticism. Violin at work 
almost constantly. Impressive. Does it work? (Je08) Big Concerto in late-romantic 
German mode of Strauss-Pfitzner-Schreker, all of whom von Schillings worked with. 
Allegro, a full 23' in itself, begins with dramatic motto, short phrases (I thought of 
Reger), and a gorgeous second subject, but most of the movement develops the turgid 
declamatory material. When the romantic theme swoons, I do too. Difficult cadenza, 
spectacular coda. Andante presents almost folklike Lied on G string, spins into 
appassionato molto, a phenomenally beautiful rhapsody. Allegro builds a dotted motif 
full of multiple stops. Again the lyrical gets swamped by the turgid texture – great end 
with timps. This must be the best Violin Concerto in the style besides Korngold’s. Rosza 
delivers splendid advocacy, not long on refinement, bust smashing. (Muskoka, Jy12) 



Moloch: Der Erntefest 
Harvest Festival from Schillings’ opera arranged for concert performance. There’s no 
Orientalism: it sounds like Goldmark’s Rustic Wedding with souping up. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphonic Prologue to Sophokles’ Oedipus Rex, op 11 
Symphonic poem, not an overture to a larger work. Tragic, noble acquiescence – a nice 
tune, even hints of Elgar. The wholly Germanic quality makes retrospective sense of 
Paine’s music for the same Greek tragedy. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Quartet in E minor 
 Four movements, 39’. These are von Schillings’ first and last works, both masterpieces. 
Von Schillings was an ardent Wagnerian (of the prose too, alas!), and a friend of Strauss, 
Mahler, and Korngold. His anti-semitism didn’t interfere with these relationships, but 
harms his later reputation. Sehr getragen begins with extreme Wagnerian chromaticism, 
the slow intro taking off in Allegro. Exposition, molto agitato, is dutifully repeated, and 
the slow intro recurs before development. Clear recap despite constantly hectic part 
writing, and a powerful unison ending. Surprising clarity in the classical outlines and 
themes. Ruhig open unison, prefacing a gorgeous sostenuto Lied, a Liebestod fall that 
hangs on a half cadence before the B section, a garden peopled by flower maidens. A 
returns, more passionate and tragic than before. Wow! Rasch und heller, dotted 6/8, is a 
joyous canter – Trio legato and subdued, nice pizzicato. Finale, Bewegt und mit 
Leidenschaft, returns to passionate agitato; a second idea echoes the slow intro from the 
beginning; development and recap (I think) lead to an extended coda (?), big ensemble 
cadenza, a touch of dotted 6/8, and accelerando to major chord finish. The Vienna 
ensemble is fabulous. (Mh20)   

String Quintet in E♭, op 32 
 Four movements, 36’. The composer’s final work, 30 years after the Quartet, a two-viola 
Quintet. Mässig bewegt recalls the soundworld of Verklärte Nacht, the inner parts 
bubbling. I may have caught an exposition repeat, but I cannot count on the formal 
lucidity of the Quartet. Abrupt finish. Sehr getragen presents a lamentoso melody on a 
bed of chromatic harmony; it leads to a wildly chromatic fugue section, a passionate 
climax, and a full-throated return of melody over tremolo, all trailing off diminuendo, 
with more chromatic slithering. Schnell und lebendig enters a different world, lively but 
with strong suggestions of Hexentänze, violent sforzandi – B section still dancelike but 
more innocent – repeat of A with wild coda. Wow! Kräftig bewegt und fest seems to 
lighten textures, a series of melodies, less dense counterpoint, but no less emotionality. 
The ensemble comes  together as a unity in the coda, as if for the first time. Like 
Schönberg’s great sextet, this would work well for string orchestra. (Mh20)   

ARNOLT SCHLICK 
The First Printed Organ Music (1512) 
 The largest piece is Schlick’s Salve Regina, five movements with chant interspersed. 

Excellent liner notes describe Schlick’s style, developed from the older cantus firmus 
methods with improvised ornamentation and full use of pedals – notably different from 
Flemish polyphony. The three Conrad Paumann pieces sound even more archaic, with 
drones and traces of rhythmic modes. Maria zart is given in three versions – Schlick’s 
ornamentation, a sung verse, and another organ version by one Leonhard Klebber. The 
organ is a modern replica based on Renaissance organs. Spectacular CD fills an important 
historical niche. (Je14) 



JOHANN SCHMELZER 
Sonatas & Sonatinas 

Had I known this disc was full of recorders I’d never have purchased, but the music is 
fine and the pipes are gentle. The Sonatas are full of Renaissance divisions, ciacconas, 
passacaglias, not many dances, and Schmelzer has a sense of capriciousness, witness the 
first item (at 8' the longest of the pieces performed). This is entertainment music (or 
self-entertainment), with a modicum of challenge and display, comparable to the English 
virginal repertoire. La Pastorella has a baroque Turkish sound.  (N10) 

Lanterly – Sonata à tre 
Early example of Trio Sonata, a single movement under 6'. (D10)   

ERICH SCHMID 
Widmungen – 5 kleine Klavierstücke, op 9 

Strong piano pieces. After composing 16 works for Schoenberg, Swiss-born Schmid took 
to conducting. These stern pieces represent his resistance to any hint of tonality. (N15) 

FRANZ SCHMIDT 
Quartet in G for Piano, left hand, and Strings 

Begins with cheery grazioso, piano part written with delicacy, no attempt to thicken 
texture. Then a squirmy chromatic drapery over a Tyrolese arpeggio tune, wholly 
original, with dramatic, dissonant B section. Wow! Gorgeous semplice tune acts as varied 
ritornello in Rondo between faster episodes: very unusual formal concept. Finale a 12/8 
skipping theme, but serioso until it lightens up at the end. Superb masterpiece. (N08) 

String Quartet in A 
Effortlessly gorgeous from beginning to end, like Mozart writing neoromantic 
chromaticism. I’ve never known Schmidt to appear so spontaneous. Extended Scherzo, 
plus rather too abrupt (and quiet) finish to final Variations. But Wow! (N08) 

String Quartet in G 
Harder to get, denser, more labored, more chromatic windings than the A-major Quartet. 
Also more tragic, despite nominally major key. But less immediately attractive.  (N08) 

Concertante Variations on a Theme of Beethoven, piano, left hand & orchestra 
Schmidt was not a piano composer and questioned the privilege of the instrument, yet he 
accepted three Wittgenstein commissions. This is a substantial 30' piece based on the 
tricky syncopated Scherzo of the Spring Sonata. Opening is drop-dead gorgeous: 
statement of theme molto semplice: loses theme effectively in middle: return in minor 
key à la Brahms’s Haydn Variations: wonderful comic ending, semplice. Unlike Ravel, 
Schmidt does not create illusion of two hands. But what a super piece. (D10) 

Piano Concerto in E♭ for Left Hand 
Big piece with wandering 19' Allegro, somewhere between Brahms and Reger. Slow 
movement laid back, reflective on a winding chromatic theme reminiscent of the motif in 
the Fourth Symphony, but not truly innig [?? – no, I revise]. Finale a bumptious 6/8. I 
don’t quite get this piece. Less immediate impression than the Variations, but it seems 
potentially rewarding on greater acquaintance. Listen again. (D10) Yes, most rewarding 
on second listen. Great music. Not quite on the level of the Fourth Symphony, but then 
not much is. (D10) 

Variations and Fugue on an Original Theme 
I didn’t know of Schmidt as an organ composer until Paul mentioned that Aaron has 
taken interest in him. He seems to have done large-scale concert works like Reger, less 



chromatically twisty. Grand ending. (My11) Alas, organ music is poor car music – too 
much dynamic range. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Prelude and Fugue in E♭ 
A modest title for a massive structure just short of half an hour in length. The Prelude is 
easy on the ear but hard to follow – apparently a full sonata-allegro, with a flurry of notes 
for transition into the Fugue, described as a “swinging” 9/8 subject, though the meter is 
not that self-evident. Winds steadily to triumphant finish. Great stuff. (My11) 

Toccata in C 
Relatively short piece at 9', perpetuum mobile, not terribly fast but a real handful. (My11) 

Das Buch der sieben Siegeln 
Three hearings – tuning in on KUOM as a kid and listening to the end, puzzled and 
fascinated. Years later, hearing Ben Heppner do it live in Kitchener with Howard – the 
performance of a lifetime. Now this, procrastinated because I was needlessly skeptical 
about the performance. Stig Anderson could use more heft, but he sings beautifully and 
with great understanding. Recorded sound seems fine. 

   Part I: Beautiful opening establishes the tone as devotional rather than gothic, not far removed  
from the Catholic piety of Gerontius. No wonder I loved it! No 4, Quartet of the Beasts 
and male chorus of Elders, however, is like nothing in Elgar. No 5, the Book, becomes 
woozily chromatic. No 6, the Appearance of the Lamb, elicits a monumental chorus. 
Organ solo, deep and rumbling, marks interlude to Part Ib. No 8 releases the White Horse 
to thunder, full chorus and brass. No 9, the Red Horse of War, male versus female 
chorus, very dissonant brass, punchy rhythmic ostinato, huge percussion climax. No 10, 
the Black Horse of Famine, a pathetic women’s chorus. No 11, the Pale Horse of Death, 
and two survivors converse in Sprechstimme (Schmidt was a friend of Schoenberg). No 
12, the Fifth Seal reveals the souls of Martyrs, and a very chromatic fugal chorus with 
virtuoso organ riffs. No 13, the voice of God speaks a second time – René Pape at his 
grandest. No 14, the Sixth Seal, earthquake, and the climactic chorus of Part I. 

   Part II: Begins with the second extravagant organ interlude, full of tortured chromaticism,  
and John announces a silence in Heaven – a shimmering diatonic serenity. [2] John sees 
the Woman Clothed with the Sun, with Child, and the Red Dragon (contrabassoon). [3] 
But the Child is lifted to the throne and the Woman to her assigned place. [4] John 
continues his long narration of War in Heaven, and the Devil is cast out. The violence 
and the victory are enacted in the orchestra. [5] John sees seven angels with trumpets, 
each to bring sorrows to the people. Here soloists and choir enter with long account of the 
trumpets – soloists agitated, choir prayerful. Musical continuity carries through the 
repetitive narrative in a magnificent complex chorus building to a cry of praise. [6] John 
sees the dead in judgment, the damned sent to “den Feuersee” – “das ist der zweite Tod” 
– and I saw a new heaven and a new earth. [7] For the third time we hear the voice of 
God – He shall dwell among you, He shall wipe away every tear, there shall be no more 
death nor sorrow – beautiful, triplets throbbing. [8] Halleluiah Chorus – fortissimo 
pesante. [9] “Wir danken dir” – choir, piano, prayerful like monks. [10] Music like the 
very opening – I John saw these things – and a single mighty Amen. What a thrilling 
masterpiece! (Ja17) 

FLORENT SCHMITT 
Mirages 



Two short tone poems, orginally for piano: Tristesse de Pan is a Tombeau de M. 
Debussy, gorgeous coloration. La tragique chevauchée does the Mazeppa story: wild 
horses, wilder eroticism. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Antoine et Cléopâtre, Suite No 1 
Schmitt drew two Suites, three movements each, from his incidental music for Shaxpere. 
After intro and fanfare for Antoine’s military prowess, Schmitt focuses on a seductive 
dance with tambourines, an 11' piece that could stand alone, rapt, voluptuous music. 
Pompey’s Camp is all brass, massive but short. The Battle of Actium begins cheerfully, 
nervous brass rhythms: battle music, amorous music, big abrupt ending. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Antoine et Cléopâtre, Suite No 2 
Night at the Queen’s palace: pure, langurous orientalist exoticism, English horn, celeste, 
harp, muted strings. Orgie et Danses is up-tempo eroticism – extended sultry section 
dominates. Le Tombeau de Cléopâtre is simply overwhelming. Masterpiece of its kind, 
and I love its kind. Glorious disc. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

À tour d’anches, op 97 
Quartet for oboe, clarinet, bassoon & piano in Schmitt’s ironic neo-Poulenc manner: 
three witty character movements plus a dreamy Nocturne-Sarabande. Finale seems too 
cheery for Quasimodo.  Is it fair to remember that Schmitt was writing this during the 
War while Françaix was writing his Apocalypse? (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Piano Quintet, op 51 
Gigantism. The piece is nearly an hour long in just three movements. Intensely serious 
slow intro, Franckian with weird dissonances. Animé is passionate, turgid beyond belief 
(especially for a piece dedicated to Fauré). Lent begins with muted strings. Finale begins 
with stern bass figures: the movement proper attempts a grazioso feel but it’s all too 
heavy, becomes languid, over the top, trying too hard. Give it another try? Schmitt’s 
successes seem to be in free-form mood and color music. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Salammbo 
Music to bathe in. Written for 1925 silent film by one Pierre Marodon, now forgotten, but 
Schmitt’s orientalist fantasy survives in three large Suites. I’m surprised by overtones of 
Stravinsky’s Firebird B it sounds more Russian than French, Rimsky and Borodin. Suite 
No 3 introduces full chorus: also emphasizes the MGM element of the score, an array of 
several decadent styles. I love it. (Fe12) 

Musiques intimes, op 16 
 Six short, beautiful romantic mood pieces for piano. The last two are a bit upbeat but the 

general mood is languorous. Tiny hints of bitonalism, but the texture is conventionally 
romantic. (My13) 

Nuits romaines, op 23 
 A pair of short piano pieces – the spirit of Ravel hovers close, especially in the second. 

(My13) 
Small Gestures, op 92 
 Three tiny piano pieces, less than 5’ of music: Rocking, Waltzing, Pacing. Late, still 

Romantic, but filtered through Poulenc and Roussel. Delightful. (My13) 
Prélude . . . pour une suite à venir 
 Stand-alone 5’ piece, the most modern on the CD – could be early Messiaen. Beautiful. 

(My13) 
Musiques intimes, op 29 



 A second set of six piano pieces. These are harmonically and pianistically more complex, 
developing Schmitt’s personal variety of impressionism. Sillage stands out, and the 
longest, Glas, uses acoustic parallelism and summons a sunken cathedral in the vista. 
Fine CD but for the short timing. (My13) 

Andantino, clarinet & piano 
 Short piece – I listened through thinking it was Debussy and I feel no embarrassment. 

Gentle. (Jy13) 
Introit, Récit et Congé 

Short 13’ display piece for cello with very large orchestra. It begins with piercing shot à 
la Firebird, moments of bitonality, long passages of sensuous coaxing, lively dance with 
irregular accents. Ideas are fine, but the cello writing sounds unidiomatic and the 
orchestration is far too heavy. (Je17)  

Une semaine de petit elfe Ferme-l’oeil, op 58 
Duo-piano cycle based on Hans Christian Andersen’s fantasy. The Elf (Sandman) 
appears to the Boy every night and tells stories that become his dreams. Later expanded 
and orchestrated as ballet. (1) The Mouse Wedding: Clever minor-modal tune in quick 3, 
Chabrier with Fauré harmony. (2) The Weary Stork: Sad melody in slow 3 – clear line, 
texture uncluttered but spread out. (3) Death on the Horse of Shut-Eye (Ferme-l’oeil): 
More trot than gallop – sounds like a Russian folksong. (4) The Doll Marriage: They live 
on nothing but love – rather static wash of pleasant complex chords. (5) Roundel of 
Weak-Legged Letters: The notes can’t stay on the musical staff either – subtle joke. (6) 
Walk through the Painting: Slow dreamlike amble – beautiful, nothing scary. (7) Chinese 
Umbrella: Delicate orientalism, tricky rhythms. Wonderful piece that belongs with 
Ravel’s Mother Goose, Fauré’s Dolly, Debussy’s Children’s Corner. (Je17)  

Le petit elfe Ferme-l’oeil, op 73 
The full ballet, 38’ – that is, fourteen minutes longer than the piano cycle. There’s very 
detailed scenario in the liner notes. Orchestration very grand. The Prélude includes hints 
of the Chinese parasol at the end. The celebrating mice, dainty in the keyboard version, 
are over-the-top with large orchestra, but the magnified dream fantasy on stage calls for 
it. The Weary Stork is a quiet set-up for the terrifying Horse – the Slavic flavor suggests 
what Schmitt might have done had he orchestrated Mussorgsky. The Doll Wedding 
returns to calm, with moments of activity. The Shaky Letters offer mild humor, but the 
Magic Painting is gorgeous, as is the Nanny’s poignant song, sung by mezzo-soprano. 
The Chinese Umbrella turns to nightmare. Perfect character pieces in perfect 
juxtaposition. What a magnificent score! Masterpiece. (Je17)  

Lied et Scherzo, op 54 
Two-piano version of a previous 11’ piece for double wind quintet, highly praised in the 
notes for its formal and metrical complexity. It should be orchestrated – notably 
non-pianistic – a beautiful piece that hasn’t found its medium, a movement from a 
Dionysian ballet. A little treasure. (Je17)  

6 Humoresques, two pianos, op 43 
Short character pieces, 18’ in toto. I’m surprised that Schmitt reached 43 opus numbers 
by 1911 – he  is earlier than I’d mentally placed him. Marche militaire builds earnestly 
with fanfares, then stops – a joke. Rondeau is rollicking 6/8. Bucolique sounds less of the 
meadow than the nursery, a cradle song, enchanting. (If only Ravel had orchestrated!) 
Scherzo is another fast 6/8, mischievous this time. Valse sentimentale as expected. Danse 



grotesque is elfin with comic pesante accents. Nice set. (Je17)  
3 Pièces récréatives, op 27 
 Miniatures: Quadrille, Gavotte, Marche – full of piquant character, great delicacy. (Je17)  
Rapsodie parisienne, two pianos 

Unpublished piece, never orchestrated as was Schmitt’s intention. It reflects Chabrier 
both in its light touch and its rhythmic intricacy. Nice bravura ending. (Je17) 

3 Rapsodies, two pianos, op 53 
Written for Robert and Gaby Casadeseus, Francaise, Polonaise and Viennoise. They have 
placed in the two-piano repertoire mainly because of the dramatic interplay between the 
players, written wittily into the music. All are in triple meter, the Polonaise having 
overtones of Chopin, the Viennoise in true Dreivierteltakt. Entertaining music. (Je17) 

7 Pieces for Four Hands, op 15 
Early set of character pieces, all but two are dreamy, like rich chocolates. Schmitt is a late 
Romantic harmonist with great ease and subtlety. He has his own harmonic universe, like 
Faure, but not the melodic distinction. What did he write in larger forms? He had Ravel’s 
command of orchestration, and divided his time between gallic charm and hothouse 
decadence. (Je17) 

La Tragédie de Salomé, op 50 
Schmitt’s best-known piece, on Youtube with full score synchronized – a wonderful way 
to experience it. Schmitt’s orchestration is brilliant, the music unfolds with lucidity, much 
of it slow but the fast parts are brilliant. Debts to Debussy and Dukas are obvious, and the 
daring idea of using solo voice(s) near the end works. I discovered these scores on 
Youtube in hospital. I wonder how many are available? (Ap20)    

ARTUR SCHNABEL 
Piano Trio 

My father couldn’t figure Schnabel’s music in the 1940s. I’m having trouble now. Highly 
wrought, but I don’t sense any wartime Angst. It’s atonal but not (I think) serial: there 
seem to be 4-note groups: gestures that resemble classical phrases, but not recurrent 
rhythms as in Schoenberg’s neo-classic style: frequent special effects like glissandi, 
harmonics, even a Bartok pizz. In three movements: the last features passages for 
unaccompanied cello, violin. Crazy! (Jy11) 

7 Piano Pieces 
Apparently intended as a set, averaging less than 2' apiece. Epilog apparently refers back 
thematically, but I don’t hear it. (Jy11) 

String Quartet No 5 
Allegro sets out a 12-tone line, but Schnabel does not apply the system consistently. In 
this I hear motifs as well as larger gestural patterns – fades out to quiet ending. Scherzo 
wispy, in fast 3.  Adagio begins chorale-like in regular phrases, then I lose it. Finale is 
most conventional, rhythmic with recognizable phrases and gestures. (Jy11) 

Violin Sonata 
In 4 movements: Allegro spins a multi-octave line over transparent piano accompaniment 
with classical gestures, square phrases, marked semplice. Delicate feel, builds slowly to 
pounding fortissimo, ends quietly. Brief Allegretto involves remarkable violin filagree, 
pianissimo. Adagio spins mysterious line mainly in low register. Vivace Finale opens 
with wild piano, nervous figures in violin, works into insane tarantella, second idea in 
slower tempo, back to insane 6/8. Tetzlaff’s performance is superlative. Accessible is not 



the word for this music, but it makes more sense on first hearing than other Schnabel I’ve 
heard. (Ja12) 

Sonata for Violin Solo 
Gigantic five-movement 45' piece, the earliest Schnabel I have, written in 1919. Opening 
sounds almost as radical as later work, virtually atonal. Notation omits bar lines, so the 
feeling is improvisatory, with no strong beat. The quick second movement breaks into 
tonal triads and scales.  III is also triadic, a vast still point mid way. IV begins perpetuum 
mobile – slower variations – returns. V is very long, 15' of improvisatory stuff. An 
endurance trial, but curious. (Ja12) 

Symphony No 1 
Big 45' Symphony with no liner notes. Molto moderato (weird marking!) has sound of 
Alban Berg Angst with a few neo-classic gestures thrown in. There seems to be motivic 
repetition but a plethora of motives:. quiet ending, ominous, with timp strokes. Vivace 
flutters in flutes over steady moderate beat, short-breathed three-note phrases, another 
slow ending with celesta. Largo opens with long solo trumpet, orchestra joins in 
continuation, rather tender. Finale loud, relatively fast, almost jovial – quieter slower 
section – Tempo primo angrier, accelerando to end, mad piccolo, great ending. Not easy 
listening, of course, but I detect a shaping force. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Symphony No 3 
Fantasia seems like Variations, with changes of tempo and character: there’s always a 
constant beat within sections, with sparing use of triplets or stranger proportions. I can’t 
catch key motifs or intervals. Dance doesn’t set up a repeated rhythm, moves in generic 
2, culminates in slower brass chorale, then tries variety of rhythms. Brief Intro slowly 
builds to Theme of Finale, suddenly (absurdly?) announced in solo piano in the style of, 
say, Schumann. The orchestra then proceeds to take it to pieces atonally, or nearly. This 
movement might provide a key to Schnabel’s method. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

 Symphony No 2 
This is the behemoth my father played under Mitropoulos. Incredible! The longest of 
Schnabel’s Symphonies but (Paul Zukofsky argues) the least inaccessible. The gestures 
sometimes seem recognizable, but I still don’t grasp continuity. The long Allegro is really 
Moderato. Vivacissimo too is slower than that, carried on mostly in winds. Largo seems 
like a penitential chorale played magnificently by the RPO brass: becomes an agon à la 
Berg, then fades away – B section even slower, with silences, more fragmented, ominous 
– chorale returns in upper register – very moving.  Finale has staccato figures, nearly 
diatonic bits, builds to climax, then silence followed by fragments: builds again but fades 
away, desolato. (Ap12) 

DIETER SCHNEBEL 
Lamento di Guerra 

For soprano and organ, written in response to the 1991 Gulf War. Texts are abbreviated 
versions of the Mass and the Prayer of St Francis, but the avant-garde vocal delivery 
involves every sort of extended vocal technique, including heavy breathing, death rales, 
gasps, wails of agony. The organ is surprisingly restrained. Spoken text at end is 
effective. (My12) 

GEORG ABRAHAM SCHNEIDER 
Sinfonia Concertante in D, violin, viola & orchestra 



Comparison with Mozart is inevitable and invidious. Schneider makes a cheery sound, 
deploys the soloists effectively both together and in alternation. Harmonic palette 
restricted to primary colors, but with plenty of modulation. Nothing of course approaches 
the sublime of Mozart’s Andante. (Mh12) 

ALFRED SCHNITTKE 
Piano Concerto, op 136 

I can say (now) unmistakable Schnittke, in excellent form. Simple figures, repetitive 
figures in solo against unpredictable accompaniment. Seems lacking direction, but well 
sustained.  (F09) 

Variations on One Chord, op 39; Improvisation and Fugue, op 38 
Title sounds like minimalism, but not the ostinato sort: very pared down, single notes, 
aggregates, no virtuoso display (for pièce imposé). “Improvisation” a bit fuller, some 
motor rhythm. The fugue is hard to detect. (F09) 

Cello Concerto No 2 
In five movements, but otherwise a typical modernist Concerto, that is, there’s not too 
much Schnittke scrubbing that I so dislike. The final movement, based on a kind of 
chorale (a saving feature) builds to a blaring, dissonant climax. It doesn’t equal Berg. 
Rostropovich plays magnificently, of course.  (F11) 

In Memoriam 
In five movements. An orchestration of the Piano Quintet. I should check them together 
to see if this is an “entirely new” piece, as the notes claim. I recall the waltz movement. 
The entry of the organ is another shock. Strong Schnittke. (F11)   

Dialog for Cello and 7 Performers 
Transcribed for trombone at Schnittke’s suggestion: avant garde in texture, begins 
inaudibly, lots of lip trills, glissandi later on. I have trouble with Schnittke. What’s the 
raison d’être? (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Concerto for Mixed Chorus 
Not what I expected: first, the choir is a cappella, no orchestra; second, the style is 
extension of Orthodox tradition (with women, sometimes stratospheric), with densely 
voiced triadic and diatonic basis, quite unlike Schnittke’s avant garde voice, though it 
generates fierce clusters. Russian text is a set of modern lamentations by one Grigor 
Narekatsi. Masterpiece of twentieth-century choral writing, apparently, awesome in its 
difficulty and its passionate faith. Ending of third movement is an achieved affirmation. 
Text of the fourth is moving even in crude translation. (N11) 

Voices of Nature 
Short textless choral piece for ten female voices and vibraphone, the vibes treated simply 
as an eleventh voice. Music of stasis. (Ja12)   

Minnesang 
More extended musical stasis, though solo voices enunciate lines of Mittelhochdeutsch. 
Texts are given but impossible to follow. Mostly choral white noise, though apparently 
the notation is complex – pointlessly, I’d say. (Ja12) 

Zwei kleine Stücke für Orgel 
Two spontaneous fantasy pieces. The first begins with ferocious tear at the keyboard(s), 
the second with chordal pyramids and even a grandiose triad or two. Haselböck’s notes 
describe Schnittke’s secret baptism into the Catholic Church. (Ja12) 

Cello Sonata No 1 



A good Schnittke, I think: at least Ralph’s notes say it’s often performed. In 3 
movements, Largo-Presto-Largo: the outer movements are atmospheric, with a haunting 
finish in silence; the middle movement has fast sixteenths rumbling in the deepest 
register of the cello, with rhythmic chords above. Exciting, effective. (live, Romanenko 
& Yoshikawa, Mh12) 

Symphony No 1 
Senza tempo begins with chimes and full orchestra fortissimo pandemonium, then 
applause (!), then pandemonium gives way to collage of disparate elements, tonal, atonal, 
jazzy, wild brass riffs, a passage of shouting. I gather Ives is a touchstone, and the quoted 
bits represent the degradation of values by the Soviet. Courageous cock snooting. 
Allegretto begins brisk baroque style, quickly overlaid with alien styles: more mishmash 
than ever Ives gets. The jazz combo is forbidden territory (is that real improv?). More 
applause. Lento, relatively short, begins ppp with harpsichord (offstage? tape?). Mostly 
sotto voce until near the end. Finale, also Lento, begins with a hideously grotesque 
marche funêbre: pesante pulsation, jazzy bit with baritone and alto sax, more pesante 
(much of the movement is heavy rhythm). Suddenly Mahler Second by way of Berio & 
full organ. The final minutes are a massive triad with percussion attacks, parody of the 
triumphal Symphony, with Mahleresque klezmer and vulgar interpolations – long silence 
– chimes and pandemonium like the opening. Where Ives is uproarious and demotic, 
Berio is nostalgic and philosophical, Schnittke is angry and defiant. Impressive, but too 
long at 73'. (Muskoka, Jy12)  

Symphony No 2 “St Florian” 
Hour-long choral Symphony with four soloists cast in the form of a Mass in eight 
movements (Credo, Crucifixus, Et resurrexit spread into three). Choral parts evoke 
Catholic liturgy, stark, a cappella. Orchestral commentary full of chimes, percussion, 
brass – also piano, possibly organ. Solo bits in Credo have the severity of Stravinsky’s 
religious music. Solemn march of Crucifixus is terrifying, Et resurrexit muted and 
ritualistic, followed by celebratory full orchestra. Sanctus and Benedictus are also 
ritualistic, followed by instrumental meditation, remote, building to great intensity, 
subsiding.  Agnus Dei includes extended postlude, lamentatio crescendo, with rising, 
descending lines. Chorus returns at very end. I could warm to this. (Muskoka, Jy12)    

Symphony No 3 
In four movements, written for German audience and reflecting history of musical styles 
(shades of Spohr!). Einleitung open with dense texture that symbolically recalls Wagner’s 
Reingold Prelude, complete with trumpet flourishes. Timp near end ushers in 
Sonatensatz, faux classical: sharp timp returns dense dissonance, then mid-romanticism. 
Alternations continue, with harpsichord and piano in background, general chaos plus 
weird sounds at 6'30". Wild triadic proclamations, later, a Mozartean piano. Scherzo is 
described as catastrophic, brutal: I’d add grotesque, ironic, multi- layered, fortissimo. 
Finale a long Adagio, nostalgic elegy evoking Mahler – B-A-C-H motif.  I should like 
this melange of styles better than I do, but Schnittke wants to torture and disfigure them, 
as if Bach and Mahler were responsible for Hitler and Stalin. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 4 
Confusing: It’s supposed to voice four religions, Catholic, Protestant, Judaic, Orthodox, 
but it’s divided into either seven tempo divisions OR five tracks plus solo piano 
“Cadenza” and final “Coro.” Somehow mixed into this is the 15-fold pattern of the 



Catholic rosary (the 5 Joyful, 5 Sorrowful, and 5 Glorious Mysteries of Mary). Chorus 
singing Ave Maria is reserved for the end, presumably with tenor and counter-tenor 
soloists? No, the tenor enters, wordlessly, the Moderato, the counter-tenor in Moderato 
(track 4). The overall design seems to be reverse Variations, with theme(s) at the end.  
Chorus enters almost undetectably, advances in procession. I like parts of this, but have 
no idea what the overall purport might be. (Muskoka, Jy12)  

Concerto Grosso No 4 – Symphony No 5 
There’s no explanation of the three missing Concerti Grossi. This one is a dissonant, 
tormented neo-baroquism in the Allegro, with solo violin, oboe and harpsichord. 
Allegretto said to be based on Mahler’s youthful unfinished Piano Quartet, a tormented 
Romanticism in which Mahler is barely palpable. One of Schnittke’s best movements. 
Third begins Lento, a tormented post-modernism. Allegro begins without warning (all 
traces of Concerto Grosso having disappeared), builds into wildly chaotic fortissimo, 
massed clusters but remaining rhythmic. Lento Finale turns into a funeral march with 
snare drums, then solo tuba, then piling up orchestral masses, quiet ending. This seems to 
make a stronger formal argument than the previous Symphonies. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 6 
The four-movement outline looks conventional, but the music is Schnittke at his most 
uncompromising. The sizable orchestra is never heard tutti. Instead, fragmentary gestures 
with small groups of instruments juxtaposed, separated by silences, some bits nearly 
inaudible. There is some change of character, more agitato, in the Presto. In the Adagio, I 
may begin to hear continuity from one group to the next. Allegro Finale changes texture 
more: adds timps, fewer and shorter silences, then stops without warning. An endurance 
trial, and a big question mark. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 7 
In three movements and at 22' significantly shorter than any of the others. Andante begins 
with solo violin: strings build crescendo. Largo very short and sounds like the detached 
fragments of the Sixth. Allegro, almost twice as long as the other two combined, sounds 
parodic, mocking – eine musikalisher Spass – obvious gestures, quasi tonal with wrong 
notes, dissonant fleers. Ending is extraordinary: a simple wistful waltz tune repeated first 
by tuba, then contrabassoon, finally solo double bass. I could make sense out of this. 
(Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 8 
Moderato states an angular but legato multi-octave melody taken up and repeated several 
times.  Allegro tests a new theme that sounds related: it becomes violent, detached, 
unpredictable. Largo opens with another version in strings, an acidic Mahleresque elegy, 
the longest movement at 16' and the heart of the piece. Triadic gestures meet with ghastly 
dissonance, but the elegiac soldiers on, even in celesta – ends on a deep bass cluster. 
Allegro becomes brassy and again violent, countered by gentler strings as if in struggle. 
Brief Lento epilogue features rising scales and clusters suggestive of spiritual 
reclamation. Sudden end. This Symphony makes expressive sense to me. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 9 
First, the piece seems to have been left incomplete and “reconstructed” by one Raskatov 
in 2006, but there’s no explanation of how much reconstructing needed to be done. 
Second, this is one of Schnittke’s last pieces written out arduously with one hand after the 
other was paralyzed by stroke. Finally the notes claim Schnittke is taking a new direction, 



saying that he had become “passionately interested” in Hauer, among others, not noting 
that Hauer claimed that his music was wholly dispassionate. The three movements seem 
quite detached from Schnittke’s previous tortured, mocking anger. There are lots of 
scales moving up and down (à la Pärt?) in what seem to be endless variations. The Presto 
just moves the material faster. Blah! (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Symphony No 0 
The number was assigned by Schnittke himself, thirty-five years later. Traditional in 
outline and style, bearing marks of Schnittke’s mentor Miaskovsky as well as 
Shostakovich. Allegro features a driving violin melody that thrusts without reaching a 
finish, without τελoς, concluding with a doom-laden coda. Vivace sets up 6/8 out of 
Borodin in long crescendo – relaxed Trio – recap with considerable variation. Andante 
opens with plangent folkish melody in high bassoon, then oboe, repeating over Asian 
cymbals tuned timps – B section builds to militaristic climax. Finale mildly brassy, 
aggressive – fulfills its duty but less convincing. Ends on unexpected blaring dissonance.  
Not a bad piece. I wish Schnittke had hung on to more of its elements. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Viola Concerto  
Largo brief, quasi-improvisatory, drifts in and out (mostly out) of consonant passages. 
Allegro pits hard scrubbing viola against heavy rhythms and brass in orchestra, the viola 
making heroic Strauss- like gestures, trying in vain to assert itself: allusions, parodies (I 
think) of popular dance tunes (possibly Khachaturian?), absurdly high on A string. 
Cadenza with lots of left hand pizz, then all hell breaks loose. Finale begins with 
reflective cadenza, exaggerated pain: passages of parodic consonance, heavy beat of the 
beginning returns, dies away. Surprisingly, though I generally prefer Kancheli, I respond 
more to Schnittke’s Viola Concerto on this CD. (D12) 

FRANZ XAVER SCHNYDER von WARTENSEE 
Symphony No 3 in B♭ “Military” 
 [Where are my notes on the Piano Sonata?] Four movements. Slow intro begins with 

unrelated tones – I’d guess Berwald – before a naïf Haydnesque Allegro with cymbals 
and drums, crazy modulations, a Schubert bit, a really weird storm. More surprises keep 
coming before a double cadenza at end of the development. Presto coda. This wins the 
prize for feigned madness! Hilarious! Andantino begins in romantic tone (mistrust!), but 
it turns out to be straight until B section interjects a military march and prolongs it 
mercilessly. Return of A very peculiar. Scherzo is fast Minuetto with waltz-like 
afterbeats. Rondo Finale sets tone with festive trumpet fanfares in 6/8, running riffs in 
strings, constant afterbeats – touches of tongue-in-cheek Sturm und Drang for variety. A 
wonderfully loony masterpiece on par with Berwald’s Singulière. (My17)  

Overture in C 
 Composed thirty years earlier than the Symphony. Slow intro, motivic Allegro, 

monothematic development. Slow intro returns in combination with the main theme, 
continues in major to the end. Ingenious, lucid, nice. I want more of this guy! (My17) 

JOHANN SCHOBERT 
Sonatas for Harpsichord, Violin, and Cello, op 16 

I don’t remember hearing Schobert before, or realizing how successful he was. These 
1764 works are not Trio Sonatas. Schobert establishes the keyboard sonata “accompanied 
by” strings, and he was followed by Haydn, Mozart, not to mention Chopin and 
Rachmaninoff. This recording favors the strings – harpsichord is much too remote. All 



four begin with Andante; three have three movements with Minuetto in the middle, the 
last has four in standard 4-movement layout. Style is galante, but there is deeper digging: 
the Trio of the B♭ Minuetto goes to B♭ minor, fingers flying. Presto has surprises too, 
with lots of minor key. The C minor Sonata begins with an emotive Andante. Allegro 
Finale in C major with afterbeats. The D major Sonata is simplest, but the F major opens 
with “the sweetest of Andantes” – young Mozart would have been proud. The second 
Andante is a Polonaise, i.e. a rustic dance. Lovely Finale. Schobert is more important 
than I had suspected. (Je16) 

OTHMAR SCHOECK 
Sonata for Bass Clarinet and Piano, op 41 

Three movements, 14’. Gemessen is a mixed bag, a mix of contrasting ideas, no clear 
direction, but it shows off the instrument much better than Hindemith’s Sonata, especially 
the lowest register, touching high notes lightly. Bewegt is also capricious in character, 
both instruments behaving oddly. The Finale, also marked Bewegt, takes off in faster 
tempo and more coherent in mood, a wee bit jazzy. A strong and surprising work from 
Schoeck, terrific piece. (Je18) 

Elegie, op 36 
Song cycle for baritone and chamber orchestra, 51’. 24 Lieder on poems of Lenau, with 6 
by Eichendorff. I finally got texts together and satisfied my curiosity about this piece. It 
turns out to be a surprising masterpiece of early 1920s expressionism, in a style midway 
between Strauss, op 10, and Wozzeck. The plot is obscure but a generic sad love story 
(someone on Amazon says the real affair was not quite ended at the first performance of 
the piece!). Klaus Mertens is fine, though the tessitura lies quite low and maybe require a 
deeper bass-baritone. Most songs are modified strophic, very few ternary (see 
Vergangenheit). The first song sets intense chromaticism as the norm, and the first four 
establish an unbalanced expressionist tone, culminating in Warnung und Wunsch, a 
moment of agitato after slow songs. Zweifender Wunsch is first of a series of tender, 
more meodious songs that alternate with the weird world. (See Kommen und Scheiden, 
the beautiful Herbstklage, Herbstentschluss, Angedenken.) Waldlied is emotionally wild. 
An den Wind is easy loping, with a final shiver. Vesper is extremely chromatic, whole 
tonish, with big crescendo: I wish I lay buried. Das Mondlich has lovely wavelike rhythm 
sinking by semitones – addresses her at end, strahlest zauberhell. Waldlied is quick, the 
birds and nature gone wild (full tutti), but my will hardens. Dichterlos is short and scary: 
für alle muss ich leiden. Der Einsidler seems to be an iconic German poem. Reger did a 
major setting (q.v.) at the end of his life. Trost ist der Welt du stille Nacht . . . zu Gottes 
Lob . . . Utterly beautiful. (Jy20)    

PHILIPPE SCHOELLER 
Esstal 

Contemporary 6’ harp piece – the title refers to a personal fantasy world explored in other 
works, including an opera. It plays on extreme bass strings with high staccato chords, 
twitters. (Je16) 

ARNOLD SCHOENBERG 
Variations on a Recitative, op 40 

Big organ work seems descended from Reger’s magnificent behemoths. Schoenberg’s 
late tonalism plus neoclassic impulse. Lucidly laid out, not hard to follow despite 
chromaticism. (D08)  



Theme and Variations for Band, op 43b 
Single movement, 12’. I thought this was another version of op 40. No. Written for 
American amateur band. Again, AS in tonal mode (G major), neoclassic, lucid, big 
ending. Approachable, attractive, impressive, beautifully played. (D08) I was fooled 
again, expecting the organ piece. Is there a band version? Broad tempo gives way to 
faster B section. Despite several other tempo changes, this is about as relaxed as I’ve 
heard Schoenberg get. Big grandioso finish. (Jy20) 

Kammersymphonie No 1, op 9 
 Armenian’s Kitchener ensemble is game, if blurry in comparison to Boulez. Remember 

that phenomenal live performance in Alumni Hall, where no one clapped? I think it was 
the last time the Cleveland Orchestra came to perform. (Mh09) I never hear this piece 
without remembering that thrilling virtuoso performance with Boulez and the Cleveland 
Orchestra, and the utterly indifferent London audience. I’ll have to reacquaint myself 
with the Second. (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Brettl Lieder  
 Schoenberg with charm: early songs sung by Brueggergosman on CBC. (Jy10) I won’t 

forget when I first heard these, my astonishment. But Schoenberg had his salacious side. 
Here on Measha’s cabaret CD they are orchestrated, but only Der Nachtwandler by AS 
himself, in a demented version for piano, trumpet, piccolo and snare drum. Elsewhere, 
the slide whistle hardly seems over the top. Galathea mixes chromaticism with parody 
Viennese polka. With Einfãltiges Lied I began to realize that these songs are less simple 
and straightforward than they seem. Der genűgsamer Liebhaber is a silly anecdote about 
a feline toupee. Arie aus dem Spiegel von Arkadien – silly refrain Bum Bum Bum. 
Measha has a ball! (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Gurrelieder 
The legendary piece that’s kept me off for so long. Before, I was frustrated that the choir 
sat silent for so long, that the huge orchestra did not sound “different,” that I couldn’t tell 
if there were four piccolos, that men’s voices dominated, that there was so little 
Waldtaube. This time, I set aside all the mythology and listened just to the music. Part I is 
a series of ten “songs,” alternating tenor and soprano, ending with the mezzo who 
announces Tove’s murder (no chorus). I’m surprised at the ravishing erotic beauty, 
approaching the Tristan duet, and at the relatively diatonic leitmotifs, straightforward 
rhythms. In Part II, very brief, Waldemer curses God. Part III is immediately different, 
composed later and it sounds it, with the scenes from the Fool and the Speaker, the cruel 
writing for three 4-part men’s choirs, and the long delayed full SATB choir in C major. 
An extraordinary if not completely credible piece of music, well worth hearing. (S10) 

Pierrot Lunaire 
The authoritative 1951 composer-supervised performance really shows its age but 
remains the most gripping version I’ve heard. Who was Erika Stiedry-Wagner? [See 
article copied from Music Theory Online, Pierrot Lunaire and.StiedryWagner.] (D10)   

String Trio, op 45 
I’ve never gotten to know this piece: late, but a reversion to the earlier agonistic style, 
written after AS’s first heart attack. A 22' piece in one movement, constantly varying 
moods: anguish, anger, stunned serenity, reminiscent lyricism, touches of light 
heartedness. This is possibly top-drawer Schoenberg. Juilliard performance unbeatable, 
1967 sound not too bothersome. (Ja11)  



Genesis Suite: Prelude 
Short 6' serial piece, more expressionist than neo-classic. Big dramatic ending with 
wordless chorus. Schoenberg’s chaos has secret order within it. (Ag11) 

Begleitmusik zu einer Lichtspielgeszene, op 34 
 I remember this piece as wispier, more impressionistic, but maybe Boulez gives it harder 

edges. Gothic terror is still there – the film must be German Expressionism. Wild climax 
– quiet ending. (Better sound than in the Kammersymphonie.) (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Die Jakobsleiter 
 Torso of an enormous unfinished oratorio, only Part I completed, on a text by Richard 

Dehmel. Jakobs heavenly ladder becomes Schoenberg’s Myth of Sisyphus. It falls into 
three sections, roughly. First, Gabriel oversees a massed Sprechstimme chorus, all 
mankind responding to cosmic futility in various ways. Next, a procession of types (I’m 
reminded of Robinson’s “Man against the Sky”): One Called to live for Beauty, One 
Rebellious, One Struggling, One Chosen (the aesthete?). Finally there is a Monk, humble 
and self-sacrificial, who has chosen a greater part. Gabriel bids each nibble at his portion. 
He notes that the Monk falters and will fall into sin, so he confronts him with One Dying 
who has survived a thousand lives, each worse than the last. Gabriel (I think it’s her he 
addresses): You approach the light again to heal the wings that darkness burned? Die 
Seele (coloratura plus women’s voices) encourage. The piece ends with a lengthy 
orchestral Interlude, the high voices reappearing at the end. The piece seems complete 
enough in itself. It’s rugged Schoenberg, but text gives it clarity of outline – was it too 
over-determined to satisfy him? (Muskoka—Jy13) 

Fantasie for violin and piano, op 47 
 This piece escapes me, maybe because it lacks reference to any formal structure. (N14) 
Zwei Klavierstücke, op 33 
 Schoenberg’s last piano pieces – sternly twelve-tone, neo-classic in texture but highly 

emotive. (N15) 
Vier Lieder, op 2 
 Three on texts by Richard Dehmel, the last by one Johannes Schlaf. “Erwartung” is 

nothing at all like op 17, but a very salacious liaison. “Schenk mir deinem goldenem 
Kamm” is also very erotic in a Mélisandish way, with a shift from Maria to Magdalena. 
The music in both cases is relatively laid back. “Erhebung,” however, is hyper-dramatic 
and short. Schlaf’s “Waldsonne” is surprisingly elfin for Schoenberg. Beautiful, rich, 
varied, romantic set, (D18)    

Eight Lieder 
 I have German texts only. Fischer-Dieskau was a champion of the modern in later years, 

and often programmed Schoenberg songs, but he was not allowed to record them. These 
songs are arranged in chronological order, from Jugendstil expressionist to atonal to 
serial. Erwartung, op 2/1 (Dehmel): a man stands in moonlight and holds a ring with 
three opals, colors in the pale stone. He kisses it (her?), the window shuts, he sees the 
woman’s pale hand. Die Aufgeregten, op 3/2 (Keller): the music is loud, surprisingly 
angry. What wild laughter, wild sorrow. A bee enters the rose, a butterfly flits blue in 
May storm. The holy blossom dies. What wild laughter, sorrow! Geübten Herz, op 3/5 
(Keller): Do you not know how heavy my heart is. A fiddle plays desire and pain, and 
many masters play in my heart and soul, but not the costly victory. Verlassen, op 6/4 
(Hermann Conradi): This becomes more declamatory. Mornings I lie, my heart bereft, 



with no farewell. Do you know my martyrdom? In early May, a spring day, forlorn. What 
is spring day to me? My heart in turmoil, I go to the land of the damned. Der verlorene 
Haufen, op 12/2 (Viktor Klemperer): A ballad with Prussian determination. Drink up, the 
feet go their way, drink up the dawn colors. Noontime the sun shines bright, and evening, 
and when night sinks down. Then comes a new morning. Ich darf nicht denkend, op 14/1 
(George): Vocabulary is beyond me. George doesn’t capitalize nouns. Iron cold deep 
sleeping stream? Sommermüd, op 48/1 (Jacob Haringer): These late songs are probably 
serial. When you hope for eternal night, when you think all is past comes Christmas again 
and lovely May, thanks to God. Tot, op 48/2 (Haringer): All is done, there is no hope, all 
is One and I am nothing. (My20)    

Von heute auf Morgen, op 32 
 Opera in one act, premiered in 1930, 55’. A comic opera by Schoenberg in his 
 unforgiving dodecaphonic style turns out to be intractable, no crowd pleaser, possibly his 
 least performed work. It is far from a disgrace, however. The libretto by wife Gertrud is 
 talky, though the marital psychology is acute. Deutsche Feminism circa 1930. Oddly, the 
 message is “anti-modern,” though modern is described as slavish to passing fashions. The 
 big musical moment is the final quartet scene, where Sänger and Freundin are finally 
 given their due; otherwise, the drama falls entirely to Mann und Frau. Schoenberg 
 underscores the shifts of mood and situation extremely well, and he does his best to 
 maintain a comic lightness (as in the wonderful Serenade) -- transparent scoring, staccato, 
 and above all, speed. It moves along. Add to that a lack of pattern and complete 
 unpredictability -- performance must be excruciatingly difficult. There’s darkened tone 
 for Mann’s sexual fixations. This is difficult going, but it has its rewards. (S20)    
PHILIPP SCHOENDORFF 
Missa Usquequo Domine 

Six-voice setting, throughout sustained and low-key in keeping with de Monte’s psalm 
text. Change of tempo and character at Et incarnatus. Is this because of Schoendorff’s late 
date or simply the choice of the Brabant Ensemble? (Minneapolis, Ag12) 

Magnificat sexti toni 
Five-voice alternatim setting.  (Minneapolis, Ag12) 

Te decet hymnus; Veni Sancto Spiritu 
Te decet has limpid, transparent 4-voice texture. Veni Sancto is 5-part with strong subject 
having downward leaps of a fourth. (Minneapolis, Ag12) 

Missa La dolce vista 
Here is a case where de Monte’s madrigal is clearly audible as subject of Kyrie and 
Gloria too. This Mass too is reserved in character, if somewhat brighter than Missa 
Usquequo. Some tricky writing in Credo: “genitum” (word painting?), and tricky rhythms 
throughout. Very affecting Agnus Dei. (Minneapolis, Ag12) 

PAUL SCHONFIELD 
Carolina Reveille 

Based on the Walter Donaldson/Gus Kahn standard “Carolina in the Morning” 
(introduced by William Frawley in 1922), but described by the composer in language of 
“aggregates” and “generating cells,” I didn’t know whether to expect something 
unrecognizable (cf Colgrass’s disappointing “Schubert Birds”), or something minimalist 
(given the nature of the theme), or crassly popular. Happily, it turned out to be none of 
these, but an exciting, virtuoso Fantasy Variations, completely modernist in mode, but 



subject and procedures remaining clear – big, fully serious, engaging, yet with an ironic 
glint. A smash hit with the audience! (Ames Quartet live, D09) My first contact with 
Schoenfield [sic] in live concert – and I had to have a CD. I still have visions of William 
Frawley in vaudeville attire strutting to the tune “Nothing can be finah . . . .” Schoenfeld 
extracts elements brilliantly in a 13’ variation-fantasy idealization of modern jazz riffs on 
the pop standard, birdsongs and all. The final reveal, tweeting high in the violin, is funny, 
still half concealed, never breaking the overall style. Yes, a masterpiece, I love it. (S18) 

Four Souvenirs 
Schoenfield seems to have a schtick: sophisticated treatments of various pop modes. This 
piece shows up in different guises, here for violin & piano by Caroline Goulding. A 
winner. (Mh10) James Ehnes is both hot and cool. He has listened to singers as few 
instrumentalists have. (Ja11) 

Viola Concerto 
Shortish Concerto in 3 movements, moderate-slow-fast, like Barber’s Violin Concerto. 
Finale represents David dancing before the Ark, a winner with klezmer elements. 
Schoenfield is coming together as a deeply Hebraic composer, eclectic, steeped in pop 
and folk idioms. I’m a bit let down by Vernon’s viola sound -- suggest a clarinet 
transcription? (Mh10) 

Four Motets 
A cappella settings from Psalm 86: quite beautiful, possible for FSA. (Mh10) 

Café Music for Piano Trio 
Three very jazzy movements. First I thought Piazzola. The second is another Graceful 
Ghost (a high compliment) with sentimental B section. Third has klezmer touch. 
Phenomenal piece, deservedly Schoenfield’s most popular.  (Ja11) 

Four Parables, piano & orchestra 
In effect a four-movement Piano Concerto, but equally a series of short, jazzy symphonic 
poems or musical narratives. The style is fragmented, dissonant, veering at times to the 
avant gardish, but rooted in tonal, popular idioms – highly original. The form of each 
tableau is unconventional. And the underlying narratives endow the music with a deep 
humanistic and social awareness. Magnificent stuff.  (Ja11) 

Refractions, clarinet, cello, & piano 
Four movements, 24’. The whole piece riffs on Mozart’s Nozze. Toccata begins slowly, 
darkly, but turns into a hilarious jazzing of the Overture – and apparently a Hassidic 
wedding tune as well (I missed it). March souses Non piu andrai in acid. Intermezzo 
spins variations on Dove sono, barely recognizable, melodramatically tragic. Tarantella 
on Se vuol ballare mixes in a lot of other things as well. Wonderfully entertaining. (My18) 

Six British Folk Songs, cello & piano 
I don’t really know any of these folk tunes, but they seem less fractured than usual by 
Schoenfield. The Gipsy Laddie rings a bell. Some of the piano writing is wild! Beautiful 
ending. Schoenfield’s comments on “bad taste” are in exceptionally bad taste. (My18) 

Peccadilloes 
Piano Suite of six dances, 17’. Allemande and Fughetta hint at baroque dance suite. The 
little fugue is decidedly jazzy. Rag on the other hand is contrapuntal. I wouldn’t take this 
for Bolcom. Waltz is pretty far out. Shuffle is contrapuntal again. Boogie is what you’d 
expect except for the complicated left hand, Fun piece. (Je18) 

FRANZ SCHREKER 



Valse lent 
Brief, almost Debussyan – lovely but not really memorable. (Mh09)   

Kammersymphonie für 23 Soloinstrumente 
Certainly Schreker’s instrumental masterpiece, familiar from cassette but more clearly 
audible here.  On a par with Schoenberg’s Kammersymphonie, Strauss’s 
Metamorphosen. (Mh10) 

Ekkehard Overture 
Romantic Overture after medievalist novel: begins in monastery (with organ), rises to 
warfare and unlawful passion, ends in serene renunciation. OK but rather square.  (O10) 

Fantastic Overture 
A 10' concert piece. Brooding slow intro – Allegro builds a multitude of bustling ideas, 
Straussian texture. More interesting than the earlier Ekkehard. Not well served by the 
boxy recording or the Slovak orchestra. (O10) 

Interlude from Der Schatzgräber 
Substantial enough to serve as a symphonic poem in molten decadent Straussian manner. 
A quiet nocture with touches of orientalism.  (O10) 

Prelude to Die Gezeichneten           
Schreker at his best: beautiful misterioso opening – hunt music – romantic motif. 
Voluptuous orchestral sound. (O10) 

Prelude to Das Spielwerk 
Very like the preceding at half the length, 6' – ends on half cadence.  (O10) 

Vier kleine Stücke für grosses Orchester 
A tonalist version of the sets of expressionist “Stücke” produced by Schoenberg & Co, 
and sounding surprisingly like – apart from the carnivalesque intrusions (with sax) 
carried on wildly in the primitivist Vivace. The two modes alternate to the end. 
Fascinating. I’ve not heard any Schreker so far out. (My11) 

Der Geburtstag der Infantin 
No wonder I’m confused: The Oscar Wilde story was treated by Schreker as a short ballet 
here (with sets by Klimt!). It is also an opera by Zemlinsky. Schreker himself wrote 
Zemlinsky’s libretto, then transformed the story into his own opera Die Gezeichneten. 
The score is echt Schreker, with balletic rhythms, expressionist grotesquerie, yearning but 
doomed passion – a winning mix, ravishing. (D12) 

4 Lieder 
On Lucia Popp’s Jugendstil CD. Three of the lyrics are by women. The two Dora Leen 
songs, “Rosentod” and “Sommerfäden,” are set in gorgeous arioso, harmonically not far 
removed from the Pfitzner. Edith Ronsperger’s sonnet “Sie sind so schön” gets chromatic 
treatment. “Unendliche Liebe,” translated from Tolstoy, gets turbulent chromatic 
mysticism and threatens to end out of key, but twists and gorgeously resolves. (Ja18)  

FRANZ SCHUBERT 
Quartet No 15 in G 

Masterpiece, one of the summits of the repertoire. Not having heard it in years, I was 
struck by its length. But so sure handed, such innovations, tying movements together in 
wholly non-classical ways. To me it still foreshadows Bruckner’s tremolos, cello lines. . . 
. (NewZealand Q live—N08) 

Violin Sonata [Duo] in A 



Kreisler and Rachmaninoff take on work of great charm and no pretense, and deliver in 
perfect style and scale. Kreisler’s playing is a study in unexaggerated portamento, even 
between adjacent pitches. (N08) 

Fantasy in C for Violin & Piano 
Major masterpiece, so much more significant than the “Sonata” (Duo), so neglected 
because of its genre, which allows Schubert to flex his modulation muscles. Isabelle 
Faust plays great intimacy and delicacy. Wonderful. (D08) Schubert’s violin masterpiece: 
Four sections played continuously – a wordless “Nacht und Träume,” an A minor 
sonata-allegro à la Beethoven’s Kreutzer, an extended set of variations, and a reprise of 
the tremolo opening as bridge to the concentrated last bit with its great arpeggios and 
review of themes. Oleg Kagan was a pupil of Oistrakh and a terrific fiddle player – why 
did he have to die so young? [Some kind of cancer.] (N14) 

Piano Sonata in D, D.960 
Gorgeous lyrical sonata: surprisingly familiar, at least the opening themes. Dark shadows 
and wild modulations in less familiar slow movement. Scherzo and Finale often 
excerpted on CBC. (D08) 

4 Impromptus, op 90; Ungarische Melodie 
Two are quite familiar (the ones in triplets), two less so, more substantial pieces than 
their titles suggest. Cf Chopin Ballades. (F09) 

6 Deutsche Tänze; Grazer Gallop 
Slight dances, a minute apiece. Dispensable. Cheerfully banal parlor dance. 

6 Moments Musicaux 
Darker tone apparent B each takes a single motif and reflects it through many moods B 
true Schubertian free form.  Only the famous one familiar.  Last is too long, but nice as 
a set. (F09) 

Drei Klavierstücke, D 946 
Schubert’s last big piano pieces, unpublished until Brahms edited them. First, agitated, 
ABA form.  Second most elaborate, rondo form, begins pastoral but varied in mood. 
Third sprightly, ABA, tricky rhythms. Not Schubert at greatest, but good. (F09) 

Allegretto; 12 Ländler 
Allegretto is wistful Schubertiana. Ländler might have been written by anybody. (F09) 

4 Impromptus, op 142 
Top-flight Schubert, three unfamiliar, the other a set of variations on the Rosamunde 
theme. (F09) Katherine Chi played one from each of op 142 and op 90, very nice, but the 
program was all so low key they lost the effect of contrast. (live, Ap09) The B♭ 
Rosamunde Impromptu served as engine cooler on Kimura Parker’s recital, between Le 
Sacre and the Appassionata. Lovely, but I think he’s better at the big gesture. (Wolf Hall, 
live, O13) 

Symphony No 4 in C minor 
An amazing piece for early Schubert. I tuned in, recognized, but could only think of 
Haydn at first, yet knew it was well past his harmonic style. Constant surprises. And 
Ormandy’s old recording is surprisingly transparent, though of course it doesn’t sound 
like early Schubert either. (Sirius—D09) Slow intro sets tragic tone with chromatic 
inflection: Allegro is Mozartean in rare minor key, few surprises. There’s a neat bridge in 
development just before recap. Larghetto in major shows Schubert filling great stretches 
with developmental repetition, learning how to keep it alive. Menuetto plays with 



displaced accents and chromatic appoggiatura to the point that major key is unsettled. 
Allegro Finale begins in minor, maintains a kind of moto perpetuo. The three-note upbeat 
mirrors the first-movement motif. (Je17)  

Quartet No 4 in C [D46] 
I’ve avoided the early Quartets as juvenilia, and the Deutsch number tells the tale. 
Remarkable are the chromatic intro that gets developed in the Allegro, plus the penchant 
for surprise modulations and dynamic contrasts. Simple ternary Andante with textures of 
a harmonist. Routine Scherzo with some offbeat sforzandi. Bubbly skip-to-m’lou 
Allegro, all melody and accompaniment. I think this is my first encounter. (Je11) 

Quartet No 12 in C minor [D703], “Quartettsatz” 
Old friend revisited, courtesy of BBC. (Je11) 

Quartet No 8 in B♭ [D112] 
I was sure I’d played through this, but maybe it was a different B♭. This is more mature 
than I remember, though still more promise than payback: chromaticism, expansive 
Allegro, attempt at introspective Adagio, Minuet with originality in Trio, highly original 
fluttering Finale. (Je11) 

Quartet No 11 in E [D353] 
Will I ever shake the cringe factor of this piece, that awful night? Mature Schubert, not 
one of the great ones but a good piece, unusually concentrated. And those damned 
arpeggios. Andante a simple melody developed by over-decoration. Minuetto works 
arpeggios again. Finale a rippling legato figure. (Je11) 

Piano Sonata in A minor [D 537] 
Written on the cusp of Schubert’s maturity: simple in technical demands, not often 
performed. In 3 movements: Allegro is routine. Allegretto outstanding: beautiful staccato 
melody – a song with variations? Finale contrasts a dramatic phrase with answering 
phrase, each time in a surprise key.  Mostly interesting for its experimentation. (S11) 

Wanderer Fantasy  
One of my favorites in the standard piano repertoire. Nebolsin plays beautifully, keeps it 
small scale.  I’m more used to the crispness and incendiary flash of Richter. (S11) 

Piano Sonata in A [D 664] 
I bought the CD thinking that I had neither Sonata, but this turns out to be my old favorite 
A major.  Nebolsin’s way with the wonderful theme is caressing, small in scale like the 
Wanderer. Yes, it’s all very familiar. (S11)   

22 Lieder 
One of the LPs that I cut my teeth on learning Lieder, and here it is with trimmings, 
Souzay and Dalton Baldwin. The most beautiful Nacht und Träme ever recorded. (Ja13) 

Arpeggione Sonata in A minor, D821  
Warm-up piece on Anna Redekop’s recital with Leslie Kinton. Schubert was such a 
genius, he could write a memorable and perfect piece like this without even trying very 
hard. (Live, Fe12) 

Intende voci, D963 
Offertorium for tenor and choir with orchestra, written in the last weeks of Schubert’s 
life.  Surprising melodic, harmonic twists and turns, never the obvious move. Tenor 
Brenciu is, alas, barely up to the task: I’d think a deluxe label like Pentatone would do 
better and provide texts as well. Beautiful music nonetheless.  (My12) 

Mass No 1 in F 



I’ve often wondered about the other Schubert Masses, and now here they are. The 
earliest, written at age 17, is fully accomplished. Lovely choral writing, nice vocal 
touches in the high lying solos, nice use of orchestra winds. Gloria gets greatest attention, 
twice as long as the Credo. Beautiful solo quartet in Benedictus.The obligatory fugal bits 
are weak, but well rewards the listen. (Mh13) 

Mass No 2 in G 
Perhaps the most often performed, though not the greatest of the Schubert Masses. I’ve 
both played and sung it. It’s also the shortest and easiest to do. I remember it better than I 
expected. And I dislike Schuldt-Jensen’s way with it: Germanic fussy-pedanticism that 
breaks up phrases, tempos driven. He’s playing a lyrical piece for “drama,” and it just 
sounds hectic. Soloists are adequate but far from ravishing. (Mh13) 

Mass No 3 in E♭ 
Opening strikes a note of pomp and ceremony, demanding God’s mercy as if it’s one’s 
due, and the Gloria continues in like vein until a more serious Dominus Deus, then to a 
grand conclusion to the Gloria. Schubert keeps his fiddles bubbling happily. Credo too is 
extraverted, with appropriate reflective moments. Lively Benedictus with solo quartet, 
and a typically light-hearted and very beautiful finish. (Mh13)  

Mass No 4 in C 
Very perky, folksy Kyrie with all four soloists (used more often here than previously). 
Grandiose Gloria with lyric contrast. Credo loudly declamatory with lyric insets: lots of 
bubbly violins, and reverential respite at Et incarnatus. Benedictus a magnificent, high 
lying soprano solo, nicely sung.  Final Dona nobis a lilting waltz. Having now heard all 
of these Masses, I don’t know why the G major is so favored, except for purely practical 
(and inertial) reasons. (Mh13) 

Deutsche Messe 
I’ve seen references to this piece and never knew what it was. It turns out to be a series of 
German strophic hymns arranged in the sequence of the Latin Ordinary, set very simply 
with organ and winds. Schubert prepared it on commission. The notes give no idea how it 
was used liturgically, but apparently it had considerable popularity. For use, not listening, 
but I’m glad to check it out. Zum Sanctus has a Schubertian touch, and the expanded 
version of the Lord’s Prayer (Das Gebet des Herrn) is curious. (Mh13) 

Trout Quintet 
I know it so well but I can’t remember hearing it live in concert. I’m surprised at how 
busy the double bass is – and I’ve never heard of “Viennese tuning” for bass. But the guy 
[Joe Phillips] used ordinary pitches. The violinist (second violin of the Quartet) played 
like a cripple, but I think it’s just a gawdawful bow hand. I don’t know how he did it, and 
I certainly hope he doesn’t teach it. (Penderecki Quartet, live My13) 

Quintet in C 
Such transcendent music – and it’s been so many years since I heard it, much less live. 
Decent performance, though not consummate: the two violins of the Quartet play quite 
differently. They foregrounded the violin and cello ornamentation in the Adagio rather 
than the sustained melody. The Trio was too slow, heavily romanticized. Finale a bit 
sloppy. Enjoyable nonetheless. The juvenile guest cellist [Cameron Crozman] played 
extremely well. (Penderecki Quartet, live My13) 

Piano Sonata in C minor [D958] 



Preview of the piece we’ll hear in Parry Sound – and a good thing because my memory is 
poor. Though one of the sanctified final three Sonatas, it is the least lyrical (according to 
Kuerti). (Je13) 

Trois marches militaires, D733 
The first is the famous one – is the two-piano version the original? It’s hard to think of it 
as military in the age of Napoleon. All three sound like the musical tin soldiers from 
Johann Strauss through Victor Herbert. (Ja14) Arranged for wind octet with double bass: 
A reminder of Schubert’s looming presence in a program of Hausmusik. The familiar 
one. (Ag20) 

Grand Duo Sonata in C for two pianos, D812 
I think I’ve heard all the mature solo sonatas at some point. Is this any less serious? No – 
not if crazy modulations are a sign of seriousness. Melodic interest is slight, but harmonic 
adventure makes up – the coda is even weirder. Andante is in 3, staccato, unsentimental. 
Scherzo is rousing. Vivace Finale begins with cunning modulating theme that starts out in 
minor, plunges forward with a lot of canonic writing, motivic development, remote 
modulation – breathtaking in its scope. This Sonata might be Schubert’s nearest 
approximation to Beethoven in power of development. Yes, A+ Schubert. (Ja14) 

Variations on an Original Theme in A♭, D813 
The theme is four-square, staccato, a bit pert. Ornamentation elaborates, tempo changes, a 
fast one gets stormy, a Minore recalls the funeral march in Beethoven’s Seventh – could 
this have been written just after his death? A second Minore is extremely plangent, 
harmonies a touch wild – at the peak, another takes off in the dotted 6/8 rhythm of the 
Seventh. A fine set, deepened if my guess about the Beethoven tribute is correct. (Ja14) 

Quartet in E♭, D87 
 Juvenile Quartet. Schubert isn’t yet Schubert. I don’t recall playing it. (Ja14) 
Quartet in B♭, D112 

Schubert is beginning to test his powers – the opening is naïve but the sudden turn to 
minor, full of trills and tremolandi, carries the piece into Sturm und Drang territory. 
Andante forges further into minor, then discovers a happy turn to major. There are 
problems developing and extending ideas, but not juxtaposing key areas. Minuetto is all 
chirpy conventionality. Presto Finale opens with a brilliant idea – sustained lines with a 
flicker of lightning high in first violin. (F14) 

Quartet in D minor, D173 
No Death and the Maiden, but more Sturm und Drang. Engaging Andantino has an air of 
simple Lied with added filigree and a couple of wild key shifts. Minuetto in minor, 
earnest, relentless – Trio in major. Allegro Finale sticks to minor, a puckish Haydnesque 
theme – one passage with nearly perpetual sixteenths underneath. (F14) 

Mirjams Siegesgesang, D942 
Cantata for solo soprano, SATB choir and piano, on a verse by Grillparzer. Multi- 
sectional, continuous, stolidly four-square and diatonic. Krystyna Laki, however, 
transfigures everything she sings, including the surprise fugal finish. (Ag14) 

Gott im Ungewitter, D985 
Exercise in Romantic piety with sublime overtones. Again, late Schubert with not very 
convincing contrapuntal bits. (Ag14) 

Psalm 23, D706 
 For 4-part women’s choir – gorgeous. (Ag14) 



An die Sonne, D439 
 There’s something amiss with the text here. (Ag14) 
Coronach, D836 
 Funereal verse by Scott (auf deutsch) for 3-part women’s choir, very beautiful. (Ag14) 
Hymne an den Unendlichen, D232 

Early Schubert, but Schiller brings out the best. End is not triumphant – surprisingly 
humble. (Ag14) 

Gott der Weltschöpfer, D986 
 Short and disappointing. (Ag14) 
Stabat Mater, D383 

Major work in twelve movements, just under 40’ long. Schubert sets a German 
paraphrase of the Latin by Klopstock, making performances outside Germany 
problematic. The music is full of beautiful things, and performance is superb, Sheila 
Armstrong outstanding. The entrance of the choir under the three soloists just before the 
Amen is just one special moment. A work to revisit. (Ag14) 

Offertorium: Intende voci, D963 
Schubert’s last choral work, a rather large-scale 11’ offertory anthem for solo tenor, choir 
and orchestra. The text is a mere three lines of Latin. The result is somehow a 
magnificent and little-known jewel – the handling of chorus sophisticated, the orchestra 
with solo oboe and strong brass gorgeous. Alejandro Ramirez, unknown to me, sings the 
solo with a pleasing tremor. (Ag14) 

Magnificat, D486 
Schubert’s second and more mature setting of the Latin text. Chorus sings full out with 
chugga-chugga violins until halfway through. The solo quartet takes over at Deposuit for 
a beautiful slower section. Chorus resumes blastissimo along with soloists from Gloria to 
the end. Not top drawer, maybe, but exhilarating. (Ag14) 

Piano Sonata in A minor, D845 
One of the less familiar Sonatas, though I seem to have three recordings. I should 
compare them. This is Schwizgebel on BBC, heard in the car. (S14) 

Fantasie brillante in B minor, violin and piano 
Why is this piece so little known, beside those silly little Sonatinas? The Intro is full of 
grandiose runs, the Rondo theme vaguely reminiscent of Beethoven’s Kreutzer but 
developed in Schubert’s own way. I’ve never tried to play it, but it sounds treacherous 
and transparent. Exciting accelerando coda. (O14) 

Die Zauberharfe Overture 
 This is a much more substantial piece than I remember – the good old Rosemunde. (Je15)  
Mass No 5 in A♭ 

Apparently Schubert labored over this piece for several years, vainly hoping to please 
some nobleman for a position. He was aware that he was taking a new turn in church 
music, the Kyrie full of song and chromatic warmth and beautiful bits for the soloists. 
Gloria and Credo step down the keys by thirds to E and C major. Gloria blazes fortissimo 
until the soprano Gratias (Donath is lovely). It ends with full fugal Cum sanctis – the 
counterpoint so rare in Schubert. Credo by contrast is hushed, becoming moreso at Et 
incarnates and lengthy misterioso – finishing bits allow surprise chords and modulations. 
Sanctus opens with startling progressions as well – Benedictus for solo quartet has 
wonderful running pizzicato. Agnus Dei suitably hushed with gorgeous quartet. 



Masterpiece. (S17)    
Mass No 6 in E♭ 

I remember this vaguely from my LP. The soloists have less work here than in the A♭. 
Kyrie sounds like a warm and gentle love song. Gloria bursts memorably with 
skyrocketing violins, triumphant – trombones signal dramatic change at Qui Tollis, 
pianissimo reply, then big build-up. Cum Sancto elicits another grand fugue. Credo again 
opens quietly but becomes deciso. Et Incarnatus begins with memorable two-tenor duet. 
Et resurrexit comes with trumpets and drums and another fugue at Et vitam. Sanctus 
begins with crescendo and dramatic unexpected chords, followed by fugal Hosanna. 
Benedictus again for solo quartet. Agnus Dei has floating soprano high note. (S17)    

Symphony No 9 in C “The Great C Major” 
I know the piece but I don’t know Fürtwängler. Intro tempo slow, big dynamic swells in 
the string phrases. First theme heavily accented, almost double dotted – a sense of 
long-breathed periods – no repeat. Recap quiet, builds to great crescendo, big accents, 
accelerated tempo to the coda, fast to peak of crescendo, slows down for brass motto, 
huge thumping chords to end. Andante is all about dynamic contrast – strings enter like a 
terrifying invading army, but their theme flows like honey. Still point at mid-movement 
exaggerated by rallentando – oboe theme resumes original tempo. The crescendo is 
Wagnerian, die alte Sturm. This movement is a marvel in every way. Scherzo sounds 
heavy and slow, exaggerated accents on third beat – Trio quite slow. Vivace Finale at 
brisk modern tempo – no heaviness here, but volume is probably double, with huge 
sustained tempo. Performance overwhelming, and it’s still Schubert. (N17) 

Piano Sonata in A, D959 
Not the A major Sonata that I love but the longer one on BBC disc. Like the G major 
String Quartet, Schubert works with starker motivic materials, lots of major-minor shifts, 
puzzling modulations. Beautiful performance, both romantic and restrained. Andantino is 
in ambling 3, tragic, resigned, almost wholly undemonstrative – B section full of 
arpeggios, amazing runs – halting return to A full of silences – A ornamented yet 
desolate. OMG sublime! Scherzo is suddenly very familiar – they must play it on CBC – 
Trio a contrasting legato. Rondo Allegretto is serene and unruffled (also familiar). (Je18) 

Overtures in the Italian Style, in D and in C 
Poor Schubert tried so hard at German opera, but he had neither a strong tradition nor 
adequate libretti. These two generic overtures were exercises attempting to capture the 
magic of the reviled Rossini. Both are about 8’, the D major with undulating slow intro 
and pert Allegro theme still sounds more Schubert than Rossini, at least until the 6/8 
coda. The slow intro of the C major has odd three-bar phrases, then a 6/8 Allegro suitable 
to comedy, complete with Rossini crescendo. Less complex than the D major but just as 
fresh, lacking only Rossini’s spaghetti bowings. (N19) 

Der Teufel als Hydraulicus Overture 
 Very juvenile (D4!) and just 4’ long. Jolly comedy. 
Die Freunde von Salamanka Overture 

Nicely extended theme with second violins chugging in the background. Again, happy, 
fresh, with no mental challenges. (N19) 

Overture in B♭ 
Generic overture, D470, occasion uncertain, but possibly written for a ceremonial 
cantata. Fresh enough, but undistinctive. (D19)    



Die Zwillingsbrüder Overture 
Written for one-act Singspiel about twin brothers. Lots of modulation, deeper writing 
though still in comic vein. Opening motto a fixed reference. (This is not the Zauberharfe 
piece with the Rosamunde theme, oddly omitted from this CD.) (D19)    

Alfonso und Estrella Overture 
Alfonso is a true Italianate grand opera in three acts. Weber was interested enough to help 
get it staged, but Schubert foolishly offended him and it never happened. The Overture is 
dark and dire but contains little of Schubert’s melodic genius. (D19)    

Fierabras Overture 
This is the last of Schubert’s completed works, D796, and I have listened through the 
opera with its complicated medieval plot and its passages of genius. The Overture is a 
substantial work with the weight of brass and timpani and Schubert’s late harmonic 
liberty. Much stronger than Alfonso. (D19)  

Seven songs 
Fischer-Dieskau and Richter, all unfamiliar, even “Prometheus,” which I should know. 
Dieskau’s damned Book of Lieder gives confusing lyrics for two of the seven songs – 
Der Wanderer and Aus Heliopolis. Are they both two different songs under one title? Auf 
der Donnau has nice flow, lament for mutability in middle. An die Freunde begs friends 
to bury him in winter: Nothing matters to the dead but your love that draws you to my 
grave. Prometheus is a major song on Goethe, loud and dramatic. Two charmers to finish 
– Der Wanderer an den Mond compares footloose wanderer to moon, forever at home in 
the sky. Fischerweise has feminine not reserved to final stanza. (Je20) 

Piano Fantasy in C “Grazer Fantasie” [D605] 
The last Fantasie in J.E. Dähler’s program. It was lost and surfaced only in the 1960s. 
The quick theme sounds like a Polish dance. It is less imposing than the two other great 
Fantasies in C, but it is too good to lose. I don’t remember hearing it. (Ag20) 

ERWIN SCHULHOFF  
Flute Sonata 

Very French sounding: Debussy in first movement. Scherzo translates material into 
Poulenc cattiness Third movement Poulenc cool. I don’t catch the jazziness mentioned in 
liner notes. Not great music but pleasant rep. (D08) 

String Sextet 
Allegro risoluto is turbulent, jagged, touched with expressionism but more diatonic, 
Bartokish.  Tranquillo is more ominous than serene: here the expressionism bursts out, 
recedes again into ominous tremolo. Burlesca a kind of grotesque taunting dance: 
left-hand pizzicati, col legno, very Bartok. Molto Adagio Finale intensely tragic, dense, 
each instrument going its own way: con sordino, long slow fade-out. Ambitious, very 
impressive piece, (Je11) 

5 Pieces for String Quartet 
These light parodic pieces were a hit in 1923, when the more difficult Sextet passed 
without notice.  Quartet literature is short on works like this: valuable rep, though the 
parody would have been campier with a French touch. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 1 
Short fast movement, rhythmically driven with folk overtones, abrupt ending. Allegretto 
dominated by big folksy viola solo. Giocoso is folksiest yet, a rugged peasant dance – 



remarkable Trio section with pizz, harmonics. Finale Sostenuto, atmospheric, coloristic B 
almost out of keeping with the rest. Odd ending deliberate, but still odd. (Jy11)   

Quartet No 2 
Agitato unlike the First Quartet opens with intricately contrapuntal texture, moves to 
simpler texture over ostinato rhythms, short, abrupt. Variations movement opens with 
mournful chromatic theme in solo viola – variations unfold seamlessly – viola closes, 
beautiful. Scherzo is folkdance over rugged ostinato rhythm. Finale begins with 
melancholy intro: Allegro is minor-key dance, strangely serioso. Melancholy bit returns, 
dance drives to finish. Super piece. (Jy11) 

Die Mondsüchtige 
A Suite of six dance movements for a new-fangled (in 1930) ballet based on jazz and 
ragtime. Ragtime itself seems tame. Valse Boston drags. Skipping has a sassy trumpet. 
Step is scored for percussion only. Tango highly stylized. Jazz gives an upbeat finish, but 
not very jazzy. So so. (D12) 

Zingaresca 
 Bravura dance for violin-cello duo, lively, lots of pizzicato (either hand), spiccato 

bowings, tossed off by Moshe Hammer and Ygor Dyachkov. Movement from a larger 
work? (live, Parry Sound, Jy13) 

Suite for Violin and Piano, op 1 
 Schulhoff was about seventeen when he wrote this first mature work, a dance Suite in 

five movements. Praeludium feels expressionistic, but romantic extravagance is 
controlled by the conventions of genre in the rest. Reminiscent of Reger. (F14) 

Violin Sonata No 1, op 7 
 Written only two years later in 1913, the style has become grotesque, exaggerated, full of 

wide portamenti – liner notes credit Debussy and I hear it, but Debussy was never so 
pomposo. Ruhig is relaxed, but angular lines are abstract, cool. Scherzo plays with 
ricochet contrasted with legato triplets. Finale is Rondo on 6/8 horn fifths, wild, episodes 
in different meters – big ending. (F14) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
 Impetuoso movement is modern for 1927, less in harmony than in character – brusque, 

full of left-hand pizz, glissandi, harsh string crossings – exciting stuff, in keeping with 
continental modernism of Bartok, Bloch, or Enescu. Yes, it is Bartok in the air, though 
without the irregular rhythms. Andante is a klezmer colored cortège, improvisatory violin 
sliding over steady piano chords. Burleska teases with fast pizzicato and a virtuoso 
whoosh mid way. Finale much in the mold of Impetuoso, virtuosic even to tenths. Wow! 
An important masterpiece. (F14) 

Sonata for Solo Violin 
 Written shortly before the Second Sonata: Allegro seems inspired by the Bach E major 

Praeludium – with left-hand pizz tossed in. Andante develops a chromatic, virtually 
twelve-tone melody. Scherzo a grazioso spiccato dance. Finale heavily rhythmic – great 
ending. Attractive as solo Sonatas go. (F14) 

Concertino for flute, viola, and double bass 
 The odd instrumentation suggests concentration camp music, but the piece actually dates 

from 1925. Furiant has a decided Les Six feel. Andante winds about quietly. Rondino 
short and curt. So-so. (O14) 

Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme 



 Four movements, 16’. Competition from Charpentier and Strauss. Schulhoff deploys a 
wind ensemble with percussion, somewhat dissonant, bitonal 1920s gaiety, not really 
jazzy. Lovely Siciliene, could be Milhaud. Longer Finale devoted to that wild final scene 
-- the boxers get a whistle. Great entertainment. (O20) 

3 Tangos 
 Arranged from three different works, here with violin in the ensemble. More 1920s 

sophistication, light work, but very low key. The third has an exotic tinge. (O20) 
Concerto for String Quartet and Winds 
 Three movements, 21’. The most serious of the four works here. Allegro: Strings against 

a large wind ensemble. The Quartet tends to be treated as a solid unit. Style is 1920s 
mechanistic rhythm, loud, dissonant, maybe with overtones of Weill, Stravinsky. Largo 
flows in triple meter, strings more independent. Schulhoff freely celebrates the imbalance 
of the ensembles at big moments, but he gives the strings breathing space as well. Allegro 
con brio is brighter in tone, still dissonant but bouncy, with raspberries from the trumpets 
and trombones. Fabulous piece! (O20) 

Suite for Chamber Orchestra 
 Six movements, plus spoken Prologue auf deutsch, 16’. No translation. The surprise of 

the CD, light tone like a cubist Façade: Ragtime, Valse Boston, Shimmy, Step, Tango, 
Jazz. Very close to Antheil inthis vein. Boston Valse is Klangfarbenmelodie done to a 
pop tune taken apart. (I’m still unsure about the phrase “Boston Waltz”!) Shimmy is 
funny. Step uses drums alone in 1921! Tango is sxy, bitonal, wirth solo violin and great 
wind riffs. Wow! Jazz is perhaps mistitled -- it’s closer to dance band. This is a real 
piece, no mere spoof, and a great CD. Schulhoff was a powerful voice in that scene. (O20) 

ALAN SCHULMAN 
Theme and Variations, viola & piano 
 Schulman decidedly adheres to the conservative, neo-romantic wing of American music. 

Theme is graceful and attractive, with decent variations. OK repertoire. (My14) 
GUNTHER SCHULLER 
Quartet No 3 

Highly astringent, part-serial piece, dedicated to Louis Krasner. Beautiful slow 
movement, some big cadenza passages, echo of a Beethoven fragment near the end. 
Interesting unexpected stuff. (O08) 

Spectra 
A 20' work in one movement commissioned by Mitropoulos, avant gardish with nary a 
hint of jazz. The title does not point to Grisey’s Spectralism. The gimmick is the seating 
plan, not audible on the CD, intended to facilitate chamber interaction while making the 
tutti gatherings seem like miraculous synchronicity. I make little of it. (Ap11) 

Suite for Wind Quintet 
A lot of music for six short minutes – the Blues movement stands out. Schuller was only 
17 when he wrote it. (O18) 

Seven Studies on Themes of Paul Klee 
20’. Maybe this is Schuller’s masterpiece. It managed to make the bar to Sony’s 
Masterworks of the  20th Century box. I have the luxury of viewing Klee's images on 
my computer screen while listening. Schuller does not shy from naive pictorialism. 
Antique Harmonies is sustained, reflecting more of the background blur than the muted 
color squares. Abstract Trio: Not quite a woodwind trio, but close. The linear figures are 



there. Little Blue Devil is loud, works into jazz with plucked bass and muted brass. The 
Twittering Machine twitters, as promised. The most memorable movement. Arab Village: 
Begins with Orientalist solo flute, then drums, oboe, and others join. An Eerie Moment: 
This title doesn't show up. Pastorale: The canvas is yellowish green, no figures, the color 
mottled. (Jy20)   

WILLIAM SCHUMAN 
A Song of Orpheus 

Good piece, mostly lyrical and reflective, not lost in faster middle sections. I’ve 
underestimated WS, thinking he traded on his Juilliard position, but he came to that late. 
A considerable composer. A student of Roy Harris, which I didn’t know. This piece 
represents him well.  (D08) 

American Festival Overture 
Very much in the Harris vein, celebratory without the underpinning tragedy: B longer and 
more elaborate than the typical “Overture.”  (My09) 

Three New England Sketches 
I had forgotten, or never knew, that these were based on Billings. Slow movement on 
“When Jesus Wept” is gorgeous (though it won’t displace Barber’s Adagio). Ivesian 
military three-step to finish. (My09) Under the title New England Triptych: Three 
movements based on Billings hymn tunes, freely but recognizably modernized. Middle 
movement on “When Jesus Wept” is gorgeous, but then so is the original. I’ve heard this 
piece, Schuman’s most popular, but it doesn’t really stick. (My10) [Correction: I often 
mentally refer back to it.] 

Symphony No 10 
Quite dissonant massive chords, thoughtfully spaced, strong but irregular rhythms, 
practically no solos or melodic lines, very abstract, not anguished but angered, protesting. 
Major chord at end of slow movement is the only sign of the optimism WS mentions in 
his comments.  (My09) 

Symphony No 4 
Dark three-movement Symphony written in 1941-42 just before and after Pearl Harbor: 
serious but objective, not anguished or angry, in Harris mode. He couldn’t resist an 
academic fugue in the Finale, but builds it to big ending. Strong piece. (O09) Three 
movements, 24’. Slow intro is dark, English horn over double bass ostinato, the large 
orchestra joining in until brassy Vigoroso, which develops impressively, ending on a 
deep-voiced C-major triad. Muted strings over low pizzicato dominate Tenderly – flutes, 
muted trumpets, solo horn – beautiful. Schuman is a very reserved, “objective” composer, 
but the feeling is there to be found. Finale has tempo marking only, but it begins 
energetically only to diminuendo and peter out. Strings instigate a lively fugal texture, 
brass creep in and build to big positive ending. (S18) 

Orchestral Song 
Silly little folksong setting.  (O09) 

Circus Overture 
Not as brash as title suggests. Stravinsky is funnier. Let’s call it a filtered abstract of good 
fun. (O09) 

Symphony No 9 “La fosse ardeatine” 
Three-movement Symphony inspired by visit to site of Nazi slaughter of 335 Italian 
civilians. Very powerful opening: dissonant free counterpoint in strings, gradually adding 



winds, brass, timp: then I lost track . . . ending picks up, dramatic and dark. I didn’t 
follow the logic of this through, but it seems dark and strong.  (O09) 

Symphony No 6 
A single half-hour movement (6 tempo divisions), described in the notes as WS’s 
craggiest, most remote Symphony. It strikes me as somber, tragic, WS in direct Roy 
Harris descent, though in 1948 it offered little to grasp. Most of it is slow, the faster bits 
filled with anxiety, beautiful major/minor ending. (My10) 

Prayer in Time of War 
Wartime concert piece, somber, hymnic, not too dissonant: steady pulse rises to big brass 
climax, becomes reflective, excited, then affirmative. Final section slow, with drums and 
solo trumpet. Good piece. (My10) 

Symphony No 8 
In 3 movements, slow-slow-presto: not a transcription from Quartet No 4 but borrowing 
considerably. Lento is ponderous, slowly building crescendo-accelerando from opening 
major-minor sonority, big timp ending. Largo continues mood: stately cello melody over 
steady pulse, becomes agitated, peculiar bit in reiterated triplets, cello melody return in 
brass, rises to major-minor chord.  Presto is called “playful,” but only darkly so, skittery, 
jerky – that melody returns. Very powerful, possibly the best of WS’s Symphonies. (Jy10) 

Night Journey 
Ballet score for Martha Graham on the Oedipus/Jocasta story, which lends only its dark 
tone. Here the original score is shortened and reduced to an ensemble of fifteen. Like the 
Eighth Symphony, begins Lento, nearly immobile, sculptural, with outbursts. The ghosts 
of Copland and Stravinsky hover. I like the slo-mo stuff, but the heightened drama 
doesn’t go far enough.  (Jy10) 

Carols of Death 
Three Whitman poems set for a cappella choir. Pandiatonic but nearly atonal texture, 
very transparent, difficult, with somewhat affected presentation (“Unlock the doors” 
molto staccato). The second piece works better, but spoiled by the ending. Third is best. 
Hardly my favorite repertoire. Occasion? (Ag18)    

Dances: Divertimento for Wind Quintet and Percussion 
A single movement of 11’. A longish slow semi-serious intro breaks into a cheeky polka, 
followed by an Irish jig, followed by . . . . Percussion is used for color and dance-band 
beat, not power, and it’s a tour de force for one percussionist. Super writing. (S18) 

Credendum 
Three movements without pause, 18’, for massive orchestra. Declaration opens with 
pompous brass and percussion – no strings allowed until Chorales, in bittersweet mood. 
Brass creep back in and swell, then dim to a solitary chime. Finale begins with 
scherzando woodwinds over strings, evolving into romantic sound and return of the 
pomposo brass. Strings draw back for a final run at huge tutti finish, timps and chimes 
blazing. Strong piece. (S18) 

Piano Concerto 
Three movements, 24’, scored for chamber orchestra with a Copland-Harris feel, 
rhythmic but not jazzy, marked by recurrent falling fifth and a simple syncopated figure. 
Second movement marked Deliberately is introspective, building power – B section a 
steady, quick walking motion, slowing to the initial melancholy introspection. Finale, 
given only a tempo marking, marked by energetic ostinato until the melancholy feeling 



returns – the piano starts some playful business, then launches into a chromatic fugue and 
cadenza before the finger-twisting coda. Strong piece. (S18) 

CLARA SCHUMANN 
Variations on a Theme by Robert Schumann, op 20 

The theme is from RS’s op 99, familiar because Brahms based his Variations on it also. 
Basic decorative Variations, no surprises. (Ottawa trip—My10) 

3 Romances, violin & piano, op 22 
Three charming, unambitious pieces, touches sprightly. Salon stuff. (Ottawa trip—My10) 
Clara wrote these for Joachim, but they are not terribly technical. The middle piece is a 
nice scherzando. Lots of piano ripples. Clara always seems shy of the upper violin 
register. Still, they held their own amid Robert’s short pieces. (Parry Sound, Jy16) 

Scherzo, op 14; Romanze, op 21; Toccatina, op 6; Two Romances, op 11 
The three independent pieces are more impressive both musically and pianistically than 
the big set of Variations – they make a terrific group. The Romances, too, are bolder than 
the Violin Romances.  (Ottawa trip—My10). Romanze is marked “sehr innig,” and sets 
that tone immediately. Excitement begins with hints of major, but the opening motif 
returns and takes over. Nice. (D19)    

Piano Trio in G minor, op 17 
Truly beautiful music, a flow of original melody and figure through four solid 
movements. Is Clara just uneven, or were there triggers to her real power? I’ll have to 
check the Concerto again to see if it measures up to this. (Ottawa trip—My10) 

Toccatina, op 6/1; Nocturne, op 6/2 
Clara Schumann seems late for fortepiano, but the instrument recorded here was made in 
1868 and played by her in 1870. It sounds like a drier version of the modern instrument. 
Toccatina has the requisite digital action plus a longish romantic bit in the middle as well. 
Notturno is redolent of Chopin. (D19)  

Souvenir de Vienne 
 Haydn’s Kaiser theme, played with great solemnity, then variations. (D19)   
Piano Sonata in G minor 

Four movements, 18’. There’s no opus number. Was it thought overweening for a woman 
to write a Sonata after Beethoven? This begins with motto, then a melodic theme, the 
theme more decorated than developed. Extended coda. Adagio begins with standard 
lyricism, with echo of opening in minor. But gesture is not repeated. Scherzo 
light-fingered à la Mendelssohn – Trio in minor more plangent. Rondo Finale returns to 
minor. Episode in major echoes the main theme, and next episode involves workout as in 
Sonata-Rondo. Accelerando coda finishes with forte (not fortissimo), (D19)    

Trois Romances, op 11 
These seem to be Clara’s most recorded pieces. The first has a restrained sorrow. Nice. 
Second is more unsettled, still restrained but works up to B section in major marked 
passionate. Wonderful piece. Third, Moderato, strikes pose of affected carelessness. The 
group works well as a whole. (D19)  

Quatre Pièces fugitives, op 15 
Larghetto sad but not tragic – reflective. Agitato has fraut, nervous energy. Andante is 
marked espressivo, full of tenderness with touch of anxiety in the middle. Scherzo is 
Mendelssohnian but lacks the sparkle. (D19)    

Romanze, op 21/1 



Marked “sehr innig.” Excitement builds with hints of major key, but that inward opening 
returns and takes over. Very nice. (D19)   

Piano Concerto in A minor, op 7 
Three movements continuous, 21’. I should remember this better, but the Allegro hasn’t 
stuck, though the dotted rhythmic motto seems strong enough. Soloist develops the motif 
in Chopinesque manner, with teasing major-minor modulations. Romance melody has 
similar three-note up-beat, then inverts it. Chopin is still the presiding spirit. Entrance of 
solo cello is a magic moment (liner notes suggest that Brahms may have taken the idea). 
Finale in minor almost sounds like Polacca. It returns in major, always teasing, the last 
version radically split. Extended coda has calm section before piu mosso finish. Yes, it’s 
a fully viable piece, possibly her best. (D19)     

ROBERT SCHUMANN 
Abegg Variations, op 1 

Unprepossessing brief set of variations, Schumann in brilliante mode, not familiar. 
Fukushima’s performance superb, running notes like strings of matched pearls. (Je08) 

Noveletten, op 21 
Eight pieces of top-notch Schumann – not familiar. Compare the Chopin Ballades. How 
did I miss them? (Je08) Richter plays only three of the eight, but the entire set probably 
lasts a full hour. Amazing, a major Schumann piano set I’ve never come across before. 
They are echt Schumann, bold, tempestuous, flashy at times, changeable, exhilarating. 
The F# minor is long, maybe the longest (?). It want the whole thing. (Ja14) The entire set 
of 8 in Brautigam’s performance runs about 46’ – I ordered the disc to fill in the blank. 
Each piece apparently is a Rondo, the First alternating a stentorian March with gorgeous 
lyric bits with shivering modulations. No 2 is a gale of virtuosic ripples with a reflective 
B section. No 3 has a cute staccato subject – “almost comical” say the liner notes. No 4 
has a wonderfully lilting idea in 3 (at least as Brautigam phrases it), more reflective B, 
and a presto finish. No 5 sounds impetuous, with four episodes more sober, except for the 
third which is driven – a real Florestan piece. No 6 is scherzando with multiple ideas, 
multiple modulations. No 7, the shortest of the set, keeps the forward momentum 
throughout, except for one songlike episode. The last, much the longest and most 
episodic, begins with a serious tone and a torrent of notes, breaks off a few times, but the 
building sequences give a sense of mounting climax. There’s stentorian like the 
beginning (Is it the same music?) that keeps building to a finish, then veering off before 
coming to an end. What wonderful music! Richard Brautigam is a fabulous Schumann 
player, especially for one better known as a fortepianist. (Ja16) 

Fantasiestücke, op 111 
Little 10-minute quasi-sonatina, unfamiliar and gorgeous. First-rate Schumann. A super 
CD! (Je08).  Yes, they show up as nice concert opener in Stratford for Sharon Wei’s 
chamber group. (Ag09) These pieces on Brautigam’s CD seem to be better known than I’d 
thought, just because I didn’t know them. The beautiful semplice Langsam now sounds 
familiar. (Ja16) 

Waldszenen; Arabeske; Fassingschwank aus Wien 
Perfect car music. Fassingschwank seems almost familiar now. Arabeske a supreme 
masterpiece. (Jy08—Muskoka) 

25 Lieder 



Only a few of these are familiar B the “Grenadieren” and “Widmung,” of course, and 
oddly “Der Einsiedler” – and these just scratch the surface. I am struck by how radically 
some of them move toward Wolf’s durchkomponiert liberties. Goerne sings lyrically, 
without being too sweet, but without FD’s finicky diction that damages line. He needs 
more guts in the Grenadieren. (O08) 

Dichterliebe 
Beautiful lyric singing, with vocal color, dramatic engagement, plenty of freedom, but 
nothing over the top, no excess or exaggeration. Yes, Goerne takes the high option in 
“Ich grolle nicht” (though the note is underpowered). (O08) I hadn’t realized there is a 
longer version of Dichterliebe, with four additional songs: and I like it better (“Dein 
Angesicht,” “Mein Wagen rollet”). Butterfield has very little voice, no bottom, therefore 
no color or dynamic shading. (Ja09 – live) 

Liederkreis, op 24 
Nearly a cycle: Heine settings, lyrics of lost love. Schumann’s settings are a study in 
wringing music structure out of the simple quatrains, repeating lines, phrases, returning to 
first stanza at end, delaying phrases or notes for hesitation, changing key for part . . . . 
(N08) Gerald Finley on CBC from Ottawa – as sheer music without reference to text these 
seem less viable than op 39, but that may be an illusion of familiarity. (Jy13) 

Frauenliebe und Leben 
Beautiful performance by Monica Whicher and Carolyn Maule. Not an overwhelming 
voice but solid lightish mezzo, sings with meaning but without overstatement, pianist 
ditto. Perfect poise.  (Jy09—live, Parry Sound). Rather tentative performance by Suzie Le 
Blanc, who confessed that it was her first in public, but her pipsqueak high voice is not 
really suited. The concert continued with some children’s songs and piano pieces, plus 
“Sie liebten sich beide” by Clara Schumann, all of which went better. Robert Kortgaard 
threw in a lovely Arabeske, op 18. At home we listened to Lois Marshall’s recording, 
made in her last year, but sung with incredible feeling. (live, Ap09) Leslie Fagan at Parry 
Sound sang with great poise and conviction, though her emoting came across as 
understatement. Is my prejudice that strong? I could hear little feeling in her voice, and I 
kept hearing a phantom Janet Baker filling those phrases with warmth. (She stopped at 
one point having confused the words.) The piano postlude brought tears to my eyes, as 
always. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) 

Piano Trio No 1 in D minor, op 63 
Wonderful to hear this piece live: it’s still a favorite, despite its faults: rather heavy 
working out, too much middle register string writing. But it’s all Schumann heart on 
sleeve. The Apollo Trio made a creditable performance, but the two male string players 
were both drowned out by the tiny female pianist. Sandra said the fiddle player could 
make more sound with a better bow hand, and she’s probably right. It thought it a bit 
wooden. (live, Apollo Trio, F09) 

Violin Sonata in A minor, op 105 
A rare treat to hear this live. It’s not played for some reason, possibly the uncertainty of 
RS’s mental state, but apart from drama and intensity and sense of tragedy, the composer 
is clearly in full command of his resources. A beautiful work, more familiar than I 
expected it to be. Jonathan Crow splendid as always, Arthur Rowe. (live, My09) 

Kerner Lieder, op 35 



Prime Schumann that I do not know, done to perfection by Hampson and Parsons. “Stirb, 
Lieb’ und Freud” is utter mastery, both song and performance. “Stille Liebe,” great song 
on simple poem, and “Frage?” with its question ending à la Wolf. “Stille Tränen” – my 
God what beautiful music! Why should I be surprised? The entire set of 12 is nearly on 
the same level as the op 39 Liederkreis. (Jy10) 

5 Anderson Songs; 2 Kerner Lieder 
Hans Christian Andersen, trans Chamisso. The first and last of the set are lightweight.  
“Muttertraum” shows amazing penetration of an apparently innocent poem with sinister 
ending. “Der Soldat,” a cross between Beiden Grenadieren and Danny Deever. “Der 
Spielmann,” a familiar masterpiece. The two extra Kerner Lieder are drawn from op 127 
and 142. (Ag10) 

5 early Kerner Lieder 
These songs seem to be quite early, not published until 1933, the piano parts kept quite 
basic. “Kurzes Erwachen” is simple, gorgeous; the first Anna song works well. (Ag10)  

Symphony No 1 in B♭ “Spring” 
I’ve been hankering to hear the Schumann Symphonies, and Sandra called with free 
tickets, Stewart Robertson conducting. A real treat to get reacquainted. The orchestra 
sounded pretty good, as did Schumann’s orchestration, at least in the first movement. 
After listening to so much secondary Romantic music, Schumann’s inventiveness, both 
melodic and formal, really shine. (live, Orch London Mh11) I’d forgotten the fanfare and 
the portentous slow introduction. Allegro very familiar, Noseda giving it nice 
transparency. What great development leading back to opening fanfare – short recap and 
extended presto coda. Larghetto is a Lied that keeps modulating upward with rising 
urgency. After varied repeat, a chorale leads attacca into minor-key Scherzo – Trio in 
major, duple time – Trio II in 3. Closes with surprise change of tempo to set up joyful, 
chirping Finale. Alas, I never got to play it. (Je17)  

Requiem for Mignon, op 98b 
Goethe setting for chorus and orchestra. The piece depends on background narrative and 
philosophy from its context in Wilhelm Meister. No tragedy: only affirmation of Beauty, 
Life. Confusing, but the last bit is lovely. (S11) 

Nachtlied, op 108 
Choral setting of lyric by Hebbel, gorgeous: rises from serenity to internal throes of 
passion, returns to safety of sleep. An unknown gem. (S11)  

Das Paradies und die Peri, op 50 
One of the most gorgeous and moving major masterpieces I’ve encountered in a long 
time. This has things in it that I never suspected Schumann capable of, much as I love 
him: the varied textures both in voices (soloists, quartet, chorus) and orchestra (that horn 
solo with the stopped notes – the Nile Spirits – the calculation of high notes, especially at 
the end – the arioso recits with leitmotifs – and best of all, the sustained interest over a 
fleet 90 minutes. Tom Moore’s fable from Lallah Rookh is flimsy and theologically 
dubious, but the piece just requires an open mind and a capacity for religious emotion. 
Feather light, Mendelssohnian, but Elijah, much as I love it, seems earthbound by 
comparison. (S11)  

Humoresque, op 20 



One of my favorite Schumann pieces, revisited on CBC Sunday afternoon concert. 
Performance by Nareh Arghamanyan is virtuosic, Romantic, but not well shaped, bangy 
in Presto near the end and at the end. The German crowd seemed to like it. (Ja12) 

6 Fugues on the Name B-A-C-H, op 60       
I find it hard to think of Schumann either as an organ composer or as a disciple of Bach, 
so this work, a full half-hour cycle, comes as a surprise. The liner notes make claims for 
its internal structure as a unitary work (like the song cycles). The writer says 
“symphonic” but it’s more a set of variations.  I’d certainly not spot it as Schumann, 
though it’s just possible to spot the Romantic hiding behind the counterpoint, through 
tempo, texture and character changes. The B-A-C-H theme never becomes tiresome. No 
5 is a Mendelssohnian Scherzo. Finale is slow, stately, then gradually builds tempo and 
intensity, then shifts gears to another crescendo and keeps climbing. Wow! Schumann 
must be the least known of our great masters. I wonder how much his reputation has been 
damaged by his mental disorder? (F13)   

3 Romances, oboe and piano, op 94 
Susan Hoeppner played them in Rampal’s arrangement. They work OK for flute – the 
effect is odd, but the there’s so little Romantic repertoire for the instrument. (live, Jeffery 
Concerts, Mh14) James Mason played the proper oboe versions. They are larger pieces 
than I expected, the first developing a snaky chromatic theme at some length. The second 
is very familiar – a song, but I can’t place it. The third in ABA form. Oboe and piano is 
such an odd combination: tuning is difficult, and the timbres don’t blend. (Parry Sound 
live, Jy16) Schumann’s melodies suit the clarinet in these marvelous pieces. I prefer it to 
the oboe, I think. (Jy17) 

Fantasy in C, violin and piano, op 131 
I have never even heard this piece, and until not long ago never heard of it. How the 
myths persist and obscure great art. The unusually showy virtuosity is no doubt due to the 
proximity of Schumann’s recent friendship with Joachim, but the manic excitability is all 
his own. The form seems very free. A knockout of a piece. (N14) Orchestral version with 
Anne-Sophie Mutter: Joachim never  played Schumann’s Concerto but he championed 
this Fantasy – which has now all but disappeared. One 14’ movement. It begins in A 
minor (Schumann’s concerto key) rather plaintively before the tough stuff – double 
stopping, antics high on the G string, octaves, big cadenza. Joachim edited the solo part – 
and Kreisler apparently had a hand in the version played by Mutter. (O17) 

Fantasy in C, op 17 
A favorite Schumann, but it’s been a long time. The middle movement stays with me, but 
I had forgotten much of the dreamy opening, and just how gorgeous the last bit is. Young 
Pavel Kolesnikov was technically very capable (I think he faltered momentarily in the 
fast coda in the middle), but he hasn’t become comfortable with it, perhaps. Wonderful to 
hear again. (Jeffery Concerts, live Mh15)  

Genoveva Overture, op 51 
Is it Genoveva who is neurasthenic, or the composer? Too subtle a piece for the car, but 
great. (Je15) 

Symphonic Etudes, op 13  
One of Schumann’s greatest works, in the hands of Richter, a master. His Debussy on the 
BBC disc was convincing too, but the Chopin less so. (O15)  

Allegro, op 8 



I don’t remember hearing this – it’s a virtuoso 9’ work, not a moto perpetuo, but cast as a 
loose sonata-allegro and intended for a Sonata. RS thought it too rhapsodic and published 
it separately. It does appear to wander. (Ja16) 

Gesänge der Frühe, op 133 
Five short piano pieces, the last piano pieces Schumann wrote. The Morning Songs begin 
very quietly, the second somewhat more lively, the third somewhat ambiguous 
rhythmically. No 4 turns to minor in gentle rippling downward arpeggios, again 
rhythmically hesitant. The last is gentle, melodic, with a wavering ripple and some odd 
harmonies. This is not bring-down-the-house recital material but gorgeous, intimate salon 
music. Very moving. I’ve not heard them before. (Ja16) 

Papillons, op 3 
A string of miniatures covertly fashioned after a source in a Jean Paul novel. Less played 
than other early Schumann, recognizable but far from familiar. (Ap16) 

4 Songs 
Emma Bolt on BBC sounds lovely in “Widmung” and “Der Nussbaum” – so beautiful – 
from the days when BBC included texts in their booklets. The op 90 songs are unfamiliar. 
“Meine Rose” – no one can say he lost his touch! “Requiem” is ultimate RS. In both, I 
think, the voice both begins and ends off tonic. Four little masterpieces.” (Ap16) 

3 Fantasiestücke, op 73 
Lesser known Schumann, utterly gorgeous miniatures, almost as autumnal and haunting 
as late  Brahms. Even the last, Rasch mit Feuer, has a touch of nostalgia. Wow! (Ap16) 

Piano Quintet in E♭, op 44 
So familiar, yet I’ve never grasped its formal brilliance, or listened closely enough. All 
movements have brilliant thematic material, especially the wonderful slow movement. 
But three, all but the Scherzo, save the best for last. The formal ideas involve (1) 
juxtaposition, the calculated contrast of different ideas, and (2) imaginative extension and 
reprise, bringing back unrelated ideas and counterpointing them. The end of the Finale 
brought tears. (Ap16) Stewart Goodyear and the NZ Quartet in wonderful performance. 
The piece is formally so brilliant, and its ability to pull together so many contrasting 
emotions and instrumental textures is amazing. Set beside the Brahms Quintet on the 
same program, it reveals its wonderful variousness next to JB’s single-mindedness. I’ve 
come now to prefer the Schumann as a greater piece. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) 

3 Fantasy Pieces, clarinet and piano, op 73 
Schumann wrote so many of these sets, and they keep being transcribed for different 
instruments that it’s hard to keep track. James Campbell played these as they ought to be 
played. Schumann uses the full range of the clarinet well – the last piece makes an 
exciting finish. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) 

4 Fairy Tale Pictures, viola & piano, op 113 
Among RS’s last compositions, these give no evidence of declining powers. I’ve never 
heard them, though they figure in the viola repertoire, and they make a substantial set. 
Gillian Ansell (NZ String Quartet) explained them: the first two apparently Rapunzel, a 
love lyric followed by a galloping horse in strong dotted rhythms. The third, marked 
Rasch, is Rumpelstiltskin’s furious dance. The last is Sleeping Beauty in repose. 
Marvelous. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) I was so impressed last summer, so much 
suggestiveness with nothing more than tempo marks. Here the piano seems bangy, fast 
tempo in No 2 driven. Last is longest, melancholic. (Jy17)   



Arabesque, op 18 
One of my favorite piano pieces, used as a short concert opener. Leopoldo Erice was very 
impressive in the rest of the concert, but his tone here was steely and unpleasant: maybe 
the big Yamaha is intended for a huge concert hall, or for Bartok and Prokofiev? Oddly, 
he sounded fine as an accompanist. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) 

Piano Quartet in E♭, op 47 
This piece gets so overshadowed by the Quintet, wonderful to hear it live. It’s a big, 
exciting piece  in itself. First movement has slow intro that appears again twice, but with 
good formal effect, not just a halt in the proceedings. Second movement a light 
Mendelssohnian scherzo. Third a gorgeous cantabile full of drooping sevenths. Finale is 
learned in tone, rugged, a bit awkward perhaps but ultimately satisfying. Leopoldo Erice 
and members of Penderecki Quartet, very fine. (Parry Sound live, Jy16) 

Piano Concerto in A minor 
Martha Argerich on CBC, while driving from Muskoka. I take this beautiful music for 
granted! nice postscript to Parry Sound. I listen for that tricky rhythm in the Finale. (Jy16) 

Piano Sonata No 1 in F# minor, op 11 
I haven`t heard this piece in many many years. The Intro and Allegro seem wholly 
disparate, though both are Sturm und Drang in feeling. The Allegro sounds like Grieg`s 
trolls. There`s some romantic writing, a remembrance of the Intro, a beautiful quiet 
ending. Carlo Grante plays well, I think, and his liner notes expertly answer complaints 
about Schumann`s handling of form. Aria is serene, not romantic over the top. Scherzo is 
pure Florestan, staccato, dotted, all over the keyboard. Allegro maestoso is the largest 
movement. It begins with bold block chords, alternates with a gentle bit – I think it`s a 
rondo form underlying, but very undetermined – drive to a big ending. I question the 
recorded sound. (S16) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in F minor, op 14 “Konzert ohne Orchester” 
Four movements. Allegro begins big and appassionato as in concertante, several ideas in 
succession, virtuoso passagework. There are apparently two editions: The second adds 
the Scherzo and makes revisions in the Allegro. Grante preserves the original Allegro but 
includes the Scherzo. I used to think this inferior Schumann: I now grasp the wildness 
better, and prize it. The Scherzo develops a firm dotted figure with unpredictability. 
Variations on a Theme of Clara Wieck (sometimes presented on its own) take a theme 
already odd in its phrase structure (see Grante’s analysis) and plays with that as well as 
melody and harmony. I hear echoes of the Scherzo dotted rhythm. Prestissimo continues 
in the virtuoso concertante mode – Wow! Here’s one to compare performances! Grante is 
exciting but (maybe?) eccentric. (S16) Jan Michiels plays the original 3-movement 
version senza Scherzo. I am struck by the early date, 1836, which makes Schumann seem 
even more radical. I’ve never liked the Concerto without Orchestra tag, and discover it 
was supplied by the publisher. Michiels emphasizes the excesses, laudably I think. (Jy17) 

Piano Sonata No 3 in G minor, op 22 
Four movements – like all three Sonatas. It begins “so rasch wie möglich,” passionately, 
with a  romantic second subject only slightly less charges – its second appearance is more 
settled, then off again to the races. After this breathtaking temp, the simple 6/8 Andantino 
is welcome – B section sustains the melody, sunk into a remote key. Scherzo is in 2 (I 
think), full of rhythmic displacements, short, no Trio. Presto Finale mirrors the “wie 



möglich” of the beginning, with a very gentle romantic theme like courting birds. 
Fabulous coda. Wham bam! (O16) 

Manfred, op 115 
A dramatic spectacle – neither opera nor true melodrama – to represent Byron’s poem. 
Besides the familiar Overture, there are fifteen musical numbers spread over three acts, 
divided by spoken scenes of great length. Here they are summarized by a narrator. I 
haven’t heard the Overture in ages, and never played it, yet it seems very close – the great 
cello theme, those syncops, that viola squiggle. 

   Act I: A poet writes about broken taboos, adultery, incest, an illegitimate child, divorce, exile.  
[I] Spirits’ Song: Four Spirits ask Manfred what he desires. Forgetfulness. But he 
confronts a woman’s face. [II] Heavenly Apparition – Melodrama: O beauty – but the 
vision fades. [III] Spirits’ Incantation: The Spirits have extracted poison from Manfred’s 
false tears and the black blood of his heart. He shall never slumber nor die. Manfred 
wakes, the Spirits have vanished, but the inner demons rage. [IV] Round Dance, English 
horn unaccompanied. A Chamois Hunter in the high Alps arrives, saves Manfred from 
leaping to his death, and they descend ahead of a threatening storm. [V] Entr-acte – 
pastoral music. 

   Act II: Manfred in the Chamois Hunter’s chalet expresses gratitude but he is urgent to depart.  
He goes to a waterfall to summon the Witch of the Alps. [VI] Adjuration of the Alpenfee: 
Melodrama, Manfred  summons her with faery music à la Mendelssohn, but she demands 
obedience. He bids her “Abweg” and turns to Arimanes, Lord of Darkness. [VII] Hymn 
to Arimanes, chorus of ominous power. The Lord arrives with the three Fates, but again 
Manfred refuses to kneel. [VIII] “Prostrate yourself!” [IX] “Crush the Worm!” Clotho 
intervenes, and Nemesis summon the shade of Astarte. [X] Melodrama: Nemesis 
summons and Astarte appears, but remains silent. Arimanes and Nemesis have no power 
to make her speak. [XI] Melodrama: Manfred in a fit of self-pity pleads forgiveness. She 
calls him by name, and assures him his torment will end tomorrow, but she does not 
fogive nor say she loves him. He is thrust into despair. 

   Act III: Manfred has returned to his tower. [XII] Melodrama, elegiac music, “There is a calm  
upon me.” An Abbot arrives, warns Manfred his subjects are restive, and pleads for 
repentance. He sends the Abbot away. [XIII] Melodrama: Abschied von der Sonne (the 
most beautiful speech in the poem). The Abbot returns [XIV] and sees Nichts, but behind 
him the Genius of Manfred. “Komm!” Manfred defies the Spirit, and others arise. “The 
mind which is immortal makes itself Requital for its good or evil thoughts . . . . The hand 
of death is on me – but not yours!” The Spirits disappear. [XV] Klostergesang. Manfred 
dies in the arms of the Abbot as a chorus sings Requiem. “Whither? I dread to think – but 
he is gone.” (D16) 

Kinderscenen, op 15 
One of Schumann’s most familiar masterpieces in the hands of old school interpreter 
Horowitz. The shapes seem malleable to the touch. I could swear the last piece, “The 
Poet Speaks,” reappears as the postlude of Dichterliebe – but I may be wrong. (Je18) 

12 Gedichte von Rückert, op 37 
I’ve been frustrated with Schumann’s Lieder – the three transcendent cycles are amply 
recorded, but  others not so much. Is it simply a judgment of quality? Schumann is an 
uneven composer, maybe in  the songs most of all? The first three here are very simple, 
and three of the dozen are omitted, all melody and accompaniment. There are three duets: 



Liebste was kann den uns scheiden is lovely; So wahr die Sonne scheinet is basically in 
thirds. Most interesting are Flügel! (dramatic, demanding) and Rose, Meer und Sonne 
(beautiful tune, rondo repetition of stanza 1, big ending). Thomas Bauer is a discovery, a 
truly fine Lieder baritone. He has done some opera – including one Wotan – but mainly 
does concert work. Susanne Bernhard, alas, is merely adequate – unbuttered tone, no 
forward direction. (Je20) 

8 Lieder aus Wilhelm Meister (Goethe), op 98a 
These settings are not a patch on Hugo Wolf’s, nor even Schubert’s, and I miss Kennst du 
das Land. Schumann does give the Harper’s entry, with loud harp strokes on piano. The 
knights offer gold but he declines: I sing as the bird sings. Demanding range and 
expressiveness. The first two Mignon Lieder are just so-so (performance?), but the third 
rises to the great poem, and the Philine song is witty staccato, for her fickle charm. The 
three Harper Lieder are deeper and moving. (Je20) 

5 Sologesänge aus Minnespiel (Rückert), op 101 
Best is the first for baritone (performance?), Meine Träne, rich in feeling and a tricky 
free-wheeling  melody. Despite the reference to Sologesänge, the third is a gorgeous duet 
with a chorale-like melody. The three soprano songs are a cut above the earlier Rückert 
settings. Liebster deine Worte is angular but nice. Mein schöne Stern has high tessitura 
for the star. O Freund reveals Schumann’s fondness for taking the voice to the seventh of 
a chord, or an appoggiatura. (Je20) 

Schubert German Dances [D 820] 
Orchestrated by Anton Webern, 9’, and conducted by him, recorded in 1932. 
Webern repeats the first and fourth dances between dances, perhaps for 
formal unity Otherwise the orchestration is straightforward, Webern varies 
the tempi Romantically. (Ag20)    

JOSEPH SCHUSTER 
6 Paduan Quartets 

Schuster was an obscure, unprolific, and slightly older contemporary of Mozart, and four 
of these Quartets found in MS in Padua were attributed to the master by Saint-Foix. They 
compare with early Mozart. All are in three movements, except the A major in two. The 
first, in C, shows good skill in passing the interest around, with some surprise turns – 
Allegretto has a bouncy charm. The G minor as a slow intro that aims at pathos, followed 
by a chirpy Allegro molto, followed by (surprise!) a serious Allegretto in minor. The A 
major in two movements is dull. The E♭ however has persuasive Mozartean sentiment 
and several unexpected harmonic and dramatic turns; the other movements are clever too 
and could pass – a standout. The D minor is shaped like the G minor, slow-fast-slow, and 
sounds ecclesiastical. The ensemble plays with exquisite intonation, but I curse their viol 
consort sound and refusal to let bows bounce. (Mh14) 

Märchenerzählungen, op 132 
Four movements for clarinet, viola, and piano. Lebhaft is relaxed, intimate conversation. 
Sehrmarkiert is not fast either, emphatic without losing its intimacy – conciliatory B 
section. Ruhig is marked zart – heavenly! Sehr markiert (again) is conclusive. (Jy17) 

HEINRICH SCHÜTZ 
Magnificat 

Odd silences and bare spots. Seems too text driven. (Au08) Yes, fussy word painting to 
the cost of musical coherence. (Mh09) 



9 Geistliche Konzerte 
These pieces are short anthems for solo voices with instruments and continuo. All are 
very text driven. Four countertenor pieces veer from secco recit to arioso. The Latin of 
“O Jesu” comes as a relief to the German. I like better “Ich ruf zu dir” with odd combo of 
3 sopranos and one bass, very nice. The three duets for 2 bassi are all lovely.  (N09) 

Meine Seele erhebt der Herren 
Baroque Christmas disc: German Magnificat, one of three composed by Schütz. Why do 
I find Schütz so hard to like? This seems stiff, after Zelenka and Carissimi, bottom heavy, 
full of stop/start problems. (D09) 

Musikalische Exequien 
One-of-a-kind piece written to order for the patron’s instructions. The longest of the 3 
parts sets a text of funeral sentences: Bible verses and statements of faith strung together. 
The texture alternates between solo and duo and 4-part, over organ continuo (with 
chittarone). Shorter parts 2 and 3 are a little 8-voice motet and a German Nunc dimittis. 
The notes elucidate the architectonics of the lengthy first part, but the effect is still 
dogged. (Ja11) 

5 Penitential Psalms [Busspsalmen] 
Three are simple four-square chorale harmonizations, realized differently for each verse. 
Beautiful melody in Psalm 51. Last is long, 11 stanzas. Psalms 6 and 130 are more 
elaborate double choir settings. I really don’t like Manfred Cordes’ performances: all 
very learned, but no care for the beauty of sound. (F11) 

Die Weinachtshistorien 
I keep trying to like Schütz. This is an oratorio in vernacular (unlike Carissimi), with 
large tracts of recitative instead of plainchant, and so more emotive, operatic. Solo bits 
are heightened arioso, with short contrapuntal choruses. The Angels and Shepherds are 
charming, though Schütz endows his Shepherds, Volk, Höhepriesten, and Herod with 
more character than Mary or the Angels. Ainsley is a superb Evangelist, and the 
unfortunate Robert King’s group is, as always, good listening, especially in the elaborate 
Schlusschor. A success. (O11) 

Psalmen Davids 
Schütz at his most attractive: 26 German motets, accompanied, mostly on psalm texts, 
Italianate, shaped by the Venetial polychoral tradition. Lots of madrigalistic word 
painting, text driven, intense listening to be taken in smaller doses (not massively planned 
like Monteverdi’s Vespers). Each line of Psalm gets individual treatment. Schütz captures 
the intonations of the language beautifully.  Often there’s a doxology to round out the 
piece. Still, the most remarkable settings are of the most remarkable Psalms B Nos 2, 23, 
130, 137, 150. “Ewiglich” at the end of No 136 sounds like a tape loop. Jauchzet dem 
Herrn (No 106) I’ve rehearsed to death and performed. (S12) 

Opus ultimum 
 Schütz’s final work is a massive setting of Psalm 119, the longest in the psalter, for 

double choir – a full 81’ long. It is wholly text-driven, so attention to the German is 
required, even though complex double choir polyphony and antiphony do their best to 
obscure it. The result is a unique and monumental edifice. At the end of each of the 
eleven motets (two versets each) is a plainchant doxology and some other text before an 
Amen. The performance uses light accompaniment by strings, brass and portative. The 
Opus closes with settings of Psalm 100 and the Deutsches Magnificat. Psalm 100 is also 



double choir, prefaced by chant – antiphonal effects and much joyful florid writing – 
gorgeous. The Magnificat is also double choir, but the mood is calmer. (S17)    

Die sieben Worte Jesu Christi am Kreuz 
 Five numbers, 18’. Major narrative preceded by Introit and Sinfonia, followed by 

Sinfonia and Conclusion. Beginning and end are elaborately varied chorales. The 
Evangelist role is divided (rather confusingly) among several voices. Jesus is tenor. Some 
of the recit lines are striking, but it would be a hard sell nowadays. (My20)    

Historia von der Auferstehung Jesu Christi 
 Nine numbers, 44’. This might be the piece I heard young that turned me against Schütz, 

or was it the Weinachtshistorien? It’s entirely recit for German-speaking audience only. 
The recits are indeed expressive. Jesus is sung by alto-tenor duo, the three Marys a trio. 
This performance is top of the line, with gambas and theorbo continuo, Mark Padmore 
perfection as Evangelist. It remains problematic, but performed like this it is also very 
moving.  (My20)    

JOSEPH SCHWANTNER 
A Sudden Rainbow 

Big cheese at Yale: describes his piece as a short Concerto for Orchestra in one 15' 
movement, heavy on percussion (amplified piano and celeste). Fairly modernist, not 
atonal, but it has both rhythm and speed – a welcome novelty. (Ag12) 

Angelfire – Fantasy for Amplified Violin and Orchestra 
Amplification aside, the music is rather conventional: gongs and percussion prepare 
drama, insistent motifs in the strings, strong soloistic riffs. Best when the soloist joins and 
overpowers the unison strings behind her. OK piece, maybe a bit long for its ideas. (Ag12) 

Beyond Autumn B Poem for Horn and Orchestra 
Horn Concerto, dramatic and poignant (not anguished) in tone: exploits horn’s dynamic 
range and ability to sound either aggressive or lontano. Schwantner seats the horn section 
in front, where the cellos are, for emphasis. Style conservative. I thought of Barber’s 
Adagio. Orchestra partners rather than accompanies, and horn writing though demanding 
is not flashy. OK piece. (Ag12) 

September Canticle 
Celebratory commission for organ competition turned into a 9-11 memorial. Scored for 
organ, brass, percussion, amplified piano (which I did not detect), and strings. Portentous 
drum strokes and side-slipping suspensions: long section of Elgarian falling sevenths for 
muted strings: big organ cadenza leads to wild percussion, quiet ending. (S12) 

STEVE SCHWARZ 
Godspell 
 I went – reluctantly – though I didn’t have to sing it because of a bad throat. I respect 

Steve Scharz as a CD reviewer, and his music is a clever mix of pop styles but utterly 
forgettable. I enjoyed seeing everyone I know in the cast – Sonia, Jordan, Tara, Leah, 
Chris and Jacob – and the choreography was impressive for a church production. As I 
remarked, I haven’t heard so much about hell and eternal torment in that sanctuary: it 
needs to be updated, not ignored. (N13) 

REINHARD SCHWARZ-SCHILLING 
Introduktion und Fuge 



Highly traditional piece for string orchestra, arranged from first movement of an earlier 
Quartet. Schwarz-Schilling was a student of Kaminski and felt himself alone in 
maintaining the great German contrapuntal tradition. (Mh11) 

Sinfonia diatonica 
Despite the renunciation of fashionable chromaticism, the harmonic language here is 
much more dissonant than the first piece, almost a Stravinskian neo-classicism (like the 
Symphony in C). Rhythmically complex. This is far from the post-Straussian 
romanticism I expected. Largo is in rich major, linear, with lines proceeding in contrary 
motion at all times: builds to intensity, subsides. Marcato Finale features staccato 
rhythmic figures, percussion. The movements goes on too long, needs more sustained 
drive. But what an unexpected new language! I’m impressed.  (Mh11)  

Symphony in C 
The composer’s note makes the piece sound as intellectualized as Boulez, and it is, but 
tonal and diatonic. Yet has a fresh sound. Stravinskyized Hindemith perhaps. First 
contrasts andante theme of the intro with allegro agitato material. Second expands a 
single idea with some chromatic dissonance. Third reprises intro with anxious tone, then 
jumps into a kind of nervous tarantella. This is where the gasping German tradition might 
have turned instead of Henze.  (Mh11)   

Violin Concerto 
Schwarz-Schilling was forced to keep low profile during the war because his wife was a 
closeted Jew under suspicion. This is his only Concerto, post-war. Ouverture sounds like 
Hindemith, tonal but gestures fragmented, lots of double stopping for the soloist. 
Troussov has a fat Russian vibrato and uncanny accuracy of pitch. Aria presents long 
cantabile line, lots of octave leaps, no conclusive cadence, big nobilmente tutti. Attacca 
into Finale, determined, spirited rather than joyous: fugato tutti. The whole seems to 
remote, objectified, for a Concerto. (My12) 

Polonaise 
Short orchestral piece using polacca rhythm, stylized, fragmented, minor key slinky – a 
light appealing lollipop from a very serious composer. (My12) 

Partita 
The composer’s first major orchestra work in 1935, a de facto Symphony in neo-baroque 
style for strings, concertante quartet, 2 horns, 2 trumpets, and light percussion. 
Schwarz-Schilling is more intimate with baroque style than ever Stravinsky is. Tanz is a 
stylized grazioso. Canzona a gloriously updated Lutheran chorale, stately, passionate in 
its way: bridges to Finale, then breaks into perky Allegretto (reminiscent of Nielsen but 
dryer). Reminder of intro – ending both formal and flashy.  Style is both detached and 
appealing. Near masterpiece. (My12) 

12 Chorale Preludes 
Short organ works, nice when I know the tune. It’s audible whatever the voice, very like 
diatonic Bach, or Bach with wrong notes. Pure counterpoint, no fancy fingerwork: 
deliberative tempi except Lasst uns erfreuen and Lobet den Herrn. (Je12) 

Prelude and Fugue for Organ 
Fortissimo assertiveness in pedals; pesante angular fugue subject brought to halting but 
triumphant conclusion. (Je12) 

Da Jesus an dem Kreuze stund 
Canonic prelude with organ, flute and viola, badly recorded in 1959. (Je12) 



Concerto for Organ 
Neo-baroque piece in three movements for solo organ written at the death of the 
composer’s son, performed by Schwarz-Schilling in 1961 (better sound). Objective not 
emotive. Andante has bright, wistful flutes: Fuga alla Passacaglia brilliant with big 
triumphant ending. I wonder if he knew Hugo Distler? Super piece, but would I have 
been as receptive had I not heard the Partita and the Symphonies first? (Je12) 

Quintet, piano & winds, op 1 
 Variations on a Theme of Padre Martini. Theme is a simple gavotte, not familiar, with 
 eight variations, staying light at first, getting progressively longer. The composer 
 established himself from the beginning as a neo-classicist. (O20) 
String Quartet in F minor 
 Three movements, 33’. Intro and Fugue: Slow and pensive, sudden eruption, still slow, 
 chromatic then diatonic. Fugue is Moderato, academic, bold strokes. Change of tempo 
 marks change of direction, major key finish. Sostenuto recalls the Intro, bare, but more 
 linear and melodic. Adagio in new key brings more ornate melody and countermelody 
 but still in strong, bold strokes. Return to Sostenuto. Strong movement. Allegro moltro is 
 marked “deciso,” but that descriptor applies to the whole Quartet. Here, agitato 
 everywhere. At end, slower tempo, return of earlier melody in cello. Final return to hectic 
 tempo and shift to major for finish. Schwarz-Schilling always seems out to prove a point. 
 Strenuoso in the extreme with little relief. (O20) 
String Trio 
 Two movements, 9’. Written fifty years after the Quartet. Rhapsodic, relaxed open strings 
 and harmonics alternate with more assertive key chords. Just recognizable as the same 
 composer. Notturno begins with a chant-like melody, fairly romantic, still dissonant, 
 quite relaxed. (O20) 
Studie über B-A-C-H für Streichtrio 
 Dissonant counterpoint, just 3’, very abstract. The composer’s last composition. (O20) 
SALVATORE SCIARRINO 
Aspern Suite 

Music from a theater piece based somehow on James’s “Aspern Papers.” The 
pretentiousness of the liner notes is a great obstacle to hearing this music, whose 
composer is only a name to me. The music is made up of sounds spaced by silences, 
sometimes widely spaced, occasionally continuous as in the Mozart bit (track 7). Much of 
the sound is natural harmonics from the strings, so, with the Mozart melodies, dissonance 
is not extreme. But I’m not convinced, as I am half convinced by Morton Feldman. 
Maybe it’s those damned liner notes. (My11) 

PATRICE SCIORTINO 
Sonances 

Concerto for alto sax & orchestra: Souffle! Pits soloist against winds, a style dissonantly 
chordal but basically tonal. Prends! Lets sax soar over strings. Frappe! Is scherzando with 
percussion. Embrasse! Brings together the whole orchestra. So so. (Ap12) 

CYRIL SCOTT 
Violin Sonata No 1, op 59 

Big Sonata at 29', in four movements. The style offers long, lyrical, highly chromatic 
meandering lines supported by rather tame impressionist harmony in the piano. Andante 
mistico is more convincing: bitonal touches, a beautiful movement. Short scherzando is 



suitably elfin. Finale drops the elusiveness at first, assertive maestoso, but gradually 
reprises bits of the first movement. Howick and Rahman give a finely played, 
understanding performance. (Ja11)   

Sonata Melodica for Violin & Piano 
Late, written 1950, in 3 movements. Moderato unfolds improvisationally, reaches big 
ending, doesn’t convince I think because Scott keeps changing textures: repeated notes, 
trills, runs, cross-string figures. The word in the notes is “quixotic.” Impressionist 
harmony very dated. Adagio also meanders. Finale begins animated, but not for long. No, 
I just don’t get Scott. (Ja11)   

Cello Concerto 
Mature Scott, mystical follower of Scriabin and Delius, here in his métier. I find myself 
liking it.  Lengthy first movement a luminous soundworld, beautifully scored, more 
eventful than the Delius Concerto: chromatic vs pentatonic. Second is brief, 
improvisatory, cadenza-like. Finale rhythmic in irregular 7. The piece is too long, too 
busy, but appealing. (F11) 

Symphony No 1 in G 
I expected something pretentious, but this is the light-hearted work of a nonchalant 
boulevardier: Edward German is not far away. Andante a pastorale with English horn, 
then a naïf little dance subject. Allegretto a prim two-step with rhythmically ambiguous 
pastoral Trio. Finale Variations are the largest movement, ending in big fugue. They 
nearly maintain momentum but don’t – end oddly in minor. (F11) 

Violin Sonata No 3 
I can’t help thinking this is really bad music. Tranquillo is followed by Pastorale, all 
arbitrary, aimless. The Energico Finale is as limp-wristed as the rest. (F11) 

Aubade, op 77 
Scott’s anglicized impressionism, marked by in-and-out tonality and shifting meters 
without strong pulse. Scott imitates Debussy’s phrase doubling but varies the repetitions. 
OK 11’ piece. (Jy11) 

Three Symphonic Dances, op 22 
Originally Scott’s Symphony No 2 is not extant. He seems to have scrapped the first 
movement and kept the rest: Scherzo, Slow, Finale. Harmony is somewhat chromatic but 
conventional. Third dance is jig with hemiolas. Easy listening. (Jy11)  

Festival Overture  
Better known by its original title La Princesse Maleine, after a Maeterlinck play. Scarcely 
festive in character, apart from using chorus and organ, briefly, in the middle of the piece. 
So so. (Jy11) 

Violin Concerto 
Opens with beautiful lyricism, reminiscent of Delius B but even Delius gives the soloist 
more opportunity for display B the Allegro hard to disentangle from the Largo. Finale 
begins with burst of life, more solo showiness B quickly subsides, becomes declamatory. 
This is probably the best Scott can do. Ag11) 

Early One Morning 
The one piece by Scott that I return to, if only because I love the folksong. Begins with 
nice aubadish sounds from orchestra and piano, harp. Eventually the tune is heard, 
followed by a brief burst of activity. Scott’s best water color music, with ripples, loose 
washes of orchestral sound. (F16) 



ALEXANDER SCRIABIN 
Preludes, op 74; Etudes, op 65 

Advanced Scriabin is its own world. These pieces sound oddly familiar, but I need to 
explore the shorter pieces more. They sound like early Schoenberg, but with preference 
for augmented rather than diminished intervals. (Ja09) 

Piano Sonata No 4 in F#, op 30 
Fascinating in context: Scriabin still in a key, the “transcendent” key of F#, virtually 
pictures the compressed bubbling of supertonality struggling to escape the harmonic 
soundworld of Tchaikovsky. Kuerti’s program planning looks arbitrary, but it’s 
masterful. (Ja09) Pavel Kolesnikov hardly left breath after Vers la flame before starting 
the Andante, but there was no mistaking the stylistic shift. Great piece ends with 
fireworks, (Jeffery Concerts, live Mh15) The liner notes on the Tischenko CD paraphrase 
Scriabin’s poetic program – languorous yearning and mad godlike dance. Opus 30 must 
mark a turning point, wild pianistically but the harmony not yet other-worldly. (Je17) 

Etudes [complete] 
A fantastic journey, from imitation Chopin to post-Debussyan mysticism. It is amazingly 
gradual, even if the opus numbers are begining, middle and end. Returning to this, I 
should concentrate on the last ten minutes for the “real” Scriabin. (Jy09) 

Vers la flamme & other piano works 
Xiaying Wang traverses the oeuvre from op 1 to the end, avoiding Sonatas, Mazurkas & 
Etudes. The juvenilia are just that, but real music begins with the Polonaise and the 
Fantaisie. Then one hears the music becoming impressionist, scattered, with the special 
breathless quality of Scriabin’s afterbeats. A valuable disc, though Wang does not have 
the live touch of Ohlsson. (Mh10) Vers la flame surprised me – I thought it wilder than it 
is, like outer space music. Pavel Kolesnikov, live. (Jeffery Concerts Mh15) 

2 Morceaux, op 57 
Glenn Gould recorded this pair of short pieces not otherwise in my collection – not flashy 
but fully embedded in the late style. (F14) 

42 Preludes (CD 1) 
The first CD of Scriabin’s Preludes ends with opus 16 and spans the years 1888 to 1896. 
All are very early, mostly under 2’ long, all written under the shadow of Chopin. The 
most substantial is a Prelude for Left Hand, op 9/1 – it sounds like two hands to me. The 
twenty-four Preludes, op 11, are arranged by key in two cycles of fifths, each paired with 
its relative minor – a discipline urged on Scriabin by his publisher Belaiev. Otherwise, 
the genre, which had its origin in improvised start ups, seems wholly free of formal 
convention other than linear consistency and continuity. There’s scarcely room for 
modulation. The goal is to make a memorable impression in a minimal amount of time. 
How did Chopin do it? Scriabin doesn’t approach him, lovely as these bagatelles are. 
Opus 13 begins to repeat the key pattern, but it falters before finishing, and Scriabin 
cannot keep it going through opus 15 and 16. I was struck by tracks 2, 11, 17, 18, 35, 38, 
40. (Je17) 

2 Dances, op 73 
“Garlands” weaves slow arpeggios with unheard of chords. “Dark Flame” tends to up and 
down motions, beginning at the same moderate tempo, then racing. (Je17)   

4 Preludes, op 22 
First passionate, second chromatic, third like a happy Mendelssohn Spring Song looking 



for meter and key, fourth, breathless phrases off the beat. (Je17) 
Preludes (CD 2) 

The first CD was preparatory; this begins in the early manner and progresses to the end. 
The seven of op 17 are some of the best early writing – gorgeous. The four of op 22 as 
well – Piers Lane is infinitely more expressive than Mme Rutstein (above) – the last 
virtually a different piece at Lane’s tempo with rubato. Opus 27 moves to the turn of the 
century, and an outburst of anger. The four of op 31 are coeval with the Fifth Sonata, 
with expressionist feel, tentative tonality, but no flame throwing. Op 33 begins dreamy, 
then 32” of slam bang plus a prelude “bellicoso.” Op 35 consolidates progress to date. 
The four of op 37 mark another turning point, No 2 revealing Scriabin’s “mystery chord” 
for the first time but not in its classic spacing as in the Fifth Sonata; No 4 with its gasping 
arpeggios sounds “late.” Op 39 begins turbulent, becomes erotic, turns languorous (with 
lazy 5:3 rhythms), and ends “labyrinthine like a sentence in very late Henry James.” Op 
48 is fully late in style – but for the incongruous tonal cadences. Op 59/2 explores the 
mysteries, as does op 67, first slowly circling an imaginary center, then circling presto. 
like a mist – nuages gris. Op 74, the final five, fly into outer space. (Je17) 

Piano Sonata No 9, op 68 “Black Mass” 
Single mysterious 8’ movement, more dissonant and ever more unearthly than Debussy, 
full of trills. Richter is poorly recorded, his piano sounds wooden, on BBC disc. (Ap18) 

Poem of Ecstasy 
One of my favorites. Sometimes I think all music should be so out-of-body. (But then I 
think of Haydn.) Is it played so seldom because it’s out of fashion, or because it takes a 
huge orchestra? (O19) 

PETER SCULTHORPE 
Quartet No 11 “Jaribu Dreaming” 

My introduction to Sculthorpe. Two movements, 15’. Deciso is highly rhythmic with 
complex percussion-like figures competing, high-pitched jungle sounds from violin. 
Liberamente begins with solo cello recit – leading to Estatico, pure happy music in 
aboriginal language. (Jy18) 

Little Serenade 
Early quartet movement, just over 2’. Melodic and romantic, written for film score but 
not used. [The liner notes are frustrating because they don’t line up with the track listings. 
It’s hard to figure out what I’m listening to.] (Jy18) 

Quartet No 13 “Island Dreaming” 
Quartet with mezzo-soprano, Sophie Van Otter no less, singing aboriginal lyrics. The 12’ 
of music suggest oceanic rhythms, jungle sounds. Voice and cello are very diatonic, 
upper strings less predictable. There seems to be a break (tutti harmonics gliss) and mood 
change mid way, though nothing is mentioned. English text printed. (Jy18) 

From Nourlangie 
 Aboriginal dance tune for quartet, 3’, ends on big major chord. (Jy18) 
Quartet No 8 

Five movements, 14’. Movements 1, 3, and 5 are “con dolore,” the others bright and 
rhythmic. This is an earlier piece from 1969 but still permeated with native feeling – here 
Balinese, from study of Colin McPhee’s ethnography. (Sculthorpe says his early work 
was derided as “Suzy Wong music.”) Traditional architecture meaningful. (Jy18) 

Maranoa Lullaby 



 Aboriginal song (collected in 1937), set for mezzo and string quartet. Lovely. (Jy18) 
HUMPHREY SEARLE 
Symphony No 1, op 23 

Searle is probably the most important English symphonist after Bax and Rubbra (and not, 
say, Malcolm Arnold.) The liner notes, however, after a bow to Webern, set him with 
Maxwell Davies, Rodney Bennett, and Knussen; but to me, the most apt comparison is 
with the Norwegian Valen. Both wrote compact, uncluttered, latter generation serialism, 
avowedly Romantic in temperament, but lucid to the ear. In the wartime First, Searle 
builds on a B-A-C-H row devised by Webern and fills his compact 23’ (the longest of the 
symphonies) with four movements that look traditional but describe, in fact, an arch 
form. The music gives little sustained – mainly fitful fragments of anger, frustration. 
Adagio continues, somewhat more sustained. The oddly marked Quasi l’istesso tempo – 
keystone of the arch where the Scherzo ought to be – continues attacca and predictably 
repeats material, but with peckish woodwinds and grotesquely whooping brass. In Finale, 
tempo and intensity mount – space clears, fragments fill the thundering air until sudden 
cutoff. The final Adagio is reminiscent, nostalgic. (My14) 

Symphony No 2, op 33 
In his Second, Searle embraces a tonal serialism – the attraction to D hints at parallels 
with the last-act Intermezzo from Wozzeck. Three movements: Maestoso is a fast, brassy 
declaration, big and “effective” (the fragmentation of the First is gone). Repeated 
rhythmic figures, reminiscent of Hindemith, also inform the Lento, an experiment, 
seemingly, in how conventional can be made to sound. Allegro molto builds intensity 
through rhythm and speed – again building to cutoff and return to anxieties of the 
opening. Powerful writing – throughout, the orchestra is treated massively rather than 
soloistically, (My14) 

Symphony No 3, op 36 
Three movements: Again, the orchestra is treated massively, but with greater dissonance 
and fragmentation, plus odd dash-dot brass figures. Allegro molto again agitates 
intensity. Searle’s symphonic world is all serioso, never descending to mere grazioso or 
individualist expressions of grief or (dare I say?) happiness. Adagio turns to a cry of 
collective grief. (My14) 

Symphony No 4, op 38 
Searle’s effort in the Fourth was to refine and reduce his style further, so that thematic 
material was reduced to a minimum, textures mostly bare. He accomplishes this within 
the frame of the traditional four-movement Symphony, leaving the bare skeleton 
eviscerated. Allegro risoluto is a set of Variations, which continue through the Symphony 
– perhaps Searle’s closest approximation to Webern, except that his dynamic range is less 
demure. Lento is much quieter, allowing dissonant figures to form, remain hanging, and 
disappear. Moderato con moto is more active, invoking more grotesque gestures, and 
sudden fortissimo outbreaks. Allegro molto begins with percussion, becomes gradually 
more brassy, more strident – ending emphatic. This is tough stuff, very desolate, very 
un-British. Or rather, traumatized post-war British, pre-Carnaby Street, (My14) 

Night Music, op 2 
Short 9’ work dedicated to Webern on his 60th birthday in 1943 is very much in Webern’s 
spare, transparent contrapuntal manner. (My14) 

Overture to a Drama, op 17 



Not serial but freely atonal, or dissonant pandiatonicism, in vigorous 4, dire, dramatic. 
Not particularly original, but effective enough. (My14) 

Symphony No 5, op 43  
Searle’s only Symphony in one movement: having reached the pitch of desolation in the 
Fourth, Searle’s last Symphony works of a view of relative fulfillment. The piece begins 
with tentative high sustained clusters, very tentative. Allegro is almost a sort of light 
Varsouvienne, but it too disappears. Following a further slow bit, tempo again picks up, 
become more up tempo, builds with even a bar or two a jazz.to before achieving climax, 
Heady stuff. (My14)       

Threnos and Toccata, piano, op 14 
Searle studied with Webern for six months before the war. Threnos does not seem to be 
serial since it repeats one note as a pedal and has recognizable chords, uncomplicated 
rhythms, but it is spare and note savoring. It occupies 7’ of crescendo, very emotive. The 
short Toccata also builds on repeated notes. (Je18)     

JOHANN SEBASTIANI 
Matthäus Passion 

Almost nothing is known of this composer. All German recit and no text to be found, 
though the Gospel of Matthew itself is ready at hand (the Emmaus story interpolated 
from Luke). I can hear some of the phrases (Herr bin ichs?). The presence of chorus and 
chorales is very striking – it is Sebastiani’s innovation, nothing like it in Schütz a decade 
or so earlier. The Passion chorale itself appears (middle and end track 3, track 7). The 
earthquake gets string tremolos. (My20)                 

CHARLES SEEGER 
John Hardy 

Small 4’ piece of Americana based on folk tune, by Ruth Crawford Seeger’s husband. Is 
that a banjo in the mix? A nice three-movement Suite could begin with this, end with 
Rissolty Rossolty, with the Andante for Strings in the middle. (May16) 

RUTH CRAWFORD SEEGER 
Violin Sonata 

Yet another promising female composer who gave up her gift for the sake of family and 
raised stepson Pete Seeger in the process. I’ve long admired her Quartet. Her Sonata is in 
four movements: Vibrante opens with crashing dissonance, slow tempo. I don’t hear the 
Scriabin-Debussy influence mentioned in the notes, and Dane Rudhyar’s music is less 
dissonant, as I recall. Buoyant: a Scherzo in spiccato. Mistico: slow, moody. Allegro has 
lively figure, but development gets cut short. (Mh13) 

Music for Small Orchestra 
10’ for 10 instruments, earliest piece on the tribute CD. Slow part begins with 
pianississimo  throbbing, gradual crescendo. Constant motion in the piano. Freely atonal, 
very dissonant, it might be Ives in 1926. Short fast movement plays over repeated 
rhythmic figure. (May16) 

3 Chants for Women’s Chorus 
Texts are in an invented language supposed to represent the Baghavad Gita – shades of 
Schafer! Very dissonant. Very low contralto featured, stretches to top of register. (May16) 

Piano Study in Mixed Accents 
 Very short piece, all in octaves with irregular accents. I’ve heard it before. (May16) 
3 Songs for Contralto, oboe, percussion & piano 



Three Sandburg poems. “Rat Riddles” is comic mysticism. “Prayer of Steel” is true 
Sandburg, turns “Lay me on an anvil” into an existential rant, violent. “In Tall Grass” – a 
skull in tall grass – eerie. Extraordinary songs remind me of Varèse. I can’t place those 
percussion effects. (May16) 

String Quartet 
Four movements in 11’, an extraordinary premonition of Webern, but denser, less 
pointillist – similar care for tone and dynamics. Raucous recitativo. Scorrevole Scherzo. 
Amorphous Andante – there’s a melodic line trying to get out. Manic Allegro Finale. The 
notes call this Seeger’s masterpiece. It is certainly a satisfying, finished whole. (May16) 

Andante for Strings 
 String orchestra version of the Quartet Andante. It’s stronger. (May16) 
2 Ricercare 

Two avant garde agitprop songs, or declamations, on poems by one H.T. Tsiang printed 
in the Daily Worker. “Sacco, Vanzetti” is pounding, angry, dissonant. “Chinaman, 
Laundryman” uses pentatonic effects. Very effective. (May16) 

Rissolty Rossolty 
Little 3’ orchestra piece that marks turn to American folk after work with Alan Lomax – 
an Ivesian mix, rollicking! (May16) 

Suite for Wind Quintet 
Seeger returned to her “own” music after a decade in folk and wrote this 10’ Suite in four 
movements. It’s slightly more tonal, less dissonant, and it is willing to smile without 
being frivolous. Alas, she died of cancer a year later. CD is a wonderful tribute. (May16) 

Suite II, piano quintet 
3 movements, 10’. First begins in deep bass, eerie. Secondmoves over an ostinato of six 
notes,  downward glides. Third is a grotesque scherzo led by piano – a quiet passage 
recalls the misterioso beginning – a subdued fugato on the grotesque theme. Bold, tough 
music. (Jy17) 

MATYAS SEIBER 
Quartet No 1 

Written in Seiber’s eighteenth year, unmistakably Hungarian, like a precursor to Bartok’s 
First though the instructor of record was Kodaly. Allegro is vigorous, lucid in 
construction, transparent in texture. Lento (it seems faster but shifts around) has a few 
moments of denser texture. Rondo Finale has the feel of a Bartok children’s game. Not 
deep, but enjoyable. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 2 
Written ten years after the First: Seiber had absorbed some serialism from Schoenberg 
and Berg (even Webern) and knew the middle Quartets of Bartok. Allegro sounds rather 
like Schoenberg’s neo-classic manner, less anxious and angry but with outbursts. 
Intermezzo Blues is more laid back, a slow dance in 4 with slightly faster B section. The 
long Presto Finale begins like the rats’ feet movement of Berg’s Lyric Suite, muted, 
becomes dotted rhythm, then very slow and sustained before returning to Presto. Nice 
piece. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 3 
Back to Hungarian roots, but I don’t think serialism is wholly banished. Seiber wanted 
this Quartet to be “easier” and more accessible than the rigorous Second, but it’s hardly 
effortless. All derives from the first six notes. Scherzo movement is Allegretto off the 



string – Trio alla grotesco. Finale is Adagio, somber in the extreme. Seiber is trying to 
grasp territory already acquired by Bartok. (Mh14) 

THOMAS SELLE 
Veni Sancte Spiritus 

Another Lutheran motet on a Latin text, this for Pentecost. Selle stretches to three choirs, 
twelve parts, but distribution is skewed SSAT-SATB-ATBB, with a range from soprano 
top A to basso low D. Marvelous, thrilling. A masterpiece, hit of the CD. Meunier Martin 
Luther CD. Apparently Selle needs to be investigated. (O19)  

Der Auferstehung Christi 
Selle was a key figure in Leipzig during the last decades before he died in 1663. My 
attention was caught by that three-choir motet on Meunier’s Luther CD, Doubtless he 
would be better known had Bach known his work or copied it. In this piece, Selle perhaps 
began the practice of surrounding Jesus’ words with an aura of strings. But most is given 
to the Evangelist’s narrative, recit, words foremost. The narratives tell the opening of the 
tomb, the walk to Emmaus, and the final appearance to the disciples (doubting Tomas for 
some reason omitted). (Ap20) 

7 Motets and Anthems 
A Domino fact est illud à 4 (Psalm 118): This is the day that the Lord hath made. This 
version is enlarged from four to six voices. Christ lag in Todesbanden à 4: The famous 
tune is set for two trebles, all seven verses of Luther’s hymn, but only four on the CD. 
Wonderful instrumental divisions. Surrexit Christus spes mea à 12, an excerpt from 
Victimae paschali laudes. Christ ist erstanden: Liner notes are a muddle. Jesus Christus 
unser Heiland à 9: Selle set all ten of Luther’s verses, but only four here. An elaborate 
setting for Mass, with brass. Erstanden ist der Herre Christ à 4: Four tenor and three 
instruments. The chorale is otherwise unknown. Ich Weiss das mein Erlöser lebt à 8. 
Selle calls for two choirs, high and low, SSTB and AATB. The text of course is Job. I’m 
disappointed in the CD, expecting something grander, but like the elder Schütz, Selle 
worked in the wake of the Thirty Years’ War. I’ve often been disappointed by Manfred 
Cordes’s decisions. (Ap20) 

LUDWIG SENFL 
Missa Paschalis; Lieder 

Coming to Senfl from Palestrina is decidedly stepping back in time to a rougher edged 
style – accentuated by winds, doubling or taking independent lines. QuintEssential makes 
decent case for this music, though I doubt if the secular songs would have been 
interspersed between mass movements, even in that time and place. Translation of “Im 
Maien” is very genteel. The rowdiness is all in the text: texture is like sacred polyphony, 
vocal lines in long notes, not dramatic (nor sung dramatically). (My09)     

Ave Maria (super Josquin); Quis dabit [Festa, arr Senfl?] 
The Sussex group is more at home in these than in secular songs. I can’t hear the 
structure of Ave Maria as described in liner notes, but I do hear complex, beautiful sound, 
nice crunches, some nifty instrumental riffs. Festa has more parallel texture. (My09)     

5 motets 
Nisi Dominus à 5 a decidedly archaic sound: parallelism, rhythmic complexities, not 
much imitation. More in Veni Sancte Spiritus, which is alternatim. In pace in idipsum is 
all plainsong. Non moriar à 4 is fully polyphonic. The Gloria is anonymous but 
tentatively attributed to Senfl by the conductor Rombach. Omnes gentes is an extended 



11' psalm-motet. Rombach’s voices are à cappella, well disciplined and fully human 
sounding, not the icy Brit perfection. (My12) Ditto second time. Omnes gentes is 
spectacular. (Mh16) 

Missa super Nisi Dominum 
Full four-voice Latin Mass dedicated to Martin Luther himself. Ninefold Kyrie is 
alternatim, AAB. Gloria and Credo treat imitation in two parts with great transparency, 
with sections of homophonic contrast, some odd rhythmic proportions near the end of the 
Credo. Osanna ends up in the air. Agnus Dei with bits of plainchant very distinctive. 
Senfl is odd: a very few Gothic remnants, yet nothing like the high Renaissance 
smoothness of Josquin. Lovely CD. (My12) Another duplicate, dammit! The German 
choir is lovely, giving the music a soft-grained tone instead of Brit silver. Nisi Dominus 
is a 5-part motet with some free-wandering – one passage sounds like choral recit. The 
end of Veni Sancte has some archaic complex rhythms. The Mass uses plainsong, then 
breaks into parts, which are wonderfully transparent. (Mh16) 

JOSÉ SEREBRIER 
Fantasia (for Strings) 

Serebrier’s style, here at least, appears to be quite approachable, not avant gardist in the 
least.  Pleasant but not especially memorable. (F09) 

Adagio for Strings 
Not hard to listen to but desperately depressing. (FSA Strings, live N17) 

TIBOR SERLY 
Viola Concerto 

Seems only mildly modernist: Hungarian color but not too overt, mild harmonic 
complexity, a few snap rhythms, scale inflections, rhapsodic tziganish solo flourishes. 
Well made, gratefully written for viola, of course. A really fine piece. Vardi plays 
exceptionally well.  (D08) 

Violin Concerto 
I had this on cassette but don’t remember the music: a short two-movement Concerto 
with winds only. The dissonance was surprising: this is Serly the Bartok protégé. Second 
movement is a kind of ungainly dance that morphs through a grandiose cadenza into a 
10/4 jig to finish. Trymchuk’s playing is less than great.  (Ap10) 

Six Dance Designs 
A group of short pieces in the grotesque, sarcastic manner of the 1920s. Could be 
stronger if they were more dancelike.  (Je10) 

Concertino 3 x 3, piano & orchestra 
In 3 movements fast-slow-fast, but with a difference. In each, the soloist plays alone, then 
the orchestra, then the two simultaneously. I’m reminded of Milhaud’s Octet. The liner 
notes offer a brief, helpful account of Serly’s Modus lascivus. The formal concept works 
OK, but it seems arbitrary and fails to build excitement. The composer’s virtuosity is 
more on display than the soloist’s. (Je10) 

CLAUDIN de SERMISY 
Si bona suscepimus 

Four-voice motet by Josquin contemporary: basis of Phinot’s Mass. (Minneapolis, N09) 
3 Leçons de ténèbres 

Settings of verses from Lamentations, all less than 5': counterpoint intricate, sung at low 
pitch, archaic feeling. Visse has the Hebrew letters sung out in a nasal fortissimo to 



distinguish them from the text proper – an unnecessary and annoying practice. The 
singing is otherwise fine. (Jy11) 

Salve Regina 
Glorious setting of the beautiful text, and yes, there’s more of Ockeghem than Josquin in 
the flavor, though maybe because of the deep pitch. (Jy11) 

5 Motets 
Two are celebratory texts for Easter and Christmas, two are Psalm settings. Resurrexit 
features beautiful interaction with chant, sung vigorously with alleluias. Noe incorporates 
a kind of carol refrrain. Exsurge is a plea for help, also sung vigorously, but with radical 
(and questionable) changes of tempo and dynamic. Deus misereatur begs God’s mercy: 
sung more gently, builds to joyous second part. Inclina Domine is longer 11' setting of 
the whole of Psalm 86, published much later but I detect no difference of style. (Jy11) 

ROGER SESSIONS 
When Lilacs Last in the Dooryard Bloom’d 

One of those masterpieces not even a mother could love: forty minutes of dissonant 
choral writing and angular solo singing, capturing romantic gestures required by a great 
text. Choral writing homophonic for textual clarity. Gorgeous quiet ending.  (O08) 

Concerto for Orchestra 
Unmistakably Sessions, yet trying in its way to be celebratory, straining through all its 
reserve. Big brilliant orchestra, brassy middle climax, an inevitably quiet, as if modest 
leave-taking. Fine piece, magnificently played and recorded. (N08) 

Piano Sonata No 1; From My Diary 
Very early Sonata begins sounding deceptively romantic, then mild dissonances creep in; 
best part is fast final section, like scorrevole writing in Carter. “From My Diary” is four 
short character pieces, rather gray & not distinct in character. I would pay no attention 
were it not Sessions. (N08)  

Piano Sonata No 2 
Great little ten-minute Sonata, two lively outer movements, reflective and quite lovely 
middle. (N08) 

Piano Sonata No 3 
Major statement, great Sessions. Slow—fast—slow layout, freely serial, beautiful 
somewhat Copland-like serenity in outer movements, aggressive spiky center. (N08) 

Five Pieces for Piano; Waltz 
Short, dense serial character pieces, more Schoenberg than Webern, contrasting serenity 
and energy, ending with reflective piece. Waltz barely recognizable as such, more 
Schoenbergian pastiche (but less wit). (N08) 

Idyll of Theocritus 
Stunning dramatic scena for soprano, nearly 40 minutes of constant singing. Vocal line is 
angular, nearly atonal, but sits well in middle voice, not too heavily orchestrated. Audrey 
Nossaman is very impressive, every word clear. Faults: There needs to be more orchestral 
interlude, rest for (and from) singer, climactic full orchestra sound. The piece poses 
questions about its raison d’être, why Sessions would set a lengthy text about female 
thralldom. (Mh09) 

Divertimento for Orchestra 
Title is an oxymoron, and yes, the sound recalls Schoenberg’s op 24 Serenade. The notes 
make heavy work of it, but it’s actually a fun piece. (Mh09) 



Sonata for Violin Unaccompanied 
Scary.  In 4 substantial movements: First a fantasia, free rhythm, dissonant but fairly 
listenable, all over the fingerboard. Vivo likewise – calmer B section – A repeats. Adagio 
opens with legato double stops, soars up on the E string – expressive. Finale a brisk Alla 
Marcia: abrupt ending. Sounds anti-violinistic: only Zukofsky will play it? Boxy sound 
from 1971 Desto LP. (Ag11) 

Duo for Violin and Piano 
In 4 movements, slow-fast-slow-fast, not quite atonal (the music contains key 
signatures!). Mild mannered four-square scrubbing until the Impetuoso gets going B then 
sky-high passagework, big glissandi, fast bursts. Second Andante tries 2 on 3 rhythm. 
Finale surprises with grotesque oom-pah: thank God Roger had a sense of humor. The 
piece seems to hunt for ways to escape the initial four-square feeling. (S11) 

Symphony No 2 
4 movements. It’s great to have this on a modern recording, though it lacks the grittiness 
of Mitropoulos. Molto agitato now truly sounds tonal, with an acerbic rhythmic edge – 
then a slower bit – return of A and rapid-fire events – wonderful return to B and solo 
violin – fast tempo for coda. I love the feeling of almost but not quite too much to take in. 
Capriccioso is very short and catty. Adagio is expansive. I didn’t recall that it was a 
memorial tribute to FDR. Double reeds lead in, then strings, then eventually tragic 
outbursts of brass as the violins wind their grim way. Allegramente is joyful, cascades of 
brass and percussion, not quite symmetrical rhythms. Is it here that I remember the 
burbling bass clarinet? I remember movements 2 and 4 pretty well, but the feel of the 
whole, a beloved masterpiece. (Ag17) 

Symphony No 4 
Three movements conceived expressively as character pieces, 24’. Burlesque begins 
frenetically, a manic grotesque – I love the euphonium bit at the beginning, the brass 
fugato. Piano, xylophone give crispness. Elegy has funereal lines, halting, expressive of 
helpless, peppery anger in a faster contrasting section that erupts and subsides – beautiful 
quiet end. Pastorale begins with arching oboe and cello lines, a more elegiac mood – so 
many solo lines, almost nothing approaching tutti. Big climax at 7’ into last movement – 
beautiful wistful coda. Badea’s balances seem spot on. (Ag18)   

Rhapsody for Orchestra 
Uncharacteristically small-scale single 12’ movement. Dominant idea is irregular 
fortissimo punches contrasted with irregular legato lines – very rhythmic though the pulse 
changes rapidly. Slower more repetitive section. Pulse gathers steam again, ending held 
in suspense. Too much slow stuff near the end before brief return of rhythmic pulse. But I 
like it. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 5 
Three movements without pause, 19’. Tranquillo opens with a rocking figure in bassoons, 
apparently the continuous feature, though the tranquility soon explodes fortissimo, with 
rhythmic complexity not found in earlier Sessions, utterly unglued. Calm is restored with 
Lento by solo horn and vibes. Allegro deciso starts up with trumpets and violins, rhythms 
more in agreement, dancelike but still irregular. Calm returns with reminders of the 
bassoon motif, beautiful quiet ending. I love it. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 8 
Two movements without a break, 15’. Adagio is sinister, reedy, bottom heavy despite 



opening line in high violins. Interesting percussion – maracas, wood block, various 
chimes and bells, xylophone, piano – I love the sound. Allegro is suddenly rhythmic, 
even square – the energy relaxes, mounts, alternating – oh those brass mutes! The 
opening with high violins and maracas closes off the ending. Terrific piece! (S18) 

DÉODAT de SÉVERAC 
En Languedoc; Cedaña 

My first thought was Ravel: it’s uncanny, the anticipations, even considering the 
geographic affinities: modalism, pentatonicism, unresolved sevenths, intricate pianism. 
Even more a proto-impressionist than I heard in Albeniz. Séverac chose to limit himself 
solely to short piano music, no pretense of Adevelopment,” a sheer harmonist and 
colorist B but what delectable stuff!  Yes, I could detect a difference in the Cedaña 
pieces, a more Spanish sound, but the two groups are quite close B as I expect all the 
pieces are. (N11) 

En vacances, Books 1 and 2; Valse romantique; Sous les lauriers roses 
These pieces are less forward looking, less Spanish flavored, more in the nature of 
character lyrics: a Provençal Grieg. Perhaps they’re earlier: the notes don’t say, but no 
less charming. (D11) 

Le Chante de terre: Poème georgique 
I thought perhaps larger work, but merely another improvisatory Suite. Variations? (D11) 

Baigneuses de soleil; Les Naïades; Le Soldat de plomb; Stances à Mme de Pompadour 
Too much of a good thing equals generic French piano music. But good it is, even when 
it seems to have come from the pen of Ravel or Debussy. (D11)  

4 motets 
I was surprised to come across these pieces on the Christ’s College Quam Dilecta CD. 
They are more elaborate than the Saint-Saens, with organ accompaniment, solo work, 
and some rhythmic irregularity. “Salve Regina is unison trebles, gorgeous, and “Ave 
verum” a breathtaking duet for two trebles. “Tantum ergo,” à cappella, could be mistaken 
for Duruflé. (Jy14) 

Suite, organ, in E minor 
4 movements. Prélude: if organ music can be passionate, this is it. Choral: Fascinating 
colors and textures – some sounds I`ve never heard. I`m not sure where it`s going. 
Fantaisie Pastorale: a halting, syncopated 6/8 sarabande. Final: A trumpet-like fugue 
starting from top and working down, rhythmically complex voices, virtuoso cadenza at 
end. What a fabulous piece! (Ap17) 

3 organ pieces 
Cinq versets pour les vêspres d’un confesseur non Pontife – very concise liturgical 
pieces. Prélude de Quatuor – another tiny piece, purpose not explained. Élégie héroïque – 
weightier than the rest written for the dead in the Great War for organists tired of playing 
Ases Tod. Full of vox humana. (Ap17)   

Petite Suite scholastique 
Five movements for harmonium, a complete service based on a single theme. Prélude 
begins quietly, works to grand crescendo. Méditation, offertory music, sounds like 
improvisatory chromaticism. Prière et choral, pure and simple. Cantilène mélancolique is 
more chromatic, strange, a tad exotic. Fanfare fuguée is a rousing 6/8, sounds Provençal 
and wonderfully happy, then ends quietly. (Ap17) 

4 Cantiques 



No texts nor even a booklet summary. All are choir and organ, unison treble, strophic, 
beautiful. (My17) 

3 Anthems 
Salve Regina – Séverac was part of the return-to-gregorian movment, aspiring to 
Palestrina purity. This anthem uses unison male voices. Ave verum uses two voix égales, 
here trebles – somewhat more chromatic. O sacrum convivium is four-part ending with a 
little fugato. These pieces are pretty but lack the other-worldliness of Fauré. (My17) 

Tantum ergo 
 The only a cappella work on the disc, very beautiful. (My17) 
RODION SHCHEDRIN 
Concerto for Orchestra No 4 “Roundelays” 

I’ve always loathed RS’s disfiguration of Carmen. This is a different matter. A half-hour 
single movement that begins oddly with a recorder solo, riffs on a single folksong. A 
more modernistic, inventive soundworld than I expected. As it proceeds I hear whiffs of 
Janacek, references to minimalism, a bevy of Orff instruments perhaps? Recorder returns 
at end. Much more interesting than I’d expected. (S10) 

Concerto for Orchestra No 5 “Four Russian Folksongs” 
Shchedrin made sure to include the one song expunged by the Soviets from the standard 
collection. Streaked with Russian modal melancholy, a little less colorful than No 4, a 
touch of Kancheli perhaps. Huge fortissimo passage with bells clanging like St Basil’s B 
dying away: unexpected galop to cadence. I like it. (S10) 

Kristallene Gusli 
Shortish piece dedicated to Takemitsu, a study in sonorities: begins inaudibly, harmonics 
die away like sine tones. (I was expecting gypsy music!). (S10) 

Old Russian Circus Music – Concerto for Orchestra No 3 
 A 25’ celebratory piece to show off the Chicago Symphony and commemorate the 

vanished circus culture. Wry opening allusion to Petrushka. An exercise in virtuoso 
orchestration and Russian grotesque – the ghost of Petrushka is hard to shake. Wacky 
enough to be a crowd pleaser. I keep imagining vocal sounds. Long slow fade-out. (My18) 

Symphony No 2 “Twenty-five Preludes for Orchestra” 
 Five movements, 56’. Each movement has a numeral and from 5 to 7 preludes, but no 

other indication of tempo or form. There seems little point keeping track of individual 
preludes except that they break up movements. Style is fairly dissonant but recognizably 
under the aegis of Shostakovich – extended flute solo, endless dotted rhythms, massive 
brass. Soundworld is militaristic and ängstlich. II begins with open fifths, tuning up, then 
ppp prestissimo, impressive. III begins with massive tutti in strident chorale in slow 3, a 
relentless slow crescendo – middle sections sets violin bowing etude above a funeral 
march in 4 – and then the beat falls apart and it peters out. IV begins with wood block 
and string harmonics, a duet between solo horn and violins, more isolated lines in 
tandem, then in three, then more. Ending features honky-tonk piano like Act 3 of 
Wozzeck. V begins with crash, driving tempo – then a spare slow bit, that damned piano, 
fff outbursts – faster, multiple cross-rhythms, string fugato, crescendo to dissonant 
climax, sustained dissonant counterpoint winding down to recollection of beginning. 
Impressive in a way but unattractive. (My18) 

GEORGE SHEARING 
Songs and Sonnets from Shakespeare 



This jazz-inflected take on Shakespeare is familiar, since I’ve sung them, and nicely 
effective. (Ap13) 

VISSARION SHEBALIN 
Violin Concerto, op 21 

Written under the aegis of Prokofiev. Unusual opening: Introduzione begins with 
dissonant clashes and violin recit, then a fugue, announicing a big serious Concerto in a 
minor key. Big cadenza. Aria works up to dramatic point, then cadenza: tune needs more 
generating power. Finale is lighter, not driven but quick, becoming darker before yet 
another cadenza. Respectable effort at writing a truly symphonic Concerto. (S10) 

BRIGHT SHENG 
China Dreams 

Four tone poems: very convincing, evocative amalgam of atonalism and tonal Chinese 
motifs. My expectations were low, but this is enticing, without descents to vulgarity as in 
Tan Dun.  (O08) 

Nanking! Nanking! 
War piece, dramatic, violent. Pipa makes an expressive victim. Somewhat less Chinese 
color than Dreams, oddly, more Western modernist, and a bit long. But this is a 
significant composer. (O08) 

Two Poems of the Sung Dynasty 
The earliest pieces are the most unforgivingly modernist, reminiscent of Schafer, but 
more likely of Varèse-inflected Chou Wen Chung. Gondek sings with a partly controlled 
wobble. (O08) 

Silent Temple II, IV 
Two movements of a Quartet inspired by remote Buddhist temple abandoned to ruin 
during Mao’s Cultural Revolution. II is pizzicato-glissandi. IV is legato, a kind of 
chorale-processional. Violent bits depict the animus of destruction. Interesting. A pity 
they didn’t record the whole piece. (Jy11) 

ARTHUR SHEPHERD 
6 songs 

“Matin Song” (Heywood) eschews Elizabethan pastiche – lots of tempo changes and odd 
accentuation. “Christmas Carol” (medieval) is slow, solemn – a find. “The Lost Child” 
(J.R. Lowell) is nice but very sentimental. So is “Nocturne” (J.R. Lowell), but I’m aware 
of the moving reality behind it – it’s more adventurous harmonically. “Solitude” (Harold 
Munro) is identical in mood, slightly more modernist in treatment. It sort of works. 
“Where Loneliness Keeps House” (Madison Cawein) is OK but the stormy bit at the end 
seems out of place. JoAnn Ottley sings well. (F19) 

4 piano pieces 
Two Step is nice, slight modernist tang with dance step. Exotic Dance No 1 grossly 
understates the exoticism. From a Mountain Lake is yet another slow piece, but Grant 
Johannesen’s touch is apparent when he takes over from his pupils. A rolling slow 6/8. 
Gigue Fantasque is welcome, harmony more piquant by a smidgen. (F19) 

Piano Quintet 
A big piece in three movements, 29’. Motivic in construction, the notes fixate on the 
F#-G relation, and I hear Phrygian mode. Romantic construction with slender neo-classic 
texture, thin piano writing. I don’t feel the passion or the drive. Andante hints at the Old 
Hundredth but wanders. Clever link to first movement. But I wait for a surprise turn, or a 



risk. Final cadence on G major with added F#. Finale has lots of running notes and 
(inevitably) a fugue on an irregular subject. Meh. (F19) 

JOHN SHEPPARD 
Gaude, gaude; The Lord’s Prayer; I give you a new commandment 

“Gaude” is a vast 14' motet on an unfamiliar Marian text in 3 sections. First is incredibly 
rich, multivoiced interweaving but not imitative writing, lots of cross relations, 
unexpected entries. Middle is alternatim but with brief snatches of chant. Last is Gloria. 
Sumptuously beautiful, as are the English anthems. Sheppard’s soundworld seems 
distinctive. (Ag10) 

Media Vita 
Enormous funeral motet over 25' in length, wrapped around antiphonal chant of the Nunc 
dimittis. As sumptuous as the above. (Ag10) 

Two Anthems; Te Deum 
“Christ rising again” shows JS conforming to demands for clear text; “Hasten Thee O 
God” shows how unnatural it was for him to try. Te Deum is a thorough alternatim 
setting. (Ag10) 

NOAM SHERIFF 
Violin Concerto 

Sheriff was a pupil of Ben Haim and Blacher. Concerto is in unusual slow-fast-slow 
layout, dark, not atonal but clearly influenced by Berg, anguished but not overtly Jewish 
or nationalistic, beautiful sweet finish. Allegro a neo-classic folkdance, open strings, style 
somewhat incongruous. Lento Finale returns to dissonant world and solo a cantor’s wail, 
ending quietly. Impressive. (O10) 

ROBERT & RICHARD SHERMAN 
Mary Poppins  

A sweet story, lots of spectacular stagecraft, including a walk around the proscenium, and 
the final flight to the balcony. The stage musical was adapted from the Disney film, with 
a complicated history of revisions and music added by other hands, padded out. There are 
four great tunes – the rest forgettable. I told David that I questioned to suitability of the 
show for his students: first a skin show, then a song about drugs. (live in NYC, Ap09) 

GRAEME SHIELDS 
amalgam: tambour & vocalization 

Two movements for organ by young composer educated at Minnesota—Duluth. 
Minimalist, lots of seconds in staccato, lots of air, tambour has soft percussive sounds. 
The music on the program is all basically tonal but avoids modulation. No full organ, it’s 
all bellybutton music. (O18) 

form reform 
Written for 500th anniversary of the Lutheran Reformation, a fantasy on Ein feste Burg. 
The play is in seconds amid clusters, more substantial than the previous but so-so. (O18) 

NATHANIEL SHILKRET 
Genesis Suite: Creation  

This composer, not known to me, was the organizer of the Genesis Suite project. Begins 
with free atonalism, clusters. Fiat lux turns Hollywood tonal with women’s chorus. The 
music continues to illustrate the narrators, whose vocal dramatics are mildly 
embarrassing. Unfortunately, Shilkret seems to have communicated his desire for 



pictorial music to all the composers, who (apart from Schoenberg and Stravinsky) duly 
provided. The entire work is pretty feeble. (Ag11)  

YURI SHISHAKOV 
Concerto for Balalaika and Orchestra of Folk Instruments 

A treat to hear this old favorite once again. I am struck by the chromaticism in this folk 
piece, very adroitly handled. Shishakov escapes the Google biographers: he seems to 
have been a balalaika virtuoso. (Ap09) 

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH 
Quartet No 13 in B♭ minor, op 138 

So damned depressing. Quartet is mostly slow, with faster middle section B features 
knocking on wood of instruments, a lot of viola. So much unaccompanied writing, 
portentous solo lines. Others loved it: I was let down. (NewZealandQ live, N08)    

Quartet No 7 in F# minor 
Written after the death of DS’s wife, this is in fact less lugubrious than many. In fact, it’s 
short, concentrated, varied, with quick bits in the outer movements, and an inward 
looking middle movement that returns as a coda. DS in top form. (Cecilia Quartet live, 
O09) One of shortest and best of the cycle, fast-slow-fast with return to slower opening 
tempo at the end. I did not know that DS’s favorite +∗ rhythm is supposed to represent 
his fear of the KGB knocking at his door. (Cecilia Quartet live, Parry Sound B Jy11) 

Symphony No 3 in E♭, op 20 “May Day” 
In one movement, 6 temp divisions. Starts OK, but turns into incredibly weak 
Shostakovich: nondescript ideas, scrawny textures, bawly choral writing (mostly in 
unison). An experiment in proletarian music? Surely he knew better. (My10) 

Symphony No 11 in G minor, op 103 “The Year 1905" 
Vast Mahlerian Symphony commemorating the first Revolution and, uncharacteristic of 
DS, quotes many folksongs to support the program. “The Palace Square” (I): Sustains an 
icy stasis throughout: high tension. “The 9th of January” (II): Galloping Allegro – bursts 
into Soviet-style marziale midway through. “In Memoriam” (III): Unfolding elegiac 
melody over continuous bass pizzicato – builds to crescendo and subsides. “The Tocsin” 
(IV): Martial music (like Finale of the Fifth), minor key, declamatory, heroic – coda 
returns to frigid melancholy of opening, then agitato. The pattern is in keeping with other 
Soviet style Symphonies. That and the overt program have made it suspect in the West, 
but it’s exciting stuff, and the 68 minutes melt away. Masterpiece. (O10)  

5 Preludes (1920); Piano Sonata No 1 
The Preludes are student miniatures: I’d guess Prokofiev. The one-movement Piano 
Sonata in 11 tempo divisions is a gem, modernistic, even futurist c. 1926, with cascades 
of notes, machine-music motifs, motor rhythms. I’d never guess DS. Wild! (O10)  

24 Preludes, op 34 
Piano miniatures in the cycle of keys about one minute each, most but not all based on 
simple accompaniment figures. The point is inventiveness. These are not the Preludes of 
the later Preludes and Fugues. (O10)  

Piano Sonata No 2 
Major work. Evidently a technical challenge, but not overtly virtuosic. Allegretto closely 
worked out, obsessive dotted motif. Largo very spare, somewhat acidic. Finale begins 
with long one-finger tune – is it Variations? Gradual build-up, return of first movement in 
bass, stasis, quiet ending. (O10) I held my tongue hearing it for the first time, but a thumbs 



down the second time round: the first two movements are fine, but the third seems 
endless. I tire of the Shostakovich mannerisms, the solo line meandering tunes, the 
portentous single notes held in air. And this movement keeps adding new postscripts 
every time it seems winding up to stop. Brilliantly played in recital by Georgy Tchaidze, 
who has steel for fingers and never smiles. (live, Mh13) 

Violin Concerto No 1 in A minor, op 99 
A repertoire staple, though I know only the Scherzo well. Nocturne is true prologue, 
melancholy downward chromatic theme, not virtuosic. After Scherzo, the Passacaglia is 
the emotional center of the piece: long crescendo reaching beyond the poor soloist’s 
capacities, intensely moving. Decrescendo to pizz & timps followed by cadenza, tempo 
picks up to Burlesca Finale – another version of DS grotesque, but less acid, better 
natured than usual. Stellar. Seems shorter than its 40'. (Muskoka, July11) The long 12’ 
Adagio has never registered with me: it merely sets a tediously somber tone. Scherzo, on 
the other hand, is memorable from the first hearing. Passacaglia is the depth of the piece, 
a long, solemn cortège with soaring, muscular violin obligato. Beautiful quiet section in 
the middle and a solo cadenza that begins quietly, gets faster, and makes a bridge into the 
Burleska. The Finale manages to be more good humored than burlesque, but always with 
a sinister undertone. Oistrakh’s performance is authoritative and hard to beat, but the 
1956 sound obscures a lot of detail. Curiously, it does capture the grain of the violin 
pretty well. (Ja17) 

Violin Concerto No 2 in C# minor, op 129 
I’ve heard this piece but never listened closely, so I know it even less well than the First 
Concerto: Moderato opens with one of DS’s long winding melodies, then an idea with 
repeated notes, faster section, return to Moderato for long cadenza, duet with solo horn, 
long quiet ending. Adagio is long cantilena: that solo horn again in dual cadenza, bridges 
to high energy finale. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Symphony No 15 in A, op 141 
Allegretto surprisingly light: chimes, celeste, xylophone, block, and bits of William Tell 
as in the Ninth – innocent childishness or ironic raspberry? Solo violin recalls 
Eulenspiegel pissing out the upper window. Adagio alternates between brass chorale and 
solo cello, all quiet – trombone solo with double basses – very spare textures – sudden 
fortissimo brass passage. Certain repeated gestures, weird chords, seem to take on iconic 
significance, but what? Short Scherzo announced by deep bassoons, grotesque. Long 
Finale alternates between Adagio and Allegretto: opens with Siegfried’s Funeral Music, a 
phrase from Tristan, then a sudden plangent dance melody. Events occur unpredictably: 
the dance turns into a passacaglia reaching grand climax, then slow etiolation, celeste 
from the beginning returns for wonderful peaceful ending. I was afraid of this piece, 
expecting the gloom of the last Sonatas; instead, it’s engaging, an almost readable text, a 
teasing hieroglyph, an enigmatic smiling sphynx. (Ag11) 

Symphony No 14, op 135 
Having decided to bite the bullet and brave DS’s last Symphonies, I discover this is 
essentially a collection of songs about death, by Lorca, Apollinaire (both killed in 
wartime) Rilke, and one Küchelbecker, who wrote in Russian. DS’s settings were 
Russian translations, but Dieskau and Varady sing in the original languages (reverting to 
German for Apollinaire’s translation of Chamisso). Varady is better at it: her Spanish is 
wow! Apollinaire’s prison poem is the centerpiece. Setting is for strings and percussion 



alone (great use of chimes, mallets, block), and the songs are all attacca, continuous. 
DS’s settings are magisterial. Great musical experience. The weight of pathos an ordeal, 
no catharsis. (Ag11) 

6 Poems of Marina Tsvetaeva, op 143a 
  For contralto and chamber orchestra. Uniformly gloomy poems by an anti-Revolution 

suicide in text-driven settings, hard to get at. The last three are very powerful. (S11) 
Symphony No 9 in E♭, op 70 

I’ve never heard this piece in concert before, and it works as well as I’d expected. I 
remember the sarcasm first and last, but the Scherzo is just brilliant, and the slow 
movements have DS’s brooding sense of implied but inarticulate tragedy. Alain Trudel 
spoke to the piece and set it up very well. It redeemed a problematic concert. (Orchestra 
London live, O11) I thought I knew this piece but was surprised at five movements. 
Allegro has that sassy, sarcastic tone, piccolos, percussion, wrong entries. Moderato has 
drunken clarinet solo, orchestra entering with macabre chromatic waltz, all dominated by 
winds, sempre mezzo piano. Presto, Presto, driven, less than 3’, reckless – rallentando 
into Largo, big bass unison motto, querulous bassoon, then attacca Allegretto. The winds 
finally get to the comic theme, strings answer, long crescendo to full orchestra fortissimo, 
a grotesque march. How does it hold together? (O17) 

Cello Concerto No 2 
I recognized it on CBC as Shostakovich and knew it was not the First Concerto, and I 
was right. In one movement: brooding, exploring the deep register, rising to the heights, 
picking up activity in the middle part, even to duet with horn and prominent whip but 
never as wildly abandoned as the First.  Stunning live performance by Daniel 
Mueller-Schott in Vancouver. (Ja12) 

Song of the Forest, op 81 
Seven-movement Soviet Cantata written in 1949 (after the Zhdanov proscription) in 
praise of Russia’s “beloved leader.” (1) serene meditataion on spring and peace. 
Bezzubenko is a gorgeous Russian basso. (2) a folk chorus in quick 3. (3) backward look 
at devastation of the fields by war – Mussorgskian elegy. (4) celebration of tree planting, 
reforestation – a charming children’s chorus, (5) with adults joining in. (6) vision of 
future garden nation, with tenor soloist. (7) choral song of victory and the glory of 
kommunizma and gratitude to “wise Stalin” – soloists and chorus. Very stirring stuff. 
Considerably more likable than many of Shostakovich’s paeans to depression. (S12) 

Prelude and Fugue in D minor, op 87 /24 
The Finale of the Shostakovich set, which I’ve never heard: Shostakovich in top form, a 
rip-roaring finish to a recital by Georgy Tchaidze. (live B Mh13) 

Quartet No 8 in C minor, op 110 
 No notes on this? I’ve heard it several times in concert, both in quartet and string 

orchestra form – so much that I’m disappointed not to hear something else. Except this 
time I was grateful to know that it was good Shostakovich, well proportioned, even with 
all the Largo signs. The big Allegro vivo is exciting and unforgettable, as is the 
Allegretto that follows. Lovely high cello line in the penultimate Largo. Lucid barbarity. 
Parry Sound seems to have just enough Russian Jews to sit down and knock it off – Gil 
Sharon, Moshe Hammer, Ronald Ephrat, Yegor Dyachkvov. (live, Parry Sound—Jy13) 

The Nose 



 Not an opera I ever expected to see, and I had mixed feelings, as with most Shostakovich. 
I expected the rich vein of grotesque, and the expressionist pranks and bewilderment. I 
thought that the joke was carried on too long for its own good (as Gogol does not in his 
story), and I wished for more lyrical patches – maybe parody of Mussorgsky’s Holy Fool. 
The score is extraordinarily dissonant, non-tonally centered, and the dialogue is all 
Russian parlando recit. I loved Kettridge’s production, but Sasha Tumanov (who knows 
the work well) said it was all wrong: according to him, Gogol’s characters are not cartoon 
figures, and Shostakovich intended a fully realist production (prescient magic realism?). 
He said that audiences who knew the story loved it in Russia, but that this was confusing, 
and the anti-Stalinist rant was all anachronistic. (I thought the opera was written in the 
1930s and Shostakovich got away with it because Gogol was canonical). To Sasha, the 
production was Regietheater vandalism. I can’t decide now whether the brilliant 
production was out of bounds or not. (live MetHD, O13) 

Symphony No 5 
 The one I have always loved. Otaka’s performance as I heard it in the car seemed 

painfully slow and as full of longueurs as any other Shostakovich. (Muskoka—Jy14) 
Symphony No 10 in E minor, op 93 
 This popular Symphony never clicked with me mainly because of the massive opening 

Moderato – described as desolate, featureless. Maybe Runnicles gives it more direction, 
or just takes it faster (compare timings?). I hear a definite 3. O those bassoons and 
chalumeaux! Big climax, snares, gong, unison strings at about 13’. The piece finally 
makes sense, and on this recording those thick low chords are not just chunks of mud. 
Scherzo is fleet, short, brutal. Allegretto is puckish and plays with D-E♭-C-B♭ motif 
(when did he first use it?). Horn leads into Largo section, truly desolate, motionless – 
solo winds. Suddenly violins strike up happy Allegro, brassy: bassoon eventually takes 
the lead in long drive to end. It’s coming to me. (My15) 

3 Violin Duets with Piano  
 Arranged by one Lev Atovmyan from DS`s incidental music: short student pieces. First 

from The Gadfly, not the famous one but nice; then a jaunty Gavotte, then a Waltz with 
attitude. (May16) 

Piano Trio No 1 in C minor, op 8 
 In one 14’ movement, written very early and little played. I’m glad that I investigated, 

however. It shows radical shifts and juxtapositions resembling the Futurists circa 1923, 
with traces of Prokofiev’s sardonic grotesque. There’s a beautiful lyric interlude led by 
the cello – it must be called the “love theme” – and it triumphs in the end. Surprising, 
very interesting. (Ag16) 

Piano Trio No 2 in E minor, op 67 
 One of DS’s recognized masterpieces that I simply have not caught up with. It is elegiac 

throughout and more than tinged with Jewish color. It opens with eerie harmonics that 
slip into a Moderato, rhythmic, contrapuntal, spare textured. Allegro is a grotesque 
scherzo, fast, insistent. Largo pits the two strings in jarring dissonant counterpoint over 
slow, steady piano chords. It ends on harmonics. Allegretto Finale begins attacca, 
pizzicato at first, then a familiar Jewish folktune that builds into one of Shostakovich’s 
best whirling passionate passages. A strange bit follows – violin high, muted, piano in a 
frenzy, gradually getting louder. Quiet ending. (Ag16) 

Festival Overture 



 My first experience of Boston Symphony Hall, an acoustic carnival, everybody’s “iconic 
party piece” said the very engaging tuba player who introduced the concert. I was sitting 
in a direct line out from the conductor in the perfectly proportioned wooden shoebox, and 
it would have been hard to miss anything. How I’ve longed for sound like that. (Boston, 
live, S16) 

Cello Concerto No 1 in E♭, op 107 
 In the incomparable original 1959 recording by Rostropovich – considerably better sound 

than Oistrakh’s version of the First Violin Concerto. I hadn’t heard this for a long time, 
but the four-note motif in the first bar brought the whole thing back. And that incredible 
horn part! (Mason Jones gets special credit – I’ve never forgotten that sound!). Moderato 
is the slow movement, the horn now ethereal as a sad Slavic tune in the cello unfolds into 
a lengthy tragic movement, reaching fortissimo. The horn truly heart-breaking, strings 
con sordino, cello harmonics, glock. Long cadenza, lots of left hand pizzicato, long 
accelerando. Allegro Finale in 4 is pesante, grotesque, with timps going berserk. It shifts 
in and out of 3 and back, horn reappears, and finally brings back the four-note motto of 
the beginning. Wow! If I ever find Shostakovich tiresome, I need to remember this 
relentless masterpiece. (Ja17) 

Cello Sonata in D minor, op 40 
 I knew this from an LP with the Prokofiev Sonata, which I preferred. I’ve never thought 

of Shostakovich as influenced by Fauré, but the first and second subjects and the piano 
figuration could be, almost, as well as the yearning for neo-classicism and the 
non-directional harmony. But emotionality becomes overt before the end. There’s a 
peculiar slow bridge to the Allegro Scherzo, which is maniacal. Largo presents a 
long-breathed tragic melody that could be from some Russian opera – nothing covert 
here. Allegro sounds like a second Scherzo, a boy’s feigned insouciance with terrifying 
outbursts. A masterpiece, Shostakovich at his best. (Je17) 

Theme and Variations for Orchestra, op 18 
Earlier than the First Symphony, student work dedicated to counterpoint teacher Sokolov. 
Theme stated simply by strings, and variations are straightforward at first. There’s little 
concept of the whole, but nice brass chorale and 5/4 coda. Botstein probably included to 
make Popov sound better by comparison. (Ag17) 

Symphony No 13 in B♭ minor, op 113 “Baba Yar” 
Five movements, 63’: Orchestra, men’s chorus, basso profondo solo. Powerful opening, 
Russian as hell. Yevtushenko’s verses are blunt, with reference to brand names as well as 
Dreyfuss, Anne Frank. The chorus is as dark and male as the basso. Such sounds! Full of 
timps, gongs, bass drums, chimes, those notorious snarling trombone glissandi. Every 
instrument in its lowest register. Aleksashkin is extraordinary. Wow! Shattering. [My text 
is deficient, lacking two pages in movements 2 and 4.] (2) Humor, Allegretto. The 
ultimate grotesque Scherzo, verses about the deadliness and freedom of humor. Wailing 
E-flat clarinet and oboe in unison, violin solo, added to the mix. (3) In the Store, Adagio. 
Women trying to buy food, cheated, denied, their families’ guardian angels. They have 
endured. (4) Fears, Adagio. [I’m not sure where this begins.] Big bass tuba solo, long 
reflection, then a march tune begins in the chorus leading to a huge climax. (5) A career, 
Allegretto. Verses on the heroic Galileo vs the scientist/family-man who betrayed his 
own principles to please the authorities. Light twiddles, mocking music, a second 



scherzo, lots of staccato bassoon and double bass. Fugato. Long quiet ending. Major 
masterpiece, Shostakovich’s greatest symphony. (Ap19)    

JAN SIBELIUS 
Jedermann – incidental music 

Written during fifth symphony for Hofmannsthal drama, unrelieved gloom. (My08) 
Belshazzar’s Feast 

Scandanavian orientalism from Sibelius? Cf Nielsen’s Aladdin. More material for 
effective suite, colorful. Beautiful song. (My08) 

Pelleas and Melisande, op 46 
Nine short movements: great variety, not lugubrious like Debussy or Fauré. By a Spring 
is bright, Spinning Song ominous, Entr-acte cheerful. Death Scene builds symphonically. 
How much of Sibelius is dispersed in short scraps? Kapp’s group sounds rich but small 
like theater orchestra. (Ja09) Eight movements from Sibelius’ incidental music. It sounds 
meatier than either Debussy or Fauré – who else wrote music for Maeterlinck’s 
masterpiece? English horn bit sounds more waifish – gorgeous. All dark and slow with 
glimpses of sunlight – In the Park (III) for example. Spring, the Song, Pastorale, Spinning 
Wheel, all great miniatures. The quiet death of Mélisande gets raised to a pitch of 
emotion briefly and meaningfully. A fine Suite in the right situation. (Ap15) 

Kuolema, op 44 & op 62 
Four-movement Suite, published in separate pieces by JS, including Valse triste. All 
lovely, gently lyrical, with JS’s dark flavoring. (Ja09) 

Rakastava, op 14 
Three-movement Suite, arranged from choral pieces years after they were written. 
Strangely, seems echt Sibelius, or am I getting back into the sound world more?  (Ja09) 

Luonnotar 
I’ve heard this before but without much impression; now, seeing the text, it strikes me as 
wonderful – Sibelius in vocal world of Janacek and Merikanto operas. Isokoski is 
gorgeous, so like Söderstrøm at her best: lovely human vibrato, strong feeling, seemingly 
unlimited top. (Je09) 

18 Songs 
Sibelius the miniaturist in his element: as a vocal composer he seems Straussian, but the 
cold water is nearby. No nonsense: he sets texts syllable for syllable, no repetitions, then 
stops. Little prelude, interlude, postlude – yet it works. (Je09) 

The Tempest – incidental music 
Peter Maxwell Davies called the Prelude some of the greatest sea music ever written, 
arousing my curiosity. I’m not disappointed. It turns out to be one of JS’s last pieces, and 
though different from Tapiola, the master’s hand shows, and the great melodist’s voice. 
The Suites are garlands of brief moments, they have loads of character and flow naturally 
one to the next. The Intrada is a shock for JS. A real find. (Jy09) 

Piano music, ops 74, 75, 76, 85 & 94 
Very low key piano writing, much middle voice gray, lots of cold water, the notes say 
“unidiomatic.” A few livelier pieces, capriccioso like the Violin Humoresques. A pity JS 
spent so much time churning out bland miniatures. (O09) 

Kullervo 
Major secular Cantata (cf Mahler, Schoenberg, Bartok) based on the Kalevala. First two 
movements, nearly half an hour, are orchestral and prime Sibelius: big broad strokes, 



brassy, lots of pedals, the unmistakable Sibelius sound. The short fourth movement, 
Kullervo in battle, is also orchestral. The centerpiece is “Kullervo and His Sister,” a stern 
heroic and lurid narrative of kidnapping, rape and unintended incest, with two soloists 
and men’s chorus. The chorus (largely unison, occasionally breaking into parts) reappears 
in the 5th movement, Kullervo’s suicide. Unlike Siegmund, Kullervo is stricken with guilt 
at his actions. Great stuff. (F10) 

Tapiola, op 112 
So familiar and so remote. I followed with score and got a better sense of the workings of 
this magnificent music. A pity JS couldn’t fare farther into this territory. (F10) Sibelius’s 
crowning masterpiece, not far removed from Oceanides but more varied. Odd, I 
remember once being surprised by the familiarity of the piece, but here it seems new. 
Sakari Oramo brings a Boulez-like clarity to the orchestra, and I doubt if that’s what 
Sibelius expected. The subito sforzandi sure do startle. (N19) 

Two Serenades for Violin and Orchestra, op 69 
Very different from the Humoreskes I love so much, more serious, more in keeping with 
the later style. Charm with ice in it. (F10)  

Oceanides 
This sounds, hearing it after Tapiola, like a sketch for that work: lots of rustling evocation 
of powers beyond the human. (F10) Watery music, wind effects, harps, swirling flutes. 
Moments of break and radiant beauty. No development to speak of, just the unrolling of 
thrilling sound for 10’. (N19) 

Scènes historiques, Suite I, op 25 
Echt Sibelius, weightier than, say Karelia. Finlandia (op 26) was to be included, but JS 
determined to publish it separately. Lots of foreboding, a triumphal march. (F10) 

Symphony No 5 
Hearing it in the car on the radio, I finally got this piece in its unfolding grandeur, 
including the final chords. Saraste conducting. Favored over the 6th and 7th because of its 
big brass ending. Magnificent. (CBC—Ag10)  

16 Songs with piano 
Kim Borg does not disappoint. The Sibelius songs are still unfamiliar: mainly strophic, 
syllable for syllable, ranging from simple Schubertian piano to more elaborate. The two 
Shakespeare settings are impressive. I think I prefer “Svarta rosor” with high voice, but 
Borg sings Finlandia with great feeling. (Ag10) 

Quartet in D minor, op 56 “Voces intimae” 
Big piece in five movements. Allegro begins with searching motif, tries several textures, 
ends with sonorous chorale B hard to define. Vivace a fleet, rustling Scherzo. Largo is the 
heart of the piece: blocks of sound, restrained passion, big orchestral climax. Pesante a 
second Scherzo, demonic, foreboding. Allegro Finale a moto perpetuo that notches up the 
tempo, drives relentlessly. I recall thinking this was not well written for quartet: 
excessive double stopping, running passages in unison. But it’s a unique masterpiece. I 
should know it better. (F11) 

Violin Concerto in D minor, op 47 
What a beast! I’ve heard Francescatti play it and make it sound easy. Otherwise, Jaime 
Laredo, Lorand Fenyves, and now Annette-Barbara Vogel have all struggled with it. 
Vogel’s performance was a real curate’s egg: I wonder why she didn’t choose a piece that 



makes her sound completely on top of it. (Probably Joe Lanza’s evil suggestion.)  (live, 
Orch London Mh11)  

Piano Sonata, op 12 
JS’s only Piano Sonata, very early, and the notes say nothing. In three movements: I 
almost ecstatic, with lots of pianistic movement. II a modal melody, severe, with off-beat 
accompaniment. B section a music-box tinkle – lovely. Finale upbeat, happy, with 
virtuosic coda. Not profound but nice. (Ja12) 

5 Pieces, “The Flowers,” op 85 
More transparent than the Sonata. Charm is not often characteristic of Sibelius, but these 
are charming. (Ja12) 

2 Rondinos, op 68 
First is slowish, melancholy, very spare, gorgeous, reminiscent of late Brahms. Second 
flutters like an angry caged bird. (Ja12) 

5 Characteristic Impressions, op 105 
Full-chorded character pieces, pianistic in an odd way. The Oarsmen gives insight into 
Sibelius as harmonist. Is it a better pianist or a better selection that makes this CD so 
much more convincing than the Naxos sampling? (Ja12) 

Kyllikki – 3 Lyric Pieces, op 41           
Largamente is dramatic, full of tremolos. Andante a simple somber melody, crescendo- 
decrescendo. Commodo a rustic dance. (Ja12) Allegro is appassionato – then settles. 
Andantino bursts into keyboard tremolo. Comodo is good-humored, but alternates with 
more somber tune. (F17) 

5 Esquisses, op 114 
Esquisses, I keep forgetting, are sketches, here with titles. Landscape is all over the place. 
Winter Scene a muted happiness. Forest Lake ripples quite ponderously, as does Song of 
the Forest. Spring Vision is upbeat. (Ja12) 

Finlandia, op 26 
The familiar piece in JS’s own piano version, lots of tremolos. (Ja12) 

Symphony No 4 in A minor 
I caught it on CBC and listened for a refresher amid jabber and disraction: It still sounds 
strange, even though familiar: the augmented fourths, the splendid wrong-note trombone, 
the tentative affirmation. Then a surprisingly easy-going Scherzo (with those 
augmentations underneath. Brooding Adagio. And Finale with glocks (celeste) trying to 
get upbeat but collapsing into despair and dropping sevenths. Sibelius at his truest to 
himself, and truly great. (O12) 

Symphony No 1 in E minor, op 39  
One of the most popular Sibelius Symphonies, but to me one of the lesser known. It’s 
always seemed underdeveloped and spotty. Mark Elder has its measure, however, and the 
first two movements made sense completely. Even the second, which jumps from mood 
to mood, a glut of too many ideas. The Second Symphony does this much better. The 
third and fourth movements still seem spotty, especially the exposed wind bit in the 
Scherzo. But it all comes together. I think the CSO has the most beautiful orchestra sound 
I’ve ever heard. Those strings! That brass! (Chicago, CSO live, F13) 

Symphony No 7 in C 
 A pleasure to hear through on CBC: I was surprised that I seem to know every move of 

the piece and remember how featureless it seemed on first hearing. (Muskoka—Jy13) 



Swanwhite Suite, op 54 
 Wow! Five movements for a Strindberg play, and another set of gloomy adagios, this one 

very beautiful. The opening harp movement is atmospheric – the middle movement echt 
Sibelius full of pedals and fragments hanging in space. The last two, a deep-throated 
Russian song and a splendid nobilmente are uplifting but refuse big ending. The 
Strindberg must be most uncharacteristic of him. I’m curious. (Ap15) 

King Kristian II Suite, op 22 
 Six movements of incidental music: the third is a premiere recording, the fourth a song 

for baritone – for a play by one Adolf Paul. Contemporary with the First Symphony and 
shares material with it. The texture is more complex than usual for incidental music. 
Elegie was the original prelude to the play. Fool’s Song is intense. (Ap15) 

Impromptu in C for Chamber Orchestra 
 This seems to have been the early work from 1894, called Menuetto. At first little but 

modal chords moved around by the strings, then a nice minuet-like tune, then a return to 
the chordal texture, somehow altered. Nice short piece on CBC. (N17) Beautiful unknown 
Sibelius work for string orchestra, not complicated, but more extended than a salon 
encore. Beautiful – check it out. (Jy18) 

Spring Song, op 16 
 Early and unfamiliar tone poem, beloved in Finland where it is heard regularly in May. It 

spins a modal folkloric melody through a long crescendo with odd twists. No modulation 
except at the end. I take that awkward modulation and denial of root position chords as 
deliberate. (Ja19) 

Suite caractéristique, op 100; Presto  
 The Suite, three movements in just 5’, is a slight piece for strings and harp. The Presto is 

stronger, 7’, arranged from Sibelius’s early Quartet in B♭, op 4. It makes me curious 
about the Quartet. (Ja19) 

The Bard, op 64 
 Another tone poem that I know very dimly, from Sibelius’s greatest period. Solo harp is 

prominent throughout, and there’s a paucity of thematic material and gallons of cold 
water. But the restraint almost breaks down at the end. Gorgeous. Just 8’. (Ja19) 

Valse lyrique, op 96a; Valse chevaleresque, op 96c 
 Two gems, especially the first, a little masterpiece of light music. These are like Strauss 

waltzes, but they are Sibelius – the afterbeats are brushed, not staccato, there’s a heavier 
line. Lyrique has episodes in minor that reach an intensity that Strauss never aims for. 
Chevaleresque has fun trying to throw the dancers off balance, then righting itself. 
Wonderful. (Ja19) 

Autrefois – Scène pastorale, op 96b 
 A 6’ piece for small orchestra with two wordless sopranos (ossia clarinets). “Autrefois” is 

“Once upon a time”; the piece has a jaunty fairy tale character that darkens with the 
singers’ entrance. (F19) 

Suite mignonne, op 98a 
 Three short movements, 8’, featuring a pair of solo flutes. Allegretto is essentially a 

waltz, second a whimsical polka. The Epilogue is in ambiguous meter: I’m not sure if it’s 
in 3 or 2, with cross rhythms, sectional, waxing nostalgic. Sophisticated light music, very 
nice. (F19) 

Suite champêtre, op 98b 



 Three movements, 9’, rather more serious. The middle Mélodie élégiàque is fairly 
intense. The final Danse features a solo violin. (F19) 

En Saga, op 7 
 This early piece, a full 20’ long, clearly shows the Sibelius fingerprints: modal themes, 

brass outbursts, vague shapes rising from below, winds in thirds, isolated sforzandi, 
endless pedals. Solo viola runs through the whole piece. Midway there’s a lull, then a 
quick bit that builds to climax, and a mournful solo clarinet suspended in space and time. 
Gorgeous. (N19) 

PAUL SIEFERT 
Puer natus in Bethlehem 

Organ piece. Apparently most chorales for Christmas are in 3. Siefert was a Sweelinck 
student who ended up in Danzig. Meunier Martin Luther CD. (O19)    

ELIE SIEGMEISTER 
Sunday in Brooklyn 

Piano Suite in 5 movements, bluesy, well contrasted (unlike the Alex North suite on the 
same disc. Decent rep. (Jy09) 

American Sonata 
Siegmeister’s First Piano Sonata takes off from populist side of Copland. I had ES placed 
in Missouri, but that’s because of his early Ozark Set for orchestra. He’s NYC born and 
bred. Pop dance rhythms, stylized with dissonant spice, a bluesy movement, spare piano 
writing, fast Finale, parallel chords, quoted folksong. (Mh11) 

On This Ground 
Late piano suite of 5 pieces, much more modernist in style but still Coplandish: lucid 
development within complex free atonality. The last is a dissonant ragtime sounding very 
Ives. I’ve never encountered this side of Siegmeister. Nice, though the piano writing 
never seems idiomatic to this non-pianist. (Mh11) 

Theme and Variations No 2 
Highly abstract 10' piano piece on theme that resembles B-A-C-H motif but isn’t. (Ap11)  

Piano Sonata No 4: Prelude, Blues, Toccata 
Despite the title, very much in ES’s modernist soundworld, dissonant and bangy. The 
Blues also highly stylized, though recognizably Blues. Finale also bangy. Is it the 
performance? A let down, possibly because of disappointed expectations. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata No 5 
In three movements: Dreamy intro, then irregular rhythmic Allegro B exciting. Nice slow 
movement. Rhythmic Finale. This works for me better than the Fourth. (Ap11) 

Western Suite 
This is the piece that made me think of this NYC composer as a Westerner. Five 
movements of Copland-Harris wild west populism, a compendium of reworked folktunes. 
Great rep. (Je11) 

ROBERTO SIERRA 
Missa Latina “Pro Pace” 

When this started, I had high expectations: beautiful sound, good concept, Heidi Grant 
Murphy sounds terrific. But then it went on. And on. For 68'. I’m sure I’m wrong, but it 
doesn’t even seem to modulate. There’s no change of texture, no exploration of the drama 
of the Mass. Blah. (S10) 

Rimas 



Five settings of poems by Gustavo Adolfo Bécquer, conventional love lyrics set with 
spare piano texture, some Spanish flavor. Nothing special. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

ANDREAS de SILVA 
Nigra sum 

Short motet, not a source associated with Palestrina’s Missa Nigra sum. (F13)  
VALENTIN SILVESTROV 
Postludium, piano & orchestra 

Described as reminiscences of the great Romantic piano concertos. I don’t hear direct 
quotation but moody tonal gestures that appear and fade out over the piano presence: a 
different approach from Kancheli’s but similar in feeling and intensely moving. (D09)  

Symphony No 5 
I had expected something more avant gardish, but instead, after an initial blast of 
dissonance, this opens into a lengthy nostalgic tonal Adagio (despite various tempo 
markings), nearly Mantovani.  Drums and brass erupt in the middle, then return to the 
slo-mo near minimalism. I suspend judgement, but Postludium struck me more. (D09)  

Symphony No 6 
Large Symphony 53' long in five disproportioned movements, each divided into two or 
more tempi, and played without interruption. All this doesn’t matter, however, because 
the same slow chiming texture starts at the beginning and continues to the end: the tempo 
changes are virtually undetectable. My first reaction was Mahler, but filtered through a 
spectralist microphone: tam-tam, chimes, booming bass notes, tonal fragments sound as if 
caught on a sustaining pedal. I completely missed the Vivace and the Allegro. The long 
third movement has Mantovani fragments. There’s a clear kinship with Kancheli. Not 
what I expected. (Jy11) 

Requiem for Larissa 
My recollection is that Silvestrov was soft, but that’s not my immediate impression here. 
Text is selected phrases from the Latin liturgy. The very modern texture recalls Kancheli. 
The choir, which requires a few bassi profundi, is fragmented like the words, which are 
forgotten as fast as they’re sung, as if by corporate dementia. Tuba mirum is loud, scary, 
but ends with seraphic glass harmonica. In track 3, soprano enters with Lacrimosa, the 
choir slips into giddy chromatics, with solo tenor later on: very touching, with rumbles 
and measured tremolandi. Track 4 inserts three melancholic verses from Shevchenko, the 
texture like a sorrowing folktune – solo tenor doubled an octave higher by solo soprano 
pianissimo – haunting. I the last three sections, text and choir all but disappear. Striking 
piece. (May16) 

Post Scriptum: Sonata for Violin and Piano 
Three movements. Largo begins with Mozart, breaks off into fragments – other Mozart? 
A spell of nostalgia, smashed, as in Kancheli. Andantino uses a different melody, more 
romantic sounding – ends with a series of violin thirds. Allegro vivace does not change 
tempo (!) but begins with repeated pizzicato from Largo. Creepy music. (Je17) 

Epitaph (L.B.) 
Single movement for cello and piano, inscribed to Silvestrov’s late wife Larissa. Again, 
ultra-slow, fragmented. (Je17) 

Drama 
Three movements: Sonate [sic] for Violin and Piano, Sonate for Cello and Piano, and 
Trio for Violin, Cello, and Piano, dated 1971-2002. The violin movement is in avant 



garde mode of the Sixties, with special effects on both violin and piano. Is the piano 
prepared? During performance? Interspersed with diatonic passages in piano. The cello 
entry drops a high harmonic to the low C string, remains dissonant against tonal piano. 
Silvestrov likes pizzicato for all three instruments. Some violent cello attacks activate 
sympathetic vibes from piano. The violin entry begins the Trio movement imperceptibly. 
Nothing changes. Lots of pizz, only pizz, the piano in a diatonic noodle. It ends with a 
sweep of the piano strings. (Je17) 

ROBERT SIMPSON 
Symphony No 3 

Is RS England’s foremost academic? He’s well known as an authority on Scandanavian 
music. His Symphony is forbiddingly abstract, yet the soundworld is approachable: 
comprehensible motifs and gestures. Perhaps the Bartokian diligence is forbidding. 
Symphony is cast in two large movements: Allegro tightly worked out. Adagio makes 
steady accelerando to Presto tutti. (Je09) 

Symphony No 5 
Larger and more complex than No 3, just as meticulously worked out, but at higher 
voltage B maybe just because of volume level and dynamic range. Three relatively short 
middle movements: canons high to low, low to high, enveloping a brief, violent Scherzo, 
all separating the long violent Allegro from a doubly long furioso Finale. There are traces 
of Nielsen, the Fifth. I was first impressed with Simpson, less with No 3. This is winning 
me back. (Je09)  

Symphony No 9 
A compositional challenge: a single movement Symphony based on one theme, the 
wedge, like Murray’s all-interval row, and a single pulse to which all tempi are related. 
Simpson’s handling sounds remarkably tonal, at least not terribly dissonant. Symphony 
falls into two parts: First is a chorale prelude on the row with variations, transposed 
upward by fourths: when it reaches climax, a Scherzo bursts out in a fast tempo. Second 
part is Adagio, a slow fugue on the row in retrograde.  Simpson’s masters are Bach, 
Beethoven, Bruckner, Sibelius, Nielsen . . . . maybe Pettersen (without the vitriol). He 
can be admired for not concealing his means: the Symphony has lucidity and uses the 
orchestra with great power. But cerebral it is. Maybe the stiff metronomic pulse, maybe 
the gray harmonic color. An admirable failure. (My12) 

Quartet No 14 
Liner notes make high claims for this Quartet. It begins with an Allegro fugato on a 
highly ornate subject, and soon another broad cantabile subject, both with subsidiary 
repeated note figure – a lot of scrubbing, but it seems purposeful, exciting. Presto is fast 
6/8, highly rhythmic, more earnest than a Scherzo – forceful, with sneaky bits of 2/4 in 
secondary parts. Andante opens with solo cello, develops contrapuntally, with some 
mysterious slow scale passages. Allegro Finale opens abruptly, working out the scrubby 
repeated-note figure from the first movement – second idea more tranquil. After climax 
of great intensity, an extended fugato (those scrubby notes again) that builds to massive 
finish. Very strong piece. (F14) 

Quintet for clarinet, bass clarinet, and string trio 
This intriguing ensemble had its unlikely origin in an original scoring with three double 
basses. Simpson (thank God!) rescored. Andante murmurs smoothly. Allegro rises to 
frantic crescendo. Allegro maintains tension over repeated notes. I like it a lot. (F14) 



Quartet No 15 
Highly concentrated in one lengthy movement built on sevenths and seconds, lots of 
contrary motion. Short Adagio leads into Bartokish and agitated Severo, the core of the 
piece, rhythmically driven but not irregularly barred. Last section slow, serene, 
fade-away. (F14) 

Variations on a Theme by Nielsen 
Jolly theme is polytonal, and the first variations sustain raucous hi-jinks until Variation 
III, when a chill of earnestness sets in. Variations IV through VIII work through a more 
dissonant Allegro to a chirpy Prestissimo. Variation IX is a 3.5’ Adagio, chorale-like but 
of no great weight. The 11’ Finale begins like a slow fugue and gives an illusion of 
gaining speed without altering the basic tempo. Like most of RS’s music, I admire more 
than I’m moved. (N17)   

Symphony No 11 
Two large movements, 29’, scored for classical-sized orchestra. Andante is built on a 
stepwise rising motif, thinly textured, serene and spacious. It gets more animated, but 
never urgent. Allegro vivace is sprightly at first, still very transparent, quarter-note 
motion, staccato repeated eighths, fast triplet runs, sempre crescendo. Impressive 
sustained ending. Well constructed, interesting soundworld, but no real hooks. (N17)  

CHRISTIAN SINDING 
Sonata, violin & piano, No 1 in C, op 12 

Terrific piece! Swashbuckling, virtuoso concerto-sonata, Straussian fanfare material 
treated in highly chromatic way. On level with First Symphony and A minor Suite. 
Performance exciting, clear – but monochromatic, the piano pounding. (Au08) 

Suite, violin & piano, in F. op 14         
Not in a league with the C-major Sonata or earlier A-minor Suite. (Au08) 

Sonata, violin & piano, No 2 in F, op 73 
Even better than First! Grazioso, lyric, but no less heroic, beautiful return of slow 
movement tune at end. This seems to be CS’s third violin sonata. Played with steely 
fingers. (S08) 

Symphony No 3 in F, op 121 
Big Symphony in standard layout, written 1919, fully Germanic with no trace of 
Norwegian nationalism. I thought it might be Brahmsian, and it is in its development, but 
Sinding was Wagnerian and his orchestration suggests Straussian layerings. Andante a 
richly voiced Romanza: mounting sequences with runs in the strings sounding like 
Tristan – very beautiful. Scherzo a quick but gentle 3 beat, no formulaic repetitions. 
Finale is exuberant like the first movement, nearly an Elgarian nobilmente. Great stuff. 
An attractive Symphony, but it lacks any darker shading, and in the end, it is not Wagner, 
Strauss, nor Elgar. I think I liked the first two Symphonies better. (Mh11) 

Frost and Spring: Rhapsody for Orchestra [Symphony No 4] 
CS’s final composition (1936), and his only programmatic work, a big Straussian tone 
poem in one movement. Begins in ecstatic excitement, turns to wondrous tremolo (with 
orchestral piano, a modern touch), passes through anticipation to brassy climax. Vivace 
then settles into a brooding stretch before triumphant ending. What a thrilling piece! 
Possible masterpiece. Porcelijn and the NDR sound as if they’ve been playing this music 
all their lives. (Mh11) 

Violin Concerto No 1 in A, op 45 



Three movements without a break. Allegro begins in thirds like a theft from Bruch’s 
Finale – second theme up on G string – big tutti to pull it together. Andante opens in 
minor with what sounds like a passacaglia bass, violins enter with improvisatory theme in 
lower register, then upper, then brassy tutti – turns major, winds down – gorgeous. 
Allegro giocoso gives happy spiccato motif, second idea in double stops, beautiful 
romantic theme, reflective slow-down before presto coda. (My17)    

Legende in B♭, violin & orchestra, op 46 
Beautiful romantic melody, about 7’ – gets technical with double stops, octaves, runs in 
B section. Very nice. (My17)  

Romanza in D, violin & orchestra, op 100 
 Another beautiful romantic melody, about 9’, with modal flavor. Nobilmente. (My17) 
Violin Concerto No 2 in D, op 60 

Three movements. Sinding the melodist shines again in Moderato – tutti more martial 
with brass and timps – violin weaves improvisatorily, including through the recap. He’s a 
beautiful harmonist too. Andante picks up first-movement theme – soloist extends variant 
in thirds – second idea soars on E string – becomes more decisive, rhythmic. Finale like a 
formal dance in 2, but full of rugged double stopping. Rugged but impressive. (My17) 

Suite in A minor, violin & orchestra, op 10 
Yes, the famous one – I haven’t heard it in years. It began with piano accompaniment and 
became even more “olden style” with chamber orchestra, especially the wonderful violin 
interplay in the middle movement. Andrzej Bielow is terrific, but he does the Presto on 
the string. Finale an archaic dance movement in 3. Sinding’s masterpiece. (My17) 

Abendstimmung in G, violin & orchestra, op 120 
 No essential difference from the other two short pieces. Sinding never developed. (My17) 
Violin Concerto No 3 in A minor, op 119 

Allegro begins with soloist in bold double and triple stopping – Sinding’s lyricism almost 
swamped by technicalities – it would I suppose be effective on stage. Andante carries on 
with first-movement theme in orchestra, while violin enters with new melody. Finale is 
strongly rhythmic in 3, the double stopping relentless except for a soaring second idea – it 
finally flows into a noble processional passage before the coda. (My17) 

LEONE SINIGAGLIA 
Violin Sonata in G, op 44 

Three movements, 29’. Violin delivers theme full of hesitating rests. Only the second 
subject, in piano, has a sustained line. Harmony is conventional late romantic. Violin 
continues in mostly broken phrases, the form hard to follow. Adagio again has piano state 
a linear theme, the violin take it up in broken phrases, expanding rhapsodically. Con 
spirito has a pert march motion, and the violin has more than sustained legato to do, but 
the broken phrases (again) and constant modulation remind of Reger. Sinigaglia was part 
of Brahms’s circle and studied with Dvorak. He has an individual style, but I don’t care 
for it, at least in this piece. Performance is just adequate, the recording poor (both 
instruments miked closely but the piano given what sounds like artificial reverb). (Ja20)  

Cello Sonata in C, op 41 
Four movements, 36’. Big sonata. Allegro opens with broad Brahmsian strokes, unlike 
the Violin Sonata. Development turbulent and chromatic, piano taking lead in recap. 
Quiet ending. Intermezzo plays with jaunty dotted rhythm in 3, the Trio a contrasting 
legato in 3, piano dominating in both. Adagio begins with unconventional cadence figure 



in piano, then extended – cello entry beautiful. Poco piu mosso develops new theme. 
Piano brings back cello theme in upper register. Allegro Finale presents a punchy figure 
in 4, some springing bow, even playful – accelerando coda. Better than the Violin Sonata, 
but much too long and lacking memorable material. (F20)  

Romanze in D, cello & piano, op 16/1 
 Recital piece, 4’, lovely cello melody with unexpected ending. (F20) 
Cavatina in G, violin & piano, op 13/1 
 Another 4’ pieces. It wanders (or I do). (F20) 
NIKOS SKALKOTTAS 
Piano Concerto No 3 

Another one of those impossible tours de force, like Schoenberg’s Wind Quintet or 
Krenek’s Lamentations: 65 minutes, piano, winds & percussion, very like Schoenberg, 
nothing virtuosic, decorative, or for show. Winds give clarity. But Skalkottas restricts the 
rhythms so severely! A weakness. Last movement has some sly tuba oompahs. (Au08) 

The Gnomes  
Filler material, mostly Stravinsky and Bartok orchestrated, plus some original pieces. 
Interesting that a Schoenberg pupil would turn to Stravinsky.  (Au08) 

The Maiden and Death 
Quite beautiful ballet suite: tonal, romantic, but at the same time ironic and cool: a mix of 
Greek dance with a bit of blues and grotesquerie, à la Weill perhaps? A keeper, but a 
difficult tone to put over to an audience.  (Au09) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
Dramatic glissando opening introduces an anguished clown scene: tortured expression 
but playful figures and periodic rhythms. I can visualize this danced as easily as the ballet 
music. Slow movement still neo-classically ironic. Finale a kind of interrupted jog in the 
dodecaphonic park. NS at his very best. Madge does extraordinarily well projecting lines 
from the piano part.  (Au09) 

The Return of Ulysses 
Described as Skalkottas’s “greatest symphonic work,” a half-hour symphonic poem for 
very large orchestra, neither tonal nor strictly serial. Long Adagio leads into Allegro with 
Presto coda. The Allegro has moments of Scriabin, but the fugal entry is a let down. Very 
impressive as a whole, Schoenbergian sound, not expressionist anguish but power. (Mh09)  

36 Greek Dances 
I remember hearing a few of these on KUOM and thinking they were awful, God knows 
why. Now they seem of a piece with Bartok-Kodaly-Enesco folk researches, though most 
of the music is wholly original, with brassy orchestra, rude sounding but thoroughly 
sophisticated and engaging. There are three sets of 12 dances, all very listenable. 
Skalkottas, alas, had no occasion to devise practical concert suites. Christodoulou’s 
presentation is clearly a labor of love.  (Mh09)  

Quartet No 4 
Major work in the Schoenberg mold, symphonic in concept, expressive, exciting, 
continually developing, unforgiving. Wow! Variations unfold with classical lucidity. 
Scherzo a blistering presto, wild coda, fun with dodecaphonics. Finale seems almost 
relaxed after the Scherzo: odd vein of intensity and light-heartedness. NS uses every 
known string effect, but never just for effect.  Rhythmic interest (which I thought weak 
elsewhere) is ever present. Masterpiece. (S10)  



Quartet No 3 
Written five years earlier, in 3 shorter movements. The first presents 12-note row 
schematically, then works them out melodically – lucid but a bit schoolbookish. Andante 
builds a melody nearly tonal, much in 2-part texture – fine play of textures. Rondo sounds 
more like Variations, even a fleeting waltz. Schoenbergian neo-classicism is very near, as 
is Berg’s quasi-tonal serialism. (S10)  

Piano Concerto No 2 
All three of NS’s piano concerti antedate Schoenberg’s and thus claim to be the first serial 
concerti (though Berg’s Duo Concerto fits in there somewhere). Vivace juxtaposes a 
sharp-edged rhythmic motif against smoother lines: the dominant feel is strident, with jabs 
from various quarters.  Andantino a grotesque grazioso, familiar gestures seeming oddly 
inappropriate, exaggerated expressionistically – I lose it midway. Allegro Finale builds 
from a wide-ranging angular theme, the piano settling into a motor pulse, later moving 
into unsettling quiet motion, building with jabs, triplets, brass crescendo, accelerando to 
the end. Tough listening but impressive. (D12) 

4 Images for Orchestra 
Four short movements written in NS’s last year: tonal, melodic, with some bitonal 
vinegar. No folk references, unlike the Greek Dances, but dancy, meant for popular 
appeal. Last two are fast, with some klezmer-like sounds. Very nice. (D12) 

Tema con variazioni 
NS’s last work, orchestration of the last pages completed by other hands, intended as fifth 
of a large six-movement orchestral Suite. (NS completed orchestration of two other 
movements.) Music is serial, a misterioso theme followed by rather jaunty variations: the 
notes describe it as more objective and neoclassic than his earlier serial music. [How did 
Skalkottas die so suddenly at age 45? “What appears to have been the rupture of a 
neglected common hernia” – Wikipedia.) (D12) 

15 Little Variations 
Small piano piece, certainly not in NS’s folk manner but it doesn’t sound serial either: just 
very abstract, nearly atonal, mildly dissonant, rather nice. (Mh13) 

Violin Sonatina No 4 
Style is derived from Schoenberg’s neo-classic phase, amiable serialism with spikes of 
intensity. Adagio is bleak, severe, with crescendo to fortissimo in the middle. Allegro 
moderato is determined, almost angry – hardly moderato. (Ja14) 

Piano Suite No 3 
Four movements, Skalkottas at his best. Minuetto and Variations end somberly, leading 
into dark, questioning Funeral March. Vivace Finale moves almost angrily. (N15) 

CHARLES SANFORD SKILTON 
3 Indian Tunes 

Native Americans seem to have possessed only two instruments, drums and a kind of 
flute. Skilton evokes both and dresses them in flashy pianism, plus some whole-tone bits. 
The War Dance seems undistinguishable from the Social Dance. (Je13) 

TAMMAS SLATER 
Love and Harmony 

A 4’ Blake setting for BBC Singers by the winner of a young composer competition. 
Meh. (N17) 

JOSIP SLAVENSKI 



Sinfonia Orienta 
I finally got to satisfy my curiosity after remembering this piece from hearing the end of it 
on KUOM as a kid. Naxos is supposed to have recorded it, but there’s no evidence. But 
there it is, complete, all 36’, on Youtube. It sounds a bit like Les Noces, but with big 
choir, all very loud, dissonant in spots, the choir doing things that choirs don’t do, 
classical plus world music. It’s an international, interfaith peace offering, as I gather. 
Wow! I want to have it still, but now I know it’s worth hunting for. (My17) 

SERGEI SLONIMSKY 
A Passing Beauty 

Little piano piece by Nicholas Slonimsky’s nephew. A grotesque ditty with background 
rumbles at irrelevant points of the keyboard. (Je17)  

LUBOS SLUKA 
Sonata, bass clarinet & piano 

Sluka is a Czech composer who was persuaded to rewrite his Cello Sonata for bass 
clarinet. Two movements, slow-fast, 15'. Tonal, beginning with pleasant cantilena that 
leads to longer Allegro, with the cantilena weaving through. Very nice piece that uses the 
full range of the instrument. (Je18) 

BEDRICH SMETANA 
4 Polkas; 10 Czech Dances 

Smetana wrote so little. I wish he’d written as much as Raff. So I’ve always been curious 
about his piano music. He wrote nothing but short pieces. I expected them to be folksy 
throughout, but at first I thought Chopin and couldn’t recognize a polka. There are flashy 
touches from Liszt. But the set of dances is closer to what I expected: strong rhythms, fast 
fingerwork, even a bit of Bartokian humor (Stepping Round). (D10) 

8 Bagatelles & Impromptus 
These little pieces are earlier by more than 30 years than the Czech Dances: very much in 
the vein of Schumann, nice but not distinctive.  (D10) 

Quartet No 2 in D minor 
The less often played one. I caught it on CBC, familiar throughout but not hackneyed, a 
pleasure to hear again. I only regret the excessive double stopping. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Richard III, op 11 
Smetana’s first Lisztian tone poem. Forget Czech nationalism: this depicts power, 
violence and tragedy: pompous regal music alternating with galloping horses, with 
romantic theme tossed in.  Brusque ending. (Muskoka, July11) 

Wallenstein’s Camp, op 14 
Smetana’s second tone poem: Opens with brisk military march, solo violin slows theme 
to allegretto dance, trombones try to intrude, develop a dogfight, happy polka. Second 
section quiet, ominous pizzicati. Third section opens with trumpet fanfare, 
much-modulating march builds to grand ending.  (Muskoka, July11) 

Haakon Jarl, op 16 
Third and longest of Smetana’s early tone poems, on the same Danish play that Grieg’s 
unfinished Olav Tryggveson was to set, with the difference that Grieg celebrates St Olav, 
who brought Christianity to Norway, while Smetana’s sympathy lies with the pagans. 
Dramatic opening: nice harp riff with winds: martial romantic theme: battle (or storm?) 
music: harp returns: hymnlike chorale and nostalgic ending diminuendo to fortssimo final 
chord. (Muskoka, Jy11) 



Doktor Faust Overture 
Short Overture to puppet play written for odd theater ensemble: begins with dramatic 
banging, mock-academic fuguing, ends with cheery polka rudely interrupted by loud 
devil music. Odd. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Peasant Woman Polka; To Our Girls Polka 
Two original folkish dances, echt. These ought to be as popular as Strauss waltzes. Why 
not? Class? (Muskoka, Jy11) 

The Bartered Bride: Overture and 3 Dances 
Irresistible, infectious. One of my favorite overtures. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Festive Symphony in E, op 6 
Early problematic work. Smetana’s only Symphony shows the Czech nationalist writing a 
festive piece to honor the marriage of Hapsburg Emperor Franz Josef, complete with 
Haydn’s Kaiser hymn in various guises. I remember years ago being appalled by its 
weakness and its overt militarism. Even then it struck me as devoid of counterpoint, 
bluntly stupid. I now sense some melodic appeal, some thematic transformation of the 
Kaiser tune, and a cheery sound. But I remain unimpressed. One of the weakest works I 
know by a major composer. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Festive Overture in C; Festive Overture in D, op 9 
The first is no more than a grand fanfare, 3' long. The second is bigger, fanfare plus 
dance with huge timpani riff. Nothing special, alas. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Prague Carnival: Introduction and Polonaise 
Odd piece begins ominously, the polonaise (Polish? Czech?) more patriotic anthem than 
dance. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

March of the National Guard; Shakespeare Festival March 
First is ordinary but well made March. Second could pass for Coates at his best. It falls in 
line with the great Marches: thrilling. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Má Vlast 
   I Vyšehrad 

Title refers to the height over the Moldau where Queen Libuše founded the Czech court 
in the 8th century. The beautiful hymn is first sounded on bardic harp, then strings, then 
full orchestra. It develops through chromatic twistings, the soundworld decidedly 
Wagnerian. Chorale returns with harp at the end. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

   II The Moldau 
I’ve played this, and Vyšehrad too, but skipped it in close listening, saving it for the car 
on the way home. It’s a melody that comes once in a lifetime, to quote Elgar. (Muskoka, 
Jy11)  

   III Šárka 
Narrative tone poem on a bloody legend: Sarka has vowed revenge on men. The hero 
Cterad marches to capture her. Šárka seduces him, entices his men to drunken spree, 
spikes the liquor and, when they pass out (bassoons), slaughters them all. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

   IV From Bohemia’s Meadows and Forests 
I’ve never played it but know it fairly well: Windy pastoral opening, birdsongs, a 
hymntune in 3, a minor-key polka, another in major to triumphant ending. Smetana is 
never far from minor-major switches. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

   V Tábor 



Named for town founded by radical Hussite sect as communitarian society, itself named 
for Mt Tabor, where Christ is expected to make his Second Coming. The music is dire, 
earnest, crowned with the Hussite hymn Dvorak uses in his Overture. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

   VI Blaník 
Begins with the hymn phrase that ends Tabor: they can be programmed as a pair. Blanik 
is the mountain where the souls of defeated Hussites wait for the call to come to the aid 
of Czechs. Agitato becomes pastoral (oboe solo), then sprightly, then a confident march 
in major, which is ultimately joined by the great Vyšehrad chorale for triumphant finish. 
A monumental cycle, wonderful, though one tires of Smetana’s bandmaster orchestration, 
all piccolo, trombones, cymbals. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

WARREN STOREY SMITH 
Festival Suite, op 21 

Smith taught at New England Conservatory and was music critic for the Boston Evening 
Transcript. This little two-piano suite is cast in four brief, well-bred movements, light and 
pleasing. (Ja15) 

ETHEL SMYTH 
Quintet, op 1 

A jolly good noise, spirited, unprepossessing except for 5-movement format. Nice 
scherzo. I have no memory having played through it at the Whitby’s that afternoon. (Je08) 

Serenade in D 
Large symphonic Suite in four movements, Smyth’s first work before the public in 1899, 
strongly marked by the Brahmsian stamp of her mentor Herzogenberg (mispelled in the 
liner notes). Allegro builds swaying melody into a big, two-fisted development in minor, 
grandiose hemiolas: a big 15' movement. Scherzo a fugal 3/8 Vivace – Trio in 2/4 linked 
to Scherzo by clucking Haydnesque grace note. Allegretto, not an Adagio that would 
create a de facto Symphony, creates unsettling rhythmic ambiguity with syncopation. 
Finale opens with brass flourish, alternates between vigorous and gentle themes – is it a 
set of Variations? Very strong piece. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

Concerto for Violin, Horn, and Orchestra 
Allegro expansive, relaxed, with nobilmente theme befitting the horn, lots of 
characteristic writing for both instruments: Smyth has picked up some Elgarian sentiment 
since the early Serenade. Adagio is marked In Memoriam, but the imbecile notes don’t 
specify further: a lovely wistful meditation. Finale a gently skipping 6/8 with march motif 
that appears a few times; ingenious double cadenza; big celebratory ending. Fine piece, 
one of a kind. Written remarkably as total deafness was encroaching. (Muskoka, Jy12) 

AUGUST SÖDERMAN 
Spiritual Songs 

Rated the second-most-important Swedish composer of the nineteenth century after 
Berwald. These sacred works are all, oddly, taken from earlier stage work, but apparently 
point to a large later Catholic Mass. Harmonically lush, homophonic, the Kyrie especially 
gorgeous. Only one, Virgo gloriosa, calls for an independent organ part. Only the final 
Osanna is lively and contrapuntal. (F19)    

ANA SOKOLOVIC 
Blanc Dominant  



Quartet by Belgrade-born Serbo-Canadian based in Montréal: single movement 
Variations full of effects but with a fairly austere feel. Not a strong impression, despite 
the exceptional performance. (New Orford Quartet, live Fe12) 

SOLAGE 
Secular choral works 

The Gothic Voices disc includes all the extant work of the mysterious Solage, Machaut’s 
major successor in the Ars Subtilor. They are all 4-part, thicker in texture than Ciconia or 
the Machaut selections on the disc. They display rhythmic complexity in the parts and 
protracted melismatic extension of every syllable of text. Many of his texts seem less 
formulaic than Machaut’s: the basilisk, the female body, the clothes fop, the mountain of 
Phoebus in Thrace. For clarity, Gothic Voices assigns text to one part only. “Fumeux 
fume” is called the iconic example of the style, but has exceptionally deep tessitura. 
“S’aincy estoit” has exceptional riffs and complexity. “Corps feminin” and “Plusiers 
gens” are sweetly attractive, plus the more melancholic “Helas, je voy mon cuer.” 
Fabulous disc.  (Jy10) 

Padre ANTONIO SOLER 
Piano Sonatas 

Can I believe there were two Solers? This is the better known one and appears a 
successor to Scarlatti fils in the genre of the short single-movement keyboard Sonata, 
mostly with a markedly Hispanic flavor. Very nice stuff, though Frederick Marvin is a 
sometimes ham-fisted pianist, recorded too closely. (I thought for a minute there was a 
tambourine, and it was distortion.)  (Ag10) 

Piano Sonata No 84 
On CBC with Alicia de la Roccha playing exquisitely: repeated notes and reverse 
rhythms made to sound magically guitar-like. (S14) 

Quintet No 1 in C 
Five movements, 20’. First in set of six written for Soler’s pupil the royal Infanta. They 
might be the earliest piano quintets, but the MS specifies harpsichord or organ, so the 
choice of piano here is hard to defend. The set was not published until 1933. Style is 
galante, full of trills. Strings play throughout, the keyboard joins only for the repeat. 
Fugal Allegretto looks back to the baroque without losing light touch: sequential bits, 
counterpoint minimized. Minuetto is minor key, Spanish flavored, grace notes – Trio in 
major, trills. Allegro bubbly, playful. Soler imbibed chamber textures from Boccherini. 
Superb. (Ap18)   

Quintet No 2 in D 
Three movements, 20’. Cantabile has Mannheim feel – keyboard again waits for repeat to 
join in – but texture is more active than most Mannheim scores. Keyboard remains silent 
much of the time, does not dominate, and all instruments are active. Allegro Finale 
enfolds an Andantino Divertimento, a touch of formal novelty. (Ap18) 

Quartet No 3 in G 
Five movements, 23’. Expansive Allegretto in Mannheim mode, a Largo that touches 
deeper – beautiful. Every movement is distinctive. (Ap18) 

Quartet No 4 in A minor 
Four movements, 25’. Again keyboard waits for repeated exposition to enter. Lots of 
trills – minor  key allows Spanish tang. Two Minuetti, Finale Variations. (Ap18) 

Quartet No 5 in D 



Four movements, 23’. Cantabile begins slowly, moves into Moderato, all strings until late 
keyboard entry. Much melody in thirds. Nice Allegro with decorative tremolandi. 
Minuetto slow, formal – Trio lightened with pizzicato accompaniment to violin and 
keyboard. (Ap18) 

Quartet No 6 in G minor 
Three movements, 23’. Somber Andante, Spanish tinge, too many sequences. (Ap18) 

BURKHARDT SOLL 
Lumen, bass clarinet & piano 

Short piece, 6', by German composer, a pupil of Blacher and Dessau, fully pandiatonic. 
The title apparently signifies both "bright" and "lightweight." So so. (Je18) 

HARRY SOMERS 
Concerto, piano & orchestra, No 3  

Fine contemporary Concerto, atmospheric, retaining three-movement structure. (S08) 
Five Songs for Dark Voice 

Disappointing, largely because of weak Michael Fram poems. I had thought this was one 
of Somers’ successes, but no. (S08) 

Elegy, Transformation, Jubilation 
Exercise in spatial effects, difficult to capture on CD. (S08) 

Five Songs of the Newfoundland Outports 
Revisiting an old friend, a Canadian classic dating back only to the late 60's. I was 
surprised not to find them in my collection, so I bought the disc. (Je10) 

Kyrie 
Vocalizations on magic syllables, sounding more like Schafer than Somers (c 1972). For 
5 solo voices, choir, chamber orchestra.  (Je10) 

Three Limericks 
I wondered how Somers would stretch these (celebrated) limericks out to 8 or 9 minute 
settings, but he has created little comic scenes of them: mezzo, choir, orchestra. Written 
as celebration for Healey Willan, who despised propriety and loved lewd limericks. The 
joke goes on a bit long, but the last note is worth it. Interesting to hear an audience 
reaction.  (Je10) 

Nothing Too Serious 
Seven short piano pieces from 1997, two years before Somers’ death. Is the title a 
medical diagnosis? (1) It goes something like this: Nervous, thin, tentative, staccato. (2) 
Sky blue: repeats the same figure across the full keyboard. (3) Uptight: Nervous, need I 
say? Lots of awkward silences. (4) Somewhere in the Balkans: I expected Bartok, but it’s 
gently murmuring in irregular rhythms. (5) Alternating currents: Sudden jabs. (6) 
Debussy: Conversation between Debussy lushness and Somers leanness. (7): Who said it 
was easy? A technical challenge involving unpianistic leaps and passagework. (Je17)  

Three Sonnets; Strangeness of Heart 
Four very early short piano pieces from the early 1940s. Juvenilia. Outer Sonnets are 
flashy, Lullaby for a Dead Infant tender with bitonal bitterness. Strangeness is the earliest 
piece from 1942. (Je17) 

Piano Sonata No 1 “Testament of Youth” 
All five of Somers’ Sonatas are early, written between 1945 and 1957, but this First was 
performed widely and helped establish his reputation. The title refers to the war context, 
an elegy for a close friend, though Somers quickly thereafter avoided programmatic titles. 



First movement turbulent, angry – Second, numb and brief – Third, even angrier. (Je17) 
Piano Sonata No 2 

First is a slow cortège, linear two-part writing expanding to octaves over deep bass – dies 
away,  haunting. Second is serious-minded scherzando, reflective middle bit, ending with 
scorrevole bits. Third begins with slow, deep bass – grows dense before quick tempo 
takes over, becomes driving and persistent as it builds. Good piece with virtuoso 
brilliance. (Je17) 

Piano Sonata No 3 
Four movements, 19’. The Third and Fourth both belong to 1950, Paris, study with 
Milhaud and zipping off to hear Boulez & Co. The Third is large gestured, virtuosic, 
much spikier than before and mostly fortississimo – serialism cautious, mostly covert. 
Lento extremely spare, atonal notes but connected [Track 8 is defective.] Scherzo very 
short – Presto Finale attacca with left hand rhythmic ostinato – driven, then just stops – a 
big stylistic leap. (Je17) 

Piano Sonata No 4 
The second Paris sonata, small gestured, four movements in just 14’. A move toward 
post-Webern  miniaturism, with some limited segmented serialism within a neo-classic 
sonata format, slow-fast-slow-fast. Lento gathers strength – Allegretto sounds pert, 
flirtatious, with fortissimo jabs – Adagio grows from Somers’ trademark sustained tones 
over staccato accompaniment. The consonant chords at end are out of place. Andante 
begins in 6/8 with chirping line at top of keyboard. (Je17) 

Piano Sonata No 5 
Written seven years after the Paris pair, three movements. Allegro begins with wiggly 
figure that turns into fugato (Somers had already written 12 x 12). Lento seems 
unpianistic, with long overlapping sustained lines, thin texture, spare seemingly random 
staccato notes. Allegro scherzando opens with staccatissimo theme running through most 
of movement – finally it turns into a fooling fugato. (Je17) 

12 x 12 
Somers’ academic piano work – compare Ludus Tonalis, or Shostakovich’s Preludes and 
Fugues, but on a smaller scale – a set of twelve serial fugues, each beginning on a 
different note of the scale, alternating fast – slow. They have a neo-classic feel, cool, but 
some of the expression and dynamic changes seem exaggerated. Typical Somers in the 
staccato and the white space between notes. (Je17) 

The Fool 
 Chamber opera in one act, two scenes, 47’. Written 1953. The characters are allegorical, 
 the King and Queen (superego, ego), the Fool and Lady in Waiting (id, libido). Or they 
 represent class or gender. I heard this years ago in the LP performance with Patricia 
 Ridout and Maurice Brown, and was not impressed. This performance is better, but I am 
 even less impressed with Somers’ score. The libretto is not dramatic, and Somers does 
 little to help it. The sketchy instrumentation is scrawny, not at all supportive of the 
 voices. (It betrays a post-war Webernian pall.) The speech-song is overdone, and there’s 
 too little genuine singing. Cherney complains of the mixed styles, but the touches of 
 archaic tonality are welcome -- until they take over in the final cortège, where they are t
 oo much too little too late. A total disaster. I.i: 1/ Introduction (serioso). Lady sings of 
 love, while Queen chatters. 2/ They say the Fool will leap from the tower. Queen thinks 
 he is fooling, as when a child he’d run away. The women reminisce. 3/ Fool enters: Your 



 servant. He taunts, casts a mock spell, plays with a feather. Now is the mask removed. I 
 will leap into the air, my element. 4/ Fool’s Soliloquy-Rant against the King. Queen: Is it 
 a contest between men? (King silently tries to restrain him.) Both: He has meant much to 
 me. Fool: One, two, three, step into the air, into eternity. I.ii: 5/ On top of the tower. 
 Interlude (mostly strings). Queen and Lady see Fool with gigantic wings. Queen says 
 he’s mad, scolds his pride. 6/ King’s entrance: If that were all. If I restrain him. 7/ King: 
 As if I wished his death though I may cause it. The King must mouth the words that kill 
 the Fool. He has meant much to me, but laughter mainly, nonsense laughter. 8/ Motet à 3: 
 Where is my judgment and my strength. I have forbidden them to watch. Fool: A royal 
 audience for me? Hard stones sharpen knives, my King. 9/ King and Fool debate, grow 
 intense. The choice is yours,not mine. Freedom! What do you know about freedom? The 
 Fool jumps. 10/ Women: Madness has rotted his dear heart. King: So eager from my 
 outstretched arms he fell forever down and down. Before he touched earth, my eyes 
 made me see him rise and soar. (S20) 
The Death of Enkidu 
 Chamber opera in one act, two scenes, written in 1977, 41’. There’s a lot more 
 instrumental support here than in The Fool, especially tuned percussion. Rhythm has 
 broken pulses, but it is far less sparse and fragmented. He learned in the twenty-five 
 years. An Opera Canada reviewer complained that the libretto is undramatic, and that 
 words are unintelligible because of Somers’ habit of prolonging vowels. The second 
 point is true, though he makes the important points clear enough. I’m not sure that more 
 drama is needed, given the subject, and it gains immewasurably from its source. It is far 
 more visceral than the intellectual debate of The Fool. But no, it doesn’t really come off, 
 and Somers never completed a projected Gilgamesh trilogy. (S20) 
ARTHUR SOMERVELL 
Maud 
 I have admired any of Somervell’s music I’ve heard, including the Violin Concerto. The 
 Tennyson cycle has great qualities: marvelous piano writing, rhythmic exactitude with 
 text, phrase lengths that vary with rightness, all the Schumann tricks of ending off tonic 
 or with piano postlude. I like his “Go not happy day” better than Quilter’s, and the big 
 songs are perfect: “O let the solid ground,” “Come into my garden,” and after a tragic 
 piano interlude, “The fault was mine” and “Dead, long dead.” Only the militaristic final 
 song rings false, and the fault lies with Tennyson. David Wilson-Johnson has a virile, 
 sensitive baritone. Worthy archaeology. (F11) 
A Shropshire Lad 

Somervell was first to recognize Housman’s amenability to musical setting, and he had 
the perspicuity to arrange poems into a quasi-narrative, and hence a genuine cycle. The 
music is squarer than the settings for the spasmodic Maud, more even, and superb: 
Schumannesque grace notes in When I Was Young, organ legato in Bredon Hill, the 
one-note tune of My Heart. (Mh11) 

OYSTEIN SOMMERFELDT 
Little Overture, op 11 

Perky short piece, could be in entry in a Brit light music compilation, but it’s Norwegian. 
Nice. (Jy12) 

STEPHEN SONDHEIM 
Sweeney Todd 



A work of genius in the great American Gothic tradition. I’ve long wanted to make its 
acquaintance,  and there it pops up on PBS unannounced. Brilliant semi-staged 
performance by Emma Thompson (singing!) and Bryn Terfel (who out-acted her). 
Wonderful support from Philip Quast as Judge Turpin, Jay Armstrong Johnson as young 
lead Anthony Hope, Kyle Brenn as an incredible teenage Toby, and Audra McDonald as 
the beggar-woman. Ingenious book, brilliant dramaturgy and lyrics, and the music keeps 
moving with strong numbers – but alas, not many simple tunes. But it certainly  works, 
it’s gripping (even on TV), and the music has its high points. An unexpected treat. (S14) 

Smiles of a Summer Night 
I’m still not quite convinced by Sondheim. His lyrics are genius. The book is given by 
Bergman’s film, a dark sex comedy with multiple interlocking love triangles, great fun 
and capable of depth, or at least aspiring to it. The music, almost entirely in 3/4, is full of 
intricate ensemble work, the Act I Finale reminiscent of Mozart’s great comic scenes. 
There is a Quintet, acting as Chorus, given some operatic singing. But the principal 
numbers are all limited to an amateur vocal range and capabilities. Sondheim seems hard 
put to write a tune with stickum. Even “Send in the Clowns,” a super song, is not really 
catchy. (The number that follows, “The Miller’s Son,” is almost as good.) The pleasure of 
the show is more verbal and theatrical than it is musical. (live, Stratford – Ag16) 

Sunday in the Park with George 
Sondheim’s masterpiece. I found it gripping from beginning to end – a powerful 
representation of life versus art, time and eternity, theme and variations in the life process 
and artistic creativity, and the cost of art. It costs a lot, they sing, in a ripping satire of 
schmoozing for commissions in Act II, but it also creates value, and it creates what we 
can claim to know in common. There was one dramatic coup after another – and a 
complex of rear projections (art as light), lifesize cardboard cutouts that rise from the 
stage, and an avant-garde light machine (orrery?) that flashes onto the audience. Act II 
brings back all the characters of the painting in different guises, and I didn’t know how 
the show would bring them together, but it does so brilliantly through the slender plot 
line: The infant in the painting is Seurat’s child by the principal model, and she appears 
as the 98-year-old grandmother of the avant garde artist. There’s time displacement, and 
a wonderful song where the painting sings as it hangs on the museum wall (“It’s Hot Up 
Here”). The score is solid throughout, and the horn player I’d never noticed in the 
painting allows Sondheim to turn the piece into a de facto horn concerto. I was stunned, 
and had tears in my eyes. (Boston Huntingdon Theater, live, S16) 

KAIKHOSRU SORABJI 
Piano Sonata No 1 

Sorabji’s background was Parsi and English, a virtuoso pianist, friend of Philip Heseltine, 
and highly reclusive. For many years he discouraged performances of his music. This 
early Sonata in in one 22’ movement, rhapsodic in form, even athematic, reminiscent of 
late Scriabin’s mystical vein, constantly changing mood and texture. The piano writing 
seems to require a young Hamelin, full of ripples and runs and thick complex chords. I 
can’t grasp any coherence, but I like the sound it makes. (Ja14) 

BENT SØRENSEN  
Lullabies; The Shadows of Silence 

I know nothing of this composer. Danish? [Yes]. Lullabies is a short fragmentation of 
sweet lullaby motifs. Shadows of Silence a longer meditation on multiple church bells 



ringing B lots of marimba-like repeated notes. I like the flirtation with tonality. I think 
Andsnes is humming (as written) near the end. (S12) 

Angel’s Music 
One movement. Third of Sørensen’s five quartets, composed in Italy among the flying 
babies (hence  the title). Harmonics, high twitterings, fragments of sustained lines. Huge 
downward glissandi mark a second section, said to suggest a Renaissance dance. The 
twittering resembles Lindberg’s Quintet on the same CD. Third section begins like the 
opening and concentrates on the more sustained tones. Pianissimo ending is stunning – 
sordino? (Ag16) 

FRANCESCO SORIANO 
Missa Papae Marcelli 

Soriano was a minor master of the Roman school who wrote this expansion of 
Palestrina's most celebrated Mass as a tribute. Soriano has added two voices to 
Palestrina's six, and divided the choir into two, sometimes treated antiphonally, 
sometimes as a full eight-voice unit. I recognize Palestrina's work, but I don't have access 
to my score. Opera Polifonica is not on a level with the Tallis Scholars or The Sixteen, 
but they are listenable. (Muskoka, Jy18) 

Salve Regina; Ave Regina caelorum 
Two eight-voice motets following the Missa. The second is especially beautiful. 
(Muskoka, Jy18) 

FILIPE de SOUSA 
Wind Quintet 

3 movements, 17’. Portuguese composer not known to me. Pandiatonic, fine sense of 
ensemble movement and texture in dense motivic writing. The horn is allowed to be 
brassy. Adagio is a snake charmer’s fantasy. Tempo di marcia makes strong contrast, still 
full of canonic imitation. Decent piece, if perhaps academically over-worked. (N19) 

ANN SOUTHAM 
Webster’s Spin 

String orchestra piece, serial but sounding more minimalist and tonal, bobbing and 
winding like a random oscillation on a monitor. Nice. (N09) 

Song of the Varied Thrush 
Quartet piece using the same series, tonal sounding, long drones contrasted with short, 
detached single notes. Another single idea piece. (N09) 

Piano Quartet 
The earliest written meditation on the series, unfolding note by note in Copland fashion, 
preserving the tonal feel. Big single movement framed and punctuated by solo piano bits. 
Very fine. (N09) 

In a Measure of Time 
Calm, meditative two-piano work on the same series. (N09) 

Remembering Schubert; Glass House No 9 
Solo piano pieces. The Glass House title refers to Philip Glass, I should have known – 
lively. The Schubert has no quotations: repetitions of morphing arpeggiated figures. (N09) 

LEO SOWERBY 
Medieval Poem 

Atmospheric variations for organ & orchestra, theme emerging at the end, not the 
beginning, and echoed by soprano offstage – a lovely concept. Very romantic, rhapsodic 



in style B haunting ending.  Notes say “Let All Mortal Flesh,” but I don’t recognize the 
theme. [Pages are missing from Naxos booklet.] (Ag09) 

Pageant 
Bravura variations for organ solo, celebrated for difficulty. (Ag09) 

Classical Concerto 
Neo-classical, to the point of routine. Three movements, fast-slow-fast, pleasant. LS was 
a precocious composer who developed great facility but no depth, no sense of risk. (S09) 

Festival Music 
Ceremonial piece in three movements B brassy Fanfare, Chorale with gregorian 
overtones like Hovhaness, Toccata. (S09) 

Symphony No 2 
In three movements: Sprightly works a 5-beat figure in a mild pandiatonic style not far 
removed from, say, Randall Thompson. Recitative features a horn solo and reflective 
maunderings until the horn returns. Fugue begins rhythmically and harmonically more 
complex: subject enters in upper strings, gathers strength. Challenging for a 1929 
audience, but rather gray and disappointing. I wonder is Sowerby had contact with the 
populist modernism of the Chicago Renaissance poets? (Ap12) 

Concert Overture 
Brassy prairie salute. Nothing special. (Ap12) 

All on a Summer’s Day 
Short concert opener, lively, more abstract than other music here. Brass more dissonant. 
Not wholly convincing. (Ap12) 

Passacaglia, Interlude and Fugue 
No, it’s not just that I’m a sucker for passacaglias. Hindemith admired it, and it was 
performed more than once by Stock and Reiner. This is the strongest piece on the CD, 
somewhat dour, academic, yet touched with nostalgic romanticism that recalls Delius of 
all people! Serene ending. Terrific. (Ap12) 

LEOPOLD SPINNER 
Piano Sonata, op 3 

Three movements, 8’. Attractive writing in Webernesque serialism. Moderato makes 
musical and emotive sense. Allegro is mostly staccato grazioso or scherzando. Finale 
Allegro is more serious. Spinner studied with Webern from 1935 to 1938. His oeuvre is 
tiny and completely ignored. (Je18) 

MICHAL SPISAK 
Andante and Allegro, violin & string orchestra 

Spisak was a favorite pupil of Boulanger who died at age 51. He was dedicated to 
mid-century neo-classicism. This 10’ piece begins recitativo, somewhat soulful, with 
unexpected flights from bot soloist and orchestra. Allegro has spiccato across strings 
alternation cantabile bits and a striking coda. Piotr Plawner is a pretty good fiddler. 
(Mh19)    

LOUIS SPOHR 
Clarinet Concerto No 2 in E♭, op 57 

Predictable sound world, very pleasing piece. Nice Adagio, with striking gipsy middle 
section (foreshadowing Brahms?). Nice solo timpani riffs in Alla polacca. (My08) Three 
movements, 25’. Opening Allegro is grazioso in feeling, the first subject based on a 
rhythmic-melodic four-note motif. Contrasting second subjects are lyrical, especially a 



nice meno mosso bit. Orchestra is given militaristic dotted rhythms in support. Clarinet 
virtuosity is nearly constant, with ascents in altissimo. Adagio opens with chalumeau 
melody, eventually interweaving three lines with orchestra. B section takes soloist from 
top to bottom of the range in minor, and return to A re-engages with orchestra – glorious 
bel canto! Finale alla Polacca returns to that curious mix of grazioso and military (or 
dance) character, and some wild modulation. Amazing virtuosity with utmost grace. 
Masterpiece. (Mh19)    

Violin Concerto No 12 in A, op 79 
Liner notes say the first of three “concertinos,” i.e. shorter (easier?) single-movement 
pieces alla Gesangscene. Like Paganini, Spohr’s model is operatic, but clearly display is 
secondary to beautiful music making. Demands are no greater than Viotti or Rode. (F09) 
Good car music. (Ag09—Mpls) 

Quartet No 33 in G, op 146 
Beautiful serene, laid back movement. Adagio is truly exceptional, worthy any composer 
I can think of – gorgeous. Would be masterpiece, but latter two movements are more 
routine. (Ap09) 

Quartet No 35 in E♭, op 155; Potpourri No 1 on Themes of Gaveaux, op 5 
The opening, very Haydn, sounds oddly familar (performance on tape?). Concise Quartet 
at 22', and fairly routine. The Potpourri is standard variations – little to offer. (Ap09) 

Concertante in G for Harp, Violin & Orchestra 
Lovely conjugal Concertante, Spohr looking toward Bruch’s lyric/heroic mold. Not 
overly ambitious but beautiful – Adagio especially. Rewarding. (My09) 

Violin Concerto No 7 in E minor 
Lovely piece, beautiful tunes, but Finale is rather placid for a concerto, no big ending. 
(Minneapolis, Ag09) 

Septet in A minor, op 147 
Vintage Spohr at his most genial. (Ja10) 

Quartet in C minor, piano & winds, op 52 
Superior Spohr: expressive Allegro, flashy, nice second subject. Larghetto has some 
harmonic twists. Gorgeous moody Scherzo, elaborate formally. Flashy concertante 
Finale. (Ja10) 

Symphony No 3 in C minor, op 78 
Beautiful romanticized classicism, Beethovenish in the melodic C-minor mode, not dryly 
motivic, concluding in bright C major. Freely spun-out Larghetto (later notable 
counter-riff in horn). Extended Scherzo breaks formal grid. Playful opening to Finale 
suggests Berwald and continues to surprise. This great Symphony was very popular in its 
day, deservedly. (Ap10) 

Das befreute Deutschland Overture 
Early piece (1816), preface to victory Cantata celebrating Napoleon’s rout at Leipzig. 
Serious intro gives way to jaunty rather than pompous C major. Minor piece. (Ap10) 

Symphony No 4 in F, op 86 “Die Weihe der Töne” 
Inspired by poem by Spohr’s friend Carl Pfeiffer. Opens with dark intro representing the 
world before sound, then a genial F-major pastoral, complete with birdcalls, disturbed by 
passing thunderstorm (looking back to Beethoven, forward to Mahler). Extraordinary 
second movement introduces three disparate ideas in different tempi, then superimposes 
them, using different time signatures. Third is a military march, longest in the Symphony, 



ending in a chorale on the plainsong Te Deum. Shortish Finale is a gentle Allegretto. The 
layout of the Symphony, its program, point forward. It only needs more excitement, 
especially in the march bit. Once a very popular and influential piece. (Ap10) 

Symphony No 6 in G, op 116 “Historische Symphonie” 
Unique tour de force is survey of four different historical styles: something a modernist 
might do, but here marking a rise of historical consciousness in 1839. First is a Handelian 
slow-fast-slow-fast Sonata type. Larghetto is Mozart pastiche. Then a Beethoven 
Scherzo, not aggressive enough to be Ludwig himself. Finale is Spohr in propria persona, 
and perhaps not at his best – though the liner notes say he is parodying current ballet 
music. (My10) 

Der Fall Babylons Overture 
A concert overture from Spohr’s maturity (1840). Slow, anxious intro followed by happy, 
quasi- militaristic Allegro takes the Israelite view of the fall of the city. Not very 
memorable.  (My10) 

Symphony No 5 in C minor, op 102 
Opens in major, serene, builds to declamatory Allegro. Larghetto is warm, beautiful. 
Gentle Scherzo. Lively Finale. Liner notes claim this as a personal, tragic Symphony, but 
I don’t hear it. It seems less persuasive than the Third. (My10)  

Concertante No 1 in A, 2 violins & orchestra, op 48 
After an afternoon of Die Walküre, I needed something without strong emotional claims. 
Spohr’s elegant late classicism is just right. Spohr seems to work best in doubles, as in 
the Double Quartets, and the two soloists are perfectly matched, neither dominant, and 
the music is melodious, perfectly turned. Lots of trills and turns. Good Spohr. (My11) 

Duo for Violins in G, op 3/3 
Is this the same I had on LP played by the Oistrakhs? Forgettable. (My11) 

Concertante No 2 in B minor, 2 violins & orchestra, op 88 
In a serious minor key, perhaps a touch more brilliant, less melodious than the First. 
Andantino explores some four-part writing for two violins, flying staccato, lots of trills. 
Finale marked by typical Spohr dotted rhythms. (My11) 

Quartet No 11 in E, op 43 “Quatuor brillant” 
One of the notorious showpiece Quartets that has tagged Spohr’s entire oeuvre, though 
it’s exceptional and very attractive. The violin is foregrounded, but the virtuosity is 
limited to some passagework and flying staccato – nothing like Kalliwoda’s Third or 
Paganini pyrotechnics. In three movements, ending oddly with Minuetto. Adagio is pure 
spun-out melody. Nothing is flashy but a couple of outbursts in the Minuetto. (My11) 

Quartet No 12 in C, op 45/1 
The notes are interesting on the turn to public concert performance of chamber music, 
circa 1818, the three quartets of Spohr’s op 45 making a Romantic turn. Allegro has 
four-square theme with fantastical development, tempo changes, pizz passage in lower 
strings. Scherzo is anxious in a chromatic minor – Trio also a bit skittish. Andante 
presents a simple domestic tune, intensifies, relaxes. Finale theme is described as 
“alpine,” a sort of yodel. Development veers oddly between fugato and G&S 6/8 
strumming. Strong piece. (My11) 

Quartet No 20 in A minor, op 74/1 
Lengthy Allegro on a theme full of turns and twirls: the cello gets some chance to shine, a 
lot of finger twisting but not Spohr at his best. Larghetto a 6/8 tune that sprouts 



decorative counter-lines.  Scherzo has fine seamless move into major-key Trio and back. 
Finale full of gracious bobbing and dotted figures. Spohr trying to be impressive just 
becomes garrulous. (Je11) 

Quartet No 21 in B♭, op 72/2 
Allegro develops winding downward theme, rather routine (should Vivace be faster?). 
Larghetto attempts deeply introspective tone, almost gets there but too straight. Allegretto 
Variations in lieu of expected Scherzo. It’s odd how parallel movements in Mendelssohn 
are so much airier. Spohr’s decorative Variations sound like early Beethoven. Finale 
surprisingly in minor. Average Spohr. (Je11) 

Symphony No 1 in E♭, op 20 
Grand solemn Beethovenish Adagio announces grand ambitions: minor key rumbles and 
wind roulades. Allegro is grazioso in 3, but unusually chromatic – elaborate development 
including fugato – recap full of odd turns and surprises. Larghetto a rippling 6/8 
pastorale. Scherzo a clomping pesante with tricky rhythmic irregularities, plus a 
conspiratorial minor key Trio – big development, a big movement. Allegretto Finale 
bubbles gently with more chromatic twists. I’d want a more dramatic flourish at the end, 
but this is an unexpected masterpiece of late classicism, praised by Hoffmann and prized 
by the composer to the end of his days. (O12) 

Grand Concert Overture in F, WoO 31 
The idea of a Concert Overture is closely allied with the formalization of concertizing in 
Germany, Vienna and London, and goes back to the early parallel between opera overture 
and sinfonia. As a stand-alone piece, it gradually morphed into the symphonic poem. This 
one spends much of its time in serioso minor. Nice cross-rhythm bit. Very nice piece, no 
throwaway. (O12) 

Symphony No 10 in E♭, WoO 38 
Contrary to some reports, Spohr completed his last Symphony, but dissatisfied, set it 
aside without performance. Allegro is compact, with youthful Schumannesque 
exhilaration, but the development doesn’t do much. Larghetto subdued. Scherzo generic, 
but the rolling Trio is gorgeous, and it makes a return. Finale has three contrasting ideas, 
including a gentle figure with asymmetrical phrases, and a triumphant one. It’s not a bad 
piece, but it doesn’t add much to Spohr’s earlier achievement. (O12) 

Symphony No 2 in D minor, op 49 
Begins immediately with Allegro, then a plaintive theme, a remarkable cross rhythm, a 
long note melody over continued allegro figure in accompaniment. Larghetto nice but 
seems long. Scherzo crisp, in minor, full of twists: terrific, especially the turn to major. 
Vivace has touches of Schumann, touches of folktune. Very nice, but not at the same 
voltage as the First. (O12) 

Symphony No 8 in G, op 137 
Intensely tragic minor key intro sets up sunny major key, chromatic, in 3, never stopping. 
Poco adagio returns to minor mood of intro, almost Brahmsian intimacy, very beautiful. 
Scherzo again chromatic and in minor, a whiff of the exotic – solo violin in Trio. Finale 
begins gently, accumulates into crescendo, a relentless march: fugato passage: 
resumption of march to the big ending. Spohr’s first pure, non-programmatic Symphony 
since the First. Super piece.  (O12) 

Der Zweikampf mit der Geliebte Overture 



Spohr’s first opera, The Duel with the Beloved, is a comedy with tragic overtones, hence 
the minor key dramatics: Spohr’s late classic manner in good form. (O12) 

Symphony No 7 in C, op 121 “Earthly and Divine in Human Life” 
Extraordinary concept: Full orchestra pitted against small ensemble (eleven instruments) 
of winds and strings. The three movements trace the threefold pattern of life: childhood, 
passion, divine victory.  Horn solo in intro: ensemble foregrounded first, then full 
orchestras. Double orchestras go back to Mozart Divertimenti, John Marsh, ultimately to 
Renaissance antiphony – and Spohr’s great Double Quartets make another analogy. 
Superb Allegretto. Passion movement also has slow intro; Allegro in minor full of trills 
and turns like a Concerto. Finale Allegro develops angular theme, but halts for solemn 
Adagio and recollections of earlier themes. Sublime masterpiece. (N12) 

Introduzione and Festmarsch in D 
Throwaway occasional pieces except that the March introduces a dance tune in 3/4 
overtop the 4/4 march beat – amazing effect. (N12) 

Symphony No 9 in B minor, op 141 “Die Jahreszeiten” 
Spohr casts his seasons in two parts, Winter-Spring and Summer-Fall. Winter is serious, 
hesitant, but gathers momentum. Transition to Spring with trilling flute, moving to 
elegant 3/4 dance, quasi Minuetto with quicker Trio. Summer a genial Largo melody – 
insidious rumbles near the end.  Transition to Autumn made by gentle hunting horns, but 
the movement is Vivace in 2. Pleasant but a little disappointing. Wholly pictorial, nothing 
going dramatically. (N12) 

Mass in C for Soloists and Double Choir 
I simply assumed that this would have orchestra, but Spohr was virtually alone in writing 
à cappella church music at this time: a Mass for two 5-voice choirs and five solo voices, 
no less. Much of the writing is homophonic, the interest sustained by elaborate shifting 
textures, but there is a full-blown complex fugue [double fugue] in the Gloria and lots of 
incidental counterpoint, plus difficult chromaticism. Who else attempted such a thing? 
Rheinberger? [Yes, later] The whole is short, just over 20', but concentrated. Sanctus also 
very complex. Agnus Dei unique in its texture. What other surprises are there in Spohr? 
The Czech choir isn’t half bad. (Mh13) 

Drei Psalmen, op 65 
For à cappella double choir with soloists, like the Mass, with grand symphonic choir 
effect. Curiously, Spohr uses the German translations by Mendelssohn’s father. Psalm 23 
is simplest. The other two close with intricate fugues. Grand, but not too big for liturgical 
use. (Mh13) 

Quartet No 3 in D minor, op 11 “Quatuor brilliant” 
 The first of Spohr’s eight solo quartets, a designation often applied to his entire output in 

error by careless historians. They are in three movements, set apart from the others, 
essentially concerti with string accompaniment “in the style of Rode” (Spohr’s own 
admission). Finale features the French dotted pattern, passages in thirds, octaves, or 
tenths across strings, and other goodies. (S13) 

Quartet No 4 in E♭, op 15/1 
 Allegro in a chipper 3 with winking grace notes, dotted rhythms, spiccato runs. Andante 

described as a C minor funeral march is maybe less weighty, an expression of regret. 
Menuetto pat and four- square. Presto Finale a bright 6/8 romp. (S13) 

Quartet No 6 in G minor, op 27 



 Another “Quattuor brilliant” with solo violin alternating between the lachrymose and the 
virtuosic. There’s somewhat more participation from the other players, an expanded 
development in recap and coda, and full four-movement format. Adagio gives a poised 
melody over more active accompaniment – B section changes key but otherwise similar. 
Menuetto legato, deliberate, nostalgic, in and out of major. Finale a happy 6/8 in major 
with trills and runs: it slips twice unexpectedly into 2 – great ending. (S13) 

Quartet No 13 in E minor, op 45/2 
 Allegro dominated by first violin, a sequence of sinuous themes mostly in minor that 

unfold very beautifully, though the other players are relegated to accompaniment. 
Larghetto passes around its plaintive theme more readily – essentially a downward minor 
scale. Finale has nice shine. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 14 in F minor, op 45/3 
 Adagio is full of tragic foreboding, but the Allegro sings in major – recap has intriguing 

variant of the intro done as pizzicato. Lots of interaction and passing the theme. Adagio is 
warm, rich, hymnlike – very beautiful. Spohr at his best. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 36 in G minor, op 157 
 Spohr’s last Quartet and last large work. He was at first unsatisfied and withheld 

performance, but later mellowed. No reason. The opening is an arresting plaintive figure 
over steady cello pizzicato. Larghetto begins with lovely major-key melody, upward sixth 
upbeat, cadences in minor – lovely transition passage in thirds. Menuetto (by 1857 a 
throwback) is gruff, not courtly, minor key – Trio in major. Allegro Finale expands on a 
dotted figure in 3 – some bits of Tyrolean yodeling, A fine farewell. (Ap14) 

Potpourri No 4 in B, op 24 
 Brief 11’ Quartet allowing violin to show off: alas, the poor bugger can hardly play it. 

Mozart Variations: Pedrillo’s “In Mohrenland” plus “Batti batti.” Little of value. (Ap14) 
Quartet No 31 in A, op 132 
 Allegro give a gracious dancy theme in 3, violin adding variation-like commentary. 

Adagio also in 3 is solemn and dark in minor. Scherzo plays with extraordinary slithering 
chromatic figures and hemiola rhythms – marvelous – with further chromatic inflections 
in the Trio. Allegro Finale might be called the Skyrocket, built on a rising arpeggio with 
other melodies growing out of it, all exhilarating. Lovely surprise finish. (Ap14) 

Violin Concerto No 6 in G minor, op 28 
 Clear double exposition with lovely second subject (liner notes describe the form as 

“textbook”). Violin entrance features scary octaves and double-stopped passagework, 
plus the usual Spohr plethora of trills. Middle movement is operatic recit and romanza – 
beautiful. Finale bears the odd but accurate descriptor “Alla Spagnuola, Tempo di 
polacca.” It’s true: Spohr heard the tunes in Spain and fitted them to the familiar polacca 
rhythm. Result: sheer delight! One of Spohr’s best concerti. The abrupt ending must be a 
Haydnesque joke. Wonderful! (My14) 

Violin Concerto No 8 in A minor, op 47 “in modo di scena cantante” 
 The “Gesangscene” is the one Spohr piece I’ve known forever, from Heifetz’s 

irreplaceable recording, and it’s clearly one of his greatest. The concept itself is superb, 
and beautifully realized, endowing the violin with all the properties of the bel canto diva. 
Technical difficulties are immense, and if the violin has an easier time with runs and trills 
and register changes and breath control, it also has to take on double stopping in thirds, 
octaves, and tenths, impossible for the voice at all. Technical challenges even out in the 



end, but that is almost never the major issue in Spohr’s music, which here is drama and 
bel canto. I know the piece through, but it still harbors surprises. And if Simone Lamsma 
is not Heifetz, she plays a controlled, classically expressive style very convincingly. It’s 
wonderful to revisit this masterpiece in new clothing. (My14) The busy Grützmacher was 
responsible for this cello version. Always nice to hear, but Wallfisch is no Heifetz. (Ap16) 

Violin Concerto No 11 in G, op 79 
 Opening is treated with symphonic solemnity, until the Adagio breaks into Maytime 

major – but the Adagio minor key presence continues as background to the very sweet 
second subject. Violin ornaments this underlying development with every imaginable 
kind of virtuoso passagework. Adagio is lovely cantabile with passagework building 
intensity to the return of the simple melody. The theme of the Finale is given by the 
soloist in legato double-stopping. Gorgeous, intimate music. (My14) 

Piano Sonata in A♭, op 125; Rondoletto 
 Spohr was no pianist and came to keyboard writing late. This is his only Sonata. It seems 

idiomatic enough, with gentle pastoral motion and a few flourishes. The coda modulation 
mentioned in the notes is a stunning moment. Romanze is wistful, in minor. Scherzo is 
flighty, also in minor, more like Beethoven than Mendelssohn – Trio tells just how 
chromatic Spohr can get. Allegretto Finale suffers from nondescript subject, somewhat 
redeemed by second idea. Strong piece despite wayward Finale. The tossed-off 
Rondoletto completes Spohr’s works for piano. (Ap15) 

Clarinet Concerto No 1 in C minor, op 26  
Three movements, 21’. Spohr wrote four Clarinet Concerti for his lifelong friend Johann 
Hermstedt, composing them exactly like violin pieces and disregarding the limitations of 
the period clarinet. Hermstedt touched them up, but more significantly added keys to his 
instrument to enable the highest notes – and the keys became standard. Allegro is based 
on a plangent five-note motif that’s tried in major and every possible mutation; it’s 
virtually monothematic. The brief Adagio compensates by being fully cantabile. Rondo 
Finale returns to minor, constantly on the go. The solo part is virtuosic much like Weber, 
and the high notes are astounding. Spohr makes full use of chalumeau as well. Great 
piece. (Mh19)    

Clarinet Concerto No 3 in F minor    
Three movements, 26’. Allegro begins with a stormy theme befitting the dark key, with 
second idea grazioso, but darkening. Soloist enters with decorated variants on the first 
theme. Adagio is warm cantabile, gorgeous – B section dwells in chalumeau. Finale 
Vivace no troppo (perverse marking!) is in 6, with five-note up-beat, the rhythmic pattern 
a constant. Nice, but less engaging than the first two I think. No word on why the last two 
lack opus numbers. (Mh19)    

Clarinet Concerto No 4 in C minor  
Three movements, 26’. The last Concerto returns to the key of the First, a triadic motif 
creating a mood of anxiety; second idea in major is more consoling. The C minor idea is 
maybe over-worked, but the major makes for a triumphant coda. Larghetto has all the 
marks of a beautiful Beethoven slow movement. Rondo al Espagnol spins out over dance 
rhythms in the orchestra, with some development thrown in. Good piece. (Mh19)    

Quartet No 32 in C, op 141 
Four movements, 38’. Allegro has simple moderato largely diatonic, but extensions more 
agitated – second idea in upper violin register – development moves into remote keys 



while repeating second theme motifs. Recap returns to sunny serenity. Larghetto presents 
simple tune in sixths and a rather similar second idea. Scherzo in minor with a little 
staccato figure – Trio in major, legato, returns a second time. Presto Finale is in solid 
major, a cheerful legato theme. Concertino performance is just acceptable, the first 
violinist having a cramped tone. I can visualize the terrible hand position. (Mh20)  

Quartet No 34 in E♭, op 152 
Slow intro begins off tonic, serioso, sets up grazioso Allegro with a lot of octaves for the 
first violin. Fugato in development leads into recap. Larghetto is a thickly voiced Lied – 
B section turns briefly to sestiole figures, which continue in return of A. Minuetto seems 
like a throwback circa 1850 – Trio gives violin double stops like a dance fiddler. Allegro 
Finale theme gets character from tricky grace notes: it seems monothematic except for 
sestiole figure and a fugato episode in Rondo pattern. Quiet ending. Some reversion to 
concertante manner. Not Spohr at his best? (Mh19)    

ANNIBALE STABILE 
Pastores loquebantur a 8 

Short Christmas motet for double choir by master of the Roman, not Venetian school. 
(Muskoka, Jy18) 

JOHN STAINER 
The Crucifixion 

Stainer’s much vilified Passion comprises eleven numbers plus recits, 67’. It calls for 
tenor and bass soloists, choir, and organ. Stainer knew the Bach Passions but deliberately 
kept his technical demands within the capacities of a decent parish church. I would like to 
go against the grain here, but cannot. The largest number, Fling Wide the Gates, is corny 
and repetitive. The tenor aria lacks coherence. God So Loved the World is of course a 
treasure, though Victorian haters hate it too. The duet is only so so (the unison finish is 
meaningful). The big chorus From the Throne of His Cross does nothing special. The 
piece closes with the last of five interpolated hymns, which are not bad. Jesus the 
Crucified (no 13) is quite a moving Good Friday hymn (though the liner notes prefer the 
first). I was really hoping for better. (Mh20)    

CARL STAMITZ 
Symphony in F, op 24/3 

All four Symphonies on the disc are in 3 movements, fast-slow-fast (3 with slow intros), 
lasting from 14' to 17'. This is the latest, 1784, but it seems retro for its proportions and 
its trio-sonata texture, with violins perpetually glued together in thirds. CS concentrates 
on appealing if predictable melodies and sweet sounds. The only surprise is the attacca 
Finale. (Jy10)  

Symphony in C, op 13/5 
Slow intro: second subject oboes in thirds: a few swerves into minor but otherwise by the 
book.  Andante is a step above: captivating minor key theme neatly extended, a 
sustained mood. Happy 6/8 Finale with a couple of twists. (Jy10)  

Symphony in G, op 13/4 
More strings in thirds: a model of Symphony as harmless diversion. (Jy10)  

Symphony in D “La Chasse” 
A program Symphony with prominent horns, exuberant roulades in violins. Andante 
non-pictorial, grazioso en rondeau, galante, with turns and trills and nice Minore. Finale 



returns to horn calls with appoggiatura: a brief country dance for unison oboes (!). Not 
original but diverting.  (Jy10)  

Viola Concerto in D 
A stronger piece than any of the symphonies, and more substantial, the first movement 
alone running over 11'. Similar in its geniality and dependence on parallel thirds, very 
modestly virtuosic. A treat beautifully played by Ms Zimmermann. (Ag10) 

Viola d’Amore Concerto No 1 in D 
 Stamitz is almost beside the point: this music is to show off the instrument with its extra 

strings (said in the notes to be an import from India). It has impressive range and easier 
top than the modern viola. I doubted whether Stamitz would have used the harmonics, but 
the note says yes, and comments on the composer’s exceptional technique as a performer. 
Is the left hand pizz in the score? Yes. Rondo Finale in 6/8 à la chasse. (My15) 

Sonata in E♭ for Viola d’amore 
 Odd work called a “travel concerto” in the notes, to save rehearsal time. Allegro is a duet 

with solo violin. Romance adds only horns to accompaniment. Finale brings in the entire 
orchestra half-way through. The Viola d’amore must be tuned up to E♭, but the notes 
don’t say. (My15) 

Viola d’Amore Concerto No 2 in D 
 Very like the first. Orchestra seems fuller though it still favors violins in thirds over bass. 

Andante is in minor, poignant. Rondo Finale again in 6/8, a more elegant hunt. (My15) 
Bassoon Concerto in F 
 Three movements, 17’. Allegro is well-made classicism, oiled and polished. Four-square 

Adagio likewise. Finale great fun in a mild way. (F19)    
JOHANN STAMITZ 
Symphony in G 

No date given, strings only, 3 movements fast-slow-fast, bright and perky (and played 
persistently sharp). Dull Larghetto. Texture is 2 trebles plus bass. (Jy10—Muskoka) 

Clarinet Concerto in B♭ 
One of the earliest Clarinet Concerti (but for Telemann, who is much more interesting). 
The instrument is an antique original, quite shrill, like Molter’s Concerti rarely 
descending to the chalumeau. Fast-slow-fast, but considerably more developed music 
than the Symphony. Quite formulaic, traces of middle part writing, modulation beyond 
dominant. (Jy10—Muskoka) 

Sinfonia pastorale in D, op 4/2 
In 4 movements at 14': orchestra with oboes & horns, but basically melody plus bass 
texture. Ripping Minuet with skyrocket (?), wind writing. Simple 6/8 Finale. 
(Jy10—Muskoka) 

Symphony in D, op 3/2 
In 4 movements at 12', with trumpets, drums, flutes. Stamitz has less of CPE than 
Wagenseil or Monn, and therefore seems more classical, more forward looking, but less 
inherently interesting. (Jy10—Muskoka) 

JACK STAMP 
Escapade 

Not much, despite pretensions to dissonance.  (D08)  
Sir CHARLES VILLIERS STANFORD 
Songs of the Sea, op 91 



Rousing cycle of Newbolt sea songs, beginning inevitably with “Drake’s Drum.” Luxon 
is magnificent (what a tragedy!), but his men’s choir, oddly, sounds ragged. (N08) Five 
baritone songs with orchestra and male chorus. No texts, but Mark Stone’s diction is fine. 
All are macho-military Brit Empire patriotism. Outward Bound bids farewell to mothers. 
Devon O Devon is a sea storm. Homeward Bound is pure nostalgia. The Old Superb is an 
imperialist jig. (Ap15) 

Cathedral Music 
Lovely but rather placid and single-toned: it needs some up tempo stuff. The familiar 
pieces are great: Justorum animae, Beati quorum. There’s a super riff on Darwall, I think 
band 8. Worcester Cathedral choir is decidedly second string: some intonation problems 
in trebles, little “blend” (how I hate that word!). (Ag09) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in G, op 59 
The first movement is so academic I wonder why anyone would want to play it. The 
middle movement is quite nice, nearly redemptive, innig. Finale just so-so, but would 
work if the rest of the Concerto were stronger. (Ag10) 

Quartet No 1 in G, op 44 
Allegro neo-classic, transparent avoiding deep bass register, very polite and no special 
emotional grip. Short Grazioso with embedded Presto equally light, transparent. Largo by 
contrast is “con molto espressione” but not too much – agitated, ornamented. Finale a 
decorous Irish jig. All admirably polished, but no emotional purchase.  (Je11) 

Fantasy in A minor for horn & string quartet 
Stanford does his best to keep (natural) horn from dominating. First part gentle, quite 
beautiful.  Midway becomes quicker but still laid back until brief Kehraus. (Je11) 

Quartet No 2 in A minor, op 45 
First opens with bleak counterpoint, then moves into cheerful thought: the two ideas then 
alternate (and reappear in later movements). Brilliant little Scherzo. Adagio deeply 
reflective, cadenza-like bits for each player: turbulent B section. Finale begins with a 
Hungarian Dance, summons up earlier themes. Fine piece with original layout. (Je11) 

Symphony No 6 in E♭, op 94 “In Honor of George Frederick Watts” 
Allegro deciso has more Schumann than Brahms, with up tempo and rhythmic thrust, 
bold development, nice intimate corner with solo violin. Lovely Adagio with English 
horn and harp, reminiscent of Dvorak – moderately agitated B section – gorgeous return 
to A. Short Scherzo. Firm nobilmente Finale. Near masterpiece. I think this is the first 
time Stanford has impressed me as a symphonist.  (S11) 

Symphony No 3 in F minor, op 28 “Irish” 
Stanford’s one symphonic hit, probably because of the Irish coloring of the Brahms 
material – a very discreet coloring indeed. Sometimes the ghost of Brahms hovers 
uncomfortably near. Second movement is a quick 6/8 jig given full treatment. Andante 
opens, naturally, with harp and English horn, builds. Later horn figure seems direct 
quotation from Brahms Fourth. Finale, like the entire Symphony, is gentle, reprises 
themes, builds to nice chorale. Worth its celebrity. (S11)    

Requiem             
 Given the quality of Stanford’s choral work I had high expectations. Too high maybe. 

The long Dies Irae simply doesn’t bring out Stanford’s best, and the big work suffers 
from tame harmonic language: no dramatic modulations, no drama at all. There are 
lovely bits – maybe all of it is lovely taken in bits – but that’s not the point. Oddly, the 



Offertorium and Sanctus seem most striking, and that’s off balance. Stanford is such a 
frustrating composer. (O11) 

The Veiled Prophet of Khorassan [excerpts] 
Stanford’s first opera, based on Tom Moore’s Lalla Rookh. Overture is a 
Mendelssohn-Schumann affair without a trace of exoticism. Ballet music too is tuneful, 
not crude but O so tame, and again no coloring. There is a trace of chromaticism in the 
Aria (i.e. song). So so. (O11). 

Violin Sonata No 1 in D, op 11 
One of Stanford’s earliest hits, the first of four Violin Sonatas. Allegro decisive, exultant 
– development by the book. Allegretto a modest simple song: very objective, nothing 
heart-on-sleeve.  Finale takes off with a touch of Brahmsian gipsy, then hunkers down. 
Well made, not deeply felt. Recording is in cavernous church acoustic. (D11). 

Organ Sonata No 1 in F, op 149 
The Sonatas were all written in the same year during the Great War, after the last of the 
seven symphonies. They represent Stanford at his best. All are in three movements, 
fast-slow-fast. The First has classical restraint and relatively small scale. It begins quietly, 
Moderato, but the Allegro has thrust  and builds to chorale theme. Tempo di Minuetto 
evokes nostalgic archaism. Finale, marked Maestoso, builds on chorale motif from 
Allegro. (S15) 

Organ Sonata No 2 in G minor, op 151 “Eroica” 
Dedicated to Widor and the nation of France under pressure of war, based on the hymn O 
filii et filae. Allegro (titled Rheims) is flashier than the First Sonata and much bigger. 
Adagio a chromatic and sentimental dead march with heroic section – beautiful memento 
of hymn to close. The Finale (Verdun) opens with flashy major-key fantasia – variations 
on a theme revealed mid-way to be La Marseillaise. What a great work! (S15) 

Organ Sonata No 3 in D minor, op 152 “Britannica” 
Allegro con fuoco builds on phrases from the hymn Hanover, which remains 
unrecognizable most of the time. Larghetto, entitled Benedictus, is a sustained quiet 
melody – B section active, building to alla Marcia maestoso – very nice. Finale is in 
major, excited but not agitated, exultant, again based on Hanover. Conclusion is a 
complex restatement of themes in 3 on 2 rhythms. Impressive piece. (S15) 

Organ Sonata No 4 in C minor, op 155 “Celtica” 
Dedicated to Harold Darke – at least one critic judges this the grandest of the Sonatas. 
The organist, Desmond Hunter, discounts the Celtica title, but I at once identified the 
decorative flourish as bagpipe imitation. The contrasting folksong has nice irregular 
phrases. Middle movements does variations on a complex Allegretto tune. Has he been 
studying Reger? Allegro Finale is based recognizably on St. Patrick`s Breastplate. (S15) 

Organ Sonata No 5 in A, op 159 “Quasi una fantasia” 
Here three movements are played without break. Allegro is based on Stanford`s tune For 
All the Saints, not the familiar tune – I know it with different words. Treatment further 
elaborated in A-B-A Allegretto and the Allegro Finale, where, after lengthy workout, the 
entire melody is stated quietly, then majestically. A pedagogue`s object lesson in 
monothematic coherence. (S15) 

6 Short Preludes & Postludes, Set 2, op 105 
Alternating quiet preludes and rousing postludes. Three are based on motifs from 
Gibbons. The last, described as Brahmsian in the notes, is the most popular. (S15) 



Piano Concerto No 2 in C minor, op 126 
Big 38’ with bold opening, piano arpeggios, horn call, Romantic tunes, and an intimate 
second subject in major. The notes compare Rachmaninoff, but if so, heavily coated with 
Brahms – a strange marriage but it works. Beautiful recap. Gorgeous coda, with dramatic 
storm resolved in high strings, the piano harping angelically. Wow! Beautiful semplice 
Adagio, with piano in simple arpeggios, strings supplying deep-felt closure, all very 
restrained. The horn call returns, pianissimo, before final restatements of main theme. 
Allegro Finale in 3 carries on businesslike until modulation and recall of Adagio melody. 
Rhythm gathers in complex overlays for restatement, but Adagio tune cannot be shaken. 
Masterpiece without question – why is it not played? I suppose Stanford’s conservative 
harmonic language? Lack of obvious flashiness? He is not a heart-on-sleeve composer, 
but this represents his passionate best. (S15)  

Fantasia and Toccata, organ, op 57 
Big 10’ showpiece with grand chords and arpeggios that recur through quasi- 
improvisational melody. Toccata begins as fugato, then moto perpetuo grows out of that, 
accelerates into triplet motion. Big finish. Great piece. (My20) 

JOHN STANLEY          
Concertos in Seven Parts 

Great car music, beautiful Handelian stuff needs no special pleading. 
(Au08—Cooperstown) 

5 Organ Voluntaries 
Voluntary No 2 is in three full-fledged movements and it is strikingly fuller and more 
developed than the previous Voluntary by Greene, born nearly two decades earlier. No 6 
is in four short movements, three of them slow. The others have two movements only, but 
in no pattern. The Voluntary genre seems quite elastic, possibly expanded from the 
Prelude-and-Fugue template. Stanley was one in that long line of blind keyboardists (with 
Boyce, Vierne, Langlais . . . who else?). [Antonio de Cabezon, Andre Marchal, Gaston 
Litaize, Jean-Pierre Leguay, Helmut Walcha, Alfred Hollins, David Liddle, and in jazz, 
Art Tatum, Ray Charles, Stevie Wonder, George Shearing.] (N14) 

4 Organ Voluntaries 
Volume 2 of Jennifer Bates’ series, prefaced by a Voluntary by Maurice Greene and 
followed by a  Fugue of Handel himself, the subject unusually chromatic, plus works by 
other minor Handelians including Samuel Wesley, who lived well into the next century. I 
cannot detect much individual style among these composers (apart from Boyce, not here, 
or the later Samuel Wesley). Some of the period organs are very small chamber 
instruments, so the feeling is intimate, never grandiose. Track 8 features “volant” fingers. 
Track 6 offers registration of cornet and vox humana. William Russell’s Largo exploits 
an extra bass on the small organ (which lacks pedals). Samuel Wesley moves minutely in 
the direction of greater chromaticism. (Ag16)   

3 Organ Voluntaries 
Jennifer Bate, vol 5. Voluntary in F has striding Adagio, witty horn calls in faster part. 
Voluntary in C is an elaborate piece in four sections: a stately Adagio, Andante with 
trumpet fanfares with echo effects, a slow interlude (to engage new swell stops), and a 
jolly Allegro with flutes. Voluntary in A minor is also in four sections, beginning with 
unusual Andante staccato, with separated notes, followed by two-voice Allegro, then a 
chordal Adagio and a minor-key fugue to finish. (Jy18) 



ROBERT STARER 
Concerto for Viola, Strings & Percussion. 

Generally neoclassic in style, hints of Shostakovich, especially in last movement. Best is 
imaginative percussion. Too much starting and stopping, but moments of drama, nice 
marciale Finale. Berger plays with awful, thin metallic sound. Or is the viola tessitura too 
high? (O08) 

AGOSTINO STEFFANI 
25 Arias 
 Bartoli’s commendable research turns up a bridge between Cavalli and Vivaldi, at times 

looking back to the arioso manner, at times approaching a more stylized and square 
phrase structure. There are lots of ceremonial trumpets and drums and a wide range of 
affect, some beautiful slower pieces. I don’t know if it reflects the operas themselves, but 
there seems to be more duet and chorus than in Vivaldi or Handel. Bartoli’s mannerisms 
are present – the balloon notes disconnecting line, the staccatissimo turkey-peck fioriture 
– but there’s some beautiful singing as well. Steffani is intriguing. (Ag13) 

Laudate pueri 
 Extraordinary setting for double choir and two sopranos – very tricky rhythmic and vocal 

challenges, beautifully sung on Gugelhör’s Kerll CD. (O13) 
DANIEL STEIBELT 
Piano Concerto No 3 in E, op 33 “L’orage” 
 3 movements, 29’. Steibelt was five years older than Beethoven, part of the new wave of 

virtuosi that included Field, Dussek, Wölfl, Cramer. His keyboard duel with Beethoven 
erupted in an exchange of insults. This Concerto was his most successful, celebrated for 
the tempest episode of the Finale. Notes say thematic development is not to be expected – 
a trait he shares with Field. Tutti is Mozartean, prim, with nice second theme. Piano entry 
embellishes the tutti and keeps embellishing – all the ornamental passagework Beethoven 
would have scrapped. Nice little duet with concertmaster, another with solo cello, a 
plangent bit in minor. All over the map. Adagio is a Scotch Air – ornamentation is the 
focus. Finale pastorale is cheery, in preparation for ominous thunder on the keyboard – a 
crash brings change of tempo and keyboard fireworks. It blows over quickly. An 
entertainment. All the final cadences sound arbitrary. (Ag20) 

Piano Concerto No 5 in E♭, op 64 “ la chasse” 
 Three movements, 27’. Another Mozartean tutti with promising thematic centers. The 

piano does make an effort to “develop,” but the whole show is always on keyboard 
fireworks. Short Adagio in 6/8 is again Scottish, the well known Ye Banks and Braes o’ 
Bonnie Doon. The hunt motif appears with horns in the Rondo Finale. Nice minor key 
episode. I find more to enjoy here. (Ag20) 

Piano Concerto No 7 in E minor “Grand Concerto militaire” 
 Two movements, 25’ Why Steibelt? I suppose he represents an extreme of keyboard 

virtuosity in the classic era (keyboard nuts should be thrilled), plus a willingness to 
dispense with formal norms. This Concerto does without an Adagio, offering instead a 
prolonged 19’ Allegro. As before, the military motif is deferred until the Finale – aside 
from the dotted motif, the repeated note brass motif, and the serious minor key. Romantic 
gestures: grand keyboard arpeggiandi interrupt the constant tempo, remote modulation 
into a new scene. Rondo Allegretto is all marche militaire, drums and cymbals and 
tambourine and rinkytink dotted march tune. (Ag20) 



MAXIMILIAN STEINBERG 
Passion Week 
 The backstory is fraught: Steinberg was Rimsky’s heir apparent, a Jew who converted to 

marry Rimsky’s daughter. Steinberg wrote this work modeled after Grechaninoff and 
Rachmaninoff. It is not an Orthodox liturgy (or there would be no female voices) but a 
sacred concert on texts assembled by the composer. Immediately after it was finished, the 
Bolsheviks forbade all sacred music, so Steinberg had the work translated and published 
outside Russia. But it lay unperformed until a hundred years later, in 2014. It is a lost 
masterpiece, some of the most beautiful choral music I’ve ever heard. Nearly all based on 
Orthodox chants, which are paired with the settings. The text of 8/9 is joyous. The music 
is chordal, quasi-antiphonal (women vs men), full of gorgeous suspensions, pedals, 
shifting textures, an occasional solo voice out of nowhere. (My17) 

VICTOR STEINHARDT 
Tango 

Victor is Arnold’s brother. His short Tango is refracted through two or three layers of 
modernism, edgier than Piazzola. (O11) 

JOHANN STENHAMMAR  
Violin Sonata in A minor, op 19 

Relatively unambitious little piece, not up to JS’s usual standard. Compares unfavorably 
with the three of Grieg. A let down. (F09) 

Piano Sonata in A, op 12 
Understated work in four movements with great charm but not much individuality. 
Chromatic inflections in last two movements. Fine Finale. Closer to Mendelssohn than 
Beethoven.  (Mh09) 

Piano Triosatz in A minor; Piano Quartettsatz in E♭ 
Two abandoned starts on larger works, both from JS’s prime. The first sounds forced. 
The second is great stuff, as good or better than the Schumann it resembles. Best music 
on this CD. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 3 in F, op 18 
To revisit a lost masterpiece unheard and inaccessible and be confirmed in one’s 
judgment is a pleasure of vanity as well as a supreme musical pleasure. Allegro is more 
extensive than I recalled, and more full of surprises à la Berwald: fragmentation, 
hesitation. A rip-snorting Scherzo: then the melting entry of the pp high violins. 
Variations – shattering. Finale has a long fantasia intro, recollections of the Scherzo as it 
searches for its subject: a fugue begins, very chromatic, building intensity, accelerando, 
then at climax takes off unexpectedly into allegro. Nothing academic here. More 
surprises continue. A breathtaking masterpiece.  (N10) 

Quartet No 2 in C minor, op 14 
The Allegro despite the designation seems mostly in major. It reminds me of the first 
Rasumovsky, the little rhythmic figure being both Beethovenish and Nordic. Andante a 
beautiful hymnic melody. Scherzo nice but relatively conventional. Finale develops a 
minor key descending figure derived from the opening, with a contrasting heroic motif, 
no radical surprises but well worked out B quiet ending. Very strong piece. (N10) 

Quartet No 1 in C, op 2 



Allegro fully formed, energetic dotted rhythms, with surprising turns of phrase 
throughout. Mesto is very beautiful, with smiling-through-tears B section, but over long, 
all one texture. Tranquillo enlarges a swaying figure. Finale driven, strong ending. (N10) 

Quartet No 4 in A minor, op 25 
A masterpiece nearly on the level of No 3: I know it less well, but it still sticks in my 
memory. The opening flourish, the little rising motif that serves as second idea. Glorious 
Adagio with long-breathed melody, “innig” in the fullest sense. Scherzo takes 
unconventional turns, then attacca into the final Variations. I generally don’t like 
last-movement Variations: they lose momentum just where it’s needed. These are fine 
Variations, but not on the same level of intensity as the rest. (N10) 

Quartet No 5 in C, op 29 “Serenade” 
Stenhammar’s homage to Haydn: playful, classical in feeling, shorter than the others, but 
in its density not “light”: lots going on in all four parts. Variations develop a Swedish 
song. Scherzo is presto, rhythmically idiosyncratic, brief. Wow! Finale is nearly a moto 
perpetuo partly inspired by the Finale of op 59/3. This is a much stronger, more 
interesting piece than I remembered. (N10)) 

Quartet No 6 in D minor, op 35 
Back to Romantic intensities: a main theme ambivalently minor/major, plus a second that 
broaches impressionist harmonies – development seems modelled on Sibelius in its scalar 
repetitions, an odd mix. Brief scherzando on a wheeling figure – impressionistic 
harmonies, hesitations. Adagio a sustained 12/8 melody, then running sixteenths under 
the sustained lines – gorgeous. Presto Finale opens dramatically, goes into driving 6/8, 
hesitates for moments of appassionato, can’t decide. Not wholly satisfactory. Was 
Stenhammar becoming anxious about his conservatism? (N10) 

Symphony No 2 in G minor, op 34 
Wonderful beginning with metrically ambiguous unison G-string melody – suddenly 
melts into lush modal tune in slow 3 – sets off associative train, difficult to follow form – 
I think Nielsen – great recap to second idea – big modal chorale cadence. Andante opens 
with lowers strings divisi, in speech-like recit, with sustained melody entering above, 
continuing modal language, beautifully expanded – gorgeous; Scherzo continues in 
minor, modal, rather eerie, with a lilt; bassoon arpeggio leads into Trio, slower, 
dominated by woodwinds; freely written return to Scherzo. Finale begins dramatically 
with another quasi-recitativo, dark and serious – moves into quasi-fugal Vivace, which 
sounds a bit like the opening motif speeded up and a bit like Beethoven’s op 59/3, but 
ambiguously minor / major. That opening motif returns in slow tempo – great pizzicato 
passage with winds – return to highly contrapuntal texture – another slow reminiscence 
builds to grandiose cadence. Is it a Variation movement? The Finale may be excessive, 
but it’s a masterpiece for sure. (Mh16) Heard in car and my memory has failed, so I’ll 
have to listen again, more carefully. (S16) Yes, a true masterpiece, lacking only the big 
triumphal ending. The style has attributes of both Sibelius (he had heard the Second 
Symphony) and Nielsen, not yet active. But it has Stenhammar’s constantly unfolding 
inventiveness. (S16) 

Piano Sonata in G minor 
Four movements, 24’. Written at age 19 and never published, even at the time of 
recording. Allegro, marked appassionato, is a heart-on-sleeve outpouring, alternating 
fiery and tender – a smash! Romanza spins a long lyric tune through modulations and 



false cadences: the little triadic turn and the descent on the median seem true 
Scandanavian touches. Scherzo plays with a pesante rhythmic figure – the imaginative 
harmonist glows in the Trio. Rondo Finale is another heart-on-sleeve movement. Great 
piece! I can’t imagine why he held it back (unless it was too personal?). (F17) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in D minor, op 23 
 Four movements, 29’. Introduzione: Piano begins quietly, orchestra menaces. Very 
 romantic with some clash of keys, increasing turbulence in orchestra. Passage at end pits 
 D minor in piano against C# minor in orchestra -- wild! Scherzo begins attacca, super 
 Mendelssohn with more key clash. Trio calmer, almost morose. The mad Scherzo sets 
 attacca into Adagio, mournful and soft. Oboe melody sounds like a sad song, but it builds 
 power, then attacca into major key Finale, eventually triumphant, but even here the key 
 clashes continue. Lacking a sonata form movement, the whole has a loose, improvisatory 
 feel, yet it is wholly satisfying. (S20) 
Chitra Suite [arr Rosenberg], op 43 
 From incidental music for play by Tagore. I didn’t know Hilding Rosenberg had a hand 
 in it. Scored for strings with celeste. Movements still feel fragmented, but there are 
 motivic relationships. No Orientalism at all: it sounds more Swedish than Indian. Wholly 
 quiet, slow, rich, with beautiful moments. (S20) 
ROBERT STERN 
Hazkarah 

Stern is an American Jewish composer trained at Eastman. His title is not translated. [It’s 
“memory,” a ritual held on the anniversary of a death.] The 11’ piece is a Kaddish 
melody for cello and piano that incorporates a melancholy folktune. (D13)  

CHARLES HYLTON STEWART 
5 Short and Easy Pieces Founded on Hymn Tunes 

Standard Anglican organ fare, pleasant but undistinguished. I recognize only the last two 
hymns, St Peter and Aberystwyth. (Ag14) 

WILLIAM GRANT STILL 
Symphony No 4 “Western Hemisphere” 

Concise, light, unpretentious piece, unmistakably American by its rhythms and popular 
song harmony, but not markedly Afro-American. A whiff of the bandshell in the park, 
like Ferde Grofé, but less inflated. Middle movements remarkable for steady reiterated 
beat. Nobilmente end. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 5 “Autochthonous” 
Lovely opening, rich, slight syncops and more than a hint of Hollywood Indians. Slow 
movement a hint of Blues. Third is perky big-band piece. Finale is extended ABA, slow 
hymn, more Hollywood Indians, reprise, nobilmente ending with chime. These 
symphonies could be called suites, but they have some small degree of symphonic 
development and formal balance.  (Ja09) 

Poem for Orchestra 
Moody, elegiac wartime piece – beautiful ending, nobilmente with harp. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 1 “Afro-American” 
There’s no doubt from the opening bars that this is Black folk-inspired music, though of 
1920s vintage with very mild syncopation and blue notes. Colorful orchestration: English 
horn, bass clarinet, celesta, harp, and isn’t there a banjo later on? Yes. The Scherzo rocks. 
Finale is nice mix of hymn- chorale, snaky chromatics, touches of impressionism. Was 



this too popsy for the symphonic crowd back then? Or too Black? It’s a solid piece, much 
stronger than Nos 4 and 5, and should be standard American rep. But then neither is 
Harris, nor even the best of Copland. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 2 in G minor “Song of a New Race” 
First is lilting melody, Gershwin harmony with bitonal spice – irresistible. Slow 
movement is unashamedly tin-pan alley, with scherzando interruption. Scherzo a kind of 
jump or jitterbug. Finale is less focused, but finally settles into nobilmente, wonderful 
ending. This was probably too popsy for the Thirties, but it begs to be resurrected. If 
anything, it’s better than the “Afro-American.” (Ap09) 

Reverie 
 Short Romantic organ piece with no trace of the Afro-American. (D13) 
KARLHEINZ STOCKHAUSEN 
Mantra 

Not as annoying as some KS I’ve heard: interest in electronic play with piano sound 
(though much is allowed to remain natural). Some play with “consonance” (if that word 
means anything here). Repetitive figures like migraine. I don’t really get it.  (Ag09) 

Gruppen 
Liner notes talk about superimposed tempos and the relationship between vibrations 
producing pitch and rhythm. I can hear none of it. The recording does manage to separate 
the ensembles, but KS helps nothing by assigning virtually identical instrumentation to 
each. But I suppose this piece created the sound ideal of certain composers for several 
decades. Curious brass effect at 14'. (Ja13) 

Kontra-Punkte 
For ten instruments, 12’. Stockhausen’s breakthrough piece, 1953, from which he 
counted all his mature work. His own account is typically pretentious, but he does 
identify six contrasting “tone color groups”: wind (flute & bassoon), clarinet (and bass 
clarinet), brass (trumpet & trombone), hammered string (piano), plucked string (harp), 
bowed string (cello). There are also six distinct levels of dynamic. Now, it sounds like a 
typical piece of post-Webern serialism minus the preciousness. It’s quite aggressive but a 
rather nice sound field. I hear a violin in there too. But why then does he have them do 
pizzicato? (Jy20) 

Zyklus, for percussion 
“Zyklus is scored for thirteen groups of percussion instruments. These are indicated by 
graphic symbols appearing throughout the score immediately preceding the musical 
notation for a given instrument. The piece comprises seventeen units, called periods, 
which are contained on sixteen spiral-bound pages. The performer is instructed to begin 
on any page and play all the pages successively, ending the performance with a repetition 
of the first stroke sounded in a given version." I'm not sure what Stockhausen was trying 
to prove here. The "start anywhere" concept now seems kindergartenish. As a percussion 
piece, this is less interesting that Varese' Ionisation, or even Chavez' Toccata. 12'. (Jy20) 

ZYGMUNT STOJOWSKI 
Piano Concerto No 1 in F# minor, op 3 

Stojowski had an auspicious start to his composing career but modernism quickly left 
him behind.   This Concerto, written at age 20, inhabits a lush late romanticism, lots of 
mood changes, tempo changes, rich melodies, flamboyant pianism. But the harmonic 
language, even if colored by chromaticism, is pretty textbookish. Andante a beautiful 



sustained melody, full of wind solos and piano ripples – gorgeous peroration and ending. 
Finale races con fuoco in minor: great transformation into major B tirade of a coda. 
Strong, attractive piece. (N12) 

Piano Concerto No 2, op 32 – Prologue, Scherzo & Variations 
In one movement: Prelude ambles awhile before cohering into broad emotive melody, 
breaks suddenly into a tripping and skipping 3, chromatic, dazzling, even a bit of 
impressionist fairy dust.  Finale theme sounds heavy and Russian, a folk lament given 
slinky variation treatment, tempi increasing. Variation VIII suddenly pulls back to 
Andante, simply gorgeous – quiet ending.  Stojowski’s music is big boned, well crafted, 
well worth hearing. (N12) 

GOTTFRIED STŐLZEL 
Christmas Oratorio 

Stőlzel sounds rather like Bach, but he is terse where Bach is long-winded, elliptical 
where Bach is disjunctive. Stőlzel will fuse recit, aria, and chorale into seamless 
structures rather like early baroque opera. This CD (just one!) is a construct of extant 
Christmas works arranged in a cycle like Bach’s Christmas Oratorio. Five years younger 
than Bach, Stőlzel was respected and prolific, though much of his work (including many 
German operas) is lost. The booklet calls loudly for a revival. Performance is polished, 
but Rémy is almost insufferably mannered.  

I: opens in minor, then rejoices in major for the redemption of Israel. Lovely mezzo aria on  
the Nativity, complete with trumpets and horns. Tenor and Bass recits lead straight to  
final Chorale in minor. All very compressed: the five Cantatas clock in at under an hour. 

   II: The most remarkable feature is the first section, which sets two lines of verse slowly, one  
line fast, followed by section two with a free interplay of recit, ensemble, and 4-part 
chorale. Did Bach ever do this? Section 6 closes with new words to Luther’s Von 
Himmel hoch. 

   III: The text is all about suffering as a path to redemption, taking Stephen as example – very  
strange nowadays for Christmas. 

   IV: The opening recit is accompanied by chords repeated molto secco – very mannered – is it  
so marked? The text is again surprising, Jesus comes not in peace but with a sword; but 
the soprano comforts with word that peace survives within the heart of the believer, even 
amid the din. Remarkable arias for soprano and profundo Mertens, with oboe-bassoon 
obligato. Peace comes at last in final chorale. 

   V: The Mystery is manifest in the flesh: great horn duo and “aria in dialogo” for alto and  
tenor. Section 3 alternates recits and chorale verses on Mystery – beautiful – as is final 
soprano recit over instrumental chorale.  

ALESSANDRO STRADELLA 
Ferma il corso 

Extended solo Cantata for soprano dramatizing Ariadne’s abandonment by Theseus, 
really an operatic scena. There are three arias surrounded by extensive emotive recitative, 
even veristic, requiring an extreme top and great agility, yet the arias are not fully 
four-square melodies. Stradella seems to be a figure of transition from the fluid recitativo 
style of Monteverdi and Cavalli to the da capo arias of, say, A. Scarlatti, and a formidable 
composer on his own right. (N10) 

Fuor della Stigia sponda 



Lamentation of Orfeo after the second death of Euridice, similar recit/aria format to the 
preceding Cantata, though shorter. Beautiful ending.  (N10)  

Non havea il sole amoroso 
Short Cantata reflecting abstractly on the power of the stars over human destiny. Aria 
quite florid followed by another à la giga, then another. Super. (N10) 

Frena o Filli il fiero orgoglio 
Cantata, really a charming segmented song. (N10) 

Si salvi chi può 
Sauve qui peut, the stars are teetering. Cantata with ritornello describing a world in 
chaos. Continuous florid lines. Exciting. Christine Brandes sings well, with an extended 
top, but falls short of complete authority in the florid demands. (N10) 

Sinfonia No 22; Sinfonia No 12 
The notes aren’t clear on the function of these instrumental pieces. The first reminds me 
of English consort music, though more transparent in its counterpoint. The second is a set 
of solo variations for violin over a ground. (N10) 

La Susanna 
Massive middle baroque oratorio based on apocryphal Daniel 13, probably from 1681, a 
year before Stradella’s violent death. One writer describes it as an “erotic oratorio,” with 
similar works on Judith, Bathsheba, Magdalen and so on. The libretto is by G.B. Giardini, 
a considerable poet. The two parts take 49’and 42’ in performance, recits alternating with 
arias, but also duos, choruses, even a trio – still maintaining the fluidity of Cavalli and 
Monteverdi, less rigid than Scarlatti or Vivaldi. It’s all very small in scale, the five solo 
voices doubling as chorus. Only a few arias exceed three minutes. The sectional sinfonia 
is a delight, a miniature dance suite. The story is advanced by Narrator, who also has 
arias. The two Giudice (I had remembered three) complain of love in a tricky duet. The 
whole piece dances compulsively, even through the abortive rape and false accusations. 
Susanna’s pathetic aria “Da chi spiro aita” stands tall in a distinguished line of 
seventeenth-century laments – gorgeous! (II, track 3) Daniele, a soprano, has florid stuff, 
and organ continuo underlines his holiness. The final numbers are wonderful. Like early 
opera, the Renaissance madrigal is a clear point of departure. The singers do well in this 
live performance, the men somewhat better than the women; Claudio Astronio and the 
Harmonices Mundi are splendid! A middle baroque masterpiece. (D16) 

San Giovanni Battista 
Imposing 78’ oratorio performed in 1675, before the birth of Vivaldi. I had forgotten La 
Susanna (above), but it is similar, nearly operatic in scope, a middle baroque Salome. 
There are five soloists, chorus (only at the beginning), and a sizable orchestra divided 
into concertino and ripieno groups. San Giovanni confronts the evil trio of Herod, 
Herodiade, and Salome, with an added tenor Consigliere. Style looks back to Monteverdi 
and Cavalli, through-composed arias (no da capo), fluid integration of recit and arioso. 
Solo parts include duets, trios, even quartets – the Salome-Herod duet at the end of Part I 
is outstanding in its rhythmic complexity. Herodiade’s bit has a faint touch of exoticism. 
The performance has a Raymond Leppard sound, rather lush. Part II begins with 
Salome’s virtual waltz song. Consigliere flatters and Hezzrod makes his fatal offer. 
Giovanni prefers torment to pleasures of the senses – gorgeous aria with da capo. 
Salome’s demand is followed by another splendid duet in close canon, at cross purposes. 
Salome pleads her case gloriously, Herod relents in an outrageously florid basso aria. San 



Giovanni welcomes death and Salome exults in a florid duet. A short Sinfonia marks the 
execution. Salome exults in a very florid victory air. Herod expresses remorse and fear. 
The two join in final duet. A major baroque masterpiece. (Mh20) 

FRANZ STRAUSS 
Music of the Spheres Waltz 

Indistinguishable from Johann, except maybe more conventional harmony. I thought it 
might be a familiar tune, but no. (Ag10) 

JOHANN STRAUSS II 
Volume I 

The inevitable Blue Danube plus a couple of other war horses, plus some unfamiliar stuff. 
Fine, but much too much Schlag – and there are four more CDs to go. I thought it would 
be good car music, but it’s quickly just annoying. Watch out for the gunshots on tracks 2 
and 12 (The Hunt, Jockey Polka). Keep it for reference. (Jy11) 

Tritsch-Tratsch Polka 
Encore on BBC disc after Arnold, Enesco and Coates. (D12) 

The Blue Danube 
 Again. Alan Gilbert, New Year’s Eve in NYC. Dudamel in Vienna next day. OMG! (D16) 
RICHARD STRAUSS 
Capriccio, Final Scene 

Beautifully sung by Fleming, who has truly grown dramatically, and shed some 
distracting vocal mannerisms. I dislike the staging, looking at non-existent mirror straight 
at the audience, mugging. Costume makes her look like Joan Rivers. (MetHD—S08) 

Salome 
Mattila truly spectacular throughout (a little strain in Final Scene high notes), absolutely 
convincing in character. Rest of cast superb except Begley’s Herod, too laid back, vocal 
strain. Modern dress pointless, with cistern & sword-bearing headsman. But Final Scene 
with Jokanaan’s head gripping. I marvel at Wilde’s libretto, its audacity, its libidinal 
profundity. Salome’s first scene equals a blason du corps masculin. (MetHD—O08)  

Salome: Dance of the Seven Veils 
In Les brises d’orient, driving home from Boston. Good car music (O16) The second half 
of the NY Phil concert on PBS (with the Intermezzo, which I’ve never heard excerpted 
before. Voigt is in good theatrical form, but the voice alas . . . . She made it through the 
big bits, but no mezzo voce, no beauty of sound . . . .  (PBS Live from NYPhil, S11)  

Horn Concerto No 2 in E♭ 
I thought this would be familiar, but only last movement – sounds exceedingly difficult, 
chromatic themes, lots of sustained stuff. Finale fast, fanfare-like, barn burner. Dennis 
Brain Wow! (Ja09) 

Ophelia Lieder, op 67; Beim Schlafengehen 
Three Strauss songs have never grabbed me, though popular with high sopranos. Turning 
to “Beim Schlafengehen” is knowing the difference between a fine singer and a supreme 
artist. This is the Lois Marshall bit preserved on Youtube. Gould makes his percussive 
piano sing. (Jy09—Muskoka) These late songs are often performed as a group by high 
sopranos. The first is almost expressionist in its chromatic piano figure and angular voice 
line, almost emptied of feeling. The second is fast, tripping, and bawdily taunting. The 
third is a funeral march, twice interrupted by inappropriate happy memories. I’m 
warming. (Muskoka—Jy16) After Pfitzner and Schreker on Popp’s Jugendstil CD, the 



Ophelia Lieder have a strangely modernist sound – and so does the second song. “Sie 
trugen ihn” displays both madness and coloratura. Fascinating, elusive. (Ja18) 

Vier letzte Lieder 
I remember being disappointed that the Sena Jurinac disc included yet another version of 
the Four Last Songs: but this live performance takes its place with the greatest, gorgeous, 
and it has the authority of chronological closeness to the date of composition. One to 
return to. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Der Rosenkavalier 
Beautiful performance and production live from the Met. Fleming and Graham near 
perfection in their roles (though my ideal would call for more coloring in both voices). 
Christine Schäfer also very good as Sophie though the high tessitura seemed a stretch. 
Sigmundsson excellent as Ochs. My opinion is unchanged, however: the highlights are as 
high as anything in opera; the show itself is talky, too long, too heavy. Why, for example, 
in Faninal’s scene not more memorable musically? Or the second Act II duet? Strauss 
seemed to think of an opera as a sung play; therefore, the greatest successes are the 
concentrated one-acts, including Daphne and Capriccio. Die Schweigsame Frau sinks 
from the weight of its text. (MetHD—Ja10) Excerpts from BBC conducted by Runnicles: 
Twyla Robinson and Daniela Sindram seem fine. Robinson does the big phrase at end of 
Act I beautifully but does not have a lot of colors. My first chance to hear Lucy Crowe – 
excellent, though like everyone else I’ve heard, she strains on the C# in the Love Duet. 
(Muskoka B Jy12) Tonight was the payoff. The Boston Symphony presented a complete 
semi-staged version of Richard Strauss' Der Rosenkavalier,- 4 hours of some of the most 
ravishing music ever written,- with a dream cast including Renée Fleming (soon to retire) 
and Susan Graham. The libretto is a masterpiece in its own right by Hugo von 
Hofmannsthal, with lots of gender interest. Act I opens with the 40-something Viennese 
Marschallin (soprano) in bed with her teenage lover (a mezzo-soprano pants role). While 
they sing sweet nothings to each other, they are interrupted by the crude Baron Ochs, 
who plans to marry. The teenage lover hides, then appears dressed as a maidservant, and 
Ochs immediately makes a play for her (him). Left alone, the Marschallin realizes that 
she is aging, that her young lover will leave her "heut oder morgen," that nothing lasts. 
But the Marschallin also arranges that her lover should become the Baron's rose-bearer to 
his very young bride Sophie, presenting her with the gift of single silver rose. Of course, 
the teenage lover and the young intended immediately fall in love with each other 
themselves and have to devise means to get rid of Baron Ochs. Much of this involves 
tricking him into attempting to seduce the serving maid again (i.e. the teenage boy played 
by the mezzo soprano). Chaos is put in order by the reappearance of the Marschallin 
(absent through Act II): She banishes Ochs, but is then left with the two young lovers and 
herself, and the three voices join in a soaring trio, one of the most poignant stretches of 
music ever written. The wise Marschallin of course tells her confused young lover to go 
to Sophie, and she leaves as the two to sing their final duet. This performance by itself 
was worth the trip. (Boston Symphony, live, S16). Saturday broadcast, the farewell 
performance of Fleming and Garança, with Erin Mills again as a wonderful Sophie. Was 
it my imagination, or was the final trio slower and more expansive than I’ve ever heard 
it? (My17). 

Don Juan 



Heard on CBC, indelible masterpiece brings tears of nostalgia for my Clifford Evans 
days. (Je10) 

Violin Sonata in E♭ 
God what divine music! The Andante floats in the empyrean with the last songs. Jonathan 
Crow’s recording is perfection, like his live performance [where did my notes on that go? 
(live, My10)], but I’d like less ease, more brilliance on the runs, more jounce in the 
triplets. (Ag10) Ehnes swept it away. It couldn’t get any better. One of his two encores 
was a tiny Allegretto for violin and piano, found in MS and dated 1949. Charming. (live, 
Wolf Hall – Ap14) 

Suite for 13 Wind Instruments, op 4 
Early Strauss, pleasant but no more: showcase for Orchestra London winds. (live, Mh11) 

Capriccio 
The retrospective masterwork of Strauss’s old age, with every question of 200 years of 
aesthetics debated and enacted on stage, with charm and with courage, done mid-war. It’s 
so incredibly and oddly moving and written as for Fleming herself. The staging is 
brilliant, apart from the absent mirror, and the Joan Rivers costume has disappeared. 
Joseph Kaiser and Russell Braun both did themselves glory. Wow! (MetHD, Ap11) 

Die Frau ohne Schatten Suite 
Drawn from the opera almost 30 years after its completion, the Suite concentrates on the 
domestic Barak music. I’ve loved everything I’ve ever heard from this score, including 
this, yet I’ve shied away from exploring it. Why? The Suite is gorgeous, a wonderful 
alternative to the hackneyed Rosenkavalier Waltzes. (N11) 

Horn Concerto No 1 in F, op 11 
Caught on CBC over lunch: as great as ever. (Ja12) 

Cello Sonata in F, op 6 
Fairly familiar: I’ve heard it and it sticks. Fanfare theme develops a bit loosely but too 
intensely B Strauss hasn’t achieved the nice proportions of the Violin Sonata yet, but 
magnificent peroration. Andante melody tragic in tone – very beautiful if overdone. Vivo 
Finale teases in unmistakable Straussian manner, again over-elaborated but brilliant. 
(Ja12) Once again, the thematic material is wonderful, but there’s lots of nonsense in 
developing it. (live, Romanenko & Yoshikawa, Mh12) 

Josephs Legende, op 63 
Enormous ballet for Diaghilev that never made an impression due to Nijinsky’s abrupt 
split with his maestro. The score deals with the attempted seduction by Potiphar’s wife, 
an opulent, decadent, sexy subject ideal as sequel to the two shockoperas. Intricately 
detailed. Note the torrents of spiccato- glissandi, where one was good enough for Til 
Eulenspiegel. There seems little sense of direction in the music abstracted from the 
dance, and Diaghilev said it was undanceable, so it’s likely to remain a very expensive 
curiosity. But anything by Strauss repays attention, and Fischer’s Hungarians play it to 
the hilt. (Mh12) 

Piano Quartet in C minor, op 13 
 Opening motif sounds like Brahms, but the Straussian fingerprints emerge – that 

five-note upbeat figure, the falling seventh (or ninth) sigh – all the while Brahmsian 
triplets proliferate. Presto is light fingered and fast with difficult afterbeats – Trio slower, 
passing around a dreamy melody – Reprise has surprises in the coda. Andante takes a 
minute or two to get going but ventures into Straussian lushness and nobility, with 



in-and-out-of-key tricks at the end. Vivace Finale draws praise in the liner notes but 
strikes me as puckish and overworked, trying too hard. Not fully achieved, but well worth 
a listen. (Jy13) 

Duo Concertante, clarinet, bassoon and strings 
 In late Strauss Capriccio vein: gorgeous clarinet pastoral, bassoon sneaks in, clarinet 

becomes indignant, comical. But the piece just keeps churning along. (Muskoka—Jy13) 
Gesänge des Orients, op 77 
 Five songs, the third Chinese, the rest from Hafiz. The spectacular feature is the high 

tessitura above the staff – incredibly, Strauss wanted a tenor to sing them, with top C in 
the final phrase. Tonality shifts constantly over piano filigree. A young Christine Brewer 
gives them power and long breath – and she nails the top. Die Allmächtige is very big. 
Wow! (O15) 

14 Songs (volume 1) 
 I started with Allerseelen, the last band, so it could go with Zueignung and three 

well-known pieces from op 10. The best Zueignung I’ve heard! Die Georgine is 
gorgeous, too little known. Two songs from op 19 are still very early: Breit is semplice, 
appealing; Wie solten wir sounds familiar – wow, what a top! – with nervous piano 
triplets. Glücke genug is a Teutonic Extase, if such can be imagined. Ich liebe dich, 
however, is a declaration befitting Brunhilde, beginning with unaccompanied voice and 
heroic throughout. Hochzeitlich Lied is chromatic, erotic. The three songs from op 19 all 
set Richard Dehmel: Leises Lied is notable for a minimalist accompaniment, seemingly 
free tonality; Befreit, says Vignoles, is of great, passionately felt grief, while smiling, 
building to a restrained climax – another wow! Wiegenlied, oft performed, is an oddly 
erotic lullaby, intensity increasing ever so gradually. In der Campagna is exuberant, a 
little square but full of joy. Frühlingsfeier is a Heine setting on the Adonis myth, written 
in the same year as Salome. Die drei heiligen Königen is a Christmas poem by Heine (!). 
Did Wolf set it too? (O15) 

Violin Concerto in D minor, op 8 
 I remember this piece as a letdown years ago. Allegro has an immediate commanding 

solo entry (recalling Brahms) but no big tune – second subject (with horn fanfare) is 
sweet but not very telling – passagework is virtuosic and impressive. Development 
introduces new theme (?). Lento I remember playing through myself – even so, the 
melancholy tune doesn’t stick. Had Bruch written his Concerti yet? [Yes] B section is 
consolation. Prestissimo Finale has a daring spiccato Rondo theme – Lento returns before 
final coda. This is a better piece than I remember, and Becker-Bender makes a case for it, 
but it remains strictly a Strauss curiosity. Op 11 is infinitely better. (Ja16) 

Oboe Concerto 
 Familiar enough though I don’t know it intimately. Holliger is above reproach. (Mh16) 
Mädchenblumen, op 22 (volume 5) 
 Four lyrics by one Felix Dahn that compare women to flowers – not very literary, and 

Strauss sets them with great sentiment. The second sounds like cutesy Wolf, but Ìvy 
modulates with subtlety. The last and longest is parlando verging on arioso. Kiera 
Duffy`s voice is high, very light, but capable of some expression. (Muskoka—Jy16) 

11 Lieder 
 A mixed bag – the precious “Morgen” is here, plus a couple of mother songs, “Meinem 

Kinde” (a lullaby) and “Mütterändelei.” “Junghexenlied” is German witchcraft, and “Ich 



schwebe” a nice waltz song. The others are a Strauss average: too much straining for high 
notes? (Muskoka—Jy16) 

6 Brentano Lieder, op 68 
 Strauss’s most significant songs between the popular early ones and the Vier letzte 

Lieder. He orchestrated them too, but they are seldom performed as a set in either format. 
Poems by Claus Brentano, collector of the Magic Wonderhorn. (1) “An die Nachht” in 
slow 6 is full of wild remote modulations. (2) “Ich woll’ ein Strausslein binden” narrates 
a fantasy about the lover reaching for a flower which asks not to be picked – wistful. (3) 
“Säuste liebe Myrthe” is a lovely soundscape song – doves, crickets, murmuring streams. 
(4) “Als mir dein Lied erklang” presents the lover’s song in the piano, while the voice 
comments and builds to an ecstatic outpouring in verse 3. (5) “Amor,” i.e. Cupid, lets his 
wings catch fire – leading to a burst of coloratura. A virtuoso show-stopper à la 
Zerbinetta (or Ravel’s Fire). (6) “Lied der Frauen” is a lengthy conclusion subjecting the 
coloratura to a noisy stormy accompaniment and low passages. Yes, this is an important 
set of songs. (Ag16) 

20 Lieder 
 Schwanewilms’ Strauss recital is utterly beautiful. “Die Nacht” is one of the pinnacles of 

all Lieder, and Schwanewilms sings it weightlessly to perfection. Wow! “Geduld” is a 
subtle carpe diem lyric set in simple 6/8, voice nearly parlando, and a fine climax. Three 
songs on Julius Dahn verses are superb – “All’ mein’ Gedanken” well known, “Du 
meines Herzens Krönelein” is a love song that lingers repeatedly on a high note for “du.” 
“Ach Lieb’” is a desolate valediction – a gorgeous set. “O wärst du mein!” is an unhinged 
expressionist cry after hopeless love. “Ruhe meine Seele” is less familiar than I thought 
but yet another study in emotional angst and stasis. In the three Lieder of op. 29 
transforms verses of a minor poet, Julius Bierbaum, into high art. “Traum durch die 
Dämmerung” is a major hit, simple, accessible, subtle harmonically. “Schlagende 
Herzen” captures young love – Sophie or Cherubino – in its Kling-Klang. “Nachtgang” 
about a ghostly lover is the most complex emotionally, harmonically. “Blaue Sommer” 
and “Weisse Jasmin” were wedding offerings – the first has an unusual fortissimo climax. 
Klopstock’s “Rosenband” is a gorgeous premonition of Rosenkavalier, like 
“Waldseligkeit” a revelation of earthly paradise. Wow! “Wiegenliedchen,” a perfect 
lullaby. The second of the Alsatian Volkslieder was a favorite with Schwarzkopf, with its 
comic innuendos. “Blindenklage” makes claims to be a dramatic scene, the lament of a 
blind man with irregular angular phrases – daring but not a favorite. (Ag16)  

Duetsche Motette, op 62 
 Strauss’s choral music on Equilbey’s CD can be heard like Renaissance music, tracing 

the polyphony or letting it wash. But why does this thick, multi-voiced choral texture 
always seem to demand pantheistic texts? Strauss’s motet starts from a poem by Rückert, 
“Die Schöpfung ist zur Ruh,” and the twenty-voice setting (including four solo lines) runs 
20’. I thought it was even longer. The thick textures are hard to discern – only the solo 
voices thread through the mass. Stanza 3 becomes active, stanza 4 is built on fugato. Not 
as scary as I expected from a listener’s standpoint, but obviously a terror to sing. Cf 
Friede auf Erden. (Jy17) 

Traumlicht, op 123/2 



 One of three men’s choruses published in 1935, again a Rückert poem about transcendent 
light in darkness. Texture is simpler but down in the bass clef with fearsome modulations. 
But why not record all three? There’s lots of room. (Jy17) 

Zwei Gesänge, op 34 
(I) Der Abends: 16 voices in four choirs, 12’. Text not attributed. Phoebus the radiant 

God comes to rest. Sustained high notes get shared around the sopranos and tenors of 
four choirs, a virtual stasis. Again, difficult modulations and sinking chromatics make 
intonation fearsome. 

(II) Hymne: Rückert’s poem consoling Jakob after the loss of Joseph. Two choirs of 
rigidly specified numbers, a semichorus for the consoling refrain and a full chorus, 
SATB à 12, for the lyric. Last section is a solemn fugue in which the choirs remain 
distinct, with a thickly voiced affirmation at the end. What a glorious CD! (Jy17) 

Alpine Symphony, op 64 
[I was sure there were notes on an earlier hearing.] BBC recording has 22 tracks and a 
detailed programme. Sunrise is the first big moment and motif. Ascent has a vigorous 
dotted rhythm motif – offstage horns. The wood is darker but full of birds, a 5’ idyll. 
Mounting excitement to the waterfall – unmistakable – and a section called Apparition. 
(Is this from Schumann’s Manfred or something else?) – then another idyll in a pasture 
with cowbells. Through thicket to glacier and touchy dangers make an increasingly 
agitated passage, hesitating silences, before reaching den Gipfel und Vision, solo oboe 
questioning, answered by warm strings, triumphant brass – touches of Rosenkavalier and 
Heldenleben mixed with Sunrise motif. The Vision passes, mists rise, the sun darkens, 
misterioso. The descent includes Elegie, Stille vor der Sturm (timp roll), und der Gewitter 
und Sturm (wind machine), as vigorous ascent motif runs through. Sunset arrives with 
brass chorale. Final Sounds – a quasi-sacred section with organ and brass ending 
withreturn of Night. Magnificent, overwhelming I’m sure in live performance, but 
lacking the big Straussian tune. (S17)   

4 Lieder 
On Lucia Popp’s Jugendstil CD. “Ein Obdach gegen Sturm” (Rückert) and “Blauer 
Sommer” (Carl Busse) get Strauss’s in-and-out-of-key with some soaring lines. Dehmel’s 
Wiegenliedchen” also draws the best from Strauss, a most original lullaby, chromatic yet 
innocent and charming. Karl Heskell’s “Ich schwebe” (“I soar”) is a perfect finish. (Ja18) 

Also sprach Zarathustra, op 30 
BBC disc, 35’. Familiar terrain but with informative road map. Sunrise – the grand 
fanfare. Dwellers in outer lands – Blakean pastoral innocence, gorgeous (but confining). 
The Great Longing (for something higher). Jots and Passions – love and its sufferings. 
Der Grablied – loss. Von der Wissenschaft, or science and learning, a grotesque fugue, 
building to a release of joy reconsidered. Convalescing – restates the main theme more 
forcefully, insistently, crescendo – then questions, reviving, beginning in 3 meter before 
Tanzlied, the climax and longest section. The full power of life triumphant, beginning 
with solo violin, building to loudest point (those chimes!). Nachtwandlerlied returns to 
gorgeous string sound of the beginning, winding down to quiet end. Performance of the 
Welsh orchestra is presentable but far from as overwhelming as it ought to be. (Ap19)    

Tod und Verklärungen, op 24 
Standard rep, courtesy BBC Music. Nice performance. I know the piece very well. (O19) 

Don Quixote, op 35 



I remember Yves Troendle asking me which was the best of the Strauss tone poems. I 
mentally clicked through them in my head and said Don Quixote. He grinned – right 
answer! I still think so. The combination of simplicity and complexity, the lucid outline 
and multiple lines of counterpoint, the characterization of each variation and of the 
soloists, the extraordinary orchestration – which alternates between full orchestra and 
chamber group, and the utter beauty and rightness of the Finale. It’s an overwhelming 
masterpiece. I listed to it on Youtube, with score, while in hospital. (Ap20) 

IGOR STRAVINSKY 
Piano Sonata (1924) 

Stravinsky at his most rigorously neo-classical: mild dissonance, tonal feeling 
throughout, though not strongly directional. Three short movements with metronome 
indications rather than expression marks. Surprised at how familiar it sounds (moreso 
than Bloch Sonata). Model is Bach, though I seems roughly sonata form, running notes; 
II in ABA, with striding bass; III running notes, canonic.  Pattern music, not percussive 
like Bartok (Je08). Familiar now, IS’s extreme venture into 1920s abstraction. I don’t 
think I like Béroff’s playing. Try comparisons. (O10) 

Threni – id est Lamentationes Jeremiae Prophetae 
I have finally heard it: Stravinsky’s most unforgiving venture into 12-tone territory, more 
of Webern than Schoenberg, but at 35" larger than anything in Webern. IS’s special dry 
sound: all reedy winds (contrabass sarrusaphone, no bassoons) and brass, strings hardly 
evident except for pizz and harmonics. Exceeding difficulties of choral writing tempered 
by unison writing and spoken bits. Writing for soloists is tortured, but no extreme ranges. 
(D08) Revisiting Stravinski’s impossible masterpiece in a fine new recording by Philippe 
Herreweghe, who shaves several minutes from the timing and induces a clear, natural 
sound from his masterful Dutch choir. I am struck by the shaping of the text – 
Querimonia, Sensus spei, Solacium – framed by short intro and coda; by the symmetrical 
treatment of the voicing within each section; by the movement from utter harshness to 
relative spaciousness; by the balanced treatment of men and women; by the return of 
orchestra in the final parts. The liner compares the settings of the Hebrew letters to 
medieval gold illuminations, but that’s true only for the first part – the treatment varies. 
I’ve noticed only the obvious things. For all Stravinski’s talk about the objectification of 
a dead language, this is very moving – Plorans ploravit. (Mild critique – the solo tenor is 
too far forward.) (S16) 

Three Japanese Lyrics; Two Poems of Konstantin Balmont 
IS imitating Schoenberg? The early Japanese settings were inspired in part by Pierrot 
Lunaire and use the same ensemble and could take their place without discomfort. The 
Balmont settings of 1954 surprisingly sound earlier: snatches of Russian tune, phrasal 
rhythms, marvelous suggestion of cooing dove in the winds. Sung in Russian. Brilliant 
miniatures seldom heard. (O09) 

Scènes de ballet 
Neoclassical ballet, 18', the only one I don’t remember hearing. It has the suavity of 
Apollo, rhythm less irregular than usual, but the apotheosis doesn’t get off the ground. 
(Ag10) Sixteen-minute ballet written for a Billy Rose variety show on Broadway 
celebrating the Seven Arts. Conceived as an homage to nineteenth-century French ballet, 
primarily Giselle it seems. Loud dissonances call attention to a series of affectionate, 
charming parodies, and a grand grand curtain! Love that trumpet solo! (D18) 



Three Scenes from Petrouchka; Piano Rag Music; Tango 
The Petrouchka pieces, very familiar of course, make a great virtuoso solo splash. Good 
repertoire (and good business for IS). The Rag Music is only a bit later (1919), but very 
much more dissonant, abstracted. The Tango from 1940 is mellowed, not nearly as spiky. 
Did IS know of Piazzola? (S10) 

Capriccio for Piano & Orchestra 
In three movements, bright, cheerful: opens with big upward flare like Symphony in 
Three Movements. Middle movement a neo-classic tick-tock. Cheerful Final. Great 
Stravinsky, spiky, unmistakable: it sounds quite difficult to play. (S10) 

Concerto for Piano & Winds 
Earlier than the Concertino, more severe. Opens with dry-as-alum Largo, goes into 
metronomic Allegro (though Béroff and Ozawa are not perfectly in sync). Bachian Air. 
Final Allegro, brief return of opening before brief Coda. Vintage. (S10) 

Mouvements for Piano & Orchestra 
Very late work in Stravinsky’s Webern mode (do I hear a mandolin?): five tiny, abstract 
movements. A careful hearing reveals Stravinsky’s fingerprints. (S10) 

Piano Sonata in F# minor 
Stravinsky imitating Rachmaninoff? A student piece written for Rimsky, dutifully 
Romantic, lush, pianistic. Layout in 4 big movements, the Allegro over 10'. Vivo is a 
brittle Scherzo. Both the Andante and the Finale are amazingly pedestrian, cranked out. 
One could look hard for premonitions, but this is sheer student stuff, not even on a level 
with the E♭ Symphony. (O10) 

Piano Serenade in A 
I’ve never heard this piece, crafted to fit on 4 sides of 78rpm records. Hymne sounds 
severer than a Serenade: neo-classic, acerbic. Romanza is unsentimental, capriccioso. 
Rondoletto is moto perpetuo sewing-machine music. Cadenza Finale is not a virtuoso 
flourish but a gentle cadence. Nice minor Stravinsky. (O10) 

Early piano works 
Scherzo is weak Liadov. Souvenir d’une marche boche seems scandalous in 1915 
wartime. Valse pour les enfants a trifle, could be Satie. (O10) 

Four Études 
Interesting work: fancy pianism reminiscent of Scriabin. Very effective rep. (O10)  

Le cinq doigts – 8 easy pieces for 5 fingers 
Compositional challenge written for pianist’s hands in fixed position, requiring digital 
independence, each less than a minute long. No 5 is very familiar. The set later 
orchestrated as Eight Instrumental Miniatures. (O10) 

Etude for Pianola           
Short piece on Spanish motifs from 1917. The earliest significant piece written for piano 
roll, written on six staves. It would probably need six hands. (O10) 

The Firebird 
The complete ballet score, courtesy of BBC. Stravinsky was wise to carve a Suite from 
this score, as he never did for Petrouchka or Le Sacre. (My11) 

Suite Italienne 
For cello & piano. Six sections from Pulcinella, arranged, become almost a different 
piece of music. A recital starter, it fascinated me visually with the cellist expertly getting 
the measure of the fingerboard. With all its double stops, it struck me as extremely 



difficult to play. (live, Romanenko & Yoshikawa, Mh12) Six movements, 18’. The 
familiar music of Pulcinella, so familiar, refitted to the talents of Samuel Dushkin. It’s 
odd, Perelman’s playing is so alien to both Pergolesi and Stravinsky, yet it works. The 
1976 recorded sound, alas, is boxy. (My18)   

Le Sacre du printemps 
I haven’t heard it in years yet it remains as familiar as yesterday – even performed in a 
crazy transcription for piano, just two hands. I thought it was like watching a one-man 
band, an astonishing stunt, and it had to be heard live. No recording would do it justice. 
Frantic. Kimura Parker still has to learn where the conductor allows the music to breathe. 
(Wolf Hall, live--O13) 

Three Pieces for String Quartet 
These are never programmed. I was lucky to hear them at all, much less done by the Ying 
group,  with such intense care for timbre. Wow! (Jeffery concerts, live Ap15) 

Concerto, 2 pianos 
As I recall, Stravinsky wrote this for himself and his son Soulima to perform – but I don’t 
remember ever hearing it. Stravinsky says it’s his favorite among his instrumental pieces. 
It’s good vintage neo-classic Stravinsky, all dry staccato making the pianos transparent, 
the scale bits staying in background behind melodic and sustained notes. Notturno sets 
four Variations on a theme over a steady beat with curious squiggles over top. Great 
movement! Finale has a slow Preludio before Finale over rapid repeating notes. (Ja16)  

5 Easy Pieces, 4 hands; 3 Easy Pieces, 4 hands. 
These were written for himself for himself to play with his children, very short, charming 
character pieces, although I can’t say that “Balalaika” is a convincing likeness. Galop has 
an Offenbach feel. March, Waltz, and Polka occupy Petrushka territory and cry out for 
orchestration. Easy listening filler after the bigger Stravinsky and Debussy works. (Ja16)    

Ragtime 
 Little 5’ piano piece after Scott Joplin (?) with marvelous Stravinskiazation. (Ja16) 
The Five Fingers 

Katia Labèque gives just three tiny movements, much gentler than the hyper-staccato 
Easy Pieces. The second has appeared as a CBC signature. (Ja16) 

Valse des fleurs, 4 hands; Tango, 2 pianos 
 The last is a marvelous Victor Babin arrangement – a tasty encore. (Ja16) 
Anthem 

This setting of Eliot’s lines once left me cold; but Herreweghe’s performance is so clear 
and moves so  easily, I seem to grasp it, and the mirroring of the two stanzas. Wow! (S16) 

Requiem Canticles 
[I was sure an earlier hearing was recorded here!] Beautiful sure, expressive recording 
made by Herreweghe. My recollection was that the music was less sustained, more 
Webernesque than Threni, but no, the movements are just shorter. The Stravinskian 
gestures are still very much to the fore – the rhythmic motor, the repetitions, the reedy, 
brassy orchestration. Symphony of Psalms is not that far away, despite the dissonance. If 
anything, too condensed. (S16) 

Da pacem Domine 
 SEE Gesualdo. 
Firebird Suite 



On CBC while driving to Muskoka. It really is a miraculous piece – parts of it outdoing 
Scriabin and Ravel, while the Princesses would fit into Scheherezade without a problem. 
So many new ideas in that Infernal Dance! A treat to hear again. (Jy17) 

Divertimento from Le Baiser de la Fee 
Six movements, 22’. Stravinsky recycles both Tchaikovsky and himself in one of his only 
three pieces for violin and piano. I’ve never listened to this piece before. It’s possibly 
more compelling than its orchestral version, both for virtuosity and for the violin’s 
capacity to project Tchaikovsky’s lyrical sentiment – so non-characteristic of Stravinsky. 
I wonder what were Stravinsky’s sources? I only recognize Danses suisses. The piece 
sounds absolutely fiendish. (My18) 

Duo Concertante 
Five movements, 15’. Stravinsky’s only original work for violin and piano, one of my 
favorites – I don’t know why it’s not played more often. Maybe because it’s so difficult 
without being flashy. The great Gigue with its amusing arco/pizzicato is the centerpiece, 
a visual as well as musical performance piec. Then Stravinsky tops it with the Dithyramb, 
plunging it into high tragedy. He’s always got one more surprise. Masterpiece. (My18) 

L’Histoire du Soldat 
I’ve never seen this popular piece nor even heard the entire score through. The three 
actors’ parts (Narrator, Devil, Soldier) are here given to one, the female dances must be 
imagined, but the seven-piece ensemble is all there, and the music all seems quite 
familiar. For 1918 the imagination is stunning – the unorthodox ensemble, a mix of 
circus, gipsy, and klezmer. Astonishing. The harmonic language is daring enough, but the 
timbres are extraordinary. The piece looks forward to Les Noces and then to the entire 
career of Carl Orff, but also to the Weill of Dreigroschenoper. Masterpiece 
unquestionably. (My18) 

Octet for Winds 
I thought I knew this piece, but what I remember is the loud fanfare passage after the 
Tema in Movement II. The opening Sinfonia has a perky, even snarky motif. The fanfare 
holds the variation movement together as a ritornello. Bassoonists must love this piece – 
they lead in the Finale. (My18) 

Le Baiser de la fée 
Complete score, 43’. I’ve paid little attention to this piece, which I didn’t like when I first 
heard it – was it when Stravinsky conducted it? The booklet is fascinating. Stravinsky’s 
unexpected affinity for Tchaikovsky, due of course to their favor for ballet, and also 
Tchaikovsky’s underground classicism and his European orientation. The music always 
sounds almost like Tchaikovsky, nearly all from lesser known sources and some of it 
unidentifiable (!). I know nothing of the narrative of this story ballet, taken from Hans 
Christian Anderson, about an infant kissed by the Ice Princess. Major Tchaikovsky 
sources get identified, but isn’t that familiar bit in the Prologue from Nutcracker? The 
music is very reserved, compared with both the four earlier big ballets and Tchaikovsky’s 
wham-bang style. Tchaikovsky transformed into the style of Apollo, the kiss of the Ice 
Princess. Parts sound like a horn concerto. “None but the Lonely Heart” appears near the 
end. The music is enjoyable – I appreciate more knowing what it’s about, but it still 
seems too reserved to be wholly successful. (D18) 

Mass 
I’ve always warmed to the austerities of Stravinsky’s late Mass, with its wind astringency 



and refusal of prettiness. Here it is with children’s voices in the upper parts as he asked. 
How many masses have I heard through without grasping the symmetries? (A) Credo at 
the center, in three parts, with sin and mortality at the very center, human faith becoming 
divine glory in the doxology. (B) Three-fold confession of sin reflected in three-fold 
mystery of atonement in the outer sections. (C) Human emotion of praise and thanks in 
the Gloria, balanced by divine transcendence in the Sanctus (with the grace of divine 
blessing). (Mh20) 

Ave Maria; Pater noster; Credo 
Stravinsky disliked a cappella singing, apparently. These late motets are cast much on the 
model of Russian orthodoxy: no female voices, virtually homophonic, chant-like 
parlando (especially in the unfamiliar Credo), harmony diatonic, a few sevenths and 
added tones. Mininmalist, impersonal. Not even Crucifixus is moved by emotion. (Mh20) 

Tres Sacrae Cantiones [Gesualdo] 
Three motets by Gesualdo, who was a novelty in the 1950s. The originals lack the two 
lower voices, so Stravinsky supplied them in his own way. The results sound like neither 
Gesualdo nor Stravinsky, according to Gabriel Jackson. The effect is subtler than I 
expected, almost lost in the dense and busy part writing. Da pacem, more audible in 
Assumpta est M thick texture. (Mh20) 

Cantata 
A secular or “semi-sacred” choral work, featuring soprano and tenor soloists with the 
choir. Texts are celebrated anonymous medieval lyrics found in Auden’s anthology just 
after the completion of The Rake’s Progress. Structural complexities abound – see the 
liner notes. Lyke Wake Dirge is a ritornello, while the centerpiece is Tomorrow Shall Be 
My Dancing Day, the complete text (which includes some troublesome medieval 
anti-semitism). Canons abound in the music. Vocal settings are extremely angular and 
difficult. But the cumulative effect is strong. Tough but rewarding. (Mh20) 

Perséphone 
Was it the French declamation that scared me away? Not to mention the scarcity of 
recordings. But the work is pure charm, very appealing, light as air, the classical elegance 
of Apollo. One of Stravinsky’s most radiantly beautiful scores: it resembles Oedipus in 
genre busting, Apollo in its supple string writing. Gide was furious at Stravinsky’s 
treatment of his French, but I can’t imagine such dissimilar minds in agreement. The 
work fuses oratorio, mélodrame, dance and pantomime. (I) Abduction of Perséphone: 
Tenor sets the situation. Chorus is all delightful innocence and flowers (a Carmina burana 
spring!), but one flower is forbidden by chorus and tenor. She chooses the narcissus 
purposefully, out of charity for souls in Hades. 

   (II): In Hades: Tenor narrates Pluto’s abduction, taking spring from the earth. She wakes in  
confusion. “La mort du temps fait la vie éternelle.” You came to rule, not pity. 
Perséphone refuses the gifts of the dead. Tenor in a carnivalesque bit narrates her 
refusals, her tasting of the pomegranate. She wishes for her former life, the return of 
spring. “Le printemps, c’est toi.” She wanders, lost, and the chorus denies, but Tenor tells 
of Demeter and the newborn Demophoön, who will be Perséphone’s spouse. Hope rises. 

   (III): Perséphone reborn: Tenor narrates that Perséphone has returned, and the people have  
built a temple to Demeter. Choir and children’s choir celebrate the flowers. Perséphone 
wakens. The children sing that shadow still surrounds, but dance spreads happiness. 
Perséphone spells out her fate to Demphoön the ploughman, and also to Pluton, and 



assents out of love. Masterpiece. (Ap20)    
Agon 

One of my favorite Stravinsky scores, and very familiar. I was surprised to find that it’s 
not often recorded. It’s not really that hard to grasp. One of the fiddle solos seems lifted 
straight from L’Histoire du Soldat. Leinsdorf’s recording is crystal clear. (Jy20) 

Le Rossignol 
 Opera in three scenes, about 45’. Stravinsky began writing in 1908 while still a student of 
 Rimsky. He set Act I aside, having received the surprise commission from Diaghilev for 
 The Firebird, followed by Petruchka and Le Sacre, before being asked to complete the 
 work. It was premiered in 1914 in Paris, conducted by Monteux. It was then produced by 
 Diaghilev, who later persuaded Stravinsky to turn Acts II and III into Le Chant du 
 Rossignol in 1920. The stylistic bump doesn’t bother me, maybe because I still hear so 
 much Rimsky in the early ballets. OMG they sing it in Russian! The ending is too abrupt. 
  1/Introduction. 2/Fisherman calls to the Heavenly Spirit, Where is the 
 Nightingale I have listened for long? You catch the fish and turn them into birds. 3/ 
 The Nightingale sings: Do you hear? Oh weep in diamond tears. 4/Enter Cook, 
 Chamberlain, Bonze, and Courtiers. Here is where I hear the Nightingale sing every night 
 bringing tears of happiness. The Courtiers think they hear: No, it’s a cow, pagoda bells, 
 frogs. Listen, he’s in the tree. The Cook tells the Nightingale that the Emperor desires to 
 hear him. 5/The Nightingale agrees to sing for the Emperor. Courtiers compliment the 
 Cook: Our fate would be beating with bamboos if we failed. Fisherman: The songs of the 
 birds bring tears to the wise. 
  6/Entr’acte. Choir: Bring light, lanterns. They dance. We will tie bells to every 
 flower. Where is the Chief High Cook? Is the Nightingale large? Does he shine? No, he is 
 small and gray. 7/Chinese March: A fantastic Chines court appears – the Emperor and the 
 Nightingale present. 8/The Nightingale sings. The Emperor offers a reward, but the 
 Nightingale says no, the tears in your eyes are my reward. Enter three Japanese envoys 
 brining a mechanical Nightingale, a gift from their Emperor. 9/The mechanical bird 
 sings: oboe has a Beckmesser melisma over low pulsing. The real Nightingale flies away 
 unnoticed, but the Emperor wants to hear it again and, angered, banishes it and declares 
 the mechanical Nightingale official. He is carried away. Fisherman sings that the 
 Nightingale can conquer death. 
  10/The dying Emperor is surrounded by spectres of his past deed, the figure of 
 Death at his side. Musicians, play to me. The Nightingale appears and sings of the 
 Emperor’s gardens. 11/Death is enchanted. Why did you stop? The Nightingale bargains: 
 give him his crown, his sword, the moon shone sadly on the gravestones. Death 
 disappears. The Emperor offers to reinstate the Nightingale, but no, his tears are all the 
 reward he asks. I will return and sing nightly. 12/Cortège solenel. Courtiers, believing the 
 Emperor dead, draw back the bedcurtains and see the Emperor flooded with light in full 
 regalia. They bow. Curtain. Fisherman: The night is over, the day begins. Birds are the 
 spirit’s heavenly voice. (Ag20) 
ALESSANDRO STRIGGIO 
Missa Ecco sì beato; Ecce beatam lucem 

Extraordinary Motet and Mass for 40 voices, it inspired Tallis to write Spem in alium. 
The performance is done with instruments, as it would have been, not the more exacting a 
cappella tradition of English cathedral choirs, so it sounds much like a precursor to the 



Gabrielis and Monteverdi: not only in polychoral magnitude, but in pointing toward 
vertical rather than horizontal conceptualization of sound, the harmonic blocs 
foregrounded, the delightful fioriture caught by the ear in passing. Overwhelming, though 
somewhat short winded. Landmark CD. (N11) 

7 Madrigals 
More of Striggio, to fill out the Mass CD. (N11) 

GEORGE TEMPLETON STRONG 
Une jeune indienne 

Short piano piece using Native American motifs impressionistically. [I was sure I had 
notes here from the Adriano recording on Naxos!] (Je13) 

BARBARA STROZZI 
[Selections] 

Featured composer on Paolo Pietro Paolo's revival program. Very beautiful music, 
whatever it was he was playing. There's a recording by Suzi LeBlanc, another by a 
European group. The music very beautiful, and from what I could tell while driving, 
having a personal distinctiveness. (Jy18) 

DELPHIN STRUNGK 
Lass mich dein sein und bleiben 

Organ prelude on the Passion chorale with the usual text “O Haupt voll Blut und 
wunden.” Bart Jacobs uses a striking vox humana stop – I love it. Meunier Martin Luther 
CD. (O19)    

STEVEN STUCKY 
Four Album Leaves 

Stucky seems to be an emergent name but I’ve not heard his music before. These short 
piano pieces may not be the ideal intro, but in his own liner note he remarks on the 
difficulty of making the piano speak in a new way. He finds four solutions to the 
challenge, notably in the two faster staccato movements. Attractive, unusual set. (Mh13) 

Three Little Variations for David 
Novelties. David is David Zinman. The Variations are on Happy Birthday, all but 
unidentifiable.  Witty. (Mh13) 

Second Concerto for Orchestra 
Three movements, 26’. Overture begins with bang and twittering sounds – apparently 
with allusions to Stravinsky, Ravel, Sibelius, though I don’t recognize them. The liner 
notes describe an alphabetic code that Stucky uses to compliment friends and generate 
short motifs. Variations continues the bubbling beneath a sustained oboe line, passed 
among the winds – lots of pyramiding clusters, beautiful massed finish with upward scale 
motif, diminuendo. Finale is a rondo of sorts, a brass ritornello marking off episodes of 
showy stuff for different sections. Continued bubbling with added percussion, huge 
ending. (Ag18)     

MORTON SUBOTNICK 
Silver Apples of the Moon 

I missed this when it flashed by in the Sixties. Now I know what to expect and didn’t 
then. I knew the sounds would be familiar and old hat: I didn’t know if I could detect 
some clue to the piece’s popularity, besides sheer novelty. I couldn’t. Part I has nothing 
flashy, no strong “beat”: in fact, it’s rather uncompromising, and that I can respect. II has 



passages of repetition, a relentless crescendo that thankfully does not go over the top, and 
other passages of pulsation. (Ja12) 

The Wild Bull 
Similar, but more nasal, sustained whiny sounds, maybe more complex textures.  (Ja12) 

JOSEF SUK  
A Fairy Tale 

Dvorak style with Straussian orchestra and touches of greater chromaticism.  
Four-movement Suite from incidental music. Nice stuff. More imposing than most such 
Suites, but less ambitious than A Summer’s Tale.  (D08) 

Symphony No 2 in C minor, op 27 “Asrael”   
Hour-long Symphony, four slow movements surrounding central Vivace. Mahlerian in 
conception, scope, orchestration, and achievement. I: Highly episodic, sounds like 
Mussorgsky’s Boris at times.  II: The transparency of arid desolation. III: Demoniac 
scherzando, recalling Mahler’s Second, digresses to Romantic yearning, returns to tragic 
frenzy. Part Two: IV: Crushing adagio with wistful bits B emotionally complex. V: 
Angry timpani, brass, yielding to sadly consoling, merely acquiescent major key. 
Compare with Mahler’s Sixth?  (F09)  

Praga, op 26 
Patriotic tone poem featuring Hussite theme previously used in Smetana’s Ma Vlast and 
Dvorak’s Hussitska: would fit comfortably in Smetana’s cycle. Grandiose finale with full 
brass, organ, chimes.  At least it’s louder than its precursors.  (Mh09) 

Ripening, op 34 
Large tone poem, a coming to terms with death and life: a kind of Heldenleben on a more 
modest scale, but with scherzando struggle against enemies, large orchestra, offstage 
female chorus.  Described as Suk’s most complex work.  (Mh09) 

Piano Trio in C minor, op 2 
Guessing, I’d say early to middle Dvorak. Not a bad compliment. Earnest motto, lovely 
second subject. Andante a kind of Czech habañera, Finale a witty 6/8 with great tune. 
Fine piece of modest pretension: doesn’t take itself too seriously.  (Je09) 

Elegy for Piano Trio, op 23 
An attractive ABA cavatina with strong B section, a surprise passage of beautiful 
elevated chorale.  (Je09) 

Piano Quartet in A minor, op 1 
Very impressive op 1. On the same level as Dohnanyi’s? Not quite, but fine material, 
resounding climaxes. Fault: Suk, a string player, keeps piano too much in subservient 
role, no pianistic flourishes. Allegro a bit bombastic, but a rewarding piece. (Je09)  

Piano Quintet in G minor, op 8 
I wish I hadn’t read Suk’s dismissive comment. Not deeply felt? Perhaps not, but well 
made, effort to display piano to advantage, try broader harmonic range and textures. The 
Romantic unwillingness to accept objective work perhaps damaged him. (Je09) 

Quartet No 1 in B♭, op 11; Allegro giocoso in B♭ 
Suk not straining after intense feeling, more relaxed, folksy – very nice. Shares Dvorak’s 
weakness for excessively elaborate accompaniment figures. Good character in 
Intermezzo, warmth in Adagio. Finale exists in two forms, like Beethoven op 132 in B♭. 
Original a bit ragged, folkish mode. Later movement is in a different harmonic world, 
more elaborate, touches of Ravel, premonitions of Janacek. (Je09) 



Quartet No 2 (in one movement), op 31 
Completely unprepared for by the earlier chamber work: wholly original, a major work in 
the repertoire and a masterpiece. Suk as the true link between Dvorak and Janacek: a 
single half-hour movement that morphs along, unpredictable yet giving an impression of 
formal control. Suk travelled farther than Frank Bridge, and more effectively. Wow! Je09) 

Tempo di Minuetto; Meditation on St Wenceslas, op 35a 
Minor fillers: a little tune; a peculiar little piece, somber, the familiar carol not part of it. 
Doesn’t Martinu have a similar cello piece?  (Je09) 

Melody for Two Violins; Minuet; Ballad in D minor 
Two trifles plus a substantial virtuosic student work. (Je09) 

Four Pieces for Violin and Piano, op 17 
Ballata: enigmatic harmonies: B section a soaring air of defiance, returning to A. 
Appassionato: deciso, B section lyrical, returning to A. Triste: lovely arioso. Burleska: 
the familiar Scherzo-Finale.  More substantial than modest title suggests.  (Je09) 

Ballad & Serenade, cello & piano, op 3 
Melodious recital fodder.  (Je09) 

Nosegay Bagatelle; Barcarolle in B♭ for String Quartet; Ballad in D minor 
Easy, charming student piece. Two quartet movements from student days.  (Je09) 

Elegy; Sousedská 
Two occasional pieces for ill-assorted ensembles, curiosities for the peculiar sound 
worlds. Elegy has dramatic pitch. Sousedská sounds like village band. This is a CD for 
Suk completists, the only piece of real value being op 17.  (Je09) 

Sir ARTHUR SULLIVAN 
The Tempest – incidental music 

Pleasing, Mendelssohnian, yes. The Prelude sounds like beginning of a tragedy, but that 
changes. Melodious, but no harmonic surprises.  (Jy09) 

The Gondoliers 
The wonderful 1983 Stratford production, not for purists, with Father Paul Massel, 
Deborah Milsom, Eric Donkin, Douglas Chamberlain, Richard MacMillan – the old 
crew. The topicality, even the doll dance, have lost some sparkle, but not the wonderful 
score. (F11)  

Patience 
I’ve never seen a production of this operetta, and the Australian version is a gem. 
Anthony Warlow as Grosvenor, Dennis Olsen as Bunthorne, Heather Begg as Lady Jane 
B unforgettable. The look of the production is Pre-Raphaelite to the last detail, quite 
astonishing, and everything is perfect. Somehow it’s funnier played in macho Australia at 
the Sydney Opera House. G&S at their deadliest. (Je11)  

The Pirates of Penzance 
Not the best of the Stratford G&S, with poor Jeff Hyslop pretending to be a tenor. 
Carolyn Tomlin is a very good Mabel, while Brent Carver and Douglas Chamberlain are 
wonderful stage animals. This is the show I reviewed rather cruelly, and Pat Galloway 
withdrew from the role of Ruth shortly after the opening. Meanwhile, at FSA in the 
afternoon we saw Darryl Edwards’ group do a concert singalong version: Andrew Haji 
and Claire de Sévignée beautiful young lyric voices in the leads, and an extraordinary 
Greek basso Constantine Meglis. Great fun, including the singing. I laugh at “With 
catlike tread” every time I think of it. (S11); Stratford production, not terribly satisfactory. 



The director, a first timer with G&S, didn’t know whether to do a “faithful” 
representation or a topical, updated one, and fell between stools. Neither the Major 
General nor the Policeman had enough presence, and there was too much pratfall farce, 
not enough Victorian elegance. To me, Pirates itself is less vivacious than some of the 
others, partly because the entrance of the Queen at the end never works as it should, at 
least when I’ve seen it. (live, Jy12) Anthony Warlow, again at Don and Merran’s, as both 
the Pirate King and the Judge in Trial by Jury. The Australians again have the style down 
to a T, and Warlow actually has a good baritone, a real voice. (D12) 

Pineapple Poll 
G & S tunes done up as a ballet by MacKerras, with enriched orchestration. Bright and 
sparkly of course. Many tunes are very familiar, and those that aren’t sound like they are. 
Good fun. (My12) 

The Mikado 
Sing-along choruses at FSA with Darryl Edwards’ students once again. Constantine 
Meglis (a giant of a man) and Andrew Haji were back, with Kathryn White as 
Yum-Yum, getting ready to be a Flower Maiden at the Met. Emily D’Angelo (Peep-Bo) 
is Marion and Bert Wilson’s granddaughter. Marion Newman (a slim Katisha) is an 
extraordinarily dark First Nations true contralto who will be a fine character singer. (S12) 

Trial by Jury 
I’ve never actually seen nor heard this bit of fluff through, but the Australian production 
was a perfect introduction, or would have been, had I not been half deaf and unable to 
pick up much of the Gilbertian with. The gist of it came across. (D12) 

The Yeoman of the Guard 
Darryl Edwards’ students again. I didn’t realize that Yeoman was a more ambitious 
production than the other G & S pieces. The music is less memorable than the more 
popular works. Poor Jack Point has the best numbers, the lovely “Misery Me” duet with 
the arm-breaking accompaniment and the “paid to be funny” number. The plot is 
impossibly complicated. (S15) 

CARLOS SURINACH 
Piano Quartet 

Spanish-inflected but seriously worked out. CS is not really a Spanish Hindemith, but he 
was trained in Franco’s Spain and studied in Hitler’s Germany, where this was written in 
1944. (He later became an American citizen). Solid, strong piece. (D09) The earliest of the 
four Surinach pieces on the CD, with more overt Spanish flavor. Texture light, 
rhythmically energetic, with some cluster dissonance and cross rhythm. Middle 
movement has impressionist gauze, bitonal spice, passionate second idea with strings in 
octaves. Finale works triple/duple dance rhythm. Not bad. (Ap16) 

Doppio Concertino 
For solo violin and piano, seven instruments and percussion. The piece recalls Falla’s 
Harpsichord Concerto – a more acidic neo-classicism with a Spanish feel. In three 
movements. Ritualistic procession, repetitions, great sound (straight out of Stravinsky). 
Finale is dryly serious dance. I thought Surinach was Mexican, but he was American born 
in Spain. (Ap16) 

Concerto for String Orchestra 
Three movements, major 28’ piece reworked from a string quartet. First movement 
presents busy, fussy sixteenth notes and Bartokian gestures. Second features solo cello, 



left-hand pizzicato. Four-note chromatic figure worked to death, no forward motion: B 
section faster, a little ritual dance. Third has more busy sixteenths, fragments of a 
rhythmic folktune. Quite awful, alas. (Ap16) 

Flamenco Cyclomythia 
Substantial 9’ violin and piano piece, flamenco flavored, with some flashy virtuoso fiddle 
stuff, quite dissonant. (Ap16) 

FRANZ XAVER SÜSSMAYR 
Clarinet Concerto in B♭ 
 Short 12’ Concerto by Mozart’s most famous pupil begins, alas, with a bare triad rising 

pompously to the heights, plus a steal, note for note, from Mozart’s A major Violin 
Concerto. Matters improve, but Süssmayr never assumes command. There’s an 
interesting quasi-cadenza bit in development. (Ap14) 

JOHAN SVENDSEN 
Quartet in A minor, op 1 

Lovely romantic quartet. (My08) 
Octet in A, op 3 

Gorgeous, particularly middle movements; full-blooded, passionate slow movement. 
Double quartet on model of Spohr. (My08) 

Symphony No 1 in D, op 4 
Svendsen was fully formed from the start. This youthful Symphony is conventional but 
beautiful. This is the piece that caused Grieg to withdraw his only Symphony, and yes, 
Svendsen’s is better. Allegro is a brisk jaunt with some Norsk chromatics. Andante 
warmly lyrical, beautiful horn solo. Allegretto a Norwegian dance, brilliant orchestration. 
Finale opens seriously, starts rousing theme, but develops second subject with strange 
harmonies. The whole could be tightened, especially second and fourth movements. (F11) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 15 
Opens with gentle pulsing melody, unfolds lyrically. Andante deeply reflective with 
nicely restrained climax: a bit too long. Intermezzo a charming Norwegian folk-dance. 
Finale goes on too long: this seems to be Svendsen’s prevailing sin. (F11) 

Norwegian Artists’ Carnival, op 4 
Festive carnivalesque Overture, folksy with a big tune. Good rep. (Mh11) 

Romeo and Juliet, op 18 
Symphonic Poem. The inevitable comparison with Tchaikovsky’s hackneyed masterwork 
does not show Svendsen in a good light: he has the sentimentality but not the big tune; 
Mercutio without the violence; sorrow without the blackness of tragedy. I wonder if it 
might not seem a better piece under a different title? (Mh11) 

Carnival in Paris, op 9 
Another carnivalesque concert piece running to 13'. Frenchness is not obvious, but the 
joie de vivre is. Unpretentious, sweet. (Mh11) 

Zarahayda, op 11 
Symphonic Poem based on the legend of the Alhambra as told by Washington Irving. 
Again, there’s little Spanish or Moorish flavor, but the solo violin with water-drip 
pizzicato accompaniment materializes the Princess’s spirit nicely. Valuable, viable bit of 
romantic fantasy, with traces of early Wagner. (Mh11) 

Festpolonaise, op 12 
The unfavorable Tchaikovsky comparison is inevitable: nice but not indelible. (Mh11) 



Andante funêbre  
Svendsen here sounds most like Grieg: exalted sorrow, personal loss, but no sense of 
public ceremony. (Mh11) 

Sigurd Slembe, op 8 
Concert Overture for play by Bjornson well known to Norwegians. The piece stands well 
enough on its own – Svendsen at his most convincing. (Mh11) 

Ifjol gjætt e gjeitinn, op 31  
Icelandic song arranged as a set of Variations for strings: almost as gorgeous as Grieg’s 
Elegiac Melodies. (Mh11) 

Norwegian Rhapsody No 1, op 17 
Short, light, folksy concert piece. Slow intro, then a familiar dance tune, then a slow viola 
melody, then closure returning to dance tune. I wondered if this sets a pattern, but the 
other Rhapsodies use different structures. Nice rep. (Mh11) 

Norwegian Rhapsody No 2, op 19 
Dispenses with intro, plunges into dance tune treated as Variations, slows tempo B triple 
time tune familiar, sounds like a new tune B quickstep for final section.  (Mh11) 

Norwegian Rhapsody No 3, op 21 
Begins with three-step, woodwinds prominent: melancholy section for strings, solo horn: 
lively dance with some romantic sentiment.  (Mh11) 

Norwegian Rhapsody No 4, op 22 
Slow intro: dance tune with just a hint of hardunger fiddle (the only time): melancholy 
minor key passage: final quickstep. These Rhapsodies have an inevitable sameness, yet a 
great deal of charm and polish. (Mh11) 

JAN PIETERSZOON SWEELINCK 
21 Motets 

Fascinating texture on the cusp of the great transition from late Renaissance to early 
Baroque: Renaissance sound, but mostly homophonic, little imitation, and using organ 
not to double all parts but only the bass as continuo (sometimes independent?). Texts are 
mostly, but not all, joyous; lots of rhythmic energy, alleluiahs, some metrical changing. 
No minute word painting or sharp dissonances.  This was maybe the normative style for 
a while. “Cantate Domino,” “Hodie.” (Mh09)  

22 Organ works: Fantasia chromatica 
After Merulo, Seelinck sounds very forward looking indeed, though still a product of the 
late Renaissance. Herrick describes the larger works as “free form” works. This Fantasia 
is built on a descending chromatic figure which seems fairly unvocal: pure instrumental 
music, with little flourishes in either hand. Herrick’s instrument uses untempered 
intonation, with a chiff that sounds like fingernails, and an ornamental ratchet. He also 
gives interesting comment in the notes on period fingering. (Mh10) Fantasia Chromatica 
begins with descending chromatic line, which sustains through the piece on and on 
without cadence: a triumph of unfolding invention. (Ag20) 

Fantasia in A Phrygian 
Less chromatic but longer and more complex contrapuntally, with teasing between B and 
B♭ in the theme. The sections are easy to hear, marked by prominent augmentation, then 
diminution: a monument of Renaissance counterpoint. (Mh10) 

Echo Fantasia  



Shorter piece works its antiphonal keyboard tricks with variety in phrase length and 
registration. (Mh10) 

Ricercar 
Nearly as grand as the Phrygian Fantasia, built on an angular theme that’s subjected to 
augmentation, diminution, and echo effects. (Mh10) 

Toccata 
Lacks the flash later implied by the title. (There’s that ratchet again.) (Mh10) 

Ballo del granduce, Erbarme dich, Est-ce que Mars? 
The remainder of the works are Variations on various sacred and secular tunes and 
dances, which are subjected to “divisions,” but less mechanically, I think, than in English 
virginal music. “Ballo” and “Est-ce Mars?” are the most often played, “Erbarme dich” 
the longest. “Ons geboren” is a Christmas carol. (Ap11)   

WACLAW SZAMOTUL 
Nunc scio vere 

Polish composer of the Renaissance (1514-1560) who worked in Lithuania. His choral 
work is all reconstructed from organ transcription. This is a prayer of thanks for 
deliverance. (Mh20) 

KAROL SZYMANOWSKI 
Piano Sonata No 1 in C minor, op 8 

Very conventional late romantic sonata, textbook harmony. Middle movements best, 
especially antique minuet. Inspiration for Paderewski? (My08) 

Concert Overture in E, op 12 
Spirit and gesture and sound of Strauss, say, Don Juan. Not plagiarized but an eerie 
likeness. (My09)  

Symphony No 1 in F minor, op 15; Study in B♭, op 4 
KS turned away from this piece himself: it sounds like brooding patches from Tristan or 
Heldenleben, but it’s impressive enough in its way for a short 19' Symphony. The Study 
is apparently KS’s version of Rachmaninoff’s C# minor Prelude. (My09)  

Symphony No 4 “Symphonie Concertante,” op 60 
Masterpiece. I’m enjoying this more than ever before, either dropping false expectations 
for late KS, or hearing it more clearly. Very Bartokian, in first movement especially, but 
echt Szymanowski at the same time. Atmospheric Andante (but not in “night music” 
mode). Marziale Finale. Beautifully performed and recorded. (My09) Beautifully done by 
Rattle, but I can’t say if it’s better than the Naxos version.  (Je10) 

Symphony No 3, op 27 “Song of the Night” 
Such a gorgeous masterpiece: I should know it better than I do. Tenor is apparently KS’s 
preference. The piece is slow-fast-slow without a break, with no soloist but wordless 
chorus in the faster section. When I’ve heard it before, it was with soprano and without 
text, though the text seems merely generic mysticism. Scriabin on uppers. (Je10)  

Violin Concerto No 1, op 35 
Tied with the Berg as my favorite Violin Concerto. Zehetmair has its measure: perhaps 
only a bit small toned, though it’s so hard to tell on recording. Otherworldly beyond 
words. (Je10) Nicola Benedetti nails it – the best recording since Oistrakh, and so well 
recorded that it works in the car. I realized I’ve never actually seen the music for this 
masterpiece. (O16) 

Songs of a Fairy-tale Princess, op 31 



Three songs in exotic mode on verses by KS’s sister, for high soprano. The middle song, 
“The Nightingale,” points to the obvious source work, Stravinsky’s Rossignol. The third 
song is a dance, highly rhythmic, but with a nothing ending. Strangely inconsequential. 
(Je10) Texts are by Szymanowski`s sister, Zofia. The first begins on a trill and a 
coloratura cadenza. The second, very similar. The third livelier, still high-lying florid 
writing for soprano. (Ja17) 

Love Songs of Hafiz, op 26 
Eight songs, ecstatic but not exotic, still under the aegis of Strauss, except Nos 6 & 7, so 
they suit a high-flying Strauss soprano (though Katerina Kornéus, who sings them 
beautifully, calls herself a mezzo). The set is glorious, beautifully plotted, the final song 
perfection: a true unknown masterpiece, a cross between Vier letzte Lieder and 
Scheherezade. (Je10) No texts, not even descriptions or tracks showing how many songs. 
There seem to be eight, all quite short. The music is in Szymanowski`s best mystical- 
orientalist vein. The first is languorous; the second, agitated and passionate; the third, a 
rhythmic waltz-like dance; the fourth, slow and dreamlike; the fifth seems more Western, 
voluptuous, closer to Tristan than King Roger (poor Minkiewicz is no heldentenor!); the 
sixth, other-worldly, with touches of Firebird; the seventh, more Firebird; the eighth, 
slow alto flute, voluptuous – fade to niente. Gorgeous stuff. (Ja17) 

Harnasie, op 55 
Ballet in 2 scenes, but the notes give no scenario. The music mixes the ecstatic 
Scriabinesque with the new-found Bartokian folk style with more defined rhythms for 
dancing and edgier textures. Story seems to turn on courtship and tavern wedding among 
outlaws in the Tatras, plus a raid by the “Harnasie.” Lots of singing, which I don’t 
remember from before, especially in Scene II. I’m beginning to appreciate KS’s later 
manner more. (Je10) 

Litany to the Virgin Mary, op 59 
Two gorgeous hymns for soprano, chorus and orchestra, written in a manner as spare and 
direct as anything in KS, but no less of that other-worldly sensation. Elzbeta Szmytka 
sings beautifully. (Je10) 

Stabat Mater, op 53 
One of the greatest settings: for 3 soloists, chorus & orchestra. The text (in Polish) is 
divided into 6 movements, allowing space for musical development. The late, spare style 
dominates, even arriving at a simple plagal cadence at the end of IV. The next is 
dramatic, with layered textures. KS pulls out all stops. The final prayer is melting. This 
was the piece I heard on that late-night radio documentary so many years ago, hiding 
under the covers. It got me hooked, no wonder.  (Je10) 

Violin Concerto No 2, op 61 
Like No 1, in 3 movements without a break, or even a distinct demarcation, but lacking 
the transcendent ecstasy of KS’s masterpiece. There are practical reasons why this piece 
gets played: the orchestra is smaller, the form easier to grasp, the ending conventionally 
big. And it’s a fine piece, passionate but not over the top, not dry like my recollection, 
though the second half has a Bartokian folk matrix. Which one did Kochansky like 
better? (Je10) 

Mythes, op 30 



To think when I was young hardly any of Szymanowski’s music was available on LP, 
and I was dying for a record of Mythes. The Naxos performance is fine but cautious: I 
recall Ida Haendel as wilder. Is Miri Yampolski related to my friend Peter? (Mh13) 

Songs of the Lovesick Muezzin, op 42 
 There seem to be no English translations of these songs anywhere. Here, the muezzin’s 

four songs (all less than three minutes long) are sung implausibly by female voice. 
Gertrud Ottenthal sings a German translation. The first song establishes the stylistic 
world as that of King Roger – Szymanowski’s ecstatic orientalist impressionism, the 
tessitura high – Roxana lives again! The last song is tragic Heard only as tone pictures 
with vocalises: these are very beautiful, in my favorite Szymanowski style! (D16) At least 
Stryza on Naxos has a male singer, though his voice is less than ideal. Are those goat 
trills in the first phrase? (Ja17) 

King Roger: Roxana`s Song. 
Clip from the full-length performance on Naxos, exotic, florid at first but settles into a 
modal, folk-like melody. I love it. (Ja17) 

3 Songs after Poems by Jan Kasprowicz, op 5 
These songs are significantly earlier, from 1902, orchestrated much later by Fitelberg. 
The Naxos notes talk about Szymanowski`s individual voice, but `Holy God`` might have 
been lifted from Boris Gudenov. Still, they are very operatic and beautiful, gong and all. I 
like the mezzo, Anna Malewicz-Madej. (Ja17) 

Bunte Lieder, op 22 
Five German songs by five different poets. Teutonic and very chromatic, not orientalist. 
They could pass for Reger. The first two seem most viable. (S17) 

FRANÇOIS TABART 
Te Deum 

Tabart was a provincial maître de chappelle contemporary with Charpentier. He presents 
the text in four sections like a Grand Motet, each prefaced by plainchant, but the style 
sounds earlier, like Monteverdi with Gallic curlicues. Presented with small choir & 
theorbo continuo. Prefaced by an organ piece by André Raison (as unknown to me as 
Tabart). The text speeds by, but with no lack of madrigalisms. Tabart was a worthy minor 
master. (O10) 

Magnificat 
Similar in style, set as continuous text with varying tempi and textures B lots of solo, lots 
of word painting. (O10) 

Requiem 
The notes observe that Requiems are few in the French baroque. Tabart’s style here has 
the solemnity of slightly archaic polyphony, plus organ & theorbo continuo, bits of chant, 
very little dissonance, lots of minor key serenity. Dies irae is alternatim with homophonic 
deep male voices, very undemonstrative. An organ piece by Grigny follows. Beautiful 
moments are many: the entire Kyrie, Sanctus, Pie Jesu sections. Great disc. (O10) 

PAUL TAFFANEL 
Wind Quintet 

I know Taffanel’s name as a composer for winds but had no idea he was so early – the 
first to pick up Reicha’s standard wind ensemble. The piece is an isolated example of a 
wind quintet in romantic style. Allegro is expansive, complex in texture, full of very 
conventional bel canto ideas. Andante opens with sustained horn melody. Vivace is in 



Mendelssohnian 6/8, high spirited. Not great music, but I’m glad to place it. There’s little 
or no evidence of French style. (N13) 

GERMAINE TAILLEFERRE 
Piano Trio 

Shortish 4-movement piece. First movement has more Ravel than Milhaud (who said 
GT’s music is “always twenty years old”). Second movement then reverses the 
proportions, delightfully. Strong piece, substantial for its brevity.  (D09)  

Violin Sonata No 1 
Four movements breaking into tougher territory. Fairly dissonant, marcato, dry, 
bumptious. Twenties style seems out of character for GT.  (D09) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
First movement is happy syncopated dancing à la Martinu. Second a beautiful lyric song. 
Third kind of Rondo grazioso. Unpretentious, enjoyable piece.  (D09) 

Sonatine for Violin & Piano 
Three tiny movements, composed at the same time as the Second Sonata. Edgier, closer 
to Milhaud with his tart character and disarming insouciance.  (D09) 

Calme sans lenteur; Berceuse; Adagio; Pastorale 
The first is the movement discarded from the early Piano Trio when she returned to it 
years later: discarded for no discernible reason, lovely and gentle. The others are violin & 
piano pieces, the Adagio rather nondescript but the other two charming. (D09) 

Concertino for Harp and Orchestra 
Despite the diminutive title an imposing work, beautifully written for harp. Allegro is 
piquant waltz  with bitonal vinegar, big cadenza. Lento is other worldly, full of 
atmospheric effects. Harp introduces tune of Rondo, orchestra takes it up, trumpet makes 
rude remarks: fugato introduced by double basses (re Milhaud’s Petite Symphonie). Ends 
brightly. Best Tailleferre I’ve heard. (Ag11) 

Images 
Short 6' piece for chamber orchestra: post-Stravinsky in harmony, ritually repetitive 
manner, chill, oddly imaginative orchestration – but all cut into 4-bar phrases. (Ja12) 

String Quartet 
In three movements: Modéré like gentle early Milhaud, cautious bitonality. Intermède 
similarly gentle, in an easy 3, reminiscent of Ravel. Final more animated. All three 
movements highly repetitive, barely 11' long. (Ja12) 

Forlane, flute & piano; Galliarde, trumpet & piano 
Charming neo-baroque salon pieces. (Ja12) 

5 Chansons populaires françaises 
For soprano and mixed chamber ensemble (instrumentation not given). Texts are ballad- 
like and anonymous, all but the first comic or lightweight, plangent. Great charm. (Ja12) 

Sonata for Harp 
Le mot juste pour Tailleferre est insouciance. It’s enviable: it all sounds so easy and yet 
there is artistic guile. Her true model is not Milhaud or Poulenc but Satie himself. Lovely 
music and a substantial repertoire piece for the harp. (Ja12) 

Deux Valses 
For two pianos, both very pear-shaped. (Ja12) 

TORU TAKEMITSU 
From me flows what you call time 



Big percussion showpiece, 35' long, with Nexus as soloists. Takemitsu’s approach to 
Asian fusion seems more integrated than Isang Yun’s. Both percussion and winds, I 
think, are mixed Western- Asian, both treated as Japanese colored Western avant garde 
timbre exploration. Very rich soundworld. (Mistaken purchase – I already have this piece 
on a BBC disc.)  (Ja10) 

Twill by Twilight: In memory of Morton Feldman 
Not (I think) in any way imitative of Feldman. The piece sounds relatively consonant, 
slow but not static, almost a Scriabin-like mysticism with massive orchestra. Very 
attractive. (Ja10) 

Requiem for Strings 
String orchestra, 8’. I remember this piece on LP sounded far out. Now it’s fairly 
moderate and even a bit familiar. (Ja10) Yes, very moderate harmonically. I don’t detect 
anything like theme or develop, just emotional expressiveness, a deep sorrow. A 
punctuated ponticello bit starting in the middle might be called a B section? But not 
really. (Jy20) 

Arc 
Major work for piano and orchestra in two Parts, six independent sections: a 
quasi-concerto, the piano silent in the final section. It is Takemitsu at the extreme avant 
garde, using much graphic notation.  Tones are either sustained clusters or percussive, 
never linear. Much as I like most of Takemitsu, this is beyond me. It might have been 
written by anyone. (F11) 

Green 
Do I remember playing it? Not as well as I expected, but yes. Akiyama’s magic baton. 
(F11) A movement from November Steps, 6’. I guess it’s excerptable because it does not 
use the shakuhachi or the biwa. Still wonderful. (Jy20) 

Paths 
For solo trumpet. Solo wind pieces are often boring, but Takemitsu makes of this short 
elegiac piece a dialogue between muted and open trumpet, a conversation with myself. 
Nice. (Ap12) 

Rain Coming 
No indication of instrumentation, very discreet piano. An 8’ piece with eclectic sounds, 
vibraphone, string tremolo and gliss, flutter-tongue flutes. Some tutti on crescendo. (Je17)  

A Way a Lone 
String Quartet in one movement, 12', the title taken from Finnegans Wake. Style is free, 
quasi-pictorial but with no particular reference, with an Erwartung frisson. Impressionist 
gestures, ominous tremolos, harmonics, ponticelli. (Je18) 

Asterism 
For piano and orchestra, 12’. I remember this from my LP of Takemitsu’s early works. 
An asterism is just a recognizable shape seen in a group of stars. The piece made no sense 
to me then, but I no longer look for form in Takemitsu. Or is that misguided? There’s a 
minor explosion and huge crescendo near the end. (Jy20) 

The Dorian Horizon 
For 17 strings, 8’. Another from that LP. This one does involve so-called extended 
techniques: harmonics, gliss, ponticello, fancy pizzicati. The power of expression seems 
more remote, but maybe that’s just prejudice. I have no memory of the piece. (Jy20) 

November Steps 



 For shakuhachi, biwa, and orchestra, 19’. The orchestra produces sounds I’ve never heard 
 before, even before the traditional instruments enter. I think both instruments use 
 extended techniques, but they may be traditional -- overblowing, glissandi, the twangy 
 biwa doing Bartok pizzicato. The Japanese instruments play far too much of the time 
 while the orchestra sits idle -- such a waste, I hate it. I loved this piece, which was a 
 smash when it came out, but the traditional instruments have lost their novelty. No, it 
 comes as a huge disappointment now. (S20) 
Eclipse 
 Duo for shakuhachi and biwa, 11’. It turned out to be a warm-up for November Steps, 
 and it sounds so similar that I missed the change of track. (S20) 
A String around Autumn 
 Viola Concerto, 16’. Here the orchestra is large and “luxuriant,” according to the notes, 
 which point to precursors in Debussy and Messiaen -- more of the former, I think. The 
 rising lines in the viola revel in its sound, and Nobuko Imai makes a gorgeous sound. 
 Slow, not much overt display, but gorgeous, a viola Lark Ascending. There’s a nice 
 reflective cadenza at the end. The saving work of this CD. (S20) 
Corona 
 For piano, 23’. Apparently a fanstasy improvisation in response to five graphic scores 
 (nowhere to be seen). There are title notes, but otherwise no Takemitsu in it. Here, the 
 pianist uses a tape that he prepared himself. There’s a place for graphic scores, but I don’t 
 think this is it. (S20) 
THOMAS TALLIS 
Lamentations 

Gorgeous of course, in Hilliard performance less “pure” than Tallis Scholars. Following 
score shows the complexity of counterpoint more readily than it sounds to the ear. (Jy08) 

Spem in alium 
Hope in garlic. Tallis’s celebrated 40-voice feat, added naturally after Striggio’s 40-voice 
Mass that inspired it. Hollingworth does it with instruments, breaking the English a 
cappella tradition, which I understand is a modern one. Wasn’t the Pope’s Sistine Choir 
the only one actually to perform a cappella as a rule, hence Palestrina and Victoria? How 
does this doctrine stand now? (N11) 

Audivi vocem de coelis 
 Short and particularly sweet motet – no whirlwind for this voice. (F17)  
Gaude gloriosa Dei mater 

Major work over 17’, a nine-fold hymn to the BVM. No text on the BBC disc. The voice 
lines sound like a throwback to the generation of Browne, but I can detect imitation, lots 
of twang in the deep parts. Thought to have been written for Catholic Bloody Mary`s 
devotions. Carwood uses individual voice vs larger choir without sweetening all to a 
uniform sound. Tempo somewhat driven. Three later, shorter motets as well. (My17) 

LOUISE TALMA 
Violin Sonata 

Serial piece in one movement divided into several sections, a bit like variations. Quiet, 
spare bit in the middle, faster lighter bit, muted bit, staccato bit, slower bit, ends quietly. 
Yes, non-sequential Variations. (Mh13)  

Full Circle 



For chamber orchestra. Talma’s sound is, say, post-impressionist neo-classic – rich 
compound chords, bits of rhythmic structure, gestures recognizable from Le Sacre, many 
tempo changes, lots of piano in the orchestra. Seemingly no direction, no telos. (D13) 

The Ambient Air 
For flute, cello and piano. Four post-impressionist sound pictures depicting echo 
chamber, rain, fog, wind. Again, even in this small ensemble hints of Le Sacre. Lots of 
imitation, inversion widely spaced, neither terribly dissonant nor abstract. Spare. (D13) 

Lament, cello & piano 
 Cello has improvisatory wail over full range, punctuated by spaced piano staccato. (D13) 
Variations on 13 Ways of Looking at a Blackbird 

For tenor, oboe and piano. The music is continuous but in sections – variations, I’d 
assume – a nice fit with the text. Paul Sperry, barely tolerable, has no voice but perfect 
diction. (D13) 

Soundshots 
 Seven tiny teaching pieces for kids, unpretentious, with pictorial titles. (D13) 
7 Episodes, flute, viola & piano 
 Odd little piece like a set of variations, less than a minute each. (D13) 
Conversations, flute & piano 
 Conventional short piece with virtuoso flashes. Did Talma write anything large? (D13) 
TAN DUN 
Eight Colors  

Three of eight movements. Here the composer evokes sounds of the Peking Opera in the 
Western medium of string quartet in three short character pieces from the set of eight. 
The most dramatic works on the disc. [I thought there were notes on The First Emperor, 
but perhaps not. Was it pre-2008?] (Jy11) String Quartet in eight movements, 16'. Most 
movements have visual titles, but I is Peking Opera and V is Zen. Tan Dun had 
encountered serialism but wanted to infuse it with bicultural and personal elements. The 
cultural elements are not the usual pentatonics, but unorthodox bowing and pizzicato 
techniques. Zen is the longest at 4', very quiet -- but God I loathe that bow-crunch noise! 
I don't make much of the piece. (Je18) 

SERGE TANEYEV 
John of Damascus, op 1 

I got the disc for the Violin Suite, but this is the unexpected hit: a three-movement choral 
cantata, secular but with religious overtones. Breathtakingly beautiful throughout. The 
Russian choir is exquisite. A gem. (O09) 

Suite de concert, violin & orchestra 
Lovely stuff, but there’s a genre problem. A Concerto this long would be OK, but five 
movements of a Suite don’t carry the piece’s weight, and ST’s contrapuntal strength has 
less place to shine. Cx the little Sinding masterpiece. It’s well worth the listen, nice 
Variations and Tarantella, and Kaler plays beautifully. (O09) 

String Trio in E♭, op 31 
Taneyev’s principal essay in this rare genre was written first for tenor viola instead of 
cello, but the instrument never caught on. Expansive Allegro. Fleet Scherzino with Trio 
that goes cockeyed. Final Presto in 6/8. Taneyev is far too studied in this music: a 
disappointment.  (Je11) 

String Trio in B minor (unfinished) 



Taneyev’s final work: two movements, both needing completion by editors. Notes 
suggest that Taneyev may have intended only two, but the ending leaves me 
unconvinced. Allegro seems highly personal: agitated, protesting, even unbalanced. 
Theme and Variations hardly consolatory, with bleak theme in minor. The ritual 
variations soften the temper but do not change it. Unique testament. (Je11) 

String Trio in D 
Youthful effort, praised by Tchaikovsky. Highly Mozartean, except a wistful passage at 
the end of the exposition. Scherzo light and fast, a complex exercise in mirror 
counterpoint, well concealed. Adagio a simple mournful melody, not dressed up – 
gorgeous. Finale fast and scrubby. Worth a hearing. (Je11)  

Quintet in C, op 14 
 Two-cello Quintet written in conscious imitation of Schubert, a composer who seems 

antithetical to Taneyev. In three movements: an extensive Allegro and a massive 21’ 
Finale surrounding a brief Vivace Scherzo. Allegro is lively, bright . . . and it just keeps 
going and going. Vivace is in vigorous minor, rhythmically unstable – a real scrubbing 
session in the hands of less skillful players than these. The theme of the Finale has 
Russian flavor. As always, I hate the stopping and starting, but there are gorgeous 
passages, a can of worms of a fugue, and a beautifully quiet ending. (Je13) 

5 piano pieces 
 Taneyev wrote no large works for his own instrument, but these remain: a beautiful 

Schumannesque Repose – a Slumber Song with Russian modal feel – a Prelude in the 
manner of an excitable Wolf Lied – a Prelude & Fugue more Reger than Bach – and a 
straightforward Brahmsian Andantino. Played magnificently by Todd Crow – any 
relation to Jonathan? (Je13) 

ERIC TANGUY 
Wadi, flute alone 
 More active than the Dusapin piece preceding it, but otherwise indistinguishable. I hear 

no Near Eastern reference. (Jy13)  
ALEXANDRE TANSMAN 
Suite-Divertissement 

Short 6-movement suite for piano trio in the cheeky mode of of Les Six (Milhaud) or 
Martinu’s Cuisine, but nothing jazzy.  (D09)  

Stèle in memoriam d’Igor Stravinsky 
In three movements, not in any style resembling Stravinsky, nor in a constructionist mode 
that he would have admired in his last years: solemn, thickly orchestrated, a far cry from 
Tansman’s ironic Paris. Middle movement noisy, almost like Prokofiev’s Pas d’acier. 
[Tansman broke his long friendship with Stravinsky because of the anti-Semitic bit in the 
text of Cantata.] (Ja10) 

Four Movements for Orchestra 
Four character pieces, slow-fast-slow-fast, with a fifth bridge movement, fairly 
substantial work.  The closest style seems Prokofiev without the tricky modulations. 
(Ja10) Late work from 1968, 18’: I’m reminded of Lutoslawski’s Concerto for Orchestra – 
Tansman trying to keep with the times. Notturno is impressionist, based on the “Tansman 
chord” (is it C + A♭ triads with added D & B??). Perpetuum mobile still sounds 
nocturnal, sempre piano, fast and buzzing. A one-minute misterioso bridge leads to 



Elegia, throbbing on four-note motif, piano crescendo to fortissimo. Ostinato again builds 
from piano to wild, dissonant polytonal melée, lots of percussion. Strong piece. (Ag17)  

Symphony No 5 in D minor 
Traditional layout in 4 movements, with two slow intros. Serious tone established at 
once, mildly dissonant tonal texture. Allegro has active rhythmic motif B attacca into 
Andante. Scherzo is catchy, nice. Finale more severe, angular – quiet ending nice. This 
seems closest to the Martinu Symphonies, rhythmic, but not perky, nor jazzy: well made, 
sustaining interest, but not really distinctive. (Ja10) 

Genesis Suite: Adam & Eve 
Tansman’s contribution like Shilkret’s is ultra Hollywoodish, illustrative. The revelation 
of Eve’s nakedness should be X-rated. God’s curse is out of John Wayne’s Genghis 
Kahn. Bah! (Ag11)  

Clarinet Concerto 
Two movements of variable tempi framing a Lento Arioso. I expected something witty, 
but this is darker, earnest, a strange melding of serious Milhaud and mystical Scriabin. 
Material closely constructed out of motivic cells. Nice Arioso. Cadenza plus final faux 
folkdance. Abrupt ending, Interesting but not entirely convincing. (S11) 

Concertino for Oboe, Clarinet and Strings 
Neo-classical work laid out in 6 movements like a baroque suite. Ouverture is slam-bang 
happy like Milhaud lite. Dialogue pairs the soloists over spare accompaniment. Scherzo 
is more pecky, happy staccato. Unexpecxtedly, the Élégie is a deeply emotive Ricercar (I 
think), followed by Canon and reprise of the Élégie – gorgeous. Finale begins lively, 
moves into fugal bit, finishes with brief recall of opening. The presiding spirit is Milhaud 
– in many guises, but at his best. Super piece. (O11) 

Six Movements for String Orchestra 
Not independent pieces but a 25' cycle, or so intended. I hear Bartok in the middle 
distance, especially in the driving Perpetuum mobile and the pizzicato Scherzino. 
Intermezzo harks back to the trills of the opening. Final Fugue develops subject from the 
opening movement. Nice, but a bit long. Nothing rules out excerpting. (O11) 

Mazurkas 
The Polish Tansman published his 36 piano Mazurkas in four lots, the earliest from the 
early 1920s, the last in 1941. Few exceed 2’ in length. They sound as if Poulenc had 
rewritten Chopin in a bistro, cigarette dangling. Like Chopin’s, these are modest, not 
flashy, suffused with melancholy strangeness, but there’s a wide range of tone. A treasure 
trove for the enterprising pianist to select from – in small doses. No 2 (the longest) is fine 
– No 10 haunting. (Ap13) In Book II, No 6 stands out. (Ap13) Book III harps insistently on 
Lydian mode. Standouts are Nos 1, 5, and 8. (Ap13) Book IV seems more abstract, 
harmonically unconventional – I like it best of all. Is the “Tansman chord” mentioned in 
the notes anything like Scriabin’s unequal fourths? I like No 5 and the Postlude, which 
reminds me of Schubert’s Leiermann. (Ap13) 

Symphony No 2 
Tansman is difficult to place. There are Polish roots. He was sponsored by Ravel. But in 
Paris, he encountered Milhaud, Les Six, plus Stravinsky’s serious neo-classicism. The 
result resembles Roussel in a way, or sometimes Martinu. Here, Allegro is largely 
bitonal, moderate tempo but activity constant, orchestration extravagant, even bits of 
chinoiserie, huge ending. Lento floats a quiet romantic violin line over repeated chords – 



plus dissonant horn; quicker B section reaches fortissimo crash that returns to A, piano. 
Scherzo in duple time is faerie light pianissimo, some grotesque effects; slower Trio, still 
piano – return of A (and I missed the mazurka mentioned in the notes). Finale begins big 
like the first movement, strong 4/4 with swirls of flutes – quieter Meno mosso, two-step 
against counter-rhythms, crescendo to Alla Marcia ending. Finale seems bitty, not enough 
coherent drive. Symphony dedicated to Koussevitzky, who championed it. (Ag17)  

Symphonie concertante (Symphony No 3) 
Four movements for piano quartet and orchestra. Sinfonia begins with mildly 
neo-classical piano quartet, the orchestra gradually joining, like a concerto grosso, highly 
rhythmic. Tempo Americano is a tribute to Gershwin, still ritmico but syncopated, with 
bluesy slow bit in middle. (Gershwin helped personally!) Cool! Andante begins 
ominously – Tansman is excessively fond of string harmonics – tribute to Bartok gets 
quite dissonant. Finale has traces of Pulcinella and wilder Stravinsky, motor rhythms 
constant. Great concept, and the Gershwin movement is good, but I think Martinu did it 
better. (Ag17)      

Five Pieces for Violin and Small Orchestra 
Five movements, 13’. Tansman is the senior composer on this CD of Polish violin works. 
The five pieces do not suggest ambition to become a concerto – they’re just a set. Toccata 
is scherzando, bright and fun. Chanson et boite à musique begins with melancholy 
cantabile and suddenly turns mécanique. Mouvement perpetuum is a minute and a half of 
quick sixteenths, not too difficult, ending pizzicato. Aria is a kind of Polish Bachinieras, 
gorgeous. Basso ostinato returns to scherzando mood. Stravinskian humor, unpretentious, 
Tansman at his best. (Mh19)    

JEAN FRANÇOIS TAPRAY 
2 Noëls 

French baroque organ composer otherwise unknown to me. The Noels are like Daquin’s, 
though Tapray was 35 years younger, 10 years younger even than Balbastre. (D12) 

GIUSEPPE TARTINI 
The Devil’s Trill & other Sonatas 

Elizabeth Wallfisch does beautiful performances of the two famous Sonatas plus 
trimmings. Sandra approved. Solo and continuo makes great car music. (Ag09—Mpls) 

Devil’s Trill Sonata; Violin Concerto in A minor 
It’s good to hear the Devil’s Trill as Tartini wrote it, played as expertly as this by Nicola 
Benedetti. I need to compare Wallfisch’s version. I listened to the Concerto to 
differentiate Tartini’s style from Vivaldi’s, without success. I have no idea why the scrap 
of Veracini was thrown in. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Violin Concerto in B♭, op 1, book 3 
This may not be Tartini – rather languid, technically simple. Adagio brief with lots of 
freedom to improvise. Dotted 6/8 Finale more distinctive, deviations into minor. (Ja15) 

Violin Concerto in G minor, op 1, book 4, no 8 
Unusual in four movements, in Tartini’s favorite key. Lots of melodic chromaticism. 
Short Fuga à la breve (all strings I think), also very chromatic. Cantabile in major, senza 
basso with single violin line accompaniment. Finale returns to minor, in a brusque 3. 
Curious. (Ja15) 

Violin Concerto in C 



Found unpublished in MS. Tartini’s themes are more gracious, less rhythmically defined 
and driven than Vivaldi’s. Larghetto is a deliberately passed sicilienne with double 
stopping in the solo and senza basso violin accompaniment. Allegro Finale in 3 with 
irregular phrases, 3-bar overlapping to 5 with a neat little after loop. Charming. (Ja15) 

Violin Concerto in F, op 1, book 1, no 5 
Odd three-note subject, curt. Middle movement performed with repeated shard, menacing 
accents. Finale has dotted rhythm motif. The curse of the key of F. (Ja15) 

Violin Concerto in D, op 1, book 1, no 4 
Opening could be Vivaldi, but at 19’ this is the longest concerto on the CD, with 
elaborate passagework. (Is he outdoing his master?) Cantabile in minor is molto 
affettuoso. Finale is a skipping dotted 6/8. This Concerto is the most inventive of the five, 
but none of Tartini’s concerti ever match the unmistakable genius of the two great 
Sonatas. (Ja15) 

PHYLLIS TATE 
Concerto for Alto Saxophone and Strings 

For movements, 24’. I’ve wanted to hear an original work by Tate ever since being 
enthralled by her arrangement of “The Lark in the Clear Air.” Disappointment, alas. 
Apparently she was hyper-critical of her early work and destroyed it. This is the earliest 
piece she preserved, and then had a fairly prolific output. An Air and a lively Hornpipe 
begins, then a wistful Canzonetta in 3 and a Scherzo, attacca, in 3, quick but not hectic. 
Finale begins tentatively, works up a march and finishes with a tarantella. There are 
ingenious touches, but Tate’s modernism strikes me as uncertain. (D18)    

JOHN TAVENER 
The Protecting Veil 

This music sticks, implausibly, since it is so rhapsodic, athematic. But the gestures are 
large, more varied in texture than I recall. Near end, marvelous contrast of dissonant 
mirror with sumptuous parallel triads as in “The Lamb.” Isserlis is masterly in altering 
intensity of vibrato. (F09) A listen in the car. I had forgotten the division into separate 
movements and the differentiation – next time I must follow the narrative program. (S16) 

Thrinos 
Short solo cello piece, meditative, nearly senza vibrato, seemingly directionless.  (F09) 

Svyati: O Holy One 
Setting of the Orthodox Trisagion, equivalent to the Roman Kyrie, for choir and solo 
cello. The choir sounds SATB, not just men. Cello alternates with choir like alternatim 
chant, and is set at a distance from the voices. Hypnotically gorgeous. (My12) 

Eternal Harmony 
Three movements for cello and string orchestra, slow-fast-slow, in part an expansion of 
Thrinos. The middle part, marked “grotesque,” begins as a pesante galumph in bass 
instruments. The third part restores serenity. Not surprisingly, the fast section is least 
convincing. (My12) 

Chant for solo cello 
Unaccompanied piece written without rests, without bar lines, as a palindrome. (My12) 

6 Akhmatova Songs 
For high soprano and solo cello. The poems are not effective in translation: they are sung 
in Russian. All in Tavener’s suspended animation. Maybe in the right mood, but not this 
time. (My12) 



Fragment for the Virgin, violin & orchestra 
Short piece written for Nicola Benedetti. It has Tavener’s earmarks, but I will have to 
listen again – not good car music. (Driving home from Boston, O16) 

The Whale 
Early work from 1968, somehow championed by the Beatles and recorded by Apple. No 
text given. The sections move without a break, imperceptibly. (1) Documentary: Spoken 
factual information (cf. Melville), percussive music rising behind – choir enters, 
extremely dissonant, atonal, loud, mezzo solo, reminiscent of late Stravinsky. (2) 
Melodrama and Pantomime: Flutes and outbreaks of shouting. Choir continues. (3) 
Invocation: Baritone solo enters. (4) The Storm: Long featureless passage of quiet 
percussion, tones, bells. (5) The Swallowing: Two soloists and choir – yes, the language 
is Latin – baritone shouting with electronic reverb. (6) The Prayer: Silence before choir 
enters, not a cappella but little support from instruments. (7) In the Belly: All hell breaks 
loose – percussion, brass, organ, voices at beginning, a snatch of rock music – chaos at 
fortissimo for 4’, then eerie quasi-electronic buzz, piercing like feedback. Mezzo and 
choir enter in three-fold ritual. (8) The Vomiting: Baritone and men of choir. (Ag17) 

Celtic Requiem 
Requiem brevis, just three parts in 23’. Text, not printed, is taken from the Requiem plus 
poems by Blathmac, Henry Vaughan, and Newman’s “Lead kindly light.” Tavener calls 
it a “theatre piece for children” and says the music is all embellishment of an E♭ major 
triad. (1) Requiem Aeternum: Triad, children, male speaker, stratospheric soprano, choirs 
– and do I hear a bagpipe? Silence – sparser texture, children and adults. (2) Dies Irae 
begins with fortissimo caterwauling, less Requiem than Harrowing of Hell. Silence. 
Children are swirled around the speakers and the roar returns. Children: “Die pussy die, 
shut your little eye,” “Ashes to ashes.” (3) Requiescat in Pace: Petition to BVM plus 
“Mary had a little lamb, her father shot it dead,” while a toy lamb is torn to pieces. 
Newman’s beautiful hymn superimposed. Crescendo and children return to finish. (Ag17) 

Nomine Jesu 
Two choral works are attached to the Celtic Requiem as “supporting works” with no 
other explanation. Choir stays on single chord, plus solo instruments, soprano, speakers 
in several languages, one of which is English. Crescendo babel of angry voices – silence 
– serene solo soprano to end. (Ag17) 

Coplas 
Generic title gives no help, and I can’t even tell what language the choir sings. I only hear 
complex chords from two, maybe three choirs. There seems to be an offstage string 
group. Bah! This is all music Tavener wrote before he became a virgin. (Ag17) 

JOHN TAVERNER 
Gaude plurimum 

Long Marian antiphon of rejoicing. Comes to massed climax in penultimate stanza, drops 
back to supplication, rises to great Amen. (N09) 

Missa Corona spinea; In pace 
Mix of wandering melismatic lines, imitative counterpoint, big homophonic climaxes. 
Trebles are in the stratosphere (cf Parsons Magnificat). Very little chromatic inflection, 
no cross relation. Motet is serene alternatim setting. (N09) 

Missa Sancti Wilhelmi 



I was surprised to read that this is a 5-voice Mass: the textures are so transparent, but 
Taverner consistently opposes high and low parts, so the texture is often 2 or 3 part. 
Gorgeous. (Ag10) 

O Wilhelme; Dum transisset; Ex eias tomba 
The first 2 motets are much like the Mass, trebles still altitudino. The third uses much 
chant and is apparently intricate in its treatment, though I cannot hear it. Yes, it seems 
more medieval, as the notes say, though the harmony is not. (Ag10) 

Missa Westron Wind 
Following with score, I see the adaptation of the cantus clearly, unlike Josquin’s Pange 
lingua. As usual in English masses, there’s no Kyrie. Gloria seems like a Variation 
movement, as does the entire Mass. Tallis Scholars follow Petti’s edition closely, 
including all the ficta. Long melismas. Only a few bits of Gothic complication in the 
rhythm. (Ja11) 

2 motets 
Hodie is written to interact with Christmas plainsong, as it does here. Taverner seems 
close to the Eton Choirbook composers here, very free counterpoint. Mater Christi 
sanctissima is more highly structured, very beautiful. (It survived the Reformation and 
was later fitted with English words.) (O16) 

Magnificat à 4 
Of Taverner’s three known Magnificats, only this survives complete. It is alternatim, but 
with plainsong minimized and contrapuntal verses highly elaborated and characterized. 
He has fun with “Fecit potentiam” and “Dispersit superbos,” while “Essurientes” is 
smooth and soothing. After Amen, a plainsong Nesciens mater is sung as antiphon. (O16) 

2 consort pieces 
Quemadmodum à 6 seems to be instrumental, since it appears in MSS without text. The 
In nomine at the end of the CD is more puzzling: Originally the Benedictus for Missa 
Gloria tibi Trinitas, it assumed a life of its own transcribed in different ways. It was still 
heard into the Eighteenth Century, when its style was noticeably archaic. (O16) 

Missa Mater Christi sanctissima 
Each of the movements begins with the opening of Taverner’s motet, clearly heard. The 
style seems less archaic, more clearly imitative than the Hodie, less freely melismatic, 
more note for note. The treble tessitura is very high. The Sanctus is rich and smooth, with 
bits of fauxbourdon, but seems to wander. Beautiful, curious. (O16) 

DEEMS TAYLOR 
Peter Ibbetson 

What a masterpiece! I’m a sucker for this sort of thing, maybe, but it had me reduced to a 
puddle. I cannot imagine why it does not have its niche in the repertoire. Among 
American operas, it seems more dramatically convincing than, say, Vanessa, though less 
veristic. It is not recognizably “American.” Yet the music is superb, nothing false about 
it, it’s very vocal, and the drama packs a wallop, with real opportunities for stage magic. 
Post Wagnerian, over-ripe Strauss, touches of Delius’s Village Romeo and Corigliano’s 
Versailles. What’s lacking?  (D2) 

Through the Looking-Glass 
Suite for large orchestra in four movements. Dedication assumes the idyllic tone of 
Taylor’s other masterpiece, Ibbetson, reflecting Carroll’s mawkish verses, but the 
movement closes with the Garden of Live Flowers – busy, anxious, jittery. Jabberwocky 



presents the monster theme, then the hero in heroic march, fugato in deep bass, bassoon 
(as the monster) dies plaintively, joy all round.  Looking- Glass Insects, a brief scherzo, 
buzzes and whirs. The White Knight tries to be dashing, falls off his horse, meekly rides 
forth to a second sentimental tune. Ingenious, well-crafted music, much more 
sophisticated than stuff that often gets programmed (and infinitely better than the 
gawdawful Del Tredici). (D12) 

BORIS TCHAIKOVSKY 
Piano Concerto 

I know practically nothing of Boris T, and on-line comments say this piece is atypical. I 
hope so. In five movements at 35'. First is a fantasy on repeated notes, very annoying 
minimalism. Second is more melodic but still contained in metronomic beat – opens with 
double bass solo. Third pounds pesante. Fourth riffs dotted horn rhythm. Fifth, slower 
pounding. Failed experiment? Repulsive. (O11) 

Clarinet Concerto 
Small-scale 12' piece with chamber orchestra, in three movements. Written 14 years 
earlier than the Piano Concerto. First is a lovely flowing melody in 3, almost a waltz. 
Second is a running legato moto perpetuo. Finale a cheerful folksy Allegro. Conventional 
but nice, and great repertoire. (O11) 

Signs of the Zodiac 
Cantata for soprano and string orchestra B prelude plus four songs on different poets, 
arranged chronologically, on Self, Time, and Eternity. Style suggests Bartok: romantic 
pandiatonicism with some folk elements, vocal line in square phrases. The poems seem 
fine: Tyutchev is romantic, Blok surprisingly akin to Christina, Tsvetaeva angry and 
sarcastic (the emotional apex), and Zabolotsky a fine faux naïf fantasy, all set nicely, 
without distractions. A success. (N11) 

Symphony No 1 
Four movements, 33’. The 1947 premiere was scuttled by Stalin’s persecution of 
Shostakovich, BT’s teacher, delayed to 1962, and this is the first recording. Moderato has 
Shostakovich soundworld, bittersweet major-minor tonality that builds impressively. 
Allegro is grotesque scherzo, almost fierce, not much humor. Largo pits long-breathed 
melody against recurrent four-beat motto, simple ABAB form. Allegretto Finale takes 
form of variations on theme presented by clarinet, fairly easy to follow: fugato starts in 
strings, builds to climax. Ends crudely! Strong piece but not distinctive from 
Shostakovich style. (Ag17)   

The Murmuring Forest 
Suite from film score, thought lost, in 5 movements. The pieces are untitled. Film is 
gruesome narrative of class oppression and a double murder. Scene painting of the forest 
– a Cossack motif – a Slavic tune by the heroine – chase and double murder in the forest. 
Generic but beautiful, (Ag17) 

After the Ball 
Suite from film on Tolstoi story, 7 short movements. Traditional waltz, military music, a 
banal mazurka that plays during vicious corporal punishment, a march with fife and 
drums joined to somber theme in lower strings (good effect). Suite does not stand alone 
as well as Murmuring Forest. (Ag17) 

Harp Symphony  



The Fourth, BT’s last orchestral work, with very peculiar structure. Retrospective, it 
includes five piano pieces that he wrote at age 11, played by harp in movements I and III. 
There’s also a short Epilogue. The principal movements are II and IV. Poem (II) bears 
similarity to minimalisn, without dissonance, but very irregular repetitions, meters, 
textures – quite distinctive. Autumn (IV) features a unison string line that keeps leaping 
out of itself, accompanied only by short, harsh chords on harp and winds. Epilogue 
returns to solo harp with full orchestra. Unique, but I don’t care for it. Live recording is 
closely miked with nearby coughs. (Ag17) 

Symphony No 2 
Three massive movements, 54’. Large orchestra with quadruple winds and brass. Allegro 
opens with solo violin pizzicato and progresses in discrete episodes, strings first. Celeste 
introduces second, winds and brass taking over. Fragmented bit with winds many be 
repeat of exposition reorchestrated – or do pizzicati signal recap? Towards the end BT 
resorts to citations – they seem out of place. Heavy orchestration. This might benefit from 
live performance, could be overwhelming. Notturno opens with unison flute melody, on 
one to four flutes, joined by solo viola, then four clarinets, tutti strings. Romantic gestures 
sound cold, but heat up towards the end, woozy before dying away. Allegretto begins 
with stride bass plus violin line, reminiscent of Honegger or Martin. Big trumpet and 
drum, lower brass – fine bright sound, very loud – trombones join in dog fight, settles 
down, grows again, absolutely wild, settles back to stride bass and plays out on 
major/minor triad. Tough stuff, but I like it better than Schnittke I guess. (Ag17) 

P.I. TCHAIKOVSKY 
Suite No 1 in D minor 

Good unhackneyed Tchaikovsky. He was itching to write a formal fugue, not suitable for 
ballet, or symphony, or concerto . . . . I recall hearing only the Gavotte before. (Je)  

Suite No 2 in C 
All new Tchaikovsky to me. First movement seemed more symphonic, thus less effective 
in Suite. But good stuff. (Je)  

Suite No 3 in G 
This one is on a higher plane than the first two: beautiful extended Elegy to begin, echt 
Tchaikovsky, followed by fine short movements and big set of Variations, these last 
being familiar to the ear (sometimes played without the rest of the Suite). (Je) 

Suite No 4 in G “Mozartiana” 
A very problematic piece: It doesn’t improve on Mozart, nor does it do anything new 
with the material apart from orchestration. The cheapening of “Ave verum” may be due 
to Liszt, but cheapening it is. I vote No. (Je) 

The Snow Maiden 
Music for Ostrovsky’s play, imaginatively (and confusingly) coupled with Rimsky’s 
better known Suite. Good stuff. Note Tchaikovsky’s noisy counterpart to the Dance of 
the Tumblers. (D) 

Symphony No 1 in G minor “Winter Dreams” 
Yes, a very attractive Symphony, well made, not the depth of passion or curiosity about 
dramatic construction of the big three, but fully worthy of its maker. (D) On CBC driving 
to Albany – nice to revisit. Is the first movement monothematic? It’s very familiar – the 
rest less so. (O16) 

Piano Sonata in G, op 37 



Big half-hour, 4-movement Sonata. Not top-flight Tchaikovsky – much bombast and 
repetition in all movements – but worth a listen, especially with Kuerti playing.  (Ja) 

Liturgy of St John Chrysostom 
Chaste, thick-voiced saturated homophonic chords subservient to the Slavonic text, very 
occasional chromaticism, only a couple of brief contrapuntal flights. In performance the 
choral bits are detached from the liturgy. Lots of Gospodi pomiluy, subdued but intense 
Gloria, Alleluia. Hymn of the Cherubim is different in texture, more an à cappella anthem 
– but no text. Mercy of Peace includes a lively Osanna. But PIT preserves harmonic 
stasis most of the way through.  (N09) 

The Nutcracker 
I watched most of this on PBS from the San Francisco Ballet. The magical score never 
fails. Gorgeous production and (as far as I can tell) dancing. The big HDTV proves its 
worth. (D09) 

Quartet No 3 in E♭ minor, op 30 
The Quartet with the scary key. It’s twice now I’ve heard it live, first with St Lawrence, 
and now a more staid version with Lafayette. Great piece, a bit rubadub in the first 
movement but some great tunes, fine pizzicato Scherzo, molto pathetique Adagio in the 
grand manner, and brilliant Finale.  Nicely done by Lafayette Quartet. (live, Mh2) 

The Maid of Orleans 
Some of Tchaikovsky’s greatest dramatic music yoked to a lumpen libretto. Weaknesses: 
the entire Lionel romance plot (for which Schiller is to blame), and the curtailed 
presentation of Joan’s execution (which makes burning at the stake seem like a quick 
death). Act I is spectacularly beautiful, with the Prayer and the big aria, and Act II not 
much less. How fortunate I am to have come into possession of Arkhipova’s great 
performance, which may never be re-issued. (My3)  

4 Songs 
“Lullaby” doesn’t ring a bell. “Early Spring,” “To Forget,” and “He loved me” do, 
Tchaikovsky in his impassioned desolation, gorgeous. Gorkachova has beautiful sound 
but sings under pitch. (My3) 

14 Songs 
It’s great to have the Lemeshev LP back again: familiar melodies, no texts, titles 
uncertain, but unalloyed pleasure in the singing. “Lullaby” is beautiful sustained legato 
sotto voce. (Ag3) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in B♭ minor 
Such a warhorse, and I’ve never liked the ambiguous rhythmic figure in the Finale. But 
I’d completely forgotten the fiendish sounding bit in the B section of the slow movement. 
(CBC, Ag3)  

Concert Fantasy for Piano & Orchestra, op 56 
I love Tchaikovsky but have grown sick to death of THE Concerto. Here’s a fine piece 
I’ve never even heard, unhackneyed, with some bold formal experimentation. Both 
movements ramble freely – the second is titled Contrasts – and there’s a light feel. But 
the tunes are good, the opening of Contrasts gorgeous, and there’s an impressive 
overlapping tempos bit too. Why is this not performed more often? (Ag11) 

Piano Concerto No 3 in E♭, op 75 
I remember liking this piece, and for good reason. Though Tchaikovsky’s unfinished last 
work, there’s no hint of pathetique: instead, a fine subdued theme that dwells curiously 



on the seconds of the major seventh chords; a couple of “out of key” punctuation bits; an 
indelible Russian bit that appears twice. The pianist has fistfuls of notes. Super. (Ag11) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in G, op 44 
I’ve long preferred this to the First Concerto, not just because the First is so stale, I think. 
I like its relaxed expansiveness, and I remember how that Russian woman flown in from 
Moscow as a last minute replacement played the bejeezus out of it. The experimental 
insertion of a Piano Trio into the Andante is glorious. Great good natured Finale. Why in 
God’s name is this never played in concert?  It’s got everything going for it. (Ag11)  

Sleeping Beauty 
I’m astonished at how little of this score seems familar. I know Nutcracker through, and 
much of Swan Lake (unless I discover otherwise), but this, apart from the Waltz and the 
solo fiddle bits, has escaped me. I don’t know whether to be alarmed or delighted at the 
prospect of more ripe Tchaikovsky, but I’ll return to it with pleasure. (O11)  

Swan Lake 
Yes, much of it is very familiar, but if not, not. Gorgeous throughout. I was surprised at 
the razz-ma- tazz fiddle solo in Act III. I know Sleeping Beauty is supposed to be 
Tchaikowski’s masterpiece, but Swan Lake is so iconic of ballet as a genre, and few 
tunes anywhere match that big tune. (D11) 

Eugene Onegin 
 One of my favorite operas, and I forgot to write my notes on the fine Fleming-Vargas-  

Hvorostovsky performance, in a rather indifferent minimalist production by Robert 
Carsen. Or no – we saw it in 2007, before I started my notes. Fleming was surprisingly 
good in Russian, as were all the others (even poor Vargas with a leaf on his head). But 
what a terrible visual! Today’s, with Netrebko-Beczala-Kwieczen, was a more traditional 
production by Deborah Warner, much more satisfying. The music is so passionate and 
acute and perfect that it needs no help. All my adolescent passions from a mature 
distance. Performance superb. Netrebko and Beczala are born to it: Kwieczen is good but 
outclassed by Hvorostovsky. Tanovitsky was a woolly Gremin. (MetHD, O13) The Letter 
Scene on TV – Netrebko is born to be Tatiana. (Ja14) 

12 Piano Pieces, op 40 
Everyone agrees that Tchaikovsky’s keyboard works were not core to his oeuvre, but 
they are as attractive and polished as everything he wrote. Nearly all have generic rather 
than descriptive titles. I was surprised by the virtuoso display of the Etude – Chanson 
triste is familiar – Marche funêbre is more military than funereal (Reisenberg gives it 
punch) – the two Mazurkas and two Valses are balletic trifles (given exquisitely nuanced 
performance) – Chant sans paroles lovely – Au village a Russian melancholy, gorgeous 
with surprise presto Kehraus – Danse russe delicious, slow then fast – Scherzo rather 
thumpy, the final Rêverie commonplace. This opus works better in selection than as a set. 
(Ja14) Two little pieces – Nocturne, op 9/4 and Valse, op 40/9 – are sweet sorbets as 
palate cleanser after Tischenko. (Je17)  

Romance, op 5  
  Unprepossessing, with Russianist B section. (Ja14) 
Two Piano Pieces, op 10 
  Nocturne and Humoreske pleasant but undistinguished. (Ja14) 
Souvenir de Hapsal, op 2 

 The Russian Castle is a deep dark character piece reminiscent of Mussorgsky’s Pictures –  



B section a 6/8 hunting jaunt with virtuoso flair. Scherzo has tricky hemiolas and rolled 
chords. Chant sans paroles could almost be early Fauré. Nice set. (Ja14) 

Piano Trio in A minor, op 50 
I’ve never heard this piece live, and so I didn’t realize how overwhelming it can be. It’s 
never struck me as first-rate Tchaikovsky: the motto theme of the first movement seems 
perfunctory. The idea of Variations, with the last variation forming the Finale, should 
work better than it does. And the Variations themselves are too broken up, so they never 
become cumulative. Nonetheless, the sheer power and virtuosity of the writing makes up 
for a lot, and the return of that motto is unmistakable and deeply moving. I’m glad to 
learn that I’ve under-rated this piece. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Iolanta 
An opera I never expected to see, Tchaikovsky’s late one-act fairy tale about the blind 
secluded princess, her loving but deluded and oppressive father, her unwanted betrothed, 
and her Prince Charming. The libretto depicts her realization that she is blind as a 
magical coming to see, and a turning from father to lover, a somewhat pedestrian allegory 
by Tchaikovsky’s brother Modeste. The music is lovely, Tchaikovsky in a rare joyous 
mood. No masterpiece by a long shot, but much beloved in Russia and worth hearing. 
Netrebko and Beczala were fabulous, as were all the lesser parts -- Alexey Markov as 
Robert, her betrothed, and Elchin Azizov as the Muslim doctor. Ilya Bannik as her father 
was fine, though he was vocally outshone by the guardian (I can’t find his name – 
something like Matt Boehner? [sc Boehner]). Paired with Bluebeard’s Castle, rather like 
having a very sweet dessert before the main course. (MetropolitanHD, F15) 

Quartet No 1 in D, op 11 “Accordion” 
I’ve never heard the nickname “Accordion” before – when did that arrive? And I thought 
I’d heard it recently. But the Yings played it beautifully. Remember Tchaikovsky’s story 
about meeting Tolstoy, and seeing tears run down his cheeks during the Andante 
cantabile. (Jeffery concerts live, Ap15) 

Symphony No 4 in F minor 
A symphonic masterpiece, so nice to revisit. I can’t not think of playing it with Philip 
Budd and the Richmond Hill Orchestra and being grateful I’d practiced the part – I was 
the only one actually playing it, and there were TSO guys in the audience. Barbirolli’s 
historic BBC performance is superb, so clean, and he massages that gorgeous slow 
movement melody so sensitively. In the car, driving from Blue Spruce. (Jy15) 

Serenade in C 
 So nice to hear again after so long – on CBC, driving to Muskoka. (S15) 
Mélodie, violin and orchestra, op 42/3 

A bit of sentiment from a set of violin and piano pieces, Souvenir d’un lieu cher, op 42, 
better known in this form as a violin encore. I didn’t realize Glazunov did the 
orchestration. Tasmin Little on BBC (the Milstein encores, Falla and Paganini are filler. 
The Paganini is jaw dropping.) (O17) 

ALEXANDER TCHEREPNIN 
Piano Concerto No 2, op 26 

The notes call this AT’s breakthrough piece after early work in the style of Glazunov: A 
compact Concerto, three movements without a pause, most resembling Prokofiev’s 
serious vein, where I had expected more 1920s lightness. OK, but not yet a distinctive 
voice.  (F09) 



Piano Concerto No 4, op 78 “Fantaisie” 
Here is a truly distinctive Concerto: three programmatic movements on Chinese subjects, 
with a melange of styles, from dissonant to impressionistic to Romantic surges à la 
Rachmaninoff, with Asian manner that sometimes, as in the Finale, veers into pentatonic 
pastiche. Some would call it a mish-mash, but it holds together, and I like the 
heterogeneity. This came out just after 1945, when U.S. was courting Japan and Mao was 
turning China into a “rogue” state. Not good timing, should be better known now. 
Chetham Symphony is a student orchestra, but one wouldn’t guess. (F09) 

Piano Concerto No 6, op 99 
Half-hour 3-movement Concerto, again a mixture of styles but with the Asian elements 
omitted: AT is most memorable and distinctive with them. (F09) This did not leave a 
strong impression before, nor did it this time.  It reminds me of Prokofiev – no, Bartok. 
Long percussion riff triggers recap in Allegro. Andantino just dull. Finale is most 
Bartokian, with loud timp at beginning, rhythmic motifs in bare keyboard octaves, fistfuls 
of added note chords. So so. (Jy11) 

Symphony No 3 in F# minor, op 83 
Very strange style, Chinese pentatonic figures mixed with Western harmony and texture, 
premonitions of minimalism. Allegretto a short heavy-footed folkdance. Adagio is 
quasi-Chinese oboe pastoral,B builds to huge sustained climax. Finale has a kind of 
boogie beat with dadaist incursions, film comedy vamps. Weird, really! (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Symphony No 4 in E, op 91 
In 3 movements: Moderato works a little staccato figure into rhythmic pattern – B section 
(development?) breaks in with sudden violence – recap marked by three repeated chords 
in different registers, one very deep. Allegro in a relentless 3, hemiolas superimposing a 
second tempo over top.  Andante fairly desolate: builds intensity, cites Russian hymn, 
winds down. AT without Chinese robes is not very interesting. (Jy11) 

Cello Sonata No 3 in F# minor, op 30/2 
Shortish Sonata begins like Romantic piece, shifts into mechanical passagework à la 
Poulenc (?). Andantino too builds crescendo in cello until piano takes over with more 
modernist figuration high on keyboard. Presto a mildly modernist Tarantella – abrupt 
ending. So so. Semenov is not a strong advocate. (Ap13) 

GEORG PHILIP TELEMANN 
Paris Quartets 

Lovely performances. Telemann writes counterpoint grazioso. (Je08) 
Suite in A minor, etc. 

Perfect car music, performance definitely not period instrument performances. Telemann 
loves odd combos of instruments. Some pieces can be spared recording. (Au08) 

Brockes Passion 
Major Masterpiece discovery. Sheer beauty of sound. Text is heavily rhymed, artificial. 
GPT’s phrases and arias are short-winded by comparison to Bach, but keep narrative and 
drama moving. Has speed of Demantius, drama of Bach. Some textual invention: Jesus’ 
fear of hell, supporting angel in Gethsemane. Shock of Jesus singing florid stuff. One 
brilliant stroke after another: operatic waking of disciples in Garden, hanging of Judas. In 
“Nehmt mich mit,” Telemann’s setting is attentive to phonics as Bach never is. (Ap09) 

Tafelmusik, Production I 



Sequence of works intended for backround listening. I didn’t notice really where one 
piece left off and the next began, but the performances are perfect. The Trio Sonata in E♭ 
stands out. (My09) 

Tafelmusik, Production II 
The apotheosis of the diddly baroque. Is it possible to judge better / worse in such music? 
The trumpet airs had distinction (at one point in incredible unison with oboe), and the 
3-flute piece, while the violin solo seemed routine. But maybe it was my attention 
quotient. (My3) The Karla Schröter group on Christophorus includes the E-minor Trio 
Sonata, but it seems just as somnolent as the Krebs. Maybe it is the performance. (D09) 

Tafelmusik, Production III 
Telemann should have composed on a continuous tape loop. The three “productions” are 
each prefaced by an overture and finished with a “conclusion,” but I see no other formal 
arrangement by key, by ensemble, whatever. It’s a true miscellany. Bright and pleasant 
throughout. (My10) 

Trio Sonata in D minor (from Essercizii Musici) 
Karla Schröter’s group blows its way through, with accuracy but little spirit. (D10) 

Du aber Daniel 
I’ve not heard this Funeral Cantata before, though of all Telemann’s Cantatas it has been 
oft recorded. Understandably. It’s gorgeous: the opening chorus, long sequence for basso 
with beautiful, singable aria, a shorter bit for soprano with another lovely aria, closing 
choral lullaby with pizzicato underlay. A winner. (S12) 

Der Tod Jesu 
Poetic Passion on the same Ramler text set by his friend Graun. I noticed first the 
orchestration: the magnificent horn solo. Next, the detailing in the basso recit and aria – 
no routine figures. The pattern is accompagnato (including the words of Jesus, quoted) 
plus aria. Wonderful exceptions, like the solo quartets (e.g. track 11), and early in Part II 
an alto-basso duet. Soprano aria with two chirpy piccolos, and after the death of Jesus, in 
a remarkable recit, and then a dramatic alternation of weeping in chorale verses with the 
basso’s “Weinet nicht.” Lamentation wins out. Super piece well worth resurrecting. (O12)  

20 Keyboard Fantasias 
I bought this to replace Leonard Hokansson’s LP, which I remember as rather more 
relaxed. John Butt is much admired but he seems to be part of the as-fast-as- possible 
school of early music performance. Enjoyable music for all that. (Ag15) 

Concerto in F, 3 violins & strings 
Fairly large Concerto at 19’ performed in unfashionably relaxed tempi with warm 
vibrato. Violins are independent soloists, not an aggregate. More ensemble in Larghetto, 
but nothing like Vivaldi’s manner. Vivace Finale. (D15) 

Suite in C for Strings 
French Ouverture, with grand dotted opening followed by Complaisance (dotted 6/8 like 
sarabande), L’Indignation in fast 2, a stuff Menuette, Loure (with its characteristic 
upbeat) and fast, short Finale. I wish there was better identification for Telemann’s 
pieces. (D15) 

Suite in G for Strings “La Bizarre” 
Another French Suite (Telemann’s preference), with big dotted-rhythm overture. The 
designation “bizarre” is not Telemann’s and hard to justify apart from the unusual Branle 
movement, a slightly loopy Fantaisie, and the Nightingale ending, more fluttery than 



chirpy. Sarabande is very beautiful. This is not the whimsical picture writing of the Don 
Quixote Suite. (Ja15) 

6 Trio Sonatas in the Italian Style; Trio Sonata in G 
Neutral music for driving from Toronto, well crafted Hausmusik for baroque amateurs. I 
marvel at Telemann’s fluency and ease. (N16) 

Ouverture in D, 2 trumpets, timpani and strings. 
 Seven movements, 19’. I am about to enjoy a glut of twelve Telemann Ouvertures. He 
 actually produced a vast quantity of music for baroque orchestra, but though he lived to 
 see the rise of the Symphony, he stuck with the suite as his favorite form. Of these 
 twelve, nine appear to have concertante instruments and five are programmatic in some 
 way. The character of this suite is determined by the trumpets and drums of course. The 
 Passacaille is a standout. And Les Postillons! (S20)    
Ouverture in G “Burlesque de Quixotte” 
 Seven movements, 16’. The most famous of the lot. Remember, Don Quixote at this time 
 was considered pure farce, with no claim to profundity. The windmill attack is 
 prestissimo with sforzandi. Dulcinea has sighing appoggiaturas. Sanch is simple, with 
 donkey hee-haws. Horse and donkey side by side, forte e piano. Le Couché de Quixote 
 gallops. (S20)    
Ouverture in C minor, 2 oboes and strings 
 Seven movements, 12’. I’m reminded of Handel’s Water Music with its bright dances 
 and overall lightness despite the minor key. Even the Fugue movement is quick and not 
 mentally taxing. The oboes don’t get much chance to shine, just two bits in the Overture, 
 Gavotte II and Menuet II, all unaccompanied. (S20)    
Ouverture in D, 2 violins, 2 oboes, recorder and strings 
 Nine movements, 23’. The array of solo instruments creates a more complex texture and 
 an exciting sound. Is some of that improv? Mostly the soloists merely double the strings, 
 so a bit of improv is welcome. Again much of the music is light and quick, even the 
 wonderful Chaconne, which truly dances. The sweetly sorrowful Air makes a surprise 
 conclusion. (S20)  
Ouverture in F, 4 horns, 2 oboes, bassoon and strings “Ālster” 
 Nine movements, 24’. “Ālster” refers to a river in northern Germany. I don’t recognize 
 the mythic narrative. Pallas Athene with war canons, an Echo piece, a Bell piece, Swan 
 Song, Shepherds, Frogs, Crows, Nymphs, and more Shepherds. “Erlfertiger Abzug” = 
 urgent departure. The horns and other winds give the piece a rustic tone, with a virtuoso 
 lick or two. Swan Song is beautiful, the Frogs and Crows full of “wrong” notes. What a 
 fun piece! One of the best of the lot. (S20) 
Ouverture in B♭, strings “Völker Overtüre” 
 Eight movements, strings, 20’. Völker in this instance refers not to rustics but to nations: 
 French, Turks, Swiss, Russians, Portuguese, returning to Frewnch “Coureurs.” The 
 Overture is plain, stripped of Gallic grandiosity. Menuet II gets a unique sound from 
 simple detaché bowing. It’s a Menuet that dances. The Russians are marvellously heavy 
 footed. Lively, but I suspect I’m missing most of the in jokes. (S20) 
Ouverture in D minor, oboe & strings 
 Nine movements, 15’. Close to a straight French Suite but for movements named 
 Irlandaise and Les Scaramouches, and the final Entrée rather than a gigue. The two 



 Menuets are very different from each other. Nice syncopated motion. Oboe is not the 
 soloist, just makes a brief appearance in Rejouissance. (S20) 
Ouverture in B♭, 2 oboes, bassoon, and strings 
 Six movements, 13’. Here the three winds are true soloists. A pure French suite. 
 Unremarkable but no less engaging. (S20) 
Ouverture in A minor, 2 recorders, 2 oboes, and strings 
 Seven movements, 16’. Straightforward French Suite. The winds are given solo bits from 
 the beginning and throughout. Menuet has nice irregular phrase structure. Rondeau 
 allows the winds free play. There’s invention every moment -- the modal transitions of 
 the Polonaise. Super. (S20) 
Ouverture in A, solo violin and strings 
 Six movements, 20’. The movements are named in Italian, and this hold true for the 
 violin writing. There’s a Menuetto and a Tempo di giga, but there are unconventional 
 types as well, Divertimento, Le Lusinghe [Flattery], and a Passa tempo [Pastime]. I’m 
 afraid here Telemann yields to some very conventional Italianate noodling. The Passa 
 tempo is curious. (S20) 
Ouverture in D, 2 flutes, bassoon, horn, and strings 
 Eight movements, 19’. French Suite ending with a Fanfare. The winds appear as soloists 
 from the start. Two contrasting movements, Plainte and Galliard, are nested. Is a 
 passepied always marked by a clever hemiola? The Pasacaille gives the whole suite 
 added gravity. The Fanfare gives the horn a chance to shine. (S20) 
Ouverture in G des Nations anciens et modernes 
 Nine movements, strings only, 15’. The Nations are Germans, Swedes, and Danes, plus 
 les vieilles femmes (to end). Each nation is contrasted ancient et moderne. The ancient 
 Germans are brusque, staccato; the modern quite frenetic. The ancient Swedes, legato and 
 calm, the modern frenetic. The ancient Danes dotted rhythm legato, the modern scurrying 
 and frenetic. There are inside jokes here I’m sure I am missing. The old women at the end 
 are given a sighing figure (performed with sliding semitones). (S20) 
SIGISMUND THALBERG 
Piano Concerto in F minor, op 5 

Thalberg was Liszt’s rival (though they remained cordial) in the days when virtuosi were 
expected to create their own vehicles. Thalberg’s is compositionally very elementary, 
almost laughably: square phrases, predictable harmonies, routine passagework, banal 
melodies. The piano of course has its flourishes and its showy cadenza. Adagio could be 
mistaken (carelessly) for Chopin, a bel canto scena for the right hand. Rondo Finale skips 
from one trite tune to the next. Interest purely historical. (O12) I was unimpressed the first 
time – I have to remember its date 1830, pre-Chopin. It sets out so seriously, shies away, 
returns to silly sequences and passagework. Flashy cadenza. Empty piece. (Je15) 

Souvenirs of Beethoven – Fantaisie sur la 7e Symphonie, op 39 
Solo piano piece. Long intro, no Beethoven until halfway through, then razzle-dazzle 
variations on the Funeral March in the worst of taste, then after more themes the music 
breaks into the Finale of the Fifth (relative major, I guess) and return to Funeral March to 
close. (O12) 

3 Piano Pieces 



Nocturne, op 28, moody romanticism but without the magic of Chopin, or even Field. 
Canzonette Italienne, op 36/5, a moving canzonetta in minor with many ripples – fine 
encore piece. Un soupir: brief mélodie variée, nothing special. (O12) 

Fantasia on Rossini’s Mosé in Egitto, op 33 
 For duo pianos, routine variations but given extra boost with phenomenal arpeggios. 

Played on period pianos. Good car music. (Jy16) 
Sechs deutsche Lieder 
 Settings of Heine from 1833, anticipating Schumann. Thalberg modulates freely but 

melodic invention is weak, and I don’t know why he depicts the Rhine with piano 
staccato. Piano writing is restrained – no virtuoso stuff, no implicit narrative – just 
Heine’s perfection. (S17) 

AMBROISE THOMAS  
Mignon 

I finally got to hear it and it’s wonderful. I understand both why it was so popular, and 
why it has fallen out of favor. It has half a dozen familiar arias (plus some others very 
worthy), super roles for French mezzo, coloratura, tenor, and (a pleasant surprise) basso, 
plus the mezzo ingenue. It is musically attractive, not four-square. On the other hand, the 
story line is comic opera stuff (is it really Goethe?), and audiences today demand verism 
if not verismo. I even like the omitted parts and would prefer the ending that brings 
everyone back on stage. I’d love to see it done. (D09) 

Hamlet 
This works extremely well on stage, if partly because of the fine minimalist and fluid 
stage direction to keep it moving. It is less melodious than Mignon, but the director’s 
comment about French theater declamation makes sense, and the big scenes really work. 
Keenlyside’s performance could hardly be improved; Marlis Peterson was fine as 
Ophélie, even without the extreme top; Larmore was hair-raising as Gertrude, having 
become a dramatic mezzo over the years. Poor James Morris was OK as Claudius, though 
he’s seen better days. Wonderful and unexpectedly powerful operatic tragedy (using 
Thomas’s English ending). (MetHD, Mh09) 

RANDALL THOMPSON 
The Peaceable Kingdom 

Unutterably beautiful. I’ve finally heard this piece, after years of curiosity, and it took an 
English cathedral choir to bring it to me. Bless them. The familiar “Alleluiah,” too, and a 
beautiful Whitman setting “The Last Invocation.” RT is master of his style, and a kindred 
soul. (O08) 

Mass of the Holy Spirit; Fare Well 
Rare modern a cappella Mass. VW sets the standard, RT challenges respectably. A 
beautiful English-language setting of the whole. De la Mare setting beautifully autumnal. 
Superb disc! (O08) 

Symphony No 1 
In 3 movements, based on earlier vocal work with voices and text subtracted, thus free in 
form.  Opens with surprisingly modernist riff, then settles into impressionist 
neo-romanticism (courtesy his mentor Malipiero) with brass fanfares (courtesy Bloch). 
Finale perky, animated without frenzy. Nice, very different from Symphony No 2, not as 
direct as that masterpiece. (S10) 

Symphony No 2 in E minor 



This piece has become as much a favorite and as familiar as the Harris Third, and 
Bernstein’s performance is my primary reason for needing this CD: the incisive rhythms, 
glorious brass, above all the incomparable nobilmente Finale. Thrilling. (F12)  

Alleluiah 
 The Ying Quartet played their own arrangement for an encore, and I had to have it. (Je15) 
String Quartet No 2 
 On Youtube, thanks to Facebook friend Kyle Johnson. Thank you for this. It's very much 

as I remembered it over the many years -- or maybe it's just very much how I'd imagine a 
Randall Thompson Quartet would sound. It's elegant, with well delineated identifiable 
themes, not a note out of place, a few well timed surprise turns, a spark of wit. First 
movement tarantella, second a pleasant set of variations, third a not too passionate 
Adagio, and Finale a trifle brusque. I imagine Thompson must have been a modest man, 
so much that his music lacks unruly boldness, as in his masterpiece the Second 
Symphony, where he denies himself one section of the orchestra in each movement. It's 
lovely stuff all the same. 

VIRGIL THOMSON 
The Plow that Broke the Plains; The River 

Masterpiece of wit – not surprising. More so, a marvel of orchestration and a profoundly 
moving piece – film music that holds together as a piece. Is it odd that the greatest 
musical monuments of Americana are tragic, like Harris’s Third? The River is equally 
good in the same vein. (Au08) 

Louisiana Story 
Much more somber, not as immediately attractive Suite, lacking the vulgar wit of the 
other two. Perhaps it was a different director; perhaps the populist bits were hived off in 
the complementary Suite of Acadian dances. (Au08) 

Cello Concerto 
Is this Thomson’s only Concerto? I: Rider on the Plains, a jaunty 6/8 Wild West motif 
with snare drum. II: Variations on a Southern Hymn, a beautiful hymn tune, affectionate 
treatment. III: Children’s Games, frivolous, with touches of “Jesus Loves Me” as in 
Symphony. Hanani, alas, is not a first-rate soloist, but does some nice things. (Reviews 
for this CD were great!) First-rate Virgil Thomson –unless it’s that awkwardly written for 
the soloist. (D08) 

Filling Station 
Yes, another masterpiece from the master: the sly turns, the broad comedy, the wit, a 
solemn mock-cortege. Milhaud-inspired midwest dadaism with pop overtones, lots of 
variety. For he’s a jolly good fellow. Faults: (1) the tango could be broader; (2) it’s too 
short. More please. (S09) 

Violin Sonata 
I couldn’t remember this piece but recognized it instantly: an exercise in continuous 
non-repetitive melody through 4 short movements. This might be written off as one of 
VT’s curious misfires, but it somehow sticks in the ear. Maybe it’s better aligned with 
that strain of modernist painting, realist with disturbing Chirico perspectives. Mia Wu, 
unlike her pianist, fails to infuse much character. Perhaps she misses the irony? (Je10) 

Synthetic Waltzes 
Early Thomson for two pianos sounding like a medley of parlor tunes with awkward 
rhythmic stumbles and wrenched key changes. Great fun.  (Je10) 



Four Songs to Poems of Thomas Campion 
Settings with unusual ensemble of clarinet, viola and harp: brilliant, appealing treatment 
of Campion’s great lyrics. “Garden” preserves the irony, just a touch on “Cherry ripe,” 
but the tone is otherwise straight, beautiful but not sentimental. “Rose-cheeked Laura” 
preserves the quantities but not slavishly. “Follow thy fair sun” is unexpectedly angular, 
in contrast to Campion’s own tune, but it works. Super group.  (Je10) 

Two by Marianne Moore 
Two jeux in MM’s close-rhymed monometers: “English Usage” is all staccato, the 
gentler “My Crow Pluto” legato. The settings highlight Moore’s similarity of sensibility 
to Gertrude S.  (Je10) 

Praises and Prayers 
Five very serious settings of religious poems. I cannot count the group successful. VT is 
too concerned to avoid musical formulas that he can apparently see only ironically. “My 
Master hath a garden” and “Jerusalem my happy home” pale beside the familiar 
traditional tunes. Thomson’s proto-minimalism works, though, for St Francis’ great 
canticle and the children’s prayer. Ellen Lang sings all of these pretty well. (Je10) 

The Feast of Love 
 Why do I remember this as dissonant? It’s not. A free recit over a steady rhythmic pulse, 

setting VT’s own translation of the Perevigilium Veneris. Patrick Mason is a fine 
baritone. (Je14) 

FRANCIS THORNE 
Symphony No 6 for Strings 

Three movements: Con gioia pits rhythms in upper and lower parts against each other, 
more in earnest than in joy, but identifiably American. Nice snap pizzicato. Adagietto 
begins con sordino – I hadn’t noticed that harp. Short quicker B section returns to broader 
tempo, then I lose it. Presto is very rhythmic and irregular – piano introduces percussive 
element. It doesn’t grab me. Where did that banjo come from? (Ja15) 

LUDWIG THUILLE 
Piano Concerto in D 

Thuille was a respected teacher who knew everything there was to know about 
composition, according to Strauss. His Concerto makes a lovely pastoral sound, the 
soloist playing almost constantly with the orchestra – it reminds me of Raff. Adagio is 
truly beautiful, almost Brahmsian depth. Finale is nice like the Allegro, but the piece is 
too well mannered. Thuille admits virtuoso flourishes, but no bombast, nothing over the 
top. (Ja11) 

Symphony in F 
The notes treat this as impeccable academic work and, alas, that seems correct. All is 
perfectly in place, smooth, pastoral, without tension, risk, or surprise. Largo is bolder, 
with a more dramatic theme and big brass in the B section. Tempo di Minuetto has an 
archaic flavor. Finale is damnably well mannered. (F11) 

JOHANNES TINCTORIS 
Lamentations 

Earliest example of genre in my collection: style has reminiscences of Machaut, very 
severe settings in free counterpoint of three and even two part texture. Sets Hebrew 
letters. Orlando Consort is gorgeous. (Jy08)  

EDGAR TINEL 



Polyeucte 
Tinel was a Flemish composer, 1854-1912, who succeeded Nicolaas Lemmens, and thus 
is best  known for church music. Polyeucte, symphonic poem after Corneille, begins with 
a gorgeous modal trombone chorale followed by a passionate love theme. The chorale 
returns, now ominous, and an agitato theme that competes with the romance. The work 
closes of course with the chorale, now in grim triumph and a transfiguration of the 
romance. It’s too repetitive but beautiful nonetheless. (S17)  

MICHAEL TIPPETT 
The Mask of Time 

I made it through by dogged perseverance. A thoroughly dislikable piece. The man who 
defends himself in court has a fool for a client, the composer who writes his own text . . . 
It reminds me of Schafer, but the least attractive side – the pretense, the megalomania, the 
passive-aggressive egoism.  Parts, naturally, appeal: I like the quotations, the Asian bits, 
the chant, and wish much much more had been made of them. The scene of Shelley’s 
death has a grandeur. But so much expenditure of energy! Part I is mythic, four scenes 
successively longer, on the balance of creation and destruction. Part II is historical, on 
nature and number, the three verses of Mirror of Whitening Light balancing the three 
Songs. Schafer never forgets that the music has to sound good. This is repellant. (S10) 

Symphony No 1 
Tippett is still working close to his popular early neo-classical string pieces, but spikier – 
complex rhythms, linear counterpoint, angular but largely diatonic, rather bright and 
peppy for 1944-45. Adagio a full-blown passacaglia, complex bass, jagged variations: 
nice passage with 3 flutes, big climax, slow fade. Scherzo is driving, fast 3, complex 
rhythms in 4-bar phrases. Finale a large double fugue with trills, remarkably transparent 
texture. Mood at end victorious, with bass drum providing cannon shots. (My12) 

Praeludium for brass, bells and percussion 
Commissioned as a fanfare, this grew into a 7' concert opener for a program that included 
Le Sacre – and one can hear it. (My12) 

Symphony No 3 
Massive 57' Symphony in two parts, four movements fast-slow-fast-slow, the last 
encompassing four songs for soprano on texts by the composer. Part I: Allegro is noisy, 
lots of brass, percussion, pesante, nervously rhythmic but keeping to simple sixteenths, 
with recognizable melodic gestures. Lento is quiet, not quite static: natural harmonics on 
muted solo viola maintain a tonal consonance: string mass gathers in long slow 
crescendo. Part II Scherzo opens with brass, then strings like Koechlin’s chattering 
monkeys: piano joins the fray. Suddenly the Finale of Beethoven’s Ninth (with dissonant 
appendage). Three Songs, called Blues, follow in succession, some jazz allusions in the 
orchestra but the soprano operatic in Tippett’s angular manner. Beethoven also introduces 
the fourth song: “And did my brother die of frostbite in the camp?” “My sibling was the 
torturer.” What pretentious tripe! Composers should never set their own poetry. Tippett 
was a great talent wasted on willful idiosyncrasy. (My12) 

Piano Concerto 
Allegro opens dreamily, soloist and orchestra together, followed by pixyish figure in 
winds: lyrical pandiatonicism, both harmony and melody based on fourths – very nice. 
Lento opens with horn calls: more misterioso, piano darker, more insistent |(though 
marked tranquillo): beautiful big crescendo: question and answer passage. Vivace opens 



in bumptious fast 3 that forms ritornello between piano episodes. Tippett at his least 
problematic, most agreeable. (My12) 

Quartet No 1 in A 
Three movements: Allegro actually replaced earlier movements discarded in Tippett’s 
revision eight  years after the premiere, but he still has not arrived at the rhythmic vitality 
of his great string pieces – just a lot of sawing detaché. Attacca into Lento, sustained 
homophony in high registers, ending on triad. Allegro Finale is mildly syncopated, lively 
– a glimpse into the world to come. (F14) 

Quartet No 2 in F# 
Tippett says this was the first piece in which he used the additive rhythms that led to his 
early signature pieces for strings. It shares with them the airy, dancing vitality. But why 
the sadistic key? Andante is a severe, exceedingly chromatic ricercar. Scherzo returns to 
bright dancing rhythms – how could he write such happy music in 1942? Allegro Finale 
is the weightiest movement, darker, with wide contrasts. This is the Tippett I love. (F14) 

Quartet No 4 
Written 35 years after the Second by a very different composer – dissonant, fragmented, 
but not to the extremes of the continental avant garde. The Quartet is a unit, parts respond 
to each other, and there is vestigial tonality – the movements are played without a break. 
Slow section has delicate flickering high violins over sustained line lower down. (F14)   

BORIS TISCHENKO 
Piano Sonata No 7 in C, op 85 – with Bells 

Massive Slavic Sonata begins with deep bell tones that bleed into piano resonance – 
much more modernist than I expected, though it wastes little time getting to an angular 
fugato, remains tonal, bears classical references like repeated chords accompagnato. 
Textures extremely stark – some piling up of activity but no wasted notes. Lento is 22’ 
long, a dedicated elegy, solemn, spare – changes of articulation, slow accelerandi, but 
rhythm largely steady and deliberate. Chimes enter at 14’ with what sounds like an 
all-interval row, laissez vibrez. Eerie. Allegro Finale picks up attacca – irregular dance 
rhythms a relief, though tone remains dark. Dancing glock at the end is ultimate surprise. 
Maybe piano music by Kancheli would sound like this, but the style is unique. (Ap13)  

Piano Sonata No 9 
Three movements, 26’. Nocturne begins with bare line over thirds in left hand, never 
defining a key. Keeps going almost robotically, no roots or direction. Pastorale is 
contrapuntal, or sounding like it – three-voice texture with no imitation – midway it 
falters, stops, restarts. The ending goes into crazy fragments, which mark the beginning 
of the Barcarolle (surely an absurdist title!). The entire movement is Webern-like but 
consonant: staccato fragments that occasionally cohere into moments of burlesk. Crazy. 
Very novel. But I don’t care for it. (Je17)  

JEHAN TITELOUZE 
12 Hymnes 

Each gregorian hymn is subject to a number of contrapuntal treatments. I didn’t know 
what to expect since the music was described as archaic, but that refers only to its vocal 
style, with little keyboard flourish or virtuosic riff. There’s an occasional trill. Each hymn 
is intoned at least once by a male choir, in rigid style, far removed from Solesmes. The 
second and third hymns, Veni Creator and Pange lingua, have familiar tunes. Worthy 
music, worthwhile exploration. (Ag12) CD II: A solis ortis ordine gets extensive treatment 



with chant. Exsultet caelum builds on a jolly triple meter chant. Is the distinctive 
character of these pieces forced by the cantus firmus never to reach a full cadence?  I 
think so. Are all the cadences Phrygian? Not quite. (S12) 

ANTON FERDINAND TITZ 
Quartets in E♭, F, C and G 

The Archiv reviewer was right: these pieces are ravishingly beautiful through sheer 
melodic invention, like Mozart at his best. At least at the opening. The power is not 
sustained throughout, but enough that these are very engaging pieces, full of ideas, e.g. 
the Trio of the Minuetto for solo violin. There are concertante elements that point to 
Viotti and Spohr, two other violin virtuoso quartet writers. Poor Titz was quite mad, it 
seems, but he was also, as Spohr said, a composer of genius. I can hardly wait to get my 
hands on more . . . .  (Mh10) 

ERNST TOCH 
Piano Quintet 

Something amiss here. Is Toch’s linear style unsuited to the Piano Quintet texture? Is his 
tonality less centered, less persuasive than Hindemith’s? Is it just weak thematic 
material? Seems mere note spinning. Hindemith never wrote for chamber ensemble with 
piano. (Muskoka, Jy08) 

Violin Sonata No 2 
Neo-classic, linear, dry, and quite attractive. Mostly three-part texture, two hands plus 
violin. The liner notes speak of “profound melancholy,” but I hear more good humor. 
(Muskoka, Jy08) 

Burlesken, piano 
Dry little character pieces – Poulenc but not as witty (except the last, which apparently 
became popular). (Muskoka, Jy08) 

Studien I - III; Studie IV: Der Jongleur 
Written for piano rolls, impossible tempi, the good humor of Hans Haass or the composer 
of the Geographical Fugue. (O10)  

Symphony No 5 “Jephta” 
Two movements, 24’. I listened through, mistakenly thinking this was the First 
Symphony. Toch delayed his career as a symphonist until his third period beginning in 
1950. He had experienced a promising younger period until his exile in 1933. America 
enforced a practical second period of teaching and film music, but in his last years, 1950 
to 1964, he turned solely to composition. This music, inspired by a friend’s novel, was 
first intended for an opera but ended up as this “rhapsodic poem.” (Ag18) Lengthy first 
movement is violent, strident dissonances in tonal texture, lots of brass and percussion, 
marvelous timpani glissandi at beginning, brief tender bits at end. Molto tranquillo 
begins, oddly, with stern marcato, but it settles down, more struggle than tranquillity, but 
the ending is quiet. (S18) 

Symphony No 1, op 72 
Four movements, 40’. Written in Vienna, where it premiered successfully in 1950. 
Tranquillo begins with slow string glissandi – wind phrases suddenly break into faster 
fugato, all versions of the same motif. At return to Tempo primo, orchestra dies away, 
strings flickering. Allegro molto (not really that fast) is a galumphing scherzo. (Some of 
the string demands sound impractical!)  The simple rhythmic trill is powerful. Langsam 
zart opens with a long chromatic flute solo, then alternating strings and winds – sudden 



outcry fortissimo and lots of downward slithering builds to big tutti with full brass. Calm 
is restored by solo violin and flute. Allegro Finale begins with brassy fanfare, trumpets 
and drums, largely diatonic, alternating with chromatic strings. Brass return with chimes. 
All the minute curlicues are variants of a motif moved chromatically, diatonically, in 
counterpoint, very heady. The Symphony ends on an unprepared inappropriate major 
triad. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 2, op 73 
Four movements, 33’. Allegro fanatico begins frenetic and loud, settles down to upper 
strings and timp glissandi, lots of timp in quiet passages with English horn. The motto 
shape seems omnipresent, more repeated than developed. Second movement Sehr leicht 
begins with violins at a trot over pizzicato and an odd pentatonic idea. Then harp and 
violins strike up a romance. Adagio begins bravely in low brass and winds, long passages 
of motivic squiggles. Brass chorale evokes memories of Bruckner, taken up by solo 
strings to finish movement. Allegro begins in high strings punctuated by brass, then 
middle strings take over in canon. I keep sensing that Toch is tangled in minute details of 
motivic repetition to the loss of larger form or rhythmic propulsion. Ends in big but 
unachieved brass climax, challenged by piano clusters and timps. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 3, op 75 
Three movements, 28’. Written 1955, this is the one that got the Pulitzer, probably 
because of its novel orchestration, calling for Hammond organ, glass balls [vibraphone], 
“pressure horn” and “rotarion” [both later eliminated], and compressed air hisser. 
Adagion begins with angular bassoon solo answered by strings; brass and organ enter; 
eerie solo for those glass balls, and do I hear the rotarion? Trumpet and drums introduce a 
quick march with militaristic feel like Shostakovich. Adagio restored, brass play a 
grotesque chorale and glass balls are heard again. Andande contrasts with serene 
pastorale, flute and upper winds, staccato motif in strings – childlike, impish, uneasy. 
Finale Allegro impetuoso brings back motifs from first two movements; fugato begins in 
strings, builds and then trails off. Violent gestures gain dominance, with organ and 
percussion. This is a much more direct and immediate piece than the first two 
symphonies, and better for it. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 4, op 80 
Three movements, 27’. Long winding lines in violins, unaccompanied – at length other 
strings and winds, tranquillo with a few shocks and agitations. Solo clarinet takes over, 
then solo violin (are those glass balls again, or marimba?). Beautiful ending returns to 
opening solo. The second and third movements are prefaced by spoken lines in tribute to 
dedicatee Marion MacDowell. Initial conductors refused, but Alun Francis reads well and 
demonstrates the continuity with the short scherzando that follows. Finale is marked 
Grave and begins with imposing brass, but it settles into quiet meandering too much like 
the first movement. It recovers gravity in a violent and grandiose passage but makes the 
error of returning to the opening material. (Ag18)    

Symphony No 6, op 93 
Three movements, 23’. The liner notes refer to the “formlessness” of the last two 
symphonies, but the striking thing to me is the relative lightness – pizzicati, scattering 
woodwinds, solo violin, the ever-present wood block and xylophone. The mood gets 
tense but then reflective, and there’s a dissonant crisis near the end but it ends quietly. 
Second movement is marked grazioso and leggiero, an honest-to-God scherzo. Energico 



Finale opens with timps and brass, serioso, but reverts quickly to a kind of exaggerated 
sentimentality that seems to parody Strauss – lyric fragmentation left unresolved. The 
Symphony has an emotional narrative. (S18)  

Symphony No 7, op 95 
Three movements, 23’. Lento begins with a bare line, like the earlier symphonies, but 
turns pastoral, then animato, then relaxes, even a moment of genteel minuetto. Second is 
a short Giocoso with touches of Viennese nostalgia greeted by sarcastic laughter – ends 
pianissimo pizzicato. Resoluto Finale opens with portentous brass, wanders a lot – it ends 
in dissonant brassy climax and cymbal crash. It seems attractive serialism, but I don’t feel 
enough direction for such a long piece. (S18) 

Spiel for Wind Orchestra, op 39 
Three movements, 9’. After the Hindemith Symphony, this definitely sounds more like a 
band in the park, light music. Overture has tongue firmly planted in cheek. Idyll is 
marked grazioso, a gentle tune over rhythm bass. Buffo sounds like a circus polka. Great 
fun. (Jy20) 

EDUARDO TOLDRÀ 
4 Songs 

I know nothing of this composer. The songs are more elaborate, less folksy, than most of 
the others on Victoria’s disc. The middle two are exquisite, almost Straussian, “Maig” 
especially. (Ag11) 

VACLAV JAN TOMAŠEK 
Requiem in C minor 

A masterpiece unearthed. The first bars open into a distinctive sound world, Mozart not 
too far in the background, but Tomašek builds larger musical structures within the 
chromatic classical language, with modulations and spun out paragraphs that resemble 
Schubert hinting at Wagner. The result sometimes sacrifices parts of the text that often 
get jewel-settings: the Lacrymosa and Pie Jesu are subsumed into the contrapuntal 
structure. But this is a major achievement, one to return to again and again. Performance 
is very strong apart from soloists who are no better than they have to be. (Mh09) 

HENRI TOMASI 
Trumpet Concerto 

Very appealing, very French in boulevard manner, but not flippant, more like Ibert or 
Françaix on good behavior. Nocturne has lovely melody, moody, night-clubby sound. 
Finale is short, fast, a bit goofy. Excellent facture. Tomasi is fairly well represented on 
disc, but rarely as the featured composer. He wrote mainly for winds. (Jy09) 

Requiem pour la paix 
Tomasi here is a more serious composer, a gorgeous and devout wartime Requiem, not 
quite on the level of Duruflé but very nearly. Written as an almost continuous work, with 
novel treatment of text throughout, soloists often treated as individual commentators, less 
often as focal soloists. The style is a bit eclectic: tonal, dissonant at times, with seasoning 
of pop, jazz overtones. Tragic military fanfare at end of Agnus Dei. Profoundly 
rewarding work, one to return to. (Jy11)    

Fanfares liturgiques 
Four movements for brass ensemble excerpted from an opera. Tomasi’s best known work 
after the Trumpet Concerto. Here, the longer final section is done complete with soprano 
solo and choir. Very beautiful. (Jy11) 



Être ou non être 
Short Conservatoire piece for bass trombone with three trombones accompanying: a kind 
of wordless soliloquy. (Jy11) 

Trombone Concerto 
In three movements: Begins with flourish, continues in laid back crooning with a touch of 
light dance. Nocturne signifies a night at the jazz clubs – nice. Tambourin is lively 
jazz-Latin syncopation. Super piece. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

Saxophone Concerto 
In one movement: Slow intro almost rapt, breezy Moderato in 5, slow section has sax 
wailing over slowly rocking ostinato, faster 6/8 section with intricate cross rhythms, 
return to rapt opening. The ideas are strong, but they return and mix without apparent 
direction, so that there’s no propulsion to an ending, which becomes arbitrary. Like a 
whodunit plot in which any one of the characters can be singled out as the perp. A formal 
experiment? (Jy11)   

Cinq Danses profanes et sacrées 
Miniatures for Wind Quintet that distantly echo bits of Le Sacre: wind gestures, harmonic 
structure, fragmentation, the parallel ninths in Danse sacré for example. The liner notes 
say that the pieces reflect the “brusque” music of Corsica, where Tomasi was born, and 
the Danse nuptial depicts nagging and quarreling. Entertaining music. (D13) 

Messe de la Nativité 
I didn’t know what to expect – and even then I was surprised. Not a Mass at all but a 
“divertissement pastorel,” a Nativity Pageant written to accompany a Messe de Minuit. 
The text (not given, alas) is in modern Provençal dialect, with titles translated into 
standard French. Instruments are dominated by the Tambourinaires de l’Académie du 
Tambourin d’Aix in Provence, a folk ensemble of drums and a tin whistle, plus harp, 
horn (the part a virtual concerto), four double reeds, and percussion. The choir is 
children, girls that is, in two-part trebles. The music has a Provençal quality recognizable 
from Daquin or Milhaud, with a few familiar carols. I’ve never heard anything that so 
much reminds me of Pound’s Testament. Truly one of a kind. (D13) 

12 Noëls de Nicolas Saboly 
Saboly was a noted seventeenth-century poet in modern Occitan, the langue d’oc of 
modern Provence. He wrote several carols and either composed tunes or adapted folk 
tunes. Tomasi has selected twelve and arranged then for two-part treble choir à cappella. 
None of the tunes is familiar. I miss the texts here even more than in the Mass. Some are 
beyond the girls technically. (D13) 

12 Chants de l’ile de Corse 
Corsican folksongs arranged for à cappella girls. No texts. The tunes are subtly different 
from the noels, more modal, less regular rhythmically. (D13) 

VINCENZO TOMASSINI 
Les femmes de bonne humeur Suite 
  Five Sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti orchestrated (Tomassini was a Reger pupil!). (My17) 
FERNAND de la TOMBELLE 
Piano Trio in A minor, op 35 

Student of Dubois and Guillmant, friend of Saint-Saëns and Fauré, Tombelle was 
admired as both performer and composer, and later as teacher at d’Indy’s Schola 
Cantorum, which he helped to establish. The Trio is in four conventional movements. 



Allegro is in lively 3, the piano ever rippling, building on an attractive, even passionate 
theme – somewhat predictably in short-breathed four-bar phrases. Nice accelerando coda. 
Lento cantilena shows more harmonic adventure; B section features a delicious passage 
with strings in octaves in their topmost register. Scherzo is in duple time. Vivace  Finale 
stays rooted in minor, agitato, then slows for a romantic bit, develops greater complexity, 
pauses to recall Lento tune, then races in 6/8 to cadence. Attractive, well made music, 
just too well mannered. (S16) 

Andante espressivo, cello & piano 
  The notes compare this to Saint-Saens’s Swan, but the melody is too generic. (S16) 
String Quartet in E, op 36 

Four movements, dedicated to d’Indy. Largo Intro passes fragmentary motifs with great 
ease – but Allegro turns minor in a very earnest 6/8 (with hints of Saint-Saens’ Organ 
Symphony!). It remains transparent, however, avoid the turgid temptation, and returns to 
Largo at end. Beautiful! Allegretto plays with displaced accents – witty but not without 
romantic feeling. Adagio is purely lyrical – it cranks up the chromaticism, passing the 
melody around the instruments – the recap is gorgeous. Allegro Finale takes up a dotted 
theme – recapping themes near the end is all but inevitable – tempo slows, then races 
through coda. Lovely strong piece. (S16) 

Organ Sonata No 2 in F# minor, op 33 
Three movements, 22’. Tombelle was a polymath. He studied organ with Guilmant, 
Dubois, and Saint-Saens. Later he helped d’Indy found his Schola Cantorum and taught 
there. Allegro begins with pomp and arpeggios before a chromatic lyrical theme takes 
over. Development recalls the opening chords which eventually set the recap of the 
principal theme. Grand coda with arpeggios. Andante introduces another serpentine lyric 
song; a second idea appears sotto voce, short phrases. It continues as first theme rises in 
left hand, then treble, all pianississimo. Finale is Toccata perpetual motion with piano B 
section and fortissimo return with flourish. (My20) 

Andantino; Marche pontificale, op 23 
  Andantino, 6’, is quiet, chromatic. The March is grand and festive with fanfares. (My20) 
Fantaisie sur deux themes, profane et grégorien 

Misterioso opening. The profane theme in triadic motion emerges in treble, treated as 
ornamental variations. Some vox humana and strutting pedals. A four-part fugato. Grand 
flourish and huge chords to finish, 12’, but I never did locate the Gregorian theme. (My20) 

THOMAS TOMKINS 
Anthems 

This wonderful CD gives a much finer impression of Tomkins than that old Denis 
Stevens LP. A pupil of Byrd, Tomkins maintained the learned contrapuntal style, full of 
English cross relations, right to the Cromwell ascendancy, and was memorialized in a 
magnificent Musica Deo Sacra. Robinson’s choir is also magnificent. “When David 
heard” is a masterpiece.  (D08) 

7 English Anthems (Tallis) 
“When David heard” is breathtaking, but maybe just short of Weelkes’s supreme 
masterpiece; “Then David mourned” even more breathtaking. “Almighty God” and “Woe 
is me” both petitions for mercy, gorgeous, but at this point even I crave something less 
tormented. Last three are more objective, a touch of syncopation, still lots of cross 



relations. “O sing unto the Lord” has very decorous Alleluiah,” last item has mighty 
conclusion. (Je09) 

The Great Service 
Incredibly complex ten-voice texture: an apex of Renaissance textural control. Words are 
amazingly catchable. One of several “Great Services” extant, a genre with otherwise few 
works. Three extraordinary doxologies. Tomkins is fortunate to have been carefully 
published in the 17th century: we’re fortunate that he is as great as he is. (Je09) 

EDWARD TOP 
Eruption 

A TSO commission on CBC television for the orchestra combined with the Toronto 
Youth Orchestra. Fairly elaborate, very rhythmic, with complex irregular meters. I would 
have hoped to hear the kids on their own once in a while. (Ag17) 

GIUSEPPE TORELLI 
12 Concerti, op 6 

The advertising on this CD is opportunistic and false: these are not the precursors of 
Bach’s Brandenburgs, except in the most general of senses. But the disc itself is fine, a 
well played set of baroque Concerti for strings, with occasional added winds (ad libitum, 
I assume), and one cannot listen without realizing that this composer, more than a decade 
older than Vivaldi, is shaping the baroque instrumentsl style to come. Very nice. (Mh11) 

MICHAEL TORKE 
Strawberry Fields 

I don’t know if this is a masterpiece, but when was the last time music reduced me to wet, 
real tears running down my face? Honest sentimentality, simple parable, like Menotti’s 
Amahl. The Old Lady passes into the world of music, into the world of dreams. (N09) 

Pentecost           
Cantata for high soprano in 3 movements on verses from Acts 2. Text is delivered once 
straight, then treated in fragmentary phrases sounding like Virgil T’s settings of Stein. 
Bright, cheery, consonant, irregular rhythms, tambourine. Middle movement rises to 
affirmative passion on apocalypse. Last is prophecy of salvation. Lovely piece.  (N09) 

The Yellow Pages; Slate; Adjustable Wrench 
Three short early works: minimalist, bright, the second a computer playing the orchestra 
score, the third with orchestra. (Mh11) 

Vanada 
Even earlier work, here more dissonant, more brass and metalic percussion, more 
extended. (Mh11) 

Rust 
Described as a “concerto” for piano, winds and electric bass. Torke takes off from 
elements of pop music, but I really don’t mind because the transformation has 
intelligence and a smidgen of acerbity. (Mh11) 

Javelin  
Bikin’ down the road music: I visualize E.T. (Ap11) 

December  
For strings. Lots of spiccato, wrenched accents. Cheery. (Ap11) 

Run   
Runnin’ now, not bikin’. Torke himself talks of machine processed, manufactured music. 
(Ap11) 



Adjustable Wrench  
Chamber work, so highly syncopated that it’s hard to grasp the underlying beat, which is 
definitely there. This taking pops elements, even to the electric guitar, and working them 
with great sophistication. (Ap11) 

Green 
For full orchestra: begins with spikier dissonance, maintains darker tone, uses volume 
variation to greater degree than elswhere. But it could be no one else. (Ap11) 

Music on the Floor 
Does he mean the dance floor? This one is quiet, gentle, not strongly rhythmic. (Ap11) 

Bright Blue Music 
A bright, cheery fracturing of waltz time. (Ap11)  

An American Abroad 
Begins like a Broadway show, brass in parallel chords, but keeps going with no curtain, a 
serving of activated consonance jiggling like jello for 22’. Second slower episode with 
popsy oboe circular breathing through the tune. Chimes. Strings repeat oboe tune, get 
disoriented. Harp and mallets start up a vaguely Latin theme. The show’s about to end – 
but when? and how? (O18) 

Jasper 
This could be one of Torke’s color pieces – active, jiggly, rhythmically erratic. The liner 
notes say that the theme contains all seven notes of the diatonic scale. Perfect! But 
Torke’s pieces are all rather short, or else incidental to a narrative. I wonder if he has 
written any sustained abstract music. (O18) 

Rapture: Concerto for Percussion and Orchestra 
3 movements, 29’. Here’s the answer to my question, a half-hour abstract piece. I’d say 
Torke sees his music not just filling time or reshaping time but suspending time. The 
soundworld just keeps sizzling (or jiggling): the out-of-time, out-of-body experience is 
both sexual and sacramental. Like a model concerto, Rapture is cast in three parts, 
fast-slow-fast. Drums and Woods is wild, orgiastic, really fun. Sputtering trumpets, 
sustained horns. Mallets sounds more Asian and exotic, no flashy virtuosity, with a 
curious downward string harmonic glissando. Metals takes its primary sound from 
banging on a can – unlike the middle movement there’s no definite pitch. Terrific piece, 
one of the most attractive percussion pieces I’ve heard. Colin Currie is a powerhouse. He 
appears on the great CD of MacMillan’s Veni Emmanuel, and many others. (D18)    

FEDERICO TORROBA 
Concierto en Flamenco 

Oddly this is a first recording of the 1964 Concerto, while Torroba’s solo works are 
standard. Apparently there’s a grand disconnect between folk-improv flamenco and 
classical guitar. Pepe Romero is master of both. Is he the only one? No surprises here, 
just appealing folk-flavored music with modern spice, saving it from generic sameness. 
Alegrias de Cadiz has nice soupy strings. A big piece, more complex than the ubiquitous 
Rodrigo. (Je15) 

Dialogos entre guitarre y orchestra 
De facto Concerto in four movements in easy Spanish style with impressionist touches. 
Andantino is slow folkdance. Technical fireworks are left to the Allegro Finale, still not 
really fast, an easy 2. Another big piece. (Je15) 

Aires de la Mancha 



 Suite for guitar solo in five short movements on Spanish folk themes. Pleasant. (Je15) 
Suite castellana 

Torroba’s first guitar piece, a three movement solo Suite from 1920 when he was 29 
years old. This composer so identified with the guitar took that long to write for an 
instrument so little respected. The motif of the Arada movement is very familiar. (Je15) 

Tres nocturnos – Concerto, 2 guitars and orchestra 
Torroba is known for solo guitar pieces and zarzuelas, but there is apparently a body of 
later work that remains in MS. The works on this CD are in a conservative Spanish 
post-impressionist manner – less spiky than Rodrigo, perhaps more tightly structured but 
I’m not sure. The Nocturnos are a de facto fast-slow-fast concerto, though all is gently, 
not very showy. (N16) 

Puertas de Madrid, 2 guitars and orchestra 
A collection of seven movements orchestrated by Torroba’s son after his father’s death, 
the guitar parts created (as Torroba intended) from the piano score. More extroverted than 
the Nocturnos, character pieces, terse. Puerta de Moros, the longest, gets impressionistic 
and elegiac. The set ends with a dance. Very nice. (N16) 

CHARLES TOURNEMIRE 
Symphony No 3 “Moscow 1913" 

Very strange style, modal with theme in parallel fourths, much ostinato, near minimalist. 
Extraordinary bell passage in second movement, then expanded in third. Beautiful lyrical 
bits, odd dissonances, touch of Nielsen modal inflections. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 8 “La triomphe de la mort” 
More adventurous harmonic palette, but still basically romantic. Much ostinato. Huge 
orchestra: oboe d’amore, lute, 3 saxes. Some early Stravinsky moments, Scriabin (CT 
related to Péladan). Sounds like no one else. Worth pursuing. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 36 “Ouessant” 
Big 50' Symphony in three movements. Soundworld not peculiar, like Symphony No 3. 
Long, slow misterioso intro with modal moments leads into expansive moderato theme, 
touches of Franck, with disturbing undercurrents. Dramatic passage: the fresh paragraph 
is Mahlerian. Recap returns to misterioso: return of the dramatic bit becomes questioning, 
lyrical, modal, then dissolves into middle movement. Choral takes off with brass and 
winds. Ambitious piece doesn’t fully sustain its length. Moscow Symphony is clearly 
under-rehearsed for such a complex piece. (Ja09) 

Symphony No 4 “Pages symphoniques” 
Quite different from No 2: hints of Franck, hints of Scriabin mysticism in a single- 
movement piece (divided into four sections: Misterioso, Slow, Quick, Misterioso). A bit 
too much Debussy doubling. Nice ending. (Ja09) 

Douze préludes-poèmes, op 58 
Extraordinary cycle of piano pieces, free in form, with a program outlined in the titles. 
The music is well described as the bridge between Debussy and Messiaen. The 12 fall 
into 3 groupings: “Naissance de l’homme” matures into “licit” union with the divine; 
more aggressive music in passions, troubles, while Preparation for Death has dissonant, 
thick bass, ending in acceptance, diminuendo; the last four (Father, Son, Spirit, Trinity) 
sumptuous sonority, bell sounds. Messiaen territory. Unique.  (Je10)  

Cinq Noëls 



The Noëls are original folksy tunes, tiny pieces astonishing (for Tournemire) in their 
humility. (D10)  

Fresque symphonique No 1, op 75 
Meditation on the Nativity, the mystical element of Incarnation, a large 13' work, one of 
the last CT completed: shifting, shimmering chords, consonant but non-functional, 
rhythmically constant motion with no sense of bar line, long pedals. Messiaen is not far 
away. (D10) 

2 Postludes libres pour des Antiennes de Magnificat, op 68; Petites fleurs musicales, op 66 
Two pieces from op 68 and the whole of op 66, tiny, improvisatory, in the late style. 
Rhapsodie sacrée sounds like a post-impressionist postlude. (D10) 

Office de la Nitivité, op 55/3 
The third suite from CT’s cycle known as L’Orgue mystique: a substantial set in the 
mystical manner, all based on chant melodies. The Offertoire is quite far out. 
Communion lets the chant sound more clearly. Is the chant the only thread that holds 
these improvisatory pieces together, saving them from being arbitrary? The big 
Paraphrase manipulates 3 chants. Strange, quirky, distinctive music. (D10) 

Missa in Nativitate Domini 
Recording places Tournemire’s monumental L’orgue mystique in liturgical context, with 
plainsong proper to Christmas and Epiphany. Chanting occupies greater portion of the 
disc, sung in some strange method unlike the Solesmes that CT knew, more angular, odd 
reiterated beats in the voices. Echo of the venue adds a kind of harmony to the monody. 
Tournemire’s music is truly mystical, here on the verge of Messiaen. Amazing. (Je11) 

Missa in Epiphanium Domini 
A second Gregorian Mass with the proper sections of L’orgue mystique. Epiphany brings 
out the brightest, most affirmative side of Tournemire. Final Hymne is a model for organ 
treatment of plainsong. Wow! (Je11) 

Deux Fresques Symphoniques 
Given in reverse order: Op 76 is based on Veni Creator and Veni Sancte Spiritus, 
thunderously triumphant (recording, alas, has no cathedral reverb). Op 75 begins in 
distant obscurity, rustling pianissimo. The chant Jesu Redemptor Omnium brings comfort 
through the dark night. Truly gorgeous. Tournemire is the link between Vierne and 
Messiaen. (Jy11) 

Symphonie sacrée, op 71 
Organ Symphony with the four movements (Prelude, Free Fugue, Lied, Finale) joined by 
three short interludes. Liner notes give detailed analysis, with helpful sub-tracking. Lied 
on solo vox humana beautiful: brash interlude leads into chorale Finale, full organ, in 
relatively consonant harmony: but surprise, it ends quietly. Impressive and important 
music. (Jy11) 

Symphonie-Chorale, op 69 
Complex structure of five themes described in notes: I don’t understand the Hindu modes 
mentioned there (Messiaen also uses them). Three areas of affect are clearer: fear of 
death, hope of salvation, thanksgiving. CT’s chromaticism at its most extreme. At about 
11' there is silence followed by runs leading into the Hope development. Adagio about 
14'30". Scherzo at 17'15". Finale about 18'40" with big chorale struggling to get under 
weigh to thunderous, all-encompassing ending. I can’t follow it well, but it’s great stuff. 
A precious CD.  (Jy11)  



Symphony No 1 in A, op 18 “Romantic” 
Written under the shadow of Franck, opens with misterioso introduction, then enters into 
agitato Allegro two times. Movement sustains fury throughout. Scherzo is more arch than 
exuberant: possible touch of orientalism, very nice. Largo has pastoral feel, always 
striving, never getting there. Finale lively but coherence of the movement is sacrificed to 
the cyclical obligation. Harmony conventional, but CT likes augmented chords and 
intervals. (Jy11) 

Symphony No 5 in F minor, op 47 
The Symphony most often played during CT’s lifetime. In three large movements with 
titles that suggest an Organ Symphony. In Choral Varié, the chorale sounds Russian, 
dour, but the soundworld is Franck. I thought he might try to meld sonata-allegro with 
variation, but liner notes say just fast-slow-fast pattern. Pastorale offers melody that CT 
described as mystic B it remains static. Vers la Lumière develops a cheerful dance idea. 
Relatively conventional work, never aggressive or striving for big feelings. (Jy11) 

Symphony No 6 in E, for Tenor, Chorus, Organ and Orchestra, op 48 
Vast 53' choral Symphony in two parts, on a text by the composer. Part I: Intro begins 
with violins alone winding in indeterminate tonality: instruments gradually join in radiant 
Allegro. Brass fortissimo brings in choir, pleading for relief from Angst. The text is 
foregrounded, but the music is not text-driven: highly chromatic, a touch of Scriabin? 
Accelerando to end, the choir demanding to be forgiven. Part II: Somber chorus in more 
penitential mood: solemn procession, air of expectancy. Orchestra takes over in large 
scherzando section, gradually rises in increasing radiance. Choir enters with prayer for 
faith and light, as scherzando continues brightly to climax. Organ enters plein jeu, and the 
voice of Christ (tenor of course) sings Je la lumière du monde . . . Je vous donne ma paix. 
Final apotheosis: The orchestra enters, then choir, now wordless, the Wagnerian arpeggio 
plus scherzando activity, joined by organ, with every possible drum, cymbal, gong and 
chime. Wow! A masterpiece, Tournemire’s Turangalila. I only wish he had not been so 
severely homophonic with the choir. (S11) 

Symphony No 7 “Les Danses de la vie” 
Vast Symphony in five movements of equal length, Mahlerian in its 90' scope. Expanded 
orchestra includes such exotics as contrabass clarinet, clarinet in D, oboe d’amore, viola 
d’amore, lute. A program suggests a chronicle of human history: Danses (I) des temps 
primitifs, (II) de la gentilité [i.e. Gentiles], (III) médiévales, (IV) sanglantes, and (V) des 
temps futurs. In other words, a spiritual history from primitive times to the height of 
medieval Catholicism, the bloody Reformation, and hope for a future millenium. The 
movements seem more like independent tone poems than a Symphony, or perhaps like 
ballet (CT wanted it choreographed), though the Finale is dutifully cyclical. I parallels the 
subject of Le Sacre, but CT detested Stravinskian modernism: his sounds more like 
Debussy or Koechlin, full of drums, insistent rhythms. II is also impressionist, more 
fragmented, irregular. III begins with flutes in bright motifs, celebratory but not 
especially medieval. IV takes a military tone – it could be Shostakovich, tragic: B section 
led by bass clarinet, the battle continues. V ethereal, lots of bells, harps, viola d’amore, 
exotic scales. CT’s future is not futuristic (a possible source of misunderstanding) but 
heavenly. An extraordinary achievement. Almeida and the Moscow musicians outdo 
themselves – a very credible performance in good sound. (Ap12) 

Suite in Three Parts in F minor, viola & piano, op 11 



 A Sonata in all but name, an unexpected contribution to viola literature from the young 
Tournemire. Allegro opens with clear motto before assuming tempo, then unfolds in 
predictable chromaticism. Largo opens with solo chords in viola and proceeds as a kind 
of scena in recitativo, ending in an ethereal passage, both instruments muted, misterioso – 
breathtaking. Allegro Finale is boisterous, celebratory, with ricochet figures and cyclic 
reprises that are not tiresome. Valuable discovery. (D13) 

Triple Chorale, organ, op 41  
According to Vincent Boucher’s informative notes, this piece is the stylistic breakthrough 
for Tournemire, and at 25’ his longest organ work until the two late masterpieces 
Symphonie-Choral, op 69 and Symphonie sacrée, op 71. It is not flashy, but highly 
chromatic and intricately motivic (a hooked motif, a three-note descending motif, and a 
chant melody). It is cast in three continuous sections marked by registration changes, the 
middle section rising to full volume. Yes, a radiant masterpiece. I listened through twice 
to grasp it. (O14) 

3 Postludes libres pour les antiennes de Magnificat 
Three tiny pieces from a collection op 68, all positive – chirpy, solemn, weirdly 
misterioso. (O14) 

L’Orgue mystique, op 57: Office “In Festo St Trinitatis” 
This enormous opus contains liturgical music for every Sunday of the year, generally five 
movements each, and each based on its appointed plainchant. It’s an enormous 
undertaking, but the music sounds free and improvisatory and discreet. The final 
Tryptique is like a Toccata postlude that quiets down to the final non-cadence. (I 
recognize the other liturgical terms, but not “Tryptique.”) (O14) 

L’Orgue mystique, op 57: Office Dominica XVII post Pentecosten 
Tournemire at his most rarefied – the bridge from Widor to Messiaen (and Duruflé) – 
gorgeous, transcendent feeling. The detailed notes even supply words to the chants. The 
last is a solemn and joyful Alleluiah with outrageous dissonances – big ending. (O14) 

Choral Improvisation sur le Victimae paschali 
Two-movement improvisation recorded, later transcribed by Duruflé. I think there are 
several, six (?) in total. Gillian Weir on BBC disc with Poulenc Concerto. (My15) 

Assumption of the Blessed Virgin: L’orgue mystique Suite 35 
Five movements, a substantial 18’. Largest are the rocking, hypnotic Prélude, very 
beautiful, and a 9’ Paraphrase-Carillon that gathers power from a sketchy beginning to 
stately pedals, rhythmically unpredictable, maintaining a mystical air through to its 
thundering cadence. The brief Communion is also lovely, with a passage of vox humana. 
On Robert Noehren’s Recital CD. (Ag16) 

Sagesse, op 34 
Lengthy mélodie (18’ long) on a cycle of five sonnets by Verlaine – not the familiar 
Verlaine but a pietistic Catholic poet in debate with God. The theology is not profound 
but wholly without irony. Tournemire’s setting is out of Debussy, full of parallel chords 
and (I think) motifs, very text driven. Michael Bundy has a decent baritone and sings 
with understanding if strain at top and not much color. Compare Paul Dessau’s “Les 
Voix” on the same poem. (D16) 

Poème, op 32 
Three unrelated poems by Albert Samain combined into a single continuous work. The 
inheritance here draws from Duparc, with lush piano and symboliste atmosphere. This 



group too assumes a pietistic narrative in the second song, where touching the Savior’s 
robe lifts the speaker out of the depths and reaches for ecstasy. The third poem achieves 
rest in a haunting account of “le repos en Egypte.” (D16) 

Triptyque, op 39 
Another trio of Samain poems, these arranged to suggest a narrative of paganism yielding 
to Christianity. The music is back in impressionist mode. After a languorous “Soir Paën,” 
the vanquished gods have left the earth and only one “petit faune triste” is left to tootle on 
his reed – “le dernier amour du soir antique.” The third song is all bells and angelus. All 
three songs are ultra-slow motion, pure French hothouse. (Ja17) 

Trois Lieder, op 36; 2 mélodies 
The Lieder (no explanation for the Germain) are again by Samain, as is one of the extra 
melodies. All are short, abandoning Tournemire’s predilection for the hothouse erotic. 
The piano part is solider, less wafty, and the Samain poems very affective. The extras, 
including Barrier’s “Solitude,” less so. (Ja17) 

Dialogue sacré, op 45 
Biblical text from Cantique des cantiques, set for baritone and soprano in loving 
dialogue. Very beautiful. (Ja17) 

Cinq Improvisations 
The principal interest of this CD is the famous series of improvisations that Tournemire 
recorded in 1930-31, later notated and published by his pupil Durufle in 1958. Ironially, 
they are now his best known works. The three based on Gregorian hymns are prefaced 
with them on the CD. 

(1) Improvisation sur le Te Deum laudamus  
Grand improvisation for organ notated from CT’s recording by Duruflé. (D10) On 
Sachetti’s French CD, one of the celebrated improvisations notated by Duruflé: Yes, 
clearly improvisatory, impressive figurations, fine ending. (S12) Noble, severe, full of 
swerves of tonality, grand virtuoso roulades to fanfares. The initial motto is kept to the 
foreground. (Jy18) 

(2) Petite rhapsodie improvisee 
Seems a free improvisation on an original theme: it has a modal flavor that survives many 
chromatic twists. That weird throbbing sound must be the tremulant stop – a favorite with 
Tournemire, often coupled with vox humana. 

(3) Fantaisie-Improvisation sur l’Ave maris stella 
Longest of the Improvisations at 12’. Prefaced by the Gregorian hymn, awash with 
impressionist  gestures, including swells of volume, it rises from rapt and serene to 
awestricken grandeur, before  sinking again, tremulant. Wow! 

(4) Cantilene improvisee 
Like the Petite rhapsodie, based on an original motif, just 5’ long. A night piece, lots of 
voix humaine and tremulant again. 

(5) Chorale-Improvisation sur le Victimae paschali laudes 
Prefaced by the wonderful chant, the most familiar of the three, this Improvisation sets a 
heroic tone but visits some very alien places. There’s a narrative here. Forbidding, 
tremulant territory seeming horrific with crazy dissonances. Harrowing and triumphant. 
Wow! (Jy18) 

Piece symphonique, op 16 



Early 9’ organ piece showing Tournemire under the sway of Franck. Two motifs, one 
severe, the other consolatory, finishing sweetly with a vox humana vibrato that 
Tournemire loved. Nice. (Jy18) 

Dix piees dans le style libre 
These are all miniatures, from 1’ to under 3’, all from the early period. Inconsequential 
fillers to contrast the Cinq Improvisations, but a few have a pungency. Check out Final, 
Larghetto, Romances  sans paroles, Allegretto. (Jy18) 

Adagio, op 19/1 
Short early piece to round off the Dix Pieces. Some harmonies that Franck would 
disapprove. (Jy18) 

MARCEL TOURNIER 
Suite for Flute, Harp and Strings 

Pleasant set of pieces, not ambitious. (F09) 
Sonatine for harp, op 30 

Tournier’s major work for his own instrument, in three movements, modeled after 
Ravel’s Piano  Sonatine. Sound is gorgeous, but tempo stops and starts. Calme is full of 
bisbigliando – more notes than the fast movements. Fièvreusement is much like the 
opening in manner. I find that the harp sound en masse makes motifs and melodies hard 
to hear. (Je16) 

Sir DONALD FRANCIS TOVEY 
Piano Concerto in A, op 15 

Another revelation, a beautiful symphonic Concerto. Brahmsian to be sure, and none the 
worse for that. Traces of Beethoven too, in the dotted A major figure. Energico lives up 
to its designation, building steadily, piano intertwined with orchestra, attentive detailing, 
big maestoso ending. Adagio a gorgeous smiling-through-tears piece, the kind they don’t 
write any more. Tovey wrote and performed it in 1903, before he turned 30. Finale a 
spirited alla marcia, development sags a bit, fine big ending. How could the Brits lose 
track of a piece like this? (D12) 

JOAN TOWER 
Tambour 

I was sure her CD was entered here, but I guess not. This is on the Naxos sampler: a 
substantial orchestral piece, brassy, indeterminate tonal style. OK. (F09) 

Stroke 
Single 20’ movement depicting the experience of a stroke. It’s not a subject that appeals 
to me. Tower pounds on throbbing dissonance, which returns, alternating with reflections 
in winds. The ending is a painfully slow string gliss that ends on a major triad. Hell. (O18)    

Chamber Dance 
Single 17’ movement, but I’m not sure where the dance comes in. The piece seems a 
modified response to diatonic minimalism – tempo changes frequently, figures get tossed 
around abstractly. The piece as a whole seems static. (O18)   

Violin Concerto 
Single movement in three sections, 22’. The piece is about fifteen years earlier than the 
other two. The signal motif is a descending tone or semitone – decidedly minimalist 
material – but I like the concept of cadenzas as duos (or duels?) with the concertmaster. 
A modulation in the slow part shocks, a realization of how stuck in its diatonicism the 



first part is. Touching bits, and the Finale accumulates intensity – but then stops short. A 
lot of sawing from Cho-Liang Lin. I’m not a convert. (O18)    

TOMASSO TRAETTA 
Stabat Mater 
 Apparently the second of two settings by Traetta, from 1776: nine movements, choir 

alternating with four soloists (or trio in No 7). My interest was spurred by my favorable 
reaction to his Antigona. This music is also tragic and very moving. There’s a lively 
angry outburst on Pro peccatis to relieve the gloom, but textures, harmonies, hints of 
counterpoint sustain interest. Performance is rough, barely tolerable, but the operatic 
chorus at least sings expressively – and they trill. Soloists are competent. Vocal writing is 
demanding but not gaudy or excessive – a very beautiful piece. I’d be happy to present it. 
Thrilling final Amen in minor. (S17)    

In nocte plena horror 
 Cantata of two arias plus Alleluia for soprano, 12’. No text is given, no trace of it on 

Google, Vocal writing is virtuosic, florid with extreme register shifts in the first aria, 
long-breathed cantilena in the second. (S17)    

GEORGE TSONTAKIS       
Ghost Variations 

This is the first music of GT that I’ve heard, but it is held in such reverence by impressive 
people that I feared a cosmic revelation. Fantasia superimposes free dissonant veiling 
over tonal melody in the left hand. Eventually a cheeky Mozart tune enters, immediately 
distorted. I’m reminded of Kancheli. Second and third movements, both entitled Scherzo, 
are bright, frenetic, not really jazzy as Hough’s notes claim. The piece peters out quietly 
with the Mozart bit at a pitch for dogs’ ears. Intriguing, not overwhelming. (Ap11) 

Meditations at Perigee, piano & 6 instruments 
Opens with beautiful piano solo à la early Schoenberg: instruments appear magically, 
jazzy barroom bit (Chi-CA-go!), horn riffs like the Kammersymphonie. Piano takes over 
at end – instruments fade into background. Beautiful, strange. (Ag11) 

Sarabesque for Sarah Rothenberg 
Short piano piece, non-virtuosic, pleasant appliqué. (Ag11) 

Heartsounds 
Piano Quintet with double bass. The piano, sometimes the string ensemble, maintains a 
very romantic sound, Chopinesque, while other instruments provide an overlay – in other 
keys, other tempi, echoing the main phrases. Tsontakis uses minimalist techniques but 
offers a more complex texture than the first generation. (Ag11)  

Piano Quartet No 3 
Three movements without pause, 20’. Beautiful slow beginning over bell-tolling piano, 
marked Barren. Violin weaves a semitonal melody – strings nearly in standard harmony, 
piano dissonant – ending returns to Desolate, randomness with comforting triads. Tempo 
quickens in Legato, liquid, atmospheric, improvisational. Breezy begins with dance 
rhythms and sequential patterns undercut with dissonance – the festivity suddenly reverts 
to the Barren opening. Wow! I love the play with tonal conventions, the emotional 
narrative. (S18) 

Knickknacks 



Live from Lincoln Center, though taped in Greece. Fabulous duo for two violins (or was 
it violin/viola?), flashy, lots of string crossings, arpeggios, shifting . . . . Who would think 
a minimalist style could turn two strings into such wild virtuosity? (O19) 

EDUARD TUBIN 
Symphony No 2 “Légendaire” 

Title is suggestive, not programmatic. Opens with widely spaced chords, moves into 
large-scale heroic mode, full brass, dotted rhythms, notes flying everywhere: sounds like 
hybrid of Sibelius and Shostakovich. Grand funeral march. Militaristic Finale moves into 
juggurnaut march. Watch out for that gong! (Mh11)  

Symphony No 6 
Also in three movements: Andante a strong rhythmic motif (a “bolero”) with sustained 
lines over top. Big orchestration including piano and baritone sax. Shostakovich element 
foremost, but Dmitri at his most interesting, with reminders of Honegger. Molto Allegro 
does not seem markedly faster, but with a trace of jazz rhythm accentuated by sax wail. 
Overwhelming coda. Finale more reflective, then picks up speed, ends quietly. Possible 
masterpiece. Perhaps over-dependent on ostinato, snare drum. But Tubin can sure make a 
menacing stride. (Mh11) 

Music for Strings 
In three movements, 15' long, unusual moderato-allegro-adagio format. The tone is dark, 
neo-classic through all three movements. Strange, there’s neither strong feeling, nor 
effort to ingratiate, nor point to prove. Texte pour rien. (Ag11) Late work from 1963. 
Style less turgid than earlier but still dark, a passacaglia to begin on theme that permeates 
the work. Allegro derived from theme: structural clarity but could use more mayhem. 
Brooding Adagio, ultra-serious with return of passacaglia idea. Decent piece but lacks the 
tang of a Bartok. (S17)    

Concertino for Piano and Orchestra 
Why Concertino, at 24'? It doesn’t seem less serious or virtuosic than most Concertos. 
One movement combines peckish manner of Martinu with passages of ripe romanticism, 
especially in the grandiose middle section. Conventional ending. Nice. (Ag11) 

Concerto for Flute & String Orchestra 
Posthumous creation: somebody “orchestrated” and fleshed out Tubin’s last work, a 
Sonata for Flute & Cello. In three movements, moderate-fast-slow. First is cantabile, 
pastoral. Second a gentle scherzando, nothing too flashy. Larghetto wistful, valedictory, 
but serene. Nice, and probably more appealing in this format. (Ag11) 

Symphony No 1 in C minor 
Dates from as early as 1934, three movements, 33’. Short ominous intro, then Allegro 
feroce burst with several ideas at once – calmer bit with oboe solo, something like a 
varsouvienne (offstage?) quickly overwhelmed – tremendously violent movement. 
Allegretto is a kind of ghost dance, scherzando, still violent, Mahlerian in power. Finale 
marked sostenuto and maestoso offers some comforting warmth amid the anger and 
anxiety: clarinets, muted brass, cello pizzicato alla Marcia, big crescendo to bass drum 
and tamtam. Wow! It tries too hard, but it packs a punch. (S17)    

Concerto for Balalaika and Orchestra 
Three movements, 20’. Tubin fended off the commission, the balalaika being both vulgar 
and Russian, but finally gave in. Begins at once with improvisatory cadenza leading to 
heavy-footed Allegro. Andante returns to improvisatory manner, wistful. Allegro giocoso 



moves in irregular meters – basic 5/4? A couple of big tuttis and another solo cadenza. 
I’m not convinced Tubin catches the idiosyncracy of the instrument, writing too much 
like a guitar with single-line melodic stuff, much too heavy orchestration. I won’t trade in 
my Shishakov. (S17)    

FRANZ TUNDER 
“Dominus illuminatio mea”; “Wend’ ab deinen Zorn”; “Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott” 

Herreweghe’s group makes Tunder sound like a major composer (as he might be had 
more of his music survived) – gorgeous. Style resembles Monteverdi Vespers, or maybe 
early Italianate Schütz: free polyphony, florid in spots, detailed word painting. (Au08)  

10 Concerti 
Yes, Tunder is a great composer: alas, there’s so little of him. Some texts in Latin, some 
in German, with violins, viols, plus continuo of organ, sometimes theorbo. “Nisi 
Dominus” is set twice: first is utterly gorgeous, second more elaborate, with 5 voices, less 
disjointed, with wonderful doxology and Amen. Some are chorale verses distributed 
among 4 or 5 voices, each treated pictorially. There are a couple of solo bass numbers: 
“Da mihi Domine” begins beseeching, ends dancing in joy; “O Jesu dulcissime” is prayer 
to the creating and incarnate Jesus, very florid; “Solve coelestis pater” has solo violin 
with great licks. (This text seems to turn Marian phrases back to God the Father – a 
reaction against Catholic Mariolotry?) “Herr nun lässest Du deiner Diener” is German 
Nunc Dimittis, set oddly for 2 bass voices in close counterpoint, getting quite florid. 
When did this florid singing emerge? I don’t hear it in Renaissance music. “Wend’ ab 
deinen Zorn” and “Ein fest Burg” are both repeated from the Herreweghe disc, both 
extended, detailed pictorial treatments. A wonderful revelation. (Jy10)  

Organ works 
Not quite complete. Tunder was a principal link between Sweelinck and Buxtehude, and 
he developed  the Choral Fantasia genre, which extends from him through Reger. Christ 
lag in Todesbanden is a crowning achievement, 12’ in length, and all are performed 
beautifully on two different period organs. Favorite: Auf meinem lieben Gott. (Je14) 

JOAQUIN TURINA 
Danzas Fantasticas; Sinfonia Sevillana 

I heard the Danzas Fantasticas in the car well enough to determine that they are colorful 
Spanish pieces in a big Ravel-Goes-Hollywood mode – useful repertoire. The Sinfonia is 
a geographical triptych more reminiscent of Ibert’s Escales: nothing symphonic about it, 
but good factûre. (Ag09) 

Piano Quartet in A, op 67 
Concise three-movement piece in high Spanish mode, colorful, flamboyant, 
unembarrassed easy listening. (D09)  

Sonata romántica sobra un tema español, op 3 
A substantial three-movement Sonata built on a well-known Spanish folktune, in the 
variation mode even past the so-designated first movement. Characteristic already, fusing 
folk, classical and impressionistic strands and avoiding heavy-duty sonata form. (Ap10) 

Sonata Fantasia, op 59 
Short 2-movement Sonata, reflective, meandering, pleasant. (Ap10) 

Rincón magico – Desfile en forma de sonata, op 87 
A big 4-movement, 25 minute piece, but again stressing variation form and seemingly 
improvisatory, even the Finale entitled “Sonata.” (Ap10) 



Concierto sin orquesta, op 88 
A short 2-movement piece, a lot flashier than the others on the disc but no more 
substance. (Ap10) 

Violin Sonata No 1 in D, op 51 
Short 13' Sonata in three movements in full Spanish costume, thank God. There’s so little 
in this line. Musically simple, direct, very attractive. (Je11) 

Variaciones clásicas, op 72 
Concert Variations on a tragic, melodramatic Spanish theme B tempo gradually picks up 
and leaves the tragic mode behind. (Je11) 

Violin Sonata No 2, op 82 “Sonata española” 
Highly sectional construction: Intro, Theme, Variations (Vivo, Andante, Vivo), Intro, 
Allegro. Nothing gets a chance to get started, but it’s all coated in Spanish chocolate, 
enjoyable enough. (Jy11) 

Euterpe, violin & piano, op 93/2 
Only violin piece in a collection for various forces: nice Spanish dance encore. (Jy11) 

El poema de una sanluqueña, op 28 
Described as a Fantasia, more a four-movement Suite evoking four moments in the day 
of a Spanish provincial girl: Before the Mirror and Beauty Spot are easy to imagine. 
Hallucinations is harder: opening harmonics, high climbing on G string. Rosary is slow 
but not solemn. Not flashy, but technical demands are greater than in the Sonatas. Eva 
Léon plays expressively but seems at the outer limits of her technique, like a careful 
student. (Jy11) 

Circulo – Fantasia for Piano Trio, op 91 
Three movements, just 11’. I’m sure I’ve heard this but I don’t recall. The three 
movements depict morning, noon, and night, in thoroughly Spanish mode. Simple motifs 
play throughout, but there’s no reference to standard forms. Attractive piece. (My18) 

MARK ANTHONY TURNAGE 
Hidden Love Song 

Short piece for soprano sax and orchestra written in honor of his fiancée: lyrical, a little 
melancholy, with a jazzy turn in the middle. Some pitch bending, but not far out. Quite 
nice. (My12) 

Twice through the Heart 
Cycle or dramatic scena for mezzo on verses by one Jackie Kay about a woman in prison 
for stabbing her abusive husband twice through the heart. Vocal line angular, atonal (not, 
I think, serial); the music is directly emotional. The problem is that each poem, the entire 
piece, stays in the same emotional register and the same middle voice. So so. (My12) 

The Torn Fields 
Cycle of five songs, two intermezzi, on World War I poems by five different poets, for 
baritone and orchestra. The intermezzi sound like mocking devils’ music. The songs, 
both in subject and style, suggest late Britten, or one step beyond. This works for me 
much better than Twice Through: it has greater variety of expression, and the poetry is 
infinitely superior. Turnage’s treatment is admirably free, cuts and all. Gerald Finley’s 
diction and expression superb. Strong piece. (My12) 

From the Wreckage – Concerto for Trumpet and Orchestra 
 The title is said to be autobiographical but otherwise no detail. Soloist plays in succession 

flugelhorn, standard trumpet, and piccolo trumpet in single 15’ movement. Four snare 



drums are positioned around the orchestra, and the solo part is partially improv. The 
language is jazz inflected avant garde. Raucous, but with passages of concerted rhythm. 
OK, but I prefer the Gruber. (O17) 

ROBERT TURNER 
Violin Sonata 

Begins with dramatic major sevenths, immediately turns soft, lots of unmotivated 
gestures, changes of texture. Jack Glatzer’s playing is, alas, sub-professional. (Ja09) 

ERKKI-SVEN TÜÜR 
Exodus 

16-minute exercise in massed sonorities, with drum set. (D09)  
Violin Concerto 

Gestural music: fast solo arpeggios going into the orchestra different ways, huge clusters, 
sympathetic reverb in silences. Very intense, unpredictable but not random sounding. 
Second movement finely atmospheric. Finale more conventional.  (D09) 

Aditus 
Nine-minute piece, series of pyramiding clusters, very loud, rather 1960s retro. (D09) 

GEIR TVEITT 
3 pieces from A Hundred Hardanger Tunes 

I expected these to sound weird, knowing a little of Tveitt, but they turn out to be very 
pleasing arrangements of folk tunes. Nice. (Jy12) 

 Wedding Bells [Brudlaups-Kokkor] 
Short piano piece written as wedding present. It turned up after the bride heard Gimse’s 
Naxos CD of Tveitt’s piano music. (Ag17) 

CHRISTOPHER TYE 
Kyrie orbis factor; Missa Euge bonum 

Striking alternatim Kyrie with ornamentation, supplies missing Kyrie from Mass. Lovely 
imitative transparency after listening to Gombert. Excellent cathedral choir with boys: 
Hill characterizes text, contrasts tempos as Summerly does not.  (My09) 

Three Motets 
Tye’s transparency seems to come from wide spacing between voices. How does he 
manage it? Or is it an illusion? Miserere less plaintive than some, but super Amen. 
Omnes gentes a vigorous psalm of praise. (My09) 

VINCENZO UGOLINI 
Beata es Virgo; Exsultate omnes; Quae es ista 

Contemporary of Monteverdi in Vatican Chapel. Double choir motets with continuo, 
sections in contrasting rhythms, constant interest, variety (sometimes at cost of 
coherence). To my surprise, the unknowns Ugolini and Giorgi are stars of this SMAM 
disc. Revelations. (Mh09) Yes, gorgeous singing: a gift for Paul. (S09) 

JAKOB ULLMANN 
Composition for String Quartet No 2 
 Sempre pianissimo for 35’. A challenge to Morty Feldman? Humbug!  
VIKTOR ULLMANN 
Symphony No 1 “On My Youth”          

A reworking of VU’s Fifth Piano Sonata, orchestration done by another hand. In 5 
movements: Allegro con brio a grotesque, drunken waltz finishing with snatches of Ach 
du lieber Augustin. Andante, the longest movement, is brooding, with edges of pain and 



menace. Toccatina is amazing pointillism less than a minute long. Serenade begins with 
gentle tune interrupted by violent outbursts, touches of Janacek. Finale a grotesque 
fugato, big ending. Very interesting, autobiographical: I’d like to hear VU in straight, 
non-ironic mode. (Ap11) 

Symphony No 2 in D 
Written in piano score at Terezienstadt as Sonata No 7, just before Ullmann was shipped 
to Auschwitz. The Symphony sounds first like Prokofiev’s Classical: short Marcia has 
overtones of menace; Adagio nearly atonal, like Berg; Scherzo is tonal again, ironic 
mocking; Finale a set of Variations on a Hebrew song, lamentoso, with citations of Nun 
Danket and the Czech anthem, big ending. A much stronger piece than the First 
Symphony. (Ap11) 

6 Lieder nach Albert Steffen, op 17 
The songs are strongly reminiscent of Mahler, with childlike Christian religiosity. Juliane 
Banse sings them well. “Es schluppt mein Schuh” calls for a lot of voice. “Wie ist die 
Nacht” is too four-square.  Ullmann published these with piano, never orchestrating 
them as he intended, so there’s little excuse for presenting them in orchestrated versions, 
however well done. (Ap11) 

Don Quixote tanzt Fandango 
Concert piece written in short score at Terezin and beautifully realized for large orchestra 
after his death: reminiscent of Schreker’s expressionist fantasies. No Spanish features 
until midway through. Viable, very attractive piece. (Ap11) 

Variations on a Jewish Theme 
 Piano piece, OK but nothing special. (live, Parry Sound—Jy13) 
Quartet No 3, op 46 
 Short Quartet at 14’, the four movements all continuous, the piece sounds like an 

agitated, expressionist but tonal Schoenberg in a nostalgic Viennese mood. Presto is 
molto agitato. Lento turns into a more languorous nostalgia, then a more desolate, hollow 
sound. Allegro Finale opens fortissimo, defiantly triumphant. Terrific piece. (O16) 

CHINARY UNG 
Child Song 

For flute, violin, cello & piano. Most apparent are the Asian and coloristic effects: flute 
smears, key taps à la Varèse, string harmonics, strums, ponticello. The piece includes a 
Cambodian children’s song (not the usual thing for Ung). Lots of pentatonic stuff. Some 
sudden shocks near the end. (Ja12) 

Luminous Spirals 
Trio for flute, cello & guitar. Part of an intriguing series of pieces based on the “spiral” 
trope, i.e. overlapping but never identical repetitions. Instruments are interchangeable 
with shakuhachi, koto, saranghi, and so treated. Great stuff. (Ja12) 

Spiral VI 
Eleven-minute piece for clarinet, violin, cello & piano. Ung’s notion of overlapping 
brings Western ideas of counterpoint into the Asian soundworld created by Western 
instruments. I like it. (Ja12) 

....still life after death.... 
Dramatic song for soprano & chamber ensemble: text is mixed English, Pali and Khmer. 
Buddhist texts including Tibetan Book of the Dead. Highly dramatic, emotive, with 
extended vocal sounds like ripest Schafer. Send them home screaming. (Ja12) 



Oracle 
Sextet for flute(s), clarinet(s), violin, cello & two percussionists, all of whom are required 
to vocalize while performing – sing, hum, chant, whistle, shout. A tribute to the state 
Tibetan Oracle, the Nechung, consulted by the Dalai Lama. Again a Schafer-like 
dramatic soundworld, the most extreme piece on the disc. Stunning. (Ja12) 

Spiral III 
For string quartet, 10’. I’ve been impressed with Ung and with other Spirals. This piece is 
captivating, with pentatonic fragments, portamenti, harmonics popping from nowhere, 
some pitch bending. Subtle interaction of contrasting timbres among the string 
instruments. Wows for both composer and performers. (Je18) 

VLADIMIR USSACHEVSKY 
3 Scenes from The Creation: Prologue: Enuma Elish. Text is from Gilgamesh. 
 Choir with wave sounds. I'm not sure if the choir is also pre-taped, but the cut-offs 
 say they are. More exciting if some at least were live. I suppose they are singing a 
 version of Sumerian. That must be the voice of a god midway. Not bad. (Jy20) 
GALINA USTVOLSKAYA 
12 Preludes 
 My first hearing, and I don’t know what to expect besides strangeness and austerity. 

Immutable metronomic time is the striking feature. I assume Sokolov’s agogic accents 
are permissible. A juggernaut relentlessness not without softer moments. It sounds as if 
each note is printed with its own articulation and dynamic. Bleak, mad – but immediately 
expressive music. (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 1 
 In four numbered movements, all studies in relentless tempo uniformity, though II is 

bright and dancy, III slow and somber, ending with a sudden change of colors that gets 
picked up in IV, a contrast of gentle and severe. (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 2 
 Two numbered movements: I is a steady moderato that increases in volume and density, 

then quiets down. II is a strolling andante with an occasional and unpredictable staccato 
articulation, great changes of dynamic level. Fearsome. I wonder how pitches are 
determined? (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 3 
 Sonata in one 17’ movement, the longest sustained movement in her work (though the 

Fifth comes close). More tempo changes than before, but relentless procedure is the 
same. Much two-part canon. Quieter part in middle may stand for slow movement. Last 
four minutes begin sempre forte pesante – slower coda, pianissimo. (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 4 
 Four numbered movements: I begins with sharp dissonance, unfolds quietly. II is angry, 

pounded at first, becomes quiet, returns to pounded manner and tapers off. III is another 
variant on the relentless pounding. IV is the longest, and varies the pounded motif with 
trills. (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 5 
 In one movement, just one minute shorter than the Third Sonata. Seething anger here in 

sforzato dissonances and extreme range – the mezzo passages remain unstable, ominous 
– there’s a passage of one repeated chord – a single insistent note forms a recurrent 
reference point, a sort of tonality – later there’s an uncharacteristic passage of thick 



dissonances, the reference tone still sounding – there’s a false ending – then another 
harsh outburst in the last two minutes. (My13) 

Piano Sonata No 6 
 The last and briefest of the cycle less than 8’ long, and perhaps the fiercest. Dense 

clusters in the lower keyboard. Pounded descending scales. Half a dozen gentle chords. A 
new fortissimo section. Ustvolskaya seems to continue out of the suppressed Futurism of 
the 1920s. (My13) 

Sonata for Violin and Piano 
 One movement, 22’, written in 1952. The music has no bar lines. It begins in a neutral 

mechanic tempo, all notes accented equally. A slower section makes the violin sound 
ghostly over the piano – then suddenly deciso, with full vibrato. I’m not aware of any key 
change. There’s a teasing minimalism. Third section begins with equal notes on piano, 
violin commenting, rising to feroce high on the G string. Another section sets violin in 
equal notes staccatissimo – quiet passage to finish, including taps on the violin. (Je18) 

Duet for Violin and Piano 
Single movement, 30’, no division into movements, no description in liner notes. Written 
twelve years after the Sonata, much more avant-garde sound. I hear a series of gestures, 
all very thin texture. Piano has savage jabs and rumbles, the violin fortissimo strokes, a 
few scratchy tremolos, a lot of leaping to stratospheric notes, some alternating with low 
notes on the G string. Violin double stops at the ninth, piano fat melodies in seconds. I 
assume it is notated conventionally, but it could be in modules freely arranged. Atonal 
but strangely diatonic sounding. Beautiful quiet ending. (Jy18) 

Trio for clarinet, violin, & piano 
Three movements, 17’, earliest of the pieces here. Espressivo clarinet and piano, violin 
entry deciso, every note sforzando. Dolce mood begins suddenly – before the Dolce 
middle movement itself. Thin texture makes violin double-stopping a surprise. 
Extraordinary movement. Energico begins with quasi-canon in piano, again sempre 
sforzando. Almost no rhythmic interest. Outstanding piece. I’m afraid I like this early one 
the best. (Jy18) 

PIERRE VACHON 
Quartets in G minor, op 5/2, and in D, op 7/2 

Vachon, not known to me, seems to have strong opening ideas, workmanlike 
development, pleasing, undemanding for both listener and performer. Both Quartets are 
in 3 movements. The G minor is unusually serious, the other pastoral with nice 
Andantino. Better than I expected. Vachon’s birthdate is just earlier than Haydn’s. (My11) 

JACOBUS VAET 
Missa Ego flos campi 

Beautiful of course, and Cinquecento couldn’t be bettered. Fully masculine sound, even 
to the treble. [How is Stephen Rice connected? Researcher? Wikipedia describes him as 
“free-lance.”] The parallel sixth fauxbourdon figure is a reference point (taken from 
Clemens’ motet). Constant density suggests Gombert, but I find too much return to tonic 
in the bass and an odd feeling of 4/4 bar lines – in the music, not the performance. (O09) 

Magnificat; Salve Regina 
First is typical alternatim setting, no overt word painting. Salve opens with wonderful 
descent from treble, gradually adding lower voices. Special.  (O09) 

6 motets 



“Ante veris virides” and “Filiae Jerusalem” are both quasi-sacred motets in honor of 
patron-prince.  “Musica Dei donum” is an exceptional anonymous text in praise of 
music. I’m curious about the status and use of these secular Latin motets in liturgical 
style. “Ecce apparebit” is Advent motet on Revelation text mixing first and second 
coming. “Miserere” is deeper toned than the rest (Cinquecento has gorgeous mellifluous 
basso). “Spiritus Domini” is exceptional Pentecost motet with cross relations and 
Alleluias. (O09) 

5 motets 
“Videns Dominum” is moving motet on the raising of Lazarus. “Conditor” is alternatim 
setting of ancient Advent hymn. “O quam gloriosum” is ecstatic, with Alleluia. 
“Ascendetis post filium” in praise of Solomon, apparently a type of Maximilian, used as 
base of Galli’s Mass. “Continuo lacrimas -- in mortem Clemens non Papa” puns on 
Clemens’ name and hints that his death was violent (military?).  (O09) 

Requiem 
Fairly early setting for 5 voices, with relatively short movements. Tract is not Dies irae 
but rather the opening lines of Sicut cervus desiderat, a very nice alternative. 
Performance is not great, alas: polished, but the voices haven’t the English gloss of Tallis 
or Brabant or Cinquecento. Oddly, the grandest movement, lacking Gloria and Credo, 
seems to be the Sanctus. (S12) 

6 motets 
“Filius Jerusalem” is a flattery piece. Both hymns, “A solis” and “Ave maris stella,” are 
alternatim using the identical format and quite lengthy. “Iste est Joannes” takes an 
unusual text: when would it be used? “O quam gloriosum” makes surprising madrigalistic 
play on cuckoo / quocumque. “Continuo lacrimas” is lovely funeral motet.  (S12) 

FARTEIN VALEN 
Symphony No 1 

My recollection of these pieces as all drab atonal counterpoint in a single middle tempo 
needs revising: This pre-war Symphony is not drab: the guiding light is Berg, distorted 
Romantic espressivo, especially the Adagio (with scale roulades). Scherzo recalls the 
Lyric Suite. First and Finale are more unforgiving, though they make gestural sense to the 
ear. No wonder Bis has undertaken a Skalkottas series: Valen is his Nordic imago. (S09) 

Violin Concerto 
Very much modelled on the Berg, even to the Requiem impulse and the chorale ending, 
not to mention style and soundworld. Ergo, it’s gorgeous: terser, less virtuosic, less 
rhetorical, less varied. Beautiful piece. (S09) 

Pastorale, op 11 
Brief early work, angular melodies revealing FV’s Romantic impulse. 

Sonetto di Michaelangelo, op 11/1; Cantico di Ringraziamento, op 11/2 
A pair of short early pieces on the theme of “l’altra beltà,” both lyrical in their angular 
way, the second fugal. Very attractive, pure dodecaphonic pieces. (S09) 

Kirkegården ved havet, op 20; La Isla de las calmas, op 21 
Valen’s most successful work, inspired by reading Verlaine’s “Cimitière Marin” in 
Majorca: quiet, moody, lyrical. “La Isla” has more decided rhythm, also nice, not 
weighty: dodecaphony without anguish. (S09) Churchyard is included in Naxos’ 
Norwegian Classical favorites, very introspective, ghostly, deserving its popularity, if 
such it be. (Jy12) 



Ode til ensomheten, op 35 
Another short piece, back in the anguished mode, apt enough for 1939. (S09) 

Symphony No 4 
Three movements, very abstract, dense counterpoint, somber: this is how I remembered 
the Valen style from my first brief encounter. The Chaconne Finale is FV’s ideal form, 
ever-shiftting stasis, non-directional shuffle, yet still with a kind of clarity. (S09) 

Piano Concerto 
Tiny, three movements in less than nine minutes. Not Webernesque – a melodic legato. 
Not virtuosic, but gains speed. Then the most sudden stop of all. Valen is a very strange 
composer. (S09) 

Symphony No 3 
Serial Symphony in 4 movements, described by Valen as pastoral, and the Allegro is in a 
lilting 3, but the tone is pained. Texture full of linear counterpoint but oddly clear, 
transparent. Larghetto too full of regret: Schoenbergian without the high tension Angst 
and violence, a wartime elegy, very moving. Brief Intermezzo is storm music: abrupt 
ending. Allegro Finale sustains dark tone without compromise, rare brass outburst, very 
abrupt ending. (Ag11) 

Symphony No 2 
Christmas? Valen’s biographer thinks so, but there’s little joy or wonderment in the 
Allegro, despite some skipping figures: the movement twice reaches brief timp and brass 
outbursts, the second ending it short. Adagio is known to be inspired by Rembrandt’s 
Christ at Emmaus: Valen’s longest symphonic movement, tone serene, relatively 
speaking, and expressive, beautiful in its way. Short Allegretto another flurry of 
dissonant counterpoint: Eggen is masterful keeping the tangled lines as clear as he does. 
Allegro Finale opens with fast surging bass like storm-at-sea music: lighter second idea: 
they combine, reach gentle ending. (Ag11) 

Nenia, op 18/1 
Short elegiac piece, the serial theme plainly marked by triplet figure. Might be good 
demonstration piece for serialism, the lines are so clear. (Ag11) 

An die Hoffnung, op 18/2 
I’m hard put to understand the hopefulness here, but all things are relative, I suppose. 
Wider range of pitch and dynamics than Nenia. (Ag11) 

Epithalamion, op 19 
Curious effort to make serialism celebratory and happy: faster, some rare staccato 
lightness, bright colors. (Ag11) 

9 songs with piano 
Valen here seems a determined miniaturist in the mode of Webern. There are only 
fourteen songs in total, two given in both piano and orchestral versions. All are German 
except the Latin Ave Maria and the Whitman setting in English. Eight of the fourteen are 
Goethe settings. The three opus 6 Goethe Lieder are all gnomic, all the same tempo, all 
under 2’, and curiously favoring particular notes in the voice. Opus 31 pits Schiller’s 
Gruppe vom Tartarus – given wild, expressionist treatment, against Goethe’s Anakreons 
Grab, lovely but not Hugo Wolf. Opus 39 sets two cemetery poems, Mörike’s Denk’ es, o 
Seele, and an anonymous epitaph. Opus 7 was honored with orchestral settings – the first 
and third of Goethe’s Mignon songs. (S17) 

7 songs with orchestra 



The orchestration behind the Mignon Lieder reveals Valen’s romantic soul. [The tracks 
are switched for the orchestral settings.] Ave Maria, op 4, draws passionate music in a 
longer format, a full 7’ – Wagnerian! The two Chinese songs, op 8, are sung in the same 
Bethge translations used by Mahler. The first is gorgeous, like Berg at his greatest, with 
wide intervals but true melody. The Whitman, op 9, is not his best known poem but it 
gave Vaughan Williams his title “Toward the Unknown Region.” Tessitura is too high to 
project text. The final song, on St John of the Cross, seems inevitable. Valen’s music all 
sounds the same, at the same tempo, for the same high soprano – a quest for 
disembodiment weighed by the tragedy of physical being. That must be why I love it so 
irrationally. (S17) 

GIUSEPPE VALENTINI 
6 Concerti grossi from op 7 

Nice stuff if somewhat retro for its date, and made to seem moreso by the period 
instrument sound: could cynically be dismissed as recycled Corelli. Veers between 
routine sequences and really nice bits. Good to hear in a block. (Ag10) 

In te Domine 
Psalm 30, prayer for deliverance, part of Tirami Su program written for basso molto 
profundo with enormous range. Very unusual. (O17)    

FRANCISCO VALLS 
Missa Scala Aretina 

Extraordinarily beautiful soundworld: complex shifting double choir, soloists, orchestra. 
Spanish tinge abetted by theorbo in continuo, reminiscent (despite late date) of 
Monteverdi. Dance rhythms, scandalous joy in Kyrie, Crucifixus. Agnus Dei is 
transcendent. Leonhardt’s performance is unimprovable, glorious. (Ja) Yes. (F) 

BERNARD VAN DIEREN 
Elegy for Orchestra with Solo Cello 

Despite the title, a real concertante piece for cello, a substantial 16’ idyll. From 1910, the 
earliest of the three works on the CD, a long awaited exploration of Van Dieren. Highly 
chromatic, more hard-edged than Delius, whose sound world it inhabits. (I later realized 
that Van Dieren is considerably more linear in his internal writing.) Though the chief 
early mentor was Busoni, the piece seems to wander quite aimlessly. Curious cadence – it 
seems to end in the wrong key. (Ja17)  

Symphony No 1, op 6 “Chinese” 
Still early, from 1914, this major work calls for orchestra and chorus with five soloists 
singing verses from Hans Bethge’s 1907 Chinese translations – the same source 
plundered by Mahler, Zemlinsky, and others. Essentially a cycle of nine songs without a 
break. (1) Preludio, a moon poem, introduces the chorus in a dreamy soundscape. (2) 
Recitativo: Baritone also sings to the moon, homesick. The music is more agitated. (3) 
Duettino: Separated lovers, soprano and tenor, both watch the same moon. (4) Duetto e 
Coro: Loves together, contralto and tenor, see the moon as verliebte Träumer, 
underscored by chorus. Nice bass clarinet and English horn. (5) Interlude: The major 
instrumental statement, 9’, but I haven’t caught any distinctive motif. The moon shine on 
Nature in the night. Texture: Delius and vinegar. (6) Cavatina: Baritone sings a morning 
leavetaking, eager to return: Alle Arbeit führt dem Abendzu . . . Bis am den Abend 
Lebewohl! The vocal line is Schoenbergian. (7) Aria der Trunkene im Frühling: This text 
is shared with Da Lied von der Erden. Basso, Destiny is a dream, I drink all day and 



stagger home at night. Basso is naturalistically besotted, uses full range. (8) Quintet e 
Coro: Full forces combine with dramatic cello-bass recit: Man lives only once, a 
dissolving breath, a tumulus where rank weeds bloom. The texture is too complex to be 
called homophonic – almost a cluster chant. The climax is true, though how much results 
from the music or the artfully arranged poems, I can’t tell. I wish there were more 
signposts. (Ja17) 

Introit to Topers’ Tropes 
Latest of the three works, from 1921, intended for choral work never written on Rabelais’ 
Les Propos des Buveurs chapter in Gargantua. There’s a short intro of pure cowpat idyll, 
then suddenly the piece becomes lively, jocular, grotesque, as the brass gradually enter. 
There’s even a bit of oom-pah-pah, lots of pesante, burbling tuba, shifty tempi. Very 
strange music emotionally, though the basic soundworld is still Delius. (Ja17) 

JOHANN VANHAL  
Missa pastoralis in G 

Unique among classical Masses. Nothing comparable in Haydn or Mozart or as 
charming. This has all the trappings of the pastoral mode except the key of F: the gentle 
consonance, occasional drone pedals, lots of sequences, but it escapes cliché. The 
innocent Kyrie is almost paradoxically Edenic but balanced by darker areas like the 
minor key Qui tollis or the Agnus Dei. The Hosanna is melting.  The Dona nobis is 
unexpectedly sprightly. A special piece. (Ja09) 

Missa Solemnis in C 
Much more formal than the previous, and more ordinary. Gloria has concertante sections. 
Colin Ainsworth’s solo is very disappointing. Dona nobis is impressively florid and 
exciting, but no pacem. Not a match for either Haydn, but Vanhal is always worth 
hearing. (Ja09) 

Symphonies in D, C minor, A♭, and G 
All have soon-to-be standard four movements. The G major is the go-to piece on this 
disc: nice grazioso, intricately organized Allegro and Andante, deviations into minor. 
Fine Scherzo and Finale. The others I’d expected to like better. The D major is shortest at 
14' and most ordinary. The C minor is Haydnesque Sturm und Drang, but all gestural, 
little melodic or motivic or contrapuntal stuff unlike Haydn. The A♭ has solo horn in 
Adagio, but it does little. (Jy10—Muskoka) 

Bassoon Concerto in C 
Lovely inventive music with minimum of nonsense noodling, beautifully played with 
mellow timbre. Alas, the bassoon seems artificially foregrounded, tapping keys plainly 
audible. (Jy11) 

Clarinet Concerto in C 
Again, inventive with a smidgen of brilliant writing. Vanhal has a pleasant habit of 
slipping into minor. Nice Minuetto grazioso Finale. (Jy11) 

Oboe Concerto in F 
A version freely adapted by Villem Tausky, but no comment on what he did. Plangent 
Largo. (Jy11) 

Concerto in F for 2 bassoons and orchestra 
I remember playing this in Sarnia with two female and extremely pregnant bassoonists. 
They looked like recently fed pythons. I do not recall the extra-long Allegro, but it’s 



better than just a novelty, especially nice in development. Andante a lovely cantabile with 
suspensions. Fine piece. (Jy11) 

6 Quartets Concertantes, oboe & strings, op 7 
All are in four movements, no more than 15’ long. Sarah Francis plays a baroque oboe 
with a disagreeable quacky sound – did they have iron reeds? Do Vanhal’s exceptional 
qualities show? Perhaps not until the Presto, with its quick wit. No 2 has a nice lyric idea 
and develops nicely. But the disc is a let-down for Hyperion, both music and 
performance. (Mh14) 

EDGARD VARÈSE 
Density 21.5 

Anti-referential music, says Varèse? He can’t prevent me from thinking about Dale 
Olson. (Jy13) 

Octandre 
Three numbered movements, 7’. When did I hear this last, yet it stays so familiar, so 
fresh? Even in this too relaxed performance. The Aarhus group needs more assertiveness, 
swagger. (Je17) 

Un grand sommeil noir 
Little 3’ song, the only early work spared by the composer – at the behest of Jolivet. 
Verlaine seems an unlikely poet, but the poem is quite nihilistic. Setting is tonal, with 
deep tolling rhythm on piano. I absorbed Varèse years ago, but he needs refreshing. (Jy20) 

Hyperprism  
One movement, 5’. Varèse’s first mature work. In 1922 it met catcalls and laughter. I 
haven’t heard it for years, and now it sounds quite normal apart from the lion’s roar and 
the police siren. Boulez makes the ensemble sound less chamber-like and more 
orchestral. It’s the only piece on this CD that was on that old LP of Dale’s. (Jy20) 

Ecuatorial 
One movement for unison male choir and chamber orchestra, 12’, from 1934. Here is 
Varèse the teacher of Jolivet, setting a Mayan text and employing two ondes martenots. 
Orchestration also includes 4 trumpets (C), 4 trombones, plus piano, organ, and 
percussion (6 players): timpani, 2 snare drums, 2 tenor drum, 3 bass drums, 2 tam-tams, 
gong, cymbals, suspended cymbal, temple block, tambourine. I’m not sure what those 
flute-like instruments are – they sound like a folk instrument or a slide whistle, but 
probably the ondes. I know this and the next least of Varèse’s works. Is it the only one 
with voices? I think so. (Jy20)    

Déserts 
One movement piece with three sections of interpolated 2-track tape, from 1954, 17’. 
Originally conceived as a film score. According to Paul Griffiths, The plan of Déserts, 
unprecedented, was that electronic and orchestral music should be brought face to face: 
three sequences of 'organized sound' on tape are interpolated into a composition for an 
orchestra of wind, piano, and percussion. Babbitt has drawn attention to the subtlety with 
which Varèse assembles timbres from his ensemble, and indeed much of the scoring 
suggests an almost Webernian care for timbre-melody—something quite new in Varèse's 
music, the instruments being used for example, to vary the color of the sustained pitches 
that are stations of polarity in the musical progress.” The last sentence is nonsense, since 
he does it from Hyperprism onward. He worked with Pierre Schaeffer on the electronic 



track, which incorporate industrial sounds. Varèse authorizes performance sans tape. 
Boulex manages to incorporate the tape seamlessly. (Jy20)    

PĒTERIS VASKS 
Voices – Symphony for Strings 

Three movements: Voices of Silence features disruptive elements, pianissimo – glissandi, 
taps on fingerboard – behind a beautiful choral mezzoforte. Voices of Life continues: the 
ghosts of Sibelius and Rautavaara hover: are the chirps real birds? This is a long 13’ 
movement. Voices of Conscience, after a break, begins with broad strokes, gets frenzied, 
then serene, resigned. An extraordinary string orchestra piece. (O14) 

Lauda 
Substantial 18’ piece for orchestra in one movement, a celebration of the Latvian people 
with invocations of liturgical piety. Timps lead the first climax: a B section brighter with 
horn, wood blocks and folkdancy material in slow crescendo, with timps and brass – 
smashing. Final long decrescendo. Conventional symphonic poem, but very nice. (O14) 

Cantabile for String Orchestra 
 Active motion, static harmony, like Sibelius. Livelier but very short B section. (O14) 
Musica dolorosa 

Substantial 12’ movement for string orchestra. Compare Barber’s Adagio or Schafer’s In 
Memorian Alberto Guerrero (the downward glissandi reminded me). (O14) 

Episodi à canto perpetuo 
Piano Trio written in homage to Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time, in eight 
movements. The second movement incorporates birdsong, the third puts all three players 
in unison. Monologhi begins with cello, violin takes over, then piano. Canto perpetuo is 
the emotional center, lyrical and ecstatic with lively music to close. Strong work. (Ag16) 

Quartet No 3 
I’m countering my confusion of Vasks with Volans by listening to one after the other. 
Volans is all about rhythmic sound, but the more conventional lyric intensity of Vasks 
sounds immediately, more chordal, conservative in every way. This piece from 1995 is in 
four movements, 29’. Moderato is utterly static, harsh, bleak. Allegro strongly rhythmic, 
with dance patterns. Adagio begins attacca with broad, slow bow strokes, simple 
harmonies, sinking lines. Intensity mounts to near hysteria – I think of Barber. Finale 
begins with bird effects, more Barber, dance memories, and a long, slowly rising 
diminuendo that disperses in upper air – beautiful quiet ending. BTW at the time of the 
recording, Vasks had written five string quartets. (Jy17) 

Quartet No 2 “Summer Tunes” 
Three movements, 27’. Coming into Bloom starts with warbles on high strings, sound 
effects mixed with diatonic D minor. Birds is an “ornithological carnival” according to 
Vasks, trills and pips and ricochets, all still in the diatonic soundworld. The naïve 
pictorialism and static harmony are wearisome – bad Schafer. But there are dramatic 
moments, like the big downward glissando. Elegy returns to linear writing, solo viola, 
pianissimo pedal A in cello, continued nature sounds in distance, an illusion of aural 
depth perspective. The piece ends on sustained major triad with continued chatter. (Jy17) 

Quartet No 1 
Three movements, a more concise 18’. From 1977 (revised twenty years later), an early 
and angry piece written amid the Soviet rule of Latvia. Intrada uses aleatoric chaos (I 
think), tries to bring it under control. Sonata channels the frenzy into wild rhythms, 



repeated patterns, bits like a stomped dance, plus a sustained dissonant fragment 
ofchorale. Solo cello section with interrupting crunches – the movement ends with 
several crunches. Melodia, marked tranquillo, presents somber, sustained modal lines, 
first in viola – crunchy interruption – violin takes over – quiet ending. (Jy17) 

RALPH VAUGHAN WILLIAMS 
Five Mystical Songs 

Shirley-Quirk perfect for these songs. But tiny choir is disappointing, needs much more 
massiveness in finale. (Je08)  

Violin Sonata 
Masterwork! Wow! Unexpected! Molto agitato, virtuosic cadenzas, double-stopping with 
tenths, formally surprising, unpredictable. Big final movement Variations, but not cut 
into separate chunks: continuous, rhapsodic. Ends quietly, with hint of conventional VW 
pastoral. Wow again! An uncharacteristic new voice emerging very late. Stanzeleit 
triumphs. (Jy08—Muskoka)   

Concerto Grosso for Strings 
Yes, this is the piece for open strings I played under Dorati. VW in neo-baroque vein, 
attractive Gebrauchsmusik. (S08) 

Concerto for Oboe & Strings 
Not VW’s best effort, seems desperately trying to avoid lure of the pastoral. He should 
have given in. Still, sounds better than when I rehearsed it with my kidney stone. (S08) 

Concerto Accademico, Violin & Strings 
Like the above, against the grain small-scale neo-baroque piece, tries to keep its cool. 
Unconvincing.  Sillito plays with a hard sound, imperfect double stops. (S08) 

Concerto for Basstuba & Orchestra; Two Chorale Preludes 
Echt VW, a much better piece than the previous two concertos, despite the silly tuba. The 
Chorale Preludes are not the familiar Rosymedre & Co. (S08) 

Piano Concerto in C minor 
Grossly underestimated piece. VW influenced by Stravinsky? Yes, in opening percussive 
Toccata. More self-indulgence (good) in Romanze. Then the most violently dissonant 
VW I’ve heard, more than the Fourth, followed by more surprises in the Finale. Wholly 
satisfying, though non-showy Concerto, the large-scale fulfillment of the neo-baroque 
small-scale Violin Concerto. (S08) Another listen suggests more Asian pentatonic 
presence in the Toccata than Stravinsky. Maybe Howard Shelley has a lighter touch. The 
rhythmic pattern is almost as much a VW giveaway as the modal harmony. Romanze 
moves into VW’s characteristic nostalgic modality quite beautifully without getting 
swept away. The Finale is a Fuga Chromatica – perhaps reason for the neglect of the 
Concerto, which tries to pick up baroque associations – but the fugue gives way to a 
heavily accented Viennese waltz, in parody perhaps. Quiet ending returns to mood of 
Romanze. The notes reveal that the Concerto was admired by Bartok, and that it is the 
same music as VW’s Concerto for Two Pianos, arranged largely by another hand. This is 
still a shocking piece to come from VW’s imagination. (F16) 

Partita for Double String Orchestra 
A disturbing piece, dark, anxiety ridden but not anguished or angry (like Martinu’s). In 
true VW mode, but at a stretch, certainly not pastoral. Pizzicati reminiscent of Verklärte 
Nacht. (S08) 

Towards an Unknown Region 



Trueblood VW, early (1907), long slow crescendo to glory. Yes. Nice Whitman. (S08) 
On Wenlock Edge 

Wonderful sequence, VW’s Ravel mode. Andrew Kennedy does well – but do all the 
young English tenors actually try to sound like Peter Pears?  (O08) 

Flos Campi 
Good to hear again, though I hardly remember it after singing it years ago. Except for that 
diminished seventh chord entry! (My09) Suite for solo viola, small chorus, and small 
orchestra, 20’. Revisiting an old friend, with memories of Ralph Aldrich and that 
unfindable entry note. The “text” from Song of Songs is unsung, the choir wordless, the 
words written only in the score. The viola has a lot more to do than I remembered. I’d 
forgotten the gorgeous passage at the end. A true masterpiece. 

Household Music 
Hymn preludes. I don’t know the first, but St Denio and Aberystwyth are lovely. (My09) 

Symphony No 5 in D 
I caught this, or most of it, on CBC and marveled again at its ravishing beauty. VW let 
himself go, and it’s still one of my favorite symphonies. The apotheosis of the 
suspension. (Je09) 

English Folksong Suite 
Overly familiar but good car music. My disc is the orchestral version. (Je10) 

Along the Field 
All eight songs are given by the Malfitanos (unlike the woman on the Argento disc). Was 
Vaughan Williams in 1927 imitating Holst (1916)? Sounds like it. One is grateful for the 
folksy songs; others are lugubrious, strained melodies. (Ag10) 

Symphony No 9 
I think I know the Eighth and Ninth least of the Symphonies, though I seem to have three 
versions of the Ninth. It is vaguely familiar, sounding very fresh in Andrew Davis’s 
performance for BBC. I like the saxes, especially in the Scherzo. And it’s fitting he ends 
the Symphony with a longish valedictory Andante. The last cadences reach toward an 
unknown region. Yes, he was one of the greats, a far more various composer than he is 
given credit for. (Jy11) 

Dona nobis pacem 
I can’t hear this without profound and very specific memories of performance. This with 
Vaughan Williams conducting is interesting historically, but not the best, and sound is 
not the best either. The entire piece sounds subdued, even Beat Beat Drums. The 
soprano’s entry is understated: I’ll never in my life forget Evelyn Bliem letting go full 
force! And the baritone is Roy Henderson, best known as Kathleen Ferrier’s teacher. 
Interesting.  (Ap12) 

Symphony No 6 in E minor 
Yes, it all seems familiar, here in Boult’s rough and tumble performance, but I had 
forgotten just how grim this piece is B even more than the bellicose Fourth. It’s one of 
four Vaughan Williams symphonies that I would call indubitably great, and the final 
movement is haunting. I love the saxophone bits too, the wild opening gesture, the 
dark-browed Scherzo. Great to revisit. (Ap13) 

 Riders to the Sea. 
  Opera in one act on the play by Synge, about 40’. It’s gorgeoua, and the evocation of the  
  sea magnificent (apart from the damnable electronic simulation) I’ll not be in a hurry to  



  listen again – too much unrelieved pathos. Heartbreaking. 1/ Nora and Cathleen worry  
  whether the drowned man is their brother Michael. They hide his clothes from Maurya.  
  2/Maury enters, worried that her youngest son Bartley plans to sail to Connemara.  
  3/Bartley enters excited to sail to the horse fair. “What is the price of a thousand horses  
  when there is one son only,” says Maurya. Bartley ignores her and insists on going.  
  4/”We’ll not see him again.” The daughters take bread from the fire and tell her to take it 
  to Bartley. 5/Watching her go, they retrieve the clothes. Nora identifies a stocking she  
  knit for her brother. 6/Maurya returning, they hide the clothes. She still has the bread. “I  
  seen the fearfullest thing.” 7/She has seem vision of Bartley riding on a red horse, and  
  Michael following on a grey pony, dressed in finery. 8/Bartley is lost. “Make me a  
  coffin.” She recounts the deaths of her six sons, her husband, and his father, some found,  
  some not. Old women enter in procession. “It’s Michael,” says Cathleen. Nora looks out: 
  “They’re carrying a thing and there’s water dripping out of it.” It is Bartley – the grey  
  pony knocked him into the sea. 9/They are all gone now. They are all together now and  
  the end has come – Maurya’s great speech. 10/What more can we want than that? “No  
  man at all can be living forever and we must be satisfied.” (Ag20) 
 Household Music 
  Three preludes for strings on Welsh hymn tunes, 17’. Not the familiar ones from 1920.  
  Written in wartime, 1941, and never before recorded. Vaughan Williams did not specify  
  instrumentation but suggested string quartet with horn obbligato. I do not recognize  
  Carg-Y-Bar. St Denio becomes a presto Scherzo, emerging recognizable only at the end.  
  The beautiful Aberystwyth is treated as Variations. The horn appears as background,  
  though it seems to have an independent part. (Ag20) 
FRANCESCO VERACINI 
5 Overtures 

Pound dismissed Veracini, surprisingly, as “larky, with trills.” His music is light, 
engaging, baroque sounding yet all but innocent of counterpoint. Maybe “gallant” is the 
word. These all begin with a substantial slow-fast movement, perhaps a French overture, 
followed by a collection of short dance movements. But they are shorter and have fewer 
movements than most dance suites, and some movements simply bear tempo markings. 
Two have just four movements, yet not quite in the pattern of the early symphony. Was 
he born at just the wrong moment to be anything but “transitional”? Great Tafelmusik or 
car music. (N10) 

PHILIPPE VERDELOT 
Ultimi miei sospiri 

An Italian madrigal, not a Latin motet as I mistook. Absolutely haunting. (Jy09) 
30 madrigals 

These madrigals are all from the Newberry Partbooks, their history told in the liner notes 
– gifted to Henry VIII in 1526, the missing alto book reunited with the rest in 1978. This 
is the start of the Italian madrigal tradition, on texts by Petrarca, Machiavelli, and others, 
in a style scarcely different from contrapuntal church motets. Tempi are slowish, tone 
lugubrious – somewhat more declamatory, less imitation, close attention to text though it 
is hard to hear. Performnces mix part singing, solo song, and instrumental. Track 11 
portrays dialog between high voices and low. There’s occasional expressive dissonance 
(e.g. “danno” in track 16). (Ap18) 

GIUSEPPE VERDI 



La Traviata 
Act II: Fleming in top form, Hampson too, an icily reserved Germont, superb despite 
un-Italian timbres. (MetHD, S08); Acts II & III: La Scala production on TV, with Vargas 
excellent, Gheorghiu in top form vocally and dramatically (I wish I’d caught her “Sempre 
libera”), and a Roberto Frontali whom I mistook for Relyea. Production traditional. First 
rate. (Jy09); I know this music so well I’d forgotten how long since I’ve heard it with live, 
breathing musicians.  The real sound of the high strings in the Prelude took me by 
surprise: a gasp of the beautiful and pure. The whole score is so transparent. Jonathan 
Miller’s production was literally realistic, very true, no messing around. Mary Dunleavy 
is not vocally perfect: no top E♭, fioriture managed with effort, but dramatically 
breathtaking at times, especially in sotto voce. Malcolm MacKenzie a superb baritone. 
Ryan McPherson a deficit: flatting in the first part, no top note. But Miller had him sing 
the dramatically essential cabaletta to his aria. Moving renewal of a precious friendship. 
(Ag09—Glimmerglass) I wasn’t keen on seeing it again, but I’m glad I did, even though 
Dessay’s voice was in dreadful shape, very evidently hoarse in the lower and quieter 
passages, full of blips, screech on the top E♭. But her performance was very persuasive 
and moving in the Met’s minimalistic set dominated by an ever-present clock and a 
Dottore-Death figure. Polenzani and Hvorostovsky were both immaculate vocally, and 
both sang their Act II cabalettas. A nearly perfect opera: its only fault is the prolonged 
death scene. (My12) On PBS, the MetHD performance we missed, perpetuating that 
ghastly Willi Decker production. My first exposure to Yoncheva, and I’m impressed: she 
has the goods, vocally and dramatically, with a beautiful tragic timbre. She omitted the 
top E♭ in Act I, and flounced her sex around in that red dress so much I thought she was 
playing Carmen. But my only quibbles. Michael Fabiano was OK, but not as strong as I 
expected. His top is strained, not easy or ringing, and his presence needs real work: that 
tilt of the head and silly look are awfully nerdy. Hampson is at the end of his career, and 
it’s showing. Good to see. [I forgot Yoncheva’s Desdemona – see below.] (Ag17) 

Aida 
Such great music: scarcely a moment wasted, solid through and through. Urmana a fine 
singer but precarious on top, Botha fine but not Italianate, Guelfi just passable. Zajik 
owns Amneris. Old Met production traditional, efficient. For the traditionalists, so nary a 
mention of the stage director’s name. (MetHD—O09) Russian radio broadcast from 1961, 
with a dream cast: a young Vishnevskaya, who not only nails the top C but crescendos 
into it; the incomparable Arkhipova; Lisitsian, who gives Amonosro’s bits some 
tenderness; and a fine tenor, Zurab Andzhaparidzhe, who is much better than a Russian 
Del Monaco: he has the power, but also some sensitivity and a beautiful shimmer in the 
voice. A performance for the ages. (Jy10) Same Met production, different cast. Production 
impressive looking, but I loathe the effete choreography. Lyudmyla Monastyrska, 
Ukrainian dramatic soprano, sound like a reincarnation of Dimitrova – with beautiful 
floated notes. Only flaw: uncertain tempi.  George Gagnidze outstanding as Amonasro. I 
hope we hear more of him. Borodina a powerhouse Amneris. Poor Alagna: Rhadames is 
a steady role for him, but a stretch, and he was overpowered by the Russians, so he was 
tired at the end. Not one for the ages, but a fine performance. (MetHD—D12) 

Simon Boccanegra 
What a pleasure to see this opera, and see how well it stands up dramatically, without the 
sense of drag in Acts II and III that I got from listening on CD. It stands in Verdi’s work 



as the history plays do in Shakespeare’s: not as popular with audiences but just as great. 
Domingo was convincing as a baritone and Pieczonka as a Verdi soprano. Morris is over 
the hill and not the profondo basso needed for Fiesco. Giordani a more than serviceable 
Gabriele. As Paolo, Stephen Gaertner made it a major role with a beautiful young 
baritone sound. Thrilling. (MetHD—F09) 

Otello 
Alas, the best thing about the performance was the perfect seats, eight rows back, dead 
center. The singing: B+ at best. Tenor Christian Forbis has the notes and perhaps the heft, 
but absolutely no focus, little steel in the top where it’s needed. Tiziana Caruso, not a 
pretty voice, had the dramatic top but coarse in the middle, and neither sounded nor 
looked innocent. Scott Hendricks (Rodrigo in Don Carlos years ago) had everything but 
snarl and the last bit of oomph. Still, acting was good, the traditional production some 
nice touches, and the final scene still had me in tears. (COC—F09) Did I not put notes on 
the Fleming – Botha Otello? She was lovely. He looks even uglier in close ups. (date?). A 
great, great performance. Antonenko has exactly the voice for the role, a combination of 
Vickers and Martinelli (a little trouble in the love duet, traces of wobble). Sonia 
Yoncheva was perfection in her first performance at the Met, Desdemona no less. Lukic a 
seasoned Iago. The tragedy is more terrible even than King Lear. (O15)  

Arias: Sondra Radvanovsky 
The rising diva of the grand Verdi repertoire rounds up the usual suspects, with some 
ringers (Corsaro, Vespri), sings them to near perfection. Voice is refined, focused, 
without register breaks from top to bottom, a beautiful sound with shimmering vibrato. 
(Those who complain about the vibrato are vocal virgins.) Phrasing exquisite, willing to 
linger, take liberties, good dynamic range. Enough flexibility to cope with Verdi: Rossini 
might be a stretch. Credible trill. Can’t float high notes, avoids chest. (Je10) 

Pavarotti Premieres Giuseppe Verdi 
Two discarded overtures, Boccanegra and Aida, were well discarded: the Boccanegra is 
negligible, the Aida is longish, with some cranked out bits in the middle. The tenor arias 
are all lovely cavatines, but the fireworks come in Jacopo’s cabaletta, removed from I 
Due Foscari. What is that note up there? High D? Wow! (Ja11) 

Don Carlos 
Not Verdi’s most perfect opera, but maybe his greatest. To think that it was not standard 
rep before Rudolf Bing! New Met production is done on the cheap, looks very old 
fashioned, even provincial, with no stage gimmicks. But it doesn’t get in the way. The 
singers were spectacular: Poplavskaya a superb Verdi dramatic soprano (where did we 
see her before?), Alagna in top form, Furlanetto and Keenlyside tremendous. I was mixed 
about Anna Smirnova, but she turned in a strong performance. Nézet-Séguin a hit with 
the audience. I’ve now seen it at Covent Garden and in Toronto (French version), and 
now here. This was the best. (MetHD—Ja11) A performance for the ages on DVD at Don 
and Merran’s place, with Domingo and Freni, with Ghiaurov, Quilico and Bumbry. 
Beautifully sung throughout. I prefer Caballe for her pure top, but Freni is superbly regal 
with every sound, and Bumbry is dramatically hot. Levine conducts. Wow! (F14) 

Requiem 
Viewing of DVD: Karajan at La Scala, with Price, Cossotto, a very young Pavarotti, and 
Ghiaurov.  Magnificent! I expected what I got from the others, but Cossoto blew me 
away. Samples also from recordings by Gardiner (HIP, no difference), Solti (electrifying 



sound), Reiner (very slow tempos).  Nice evening. (Mh11) Another maddening Fagan 
performance.  Soloists not bad: John Avey we know from before, and Kurt Lehmann 
was a decent Pinkerton in the local Butterfly. I sort of liked the soprano Christianne Riel, 
though Ruth thought her voice too dark. The mezzo, Sandra Graham, was a stick. 
(Live—Ap11) Dudamel conducting on PBS Great Performances – it was a very great 
performance from Hollywood Bowl. (How do they do it? Amplification? Noise barriers 
for airplanes?) Local choir was terrific, and the soloists top-notch, especially the women, 
Julianna Di Giacomo and Michelle Di Young, both powerhouses with utter security. 
Ildebrando d’Arcangelo was fine, Grigolo lightweight but expressive. A treat. (Ja17) 

Il Trovatore 
Wonderful performance: Zajik, Alvarez, Hvorostovsky, Armiliato conducting. 
Radvanovsky is more controversial: She does not sing flat, as her detractors claim; she 
gets the high notes dead on; she has a pronounced vibrato, moreso than I expected, and 
on the edge; but her voice is very dark and covered: she could brighten it a bit without 
loss, for my taste. Was she Russian trained? She was born American. I was much more 
impressed with Alvarez than I expected, like a mid-career Domingo. Production very 
traditional, dark, but the turntable stage kept it from being chopped up. I know almost 
every note of the piece. Great experience. (MetHD—Je11) One for the ages, almost. 
Netrebko has been so smart with her career that she has grown into a full-fledged Verdi 
soprano in this, possibly the most difficult role of all, the ultimate bel canto. Beautiful 
sound, secure top, adequate flexibility including a credible trill, strength at bottom – it’s 
all there. Zajik owns Azucena (and even delivered a personable interview). Hvorostovsky 
almost stole the show with cheers for his health after treatment for a brain tumor – no 
apparent ill effects. Astonishing trill. Yonghoon Lee delivered a fine performance, 
received accolades. His voice doesn’t have the bright ping on top that a great tenor needs. 
Same production. I like the omnipresent background of charred corpses on stakes. 
Memorable. (MetHD—O15)  

Ernani 
And people complain about the plot of Trovatore! This has to be one of the silliest I’ve 
ever witnessed, a real throwback to baroque plot twists with every entrance of every 
character every time. I can’t imagine how it could be updated, with all its primitive honor 
codes, unless it were set in the remoter hills of Afghanistan. Angela Meade is the new 
aspirant to the big Verdi dramatic leads: she sang beautifully, a bit reminiscent of 
Cerquetti (not only in girth). And Hvorostovsky was a dream in the big baritone role. 
Furlanetto great, though getting a little past it. Giordani just tolerable. (MetHD—Fe12) 

Rigoletto 
Verdi at his very greatest. Beczala is the reigning primo tenore of today. Damrau a 
brilliant Gilda (girlish despite her age and poundage). Zeljko Lukic a brilliant hunchback, 
not a beautiful voice by any account (Ruth thought his voice hollow and flat), but like 
Gobbi a gripping performer. A shattering Coretggiani. Stefan Kocán a suave Sparfucile 
with a spectacular low F. Michael Mayer’s updating to 1960s Las Vegas was brilliant: the 
seediness is an exact fit, and the characters are recognizable. I loved the neon and the 
costumes (Rigoletto with motley in a knitted sweater, the Duke in a white tux), and there 
were fine touches: in the last scene, neon played when the flutes did their lightning, there 
was an extravagantly finned sedan for a sack, with vanity plates spelling SPARFUC. 



Performance was not vocally perfect (not quite warmed up in Act I), but at this level who 
can complain? (MetHD—Fe13) 

Falstaff 
Verdi’s greatest opera? I don’t know, but it draws tears more than any tragedy – tears of 
joy and the love of life. Falstaff’s final apologia (I am not only wit but the cause of wit in 
others) and the great fugue (tutto il mondo e burla) strike profound depths like little else 
in literature or music. Ambrogio Maestri was born to the part, a giant of a man, and 
Stephanie Blythe and Angela Meade were superb (gigantic too, but dwarfed by Maestri). 
The young lovers, Lisette Oropesa and Paolo Fanale, were just what they should be. I 
loved Robert Carson’s production in the first half – the updating was not insistent, and 
there were lots of comic touches; but less in the second – the wooden walls in the forest, 
not to mention the banquet table, and the missing quercia. At least there were antlers. 
Musically, it was transcendent. (MetHD—D13) I watched the Glyndebourne production 
on TV, with Christopher Purves and Marie-Nicole Lemieux as Mistress Quickly and a 
pretty strong cast. Very good, not as strong as the Met except in the last scene, which had 
an oak tree, children, and magic. (Mh14) 

Complete Ballet Music 
First, it’s not complete, lacking the two Spanish dances from Traviata, and doubtless 
other tidbits. Still, most of this music, apart from the Aida ballet, is usually cut as 
dramatically unnecessary, and some of the operas are rarely heard. The ballet from 
Jérusalem apparently had to be fished out of a provincial opera house basement. Otello 
music is vaguely familiar, and the Macbeth and Don Carlo music is certainly worth 
hearing. There’s even a ballet from Il Trovatore! The lengthy Four Seasons ballet from 
Les Vespres is also rarely heard, though it’s occasionally performed in concert. I don’t 
remember ever hearing it. Great car music. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Macbeth 
Did I not make notes on this the first time? I remember the Witches/ Chorus with 
handbags vividly (they remind me of the old bags in the pool at Aquafit) back in the days 
when directors were nuts about chairs on stage. A wretched production by Adrian Noble. 
We came in late this time. Netrebko is a superb Lady Macbeth, though she has no dark 
chest voice, she’s an improvement over Maria Guleghina. Zelijko Lucic repeated his 
excellent performance of the title role. Calleja and Pape completed the cast (in 2008 
it was Dimitri Pittas and John Relyea). It’s essentially a Donizetti royal opera, but 
with grand irony in the Banquet Scene and more parlando-arioso than Gaetano ever 
risked. (Met HD –N14) 

Nabucco 
A Met milestone, Placido and Levine together in what may be their last appearance 
together. They started in 1971. Domingo was amazing, sounding like a baritone in his 
prime, fifty something, for power and steadiness of tone, in a demanding, fairly long role. 
Liudmyla Monastyrska had much of the killer role under command: power, range, some 
sweetness and line and phrasing where needed, and some bottom strength, but no 
fioriture whatsoever. Jamie Barton is a favorite, and Russell Thomas, new to me, was 
impressive. Dmitry Belosselskiy was a beautiful basso cantante, but not much on the 
bottom. Where have the profundos gone? The opera is a hoot. Characters are switching 
sides freely, converting from one religion to another at will, going insane and coming 
back, all without the slightest motivation or explanation. Nabucco overruns the Temple in 
Jerusalem with startling ease, and in the end everyone suddenly gets converted to Roman 



Catholicism and is assured a seat in heaven. The Babylonian populace seems to follow it 
all untroubled. A big opera for the chorus, even besides “Va pensiero.” The production, 
utterly traditional, and made no account of the absurdities in the plot – thank God, 
because any further absurdities in some director’s “concept” would only have 
accentuated the farcical. A treat to see and hear. Some of the music is suitable for a 
village bandstand, but the big Act II ensemble is the musical high point – thrilling. (Ja17) 

Luisa Miller 
We finally got back after a long hiatus, and if this opera is not a masterpiece, it makes a 
good facsimile. What a fabulous performance! Yoncheva is a grand Verdian soprano, and 
Beczala sang his heart out, near perfection (one strained high note for her, a moment of 
flatting for him) in a grueling sustained sing. Domingo in his mid-70s sounds like a 
mature baritone. The surprise was the two basses: Dmitry Belosselskiy as Wurm, and 
Alexander Vinogradov, a gorgeous big basso cantante, as the count. I know the opera 
slightly from recording and we saw it on stage in Toronto, but I’ve never been so struck 
by the size and demand of the piece – everything for the grandest of Meyerbeer but the 
ballet. Wow! Thrilling and cathartic. (Live in HD, Ap18) 

JOHANNES VERHULST 
Mass in E♭, op 20 

Verhulst was a pupil of Mendelssohn by invitation, and the soundworld of his Mass 
reflects it. His impulse to compose a Mass in unexplained. Was he a Dutch Catholic? 
Was the Mass part of Dutch Lutheran traditions? Or had it just become a concert piece? 
The music has nicely timed harmonic turns. The long Gloria, where the soloists first 
appear, has fine Beethovenish passages at the basso’s Qui tollis, at the return of the 
Gloria, at the fugal Cum Spirito Sancto. Credo is gorgeous treatment of the plainchant: 
quite original Resurrexit, and to the end of the movement. Offertory uses unusual text, 
Inclina Domine aureum meum. High point, though, is the mystical Sanctus, a great 
setting. Yes, this is a wonderful rediscovery. (S12) 

Symphony in E minor, op 46 
Verhulst’s only Symphony, dating from 1841, opens with spacious Largo setting up the 
Allegro in 3, works rhythmic figures à la Beethoven. Andante lovely but no surprises. 
Scherzo skips rapidly in Mendelssohnian minor, ventures a victorious major, finishes in 
minor. Finale like the first movement spends too much time on tiresome rhythmic motifs. 
After admiring Verhulst’s Mass I’d hoped for better. (O12) 

Overture in B minor, op 2 
Apprentice work. Lots of tremolo indicating storm and stress, with happy ending (no 
cymbals). (O12) 

Gijsbrecht von Aemstel Overture, op 3 
A Concert Overture. Effective dramatic opening with timps but betrayed by un- 
distinguished melodic material. Lots of cymbals. Maybe for concert in the park. (O12) 

Overture in D minor, op 8 
Perhaps the best of the three: Verhulst ventures some asymmetrical phrases, finds a 
plaintive melody, pulls a few surprises. He seems to be just a very weak melodist. (O12) 

Quartet No 1 in D minor, op 6/1 
I remember Verhulst as a highly accomplished composer, contemporary and friend of 
Mendelssohn. This opens with a modulating phrase and a resistance to square phrasing, 
hectic, but energetic and engaging throughout. Adagio is warm, Lieder-like with 



throbbing triplets – beautiful. Verhulst’s harmony is less predictable than Mendelssohn’s. 
Scherzo is flighty, off-kilter accents – more romantic in legato Trio. Finale is Presto con 
fuoco, wonderful racing sixteenths against staccato chords, parts trading off, dramatic and 
cheeky both. Superlative performance by Utrecht Quartet. (My18) 

Quartet No 2 in A♭, op 6/2 
Allegro begins with a graceful, courtly motif in 3, immediately subjected to 
complications before the next ideas arrive. There are trills and an upward fourth motif 
throughout, while development features a slinky chromatic downward figure. Recap too 
has a surprise slower section questioning the motifs before carrying on – a fine inventive 
movement. Adagio opens with beautiful violin melody, mezzo voce that turns into a duet 
for the two violins in the upper register – gorgeous. Scherzo in minor with 
Mendelssohnian sparkle – legato Trio, big coda. Finale is Allegretto (really an Allegro), 
another display of continuous invention. Masterpiece – maybe both Quartets. There is 
evidently a Third Quartet. (My18) 

SÁNDOR VERESS 
Quartet No 1 

Was this the piece Pound heard in Rapallo, courtesy Szekely? No, probably No 2. Veress 
was an important pedagogue: pupil of Bartok & Kodaly, teacher of Ligeti & Kurtag, and 
(in Switzerland) Holliger. Rubato quasi recit opens with dramatic folkish flair but also 
lots of grotesque glissandi; rhythmic fugato slows down over repeated rocking rhythm. 
Adagio extends the rocking motion. Vivo Finale light, bright, sassy. Strong piece. (Fe12) 

Quartet No 2 
Discordant opening screams Bartok: second subject, a persistent rhythmic figure, given to 
viola. The movement seems as tightly constructed as any in the great Six, and the Quartet 
is longer than any of BB’s, at 32'. Andante dark, viola tune seems stylized wailing of folk 
pathos; lots of dissonant counterpoint, lots of ideas – I lose track of the form. Presto 
Finale begins with scrubbing sixteenths in 2/4: weak rhythmic interest disappointing, and 
simple cross accents don’t help, or even (prescribed?) wide slow vibrato notes. Even with 
weaker Finale (which liner notes praise), more challenging than much of Kodaly. (Fe12) 

String Trio 
Written nearly twenty years after the Second Quartet, Veress adapts serialism to his 
dissonant but tonal style. Just two movements: Andante is somber – I don’t follow it. 
Allegro molto works in repeated notes with irregular accents, incorporates some avant 
gardish gestures like tapping the instruments. Postwar modernism seems a strain. Not as 
strong as the Quartets. (Fe12) 

MATTHIJS VERMEULEN 
Symphony No 2 “Prélude à la nouvelle journée” 

Utter astonishment! This unknown composer was writing Honegger and Varèse in 1919! 
And yes, he went without performances (having offended Mengelberg). A Symphony of 
astounding sounds: angry drums and wind signals seemingly atonal. Cast in a single 
movement with numerous tempo changes: a slower bit sets exotic flute atop a regular 
beat, then builds, gets raucous at brass entry. An entwining woodwind bit reminds me of 
the opening of Le Sacre. Final section brings back the drums and brass, crescendo to 
fortissimo. Vermeulen seems to have been a genius oddly isolated at the heart of 
European culture. A landmark work. (N12) 

Symphony No 7 “Dithyrambes pour les temps de venir”  



Written nearly a century after the Second in 1965, and clearly from the same hand. My 
guess is that having no performances, Vermeulen failed to develop but merely repeated 
and refined himself. Again, cast in one movement, now with three clearly defined 
sections, less shocking in its later context but still compelling. Imaginative couplings of 
orchestral colors and propulsive rhythm (too much 4/4?). Short Symphony at 18'.  (N12) 

Symphony No 6 “Les Minutes heureuses” 
From the 1950s, again cast in one movement of three sections, each at a faster tempo. A 
note says “on la-do-re,” a pun on “on l’adoré.” which spells out the main motive. 
(L’Adoré was Vermeulen’s second wife, Diepenbrock’s daughter – his first wife and his 
son died in the War.) This Symphony is perhaps more serene, more contrapuntal, less 
dissonant. Final section builds brass over drums. (N12) 

LUDOVICO da VIADANA 
Officium defunctorum; Requiem 

Catastrophe. Unlistenable. Some of the worst choral singing and conducting I’ve ever 
heard. Viadana’s style closer to Gabrieli and Monteverdi than high Renaissance, not quite 
homophonic, but no imitation either. Perhaps a truly “authentic” performance? Why is he 
under-recorded? (My09) 

JOSÉ VIANNA da MOTTA 
Piano Concerto in A 

Portuguese by birth, Vianna da Motta had important contacts with Liszt and von Bulow 
and distinguished himself as virtuoso, composer, musicologist, and teacher. There’s 
apparently a substantial body of work, including a nationalist Symphony. The Concerto is  
in two movements, a declamatory virtuosic Moderato, and a set of Variations. Moderato 
fairly predictable, but the Variations invent some novel textures. Pleasant. (N12) 

Ballade, op 16 
Variations on a Portuguese folksong, for solo piano. Very attractive, effective, with Ave 
Maria in epilogue – and quite a handful. (N12) 

Fantasia Dramática for Piano & Orchestra 
Concert piece in one movement, three sections fast-slow-fast: Allegro builds slowly on 
single motif. Andante gradually introduces new tune and again builds slowly. Finale 
develops a perky version of the principal idea, finishes allargando maestoso. There’s a lot 
of transitional waiting for something to happen, but the music is very appealing. (N12) 

String Quartet No 2 in G 
3 movements, 16’. Allegro is remarkably classical in texture, with romantic second 
theme, all in Mendelssohnian mode (!) with no trace of Iberian flavor. Coda more 
adventurous. Adagio “cens nas montanhas” is a scene painting led by cello. Sprightly 
folksy section, con sordino, intervenes. Nice. Presto opens with bold unison followed by 
a kind of tarantella. Col legno accompaniment returns as pizzicato (thank God), and a 
folksy finale. Sturdy enough piece, though astonishingly retro. (N19) 

PAULINE VIARDOT-GARCIA 
Sonatine for Violin & Piano in E minor 

A little gem, just 10' long and technically within reach of a good student, but charming 
and splashy. First movement like a baroque Affetuoso – Second a tiny Mendelssohnian 
Scherzo – Finale a Tambourin with trimmings – triple stopping, pizzicato, arpeggiando 
across four strings. The lady knew what she was doing. (Je11) 

Six morceaux pour violon et piano 



Unpretentious little pieces rich in character: she could have been a great ballet composer, 
and I’ve heard nothing but excellent music of its kind from Viardot – these pieces, 
Sonatine, Songs. (Je11) 

5 Songs after Chopin 
Inspired filler for the collection of Chopin songs: Viardot wrote melodies over five 
Mazurkas, with words by one Louis Pomey. Alas, they are disappointing. (Ag12) 

TOMÁS LUIS da VICTORIA 
Missa O quam gloriosum; Motet “O quam gloriosum” 

Gorgeous, naturally. No special features: could not hear motet in the mass. Largish choir 
has pure sound, but Hill’s tempos often seem too fast. (N08) I followed with score, so the 
counterpoint is easier to follow, though I still have only the vaguest sense of how the 
motet is elaborated in the Mass. This is almost a white note Mass, very little 
chromaticism, coming near to a C major sound (though the mode is described as 
mixolydian). I’m surprised at how low Victoria takes the altos, to a low D at one point. 
But these were male altos. (Ja11) 

Missa Ave maris stella 
Transcendentally beautiful music. Victoria like Palestrina in Missa Papae Marcelli strives 
for contrapuntal textures that reveal text. Hill’s tempo changes serve to enliven text and 
disrupt monotony. (N08) 

Laetatus sum 
Exceptional triple choir. Laetatus has Lydian sharping, major feel. (Mh09) 

Missa Ave Regina caelorum; Magnificat; motets 
The 8-part textures with several voices to a part, antiphonal or massed, come as a shock 
after hearing lean Fayrfax: luscious, some sense of sonic depth. The Mass is relatively 
concise, seems rapt. The Magnificat is alternatim. The motets are mainly 8- or even 
12-part (“Laetatus sum”) and upbeat. Baker uses discreet organ accompaniment and likes 
tempo changes. Super.  (O09) 

Missa Dum complerentur 
Gorgeous 6-voice Mass, but no distinguishing features. O’Donnell’s boys sing with 
studious objectivity. (Ag10) 

Veni Sancte Spiritus; Dum compleretur 
Veni is a wonderful 8-voice setting that preserves the tercets of the great hymn – grand 
and exciting. Where’s O’Donnell’s icy objectivity? [Exaggerated above] Dum 
compleretur is a Pentecost motet: Victoria passes up chance to imitate wind, but makes 
up in the several swirling Alleluias, especially the last. (Ag10) 

5 Motets & Hymns 
Popule meus is much abbreviated sample of the “Reproaches” for Good Friday: the 
reproach in chant, the response a gorgeous homophonic double choir refrain, mixed 
Greek and Latin, seeking forgiveness. The Hymns are also given alternatim treatment, the 
chant reappearing as sustained cantus firmus in alternate stanzas. Vexilla Regis 
(Venantius Fortunatus) prescribed for Passion Sunday has glorious 6-voice conclusion. 
Veni Creator (Rabanus Maurus) for Pentecost has such a familiar chant that it gives good 
exercise to trace the cantus firmus by ear. Pange lingua gloriosa (Aquinas) for Corpus 
Christi has triple time conclusion with fancy Amen. Lauda Sion Salvatorem (Aquinas) is 
double choir sequence, Victoria at his most joyous. (Ag10) 

Tenebrae Responsories 



Eighteen Responsories for Thursday, Friday and Saturday of Holy Week, glorious of 
course, but shaped by a clear pattern of formal repetition that intensifies the sense of 
ritual observance. Do they get deeper on Good Friday, or is it the text? Tenebrae factae 
sunt, Caligaverunt oculi mei. Yes, both.  The Holy Saturday Responsories are shorter, 
more reflective, but no less penetrating. O vos omnes repeated (from the end of 
Caligaverunt). Ecce quomodo. (N10) 

Nigra sum 
Short motet, not a source associated with Palestrina’s Missa Nigra sum. (F13)  

Laetatus sum; Missa Laetatus sum 
Psalm 122 in then innovative setting for triple choir, and in triple time. Christophers uses 
sackbuts, dulcians, and organ for festive sound. The Mass gives a new view of Victoria, 
handling massed voices and homophonic textures, but no whit less ethereal. Performance 
unimprovable.  (Mh13) 

4 motets 
Veni Creator: the familiar hymn set alternatim à 4: in the counterpoint, the tune passes 
from voice to voice each stanza. Vadam et circuibo civitatem: beautiful text from 
Canticles set à 6: almost madrigalistic at “quia amore langueo.” “Ascendit” must have 
had allegorical interpretation. Vidi speciosum, another setting of Canticles: the phrase “et 
lilia” is fondled. Ad Caenam Agni Providi”: Easter hymn set alternatim. (Mh13) 

Magnificat sexti toni à 12 
With three choirs of different sizes, through composed, not alternatim. Very grand, 
fascinating textures, but I’d never guess it was Victoria. (Mh13) 

Cum beatus Ignatius 
 Motet in honor of St. Ignatius dwelling on a grisly description of his martyrdom. (F17) 
Trahe post te; Missa Trahe post te 

Motet is a tour de force double canon at unison involving four inner voices, with free 
soprano and bass. Text is from Song of Songs. Five voices, six in Agnus Dei, which 
assumes the counterpoint of the motet. My ear has to get used to O’Donnell’s larger 
choir, but it is expressive. A bright-toned mass, not the darker complexion I expect from 
Victoria. (Ja18) 

4 Marian motets 
“Alma redemptoris” is large and stately, eight voices. “Ave regina caelorum” and 
“Regina caeli  aetari” are five voies. Full eight-voice double choir for double-choir Salve 
Regina, thought the greatest of Victoria’s settings, contrasting high and low voices. (Ja18) 

Magnificat primi toni à 8 
Gregorian settings of Magnificat used eight different chants, one for each tone of the 
scale. Sumptuous setting uses double choir, higher verses lower voices, and abandons the 
usual alternatim ritual. Magnificent. (Ja18) 

JOHANN VIERDANCK 
Suite in A, 2 violins & continuo 

Early example of Trio Sonata, the genre not yet having clear outlines before 1646, the 
date of Vierdanck’s death – a Suite of four dances in early baroque style.  (N4) 

LOUIS VIERNE 
Piano Quintet in C minor 

Dark, mysterious, serious – torments tonality almost like early Schoenberg. Big piano 
part. Vierne is inheritor of Franck as Hahn is of Saint-Saens. Larghetto equally dark, 



questioning, dramatic agitation. Chausson did abject despair like this, but not with as 
much tonal adventure. Magnificent. Finale begins with jabbing dissonance, slow intro, 
then becomes 6/8 Walpurgisnacht, stopping to revisit earlier themes. There is no 
redeeming major key. Wow! (Ap09) 

Violin Sonata in G minor, op 23 
Begins with exciting agitato, punctuated by slower second subject but otherwise driving 
intensity to the end of the movement. Andante a floating tranquillo, with more dramatic B 
section, Fauré-like. Brief agitato Intermezzo. Finale has longish portentous slow intro, 
then more agitato and intense drive. Exciting piece. (My09) 

Poème for Piano and Orchestra 
Superb atmospheric start, animated section, then a lyrical bit, then a Litolff-like 
Scherzo-Finale. I hear moments of Dukas, but a wider harmonic palette. Compares very 
favorably with Debussy and Fauré Fantasies. Smashing ending. Wow!  (Je09) 

Symphony in A minor, op 24 
Very Franck sounding, agitato appassionato: short motifs repeated, predictable phrase 
structure and some let down because of it. None of the harmonic adventure of the 
chamber music. Nice slow coda returns to opening Grave and bridges to Lamento. 
Scherzo is minor key agitato, becomes demonic, chromatic over bass trombones, surprise 
slow ending. Finale in major but hardly triumphant. Belongs to Franck-Chausson-Dukas- 
d’Indy group, but not quite up to that level. (Jy09) 

Organ Symphony No 1 in D minor, op 14 
In 6 movements -- all the rest are in 5, with slow movements framing a scherzando. This 
begins with a grand Prelude and Fugue in the mode of Bach, Vierne's only one, together 
comprising the first movement. Pastorale is quasi-naif 6/8. Allegro is light-fingered in 
minor. Andante seems improvisatory. Finale is so well-known even I know it – great 
fireworks. (O12) 

Organ Symphony No 2 in E minor, op 20 
Allegro is agitato, anxious, obsessively monothematic: the germ motif reappears in the 
themes of every movement. Choral sounds like a familiar major-key hymn, build to huge 
fortissimo triumph.  Scherzo is a finger wiggler. Final returns to anxiety of the beginning 
– remarkable not for the major-key triumph but for its long deferral and brevity.  (O12) 

Organ Symphony No 3 in F# minor, op 28 
Maestoso - rather frenetic agitato. Cantilene - long, serene. Intermezzo - quizzical tone. 
Adagio - tone of acquiescence. Final - agitato building to tierce de Picardy. The piece 
makes sense as an emotional journey. (O12) 

Organ Symphony No 4 in G minor, op 32 
Grave - searching chromatic figure. Allegro - a more activated treatment of the figure. 
Scherzo - a jaunty treatment of a similar contour. Larghetto - songlike treatment. 
Final - returns to second movement tone. Enough already - monothematic in the bad 
sense? Succes d’estime perhaps? (O12) 

Organ Symphony No 5 in A minor, op 47 
Prelude - Eerie, chromatic sidewinding. Allegro - molto agitato, still highly chromatic. 
Menuet - fairy music - evil fairies - less Menuet than twisty Mendelssohnian Scherzo. 
Romance - earnest attempt to extract serenity from all that chromaticism - at length it 
arrives. Final - major key and festive, though not the unequivocal barn-burner of the First 



Symphony - a questioning touch (do I deserve to be so happy?) - the answer, thank God, 
is an anguished Yes. Another rich emotional journey. (O12) 

Organ Symphony No 6 in B minor, op 59 
Intro & Allegro - This is the piece I watched the music with Paul and laughed because the 
first note is an E# and the fifth is an E♭. Described in the notes as highly virtuosic, 
evidently even moreso than the others. A big, turbulent Allegro, challenging Reger for 
chromaticism. Aria - gentle melody. Scherzo - wild chromatic Scherzo, the evil spirits 
again in full fury - "the grin of a gargoyle" say the liner notes. Adagio - unsettled, 
disquieted, searching, long - ends on added sixth. Final wholly positive carillon like the 
First Symphony, and almost as popular, but new to me - the difficult chromaticism still 
present but subordinated to the victorious tone. Another added sixth ending. What a 
journey!  (O12) 

4 organ pieces 
Impromptu, op 54/1: In fast 3, a finger twister. Clair de lune, op 53/5: longer at 9’, a 
cantilène in Debussyish mode but far more chromatic – lunaire, i.e. weird and wonderful. 
Divertissement, op 31/11: another finger twister reminiscent of the Widor Toccata. 
Carillon de Longpont, op 31/21: Very familiar, with duplet-triplet ostinato. (D15) 

24 Pièces de fantaisie, Suite No 2, op 53 
The liner notes point out the parallel to Schumann, the six pieces in each suite having 
secular titles, mainly emotions or evocations of nature. Lamento builds from a chromatic 
motif through slow dissonant, unstable chords. Siciliene takes the dance rhythm through a 
version of the mode ancien, a bit like Fauré. Hymne au soleil is full diapason (plein jeu?), 
only slightly more diatonic. Feux follets could be Messiaen – Wow! Clair de lune, far the 
longest of the six, is far from the generic misty serenity of French moonlight. The 
concluding Toccata is unfamiliar – almost belligerent. (Ja19) Six pieces, 34’. Lamento is 
poco crescendo-decrescendo. Siciliene establishes the familiar rhythm but abandons it in 
swirls – beautiful. Hymne au soleil finally lets go with full organ. Feux follets is an 
unexpected jeu d’esprit, pianissimo, flickering, molto vivace. Clair de lune is serene, the 
Toccata as advertised. (My20) 

24 Pièces de fantaisie, Suite No 4, op 55 
Aubade seems emotionally positive, even cheerful. Résignation is more typical, more 
stoic than sad. Unresolved suspensions everywhere, beautiful ending. Cathédrals sounds 
medieval, modal, relatively diatonic, open fifths, with nobilmente and a huge ending – a 
masterpiece, very moving. Naïads, the watery equivalent of Feux follets, is moto 
perpetuo with an accidental in front of every note. Gargouilles et chimères is spooky 
gothic, with extreme registrations – yikes! Les cloches de Hinckley is a carillon postlude 
in homage to England. Huge brilliant ending, another masterpiece. (Ja19)   

La Poème de l’amour, op 48 
Major song cycle on fifteen poems by Paul Bourget, 40’. Divided into four parts, Floréal, 
Thermidor. Brumaire, Nivôse, following the progress of unhappy love from inception to 
fulfillment, to fading away. Style is Vierne’s thickest chromaticism, almost atonal, 
non-directional, the vocal line a recit, but initial tempos are quick. Le rouge bateau stands 
out, and Rondeaux Mignones, and Abdication. Brumaire begins with a funereal Sonnet 
l’Automne and ends with Le Bateau noire, a stormy, desolate counterfoil to the red boat. 
Nivôse remains desolate for three songs but the last is more forthright. The concluding 
poetic image is brilliant. I wish for greater contrast among the songs, for more true 



melody, for a pinch of pictorialism: the piano never sees the crows flying nor hears the 
organ-grinder grinding. (My20)    

Ballade du desespéré, op 61 
Big 15’ song on a dialogue text by Paul Murger: a naturalistic setting with knocks on the 
door, a stranger demanding entrance, freezing in the snow. Who are you? The figure calls 
himself Immortality, Youth, Art, Wealth, Power – but no, he is Death, the cure for all ills. 
Come in, I have been waiting, but let my little dog be, so there is one to mourn for me. A 
highly dramatic and effective scene, would be sensational on a recital program. (My20)    

Psyché, op 33 
Substantial 8’ song on Victor Hugo poem. Psyché appears, a butterfly, naked between 
two wings. The singer questions the meaning of the sacred, of wisdom, of virtue? What is 
the masterpiece of the Father? C’est le baiser! Beautiful romantic song. (My20)    

HENRY VIEUXTEMPS 
Sonata, viola & piano, in B♭, op 36  

I shouldn’t be surprised, since I’ve admired HV’s Concertos from a pure compositional 
standpoint, but this piece holds its own as a Sonata, complete with the composer’s 
operatic melodies and power of meaningful display. The first movement is extensive, 
beautiful melodic Maestoso, lively material for development, return of Maestoso. Lovely 
slow movement. Finale fast, showy but substantial, big ending. Fully satisfying. (S09) 

Violin Concerto No 2 in F# minor, op 19 
Actually the first to be written, this sounds like Paganini with a Belgian accent. More 
interesting musically than Paganini, but HV became a stronger composer quickly. (F09) 

Violin Concerto No 3 in A, op 25 
Tremendous advance over No 2: conceived as symphonic piece with virtuoso soloist who 
never exits the spotlight. Huge 20-minute Allegro with touches of the Beethoven 
Concerto (which HV revived in the 1830s). Adagio and Rondo more normally 
proportioned. Adagio has great passion, augmented triads. Good piece. (F09) 

Souvenir d’Amerique, op 17 
HV wrote this for an American tour, Variations on Yankee Doodle. Great fun. (Mh09) 

6 Morceaux de salon, op 22 
Unpretentious showpieces touched by HV’s melodic gift, more intimate, less flashy than 
the Concertos or, say, Scherzo tarantella. The Tarantelle here is no match for it. 
Souvenirs de Bosphore has no sign of orientalism. L’orage is a bravura finish (Koch is 
not quite up to it). (Fe12) 

Voix de coeur, op 53 
Nine character pieces for violin and piano published posthumously: essentially salon fare, 
purely expressive, no razzle-dazzle. Mélancolie is noble purity. Rêve is thrilling. Not one 
piece is banal (the liner notes are unduly condescending). (Mh12) 

HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS 
Choros No 2 for Violin & Clarinet 

Unfamiliar, intriguing folk material, but too short to sit on program. Simon Aldrich. 
(S08—live) 

Guitar Concerto 
Very appealing repertoire, beautifully played – Kraft of course, but the surprise is the 
sensitivity of the Northern Chamber Orchestra. I must have heard this before, but I have 
no recall. (O0\8) Yes, in three movements: Allegro sounds a bit improvisatory, not 



inappropriately. Andantino lazy and sentimental, with huge cadenza. Allegretto Finale 
also rather lazy but with some rhythmic incisiveness. Michael Seal on closely-miked 
BBC disc. (F16) 

Mômo precoce – Fantasia for Piano & Orchestra 
A melange of Brazilian children’s songs, done up brilliantly for piano & orchestra. 
Colorful and entertaining. I wanted to like it better.  (Ja09) 

Dança frenetic 
Short early piece, neither frenetic nor dancelike. Forgettable.  (Ja09) 

Alvorada na floresta tropica 
Short late piece, colorful but not gripping.  (Ja09) 

Bachianas Brasilieras No 2 
Wholly convincing. Lots of Brasilian color but with prevailing melancholy, no Latin 
percussion.  Begins with sax, intensely adolescent – night-club tone including slinky 
dance. Lyrical dance, sax again prominent, very passionate. Slow dance in 3, trombone 
lead, then mild syncopation in 4. Little Train, more charm than power (à la Honegger), 
nice tune overtop. Good stuff.  (Ja09) 

As Três Marias 
Tiny suite of glittery pieces on upper keyboard, effective and apparently frequently 
played. Title refers to three stars in Orion’s belt. (F09) 

A Prole do Bebê, Suites Nos 1 & 2 
Two sets of short character pieces: virtuoso effect, cascades of notes, mild bitonality but 
otherwise sounds like Ravel. Not Latin sounding. First set describes dolls, the second toy 
animals. They get more dissonant, clustery as they proceed. V-L in top form, as is 
Hamelin of course. (F09) 

Rudepoêma 
Astonishing tour de force of 1920's pianistic primitivism. Hyperbolic liner notes evoke 
Ornstein, Mosolov, but this goes far beyond in its scope and virtuosity. Major hit for 
hit-or-miss composer. Cf Balakirev’s Islamey. Hamelin is in his element. (F09) 

Choros No 7 
For mixed septet with prominent sax. Sectional single movement, Stravinskyish in his 
bluesy manner, dour, highly stylized – even the Latin dance figures at the end. Odd, 
adventurous. (Mh09) 

Choros No 6 
What a great piece! Huge orchestra, like good Milhaud without the astringency: folk 
instruments, popsy/folksy, raucous, tuneful, always changing, wholly unpredictable. 
Amazing orchestral colors. A “choros” is a “bachianas” without the Bach? (Ap09) 

Choros No 1 
Five-minute guitar piece, nice folksy fantasy. (Ap09) 

Choros No 8 
Huge orchestra with two pianos, tons of Brazilian instruments. Villa-Lobos has caught 
the Sacre bug – this goes with other clones of the great original. Much more dissonant, 
fragmented than Choros No 6, but similar orchestration. More Stravinskian than anything 
else of Villa-Lobos that I know. Pure 1920s primitivism. Wild! Probably his best big 
orchestral work. (Ap09)   

Choros No 4 



For 3 horns, bass trombone. A strange short piece: folk elements that come and go 
inconclusively. Uncertain raison d’être. (Ap09) 

Choros No 9 
Last of cycle (1929), again for huge orchestra with augmented percussion, Brazilian 
rhythms, unpredictable fragmentation. Less rude primitivism than in No 8, but lots of 
piquancy, snatches of Sacre and Rimsky. Some slow spots, prominent contra, whistle. 
Fun piece.  (Ap09)  

Forest of the Amazon 
Essentially a vast film score worked up into an hour-long concert with soprano and 
chorus. Colorful, stirring background music, but I don’t know if it bears close listening. 
Makes interesting comparison with Morricone’s The Mission, which layers divergent 
styles to such wonderful effect. (Ap10)  

Suite for Voice and Violin 
Three songs, two of them wordless, in Brazilian mode, but the virtuosic violin writing is 
inflected by Ravel, or maybe Ysayë: arco cum pizz, multiple stops, gliss, guitar pizz, etc. 
Highly effective if done well, as here.  (Ag10) 

Quartet No 4 
From 1917, Villa-Lobos just finding his voice: almost neo-classical clarity, slight 
chromaticism, surprisingly undefinable key, abstract, nothing Latin. Andantino muted, 
more melody and accompaniment, just a hint folkish. Scherzo in jerky, irregular rhythms, 
marcato, tumbling figures, sassy B section, fast coda. Finale alla marcia with fugato and 
brilliant bits. Nice, Scherzo outstanding. (F11) Every movement is ternary: formally 
unimaginative. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 6 
Written 19 years after the Fourth, and described as the most Brazilian of the Quartets. 
Opens with lively dance rhythms – slower B section drags. Andante is cello song over 
pizzicato – gently dancing B section. Andante muted with soulful viola song, then cello – 
B section develops song first in fugato, then rhapsodically. Vivace Finale in 6/8, lots of 
pizz – B section in duple time. Nice bits, but I’d like it to be more Brazilian, more lively, 
and some relief from ternary form. (Jy11) 

Quartet No 14 
Allegro noticeably more modern sounding: the notes describe this as the “Quartet of 
Fourths.” Andante begins with solo line – B section a gently rocking song. Scherzo has 
some syncopation, some gliss, some playfulness – very nice. Finale is moderato (I crave 
something really fast). This Quartet seems the strongest of the three. (Jy11) 

Cello Concerto No 1, op 50 
Villa-Lobos wrote two Concerti for his own instrument. This one is very early, despite 
the opus number, written 1915. Cello is not foregrounded, blended into rhapsodic 
orchestra texture obligato style, and it sounds frightfully difficult. Tempos change and 
there are no breaks, so it’s hard to hear even movement divisions. There’s a short cadenza 
before the Finale, which has lots of springing bow. Very appealing, very beautiful in its 
way. I question the balance with the large orchestra. (Ag11)  

Cello Concerto No 2 
Laid out symphonically in four movements, this Concerto is romantic, firmer formally 
than the First, more reasonable (I think) in its virtuoso demands, more gratefully 



orchestrated – or at least the soloist is foregrounded. Lovely Andante: folksy Scherzo: 
short snappy Finale. Not great music, but very enjoyable. (Ag11) 

Piano Concerto No 1 
Villa-Lobos wrote five numbered Concerti, all between 1945 and 1954, all in four 
movements, all with cadenza after the Scherzo. Allegro here is a quodlibet, no real 
structure, ideas ranging from carnivalesque to lyric-romantic to quirky – Latin flavor 
muted. Scherzando continues in same vein. Andante more atmospheric, drawn out with 
cadenza. Finale has overtones of Latin dance. Pleasant but incoherent. (N11) 

Piano Concerto No 2 
Vivo is extroverted, less dense than the First, and more openly Brazilian. Lento likewise 
transparent, both movements behaving themselves and developing their ideas. Trumpet 
flourish introduces cadenza. Finale opens with brass flourish and more Latin rhythm. 
Very nice. (N11) 

Piano Concerto No 3 
More conventionally showy than the first two, modernist with no Braziliana. Big cadenza 
before Finale grand, rhetorical. Nice but not outstanding.  (N11) 

Piano Concerto No 4 
Allegro sounds like a well-behaved Piano Concerto, alternating between quirky 
Prokofiev and romantic Rachmaninoff. Andante is passionate, emotionally laden – big 
affective climax. Scherzo in fast 6/8 with disruptions, showy cadenza. Finale begins dire, 
bounces along, gets waylaid by romantic theme, turns grotesque, slightly jazzy. Mixed 
bag but nice. (N11) 

Piano Concerto No 5 
My sense of this series is that each Concerto, cast in the identical mold, is an 
improvement on the last. This one is highly romantic, cinematic, full-fisted, with 
heart-on-sleeve feeling underpinned by pesante motifs in orchestra – remarkable passage 
near end of the Allegro. Adagio modal, ABA form. Scherzando continues pesante feel. 
Finale a quick but densely chorded 6/8. Choice of the lot? (N11) 

Symphony No 1 “The Unexpected” 
Like his friend Milhaud, Villa-Lobos seemed to toss off Symphonies carelessly and 
forget about them. One, No 5, is even lost. Several remain in MS. But they fall into two 
groups: the first five (including the lost one) are apprentice works of a self-taught 
composer; the rest are “mature.” None is performed with regularity. No 1 was written in 
1916 as op 112 (the number is meaningless). It sounds like a romantic scene from a 
1940s B movie. Adagio is similar, even in tempo. The background business is curious – 
lots of birdlike wind trills and squiggles, trills, pizzicati, harp, celesta, ascending parallel 
chords. Melodic line lush, constant, directionless. Scherzo oddly in 4, mild syncopation, 
as if the bird squiggles have seized the foreground. Finale begins like first Allegro, 
dwindles (double bass solo), reverses. (Ja13) 

Suite for Strings 
Three movements given feminine character titles B Timide . . . Mystèrieuse . . . Inquiète. 
Harmony very rich, otherwise undemanding from players or listeners. First two 
movements too similar in character and tempo, but OK. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 2 “Asenção” 
Dating one year after the First, this has cleaner, more linear texture. But it’s vast, over 50' 
with an 18' Allegro. It may have been tidied up, or even rewritten for its performance in 



1944. The composer later in life suggested the model of d’Indy, plausibly. Even so, the 
Allegro falls into clearly defined sections, each marked by lyrical, somewhat Latin- 
inflected material – nice dramatic ending. Scherzando is a full 9', more developed than 
usual. Andante is Villa-Lobos at his melodious best – cinematic stuff. Finale sets new 
themes going, reprises earlier themes: nice demonic bass clarinet, big peroration to 
tam-tam ending. No waste of intellect here, just easy listening. (Ja13) 

New York Skyline Melody 
Melody from projected (notoriously) from Manhattan skyline. Nothing abstract, just 
popsy added sixths spiced with Latin percussion. Less than 5' long. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 3 “À guerra” 
First of a trilogy: War, Victory, Peace, but the score of the last has disappeared. Allegro 
overtly militaristic with bugle fanfares and quotes from La Marseillaise near the end. 
Scherzando sempre piano – effective. Lento by far the longest movement, elegiac: 
upward rushing scale figures and plangent dove melody, vastly over-extended. Finale 
returns to war motifs, heavy on bass and timps: moves into major, wild, frenetic – drums, 
cymbals, La Marseillaise as solemn march, violins noodling accompaniment figures, all 
too unfocused, crazy. I don’t think it works. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 4 “Victory” 
Middle of trilogy begins in medias res, aggressively, but hostilities cede to epic-romantic 
themes ending with chimes, cymbals, tam-tam. Andantino has oriental flavor, cascades of 
winds, La Marseillaise again, more battle music: ends on uncharacteristic dissonance. 
Andante opens with viola (?), contra, bass clarinet: funereal, becoming cortège with 
drums. Finale opens Lento, mysterious stirrings: circus music in superimposed tempo 
(wonderful): builds slowly to triumphant major. Ideas tumbling in half calculated 
succession. Perhaps the first viable Symphony? A pity No 5 is lost. (Ja13) 

Sinfonietta No 1 
Still very early, dated 1916. Distinctly lighter than the Symphonies. Three movements: 
Allegro could be mistaken for, say, Eric Coates. Andantino is grazioso, nearly neo-classic 
in its phrasing: too long but solemn and lovely. Andantino Finale has slow intro recalling 
the first movements, then soars into new melody. Good piece. (I don’t know whether 
Villa-Lobos wrote other Sinfoniettas.) (Ja13) 

Symphony No 6 “Mountains of Brazil” 
Written almost twenty years after the Fifth. More disciplined, less congested. Allegro 
serious and dramatic, theme drawn from calibration of the mountain skyline. Adagio 
features solo winds at first: grand triumphant peroration. Animato is scherzando in 4. 
Finale gets serious: big dramatic ending. This is much more assured writing. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 7 
Written in 1945 and a major leap forward: more dissonant, more complex texture. 
Exciting opening gesture. Brazilian feel to rhythms and (according to the notes) static 
tonality fixed on C. Wow! Lento opens with peculiar melodies in bassoon and oboe 
(skyline derived? No, say the notes) – beautiful horn riffs, xylophone bits B nice. Scherzo 
exciting. Allegro Finale works routine motif with color and variety. This might be 
performed more often but for the huge orchestra. Strong piece. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 8 
This Symphony continues Villa-Lobos’ updated modernism vein. First movement a 
ternary ABA (Andante, Allegro, Andante), exciting. Lento opens with contra and celesta: 



long build to modernist peroration – nice. Scherzo a goofy exercise in cross-rhythms, 
imaginative orchestration. Allegro, alas, overworks its angular motto theme. (Ja13) 

Ouverture de l’Homme Tel 
Short piece from the 1920s Paris period, later scored for orchestra. Not quite Honegger or 
Milhaud, but en famille. Mysterious opening: faster part riffs on Rossini. Not bad. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 9 
Shortest of the cycle at 19' but no lightening up. The liner notes see greater sense of 
development and abstract form. It does seem leaner, despite heavy orchestration, 
bass-treble-filler in both motivic Allegro and lyric Adagio. Scherzo very energetic, turns 
to fatter chords. Finale takes jolly and grotesque motif with (like the first movement) lots 
of fourths. A neo-classic turn in the last Symphonies, apart from the Tenth. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 10 “Amerindia” 
Symphony-Oratorio in five movements, with choir, three male soloists, and orchestra. 
Text in Latin, Portuguese, and native Tupi. Allegro is instrumental, grandiose, modal 
folkloric in Villa-Lobos’ best manner. Lento “War Cry” is more lamentation for wordless 
chorus: interlude is super, with basso postscript. Scherzo sets a poem about a small 
monkey, women first, then men singing about sex and death, then soloists. A second 
Lento is the soul of the piece, at 31' nearly half its length. Amazing choral effects greet 
the arrival of Jesuit miracle worker and his Latin hymns: to Mary, then a penitential 
prayer, another penitential prayer for women, a vision of hell’s dragon for baritone and 
choir, a kind of anti-scherzo full of effects, and finally the choir drives off the dragon. 
Allegro Finale returns to folkloric nature sounds, rich homophonic choir, texts of 
Christian comfort, and a wonderful epilogue with more nature sounds plus alleluias and 
birdcalls. The work is completely undisciplined, almost formless, devoid of counterpoint 
(especially missed in the Latin hymns, which cry out for it).  But more than the abstract 
Symphonies, it’s the best Villa-Lobos can give. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 11 
Koussevitzky commission written for standard orchestra with expanded percussion. 
Allegro explosive, relatively dissonant. Largo has bass and treble instruments exchanging 
gestures, then combining in big statement, bold and dramatic. Allegro Finale takes time 
getting to celebratory theme, then can’t decide where to take it – very odd. In his 
Symphonies Villa-Lobos seems both facile and self-conscious. (Ja13) 

Symphony No 12  
Like the Eleventh, No 12 is set out in four standard movements, but forms are entirely 
sectional. Allegro exhilirated, abundant. Adagio pensive with solo bassoon, abstract, 
nearly atonal line against tonal background – evocative, builds to full brass ending. 
Scherzo in bouncy 3 – Trio a motor rhythm jaunt in 4. Allegro is brash, insistently 
rhythmic with cross-rhythms – exciting. (Ja13) 

Missa San Sebastião 
 Unusually severe for Villa-Lobos, the Mass is scored for three voices a cappella, either 

women (as here) or men. The presence of the Renaissance masters, mainly Palestrina, is 
evident, with bits of fauxbourdon and parallelism. Harmony avoids dissonance but allows 
some chromatic coloration. The sound is quite beautiful, but tends to get wearying over 
the long haul. Villa-Lobos corrals his customary floppiness successfully. (Ag14) 

Bendita Sabedoria 



 Six short Latin motets on verses mainly from Proverbs. The style is mainly conventional, 
but the writing is very demanding – fast tempos, ins and outs, wrong-note harmonies, 
transparent texture. None of the lush V-L here. (Ag14) 

Magnificat – Alleluiah  
 The only choral work on this CD with orchestra, plus mezzo solo. This setting is on the 

lush side, rather more Elgarian nostalgia than I’d expect from either Villa-Lobos or the 
text. Big stuff. (Ag14) 

7 anthems from Musica Sacra 
 These a cappella pieces seem to have been supplied for the Brazilian music education 

project Villa- Lobos was heading in the late1930s through the war years. Praesepe is 
gorgeous in Villa-Lobos’ romantic manner – a hit! Cor dulce also beautiful polyphony. 
Panis angelicus sounds almost angry, oddly enough – a hint of future liberation theology? 
Sub tuum presidium, more dissonant and unsettled. The Portuguese Ave Maria is thick (5 
voices), complex, while the Latin (6 voices) is a dialogue of male and female voices and 
works better, I think. Nice Pater noster begins nearly parlando but turns imitative. (Ag14) 

Quartet for harp, celeste, flute, and alto saxophone, with three wordless female voices 
Three movements, fast-slow-fast. Early work from 1921, Debussy influenced. Sopranos 
appear in the second and third movements. I is a mélange of tempi and styles – the dance 
bits are great, the colors amazing. Lots of harp, and the sax seems capable of a true piano. 
The voice entries are other worldly – until they whoop! Echoes of Ravel’s Intro and 
Allegro are hard to miss. (Mh17) 

Concerto Grosso, woodwind quartet & wind band 
Three movements, 18’. This was the composer’s very last work. The oddball 
configuration is typical: the quartet stands out from the similar background surprisingly 
well. Allegro begins boldly with brass, the solo winds adding upward spirals. The 
movement ends with a group cadenza. Allegretto scherzando starts in a boulevardier 
strut, a folkloric tune in 2; Trio in 3, also folkloric. Andante Intro to Finale recalls 
opening skyrockets in nostalgic tone with gorgeous chords and then a fabulous fugato 
flight. Final cadenza led off by bassoon. Terrific piece, Villa-Lobos in top form. (Ap19)   

Trio, oboe, clarinet, & bassoon 
Three movements, 18’. Allegro is firmly in primitivist mode, bassoon and clarinet 
forming repeated rhythms, oboe wailing atop like a miniature Le Sacre. Tempo is 
deliberate despite some flashy runs. Languidamente preserves the soundworld at a slower 
tempo, nicely woven bi- and tri-tonalities. Vivo continues more excitedly. Villa-Lobos in 
top form, a superb virtuoso showpiece. Wow! (F20)  

Fantasia Concertante, clarinet, bassoon, & piano 
Three movements, 14’. Style somewhat like the Trio but tamer, and I hear thematic 
motifs. We may add Villa-Lobos to the bird call composers. Lento has clarinet wailing, 
bassoon following – piu mosso B section, jaunty. Impetuoso is wilder, quite dry and 
staccato, virtuoso triplets. Decent piece, less striking than the Trio. (F20) 

PIERRE VILLETTE 
Hymne à la Vierge, Salve Regina, etc. 

Ten seconds relieved my anxiety about an unknown choir & label: they’re gorgeous. 
Hymne à la Vierge is an ultimate expression of that French sensual pietism, more 
Massenet than Messiaen. The other motets are more extremely complex harmonically – 
Duruflé on LSD. O sacrum convivium is transcendent. (D10)   



GIOVANNI BATTISTA VIOTTI 
Violin Concerto No 23 in G 

Yes, this is the easy Concerto I used to play through. Inevitably it has a studentish quality 
not found in all the Viotti Concerti. (S09) 

Sinfonia Concertante, 2 violins & orchestra, No 2 in B♭ 
Mozart’s great Concertante is the reference point and this doesn’t come close. More on 
the level of Pleyel at times, but some interesting interplay, unexpected key shifts. No 
slow movement. (S09) 

Sinfonia Concertante, 2 violins & orchestra, No 1 in F 
Pleasant but not exceptional. F-major bland, not as strong as the B♭. (S09) 

Violin Concerto No 4 in D 
Published in 1782, a virtuoso spectacular for the time – trills, wide leaps, string crossings, 
prestissimo spiccato – but no harmonics, pizzicato, and little double stopping in Paganini 
fashion. Romanza short and sweet. Finale built on a pert theme in 2 with lots of triplets 
and ascents to nostril position. Exciting. (Ja16) Is this really in minor? It sounds so bright 
and positive. It’s Viotti’s last, and it shows no alteration of style or approach – lots of 
trills, some cross-string octaves, surprising fast spiccato bits. Andante is a gentle 
semplice tune. Finale has a perky theme – and I stopped when I realized that the wrong 
CD was in the player – I was expecting No 28! (Ja16) 

Violin Concerto No 20 in D 
Viotti fled to England after 1789 and had both to curb his virtuoso theatrics and deepen 
his musical ambition. This is the first of his London concerti, furnished with extended 
symphonic intro and a broad theme, though the solo goes into brilliant passages quickly 
enough. Adagio strikes a deeply tragic tone – one bit goes high on the G string (is it 
marked?). The mood dissolves into a gentle Allegretto transition, then brightens with 
hunting horns and a brilliant joyful Finale – elaborate passagework with octaves. (Ja16) 

Violin Concerto No 27 in C 
This concerto has an elaborate if genteel symphonic exposition, with slow intro and 
unexpected plunge into remote minor key. Contrasting moods – genteel, perky, darker 
dramatic moments – are sustained. Superb. Cantabile is extended. Finale theme is stated 
jointly by soloist and orchestra – very inventive if emotionally restrained. Great 
Concerto! (Ja16) 

Violin Concerto No 22 in A minor 
Yes, this is the famous one, played by Paganini and staying in the fringes of repertoire 
ever since – I  have Perlman’s recording burned. Moderato is only vaguely familiar, with 
an extensive orchestral exposition, bold solo entry and lots of twiddles, double stopping. 
Nice condensed recap with solo over orchestra theme. Big cadenza. Adagio has short- 
breathed motif – solo ornaments and extends it. Finale begins in fast 6/8 in anxious minor 
with soloist – is that the so-called Viotti bowing on the figures? Lots of wicked tricky 
stuff. Great Concerto! (Ja16) 

Violin Concerto No 24 in B minor 
Another extensive symphonic exposition, alternating agitato in minor with pert theme in 
major. Very nice, ascends to high positions and has a bit of passagework, but rather 
simple level of difficulty like No 21. Andante has nice legato melody. Finale seems odd 
in its opening – is it really in B major? Aside from the key, the difficulty seems very 
moderate. (Ja16) 



Violin Concerto No 28 in A minor 
This is Viotti’s last Concerto, which shows no alteration of approach from the rest. 
Exposition begins with snaky A minor theme (a wee touch chromatic), then a snappy 
military second subject. Violin enters with a new main subject and lovely second subject, 
with some tricky sounding passagework. (Do the exposition themes just disappear?) 
Andante has a touching melody, fairly radical modulation to B section. (Is that double 
trill Viotti’s or Mezzena’s?) Finale stays in minor, seems very episodic, stays firmly in 
minor. (Ja16) 

ROBERT de VISÉE 
5 Suites for Recorder & theorbo continuo 

I thought this would be lute suites, but alas, they stuck the recorder in. Visée was lutenist 
to Louis XIV and XV, an eminent position. The trio changes the dessus from Suite to 
Suite for much needed variety. The gamba player is OK, but weak at times. Visée seems 
to be an accomplished melodist, despite disappointing presentation. Check track 12. (S16) 

GIOVANNI BATTISTA VITALI 
Ciaccona & Passacaglia 

Two short pieces for recorder on a disc devoted mainly to Schmelzer. I’d hoped for the 
original of “the” ciaccona, but no such luck. (N10) 

Sonate alla francese e all’italiana à 6, op 11 
A series of ten “Sonatas” plus isolated extra movements, really heard as a series of short 
dance movements, performed by a sizable baroque ensemble: 3 violins, 2 violas (alto & 
tenor), violone, spinet and theorbo. No sign of “the” ciaconna: it seems to be completely 
spurious. [No.] The first few Sonatas are “francese,” but most are Italian. The concept of 
Sonata is still in search of its genre. The music is minor, but charming. (D10) 

5 pieces 
The Capriccio di tromba sounds eerily like Paganini’s Caprice 13. The Furlana is 
supplied with an elaborate accompaniment with guitar and percussion and what sounds 
like a hurdy-gurdy drone. Barabano (a dance?) also has an elaborate accompaniment with 
gamba, guitar, and harp. It sounds like the Spanish La Folia. The marking is “tempo 
ordinario” – when did that silly marking first appear? Lovely divisions on a ground 
Rogiero (meaning?). The realization here seems much too elaborate and idealized. (Ja18) 

4 pieces; Sonata seconda 
Bergamasca per violone features that cello-like instrument. A second bergamasca 
switches to violin. Paso e mezzo repeats rhe same phrase rhythm with variations. The 
Sonata follows a pattern similar to Tommaso’s – slow-fast-slow-fast-slow, without a 
break, eventually joined by continuo organ – slightly shorter than Tommaso’s. The 
Prestissimo demands some virtuosity, but nothing approaching his son’s Ciaccona. (Ja18) 

TOMMASO VITALI 
Ciaccona – Parte del Tommaso Vitalino 

The excellent notes sort out Tommaso from his more famous and prolific father Giovanni 
Battista, and the relationship of the romantic edition and the original. Tommaso published 
four collections of instrumental works before 1700, then nothing. But the famous 
Ciaccona survives only in a MS in Dresden, where Ferdinand David found and edited it. 
David’s version is often called spurious. It is not. Here is the original sounding very 
familiar, full of chromaticism, passages high on the E, peculiar modulations. Wow! It’s 
pretty damned exciting even without the romantic interventions. (Ja18)  



Passo e mezzo; 3 Sonatas 
The strange Passo e mezzo is a duet for violin and some kind of bass instrument, senza 
continuo. Here, it’s a cello with added drums. Sonata prima is a sequence of five dances 
jn French style – the Canario sounds Spanish (?). Sonata in D is six movements 
alternating slow-fast. Sonata secunda is a single movement Ciaccona, only 3.5 minutes 
long but full of odd twists. Clearly the genre was far from settled. (Ja18) 

ANTONIO VIVALDI 
L’estro armonico, op 3 

I’m surprised how few of these concerti sound familiar, except for the A minor, of 
course, which Biondi takes at superspeed, convincingly. Biondi is criticized for 
overdoing the effects, and so he does, especially dynamic contrasts. But lucid playing, 
always Exciting with a capital E, and this is supposed to be music to have fun with. Liner 
notes exceptionally good. The more familiar pieces on disc 2. (Jy08) Yes, the playing is 
brilliant. Great car music. (Ag08—Mpls) 

Concerto ripieno in G minor, RV157; Concerto for 2 Cellos in G minor, RV531 
The only unfamiliar pieces on the all-Vivaldi concert by Les Violons du Roi, with 
Michael Paré (not Labadie) leading from the harpsichord. (Mh09) 

Concerto for 4 Violins in B minor, RV580; The Four Seasons 
Fine concert at FSA, good to visit the present state of “authentic performance” practice – 
with modern violins (steel E strings) and baroque bows held in the middle. Almost 
nothing is played on the string (including the double bass), lots of dynamic contrast, 
crescendo/decrescendo, swells (not “terraced”), espressivo, some use of vibrato. Lots of 
playing around with tempo. Ornamentation – roulades, trills, etc. I noticed a couple of 
passages high on the G string. Performance style is dramatic à la Il Giardino Armonico, 
not so over the top but lots of sforzando, nothing in the least prim. Exciting. (Mh09) 

Mass in C 
I remember liking this piece very much in Negri’s performance, which I thought I was 
buying. A mistake. The Hungarians are barely acceptable. The contralto is a hoot! But 
I’ve found out why it’s not performed more regularly. (S10) 

Nisi Dominus 
The Hungarian contralto nails the first aria . . . . No, it’s a solo cantata, and she acquits 
herself admirably, a kind of Podles without the absolute technical control. The Psalm is a 
statement of faith, oddly in minor key. (S10) 

Dominus ad Adiuvandum 
Double choir, highly generic text: A cry for help (in jolly major), then two-movement 
doxology. Concerto form, with soprano aria sandwiched between choruses. (S10) 

Credo 
Here’s a real winner, a multi-movement setting that could serve as companion to the 
hackneyed Gloria. The Hungarian choir does nicely. Quite a modulation before the final 
fugue! (S10) 

Concerti per mandolini etc 
The 2 mandolin Concerti are sheer rikky-tikky-diddly-dumsquat baroque. But even these 
could not have been written by anyone else: they have the Vivaldi signature. The 
Concerti con molti strumenti have fascinating textures, and each one its individual 
character. I like the G minor for Violin especially (track 13) for its pensiero first 
movement. Fun disc. (S10) 



6 Cello Sonatas 
The liner notes are good on the publication history, though they don’t mention Rummel’s 
edition. These are the six Sonatas published in 1740 (Vivaldi died in 1741), but without 
opus number. (There are apparently three others extant). Yes, I recall them vaguely from 
the Janigro LP. Bylsma is gorgeous, and the continuo instruments are varied. These Sony 
sound, though, seems both muffled and closely miked in a church acoustic. Low key 
music for Vivaldi, but nice.  (D10) 

12 Trio Sonatas, op 1 
I had expected these to sound much like the Corelli Sonatas, which had set the tone. But 
from the first measures, these have a different sound, brighter, more varied, more 
extravagant. If ever I had doubt that Vivaldi was a composer of first rank, these pieces 
dispel them. Masterpieces on the order of the Four Seasons and Vivaldi at his very best. 
No 12 is a set of variations on La Folia – a direct challenge to Corelli, who likewise 
finished with La Folia. [I was curious about Vivaldi’s published compositions: Wikipedia 
to the rescue.]  (D10) 

2 Trio Sonatas, op 5; 2 Sonatas “al sepolcro,” et al. 
The fillers: the first two are tagged on the end of the op 5 Violin Sonatas. The “al 
sepolcro” pieces are liturgical: arresting dissonance at beginning, solemn. The D minor 
Sonata is somehow familiar. Great discs. (D10) 

Bajazet 
My first Vivaldi opera. The libretto is a horror – it’s not Metastasio. But the arias are 
wonderful, in fact, wondrously, brilliantly florid. Here’s a true case for throwing away 
the recits, forgetting the silly plot, and just listening to the tunes. The verses are all 
generic anyway. (F11) 

Violin Concerti 
Nicola Benedetti’s CD from Sandra features three Concerti: two unfamiliar, plus Summer 
from The Seasons (God knows why), plus a couple of mysterious fragments. All expertly 
played in the latest baroque style, with just a nickel’s worth of vibrato. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Dixit Dominus, RV807 
Attributed to Galuppi but determined to be Vivaldi’s in 2005: a major discovery recorded 
for the first time. Less chorus and more solo than the Gloria, including a florid duet for 
two tenors, an even more florid aria with trumpet in Judicabit. Great stuff – but so is the 
Galuppi on the same CD. (My12) 

The Four Seasons 
Giedon Kremer’s performance with the “Kremerata Baltica” sets up the corresponding 
movements of Piazzolla’s Four Seasons of Buenos Aires. No original instruments but 
light and airy. Kremer idiosyncratic, playing around with tempo, ornamentation, fancy 
bowing articulation, portamento, even left-hand pizz and harmonics. Hardly “authentic,” 
but tons of character. (N12) 

All-Vivaldi Concert – Les Violons du Roy 
I groaned at the program, but it turned out to be exhilarating, much more varied than I 
expected. Two familiar items – the eternal A minor and the 4-Violin Concerto – plus two 
opera overtures, a Bassoon Concerto, and a smashing 2-Cello Concerto in G minor 
(RV531), which seems to be well known (the Largo is transcendent), plus a couple of 
other pieces. It’s not an early music group exclusively – I saw metal strings and end pins 
– but there were some baroque bows and mid-stick bow hands, plus immaculate care for 



articulation and plenty of energy. Performance practice has come a long way: there was 
play with tempo, judicious vibrato, lots of play off the string, and bits of ponticello and 
tasto. Super concert. (Ja13) 

Concerto for 2 Celli in G minor [RV531]; Cello Concerti in B♭ [RV423] and C [RV401]; etc 
Yo-Yo CD is somewhat disappointing, not for quality but for program. I bought it for the 
two-cello Concerto, but the magic of the Largo failed, or at least was less than in live 
concert. For the rest, two other Cello Concerti, plus transcription of a Viola d’amore 
Concerto (with a perfectly fine d’amorist on hand), plus transcriptions of six arias. 
There’s some variety with the organ continuo and the viola d’amore. But are all those 
transcriptions really necessary? (Je13) 

15 Vivaldi Arias – Maddalena Kozena 
A tremendously varied program: Kozena has all the requisite facility (track 2!), plus the 
style and expressiveness, a light, flutey mezzo in the Von Stade mold. The Venice 
Baroque Orchestra, led by Andrea Marcon – without checking, I assumed they were Il 
Giardino armonico, they’re that good. I recognize the Orlando Furioso aria – turns out 
Horne did it on a favorite tape. Great baroque opera – I’m surprised at the amount of 
arioso and mixing of recit with cantilena. (Ag14) 

7 Concerti for strings (Fabio Biondi) 
Fabio Biondi cannot be improved upon. This is a go-to CD for Vivaldi, though I only 
heard it in the  car. All the pieces are interesting (except one that seemed more routine). A 
Concerto Madrigalesco for strings was written not in Vivaldi’s normal homophonic style 
but in the polyphonic manner of madrigals. One concerto features an odd little downward 
chromatic gesture. Great CD. (Ag17) 

Concerto in G, 2 trumpets & strings, RV 537. 
Three movements, 8’. Part of Wynton Marsalis’s concerto CD – it does sound vaguely 
familiar, probably from radio. (Je19)   

6 Concerti for viola d’amore & strings 
All are pitched at D or A, four in minor. Liner notes claim these as the “greatest 
achievement in the repertoire” for the instrument. Only RV 395 has four movements, 
ending oddly with a 4’ Largo. The performance, recorded in 1995, sounds lush and 
Leppardish by current standards, with slow movements taken very slowly. The viola 
d’amore is a beautiful instrument in itself, but self-limited. These concerti are best in 
small doses, not consecutive listening. (My20)    

SEBASTIAN de VIVANCO 
Magnificat 

Beautiful alternatim setting with 8-part choir gently accompanied by organ, dulcian, 
baroque harp.  No continuo as yet.  (Mh11)   

Crux fidelis; Missa Crux fidelis 
Vivanco was a younger contemporary of Victoria who stayed in Spain, mainly in Avila 
during its heyday. The Mass is 6-voice, here sung with original motet à cappella. Despite 
the aura of Avila, Vivanco seems extroverted, pure, untroubled – unless this is Trendell’s 
doing. I don’t hear the cross relations mentioned in the notes. There’s no hint of 
imminent barocco in this. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

4 motets 
Interspersed among the Mass movements. Even Circumdederunt, on the fear of death, 
and Pater dimitta illis, the seven last words (set as quasi-narrative) seem all serenity. I 



hear some cross relations in O sacrum convivium. The Alleluiah is subdued. Surrexit and 
O Rex are motets of praise, somewhat livelier. (Muskoka, Jy11) 

2 Funeral Motets; 2 Marian Motets 
Even De profundis and Versa est in luctum are set with minimum harshness. The Marian 
motets are both marked by quasi-syncopated activity – exceptionally beautiful. 
(Muskoka, Jy11) 

 Missa in manus tuas; motets 
Vivanco and Victoria were both born in Avila within a couple of years of each other. 
Noone surrounds this Mass with motets and uses instruments freely, sometimes alone. I 
hear Vivanco’s writing as more ornate, maybe more cluttered than Victoria’s sublimity, 
but that may be my bias. It’s beautiful of course – the swelling phrase on O beata Trinitas 
in Caritas Pater est. The Credo uses double choir nicely. The text of Quo dabis was 
distressing, but I see it’s for Good Friday. Assumpta est Maria is pitched for high voices 
only – it seems to take flight. Agnus Dei is unusually joyful, but the ending is quiet. 
Beautiful CD. (Jy17) 

 Magnificat; Cantate Dominus 
In five parts. Vivanco continues the tradition of alternatim setting, which persisted well 
into the seventeenth century. I don’t fully understand the summary of polyphonic feats in 
the 8-voice Gloria Patri described in the liner notes, but it sounds magnificent. The 
8-voice Cantate Dominus setting of Psalm 147 reflects the double-choir tradition of 
Venice, though Vivanco never seems to have traveled outside of Spain. (Jy17) 

CLAUDE VIVIER 
Prologue pour un Marco Polo 

Marco Polo was subject of a projected composite work dealing with connections to the 
Other. So-called “homo-rhythms” sound like Messiaen, a sound that has natural appeal 
(re Debussy’s “fat melodies”), quite apart from the declamation and wildlife sounds. I’ve 
heard Vivier before, but this must be a signature piece. Ends with sound of departing 
train. Exciting – though Philips’ failure to print even a French text is infuriating. (Mh11) 

Bouchara 
Scena for soprano and ensemble sung in an incomprehensible invented language. 
Bouchara is an ancient Uzbek city mentioned by Marco Polo. Soprano sings 12' non-stop, 
with some extended techniques (glissandi, different sorts of tremolo). Accompaniment 
incorporates lots of natural harmonics, even an extended triadic passage toward the end. 
Spectralist? Ends with sound of departing boat. (Mh11) 

Zipangu 
The title refers to Japan, which Kublai Khan tried to invade, without success. A 14' piece 
for string orchestra calling for a variety of unconventional bowing techniques, including 
crushing the strings (reminds me of fingernails on a blackboard). I don’t make much of it, 
but the strings do produce new sounds. Passage for basses with natural harmonics. (Mh11) 

Lonely Child 
For soprano, again singing non-verbal syllables, and instruments, mostly brass and 
percussion by the sound. Watch out for that bass drum!  (Mh11) 

PANCHO VLADIGEROV 
Vardar – Bulgarian Rhapsody, op 16 

Slow-fast folkdance piece (lassù – friss), much less sophisticated than Enesco. (Je08) 
Improvisation and Toccata 



Dreamy pop-lounge added sixth harmonies, followed by quasi-English light music (Je08) 
Abbé GEORG JOSEPH VOGLER 
Requiem in E♭ 

Much better than I expected. The major key is soft, consolatory, not pompous. Vogler 
was thinking of Mozart’s Requiem, and the parallel is not absurd. Fresh ideas, formal 
interest, contrapuntal mastery, a fondness for unconventional progressions. Very 
convincing, moving. (Ja08) 

KEVIN VOLANS 
Hunting, Gathering (String Quartet No 2) 

Minimalist effects – pizz, harmonics, etc – but apparently asynchronous. Curious, but not 
really memorable. My recollection of Quartet No 1 is stronger. (Je08) 

Symphony: Daar komm die Alibama 
One movement, 25’, loosely inspired by a cross-cultural South African song, generated 
by Malay-Indonesian slaves on the sighting of a Confederate steamship off Capetown 
overcoming an American ship in 1863. Volans describes the piece as “simply a 
juxtaposition of different orchestral textures,” without “themes, motifs, no development 
and no climaxes.” It is not a stretch to hear nautical and machine sounds, but not grating. 
It is still more radical than I expected. Volans is a South African expatriate living in 
Ireland. (Jy17) 

Concerto for Piano and Winds 
One movement, 24’. Volans’ notes are helpful: Piano and Orchestra are paired 
correspondents, as are individual players in the ensemble. Rhythm is governed by a 4:3 
ratio, large and small. Harmony is largely superimposed triads. The result is minimalist 
controlled aleatory, but it’s more interesting than most. Cross-rhythms are audible, and it 
sounds as if controlled by an ictus which I can’t hear. (Jy17) 

Trio Concerto 
For violin, cello, and piano, in three discrete movements, 25’. Volans aimed for 
orchestral virtuosity, the soloists play almost continually, and the third movement is 
longer than the first two together. If I understand, there’s supposed to be a fandango 
rhythm (4/4 with accent on the And of 4). First movement is marcato with longer rhythms 
overlaid. Second boils and bubbles with lots of cross rhythm. Third as promised reprises 
both but also new, more consonant material. Mostly it’s a mix of mechanistic and very 
complex rhythms. (Jy17)   

ROBERT VOLKMANN 
Quartet No 1 in A minor, op 9 

Opens with extended Largo, melancholy, sparse: Allegro is a bouncier theme still rooted 
in minor, lovely second theme in cello, the two skilfully combined in development. 
Lengthy Adagio a G-string melody in major but very inward: B section ventures 
Spohr-like elaborations – beautiful, dramatic, super-suspenseful before recap. Wow! 
Scherzo a minor-key conspiratorial hunt in 6/8 – great ending. Finale also in minor, also 
6/8: not a tarantella, but very earnest. Terrific piece! (Ja12) 

Quartet No 4 in E minor, op 35 
Allegro opens with truly beautiful, plangent arpeggio motif: second subject more 
classically objective: development derives a new figure and stirs it in – more surprises in 
coda. Gorgeous movement. Scherzo has Mendelssohnian lightness in minor key. Wow! 
Andantino an unpretentious harmonized melody, not long. Vivace Finale returns to 



minor, expansive, a Schubertian refusal to cadence, nice triplet bits, great ending. 
Wonderful piece. (Ja12) 

Richard III, op 68 
Programmatic tone poem after Shakespeare, dark and demonic throughout, having no 
generic structure. Scottish military march erupts halfway through, then Lisztian battle 
music building to a gong, no less. Final three minutes in somber minor, wistful triumph. 
Original and persuasive. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Symphony No 1 in D minor, op 44 
Slow intro: Agitato, fanfare in major, rigorous workout. I expected Schumann, but this 
sounds more like early Bruckner. Andante is a soulful melody in 6/8, clarinet solo – 
gorgeous on return in violins.  Serioso Scherzo in minor – Trio in pastoral major. Finale 
uses very abstract material in dense workout, with fine triumphant ending. The burden of 
Beethoven is strongly felt here: Brahms transcended it more fully, but this is a strong 
piece. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Overture in C 
Attractive festive piece, all but lost. Good spirits but lacks big tune. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭, op 53 
Like a lost Schumann Florestan companion to the Spring Symphony, begins with gusto, 
dotted rhythms, rich sound, pure joy. Allegretto a polite grazioso, almost neo-baroque – 
passage of downward modulating sequences and pizzicati is special. Andante opens with 
transcendent oboe solo over pizzicato, utter delicacy and simplicity, with surprise bridge 
to Allegro Finale. More dotted rhythms, the cello theme nearly lifts off – presto coda. 
Super. A wonderful, unpretentious, happy Symphony. (Mh12) 

Cello Concerto in A minor, op 33 
In the same key as Schumann’s, with the cello plunging immediately into a captivating 
theme. I think Volkmann came first, but either way his Concerto does not suffer by 
comparison. I’ve known it for years, always wondering why it is not core repertoire. 
Wonderful tempestuous tutti two-thirds of the way through. Brilliant little masterpiece, 
and a real display piece too. (Mh12) 

Quartet No 2 in G minor, op 14 
Quick triadic upswing, a sighing motif, a soaring phrase in the second subject – all trim, 
no surprises but beautiful concentration and polish. Andante spins variations on a simple, 
sentimental Lied, deepened by questioning gestures between phrases – the elaborated 
viola variation is gorgeous. Scherzo feels like fast 6/8 in minor, a touch of ferocity and an 
elaborate fugato. Volkmann’s dismantled Scherzo form is very original – deceptive 
cadence near the end extraordinary. Finale opens with somber-sweet intro – Allegro 
strides throughan angular octave-leaping phrase, complemented by cantabile second 
subject over cello pizz – ending in Presto code, ever in minor. Volkmann is not a “major” 
composer, I suppose, because he didn’t “advance” something or other. But he wrote 
masterpieces. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 5 in F minor, op 37 
Three movements, no Scherzo: Allegro begins molto agitato with florid breaks in violin 
and cello – liner notes are useful on Volkmann’s innovative use of sonata-rondo 
structure, very striking. Adagio begins with warm Lied, but the extension is full of 
surprise turns, unexpected harmony – B section seems to behave like development – the 
unconventionality suggests late Beethoven. Finale begins Allegro but covers five tempo 



indications in all, the form highly unusual again, with exciting fast coda. Masterpiece? 
One is certainly in the presence of a musical thinker. (Mh14) 

Quartet No 3 in G 
Moderato 6/8 begins with dotted folklike theme that in fact (accidentally) resembles a 
song by one Friedrich Silcher: It is heavenly – ingenious asymmetrical phrases and 
highly syncopated second subject – masterful. Andante is also in triple time, another 
heavenly semplice. Allegro begins surprisingly in minor, a kind of Intermezzo with major 
key alternating. Finale is a modified Rondo in 3. A happy masterpiece. (Ap14) 

Quartet No 6 in E♭, op 83 
Allegro con brio opens with skyrocketing figures – I’m impressed at how many novel 
ways Volkmann devises to extend this well-worn idea. The long Larghetto is an aria of 
great pathos – reaches a point of fragmentation. Scherzo is in tricky 5 – Trio more 
relaxed, but still in 5. Finale begins Andantino, then breaks into Molto vivace 6/8, almost 
moto perpetuo – and yes, the two tempo ideas combine in development. Great 
accelerando finish. There’s no reason on God’s earth why these six quartets should not be 
central to the Romantic string quartet repertoire, or that Volkmann’s name should be 
unfamiliar. (My14) 

Serenade No 1 in C, op 62 
All three Volkmann Serenades for strings were written near the end of his career. The 
First is less than 8’ long, in five continuous sections. Unpretentious music that never falls 
below Volkmann’s high standard. (My15) 

Serenade No 2 in F, op 63 
The Second Serenade has a longer Allegro, plus Waltz and March. Volkmann is very 
triadic here, even fully diatonic. (My15) 

Serenade No 3 in D minor, op 69 
The least conventional of these three odd pieces: Solo cello opens with meditative, even 
spacey theme  – after a longish interval the strings enter with a slow bit, then increase 
tempo, danciness – while the solo cello remains reflective, impassive. Marvelous. (My15) 

ALEXANDER VOORMOLEN 
Baron Hop Suite No 1 

Voormolen is previously unknown to me. The two Baron Hop Suites survive from an 
unfinished opera on a figure from eighteenth-century Holland, so the music is period 
pastiche incorporating folk tunes – neo-classicism, as the notes remark, closer to 
Strauss’s Bourgeois Gentilhomme than Stravinsky. Sarabande very beautiful. Polka witty 
with smothered guffaw, ending en l’air. Concluding March is outright funny. Light music 
raised to the level of high art. A winner. (D12) 

Concerto for 2 Oboes & Orchestra 
Oboes tripping about in thirds, or answering antiphonally: but who would think to write 
them in unison? or octaves? Grazioso neoclassicism with a wink at Les Six, just oozing 
with charm. Arioso is a Romanza of sorts, emotive but not too intense – more wistful, 
beautiful. Rondo is a nearly grotesque dance in minor, with tinpan-alley syncops, 
harmonies. Wonderful, distinctive music. I’m ready to hear anything this guy wrote. (D12) 

Eline 
Short “Nocturne for Orchestra,” a melancholic mood piece after a romantic Dutch novel. 
Short breathed phrases keep the passion in check. (D12) 

Baron Hop Suite No 2 



In four movements like the First Suite, but numbers are slightly longer, more developed. 
Charming peckish Finale. Watch out for that bass drum. (D12)  

Pastorale, violin and piano 
 Originally for oboe – melody with French tinge to the harmony. Nice piece. (May16) 
JAN VÁCLAV VORIŠEK 
Piano Sonata in B♭ minor, op 20; Variations in B♭, op 19 

This has more Beethoven authority than anything I’ve heard from Dussek, Ries, even 
Czerny – very impressive. Fine Scherzo. Intricate Finale. The fortepiano sound is less 
clunky here than usual, or am I becoming inured? Tveskaya gets wide range of colors, 
especially in Variations. (Ap09) 

6 Impromptus, op 7 
Big pieces, more than half hour in playing. They would be canonical had Vorisek’s friend 
Schubert written them, but he used them as models. Interesting how subsequent work 
gives the earlier reflected significance, like Field’s Nocturnes. The present influences the 
past. Nice. (Ap09) 

Fantasia in C 
Remarkable early Romanticism. Virtuosity in Weber/Hummel mode, unpredictable form, 
varieties of articulation, figuration, some wild progressions, major/minor tension. 
Impressive.  (Ap09) 

Violin Sonata in G, op 5 
The largest of Vorisek’s four chamber works, all on this disc. It could pass for middle 
Beethoven. Liner notes describe the outer movements as classical, but there are 
progressive features: teasing slow intro, chromaticism, tempo turn, wild bit in the coda. 
Finale surprises in minor key. Scherzo is Mendelssohnian, Andante brief and soulful. 
Super piece. Klansky’s piano sounds ham-fisted, or is it the close recording? (N11) 

Rondo, violin & piano, op 8 
Comparable in scope and quality to Schubert’s Rondo brillante. Intro mood serious, 

Rondo 
Insouciant but inventive. (N11) 

Variations, cello & piano, op 9 
The elaborately ornamented intro threatens to outshine the Variations themselves. 
Comparable to other sets of independent Variations. Were those on an original theme 
considered weightier than those on opera tunes? This set ends with fugato. Lovely. (N11) 

Rondo for String Quartet, op 11 
The recording of this Quartettsatz is marked “world premiere” and presumably the first 
recording. Slow intro, then brilliant solo for violin with tame accompaniment. (N11) 

ANTON VRANITZKY [WRANITZKY] 
Violin Concerto in C, op 11 

Connoisseur material. The Vranitzkys were esteemed by Haydn, Mozart, and the young 
Beethoven, entrusted with premieres of The Creation and the First Symphony. Anton was 
less prolific and various, concentrating on chamber and violin music. Point of comparison 
might be Viotti, who is more Italianate bel canto and supple, where Vranitzky is triadic 
and square. Here, trumpets and drums. He has no fear of nostril position, and he doesn’t 
freight the soloist with too much double stopping. Romanza begins like a bit of 
Zauberflöte, and the solo soars to the heights, a simple tune richly embellished. Allegretto 
Finale a lilting Polacca – the best movement. Nice to hear, but not repertoire. (Ag17) 



PAVEL VRANTIZKY [PAUL WRANITZKY] 
Symphony in D, op 36 

How much charm can a Symphony stand? The piece has as much elegance, variety, 
audience appeal as any I’ve heard from this period. Maybe I’m a sucker for grace notes. 
But this has infectious good humor from beginning to end. An Alla Russe Allegretto in 
second position. A twinkling Polonaise-Minuet in third. Finale has a grand winds-only 
Intro, a trumpet fanfare, then off to the hunt. Wow! (Mh11) 

Symphony in C minor, op 11 
This begins impressively, either looking backward to Sturm und Drang or forward to 
Romantic appassionato. Doesn’t sustain, very concise. Adagio is unruffled major. 
Minuetto stern minor lightened by winking grace notes. Exuberant Finale in major. (Jy11) 

Symphony in C minor for the Peace with the French Republic 
Bamert chose to record the strings only version of this program symphony, reason 
unexplained. First movement: slow intro and turbulent revolution music, with two 
marches interpolated, one English, the other Austrian. Adagio a gentle lament for Louis 
XVI, plus grave funeral march and sforzando strokes of guillotine (hysteron proteron). 
Scherzo is two marches plus battle music. Finale is Peace and general rejoicing. Clever 
but not deeply felt: a long way from Beethoven’s Pastoral or Berlioz’ Fantastique. (Jy11) 

Symphony in D, op 16/3 
 Three movements only, 19’. Published in 1792, probably written earlier – it sounds like 

very early Haydn. Some color, trumpets and drums, passages in minor, detailing in 
strings. Adagio is in minor, short-breathed phrases would sound funereal but for 3/4 
meter. Presto Finale cheery but routine. (Ag17) 

Cello Concerto in C, op 27 
 Three movements, 23’. Allegro begins with bold octaves, trumpets and drums. Solo takes 

off with its own theme, Boccherini-like exploitation of high and low registers, ingenious 
figuration, passagework. Adagio is pleasant cavatina. Rondo Finale begins with catchy 
ritornello theme, a brief hurdy-gurdy moment. Minor key episode is inventive, and a 
tricky coda. But I was hoping for better throughout this entire CD. [The op 16 and op 23 
Quartets are highly praised – I think by Cobbett.] (Ag17) 

JOHAN WAGENAAR 
The Taming of the Shrew, op 25 

Wagenaar’s best known piece, though far from a concert staple: brash, rapidfire, scolding 
woodwinds and tambourine smashes: quiet bit: fugato: big tune: more rabble-rousing and 
a terrific ending. Good stuff. (N12) 

Levenszomer, op 21 
Composers from the low countries must have been smitten by the young Siegfried. I just 
listened to Mortelmans’ Mythe der lente, and here he is again, 6/8 horn calls with 
doodling strings. This piece is more varied with a grandiose bit, a slow romantic bit. 
Idyllic, energetic, happy music, gorgeous exalted slow ending. (N12) 

Saul and David, op 24 
Tone poem after Rembrandt painting (now considered a forgery) concentrates on Saul’s 
horrors and madness. David’s harp breaks in with calming effect, but the orchestra joins 
and becomes distraught again: huge fortissimo passage: then Saul hurls his spear and 
sinks into gloom. Fine drama. (N12) 

Romantic Intermezzo, op 13 



Short five-minute improvisatory meditation – rapturous, very beautiful. (N12) 
Frithjofs Meerfahrt, op 5 

Concert Overture with slow intro-allegro-coda pattern, one of JW’s earliest works has 
early romantic sound. Frithjof, wrongfully exiled, faces sea monsters. (N12) 

GEORG CHRISTOPH WAGENSEIL 
Symphony in G minor, WV418 

In 3 movements (like all of Wagenseil’s Symphonies) at 15'. Brusque, very reminiscent 
of CPE. From early 1760s: “motif formulas, chord beats, unison passages, harmonic 
surprises, rhythmic contrasts, extensive intensifications.” Finale full of surprises: 
unbaroque bm-chk-chk. Continuo here is fortepiano, nice. Orfeo gives terrific 
performances. (Jy09, Muskoka) 

Symphony in B♭, WV438 
Also 15', brusque, motivic, very like CPE from mid 1750s. Lots of sforzandi, subito p, 
skyrocket figures. Rather tedious Andante. Bustling Finale. (Jy09, Muskoka) 

Symphony in C 
The last of Wagenseil’s opera overture sinfonias: 3 movements in less than 5 minutes. 
Lots of attention- getting trumpets and drums but little music except for a neat little 
Polonoise. (Jy09, Muskoka) 

Symphony in G, WV413, Symphony in B♭, WV441 
Lots of major/minor interplay but little exploratory modulation. Exceptional minor key 
Larghetto with solo violin. Perfunctory Minuet. The B♭ Symphony seems more fully 
fledged, like early Mozart. It strikes me that these early symphonies are important less for 
their musical quality, or their forward-looking features, than simply for the “idea of a 
symphony” as a piece of music intended to be listened to for itself. Was that the case at 
Mannheim? (Jy09, Muskoka) 

Harp Concerto in C 
Despite title listed, this is a Concerto, not a Sinfonia Concertante. After Albrechtsberger, 
Wagenseil seems like a stronger composer with little touches of detail. (Ja16) 

Suite de pieces in E♭, 2 clarinets, 2 horns, 2 bassoons & piano 
5 movements, 11’. Bright and cheery, appealing gallant, best with food. Clarinet and 
keyboard share melodies. Relative minor in two spots, otherwise lodged in tonic. (Ag20) 

IGNATZ WAGHALTER 
Violin Concerto in A, op 15 
 Waghalter was a Polish Jew who had some success in Germany as both composer and 

conductor before having to flee the Nazis, ending up in America. The Concerto is a 
considerable showpiece in a style resembling, say, Korngold, without the melodic gift. 
Allegro seems overloaded with double stopping in the Joachim manner. [Yes, he studied 
with Joachim, as well as Gernsheim.] Andante sostenuto fares somewhat better. Finale is 
giocoso. Irina Trynkos is competent, but she can’t handle the double stopping cleanly and 
has no legato. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Rhapsodie for Violin and Orchestra, op 9 
 Mainly cantabile, with a couple of dancier sections (polonaises) and lots of flourishes. 

Nice. (Jy14) 
Violin Sonata in F minor, op 5 
 The Allegro is gorgeous, much more convincing than the Concerto, more freely melodic. 

Possibly Waghalter is less worried about dazzle. But this I can warm to. Andante is 



simple, direct – moves into quicker 9/8 B section. Con brio Finale, alas, offers some 
awkward double stopping (or is it just that Ms Trynkos can’t handle it?), but the rest of 
the movement serves well enough. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

Idyll, op 19b 
 Salon piece for violin and piano, pretty, not especially memorable. (Muskoka—Jy14) 
Geständnis 
 Another salon piece, less ornate and prettier. (Muskoka—Jy14) 
RICHARD WAGNER 
Das Liebesverbot 

Hilarious! Amazing! I expected Weber, but Isabella is Oberon verging on Ortrud, and a 
worldly unholy conniver with secret sins under her convent pillow. Shakespeare’s dark 
play done as sheer farce. Great bass role for Angelo, eight well differentiated leads, great 
ensemble piece. Premonitions of Tannhäuser, Lohengrin. Phenomenal production, a 
memory to treasure. (Au08—Cooperstown) 

Symphony in C 
Intro is a series of isolated chords, a false Allegro start, teasing, then bright C major. 
Some bold moves, remote modulations in working out, novel ideas, but woefully 
undistinguished musical material. Andante has nice cello melody, unusual accelerando 
sequence. Wagner seems very attentive to silences. Scherzo has gallumphing, off balance 
rhythmic figure. Vivace Finale makes effort to foreground contrapuntal ideas but just gets 
generally busy. Heard in conjunction with Spohr and Onslow (1828-1833), Wagner’s 
harmony and melody seem timid, formal ideas are mildly innovative. (Ap09) 

Das Reingold 
The new Robert Lepage production with Bryn Terfel, who was great, as was every singer 
on stage. I’ve never heard such pure bel canto Wagner with such a notable absence of 
barking. The production was jazzed up with aerialism, but the huge machinery seemed 
excessive for the effect produced, and after the Rhinemaidens floated for a few minutes 
they just sat. Marvelous traditional costuming kept the whole from becoming abstract. 
Never again will I think of Reingold as a prelude to the good stuff. A great musical 
experience. (MetHD—O10) 

Die Walküre 
One of the ultimate musical experiences. Six hours (including a 40' delay for production 
technicalities – that damned machine!) and two intermissions. An unbelievably great cast: 
Voigt, Kaufmann, Westbroek, Blythe, Hans-Peter König, and above all Terfel, with only 
Voigt showing strain, as well as considerable wear and tear on her voice. Such sustained 
intensity simply cannot be found elsewhere. The end of each act is unbearably 
magnificent. The LePage machine worked (when it worked) much better here than in 
Rheingold, because it can create the illusions of closed hut or of thick forest or of open 
mountain top (not to mention flying horses). (MetHD—My11) 

Tannhäuser Overture 
I`m so grateful I was spared ever having to master that fiendish fiddle part. Such a grand 
and varied concert piece. I too much take it for granted. (PBS Live from NYPhil, S11)  

Siegfried 
We were exhausted just sitting there watching. The Cinderella story of Jay Hunter Morris 
is wonderful, and he was very good in the impossible role: but he should spend the next 
ten years singing nothing but Toscas, Bohemes, and maybe some Mozart, before 



returning to Wagner. Good singing, great on stage, but not much line. Voigt sounded 
better than she has lately, and Terfel was splendid. I loved the production: magical 
projections on the big machine. I thought I had a grip on this opera, but I had forgotten 
how long Wotan’s role is, and all about Alberich and Erde. Ah so. (MetHD—N11) 

Götterdämmerung 
Wonderful experience. The most problematic of the Ring operas is slowly coming 
together for me.  That second act, with its throwback to Weber and Spohr, bridal chorus 
and four-square phrases and all, is a perfect presentation of the Gibichung mindset with 
its archaic law-and-order honor code and solemn vows. Siegfried’s death had me in tears. 
Jay Hunter Morris was terrific, and Voigt spectacular, in better voice than I’ve heard her 
in a long time. Music has nothing higher to offer. LePage’s machine was fine, but a 
let-down at the end when it needed to prove itself. (MetHD—Fe12) 

Scenes from Tannhäser, Lohengrin, Die Walküre 
I bought this for a sample of Julia Varady, but it’s nice to have full scenes from 
Tannhäser and Lohengrin that I ought to know better. Someone said the voices seemed 
underpowered on this disc. To my ear Varady surely does not, and after all, she has had 
major success in the big Verdi roles. She has a darkish sound with a pronounced vibrato 
that I like, plenty of fire, a little lacking in variety of color. Seiffert is fine in the earlier 
roles though he probably lacks heft for Siegmund: but a beautiful pure tenor sound. Very 
fine Wagner singing on both sides. (O12) 

Die Meistersinger 
I have not been so profoundly moved by anything for many years. I had expected it to 
come (if at all) in Act II, but the first scene of Act III caught me by surprise: Sachs’s 
monologue, his second scene with Eva, the composition of the Prize Song – and it took 
all my effort not to sob out loud in the Quintet. That and the community chorale after the 
Interlude. The Prize Song itself was almost an anti-climax.  James Morris, Johan Botha, 
Bo Skovhus (a beautifully sung Beckmesser) are old hands. The two women, Amanda 
Majeski and Jamie Barton (who bowled us over on PBS), and David Portillo (despite a 
glitch in the Quintet) are rising stars. Brilliant stage direction by David McVicar (Act II 
played with Sachs’s underwear hanging to dry). Wagner’s sustained metaphor of song, 
love, life, and shoemaking is worthy of Shakespeare. Hans Sachs is half Prospero, half 
Hofmannsthal’s Countess. Comedy is more profound than tragedy. And at its greatest, 
more wrenching to the emotions. A life experience. (Live, Chicago Lyric Opera B F13) 
Another overwhelming performance, this one live from the Met – Johan Botha again (if 
he wasn’t so ugly to look at, though he reminds me of old Joe MacSpadden), with a 
wonderful Michael Volle as Sachs. Annette Dasch a fine Eva, and an outstanding young 
Paul Appleby in the difficult role of David. Otto Schenck’s realistic production quite 
similar to McVicar’s, without the circus acts. Levine appeared to be conducting from the 
grave, gloriously, happily. (MetHD—D14) 

Parsifal 
A week after Meistersinger, Parsifal via HD. Jonas Kaufmann produced some of the 
finest singing I can remember from a tenor, and this is a golden age of tenors. I was slow 
to get into the spirit: the suspended animation of Act I, with Gurnemanz expounding, was 
tedious, even with René Pape singing (very well, but he his voice has never impressed me 
for size, or depth, or even spectacular beauty of tone). The swan bit and the grail scene 
are beautiful, and I got caught up in Act II, with all that mother/sex guilt stuff, “Amfortas 



die Wunde” and the duet. And the build-up in Act III is powerful.  Dalayman is a great 
Kundry. Still, unlike Ruth, I was more profoundly moved by Meistersinger. I liked the 
stage production, which kept a nice balance between business suits and the mythic fabric, 
and the blood in Act II worked better than I expected. Deficits: the Flower Maidens 
seemed sub-par, too much mysterious pantomime from the chorus. But Memorable! 
(MetHD—Mh13) 

Ein Faust-Overtűre 
 Somehow I’ve missed this piece, which lingers on the fringe of the repertoire. It marks 

Wagner’s progress from Weber to the Liszt of the Faust Symphony – Mephistophelean 
chromatic subject, a redemptive chorale for Marguerite, and Faust all Sturm und Drang. 
The nomenclature of concert overture has not yet become symphonic poem, but the 
Lisztian obviousness is there. Quiet ending seems a little anticlimactic. (Je13) 

Columbus Overture 
 I know nothing of the circumstances of this piece – an American commission? It begins 

with a long sequential build-up to something or other – which turns out to be brass in the 
park. Inane. The worst Wagner I’ve ever heard. (Je13) 

Der fliegende Holländer Overture 
 Norrington’s original-instrument take on a big piece works well, even in the car. (Je15)  
Tristan und Isolde 

I expected to see notes on the Deborah Voigt / Ben Heppner performance from 2008, but 
nothing here. Today it was Nina Stemme and Stuart Skelton, with Simon Rattle 
conducting. Stemme was superb – in her one hundredth Isolde! She was an amazing 
Elektra last spring, the voice not beautiful per se, but very expressive and finely 
controlled, with a secure top. Skelton is a baritone Tristan, also very expressive but no 
top. He waived a note or two but turned in a fine performance (not as good as my 
memory of Heppner). The stage production was also amazing – updated, full of 
technological gimmickry that I usually do not like, but here it kept the static stage action 
moving, and it was responsive to the archetypal symbolism of the text. A rare experience 
of a supreme masterpiece. (O16) 

Parsifal: Act I Prelude 
As concert piece, molto lento. Wagner wrote it after hearing the orchestra in the sunken 
pit at Beyreuth. That explains it. The orchestra must generate its own inner light. (N16) 

SIEGFRIED WAGNER 
Glück 

Weak Straussian piece, lots of build up, sequence after sequence, no strong ideas. Alas. 
(Je08) I heard this before and was not impressed. The notes relate Siegfried to the 
Jugenstil, however, which fascinates me – Zemlinsky, early Schoenberg, Schreker, 
Korngold. The piece is half an hour long, written in memory of a friend who died young. 
Glück is translated as happiness, but can’t it have a more fatalistic connotation, like 
fortune, or destiny? Siegfried has not escaped his dad – this could be Strauss in the dotted 
6/8 passage (cf Elektra) or the love scene (cf Feuersnot). What I remember are the long 
Tristanesque surges toward the end. (Ag17) 

Bruder Lustig Overture 
I don’t know if Jugendstil encompasses Humperdinck, SW’s teacher, but this is the 
beginning of a comic folk opera of sorts based on wild superstitions and courtship 



traditions of the Schwarzwald. Opening fanfare, comic motifs, romantic love theme. Not 
bad. (Ag17) 

Sonnenflammen Prelude 
No notes on the opera, but it has been recorded on CPO: “Sonnenflammen is set in the 
13th century. Fridolin forgoes the opportunity to join the Crusades in order to stay home 
to capture his loved one, Iris, who in turn would have loved him if he had, indeed, joined 
the Crusades. It ends badly, and the whole work is rather dark, with plenty of sadism, evil 
and ill-boding omens.” The Prelude begins ominously, then changes like a magic wand, 
music of victorious transport, light gestures – then sudden bolt of tragedy and ambiguous 
ending. (Ag17) 

Rainulf und Adelasia Vorspiel, op 14 
The opera, never performed, concerns a twelfth-century King Rainulf, who gained his 
throne by throwing blame on his brother Osmund. Adelasia loves Osmund but seduces 
Rainulf to learn the truth. She exposes him, and he poisons himself. Music is dark and 
stormy but ends in tentative major. (S17) 

ERNEST WALKER 
Viola Sonata in C, op 29 

 Walker became better known as a writer about music than as a composer, a little like 
Donald Tovey. His Sonata is full-flower English romanticism with a streak of open 
emotionality in the initial Andante. Scherzo is a Presto in 2, con fuoco alternating with 
relaxed passages – a big movement. Allegro Finale develops ambling melody plus a 
dancelike Dvorakian tune, gorgeous coda. Fine, strong piece. (D13) 

GEORGE WALKER 
Icarus in Orbit 

Short 4’ concert piece by African-American composer not known to me. Jolting chord, 
big gestures recall Copland’s dissonant mode, lots of rumbling and smashing. (Ap18) 

Piano Concerto 
Three movements, given numerals only, 24’ – in dissonant Copland mode, a real 
African-American constructivist. Very abstract without losing tonal feeling completely, 
soundworld harsh, aggressive, not shy. II is in arch form, a Duke Ellington tune in 
augmentation, unrecognizable, is the only racial reference – cadenza – then the tune in 
retrograde. Some relaxation of tone, not much. III is emphatic, stiffly rhythmic. (Ap18) 

Abu 
Setting of Leigh Hunt’s “Abou ben Adhem, for two narrators, nine instruments and 
percussion. Far too heavy handed (and badly recited). (Ap18) 

Da Camera 
Single 10’ movement for piano trio, harp, celesta, strings, & percussion. Angular, touch 
of jazz and Broadway pop well concealed. Piano trio are soloists, the rest accompagnato. 
Big gestures, loud for such a group – drums, and the cello sounds amplified. Speech parts 
for the musicians. (Ap18) 

WILLIAM WALLACE 
Symphony in C# minor “Creation Symphony” 

Vast late romantic Symphony contemporary with Mahler but harking back to Liszt in 
orchestral sound and motivic structure, as well as in its effort to express a “philosophy” – 
plus some super-added numerology. Andantino deals with sun, moon, stars, the purity of 
light, in Brucknerian octave figuration – passionate, super. Scherzo is God moving over 



the face of the waters: traces of Dutchman, sea and earth themes combine with a blast. 
Finale on the creation of Man begins with fanfare, Elgarian march, whisps of Tristan in 
the peroration. The piece is undeserving of its hundred years neglect, perhaps, but it 
needs better big tunes. (O10)  

Eumenides Prelude 
Wallace’s Eumenides are romantic, turgid, very un-Greek. The rational Athene is 
Elgarian, building to a brass chorale. So so. (O10)  

Pelléas et Mélisande Suite 
Three movements, not incidental music: Love theme, Spinning, Death of Mélisande. 
Hints of Fauré, but no Gallic elusiveness. Pelléas sounds like a costume drama. (O10)  

WALMISLES, THOMAS ATTWOOD 
Redeemer, O Lord, what is come upon us 

Walmisles (1814-1856), organist, composer, alcoholic, in a sprawling 14’ anthem for 
Lent, text from Lamentations. Begins with organ sarabande, then gorgeous male quartet – 
then solo bass recit, We have borne our fathers’ iniquities, and a choir bit – the a lovely 
treble solo – then a final affirmative choral fugue with basses in glorious augmentation. 
Masterpiece. (S17) 

WILLIAM WALOND 
Voluntary in G, op 1/5 

Jennifer Bate, vol 5. Noble introduction leads into solo for cornet stop, very much like a 
baroque concerto. (Jy18) 

JOHANN WALTHER 
Organ Music, vol 1 

This disc shows Walther more as arranger than as originator: it’s about half elaborations 
of Italian Concerti, half Preludes and Partitas (i.e. “Divisions”) on chorale tunes. Bright, 
lean late Baroque, with Rübsam trying some wild stops (a pedal buzz at the end of the 
Partita, tremolo, a toy piano....) (Ja09) 

WILLIAM WALTON 
Quartet in A minor 

Yes, a worthy piece, conventional harmony but builds on broken rhythms and nervous 
intensity. Maggini Quartet is superb. (Au08) 

Piano Quartet 
Such pure Ravel (except for rhythmic Finale) I’d never guess (early) Walton. Attractive 
piece, but no one, not even an Ireland or a Cyril Scott, would dare sound so much like 
Ravel. (Au08) 

Missa brevis 
The shortest Mass on record? Late Walton, unexpectedly dissonant, austere. Has 
Robinson put the movements out of order to end with Gloria & the CD with a flourish? 
Shame! (N08) 

Coronation Te Deum; A Litany; Magnificat and Nunc Dimittis 
Only the “Litany” is familiar: it sounds less evocative, less harmonically subtle than 
when singing it.  Is it the performance? Te Deum is big, noisy double chorus setting, 
rather predictable. Magnificat, too, takes broad view, no fine tuning of pictorialism. Nunc 
tries to mediate between aged Simeon and Gloria – perhaps it works.  (N08)    

Motets & Organ works 



“Where does the music go” – nice. “Jubilate” – familiar, great. “Cantico del sole,” “The 
Twelve” – great settings of major texts: the Auden setting on the order of Britten’s St 
Cecilia piece, and as good.  “Set me as a seal” – familiar, great. “Antiphon” suffers in 
comparison with Vaughan Williams. (N08) 

Crown Imperial; Orb and Sceptre 
Music fit for a coronation: it’s good to have them back. (Ag10) 

Cello Concerto 
I had forgotten what a beautiful Concerto this is, at least in the first two movements, 
which I like as well as the Viola Concerto. The slow third movement Variations go on 
too long and halt for cadenzas. Cadenzas, in general, may be riveting in the concert hall 
but a bore on CD. Or am I getting jaded? (F11) 

Façade Suite 
Eleven numbers, all of the cock-snooting variety. I know it so well I want to karaoke, but 
I can’t remember all the words. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Spitfire Prelude and Fugue 
 Music from a patriotic 1942 film about the creation of England’s warplane. The fugue is 

not academic in the least, and there’s a nice sentimental violin solo. Thrilling adaptation 
of baroque form. (N17) 

Music for A History of the English-Speaking People 
 Written for documentary based on Churchill history but never used. A rousing solemn 

march. (N17) 
Sinfonia Concertante, piano & orchestra 
 Early piece from the 1920s in three movements, 18’, a de facto Piano Concerto. The 

recording uses the 1927 revision, textures somewhat simplified. Maestoso opens with a 
bang and a vaguely neo-baroque air, but Allegro breaks out in the lively manner of Les 
Six, though with a more somber second idea. Andante unfolds a gently striding melody – 
very beautiful. (The notes detect Prokofiev, but I hear a general Slavic tread. Allegro 
molto is frisky, brass and syncops, intricate fingers – a sudden flashy cadenza, with return 
of early themes and a fast cadenza. Nice. (N17) 

Variations on a Theme by Hindemith 
 Late work written as a both a professional and a personal tribute in 1963, based on a 

theme from Hindemith’s Cello Concerto. Variations begin Vivace and quite tonal. I 
expected more dissonance. Slower middle variations are interleaved with short, fast bits, 
a procedure that works better than I expected. Lento has great bass clarinet stuff and the 
solemnity of Hamlet. Grand brass Maestoso prepares for the fugal Finale, back to the 
vivacious Allegro, almost raucous, before final apotheosis of the original theme. Very 
attractive piece – I’d remembered it as more forbidding. (N17) 

Portsmouth Point Overture 
 I remember playing this little beast under Clifford Evans – so fast, so tricky – a 

dismembered hornpipe. Maybe the best of Walton’s short concert pieces, unless it’s 
Johannesburg. (N17) 

Capriccio burlesco 
 Written in 1968 for the New York Philharmonic, a cityscape perhaps, but sleeker and less 

raucous than Portsmouth Point. (N17) 
The First Shoot 



 Five movement 10’ Suite taken from short ballet of 1935, later rescored for brass band, 
and then re-orchestrated (by Christopher Palmer). The music is popsy, cheeky, parodic, 
perfectly wonderful, as over-the-top as Façade. (N17) 

Scapino – A Comedy Overture 
 Scapino is a trickster servant like Leporello or Figaro from commedia dell’arte. (N17) 
Prelude for Orchestra – “Granada” 
 Pure Brit Lite, functional sign-on / sign-off music for Granada TV, with reduced 

dynamics for voice overs but otherwise in Crown Imperial Mode. Gorgeous. (N17) 
Prologo e Fantasia 
 Walton’s Final work, concert piece with a portentous opening, Lento in strings, a 

stuttering syncopated animato, and a final fuga semplice (“fake fugue”). More abstract 
than the others. (N17) 

Johannesburg Festival Overture 
 I heard Kostelanetz (or was it Fiedler) conduct this in Minneapolis and loved it, and I’ve 

only heard it once or twice since – yet it still sounds familiar. That G-string tune really 
sticks. Wonderful piece. (N17) 

Music for Children 
 Ten short movements written for an early ballet. No titles except for final Galop, which 

was written too late to be used. It was orchestrated from MS and included for the first 
time in this recording. It’s the best of a weak piece. (N17) 

ALBERT WANG 
A Little Stream (Xiao He Tang Shui) 

Well-known folksong arranged for strings, quite a nice little piece. (FSA Strings, N17) 
ROBERT WARD 
Sonic Structure 
 The title sounds like Darmstadt, but the music is thoroughly tonal, rather like a Barber 

Essay for Orchestra, the development easy to follow. Nice. (Mh14) 
Violin Sonata No 1 
 Two movements. The first has multiple tempo changes alternating lyrical passages with a 

faster rhythmic bit, violin in thirds, and a marcato passage – reaches noble climax before 
motifs return and movement winds down. Allegro barbaro is shorter, marcato, grotesque, 
apparently using twelve-tone devices on a tonal base – thematically? Formally complex, 
OK piece. (May16) 

Arioso and Tarentelle, cello & piano 
 Romantic Arioso recalls Barber, paired with fast 6/8 dance that echoes the Arioso. 

(May16) 
Violin Sonata No 2 
 Three movements. Lento traces a two-part linear tune like Copland, folk tendencies, plus 

a second more ornate idea. Allegro breaks out in doubled notes, big chords, and another 
ornate idea. It sounds as if Ward is keeping technical challenges in check, apart from one 
bit in octaves. Ends quietly. Larghetto is a 5/8 sarabande, poised, graceful – one peculiar 
aggressive outburst – pianissimo recap. Giocoso Finale launches into fugue at once, 
draws back some first-movement material. Very nice piece. (Je16) 

Serenade for Mallarmé 



 Three movements for flute, viola, cello, and piano. Ward gives no explanation for his title 
but talks of writing idiosyncratically for each instrument. I hear the serenade concept in 
the appeal of the music, but it seems tame for Mallarmé. Pleasant, no more. (Je16) 

PETER WARLOCK 
Capriol Suite 

Uri Meyer does a full-orchestra version that I didn’t know existed. Fine “Ancient Airs & 
Dances” take on Elizabethiana. (Je10) Hyperion gives the string version, with fine 
annotation – the most frequently played, though the original was for two pianos (!). Uri 
Meyer is a good deal livelier. (Je10) A little challenging for Bruce’s group but good 
program ender. Is it a school arrangement? There was no solo run at the end. (FSA 
Strings, live N17) 

9 Songs with String Quartet 
The manner is again pseudo-Elizabethan, heavily spiced with Delius harmonies, through 
composed but with clear phrase structure. The strings act as a surrogate consort. Fine 
settings, and Ainsley sings beautifully (he has another Warlock disc on Hyperion). “My 
ghostly fader” seems to miss the irony, or am I missing Warlock’s? (Je10)  

Serenade for String Orchestra 
Short piece dedicated to Delius, a tribute of imitation.  (Je10) 

The Curlew 
Warlock’s chef d’oeuvre, for tenor, string quartet, with flute & English horn to supply the 
peewit and curlew: an elaborate setting of four Yeats poems from The Wind among the 
Reeds. Gone the Elizabethanism: the tone is wholly plaintive, nearly achieving the utter 
desolation of Winterreise. Daring resort to a spoken line, a lengthy unaccompanied 
passage. Sui generis. Wow! (Je10) 

34 songs 
A chronological survey, with superb performances by Ainsley and Vignoles: The Wind is 
from the early Delius phase, on a lyric by Edward Young (!), treated chromatically with 
tempo stretchers. To the Memory of a Singer [Bright is the ring of words] – not a patch 
on Vaughan Williams. Warlock is now absorbing lessons from Van Dieren. Take O Take 
has no trace of the Elizabethan, but tracks 5 and 6 show the first signs; there’s also a nice 
Dekker song. Warlock has now found his aptitude for Elizabethan pastiche, his true 
voice, though track 9, a longer Dekker, is less good. The two Edward Shanks poems 
revert to cowpat manner, OK but conventional. Rest Sweet Nymphs doesn’t appeal, nor 
the two Fletcher songs – phrases pulled askew – but Robert Wever’s Arbour Green works 
well. Symons’ Autumn Twilight gets cowpatted à la Delius. The two Herrick settings are 
strong, and Yarmouth Fair, a longer lyric by one Hal Collins, turns into a rollicking faux 
folksong – terrific. Pretty Ring Time is familiar – I’ve never much liked it. Two more 
Symons settings almost work but don’t. Sick Heart, Jillian of Berry, and Fair and True 
are back in Elizabethan mode, and perfect. The first two Hilaire Belloc poems receive 
good modern settings, but the third is spoiled by faulty prosody. First Mercy is a lovely 
Christmas song on a text by Warlock’s drinking buddy Bruce Blunt (probably just as 
insincere as Warlock’s meltingly beautiful Bethlehem Down). The Lover’s Maze is a 
masterpiece, partly because of the unfamiliar Campion text. The repetitive Cradle Song 
just might work in live performance. Sigh No More Ladies – No. Passing By is 
wonderful – again because of the unfamiliar Herrick poem. The Contented Lover – No. 



The Fox is another Bruce Blunt poem, a masterpiece, both text and setting. As I thought, 
Warlock is a very mixed bag. (Jy17) 

HARRY WARREN 
Forty-Second Street 

A movie musical turned into a nostalgic stage musical, full of hit songs – "We're in the 
Money," "Lullaby of Broadway," "Forty-Second Street," "Shuffle Off to Buffalo" – while 
the audience pleaser is in the non-stop tap dancing, which is normally not my thing. The 
story itself is predictable nonsense, but decent light entertainment. Warren had the gift of 
a good tune, and he worked with memorable lyrics. I enjoyed it in spite of myself. 
(Stratford live, Ag12) 

FRANZ WAXMAN 
Carmen Fantasy 

Caught on CBC. The virtuoso stuff made my blood curdle, especially the last page. Dick 
plays this one rather than the easier Sarasate. (Ag11)  

BEN WEBER 
Fantasia (Variations) 

Short, very beautiful serial piano piece, Schoenbergian, the row foregrounded lucidly. 
Builds to great pianistic climax. I’m more impressed than I expected. This composer is 
little recorded. (Ap11) 

CARL MARIA von WEBER 
Piano Sonata No 1 in C, op 24 

I couldn’t bear having these great pieces only on damned fortepiano. How I once 
despised Weber, who possessed the invention of Beethoven, the extension power of 
Schubert and the dexterity of Mendelssohn. Andante a simple song. Minuetto teases with 
minor key, then duple rhythms in major.  Finale the celebrated finger-twister, which 
Ohlsson takes at breathtaking speed. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata No 2 in A♭, op 39 
Spacious, poetically Romantic in feeling, Weber’s love-note to his fiancée. The vast 15' 
Allegro wanders widely through many thematic areas. Andante a lovely Cavatina. 
Menuetto capriccioso fast, a bit zany. Finale a gentle Rondo, teneramente, with quiet 
ending. (Ap11) 

Invitation to the Dance, op 65 
I don’t remember ever hearing this in the original piano version. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata No 3 in D minor, op 49 
The shortest Sonata of the four, the only one in three movements. Begins with Romantic 
intensity, second subject has air of opera paraphrase, then turns to contrapuntal 
development. Weber is trying for less flash, more substance. Andante in remote key is a 
simple song with embellishments, modulates into remoter keys – dramatic tension, return. 
Presto Rondo begins like a finger-twister, but episodes are gentler, development gets 
complex. Super piece, though uneven. (Ap11) 

Rondo brillante, op 62; Momento capriccioso, op 12 
Bravura repertoire in Weber’s “glass chandelier” style (the term is nicer than 
“Biedermeyer”).  Lightweight but great fun. The Momento is all flash and dazzle. (Ap11) 

Piano Sonata No 4 in E minor, op 70 
Sonata with sustained narrative traced in the notes, from melancholia to anger to partial 
consolation to frenzy (tarantella). The most intellectually worked of the Sonatas. (Ap11) 



Mass No 1 in E♭ “Freischütz Messe” 
I didn’t even know the existence of these works until I came across the CD, which I 
snapped up immediately, expecting something midway between Haydn and Schubert. 
Schubertian romanticism reigns gloriously. Warm, harmonically rich, beautifully shaped, 
mainly homophonic (exceptions are all the Cum sancto bits). Krisztina Laki has shining 
moments, including the Offertorium aria “Gloria et honore,” a thrilling riff in the Sanctus, 
and the Benedictus. A revelation. (BTW, it’s “Freischütz Messe” not for thematic 
overlapping but because the two pieces were composed simultaneously.) (F13) 

Mass No 2 in G “Jubelmesse” 
Full of Gemütlichkeit and intimate charm (despite Weber’s unhappiness while writing it). 
The scale is smaller than the First Mass and the solo quartet more prominent, but it lacks 
nothing of warmth and appeal. Elisabeth Speiser, whom I don’t know, fully equals Laki. 
The choir uses boys. Like Haydn, Weber seems capable of a faith that’s all gratitude, 
without a trace of tragedy or doubt. The Prince of Musicians strikes again. (F13) 

Clarinet Concerto No 2 in E♭, op 74 
Watch out! The clarinet entry is fortissimo, strident and unpleasant – surely there are 
better toned soloists than Janet Hilton? (The Brit taste is clarinets is worse than their taste 
in tenors, what with Thea King, Gervaise de Peyer.) Allegro is pure late classical 
concerto style. Romanza is slow, hovering operatic pathos – simple and gorgeous – then a 
B section agitato with wide leaps and an apprehensive recit before the return to A. 
Polacca Finale is not the dreaded hiccup theme but a dancy, twisty motif that keeps 
slipping into minor – fiendishly fast sestioles in the coda. Exciting. (N14) 

Clarinet Concertino in C minor, op 26 
A lot happens in a little 9’ piece: exquisite slow intro – Allegro a Donizetti-like tune, and 
no, I don’t remember ever hearing this piece before – Adagio a short bit of suspended 
animation before the Rondo in quick 3 with afterbeats and devilish passagework. (N14) 

Clarinet Concerto No 1 in F minor, op 73 
The more frequently played of the two, I think, but my silly prejudice against Weber kept 
me from getting to know it. The stormy key suggests Sturm und Drang romanticism, but 
major key relief is frequent, aided by lots of flashiness. Adagio is a beautiful cantilena. 
The Rondo I’ve always called the hiccup movement, repelled by it; but I can now 
appreciate its inventiveness. (N14) 

Oberon Overture 
Great opener, and so much fun to play! Norrington and original instrument band. (Je15) In 
Les brises d’orient, driving home from Boston. (O16) 

Grand Pot-pourri, cello & orchestra, op 20 
It’s so hard to get a grip on Weber’s oeuvre. This substantial 20’ piece is a de facto 
“concerto” – the title lays no claim. Two of its themes are borrowed from Weber’s friend 
Franz Danzi, and the piece has an air of operatic fantasy with some spectacular virtuoso 
display. It’s operatic also in its dramatic changeability. Happy. (Ap16) 

Die Temperamente be idem Verluste der Geliebten 
Text by one Gubits. A set of songs on the four temperaments of love, from 1816. 
Leichtmütige – light staccato and florid – five long strophic stanzas. Schwermütige – 
legato, not too slow, ABA form, five stanzas. Liebewächtige [hot blooded] – roiling 
piano, a dramatic tableau with comic ending. Gleichmütige – seven stanzas strophic – 
pure comedy. (S17)  



Andante and Rondo Ungarese, op 35 
Reworking of an earlier version for viola, a bassoon repertory staple, a lovely Andante 
tune followed by three variations, then the cheeky Ungarese with lots of timp. It stays 
tuneful grazioso, not getting to virtuoso fireworks until the last. Delightful. (F19)    

Bassoon Concerto in F, op 75 
Three movements, 18’. Grand opening exposition full of appoggiature and big romantic 
melody. Development with filigree and countermelody is exquisite and concise. Adagio 
is cantabile, nothing special. Rondo Finale has playful tune, fun, virtuoso coda. (F19) 

6 Violin Sonatas, op 10 
I was surprised by the existence of these little Sonatas, so obscure are they. 
Congratulations to Isabelle Faust for bringing them out. They are unassuming pieces in 
two or three movements, all in major keys, lasting 5’ to 8’, “composées et dédiés aux 
amateurs.” They were first rejected by publishers for stylistic inconsistency. The con 
fuoco of the C major is wild in its fast bits for both players, and the violin is given much 
to do with ponticello (!), pizzicato, and various bowings. The fortepiano sounds just right, 
and performances are flawless and full of verve. Great fun. The last three sonatas, same 
story. Espagnolo in No 2 is Spanish in bits, but Polonais sounds more like a Polka. 
Variations in No 5 pose difficult challenges. Siciliano is ravishing. (D19) 

Piano Quartet in B♭, op 8 
4 movements, 27’. Neglected major work, still in the classical mold after Mozart, but 
given twists that equal Mozart’s most exceptional or exceed them. A formulaic opening 
takes an unexpected dive into minor and strings reply in chromatic ambiguity. 
Development is remarkably furious and unrelenting. Unexpected sforzandi. Adagio opens 
with unusual string swell that turns into a formulaic cadence – but it’s interrupted by 
silence and then questioning pizzicato. The piece is a systematic revolt against formula. 
Violin has one broad multi-octave statement over roiling ensemble, there are 
syncopations, chromatic surprises. A short Minuetto has unusual minor key subject and 
an ironic faux-naif cello Trio. Presto Finale is more classical, but there are more 
surprises. The opening theme sounds like a fugue subject, but it doesn’t get fugal 
treatment until the final climactic bars. This is truly an unknown masterpiece of the 
chamber repertoire. (D19)  

ANTON von WEBERN 
Langsamer Satz 

I can’t believe I haven’t heard any Webern in all this time! I must revisit. The early 
Langsamer Satz surprises with its conventionality, beginning V – I like any other  piece, 
with a romantic spun-out theme that keeps rising and rising. Only a couple of episodes 
foretell the future – a congested bit of near-expressionism, a bit of (out-of-place) 
tremolos. Beautifully done on BBC by Signum Quartet. (S16) 

Quartet, violin, clarinet, tenor sax, & piano, op 22 
Two movements, just 6 minutes. First is mostly gentle, just two to four notes at a  time – 
louder bits later. I love the little arco-pizz bits. Second is livelier but just as delicately 
pointillist. I do recall the general feel and soundworld. (Ap17) Just over 7'. I know this one 
pretty well and love the sound with the chastely played sax. Like the Symphony, one 
senses the imitation intuitively, without trying to follow. That last sax note! (Ag20) 

Concerto for 9 Instruments, op 24 



Three movements, 7’. After hearing Ligeti’s Concerto for 13 Instruments, Webern sounds 
controlled, deliberate, transparent, precious. Etwas lebhaft moves at walking pace. Sehr 
langsam not much slower – piano dominates – long diminuendo. Sehr rasch sounds 
almost jaunty with a swing rhythm. (Je17) Flute, oboe, clarinet, horn, trumpet, trombone, 
violin, viola, and piano. Despite appearances sometimes, Webern strove hard for 
comprehensibility. Here the relatively large ensemble never plays tutti, just a few 
instruments at a time, though piano is nearly constant. I do hear imitative repetition 
throughout, on a small scale. Langsam is beautiful. Sehr rasch is an unusual pesante. 
Webern at his most transparent. (Ag20) 

Piano Variations, op 27 
I have a sonic memory of this piece – that Viennese woman who played it in the Toronto 
Library and was puzzled at the lack of response -- and the loud applause for her 
Schumann, which she told us she played very badly. Sharp dynamic contrasts. 
Schleiermacher’s performance seems less dramatic and staccato until it reaches that 
variation (track 2), sehr schnell. The remainder continues the wide range and dynamic 
contrast. (Je18) Three movements, 6'. This has become an old friend, particularly the 
middle scherzando movement, both in audio and visual memory. The gentle outer 
movements too. (Ag20) 

Nine songs 
Even though all are early, these are very tough going. The first four are xerox, the rest (all 
on Stefan George) are in the booklet for the complete works. Vorfrühling: Dreamy – it 
could be Hugo Wolf. Gefunden: Ecstatic, expressionistic, almost but not quite atonal. 
Bild der Liebe: Slow, chromatic in extremis. Am Ufer (R. Dehmel): Chromatic, atonal 
almost to the point of losing the vocal line. Dies ist ein Lied, op 2/1: Nearly 
Sprechgesang, but the verse is still very romantic. Am Baches ranft, op 3/3: Lighter tone, 
but the style still severe. Noch zwingt mich treue, op 4/2: Heavy in feeling. So ich 
Traurig bin, op 4/4: More vocal verse about singing. Ihr tratet zu dem Herde, op 4/5: A 
very heavy moon and fire poem. (My20)  

Passacaglia, op 1 
 Single movement, 10'. Pretty familiar, wildly agitated, gorgeous stuff. (Jy20) 
Entflieht auf leichten Kahnen, op 2 

Choral work of Stefan George text, 3'. So chromatic, it reminds me of Friede auf  Erden. 
Beautiful. (Jy20) 

5 Lieder auf Der Siebente Ring, op 3 
Webern begins to break loose, say the notes. The settings here make Stefan George's 
rather drab lyrics seem psychologically profound. So does Heather Harper's magnificent 
singing. Songs 1 and 3 are repeated from Fischer-Dieskau's less convincing performance 
above. (Jy20) 

5 Lieder (Stefan George), op 4 
These Stefan George songs are less linear, more chordal than op 3. The result is broader, 
slightly more conventional Lieder-like textures, narrow vocal range (except for one 
spectacular high note). Dieskau sings three of them (above), but again Harper wins the 
palm. (Jy20) 

5 Movements for String Quartet, op 5 
13'. I'm far mor familiar with Webern's instrumental music than his vocal. These come 
back quickly, but always fresh. The longer last bit is extraordinary. I prefer them in their 



quartet version. (Jy20) Yes, these do make strong orchestra works. The MSS were only 
found in 1965, not quite finished. Webern apparently thought of then as somehow 
connected with the Movements, op 10. (Ag20) 

6 Pieces for Large Orchestra, op 6 
12'. Only the second piece is quick. No 3 is sempre piano, only eleven bars long and easy 
to miss. No 4 with rhythmic percussion is a spectral funeral march -- an homage to 
Mahler? The "large" orchestra is out of sight until the end of IV. More substantial than I 
had remembered. The date 1913 seems impossible! (Jy20) 

4 Pieces for Violin and Piano, op 7 
5'. To think I've actually performed these, with old Melville Cooke at the piano. Isaac 
Stern does OK. (Jy20) 

2 Songs for Medium Voice and Eight Instruments, op 8 
2 songs in 2'. Poems by Rilke, both poems much finer than George. Both endings  tossed 
off. (Jy20) 

6 Bagatelles for String Quartet, op 9 
Six pieces in 4'. Less familiar than op 5, though I've probably heard them just as often. 
Less stickum in such short pieces? Could be. Webern is exploring extremes. They do 
sound balanced and proportional, as the notes promise. (Jy20) 

5 Pieces for Orchestra, op 10 
4'. These too are exceptionally brief, yet they sound familiar. So much for that theory. 
One should study figural conventions here -- flute trills, trumpet fanfares, percussion 
ostinati, high horn entries. And the indispensable mandolin. (Jy20) 

3 Little Pieces for Cello and Piano, op 11 
 3'. I don't remember ever hearing these. Webern at his sparest extreme. (Jy20) 
4 Songs for Voice and Piano, op 12 

Lyrics Traditional, Li Po, Strindberg, and Goethe, 6'. Notes claim that these songs are 
closest to the nineteenth-century Lieder tradition. Well, I hear the meter-rhyme structure 
in the first and last settings. (Jy20) 

4 Songs for Soprano and Orchestra, op 13 
Lyrics by Karl Kraus, Wang Yu, Li Po [Bethge trans], Trakl, 7'. The orchestra is a small 
ensemble – violin, muted trumpet, glock are prominent. Expressionist and tortured. The 
Chinese translations are moon poems – the lover’s absence, a homesick dream. Trakl 
promises to leave this world of pain. These songs occupy Berg’s territory of anguish. 
This is the go-to set of songs for Webern, along with op 23. (Ag20) 

6 Songs for Voice and Four Instruments, op 14 
Poems by Trakl, 8'. Two clarinets, violin, cello. Die Sonne is a poem of wonder. 
Abendland I is a moon poem, also of wonder. Abendland II is more somber, die Male der 
Schwermut. Abendland III is a homeless wanderer, dying people. With a high shriek, 
Nachts turns to a shrouded friend. Gesang einer gefangenen Amsel [trapped blackbird] is 
a poem of compassion. There’s Angst enough here, but not to the extreme of op 13. 
These are more extraverted. Notes call the vocal setting “purely abstract,” but I’m not 
sure of that. (Ag20) 

5 Sacred Songs for Voice and Five Instruments, op 15 
Three poems by Peter Rosegger, 2 traditional, 5'. Flute, clarinet, trumpet, violin, cello. 
Texts are all in German, anonymous. The vocal range is stretched to the limit. It’s very 
abstract, but I think there’s still semantic attachment to the texts. (Ag20) 



5 Canons on Latin Texts for Soprano, Clarinet, and Bass Clarinet, op 16 
Motet texts, 4'. The texts are familiar liturgical Latin, even a carol (Dormi Jesu). I should 
be able to hear the canons but I cannot. Heather Harper is incredible. That’s Bob 
Marcellus! (Ag20) 

3 Traditional Rhymes for Voice and Three Instruments, op 17 
Anonymous traditional rhymes, 4'. Clarinet, bass clarinet, violin. Childlike religious 
rhymes on religious topics: wretchen Simon, dearest Virgin, holy Savious. Amazingly, 
this is Webern’s first twelve-tone composition. The vocal demands are wholly 
unforgiving and absurd. Did he expect performance? He didn’t get one. But these works 
have had a baleful influence on avant garde writing ever since. (Ag20) 

3 Songs for Voice, E♭ Clarinet, and Guitar, op 18 
Anonymous poems, 4'. The first is a secular love lyric, the others religious, the last in dog 
Latin. Vocal writing is as extreme as in op 17. These sets must be considered purely 
experimental – they give no musical satisfaction, only discomfort, to me at least. 
Augenmusik. (Ag20) 

2 Songs for Mixed Choir and Five Instruments, op 19 
On poems by Goethe, 3'. Clarinet, bass clarinet, celesta, guitar, violin. Poems are 
beautiful flower lyrics, not familiar to me: the first on love and self-love (the narcissus), 
the second on hope. Demanding twelve-tone writing for chorus, naturally, but sane 
vocally. The second almost has a tune. (Ag20) 

String Trio, op 20 
Two movements, 10'. Notes discuss Webern’s one-time return to classical forms. 
Langsam is “a sonata rondo with variations.” The account is confusing: it seems to me 
more like a ternary form, each statement followed by its mirror inversion, the B section 
introducing an (anticipatory?) syncopation, the return to A repeating the original in 
retrograde. Sehr getragen is described simply as sonata form. I find the forms unhearable. 
But I like the transparency, the little glissando sighs, the eruptions of anger, the 
expressiveness of the incomparable performance. The endings are conclusive. I listened 
again because this is the least familiar of the important late instrumental works. The 
second movement is still a jungle. I think Webern tried, then abandoned classical forms 
as part of his search for clarity of expression in this radical new style. (Ag20) 

Symphony, op 21 
Two movements, 10'. So familiar comment is hardly needed. One can sense the imitation 
throughout intuitively without tracking it. This studio performance is slick and beautiful, 
but I still like Boulez’ live concert version. (Ag20) 

3 Songs from Viae inviae, op 23 
Poems by Hildegard Jone, 7'. Hildegard Jone was a minor poet and friend of Webern, 
strongly influenced by philosopher Ferdinand Ebner, who Christianized (and 
de-Judaized) the I-Thou teachings of Martin Buber. This appears to advantage in her 
poems. For her poems, Webern returns to conventional voice and piano Lieder and writes 
less precipitously for the soprano, with greater care for verbal clarity. Notes observe 
waltz rhythms in the first song, a gigue lilt in the third. I’m grateful they were pointed out 
in advance. A fine set. (Ag20) 

3 Songs for Voice and Piano, op 25'. 
Poems by Hildegard Jone, 4’. The second triptych on Jone is smaller, apparently more 
tightly controlled, and Webern reverts to his extreme vocal demands. The poems express 



a kind of existential gratitude. Webern habitually inflects the unaccented final syllable 
upward – not just here. I much prefer op 23. (Ag20) 

Das Augenlicht, op 26 
 For mixed chorus and orchestra, on text by Hildegard Jone, 6'. The first and simplest of 
 three major choral works of Webern’s last decade. I’ve not given them enough attention. 
 The choral demands are exacting for pitch, of course, but vocally reasonable. Webern sets 
 each couplet as an entity, sometimes in audible canon, sometimes homophonically. The 
 notes say austerely that there is no attempt to illustrate, but there is in tone and dynamics. 
 The orchestra is surprisingly forward, from the opening Trommel. (Ag20) 
String Quartet, op 28 
 Three movements, 9'. More elusive than the early op 5. Mässig is strong, rhythmically   
 square. The performance sounds angry, and though there’s a quieter section, forte returns 
 agitato. Gemächlich is also square but faster, even with a dance feel. Sehr fliessend is   
 more variable in tempo, tone, and complexity. (Ag20) 
Cantata No 1, op 29 
 For soprano, mixed choir, and orchestra, hree movements, poems by Hildegard Jone, 8'. I 
 is about lightning, very illustrative, at last dissolving into peace. II is for soprano, with   
 rhythmic regularity as in the Quartet. Extremely angular, extended range for voice. Poem 
 about dying seeds bringing new life. Each couplet is treated as a unit, a point of imitation. 
 Soprano bursts in dramatically. Strong piece. (Ag20) 
Variations for Orchestra, op 30 
  8’. I’ve heard this many times, but not in this context. I am struck by the points of   
  imitation from the vocal works, and by the Klangfarbenmelodie, which Boulez conveys 
  impeccably. It allows him to repeat pitches for continuity. Webern is not shy about his   
  use of brass, but never tutti. (Ag20) 
Cantata No 2, op 31 

Six movements on texts by Hildegard Jone, for soprano, bass, mixed chorus, and 
orchestra, 14'. (I) Bass aria, very lightly accompanied. The sweet nightingale – Volta, 
orchestra sforzando, voice forte: hear when the eyes are liberated, the ears opened. But it 
fades. The bass writing is more circumspect than for the extended range soprano. (II) 
Bass aria – said to be canonic, but I can’t hear it. The murmuring hives of bees – the 
heart, the smallest hive, and the loving keeper takes all the honey. (III) Chorus with 
Soprano. Forte, aggressive: drawing waters from heaven wells, the bells, the hearts of 
mankind ring. Never let them be mute. Love rings like a storm bell. (Pianissimo.) He 
arrives like the sleep of the dead (forte), wakens, the life still glows. (IV) Soprano. I bear 
the fragrance of the trees on the softest of breath. The poor soprano must attack 
vertiginous high notes softly. (V) Chorus with Soprano. The Chorus is unaccompanied. 
Charity (Freundselig) is the Word, fear not. Because it died on the cross, we follow in 
tears, yet in the morning when it calls we are glad. When it knows you to the depths, a 
cloud of bitter hatred pains you, and the weeping Mother protects you from it and turns 
you cold as death. (VI) Chorus, upper and lower voices in octaves sing in canon. The 
womb bore him, none to worship him – a star, a man, a tree. A new life given, a new life 
to penetrate us, for he can save us from night. Holding heaven like a flower, a child leads 
us to peace and light by love’s great power. (Ag20) 

Bach Ricercar No 2 from the Musical Offering 



I have heard this so often it’s second nature. I dearly wish I had not been so hard on that 
young Black conductor’s Orchestra London performance. (Ag20) 

Schubert German Dances [D 820] 
 SEE Schubert.  
MATTHIAS WECKMANN  
Gelobet seist du Jesu Christ 

Strophic chorale-like set of variations, much play with keyboards and ranks of pipes 
(reflects the large early baroque instrument he wrote for). (Oldengarm live, Ja08) 

Trio Sonata in G 
Tiny sectional piece, less than 4', a throwback to earlier days of the genre?  (D10)  

Organ works 
If Scheidemann was three decades younger than Sweelinck, Weckmann was two younger 
than Scheidemann, whom he knew – as well as Schütz, Praetorius, and Froberger. The 
fast riffs and curliques have begun, the Toccata is a real Toccata. Free form pieces are 
short, but virtuosic and sometimes figal. This is a large Arp Schnitger organ. (My11) 

Es ist das Heyl 
Extraordinary sustained working out of the chorale through 7 verses and 7 kinds of 
counterpoint: Bach’s organ works exhibit nothing of this length: it must be some kind of 
summa. Relentless and glorious. (My11) See Aaron James recital below. (Fe12) 

Keyboard works 
As in Frescobaldi and Froberger, choice of keyboard was left to the performer. Siebe 
Henstar settles on two different harpsichords plus a clavichord, not using organ. Several 
genres are represented. The Suites are early – two end with Gigue, but two use it 
internally – the dances are brief. Toccatas seem improvisatory, senza misura. Canzone 
involve fugal imitation. There are two folksongs with variations. The second harpsichord 
has pronounced mean intonation. Hiemstra’s clavichord has little dynamic shading. (Jy14) 

Sonatas and selected chamber music 
 Roughly contemporary with Marini, Castello and Fontana, Weckmann was writing true 

instrumental ensemble music in Germany, beginning to show idiosyncratic instrumental 
detailing. The consort is odd but it works: a small baroque cornet (the great Jean 
Tubéry), violin, trombone, and bassoon, all lines independent of the continuo. 
(Alternative instruments are suggested in MS.) There are also several songs included – all  

 strophic, all with charming melodies with a degree of sophistication beyond the four- 
 square. Grete de Reyghere sings with a sweet light soprano. (Jy14) 
THOMAS WEELKES 
English anthems 

Twenty numbers, mostly 2’ to 4’ long. Six are instrumental, organ voluntaries or 
consorts. Fretwork sounds terrific. The rest are vocal anthems, including the 
incomparable When David Heard, which is through composed like a madrigal. What Joy 
So True is a verse anthem for trebles and choir. Both types finish with choral Amen. 
Instrumental support varies from organ to consort to none. Weelkes is open to pictorial 
madrigalisms: the “highest key,” oil “gliding down.” He’s fond of cross relations and 
close imitation. Give Ear O Lord is an impassioned plea for pardon, desiring to drink 
“from the fountains of thy grace.” So tragic. Alleluia I Heard a Voice is magnificent, the 
final Alleluia wild. The anonymous treble in O Mortal Man sings like an angel. Beautiful 
CD. (Ap20) 



EUGENE WEIGEL 
String Quartet “Search” 

Weigel was a member of the old Walden Quartet who composed occasionally. The 
second violinist gave a nice spiel about him and his writing in memory of his wife while 
suffering from ALS. The music, alas, is one-dimensional, quite boring. It actually made 
me think of Murray Adaskin’s piece, which this same ensemble recorded. (live, Lafayette 
Quartet, Mh09) 

ERICH WEIGL 
Quartet No 1 in C minor, op 20 
 My interest was spurred by Schoenberg’s admiration for Weigl – and yes, another name 

on that growing list of great post-Straussian expressionist German talents driven out by 
the Nazis. This Quartet makes a big statement with its hammered chords, the 
octave-spanning melody with constant counter-melody, the pathos, the chromatic texture, 
the sheer large scale – Schreker-Zemlinsky territory. Adagio sustains a state of 
non-resolution through to B section of flowing lyricism, which rises to turbulence, 
subsides to cello pizzicato – a profoundly beautiful movement. Scherzo is grotesque, off 
the wall – tempo slows as violins rise to the heavens – pizzicato brings back the 
grotesquerie – second slow section involves dramatic recitative gestures, and a lyric 
hymn that ends in C major (those open strings!). Attacca into Andante Finale, again 
builds to turbulent appassionato – quiet section recalls beginning – quiet ending. Weigl’s 
ambition and achievement are most impressive. (N13) 

Quartet No 5 in G, op 31 
 Shorter and lighter than the First, the opening motto distinguished by a flagrant wrong 

note in the answering phrase – the movement unfolds through tempo changes, ends 
quietly. Allegro is Scherzo with some of Reger’s chromatic and elephantine lightness – 
Trio with folkish tone, wild! Larghetto sehr innig. Allegro Finale opens like an American 
square dance, sails along in trivial mood, shifts abruptly, ventures a dash of bitonality. 
Like Mahler’s symphonies, these quartets seem to create a universe. (N13) 

Piano Trio 
 No key given, though the music is very tonal. It was written in 1939 just after Weigl and 

his family were forced to flee to America from Austria. Allegro is big-boned, dramatico, 
motivic, very hectic – piu mosso just before the recap – abrupt ending. Andante opens 
with rather neutral colors, then wanders – recap is gorgeous. Allegro molto Finale seems 
good humored but turgid, heavy handed. The entire piece is too clotted. (D13) 

KURT WEILL 
The Eternal Road [Highlights] 

Excerpts from Broadway pageant, text by Franz Werfel, staging Max Reinhardt: a 
curious combination of Broadway show, synagogue music, Sunday-School tableau, pop 
song, opera, oratorio . . . . though the music is not distinctive Weill. (N08) 

Quodlibet, op 9 
Four bits from a ballet-pantomime called Zaubernacht, op 4, arranged as a Suite. 
Atmospheric Andante. Ferocious tarantella with Prokofiev-like dance. Sostenuto an odd 
mix of grotesque solo work, a kind of mock cortege. Finale brings back full orchestra, 
brass & drums, feroce then alla marcia to the end. Not bad, but Weill hasn’t found his 
sardonic voice. Krenek’s Potpourri is slicker. (Mh09) 

One Touch of Venus 



Great show at Niagara-on-the-Lake, collaboration of Weill, Perelman and Ogden Nash: 
witty text and story line, satire gentler than in the Brecht works, a true Broadway hit with 
at least one hummable tune (“Speak Softly”), though others are also good, and featured 
on separate discs. Weill the composer is a real chameleon. (Je10) 

The Seven Deadly Sins 
Kookie counter-morality play billed as a ballet on the old theme of private vices, public 
benefits. Anna (split into singer vs dancer who occasionally speaks) is pitted against her 
Family (male quartet). Anne prospers in America by committing each sin in succession, 
achieving her “Haus im Louisiana,” while her tut-tutting Family moralizes. The music is 
Weill at his rawest. Brecht’s point is not simple ironic reversal: the amoral Anna 
succeeds, but only to embrace the Family’s conventionality. The ending is doubly sour. (I 
wonder if Orff knew Weill’s music? It reminds me a bit of Der Mond.) (Je10) 
Bruggergosman on CBC: in interview she emphasized the feminist angle. She sang in 
German; I’m sure Weill and Brecht would prefer the language of the audience. (Jy10) 

Happy End 
The show contains some of Weill’s greatest numbers, including Surabaya Jonny, Sailor’s 
Song, in Weill’s grittiest manner, captured well by the Brits under Atherton. I love the 
orchestration: trumpet, trombone, accordion, banjo, piano, percussion. The disc gives no 
sense of the narrative frame. But as the notes say, Weill is stretching the Dreigroschen- 
oper manner to a larger scale. Evidently, Hosannah Rockefeller caused a riot. (Ag09)  

Kleine Dreigroschenmusik 
All the great tunes. I’m so glad Weill didn’t pretty them up.  (Jy10) 

Mahagonny Songspiel 
The test: do I recognize the music from one hearing of the opera? I think so. This short 
version, six songs, was given its own dramatic shape for concert performance. Alabama 
Song in canon is terrific. The men’s trio that follows, what writing! The Benares Song 
(auf English) reminds me of Sweeney Agonistes. And I hadn’t thought how much Weill 
derived from Stravinsky.  (S10) 

Violin Concerto 
If anyone told me this was Hindemith Kammermusik I’d believe it. First movement has 
little of Weill’s sardonic tone and doesn’t stick, but the Scherzo does with its xylophone, 
and the Moto Perpetuo Finale. Nona Liddell’s performance is very good, but I’d go for 
Juillet. (S10) 

Das Berliner Requiem 
Cantata to Brecht poems for 3 male voices with winds, four numbers framed by a Grosser 
Dankchoral. Given on Berlin radio in 1929 amid controversy, then shelved – colored by 
the 1919 assassination of Rosa Luxemburg. (There’s another version for 2 soloists plus 
male chorus.) An important piece but not a pleasant one. (S10) 

Pantomime I 
A 10' ballet-pantomime for 8 winds and 4 wordless voices to a highly erotic scenario by 
Georg Kaiser involving a man, his wife, his girl, and a monk. Notable for its comic 
orgasm. (S10) 

Vom Tod im Wald, op 23 
Brecht poem set for bass and 10 winds. Utterly black, dissonant, expressionist. An 
intriguing companion piece for Schoenberg’s Erwartung. (S10) 

Knickerbocker Holiday 



 Musical in two acts on libretto by Maxwell Anderson. Live performance. I’m not sure 
 why my father was fixated on this piece, maybe just the librarian’s pride in finding a rare 
 vocal score. Maybe it was the Americanism? Maybe it was Weill’s Europeanism -- he 
 has virtually no touch of the Afro, unlike Berlin, Gershwin, Porter, & Co. There’s a 
 delicious parody of Viennese waltz (track 12) and two Spanish numbers (16 & 17). I 
 don’t imagine he had much grasp of Weill’s politics. Still, it’s easy to turn some of the 
 ironies both ways. The score is witty, funny, charming, with impressively effective lyrics 
 by Anderson. The romantic songs are outstanding: September Song, a standard, and also 
 It Never Was You, Will You Remember Me? It’s worth revival -- not in Canada. (S20) 
Lost in the Stars 
 Musical in two acts on Alan Paton’s Cry the Beloved Country, libretto by Maxwell 
 Anderson. Weill’s last completed score, premiered in 1948 with an all-Black cast. T he 
 lurch in style from Knickerbocker Holiday is extraordinary. Leader and Chorus act as 
 narrator and commentator, give continuity, a generally operatic background. The Chorus 
 has a major demanding role. The music is almost but not strictly pentatonic, lots of 
 ostinato: in Wild Justice it sounds almost Indianist. Thousands of Miles is a beautiful 
 stand-alone song (Arthur Woodley’s basso is a big plus), and Weill takes on jazz and 
 swing in Who’ll Buy and to a lesser extent Trouble Man, but the tendency is to arioso in 
 big numbers like Lost in the Stars and Cry the Beloved Country. Maybe it reflects 
 Paton’s prose? The text loses some sharp edge, and the dialect doesn’t help. I wonder if 
 Weill and Anderson felt uncomfortable with the African mise en scène? (S20) 
MIECZYSLAW WEINBERG [MOISHE VAINBERG] 
Chamber Symphony No 1 for Strings, op 145 

I wish I knew the proper name of this composer! [NB: I’ve settled on Weinberg rather 
than Vainberg because it’s his given name, and he reverted to it late in life when the 
government changed.] Large String Symphony (hardly “chamber”) in four movements. 
Allegro is grazioso in tone but diligently worked out. Andante is baroquish line over a 
pizzicato bass, builds to climax – faster, light B section turns serious. Scherzo is quizzical 
Allegretto with silent spaces. Presto Finale begins with high spirits, also gets worked 
heavily. Strong piece, but I’m unsettled by uncertain tone. (Ag11) 

Fantasia for Cello and Orchestra, op 52 
In one movement, slow-fast-slow. Begins in depths, Slavic minore, folkish tunes with 
Yiddish coloration. Allegro a jovial dance, keeping in minor. Short cadenza (mercifully), 
then gorgeous epilogue with nocturnal atmosphere. A gem, a little masterpiece. The first 
work of Vainberg that has touched me deeply. (Ag11) 

Chamber Symphony No 4 for Strings with Clarinet, op 153 
In four movements played without break, slow-fast-slow-slower. Clarinet presence 
almost makes a de facto Concerto, but it’s a valedictory piece with nostalgic klezmer 
reminiscences. Lento subdued. Allegro sudden, turbulent: violin, cello solos halt the 
momentum, alas: clarinet sounds plaintive new theme, builds to climax in plodding 
crotchets: triangle signals new clarinet tune, with lingers, fades away. Utterly serious 
piece, nice in spots. I should like it better, but it fails to grab me. (Ag11) 

Concerto No 1 for Flute & Strings, op 75 
Electrifying scherzando, Allegro molto. Largo suddenly somber, a dark passacaglia in 
minor, the flute kept in low register – beautiful. Finale in 3: I don’t hear much waltz 



pulse, as the notes suggest, but I do hear klezmer sound. Shortish 15' Concerto, strong, 
effective.   (Ag11)  

Concerto No 2 for Flute and Orchestra, op 148 
Opening is pastoral, sounding like lyric Prokofiev, suddenly turns to rugged fugato, loses 
its way. Largo a lovely cantilena, builds to climax, cuts to wistful ending. Finale folkish, 
melancholy: B section features flute fragments from Gluck, Bach. Quiet ending. (Ag11) 

Concerto for Clarinet and Strings, op 104 
Allegro starts with plodding gestures, picks up speed and energy but with no place to go, 
returns to opening. Andante begins with arching line that takes solo violas high: clarinet 
entry recalls Copland pastoral, more dissonant, becomes active, ends coolly. Finale tosses 
phrase fragments back and forth breathlessly. I don’t get the gestures in this piece. (Ag11) 

Concertino for Violin & Strings, op 42 
Unpublished and unperformed in Weinberg’s lifetime. Opens with gentle melody, 
cadenza at end.  Lento spins another gentle melody, more melancholic – gets intense. 
Finale spins yet another gentle melody, more chromatic, with a bit of passage-work. 
Attractive, not flashy, difficult to bring off because it seems harder than it sounds. Not 
good in a Concerto. (N11)  

Symphony No 1 in G minor, op 10 
Allegro opens with minor/major theme à la Prokofiev: second subject in slow tempo: 
development with show of counterpoint, much augmentation. Lento spins melody over 
steady pulse accompaniment.  Scherzo Vivace plays out solo winds à la Shostakovich 
with lots of rhythmic tricks, builds to full orchestra – Trio grazioso has archaic touch. 
Finale opens with four-square theme, runs into rhythmic complications: ideas from 
previous movements reappear: great serioso ending. Terrific piece: Great material, great 
counterpoint and development, good pulse and rhythmic interest: harmony a bit bland, 
unfolding a bit predictable. (Muskoka, Fe12)   

Symphony No 7 in C 
Weinberg’s Seventh is for string orchestra and prominent harpsichord, which gives a 
period flavor.  Piece is constructed like a Concerto Grosso: multiple tempo changes 
within a large continuous movement. There’s no baroque pastiche, however: it’s Russian 
all through, anxious turbulence, rhythmic drive. Interesting piece. (Muskoka, Fe12) 

Rhapsody on Moldavian Themes, op 47/1 
Lassu-friss piece: long Adagio, solo wind lines over strings, spare, stark. Fast section has 
typical gipsy sound. (N12) 

Symphony No 6, op 79 
Large Symphony in five movements with boys’ choir in movements 2, 4 and 5. Long 
Adagio, spare and stark, melodic fragments passed around, very Shostakovich in 
soundworld – numb. Allegretto establishes new tempo only when the boys enter, a poem 
about child who devises makeshift violin and plays for the animals – very grotesque (no 
texts!!). Allegro begins with trumpet fanfare, brassy: E♭ clarinet hijinks in Trio – great 
stuff. Largo again opens with fanfare: grim reflection on a graveyard for Jewish children 
– tragic heart of the piece, with tortured brass interludes. Andantino Finale a lullaby: alas, 
very text dependent, though clearly melodic. Quiet ending. Very strong piece, though it 
strains one’s patience exactly as Shostakovich does and is otherwise too close for 
comfort. Shostakovich used it for teaching. (N12) 

Trumpet Concerto in B♭, op 95 



 Two movements: Etudes is full of a five-note upward riff plus trills – expanded into 
something exciting, a Russian race to the finish. Episodes and Fanfares begins with 
portentous unison strings and timps – trumpet enters with wistful cantabile, later doing it 
muted – quiet ending as trumpet quietly tries out fanfares, some of them familiar (e.g. 
Mendelssohn Wedding March), plus inversions of the five-note riff. Sudden ending. 
Terrific piece. (Ap14) 

Cello Sonata No 1, op 21 
 Lento begins with long melody, cello alone, marginally tonal. Piano enters, the ideas 

expand constantly in both parts. Un poco moderato, a nudge faster, begins with stentorian 
piano, cello joining in molto marcato – long cello cadenza. Apart from the Finale, the 
entire piece is too loud to be attractive. (My14)  

JAROMIR WEINBERGER 
Overture to a Chivalrous Play 

It’s too bad Weinberger never made it to Hollywood like Korngold – I can see the credits 
rolling all through this bright piece, with fabulous work for the winds. (Je17)  

Six Bohemian Songs and Dances 
The First opens with virtuoso gipsy violin solo (violinist not credited!). Second just as 
pleasant, just as molto rubato. Third lolls about, with upbeat passage from Schwanda at 
the end. These dances are far more languorous than Dvorak’s. Fourth: This starts like 
Dvorak, but it too takes its time. Fifth also begins with dance and slows to cantabile, all 
dripping with nostalgia, luscious orchestration, fat strings, full triads in every instrument. 
Six: Jaunty very chromatic polka to finish. (Je17)  

Passacaglia for Organ and Orchestra 
Medium scale 17’ minute piece in four parts: The neo-baroque Passacaglia & Fugue is 
prefaced by an Intrada and Chorale. Pompous trumpets and timps begin with organ. 
Chorale is led by strings, exceedingly chromatic and luscious – it gets more intense with 
horn whoops, restless harmony. Passacaglia, led by cellos and bass, also slips 
chromatically – sorrowful. Unison strings, brass, distant chimes, long diminuendo. The 
fugue subject sounds like derivation from the chromatic theme, more spirited as lower 
brass introduce chorale in augmentation. Magnificence and grandeur? What was the 
occasion? Long crescendo to blazing trumpets and timps. What a thrilling barn burner! 
Wow! (Je17)  

LEO WEINER 
Violin Sonata No 1 in D, op 9  

Weiner was of the Bartok-Kodaly-Dohnanyi generation, revered as a teacher but 
overshadowed as a composer. This Sonata places him squarely in the German Brahms 
line, with an airier harmonic sense. Scherzo is a fast waltz: rhythm reminiscent of 
Vieuxtemps’ Fourth. Andante a very nice Romantic melody. Finale begins in driven 
Presto 6/8: reminders of earlier movement themes (including a brief bit in 3) with duple 
time coda. I hear no Magyar seasoning at all. (D11).  

20 Easy Little Pieces 
Arranged for violin from Weiner’s op 27 pedagogical pieces for piano. They start and 
stop, no fuss. Charming, like Bartok’s Mikrokosmos. (D11) 

Pereg Recruiting Dance; Wedding Dance; 3 Hungarian Folk Dances 
All little pieces in Hungarian gipsy style, the style rejected by Bartok and Kodaly. (D11) 

Violin Sonata No 2 in F# minor, op 11 



In four movements: Allegro serious, romantic second subject, both developed without 
dramatics. Presto a brief Scherzo. Larghetto a solemn tune over resonant, steady bass 
chords, eloquently extended. Finale, the weightiest movement, begins with cadenza-like 
passages for piano, then violin, then moves into an ornate march reminiscent of 
Debussy’s Fêtes, extended relentlessly. Strong, attractive piece that becomes more 
impressive as it proceeds. (D11) 

Csongor and Tunde, op 10 
Large 54’ ballet score which began as incidental music for a play, was worked into suites 
for orchestra, and finally stitched as a continuous narrative ballet, which Weiner 
considered his chef d’oeuvre. The tale tells of a Prince cursed by a Witch and in love with 
a Fairy. Style is late German romanticism pure, no gratuitous dissonance, orchestration 
colorful. Touches of Rimsky in track 10. Score is slick and effective but has no individual 
stamp – generic film music. I’m comparing Grieg’s Peer Gynt, Pierné’s Cydalise. It cries 
out for a big tune. (Ag17) 

Ballad for Viola and Orchestra, op 28 
First written for clarinet and piano as op 8, with an alternative viola part. Weiner 
orchestrated it twice – this is the second version. It’s a little 13’ Concertino in four 
sections, but the whole is rhadsodic, with technical challenges in the agitato. The 
Hungarian violist Máté Szülcs is exceptionally fine. Lovely piece. (S17) 

JOHN WEINZWEIG 
Divertimento No 3 for Bassoon and Strings 

Serial piece in 3 movements. Opening touched by 1950s omniserialism quickly relaxes 
into Stravinskyish (serial) neo-classicism. Bassoon treated neutrally, no color or 
flashiness. Dry. [JW’s says he treated the bassoon as a saxophone and marked it “like 
swing.” I missed it.]  (O09) 

Piano Concerto 
Single movement Concerto, extremely unforgiving, pointillistic but aggressive, drums 
and dissonant brass to the fore. Towards the end veers toward Bernstein and boogie (in a 
very stylized way). Difficult, even ungainly music, but having an overarching sense of 
purpose. I like it. (O09) 

Red Ear of Corn Suite 
Three dances from a ballet score too too Copland. Disjecta from Rodeo. JW as populist 
(!). (O09) 

Two Choral Works 
CBC doesn’t give texts – infuriating – but words are clear. First negligible, but “Hockey 
Night in Canada” should be as well known as Somers’ Newfoundland Songs. (O09) 

JUDITH WEIR 
Stars, Night, Music, and Light 
 Selected lines from George Herbert set in 4’ piece for chorus and orchestra. Odd, the 

orchestral accompaniment sounds like Varèse, the chorus like Rutter. No. (N17) 
All the Ends of the Earth 
 Psalm 148 set for choir with harp and percussion, a 9’ anthem more modern sounding 

than the previous – multiple divisi with solo voices. Britten the presiding force. Sections 
seem to move at independent tempi. Very nice. (N17) 

SYLVIUS LEOPOLD WEISS 
Lute Sonatas Nos 36, 49 & 42 



Baroque lute music is more distinctive than Renaissance because of the character of the 
dance suite. As I expected, these sound very much like Bach's lute, or keyboard, Partitas, 
very nice.  (S10) 

HUGO WEISGALL 
The Stronger 
 Monodrama for soprano in one act. Strindberg’s script is extraordinary. Weisgall uses a 
 quintet of viola, bass, clarinet (sax), trumpet, and piano. Style is a loosely tonal 
 pandiatonicism and quite busy. The soprano is a high coloratura. As a theater piece it is 
 chilling, but how much the music contributes is a separate question. Does it try too hard? 
 It is well composed and well timed. I imagine the mute role as physically present, alive or 
 dead, or invisible. (S20) 
The Golden Peacock 
 Seven songs on Yiddish texts. The piano is pandiatonic and dissonant, the voice is mainly 
 Jewish modal. It works. Judith Raskin sings them convincingly. This is a very attractive 
 and viable set, great recital material. (S20) 
Four Songs, op 1 
 On poems by Adelaide Crapsey. The style is more restrained here than in the Golden 
 Peacock, slighter but effective. Crapsey’s verses work, though they’re very gloomy. (S20) 
The Tenor 
 One act opera on a play by Wedekind, about 80’. The first scenes are quite funny, the 
 servants selling flowers and champagne, Tristan references, a Vassar joke, and a little aria 
 on folding clothes (track 3), another (track 4) on reading a card. The Young girl’s role is 
 very lyrical, high lying, and builds to a nice Duet and then a Trio that starts imitatively. 
 Helen is a dramatic soprano. Her aria is near the end of CD 1. Gerardo’s big aria opens 
 CD 2, on the artificiality of art, followed by a Love Duet and Helen’s suicide aria. I love 
 the way Weisgall (and his librettists) have managed the musical numbers seamlessly 
 within the drama -- a model of how it should be done. (S20) 
DAN WELCHER 
Dante Dances, clarinet & piano 

Composer is unknown to me, but a nice recital piece, modern sound but in contact with 
lively dance rhythms. Well made.  (Ap08)   

Sonatina for Piano 
Lively but sounds manufactured: earlier than rest of the pieces on the disc.  (Ap08) 

EGON WELLESZ 
Symphony No 2 “English” 

Nothing English about it, this is patently derivative of Bruckner, Austrian to the core, 
tonal, two academic fugues, Brucknerian big brass, wide leaps (often downward), unison 
passages. EW tries to disguise the derivation and the tonality, tries to sound modern, with 
jagged tonally irrational intervals, but it’s too little. A big let-down from a big reputation. 
I’d hoped for better. (O08)  

Symphony No 9 
EW is better as a serialist. The Adagio Finale here is quite fine, Webernish transparency 
from largish orchestra. Still, there are false moves: first two movements are closer to 
Schoenberg, but sans hypertension, the “grazioso” isn’t gracious, the final chords too 
cadential. Even the Adagio begins like reversion to Bruckner. (O08) 

3 Sketches, op 6; Eclogues, op 11 



A puzzlement: these piano pieces have early opus numbers, yet they sound like 
not-yet-atonal Schoenberg, forcing a revaluation of assumptions. The four Eclogues are 
less dissonant, more Debussy-like harmonies, with sustained pedals, nervous little upbeat 
figures, lots of whimsy. They end on a major triad. (D12)   

Triptychon, op 98 
Late brief piano pieces: Grazioso, almost tonal. Semplice sets up simple accompaniment 
figure. Animato vigorous. (D12) 

Piano Concerto, op 49 
Intro sounds like Romantic declamation with added dissonance. Allegretto is said to be 
influenced by Bartok but it’s more conventional, less sharp edged, angular, but Wellesz 
clearly has not embraced modernism. Rhythmic but square. Adagio a parody of German 
innig slow movements, tonal, triadic, dissonant, piano weaving tracery in and out of key. 
Finale begins Adagio: Allegro a sturdy march, turns major (!) midway. Wellesz can’t 
decide what he wants. (D12) 

Divertimento for Small Orchestra, op 107 
In three short movements: Wellesz’s quasi-atonal manner combined with Webernesque 
orchestration and light music gestures befitting the genre, an intriguing mix. Adagio 
begins with solo flute, becomes highly melodramatic. Vivace giacoso returns to character 
of opening. (D12) 

RICHARD WERNICK 
Quartet No 4 

Clusters, pizzicati, traces of Bartok (triplet figure, repeated hammer passages). Second 
movement stranger textures, shifting: derivation from Dvorak American Quartet more 
overt towards the end. Interesting approach. Cf Schafer’s riff on Strauss. (O08) 

Haiku of Basho 
Five haiku sung in Japanese. Neva Pilgrim seems to be singing with her own voice on 
tape, but no mention of tape can be found. Interesting ensemble of piano, multiple flutes, 
multiple clarinets, violin, bass, percussion. Soundworld generic Zen. (O10) 

GIACCHES de WERT 
5 motets 
 Madrigalists at Prayer. Kirkman`s notes imply that the madrigalist composers were 

especially responsive to text in their sacred works. Yet there are no printed texts. 
Transeunte Domino, a long 9`motet, tells of the blind man who begged Jesus for mercy, 
miserere mei, and had his sight restored. Part II ends with a joyful coda. The lowest bass 
voices and weeping through some radical chromaticism De Wert`s most widely 
distributed work. I`d forgotten the mention of Rachel in Matthew 2. O sacrum convivium, 
an unusually upbeat setting. Noli timere is serene assurance of God`s protection and 
comfort. Adesto dolore meo, like Vox in Rama a motet of deep grief, resorts to extreme 
chromaticism, with madrigalistic melismas on “cantatio” and sobbing chromatics on 
“plorationem.” (D16)  

SAMUEL WESLEY 
Organ Voluntary in G, op 6/9 

[Is this a different Wesley in Jennifer Bates’ survey? Check.] The Voluntary startles at 
the end of the  CD by its departure from Handelian diatonicism. (N14)  

Voluntary in F, op 6/10 
Jennifer Bate, vol 5. Four movements, 10’. I am astonished that this Wesley converted to 



Catholicism, and consequently never held a prominent post in London. His Voluntary is 
longer than earlier ones, more fully developed in slower movements, which have gravity. 
The fugue has an ease and freedom reflecting Wesley’s lifelong adoration of Bach (in a 
Handelian nation). (Jy18) 

SAMUEL SEBASTIAN WESLEY 
Anthems & Organ works 

Higginbottom’s choir represents an average of English cathedral music, not an 
idealization. The music stands this treatment: it is quaint in a way, yet sincere and 
moving in its way too. The text stands out. FSA has sung “Blessed be the God” and 
“Wash me throughly.” (S08) 

10 organ works 
 Liner notes are very informative. Samuel Sebastian was son of the musician Samuel, 

grandson of the theological Wesley. His early works appeared before Mendelssohn’s 
Sonatas and were written for English two-manual organs with no pedals, or few. The 
instrument on the Naxos CD sounds just a bit larger than those of Jennifer Bates. Later 
works were written for larger organs. Samuel Sebastian was a celebrated improviser, and 
his printed output is small. Style is close to his father’s, early romantic, late classic with 
baroque echoes – archaic given that he lived until 1876. A few chromatic adventures. 
Andante in F is a charmer. Choral Song needs a mighty cathedral instrument. (S16) 

CHRISTOPH WEYSE 
Symphony No 1 in G minor 

Weyse was a young Dane leaping the symphonic bar set by Haydn in the 1790s, so this is 
a serious work nearly half an hour long, fully competent, attractive, though the repeated 
scales in development seem mechanical. Style betrays no trace of the song writer or the 
Scandanavian. First-rate original instrument performance. [The Andante and Menuetto 
are reversed on the CD.] (Mh12) 

Symphony No 7 in E♭ 
Grazioso opening recalls one of the Haydn’s – I can’t place the number. Development 
again depends too much on scurrying scales and sequences, but there are surprises too. 
Andante a witty set of variations exploiting woodwinds, pizzicato, subito forte – nice. 
Minuetto routine. Finale lively but repetitive. Weyse doesn’t know where he wants to 
take us. (Mh12) 

ERIC WHITACRE 
11 choral songs 

Songs are all secular but one, and focus on the verse, which is projected relatively clearly. 
EW has some of the limitations of Rorem this way (but who is Charles Anthony 
Silvestri?). He makes great demands of the choir, constant multiple divisi. Elora has 
never sounded better than in the first, ending high fortissimo without yelling. “When 
David heard” runs to 13' and seems like a choral etude: extreme range and dynamics, 
cluster harmonies, minimalist repetition, all à cappella. Not a patch on Weelkes. The two 
Cummings settings are OK: “little tree” is nice but overdone. “Leonardo Dreams” is 
virtuoso performance in every way – I love the Italian bit, the sound effects. Wow! If 
you’re going to go over the top, do it. There’s great craftsmanship here, but also 
something hokey. (Ag10) 

JAMES WHITBOURN 
Son of God Mass; All Shall Be Amen and Alleluiah 



Was the soprano sax in the Introit meant to sound like a shofar? Whitbourn writes 
appealing triadic church music in the faddish mystical vein, less pretentious than Pärt and 
Co. and to that extent more authentic. The sax is straight from Kenny Gee (who made 
gorgeous sounds with it), but it’s already a cliché in church music. The Mass is set with 
liturgy in mind, but it’s really a concert piece: music swamps text, turns it into a 
ceremony of melancholy nostalgia with a Near-Eastern tinge. But it’s a good wallow. The 
Anthem, written as postlude, thrilled the congregation at FSA (senza cymbals). Cheap 
thrills? Enjoy them. (O13) 

4 Anthems 
Winter’s Wait sets a poem by the late Robert Tear (I didn’t know he had died): it’s a 
French Noël slowed down. Give Us the Wings of Faith is an Isaac Watts hymn and 
sounds like something we’ve sung. Rutter? Prayer from South Africa sets words by Alan 
Paton in African homophonic style (no percussion?). Living Voices envelopes a spoken 
text by Andrew Motion over choral harmony while sax plays a distortion of Rock-a-Bye 
Baby. Yech! (O13) 

Story of Peter Abelard  
Peter Abelard (not Appleyard) brings back the soprano sax for a set of variations with 
organ on Abelard’s hymn O Quanta Qualia. (O13) 

Requiem canticorum 
Five short movements (with no Dies Irae) to be inserted into the Son of God Mass to 
create a Requiem. Soprano sax and general style ensure continuity. (O13) 

Magnificat and Nunc dimittis 
Magnificat begins with unexpected fortissimo, tutti. Texture varies, solo tenor effective, 
but it’s all a real shout. The Nunc is naturally more subdued, but it too swells to 
fortissimo before a quiet doxology. Very nice. (O13) 

7 Anthems 
Alleluia Jubilate: unusual staccato choir singing works very well. Prayer of Desmond 
Tutu: Tutu’s voice on tape introduces brief African-style homophonic setting with 
rhythmic drums. He Carried Me Away, a verse from Revelation, teases with modernist 
gestures before relaxing into triadism. It is intended to be paired with Pure River of Water 
of Life, which we did at FSA – very lovely, a little more substantial than some of the 
others. Eternal Rest: written for the Queen Mother’s funeral, it sounds like Rule Brittania 
slowed to a Largo – so luscious I want to resist. Of One That Is So Fair and Bright: the 
same medieval text that Britten set much, much better. There Is No Speech: an excerpt 
from Whitbourn’s large work on Anne Frank, texts from Psalm and Lamentations. (O13) 

Luminosity 
Large-scale choral work in seven movements written as a danse et lumière performance 
piece. The strange sound at the beginning is an India drone (tanpura), to which is added 
solo viola, organ and percussion. There are trans-cultural, inter-faith gestures – a Zen text 
and (I think) a rabbinical one – but the rest are Christian. Texts are fine, but they give no 
direction. Some of the sonorities are striking, but there’s no other musical continuity. It 
doesn’t work for me. (O13) 

ROBERT WHITE 
Lamentations 

Luxurious after severity of Massaino: five-part chromatic writing with some cross 
relations. Gorgeous, a composer to look into. [No major work listed.] (Jy09, Muskoka) 



PERCY WHITLOCK 
6 Hymn Preludes 

Whitlock was a protégé of Charles Hylton Stewart, both of whom died in their forties, no 
explanation given in the notes. [Stewart remains a mystery, but Whitlock suffered from 
TB.] These are sturdy liturgical organ pieces with some complexity of counterpoint. The 
great Darwall, St Denio, and King’s Lynn all get regal treatment. Deo Gracias turns 
plainchant into dance, almost orgiastic. There’s nothing shy about Whitlock. (Ag14) 

Organ Sonata in C minor 
Ambitious work begins with pompous chords, then launches into vigorous and extensive 
Animato with  some spice picked up from Delius – thickened chords, chromatics, parallel 
progressions. The notes mention Rachmaninoff, and I don’t know how that keyboard 
technique translates to the organ, but there’s handfuls of notes. The movement rises to a 
broad Elgarian statement, another tempestuous passage, and a thundering cadence. 
Canzona moves gently in continuous motion, a simple if highly chromatic song. Scherzo 
is fleet, full of side-slipping sequences – and notated, apparently, without bar lines in 
irregular rhythms (though there’s definite phrasal structure). The lengthy Choral opens 
with a four-square hymn oddly harmonized – expansion reprises themes from previous 
movements – a great piece of virtuoso roulades – a passage that plays with echo. Recap 
(?) returns to chorale idea, rises to great eloquence two or three times, the last in a broad 
gorgeous melody that trails off diminuendo. Wow! An unexpected masterpiece! (Ag14) 

CHARLES-MARIE WIDOR 
Organ Symphony No 4 in F minor 

Five-movement Symphony (Toccata-Fugue, Slow, Scherzo, Slow, Finale) quite beautiful. 
Gentle interior movements. Finale not as memorable as the great Toccata, but highly 
effective. (O08) Toccata is staccato but neither flashy nor fast – nice Finale. Only two 
inner movements in this early version, with Andante cantabile and Scherzo, the “most 
popular movements of the symphony,” added later on. (Je12) 

Organ Symphony No 9 in C minor “Gothique” 
Genuine four-movement Symphony (not Suite). No explanation of nickname, music 
seems neither medieval nor creepy. Prelude is chromatic groping. Lovely slow chromatic 
Air. Brief Allegro Fugue. Climactic Finale variations on chant “Puer natus” with Toccata 
ending. Strong piece.  (D08) 

Organ Symphony No 10 in D “Romane” 
The four movements are all based on chant “Haec Dies,” according to notes, thus making 
entire work a study in Lisztian thematic transformation. I could not hear the chant in the 
chromatically tortuous Moderato, but it’s clearer in the middle movements with brilliant 
Finale. Terrific.  (D08) 

Piano Trio in B♭, op 19 
Very early and not wholly mature (earlier than op 7) Pleasant but no strong personality 
except for sweetly gentle Andante, truly beautiful. Mendelssohnian Scherzo. Presto wants 
to soar but can’t maintain altitude. (Mh08) 

Piano Quintet in D minor, op 7 
Lovely Romantic piece, very appealing throughout, strong character but not much 
identifying individuality. I might guess Saint-Saens. Nice Andante movement, thrilling 
end game. (Ap08) 

Symphony No 1 in G minor for Organ & Orchestra, op 42 



Dressed up from the outer movements of Organ Symphony No 6 plus the Andante from 
No 2, a slam-bang showpiece, shameless. Organ, full brass, cathedral resonance – and 
that bass drum. Wow!  Beautiful Andante acquires heart-on-sleeve passion from the 
strings that organ alone could not achieve. Finale is a wild ride: a bit of empty noodling 
(including cadenza) but what fun! Great piece. Does what it needs to do. (N10) 

Organ Symphony No 5 in F minor, op 42/1 
This is the big one with Widor’s greatest hit for Finale. None of the rest seems familiar. 
It’s a five- movement Symphony with two Allegros before an Andantino and an Adagio. 
Neither Allegro is sonata-allegro. The first an imposing set of variations with inserted 
chorale, very Franckian. The second is song form. Andantino begins serious, strenuous, 
but eventually lightens up. Adagio is all vox humana and tremolo: pianissimo sections to 
set up the great Toccata. Great piece. (D10) 

Organ Symphony No 6 in G minor, op 42/2 
The outer movements were re-used in the Symphony with orchestra above and, yes, the 
Allegro sounds familiar – and tremendous. Adagio is vocal, a cavatine from Massenet. 
Intermezzo seems familiar too, a quick toccata. Cantabile also vocal, more ecclesiastic 
than operatic. Finale familiar and, yes, padded with sequential nonsense but grand all the 
same. Great piece. I seem to know it better than No 5. (D10) 

Piano Concerto No 1 in F minor, op 39 
Allegro con fuoco opens dark and serious, but main theme is gentler: lots of rippling, 
clear development, brilliant coda. Religioso is simple, luscious, lots more rippling, 
reminiscence of Franckian sanctimony near the end. Finale opens with 6/8 tune in major, 
threatens to turn serious but doesn’t for any length of time. Nice perpetuo moto to coda. 
Fine piece, but possibly long for its material. (Mh12) 

Fantaisie in A♭ for Piano and Orchestra, op 62 
One of the earliest single-movement French Fantaisies (followed by Saint-Saens, 
Debussy, Fauré and others), this is gorgeous, serene, and marriage of Franck and 
Massenet. Lively bits brilliant, not heavy-handed, nice symphonic integration of soloist 
and orchestra. Abrupt changes of direction appropriate to the genre. Strong, attractive 
piece. (Ap12) 

Piano Concerto No 2 in C minor, op 77 
Molto serioso in grand Romantic manner, symphonic, passionate, musically concentrated 
and complex. Andante highly chromatic, questioning: gorgeous passage with solo violin 
obligato near the end with cadenza bridge to Finale, a capriccioso with the big Romantic 
theme returning, and an odd, exciting coda. Stronger than the First Concerto. Like the 
Fantaisie, there’s no reason why this should not be heard occasionally. (Ap12) 

Organ Symphony No 1 in D minor, op 13/1 
Widor’s op 13 marks the invention of the so-called Organ Symphony. Verdin performs 
the first versions of the four Symphonies, which lack the elaborate specifications for 
registration, thus making the music more uniformly colored and objective. The First also 
lacks two movements added later, a Marche pontificale and a Méditation. Thus, taking 
Intro and Allegretto as one movement, this is a regular four-movement Symphony, the 
Intermezzo, which requires great dexterity, acting as Scherzo.  Finale is a large fugue. 
But there is no movement in sonata-allegro form. (Je12) 

Organ Symphony No 2 in D, op 13/2 



Widor’s only Symphony in a major key, light toned, more grazioso than the First. Notes 
state that the middle movements are earlier pieces, and that the piece was later much 
lengthened and elaborated. Scherzo for staccato reeds is striking, with difficult pedal 
work. Finale might be an early draft of the famous Toccata, but of course it’s a wholly 
different piece. (Je12) 

Organ Symphony No 3 in G minor, op 13/3 
Prélude is a winding, twisting affair, followed by a Minuet with a Spanish tinge, all sotto 
voce. Marcia lets loose in grand postlude manner, but the Andante and the final fugue 
both have quietly winding subjects, and there’s no big ending. A surprisingly reserved 
piece for a big organ.(Je12) 

Organ Symphony No 8 in B, op 42/4 
In seven movements, no less, adding up to nearly an hour of music, Allegro risoluto 
offers massive chords in the ecstatic key of B, huge rich sound. Moderato thins texture to 
a lovely solo melody, Allegro is quasi Scherzo, moderately lively in minor. Prélude was 
part of the Symphony in its first appearance in 1887, but omitted thereafter: it is heavy, 
thick, passacaglia-like Variations with firm girding of crescendo / decrescendo. Like 
Bach’s great Chaconne, it reduces texture to a minimum. Coda switches from 4 to 3, with  
spreading upward effect. Slow Variations are followed by even slower Adagio. Finale is a 
blast. (My14)  

Symphony No 3 for organ & orchestra, op 69 
Widor’s nomenclature is maddening. Besides his ten “Organ Symphonies,” he wrote 
three Symphonies proper, No 1 and No 3 (this one) with organ, plus another unnumbered 
Symphony, op 42, with organ. Crazy! No 3 is shaped in four movements with only one 
break in the middle, like Saint-Saens’ Third, which Widor admired. First movement is 
colorful and dramatic, the organ taking bits of quiet respite. Andante begins with 
beautiful unison string melody with organ – later a more lively bit with solo horn. 
Scherzo is chromatic in fast 3 – eventually a broad swaggering theme takes over, then 
brassy outbursts and a quiet build up, to grand organ entrance announcing the majestic 
Finale. This unfolds with great contrast and coloration – trombones get the final chorale 
with organ. A thrilling, challenging masterpiece. (Je14) 

Organ Symphony No 7 in A minor, op 42/3 
 Six substantial movements at 44’. According to the liner notes, the Seventh “towers over” 
its predecessors. Widor uses Franckian cyclic method for the first time, combining it with 
Wagnerian leitmotif development, plus his own increased technical demands on the 
performer. Moderato is aggressive, stammering with rage. Choral reverts to four-square 
homophony – B section distant, agitato – Choral returns with jagged countermelody over 
top. Andante-Allegretto begins with motif phrases in recit, introducing a trollish little 
tune in 3. Allegro ma non troppo returns to extreme agitation with chorale line 
reappearing. Lento is simple, stately, funereal, and very beautiful. Finale after short intro 
alternates a bold Alla Marcia in minor with a triumphant major. Terrific piece! (Je14) 

Symphony No 2 in A, op 54 
A non-organ symphony, i.e. neither an “organ symphony” nor “organ and orchestra.” 
Four movements, 25’. Allegro opens with bright explosion followed by serioso in minor 
before getting back to major for waltz-like reverse dotted theme – and every permutation 
of that rhythm, very brassy. Moderato is puckish Mendelssohn, sempre ppp. Andante 
takes tone of pathos, melody another dotted motif in 3: theme builds to fortissimo, brass  



and drums, funereal: long diminuendo ending in major. Vivace teases with echoes of  
earlier movements – Allegro takes over alla Marcia, like brilliant Coates. Classically 
shaped, pointed, but textures overloaded. (O17)    

Les Pêcheurs de Saint-Jean 
Suite made of Overture plus Act II and III Preludes of maritime opera, plot undisclosed. 
Overture is mélange of sentiment and stormy sea music, La Mer in conventional 
harmony, more d’Indy than Debussy. La Calme de la mer begins peacefully, develops 
sinister tones. 3’ Marche de Noël is folksy march of toys. Charming light music. (O17)    

Cello Concerto in E minor, op 41 
Three movements, 30’. Allegro, really Moderato, begins with appealing theme and a 
second idea in major, presented with surprisingly little fuss, like Saint-Saëns at his best. 
Technical but not flashy. Andantino presents a voluptuous, leisurely melody in slow 3. 
Allegro Finale back in E minor for the intro, moves into lovely, rocking melody with 
passagework episodes, a Mendelssohnian staccato bit, and reaches tutti in major. Coda  
interrupted by recollection of paradisal Andantino theme. Very beautiful if a trifle  
long-winded, maybe not flashy enough – but nice listening. (O17) 

Violin Concerto 
No key mentioned, three continuous movements, 25’. This Concerto was never 
published, possibly never completed. It survives in two MSS which do not quite agree. 
The violin writing is more technical than in the Cello Concerto but not very well 
integrated into the form. Lovely moments, but it seems like patchwork. (N17) 

Symphony No 1 in F minor, op 16 
Four movements, 27, written in 1870, aetat 26. A lightweight French symphony like 
Gounod, Bizet, early Saint-Saens, though the key argues otherwise. Allegro is very 
square with textbook development of motifs. Andante is freer with melody, but still 
restrained. Presto, not terribly fast, is a Mendelssohnian play of woodwinds. Allegro 
Finale in F major develops a generic 4/4 theme by the book. Alas, it doesn’t make the  
cut. Apparently there’s also a Third Symphony (?). (N17) 

Le nuit de Walpurgis, op 60 
Largish symphonic poem in three movements, 27’, a de facto program symphony. 
There’s a part for chorus, omitted in the recording. Overture immediately claims the 
heritage of Berlioz and Mussorgsky and Romantic devilry. Adagio, The Apparition of 
Helen and Faust – allows for discreetly erotic string music with caressing bow  
articulation – beautiful. Bacchanale is filled with shifting sforzandi and touches of  
exoticism (though never as raw as Samson et Dalila). This is a viable repertoire piece, 
best on the CD. BTW Walpurgisnacht is April 30, the night before May Day. (N17) 

Chansons de mer, op 75 
Widor is credited with revitalizing the French song cycle, after Berlioz. This is his 
second, 14 mélodies on lyrics by Paul Bourget, who was Widor’s cousin, 46’. The cycle 
is dominated by four big songs, the first and last, plus La petite couleuvre bleue and Les 
nuages. Story line is purely generic. La mer is big,  agitated, with demanding vocal line. 
A Mi-voix sets voice typically wandering parlando, a sad nostalgic eroticism. A touch of  
barcarolle in Sérénade italienne. La petite couleuvre bleue is genuine, my blue snake of  
desire, ideal girl a lying little snake. I am weary. Wait. It’s followed by an upbeat seaside 
idyll,  A l’aube. Seul de la nuit is beautifully reflective. Les nuages, unexpectedly, is a 
wild storm scene, agitato, thundering piano. Repos éternel ends on the sadness and joy of 



human life: Bury me by the sea. I will hear the storms, the groans, the passions. And in 
calm the music of former kisses. Widor’s cycle is more accessible and more likable than 
Vierne’s, I should think viable in concert. (Jy20)  

5 mélodies 
Three are by Bourget. Young Debussy liked him too. La nuit: gently erotic and beautiful, 
so the dead will not awaken. Tristesse enfinie: An ou sont poem, flowers, kisses, big 
ending but wanders. Nuit mystérieuse (Gravollet): The stars bend to our balcony of love – 
very nice. Dormez Mèlité (Anonymous): Gorgeous erotic lullaby: Pan keeps watch over 
your white goats. Oublieras-tu que les heures douces: Will you forget the sweet hours? A 
spectre looks on and does not wish it. Bundy ends on an awful high note. (Jy20) 

HENRYK WIENIAWSKI 
Violin Concerto No 1 in F# minor 

Lovely Romantic tunes that I don’t in the least recall, except for the terrifying entry in 
tenths. This must be much harder than No 1. Massive chords in first movement, fiendish 
cadenza. Sweet Preghiera. Finale is dotted rhythm dance – Varsouvienne? (S09)  

Violin Concerto No 2 in D minor 
I haven’t heard this in years, so fallen from fashion. Affetuoso is truly beautiful. HW uses 
the orchestra much better than Chopin. The Romance is still and forever gorgeous. The 
Finale sparkles. It is better music than I remembered, and notably better than No 1. (S09)  

Légende 
Yes, this is familiar, lovely, maybe less than Tchaikovski’s Sérenade mélancolique but 
worth a visit. Big, bold and beautiful B section. (S09)  

ADRIAN WILLAERT 
Missa Mens tota 

I still associate Willaert with Venice and forget how early he was. Should be thought 
transitional? Agricola was still writing and popular. Music is 6-part, densely textured, 
especially in the bass. It reminds me of Ockeghem, highly imitative, though I have 
difficulty following the canons: voices seem to be swirling around each other endlessly. 
Benedictus, for two voices only, sounds complex rhythmically.  (N10) 

Motets 
All are similar in style and soundworld to the Mass. O jubar is an extended exercise in 
medieval leisure: stanza 2 for deep voices with surprise cadence: stanza 3 for two voices 
only: full six-voice in last, and gorgeous. Verbum bonum is Willaert at his densest (and 
loudest). Quid non ebrietas: the text is Horace so the drunkenness is not figurative. This 
is a famous Renaissance experiment in circling fifths depicting the strange feel suitable to 
drink, and a signature of Willaert’s intellect. (N10) 

Vespro della beata Virgine 
Willaert invented the Vespers as a musical form, setting the obligatory five psalms in 
sequence, with Gregorian prelude (Deus in adjutorium) plus an additional motet 
(Benedicta es), the Ave maris stella  and a Magnificat. One Jachet de Mantua had a hand 
in three of the psalms, and one Annibale da Padua wrote two of the Toccatas. Three of 
the psalms use double choir, another of Willaert’s innovations. The performance uses a 
cappella choirs, one to a part – to me this sounds thin for so grand a space (not that the 
singers are less than gorgeous). The Ricercar is done entirely in high flutes to striking 
effect. Lauda Jerusalem is finely dramatic, allowing the two choirs to overlap for the only 
time. Hymn, Magnificat and Benedicamus are all sung alternatim. A beautiful CD. (O13) 



O magnum mysterium; Ave Maria 
 Two gorgeous reverential motets on a CD celebrating the masters of St Mark’s. (Ag14) 
Musica Nova 
 Willaert’s magnum opus was published in 1559 in a beautiful volume meticulously 
 revised and edited by Willaert himself in his final years, even to the verbal underlay. 
 They had been in possession of the d’Estes of Ferrara, who released them to the public. 
 Willaert, a pupil of Mouton, was known as a perfectionist. There are 27 motets in all, 
 longish, from 7’ to 10’ on the first CD. The style is seamless, dense, smooth, almost 
 breathless and featureless. Imitation is very carefully concealed. The first, which is sacred 
 despite the references to Olympus, pauses between each verse. There’s also a rare touch 
 of homophony – one of two on CD1. (The other is motet No 8, setting the Beatitudes.) 
 No 3 is on Isaiah 49, “I have given thee to be a light unto the Gentiles” (usually translated 
 “nations”); there’s no ripple of extra emotion even when “his mouth became a sword.” 
 The performance of Singer Pur is very accomplished, but all beauty of sound. I wonder if 
 it had to be so dense and expressionless? They don’t believe in consonants. They also 
 take every motet at the same tempo! (There’s a bad review on Amazon to this effect.) 
 LOUDER VOLUME HELPS CLARIFY. Even so, best in small doses. (Ag20) 
 CD2: The motets here are all Marian, the first the familiar Alma Redemptor, but mostly 
 not. Mittit ad Virginum is a sequence attributed to Abelard, a full 13’ long. Benedicta es 
 caelorum Regina sounds brighter. The major work is O admirabile commercium, an 
 antiphon in Festo Circumcisionis. There is no special discussion or explanation in the 
 liner notes for this anomoly! It has seven verses in all, rather than the usual two, each 
 with its own full cadence. (S20) 
 CD3: Aspice Dominum, on Lamentations 1:1-2, is aptly low and bass heavy. The same is 
 true of Recordare Domine, on Lamentations 5. The basso is wonderful. Do I detect some 
 excitement in Dominum quid multiplicati sunt (from Psalm 37)? There are two passages 
 of homophony. In Pater peccavi, on Luke 15: 17-19, the liner notes supply a WRONG 
 TRANSLATION! Two motets use odd texts from Daniel. The last two are the familiar 
 Victimae paschali laudes (attributed to one Wipo), with no allusion to the familiar 
 plainsong, and Veni Sancte Spiritus, sequence for Pentecost. I had never noticed the 
 anti-semitic “Judaeorum fallacy turbae” in Wipo’s verses. (S20) 
HEALEY WILLAN 
Symphony No 2 in C minor 

Evocative of Elgar (as is the Piano Concerto of Rachmaninoff, the organ music of Reger, 
and the choral music of Vaughan Williams), very serious slow intro, heavily worked 
motifs, and yes fugato. Surprise sax solo in Adagio, exceptionally beautiful, especially 
final peroration. Good brief Scherzo. Finale returns to Adagio effectively for grandiose 
over-the-top ending. This is as viable and beautiful a piece as any I’ve heard from the 
second-rank English composers. (My09)  

Prelude and Fugue in C minor; Chorale Prelude on a Melody by Gibbons 
Willan is much more chromatic writing for keyboard rather than choir. He was a 
week-to-week church musician. Here interest focusses on complex counterpoint of the 
fugue, which rises to grand augmentation in full concert dress. The Chorale Prelude by 
contrast is nearly inaudible. (Je11) 

Introduction, Passacaglia and Fugue 



Willan’s organ masterpiece by general consent. Eerie opening chords, chromatic 
modulating melody. Passacaglia emerges, comes to climactic variation, cedes to 
pianissimo chorale (Wedd’s notes call it a marche funebre. Fugue is in affirmative major, 
rises to great climax. Splendid concert piece on the order of Reger, Kaminski, Karg-Elert, 
Schmidt. (Je11) 

5 Preludes on Plainchant Melodies 
Short pieces for liturgical use. First and last are unexpectedly loud. Christe Redemptor 
and Ave maris stella are familiar. (Je11)  

Aria; Prelude on Aberystwyth; Epilogue 
The first two are preludes for a funeral. Aberystwyth is a great tune. Epilogue is nice, but 
not as I’d hoped a grand Carillon sort of Postlude. (Je11) 

ALBERTO WILLIAMS 
Primera obertura de concierto 

Williams was a pupil of Franck, and it’s apparent from the first bar. Written in 1889, 11’, 
immediately upon returning to Buenos Aires, where he began a prolific and pioneering 
career. Fascinating to hear that Spanish mode filtered through the chromaticism of 
Franck. Not a great piece but historically meaningful. (F19) 

CHARLES WILLIAMS 
The Dream of Olwen 

O how I despised this tune when I was a kid in youth orchestra. Now it brings back all 
my adolescent disease. It’s pretty enough. I recognize it instantly. (Jy16) 

GRACE WILLIAMS 
Ballads for Orchestra; Fairest of Stars 

Four brassy, rhythmic movements for orchestra, mildly dissonant, with a liking for 
pedals, major/minor clashes, Lydian inflections. I’m not sure of the occasion. Fairest of 
Stars is a Scena for high Straussian soprano on cosmic lines from Paradise Lost. (Je09)  

JOHN WILLIAMS 
Tuba Concerto 

Rare abstract concert piece by the film composer. In one movement: Bumptious bit, 
cadenza, semi accompanied. Long slow section. Ends with rhythmic, mildly dissonant 
bit. Neither as melodic nor as inventive as one hoped, a disappointing curiosity. (Ag11) 

Cello Concerto 
 Written for and here performed by Yo-Yo Ma. Cello aspires ever upward from the 

depths. Slow movement then takes over, lots of glissandi, some pitch bending. Scherzo in 
marcato 3 fills in with scales, mixes modes, big trombone over percussion strokes. Last 
movement is called Song, but that just means it sticks to the chanterelle. Bad piece. Why 
can’t Williams be himself on these occasions? (Ap14) 

MALCOLM WILLIAMSON 
Piano Concerto No 3 in E♭ 
 In four movements: This is my first taste of Williamson and I expected elegance and 

polish – instead, the soloist seems to open with both fists. But things settle down quickly, 
and alternate between rhythmic clusters and lyrical line – and yes there’s lots of polish, 
plus grandioso finish with violins at ridiculous heights. Scherzo pits piano in octaves 
against repeated chords in strings, gets more raucous as brass enter. Largo is as long as 
the first two movements together. Noble theme with rising fifth alternates with more 
clusters and cacophony, a signature. Finale is free rambunctiousness. Intriguing. (Mh16) 



Symphony No 7 for Strings 
 Williamson`s last Symphony, small scale, neo-classical. Four movements in 22`. It 

begins with brief Andante Intro before the main feature Allegro, rather like Tippett. Short 
Allegro vivo has a jazzy syncopated motif. Andante moves in steady chant-like 
procession, with bass pizzicato at irregular places – very nice. Finale marked maestoso 
recalls the hearty English string sound. (F17) 

MEREDITH WILLSON 
Symphony No 1 in F minor “A Symphony of San Francisco” 

Curious piece. I expected catchier tunes. Pops influence in added note harmony, full sax 
section, brass and woodwinds a constant presence, but weak string writing. It might have 
been written for Sousa band. Interesting attempt at populist Americana. (Jy08) 

The Music Man 
What a fun show! The perfect parable for musicians. Penetrating cultural savvy in the 
book, constant witty invention in both lyrics and music. A one-of-a-kind wonder. 
Beautifully done at Stratford: Jonathan Goad. (Stratford live, O08) 

JOHANN WILMS 
Symphony No 4 in C minor, op 23 
 Opens with a solemn, grandiose intro to a dark minor-key theme in lower strings – the 

soundworld is extraordinarily Beethovenish. Development involves a major key second 
group so recap in minor is dramatic – further development and second recap (?) arrives in 
major – more, and recap in minor (is it a Rondo?) – more, and a surprise return of Adagio 
– return to Allegro in minor, and a Presto coda. Wow! What an inventive, powerful 
piece! Adagio is more relaxed, in major and moderate 3 – sequential suspensions, rising 
sequence into disturbing minor before calm major returns. Nice bit with string solos. 
Minuetto in minor, hemiola disturbing the beat. Rondo Finale, and a Presto coda. Talk of 
lost masterpieces! Beethoven had a rival in this obscure Dutch organist. Wow! 

PETER von WINTER 
Sinfonia Concertante in B♭, violin, clarinet, bassoon, horn & orchestra 

Winter was second-generation product of Mannheim, and his music is well behaved, 
allowing the motley solo quartet to strut their stuff. Horn and violin dominate the Allegro, 
the woodwinds the Grazioso. Finale a gentle 6/8 with impressive technical workouts. 
More virtuosic than most of the Sinfonias in the set. Nice. (Mh12) 

DAG WIRÉN 
Symphony No 4, op 27 

Shortish Symphony under 20', in three movements, slow-fast-slow, and monothematic. 
The theme is a plaintive wavering, Nordic desolation that mounts to raucous climax and 
subsides. Scherzo just over 2'. Poof! Finale returns to motif and returns to fortissimo 
before subsiding back to opening figure. Symphony is breathtaking in its concentration, 
economy: there’s more music here than in many a longer work. Wow! (Mh11) 

Oskarsbalen Suite, op 24a 
Five short movements from ballet score, light, tongue in cheek, but not grotesque (or 
apathetic dry, like Riisager). Needs to be either kinkier or sappier. (Mh11) 

Symphony No 5, op 38 
Symphony in standard layout at 23'. Moderato opens with full brass signal, then solo 
winds over bare accompaniment: very bare, builds rhythmically, almost minimalist. 



Andante plays on three notes, bitonally: more transparency, cold water. Presto Scherzo 
drives repeated notes demonically. Andante Finale very quiet, desolate. (Mh11) 

FRIEDRICH WITT 
Sinfonia in A 

Four movements, 23’. How odd that this minor work shows up in my collection twice, 
and it’s not even the Jena, Witt’s most celebrated piece. Of his 23 known symphonies, 
this is very classical, dating from circa 1790. Tone is amiable, fleet. Minuetto has 
distinctive accacciatura – Trio foregrounds the bassoon. Andante graceful, dancelike, 
with variations in 2. Allegretto Finale is a pleasant Rondo. Witt has none of Haydn’s 
contrapuntal nor Mozart’s melodic genius. (Mh20) 

HUGO WOLF 
Goethe Lieder 

Valuable as the only full disc of Wolf’s most important encounter with the poet. 
Beautifully sung, though “Kennst du das Land” falls short of Schwarzkopf’s torrid 
benchmark. The Mignon Lieder are superb, and the others too of course, though I prefer 
Schubert’s version of “Ganymed” – perhaps the longer poem needs more melodic arch. 
Disc has German texts but no translations. The last song, “Epiphanias,” deserves special 
mention as pure genius. (O09) 

3 Mörike Lieder 
Schwarzkopf and Gerald Moore at Salzburg, 1957. These songs are unfamiliar and hard 
to enter. Mörike’s poems are neither lyric nor dramatic. “Lied vom Winde” has an aural 
image, but the other two none. (D09) 

6 Goethe Lieder 
More familiar territory. Schwarzkopf and Moore make “Ganymed” an event not to be 
forgotten. Also “Anakreons Grab,” which has more lilt here than I recall, and 
“Phänomen,” a study in slow motion. The last two, including “Der Schäfer,” are comic 
songs of the type I find annoying. (D09) 

6 Alte Weisen 
A coherent set of six Gottfried Keller songs, all arch and ironic – potentially awful but 
saved from cuteness by Wolf’s wit and the committed performances. Schwarzkopf live 
lets loose. (Ja09) A strange set – I’m not sure I get them. The “höhe Krieger,” set to 
bellicose martial strutting, seems to shed his armour before the Christ (or is it a lover?). 
“Singt mein Schatz” is a love song. The “milchjunger Knabe” seems to be puzzled by his 
first sexual urges. “In dem Morgentau” depicts a young maiden frustrated and uncoupled 
in the spring. The drunken Köhlerweib is utterly wild, nearly chaotic music: once 
beautiful, she chose her mate badly while drinking. The last depicts a charming folk 
paradise. Like the Spanish and Italian songs, these are lyrics from folk collections. (Ag14) 

4 Encore songs 
Goethe’s “Mignon” is the raison d’être of the whole disc: a tragic scena by itself in 
consummate performance, so it’s good to have it back. “Philemon” by contrast is coy, 
and “Mausfallensprüchlein” as intolerable as ever. Why did she do it? The Italian 
Songbook piece is too subtle for an encore. (Ja10) 

5 Songs from the Spanish Liederbuch 
Last is familiar and wonderful. “In der Schatten meiner Locken.” The first is a moving 
prayer of penitence. “Wehe der, die mir verstrickte” is a dramatic woman’s curse. (Ja10) 

Two Sacred Songs, arr Igor Stravinsky 



Why on earth Wolf? is the natural question. Clearly Stravinsky was drawn by the 
religious texts, and by Wolf’s severe and angular treatment. No harmony is changed, but 
the winds and low strings give contrasting colors, heighten the severity. Forrester is 
marvelous of course, her delivery Wolfian rather than Stravinskyan. (Mh10)  

Mörike Lieder 
Recorded recital of Wolfgang Holzmair, a Lieder singer of high reputation, a light 
baritone (I mistook him for a tenor), with short top, no bottom, limited volume and color. 
To my ear he sometimes sings under pitch in middle voice: check “Lebe wohl.” The disc 
is a disappointment. Of the songs, a few are familiar: “Der Gärtner,” “Lebe wohl,” 
“Nimmersatte Liebe,” “Er ists,” and the notoriously demanding gothic fantasy 
“Feuerreiter” (Holzmair has no guts). There are several discoveries: “Auf einer 
Wanderung” is nicely free and easy, “Frage und Antwort” a simple love song, “In der 
Frühe” and “An die Geliebte” showing Wolf’s masterful psychology, “An der Schlaf” a 
little study in suspende time, “Zur Warnung” a dramatized Katzenjammer. “Der 
Tambour” has Wolf’s awful cuteness, but “Elfenlied” actually seems to work. (Ag10) 

Spanisches Liederbuch, 34 secular songs 
I was surprised not to recognize more of these: only “In dem Schatten meiner Locken” 
and the gorgeous final aubade “Geh Geliebter,” a Tristan in miniature. The Spanish color 
is rarely in evidence: guitars in “Seltsam ist Juanas Weise” and “Ach im Maien,” a dance 
in “Klinge klinge,” but the piano writing is everywhere miraculous – the little child’s 
“Köpfchen” and the wonderful soldier’s leavetaking with distant trumpets “Sie blasen 
zum Abmarsch” (shades of Carmen!). Many songs make an immediate effect, but many 
have Wolf’s tortured chromaticism, always risky, but it works supremely in “Komm o 
Tod.” I need to get to know these better. Source texts are not credited but apparently 
include Cervantes and Lope da Vega. Olaf Bär is a fine Lieder singer, and of course Anne 
Sophie Von Otter is supreme. (S10) 

Spanisches Liederbuch, 10 sacred songs 
My first attempt to listen through this set bogged down because of the Molto Lento 
tempos of these songs, so I saved them for last. “Nun wandre Maria” is of course one of 
the high points of Lieder repertoire, and “Die ihr schwebet,” a Marian lullaby filled with 
foreboding, is nearly as familiar. Add to these “Herr was trägt der Boden hier,” a 
masterpiece of dialogue between the tormented sinner and the serene, still bloodied 
Crucified. In these songs, the Spanish feel is in the theology, not in the music. “Wunden 
trägst du” is nearly unbearable. Great, great music.  (S10)  

Penthisilea 
Wolf’s only long orchestral work. I don’t recall even hearing of it before, a 27' tone poem 
on Kleist’s rendition of the Amazon queen sounding like very early Wagner, even more 
like Liszt. Sturdy martial music in 3 gives way to dream music: alternation recurs, but 
dream music leads to delirium (Wahnsinn) and ends in death. Not bad, but, oddly enough, 
not distinctive either. A curiosity. (O11) 

Italian Serenade 
Everyone’s favorite Quartet encore. (Fe12) Again, happy with a touch of the virtuoso (and 
damned difficult to play). (My17) 

18 Goethe Lieder; “Die Zigeunerin” – Schwarzkopf  
The Wilhelm Meister songs are masterpieces all, both work and performance. The first 
two are anguished – they seem nearly atonal – the third an eerie conjuration of 



disembodied spirit. Philine is flighty: I don’t remember ever hearing this one. And 
“Kennst du das Land” towers over everything else– shattering. Lighter songs follow: 
“Epiphanias” is a child’s view of the Magi, a marvelous scena with the longest piano 
postlude on record. “Der Schäfer” is popular – Teutonic humor. But the shepherdesses 
are perfect. “Anakreons Grab” is as gemlike as ever. “Euphrat” will ever flow. And 
“Ganymed” is another masterpiece, almost (but not quite) equaling Schubert’s own. I had 
to tack on “Die Zigeunerin” – the perfect encore. (Ag14) 

3 Mörike Lieder; 2 Lieder from the Spanische Liederbuch – Schwarzkopf  
I don’t remember the Mörike songs – a bit longer than most, and full of textual inflection. 
“Im Frühling” is pure despair in a major key, over rocking cradle figures. “Auf eine 
Christblume” addresses a miraculous Christmas rose. The horrible elf in between is more 
of Schwarzkopf’s insufferable cuteness. “In dem Schatten meiner Locken” sounds very 
familiar – my lover? Ach, nein! “Wenn du zu dem gehst” less familiar legato lyric. (Ag14)   

24 Songs from the Italienische Liederbuch – Schwarzkopf 
These are the songs that won me over to Wolf. Erna Berger’s “Auch kleine Dinge” has 
rung in my ears ever since. Schwarzkopf’s jealous hatred in fiery in “Wer rief.” The 
violin song (track 17) is unforgettable – or is it death and the maiden? The angels are 
direct from heaven (track 22). The mazurka pure pathos (track 23). I’m struck by the 
good humor of all these songs. But there’s a curse worthy of Ortrud – “Verschlag der 
Abgrund.” Comedy saves the end (“Ich hab’ in Penna”), with its wild piano part. The 
Byron poem makes for a grim encore. (Ag14) 

13 Mörike Lieder, orchestrated 
The orchestrations are Wolf’s own, prepared for various performances but not for 
specific sequence, and thus orchestra forces vary wildly. Alas, there are German texts but 
no translations. “Gebet” is gorgeous. “Auf ein altes Bild” uses woodwinds beautifully, 
“Schlafendes Jesuskind” muted strings. “In der Frühe” (appropriately enough) is a little 
depiction of night terrors and the deliverance of morning. The big number in this group is 
“Der Feuerritter,” a gothic ballad about horseman who warns / flees / embodies the fire: 
it’s the only song that Wolf turns into a full-scale choral ballad. “Neue Liebe” is a 
puzzling analysis of love, inadequate on the human level, needing support of the divine. 
“Wo find ich trost” again pits perfect divine love against guilty, sinful love – a major 
dramatic scene. “Seufzer” is a briefer but just as wrenching analysis of love. The brief 
“Gesang Weylas,” lightly scored, expresses longing for country. “An den Schlaf,” also 
brief, welcomes sleep despite its resemblance to death. “Er  ists” brings the group home 
on a brighter note with praise of spring. (F16) 

Spanisches Liederbuch: 4 secular songs, orchestrated 
“Wenn du an den Blumen gehn,” nice melody, silly conceit. “In dem Schatten meiner 
Locken” is one of Wolf’s best known songs, always charming – this one seems better left 
to the intimate keyboard, I think. “Wer dein holdes Lied verloren,” however, works very 
well as a scene of self recrimination, while “Herz, verzage nicht geschwind” shows the 
other side of the coin, a diatribe against women’s  fickleness – a great pair. (F16) 

7 Goethe Lieder, orchestrated 
The set begins with “Kennst du das Land,” one of the great Lieder of all time: the piano 
part cries out for orchestra, and here it is. Banse is very good, but she hasn’t the mania in 
her voice that Schwarzkopf musters. The orchestra captures the chaos of “Der 
Rattenfanger.” The three well-known Harfenspieler, the solitary wanderer sunk in his 



unknown grief – I think they do better with the intimacy of piano. “Anakreons Grab” is 
perpetually gorgeous. The big number, “Prometheus” takes on truly Wagnerian 
proportions, as the Titan remains true to his defiance, another Wagnerian scena, and a 
good one. (F16) 

Quartet in D minor 
Another try at Wolf’s recalcitrant Quartet, at some midpoint between Beethoven and 
Expressionism. Slow intro is all I remember, violent, tortured. Allegro [Leidlich bewegt] 
is Beethoven with very complex textures, dotted rhythms, elaborate pick-up figures, 
tremolandi – a brilliant young man trying too hard. Presto coda. Scherzo [Resolut] plays 
Beethovenishly with a single dotted rhythm – Trio cantabile. Langsam is longer than the 
first movement, near stasis at first, high treble chords (tough intonation). Second idea gets 
more elaborate pick-ups. Why do I feel he’s stuck in one key? A few brazen dissonances 
and sighing motifs, consolatory ending. Finale [Sehr lebhaft] sounds like a sketch of the 
Italian Serenade. (My17) 

ERMANNO WOLF-FERRARI 
Cello Concerto in C, op 31 “Invocazione” 

From the final impoverished war years of this elusive composer, when he had all but 
given up opera and turned to Germanic forms. Probably unperformed, published 
posthumously. Long Tranquillo is formally chaotic, but nice calm tone. Andantino, also 
“tranquillo,” is lovely Italianate cantilena. Finale a cheery tarantella. Appealing 
melodically, but not a flashy Concerto. (N11)   

Sinfonia brevis in E♭, op 28 
One wonders at the diminutive title: the piece is 35' and calls for large orchestra. But it is 
unpretentious formally and light in mood. Like the Cello Concerto a search for wartime 
serenity. First movement is described as a potpourri, a grab-bag with no symphonic 
development, not very effective. Capriccio is charming, witty, also unpredictable. Adagio 
is led by a gorgeous melody – rocking solo cello, sustained line in violins. Finale is 
described as a tarantella, but it’s free and easy, with belated attempt at concerted 
development. Pleasant sounds but problematic. (N11)  

Il Segreto di Susanna 
Wolf-Ferrari’s comic triumph modeled after La Serva Padrona with identical dramatis 
personae. (1) I’m surprised that the Overture is perfectly familiar, but I’d not be able to 
place it. (2) Count Gil comes home unexpectedly – soliloquy when he smells cigarette 
smoke. Dialogue: He has seen her out when  she has been forbidden. He must have been 
mistaken. He expatiates on his love for her. The mute Servant brings chocolate, and the 
two join in nostalgic romantic duet, memories of paradise. Suddenly he catches a whiff of 
smoke – he demands to know her secret. She tries to confess and makes things worse. A 
second duet is stormy with jealousy. He begins breaking china. She turns on him. She 
runs off. Interlude: The Servant tries to restore order as he collects himself. Susanna 
reappears, hoping he will go to his club. She offers her repentance. He is nearly won 
over, and she sees him off. Susanna laments that she loves him and yet has to keep a 
secret – she lights up and immediately hears the Count knocking. There’s a scene – he 
searches for his rival, then storms out. (3) She sits and lights up again, luxuriating. The 
Count at the end appears at the window. (4) The Count leaps into the room, and Susanna 
hides the smoke. He demands the villain and discovers instead the cigarette. Relieved, he 
confesses his jealousy, they smoke together with a sweet duet. Great piece. (Mh16)  



Serenade for Strings in E♭ 
Four movements, 23’. I remember rehearsing this piece with Philip Budd, but I never 
expected to hear it again. Light, charming, an early piece dedicated to his teacher 
Rheinberger and published before opus 1. Andante a simple theme and variations. 
Scherzo plays with ricochet and pizzicato. Presto is fugue to appease Rheinberger. Not 
equal to Tchaikovsky or Dvorak, but there’s no reason not to hear it now and then. (N17) 

Violin Concerto in D, op 26 
Large Concerto in four movements, 39’. Fantasia begins violin alone, pianissimo, and 
soon breaksinto virtuosic improvisatory passage built on the melody printed in the notes 
– a grand symphonic movement. Romanza floats a romantic theme over transparent 
accompaniment – builds to Italianate passion. Wolf-Ferrari seems overly fond of tenths! 
Improvviso, relatively short at 5’, shifts to an intense minor, leading to bright Rondo 
Finale, a huge 14’ movement. Midway the minor key intensity returns, and a long 
reflective cadenza – the orchestral entry returns to the gaiety of the Rondo and a brilliant 
coda. I’m not convinced that it’s a masterpiece, but it is an unexpectedly fine, ambitious 
work, original in concept and execution, exceptionally difficult, very convincing. Poor 
Wolf-Ferrari was (like Janacek) an old fool infatuated with a young girl, a twenty- 
something violin virtuoso named Guila Bustabo – apparently another great artist 
compromised by Nazi affiliations in the war. (N17) 

CHRISTIAN WOLFF 
Summer 

Aleatoric piece B instructions described in liner notes but they hardly matter. Sounds 
passé. (O09) 

Exercises 26 & 27 
Not quite 9’ of irregular snare drumming – the only wholly silly piece on an interesting 
CD. (D13) 

JOSEPH WÖLFL 
Piano Sonata in C minor, op 25 

Wölfl was one of those worthy contemporaries cast into the shadow of Beethoven. In 
fact, Wölfl and Beethoven engaged in a friendly public improv competition in 1799, 
ending in a draw. This Sonata from 1805 is prefaced by an Intro and Fugue – an odd 
neo-baroque concept that sets off the seriousness of the Allegro. Beethoven’s proximity 
shows: furious pianism, stormy octaves, sudden contrasts, the attention to detail. Adagio 
is not the Pathétique, but it is deeply felt. Allegretto has delightfully cocky staccato 
theme. The Rondo turns to happy major and ends in a flurry of triplets – how many 
hands? John Nakamatsu plays magnificently and treats this piece like a long-lost 
masterpiece – which it may well be. (Ap13) 

Piano Sonata in C, op 33/1 
The three Sonatas op 33 are smaller in scale than op 25 and seem more classical on the 
surface. But there are surprises in harmony, modulation, or the suddenly tranquil theme 
introduced in development. Andante all placid, with some sleight of hand after the double 
bar. Rondo Finale is a sassy, sparkly tour de force – brilliant. (Ap13) 

Piano Sonata in D minor, op 33/2 
Allegro is shapely with some Schubertian modulation and a fantasia development that 
extends into the recap – marvelous. Andante square, restrained, lovely. Polacca is 
grazioso, almost girlishly coy. (Ap13) 



Piano Sonata in E minor, op 33/3 
 If Wölfl and Beethoven were competing for charm, the winner would not be in question: 

all is bright and engaging – again, development gets zany and runs over into the recap. 
Adagio is a Chopinesque aria for the right hand. Allegretto takes a naïve little theme and 
endows it with brilliance. Wölfl is long overdue for a revival. (Ap13) 

Quartet in C, op 4/1 
 After the wonderful Sonatas, these Quartets Concertantes are a let down – accessible 

Hausmusik with some brilliance allowed the first violin. There’s imagination in the 
pizzicato Allegretto variations, a fine movement. Minuet has cute grace notes. (Ja14) 

Quartet in F, op 4/2 
 Allegro has fascinating sequential passage in exposition, another nice bit in coda. 

Andante and Minuetto, nice. Finale has cheeky grace notes in theme. (Ja14) 
Quartet in C minor, op 4/3 
 Allegro opens with snaky chromatic motif that turns to major: closing cadence of 

exposition introduces a chorale-like theme, and the two motifs dominate development – 
beautiful movement. Minuetto in minor begins with rhythmic idea quasi-fugato – Trio 
slower, in major. Lengthy Adagio in major features violin melody that enters late, off 
tonic: there are modulations to darker, richer keys through several repetitions. Presto 
Finale begins with fugato in minor plus some bright motifs in major and another from a 
different world. Clearly the strongest of the three quartets. (Ja14) Allegro opens with 
mysterious winding motif until theme establishes stability – charming closing figure. 
Active development, strong recap keep to minor. Minuetto again keeps to minor in 
staccato motif – Trio in glowing legato major with displaced accent. Adagio is lengthy, 
high violin over lower instruments accompagnato. Presto is again, surprisingly, in minor 
with lots of canonic imitation. Second subject in major maintains contrapuntal density, 
wonderful interplay of parts. Coda prepares to finish on a frivolous idea, but suddenly 
turns serioso and finishes in minor. The natural comparison is with Mozart’s Haydn 
Quartets, and this masterpiece is worthy to join them. (Mh20)  

Fortepiano Sonata in G, op 28/1 
 I remember admiring Wölfl but forgot that he died so young, age 29. No date is given for 

this opus, but it is described as Mozartean. Allegro has a placid theme, subject to abrupt 
modulation. The recap suddenly veers into minor and takes off for unexplored territory 
before returning, then threatens again – he teases, reassures, loses us. Andante is lovely, 
playing minor versus major. Allegro Finale very playful. The fortepiano on this CD is 
extraordinarily tinkly, much like a harpsichord without the jangle, sometimes like a harp. 
Such a variety of colors produced by touch and damper pedal. I’ve never been so taken 
by the instrument. Laura Colladant – exquisite playing. (F17) 

Fortepiano Sonata in D, op 28/2 
 Two movements. The Minore of the first-movement Variations is given its own track. 

The variation form curtails the modulation habit, but the invention is superb. Rondo 
begins as naively as ever, but wanderings threaten early, and brilliance takes over. A less 
ambitious Sonata. (F17) 

Fortepiano Sonata in B minor, op 28/3 
 Three movements. Allegro has a typically naïf theme doing chromatic tricks, constantly 

interesting. Adagio in major is dreamy, chromatic premonitions of bel canto. Presto 
Finale (not really that fast) returns with lots of damper pedal and wild modulation. (F17) 



Quartet in G, op 10/4 
 Four movements, 21’. Allegro presents a chirpy theme, second subject given to cello, lots 

of inner activity, short development, elaborated recap and coda. Menuetto features 
chromatic appoggiature – Trio picks up accented third beat, senza appoggiatura. Andante 
seems to be a compact set of variations, through composed. Opening theme is spaced 
with rests that get filled in, lots of 2 on 3, internal voices kept alive. Prestissimo is in 6/8, 
bumptious and joyful. Another hit. (Mh20) 

Quartet in C, op 10/1 
Four movements, 26’. Allegro opens off tonic in uncertain tonality but quickly settles in 
to a fairly routine exposition. Short development lands in distant keys but dutifully 
returns. Andante presents semplice melody shared between violin and cello, followed by 
brief Sturm und Drang section. Later there’s a complex bit before the melody returns (it 
seems to be a Rondo pattern) and extends more freely. Minuetto tries to fool us into 
counting 4 rather than 3 – Trio securely in 3 and legato. Allegro Finale is happy-go-lucks 
with lots of internal activity. [There’s also some kind of bonus track, but I cannot 
discover what it is.] (Mh20)    

AMNON WOLMAN 
Reflections on Pedestals 

Half-hour work for tape and orchestra which got my attention through conductor Victor 
Yampolsky, whose son Peter I know, whose book Sandra has read, who was Dick’s 
conductor in Door County. I guess I do believe in coincidences. The tape plays Marilyn 
Monroe’s voice, mostly single syllables until the end. Orchestra provides fairly consonant 
obligato, including bits of repertoire (I recognize Bolero, Debussy’s Fêtes). I like the 
avant garde concept with the accessible surface. (Ja13) 

The Many Faces of Marilyn, vol. 2 
Electronic piece with improvisation ensemble, 17’. Wolman’s notes are frustrating – all 
about Marilyn, gay subculture, AIDS, little about the music. The tape begins with 
Marilyn’s voice, then reaches further. As electronic pieces go, it’s effective enough, and 
the live performers seem to add a lot, though they can’t be separated out on CD. (O19) 

Marilynns / In Cage 
Third of the Marilyn pieces, again all electronic. Marilyn’s voice is foregrounded here. 
There are aleatoric elements, performance options for live performers, including 
suggestions for staging. The CD seems to present tape only, but I’m not sure. Certain 
words repeated: “love you,” “desire,” “kiss.” (O19) 

STEFAN WOLPE 
Quartet 

In two substantial movements, Webernesque, pointillistic, but with the nervous direction 
of Schoenberg and its own personality. Rhythmic, extremely transparent, recognizable 
motifs. I don’t think it’s omniserial, but it mixes dynamic levels, pizzicati, etc. (O09) As 
lucid and attractive a serial work as any written. The Naxos ensemble gives a bright 
sounding performance, the Juilliard as I recall more sensitive. Great either way. (Je10) 

Trio in Two Parts for flute, cello & piano 
Not the gentle serialist I remember: a fast, aggressive movement made of shortish 
outburst/stop groupings (but no “extended” techniques). Part II is more relaxed but works 
in similar outburst/stop fashion. It reaches closure with passages of regular rhythm and 
gradually slowing tempo. (Je09) 



Second Piece for Violin Alone 
Brief scrap, no raison d’être offered. (Je09) 

Piece for Oboe, Cello, Percussion and Piano 
Substantial four-movement work featuring normal percussion (including vibes, glock) 
augmented by kitchen gadgets. A product of SW’s Black Mountain period. Lyrical, 
almost tonal. Movement titles hint at a spiritual journey inward. The four players take on 
distinct personalities. I can’t really follow it, but the music seems followable with 
repetition. Great stuff.  (Je09) 

The Man from Midian 
Ballet score for two pianos depicting a Marxist Moses liberating his people. Liner notes 
make the point of contrast with Schoenberg’s visionary Moses. The music is a set of 
double variations on two thmes, one for Moses, one for the People. Pandiatonic style, 
Middle Eastern scales. Wolpe scorned folk-nationalism, but he writes a fine specimen – 
witness Procession – but the presiding spirit is Prokofiev, not Bloch. A lively, varied 
piece. Wolpe orchestrated Part I, but apparently not Part II. Needs a bigger finish. (O10) 

Violin Sonata 
Big Sonata in 4 movements, jagged, rhythmically complex, not pointillist or even serial, 
but moving toward the post-war soundworld. Little contrast in the Andante – still jagged, 
still some fearsome unviolinistic double stops, gratuitous left-hand pizzicatos. Largo 
broader, improvisatory feel. Lengthy Finale has lively, defined rhythms, flicker of a smile 
just before the end. Imposing if not entirely satisfactory. Freezanis and Ohlsson turn in an 
awesome performance. (O10) 

Piano Sonata No 1 “Stehende Musik” 
Beginning of a valuable survey: Wolpe’s early music was formed under the Bauhaus, like 
Antheil’s, and Busoni’s essay on the liberation of sound. Wolpe’s Sonata begins with 
ferociously dissonant crash.The outer movements are wild, percussive; the longer inner 
movement is like a conventional neo-Bach air, cut up and respliced. Fascinating. (Ja11) 

4 piano pieces 
Adagio shows the 18-year-old Wolpe already modernist. Tango is a parody playing with 
the rhythmic vamp figures. The Good Spirit is a later wartime march-like piece. Waltz for 
Merle is the most interesting, not recognizable as a Waltz, from the serialist Black 
Mountain 1950s. (Ja11) 

Battle Piece 
Major work, a 7-movement piano suite composed in the U.S. during the war. At first it 
sounds serial – sharp rapid notes all over the keyboard (like Carter’s scorrevole) but more 
careful listening discerns traces of triads and chordal bits. Brutal, exceptionally virtuosic, 
but too much sameness among the movements. Very heavy going, but convincing. (Ja11) 

Zemach Suite 
Piano suite of 7 little pieces, neither radical nor agitprop nor serial, but fully abstract. 
Ends with variations on the Israeli hora. No explanation of title given. (Ja11) Wolpe took 
lessons from Webern for just four months – for free because he was too poor to pay. This 
piece from 1939 is tonal and resembles Wolpe’s music of the 1920s, but tonality is 
elusive and there is a constructivist feel in the fugues. The Dance in the Form of a 
Chaconne is a marvelous finish. (Je18) 

Oboe Sonata 



Four movements: Tanz begins with piano goose-stepping grotesquely – an extraordinary 
scene for 1941 (Wolpe was in the U.S. by this time, after a period in Jerusalem). The 
movement becomes more dance-like. I’m not sure if it’s serial. Molto adagio sounds 
tragic, with wide intervals and arching lines. Very short third movement is Bitter – 
violent and rapid – a vent of frustration. But the Finale is Allegro con grazia, a dandyish 
promenade in dotted rhythms. Tons of character in this music – it picks up speed and 
wildness before the surprise ending. (D13) 

Quartet, trumpet, tenor saxophone, piano & percussion 
Late work from 1954, not quite atonal but highly fragmented. Written with Webern’s op 
22 in mind. Quasi-jazz instrumentation possibly suggested by John Carisi, Wolpe’s 
student at Black Mountain. I think I hear Varèse as well, almost a lion’s roar – definitely 
some jazz, especially in the second section. Wild and wonderful! (D13) 

Blues – Stimmen aus dem Massengrab 
Marsch for Speaker, trumpet, two saxophones, two pianos and percussion, written by the 
agitprop Wolpe of the 1920s. The poem by Erich Kästner, recited here by voices in 
unison, is neither printed nor translated, alas. But the gist is clear. The piece is squarely in 
the Weill-Eisner line – the relentless march beat is unnerving. (D13) 

Symphony 
Three movements, about 20’. Wolpe’s only Symphony, a product of Black Mountain 
College, serial and experimental in its treatment of orchestra like Webern’s orchestration 
of Bach, with parts following out of each other. I’ve heard it before, but I’ve forgotten 
how agitated and aggressive it is. Loud, angular, nothing shy. There are recurrent motifs. 
Second movement has three fugue subjects. Third sets up a rhythmic beat of sorts. A 
major work. I must hear it again. (Je19) I regard this piece as very important, yet I get 
stuck on it. There are difficulties in the dense serialism, in its fluid orchestration dividing 
lines among several instruments, and in the Kalitzke performance, very aggressive. 
Second movement sounds like a central line surrounded by outbursts of percussion and 
brass, but eventually I lose the central line. Last and longest continues with multiple 
superimposed tempi, but somehow it’s easier to grasp. The ending is an effective climax 
of density, but very abrupt. Damned tough stuff. (N19)  

Yigdal Cantata 
Composed for Jewish service upon arrival in U.S., 25’. Yigdal is a poem expounding the 
twelve principal tenets of Judaism, by 12th-century rabbi Moses Maimomedes. Setting is 
for mixed choir, bass solo, and organ, with organ interludes. Style is not wholly atonal 
but very dissonant, angular, and dense. The bass soloist is miked too closely, the choir 
pushed to back. Text hard to follow, despite the astonishing clarity of the choir. The piece 
makes terrifying demands – not for the faint of heart, either performers or listeners. (D19) 

HAYDN WOOD 
Piano Concerto in D minor 

The Concerto was early, while Wood was still under the aegis of Stanford, who 
conducted the first performance. Wood later earned fame for operettas, light music and 
popular songs (“The Roses of Picardy”). The Concerto is well made, in both positive and 
negative senses of the word: form lucid, soloist expertly showcased, but not too seriously 
challenged. Romantic passages almost but not quite over the top. The whole prescient of 
Addinsell or Hangover Square. Lovely Andante. Vivace Finale in 3/4 + 6/8, even a 
passage of oom-pah-pah. (D12) 



JOHN WORK 
Scuppernong 
 Work was an Afro-American musician who studied slave music and later directed the 

famous Jubilee Singers at Fisk University. This super little piano suite of three short 
pieces combines folk material with mildly modernist elements. (Je13) 

CHARLES WUORINEN 
String Sextet 

Very dense writing. Little sense of individual instruments. Everyone playing all the time 
in every register the same way. It seems motivic, some unison bits, relentless and exciting 
in a way. (Jy09) 

A Winter’s Tale 
Serial setting of lengthy Dylan Thomas poem (which I don’t recall). Text given only in 
part. Word painting obvious. I don’t grasp the raison d’être. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Quartet No 2 
Cast in four movements but not much to distinguish them. Harsh, aggressive, mainly a 
study in string rhythmic and percussive textures, no linearity. The Divertimento that 
follows begins much the same way. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Divertimento 
Not appreciably lighter or more entertaining than the preceding. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Piano Quintet 
Big work in four standard movements, this time well differentiated. Second is sustained, 
with defined figures. Third almost grazioso (but too violent). Fourth wild and chaotic. 
The relative clarity of this piece may be due to Brahmsian subtext, in the background, not 
very evident. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

Missa brevis 
Short Mass senza Credo for choir and organ. It`s probably serial – atonal and dissonant 
enough, though Wuorinen claims to use plainsong, fauxbourdon, and hocket in the 
service of the holiness of beauty. Actually, it`s the most attractive Wuorinen I`ve heard, 
and it`s a courageous NYC church choir. (F17) 

YEHUDI WYNER 
Piano Concerto “Chiavi in mano” 

My first taste of Wyner. The style seems to mix free atonality with fragments of 
mid-century neo-classicism. Passages have rhythmic propulsion, even a tang of jazz, but 
unpredictable, random, not sustained to climax. I have no idea how the single movement 
is structured, though I hear repeated gestures. I like the eruption of crude honky-tonk near 
the end. Intriguing. (N17) 

Epilogue: In Memory of Jacob Druckman 
Opening could be Sibelius – lifted from the Second Symphony, very low strings, triadic. 
Orchestra takes over repeated motif, becomes less tonal. Climax wholly tonal – I wish it 
weren’t. (N17) 

Cello Concerto “Prologue and Narrative” 
Single 25’ movement. Slow intro, orchestra and soloist seem at odds. Lots of double 
stopping but it seems to lie under the fingers – repeated note motif is a hook – big and 
brassy tuttis – movement is broken into sections, progress unpredictable. This tends to 
stretch the length of time, as in driving to an uncertain destination. Quiet ending. Do I 
like it? I’m not sure. (N17) 



Lyric Harmony 
Single 19’ movement. The notes outline eight different sections, beginning “headlong” 
(which returns briefly), then proceeds through various textures and tempi, rather like 
variations. Texte pour rien. Wyner seems to be trying to reconcile his pandiatonic 
training (Piston, Thompson) with post-war serialist avant garde. I’m not convinced. (N17) 

IANNIS XENAKIS 
Pléïades 

I expected massed sounds, but got rhythmic quasi-pitched nuclei transforming 
themselves. At first it sounds unexpectedly like Ballet mécanique (without the piano), 
and so does the language of Xenakis’s explanation. An exercise in Reichian phase 
shifting. Oddly, the 40+ minutes don’t seem as long. (N08) 

Antikhthon 
Ballet score for Balanchine for full orchestra. Title “anti-earth,” a Pythagorean concept. 
Music has less massiveness than other Xenakis, more sudden violent gestures. Xenakis’ 
closest approximation to Varèse perhaps. I have no idea how or if it’s organized. (Ag09)  

Synaphai (Connexities) 
The massed sounds, shifting, with piano thread running through. Title is equivalent of 
syn+taxis, but I don’t make immediate sense of the shape. (Ag09) 

Aroura 
Quintessential Xenakis. All strings, multiple divisi, every conceivable effect in masses. I 
like this sound best in his music. The restricted palette forces greater attentiveness. (Ag09) 

Achorripsis 
Short piece for 21 instruments, in sections generated mathematically There’s some 
separation and contrast between sections, but there could be more. (Je10)  

Akrata 
For 16 brass and woodwinds, lots of repeated and sustained notes, so incredibly deep 
basso. Middle part, all woodwind, punctuated by silences. Brass entry is dramatic. A 
really scary piece: add to the Hallowe’en list, with Kagel. (Je10) For 16 wind instruments, 
12'. Repeated staccato notes is the thing here, not stochastic masses. No clues, but my 
guess is an extension of serialism in some form. There are a lot of unison/octaves. Later, 
measured silences. Then fortissimo assault. Fancy dynamic balloons near the end. (Jy20) 

Polla ta dinha 
For children’s chorus and orchestra. The children intone in unison a chorus from 
Antigone (no attempt to notate quantities). The orchestra loud, apparently large, and 
carries on in every avant gardish gesture. Sadly, the children are neither allowed to be 
children nor to participate in the noisemaking. (Je10)  

St/10; St/4 
Essentially the same piece, the second identical to the first with all but string quartet parts 
removed. The glissandi are one tipoff, but I was glad to be forewarned. (Je10)  

Nomos Alpha 
The longest work on this set is for unaccompanied cello. No massed sounds here, but a 
compendium of extended avant garde techniques like a Berio Sequentia. Parts even sound 
electronic, but there’s nothing of the sort. (Je10)  

Herma 
Piano piece. Lots of notes that anyone could have written. (Je10)  

Morisma-Amorisma 



For violin, viola, cello, bass, piano. Relatively spare texture, isolated notes and 
aggregates, some glissandi, lots of harmonics. Serene, nice. (Je10)  

Atrées 
For 10 instruments in 5 movements, to be played in any order (though I can’t imagine 
what difference it would make). The differential recording is a real problem here (normal 
for trombone and percussion, unnaturally close for cello and violin), turning this into a de 
facto electronic artifact. Xenakis did more interesting things. (Je10)  

RICHARD YARDUMIAN 
Armenian Suite 

I remember seeing ads for his records in Schwann and assuming he was some wealthy 
amateur trying to buy a reputation. Turns out he’s a local semi-amateur taken up by 
Ormandy but almost no one else. Suite is folkish but bitty, too many starts & stops. 
Modal, consonant harmony. Hovhaness is much better mid-century Asian fusion. (Je09)  

Violin Concerto 
Sound recalls Barber, the discussion of interval systems in liner notes recalls Lou 
Harrison. Like Barber, layout is slow-slow-fast. Some nice lyrical passages. Too much 
sameness. Finale choppy. Bulov plays beautifully. (Je09) 

Symphony No 2 “Psalms” 
RY’s style better suited to vocal writing perhaps. The choppiness becomes text-driven, 
the unadventurous modal harmony grateful to sing. Texts would imply rising spirit to 
“King of Glory,” but it remains at one level. Nancy Maultsby is impressive mezzo. The 
piece is somewhat convincing, but no more than that. (Je09) 

CHEN YI 
Shuo 

Short 9' piece for string quartet: Title means “to initiate,” “beginning.” The piece depicts 
a number of spontaneous folk dances. Just so-so. (Jy11) 

VINCENT YOUMANS 
Orchids in the Moonlight: 21 Songs 

Joan Morris teams with stylish Robert White for another exploration of American song. 
I’d thought of Youmans as a second rater with a few lucky hits, but this shows otherwise. 
VY shows no identifiable style but great melodic ingenuity, witty lyrics, many more 
familiar songs than I expected. (S09) 

WILLIAM YOUNG 
Sonatas and Suites 

Olga, of course, gave the modern premiere in Rapallo. Young, a Catholic, spent his life 
on the continent, and forms a link between the generation of the Lawes brothers, Locke, 
and Blow, and say the earlier Gibbons. The music is either dance suites or Sonatas – a 
genre in formation. They appear as works of one or two up to six movements, and one to 
three soloists, but all (with one exception) using continuo. I wonder how he compares 
with Castello or Marini or Legrenzi? His Sonatas were printed in 1653. Sonata Nona has 
three violins and continuo, Sonata in D minor has two violins plus an independent gamba. 
Sonata Terza, for two violins and continuo, has true Trio Sonata texture but adds three 
dance movements. As always, I enjoy the theorbo continuo. Interesting stuff. (D18)    

EUGÈNE YSAŸE 
Solo Violin Sonata No 3 in D minor, “Ballade” 



Great stuff. The most familiar of these pieces, tossed off by Jonathan Crow. (live, My10) 
This is the popular one, a knuckle breaker dedicated to Enesco. I remember it as so 
chromatic, but it’s firmly tonal. My God! (Ap13) 

Sonata for 2 Violins, op posth 
Unusual in length and ambition at 34', the style more direct, less mannerist, less 
chromatic than I expected. But all the constant double stopping makes one wonder why 
he didn’t just write a Quartet? Allegretto melody beautiful. Allegro Finale has the French 
surge. Brilliant, surprisingly listenable.   
Not that it’s done well but that it’s done at all. (Ag11) 

Solo Violin Sonata No 1 in G minor, op 27/1 
I’ve never heard any but the Third Sonata – which must be popular because it’s a single 
movement, compact and spectacular. This one, dedicated to Szigeti, is in four 
movements, the one most closely modeled on Bach, beginning with Grave and Fugue. 
Extraordinary techniques are too many to list, but the tremolo with left-hand pizzicato in 
the Grave is unique. The cadences on tenths are hair raising. Ysaye is described as a 
self-taught composer, but he had contact with every French musician from Saint-Saëns 
and Franck through Debussy, and he ventures into extreme chromaticism, occasional 
whole tonism, especially in the Alla Marcia Finale. (Ap13) 

Solo Violin Sonata No 2 in A minor, op 27/2 
Dedicated to Thibaud. Move over Lukas Foss: the first movement, “Obsession,” is a 
broken up version of Bach’s E major Prelude, with Dies irae thrown in. Malinconia 
demands extended sostenuto legato stopping. Sarabande, or “Danses des ombres,” is a set 
of Variations beginning pizzicato – again, Dies irae makes surreptitious appearance. “Les 
furies” lets go with the fireworks, hitherto restrained: double stopping, string crossing, 
even ponticello. (Ap13) 

Solo Violin Sonata No 4 in E minor, op 27/4 
In three movements, dedicated to Kreisler. A Bach-like Allemande, stately, with 
quadruple stops, some reversed, and a gorgeous sustained B section. Sarabande in slow 3 
begins pizzicato, gradually works into arpeggios. Presto in running sixteenths off the 
string, crossing strings, picking up double and triple stopping. Nice. I’m amazed at how 
satisfying these pieces are musically. (Ap13)  

Solo Violin Sonata No 5 in G, op 27/5 
Dedicated to Ysaÿe’s quartet partner Matthieu Crickboom. In two movements, L’aube et 
Danses rustiques. L’aube demands sustained legato double stopping with trimmings – 
left-hand pizz, trills, arpeggiated runs. Danses begin in stately 3, quadruple stops – 
fantasia B section – C section rises in bubbling fountains of notes. (Ap13) 

Solo Violin Sonata No 6 in E, op 27/6 
Dedicated to Manuel Quiroga, who must have been a phenomenal technician. In one 
movement, but not nearly as popular as the Third, which is tough enough. This one 
features runs in octaves, thirds, tenths, before breaking into a slow, seductive Spanish 
dance which picks up tempo and more flair. (Ap13) 

Trio “Le Chimay” 
Late work by the virtuoso sounds like three string players trying to play three solo 
sonatas together and in tune – technically beyond the reach of the courageous Belgian 
ensemble. Cast in one movement in the swooning chromaticism of Verklärte Nacht, it 
sounds less like a Trio than like a Sextet. I’d love to hear it in an adequate virtuoso 



performance – it seems the best music on the CD, even surpassing the uncharacteristic 
Jongen Trio. (F14) 

Harmonies du soir 
One of Ysaÿe’s last works, rescued from MS only in 1979. The swinging, swooning 
sound is made by string quartet and string orchestra intertwining (rather than set apart as 
in a Concerto Grosso) – a kind of Gallic Verklärte Nacht. Gorgeous. (Mh14) 

ISANG YUN 
Chamber Symphony No 1 

Single 25' movement, strings with oboes and horns. Fairly radical, it seems to alternate 
between agitated rhythmic passages, dominated by strings (Western) and sustained 
passages featuring glissandi and non-scale tones, dominated by winds (Asian). 
Distinctive sound world, lots of open sonorities, but I get no sense of direction. 
Performance is superb. (Ja09) 

Tapis pour cordes 
Short piece. I’ve heard the chamber version of this but I like the massed string sound. 
Oddly it reminds me of Tippett’s string pieces, more measured and accessible but still far 
out.  (Ja09) 

Gong-Hu, harp & strings 
Curious, the radical stuff is all in the strings – glissandi, quarter tones, clotted dissonance 
– while the harp sounds almost neo-classical. Yun avoids exploiting lots of special harp 
effects (though I may have heard a knock on the soundboard). It doesn’t cohere. (Ja09) 

Pezzo fantastic, 2 violins 
Avant garde display piece, not hard on the ears since the preferred interval is the third 
and the players coordinate. Lots of trills, no bowing challenges or extended techniques. 
Nice ending. (May16) 

Sonatina for 2 Violins 
This piece has harsher soundworld, with harmonics, glissandi, fingernail pizzicato, less 
coordination. The last few minutes are quiet, eerie. (May16) 

JUDITH LANG ZAIMONT 
Stillness – A Poem for Orchestra 

A substantial piece of non-teleological music, not overly dissonant but not particularly 
still either, If there is a compositional procedure involved, I didn’t detect it. I’m reminded 
of Torke’s color pieces, but it’s not as good. (My10) 

Chroma – Northern Lights 
The earliest of the 4 pieces, operating with repeated cells, an occasional sustained line, in 
and out of tonality, with what seem like themes but non-directional. OK, but I’m still not 
taken. (My10) 

Ghosts; Elegy for Strings 
Two pieces for string orchestra. I thought immediately of Stravinsky’s Apollo, but the 
liner notes say Britten. The piece continues in this vein, divisis multiply, until it ends in 
Penderecki cluster. The Elegy is the only linear piece here, a depressing tribute to the 
English pastoral mode by a composer who has no feeling for it. Rhetorical flourishes, 
nothing to say, nowhere to go. (My10) 

RICARDO ZANDONAI 
Francesca da Rimini 



This is an opera I ought to fall in love with, but didn’t. It’s a turn-of-the-century decadent 
sui generis melodrama, a blend of Italian verismo with Pelléas. D’Annunzio wrote the 
play for his muse of the moment, La Duse. But Zandonai’s insistence on non-repetitive 
music makes nonsense of the musical setting, which is elaborate and heavily, even 
beautifully scored. There are wonderful passages, but they don’t add up. Westbroek was 
impressive, but the men exceptional – Mark Delavan, Robert Brubaker. I don’t care for 
Marcello Giordani, who gets his roles (like Robert Tear) for reliability and intelligence 
rather than vocal quality. Surely the Met could do better. (MetHD, My13) 

JULIUSZ ZAREBSKI 
Piano Quintet in G minor, op 34 

Zarebski was a virtuoso who studied with Liszt and died of TB at age 31. Allegro starts 
with an original snaky theme in string octaves, piano takes over and there’s intricate 
ensemble play on a diving motif. I’d guess a French composer, say Saint-Saëns or Fauré, 
with Lisztian fireworks. Adagio too has unusual quiet opening before gorgeous viola solo 
– a 6/8 reminiscent of Chausson. B section is in wistful duple time – returns to 6/8, then 
counter-rhythms combine. Presto Scherzo starts with William Tell ricochets, grotesque 
figures on piano, harmonics, pizzicato in strings, plus slower swooning theme in what 
seems to be Trio. Presto Finale. The Poles consider this a masterpiece, and I think they’re 
right. (May16) 

ALEXANDER ZARZYCKI 
Piano Concerto in A♭, op 17 

Probably a torso, the first movement presumably lost. Andante has beautiful warm, 
enwrapping romantic sound – luscious, shameless. Allegro begins in turbulent minor with 
some dancing lilt in 2/4 – second subject in major wistful, lovely. Theme reappears in 
major, then back in minor with added flourishes, long accelerando coda – flashy, 
beautiful ultra-romantic stuff. (Ag17)  

Grande Polonaise in E♭, piano & orchestra, op 7 
Nothing profound, just stately, dashing, heroic, flashy, national dance. I wonder if Chopin 
would have allowed so many repetitions and sequences? (Ag17) 

ODED ZEHAVI 
Violin Concerto 

Most recent and modernist of three Israeli Concerti, with the most Jewish sounding 
motifs. Unusual Andante-Andante-Allegro layout. Nearly atonal, lots of dissonant brass 
outbursts, xylophones: tubular chimes dominate. Zehavi studied with Crumb. Second 
Andante is a simplr lullaby in A minor. Finale a folkdance with polytonality, 
tambourines, castanets. I like a melange of styles, but one style per movement tears the 
piece apart. (O10)   

JOHANN DISMAS ZELENKA 
I Penitenti al Sepolcro del Redentore 

Zelenka’s style is baroque with some proto-classical gestures, abundant chromaticism, 
lengthy phrases, long da capo arias. The dramatic premise is an absurdity. Petrus, 
Magdalene and King David mourning the death of Jesus. Petrus has colorful aria cursing 
Satan. Charming pizzicati, imitating lyre, in David’s last aria. Chorus only in Finale. 
Kozena is superb, basso Pospíšili rough but lots of character, tenor Prokeš, alas, a severe 
liability. (My09)  

Magnificat 



Full bodied baroque setting with trumpets & drums, two soloists, florid singing and 
complex choral counterpoint. Splendid. (D09) 

Lamentations 
Three pairs of pieces written for Maundy Thursday, Good Friday, Holy Saturday. 
Unusual in procedure moving from recit to arioso in uninterrupted flow. The Hebrew 
letters get the arioso, each ending with the “Jerusalem convertere” refrain. Each is for 
solo voice with small ensemble and organ. The Holy Saturday Misericordiae seem 
outrageously cheerful, but they are not really lamentations. There’s little comparison for 
this music. Other settings belong to the Renaissance, much different.(Jy10—Muskoka) 

6 Trio Sonatas 
Zelenka’s Trio Sonatas are notably longer than most baroque examples, the six 
occupying two CDs.  His long phrases and extensions keep up the suspense, while 
harmonic chromaticism and the occasional deceptive cadence maintain interest. I was at 
first disappointed that the performances are all double reeds, two oboes plus bassoon, and 
even Heinz Holliger cannot keep the sound from tiring. Correction: violin appears in No 
3 and later too. But these pieces are probably not intended to be heard in sequence. Still, 
some variety would be nice. (D11) 

5 Capriccios 
Works for small orchestra, with a slow-fast fugal movement followed by three or four 
dances. I think there only one violin line and no violas. Less well developed than Bach’s 
orchestral Suites, but featuring extraordinary horn parts, stratospheric in tessitura and 
florid. The gasp factor is extraordinary, even if it’s out of balance with the rest. Who was 
Zelenka’s virtuoso? On the CD it’s none other than Barry Tuckwell. Truly superior 
baroque music in its invention, variety, avoidance of routine. (D11) 

Concerto à 8 concertanti in G 
For eight solo instruments, all but the two continuo having solo riffs, mainly oboe and 
violin. I don’t know another baroque work like it, except maybe somewhere in Vivaldi. 
The concerti for multiple instruments? (D11) 

Sinfonia à 8 concertanti in A minor 
The largest of Zelenka’s orchestral works, a true masterpiece, oboe and violin again 
prominent, an extended opening movement, great rhythmic interest, including large-scale 
triplets that I’d love to see in baroque notation. Ripieno strings doubled. Great stuff. (D11) 

Hipocondrie à 7 concertanti in A 
Enigmatic ten-minute single movement, multi sectioned piece. Speculation that the title 
suggests that this was Sinfonia to a lost play seems plausible. (D11) 

Ouverture à 7 concertanti in F 
Dance Suite, though the French title suggests the style of the opening, full of grandeur, 
pomp and tirades (correct term for scale flourishes?). Not double dotted. Some very 
exotic harmonies in the closing Grave as well as the Aria, which has a slight Spanish 
tinge. Delicious Sarabande is a study of the phrase structure of a genius. These are works 
of a master. (D11) 

Litaniae de Venerabili Sacramento 
 Substantial sacred work, 21’ long, for Corpus Christi, on an unfamiliar text that follows 

the outline of the mass – is it the proper for Corpus Christi? [first Thursday or Sunday 
after Trinity Sunday.] Lovely music beautifully performed by Robert King’s group. (Ja18) 

Regina caeli laetare 



 Short but glorious motet with trotting bass and three high voices intoning the notes of the 
chant, alternating with florid passages. Instantly captivating. Wow! (Ja18) 

Salve Regina 
 Elaborate 19’ setting for soprano cut into five full arias. 1/ Reverent, slow, striding bass. 

2/ Quicker, triadic lines, florid bits. I swear that oboe sounds like a trumpet. 3/ Quicker 
yet and florid. 4/ Brief, angular, with cello obligato. 5. The beautiful Finale given full 
treatment with flute-oboe duet and voice. I was thinking it was not up to Zelenka’s usual 
standard, but apparently he took over another composer’s work and dressed it up. (Ja18) 

Officium defunctorum – 4 excerpts 
 Four of 13 movements (3 of 9 lessons). I’m still not clear how the Officium differs from a 

Requiem. Texts of the 3 Lectiones are prayers, cries for help, not theological statements – 
interesting Latin. The Invitatiorum is a 13’ choral movement with alto solo, all praise and 
thanksgiving, ending with Dona eis requiem. (Ja18) 

WLADISLAW ZELENSKI 
Piano Quartet in C minor, op 61 
 Poland was a backwater: the partitioning powers discouraged cultural development. 

There was no orchestra until 1901. This Quartet is passionately romantic but seems 
constricted, passagework disrupting the melodies. Romanza presents an extended cello 
solo – intense B section. Scherzo begins with a jolt and some ambiguous chromatics. 
Finale appassionato begins on piano, but again there’s difficulty keeping the big lines 
going, extending without piling on passagework. Performance is terrific. (May16) 

Piano Concerto in E♭, op 60 
Written 1903, highly romantic, technically dazzling. Main theme, quiet maestoso in 3, 
becomes springboard for more sweeping passages – noble, dashing, sentimental. 
Sprawling construction, big cadenza, dancy coda. Andantino is variations on a modal 
theme – one variation is a mini scherzando – the last has tricky interplay. I feel 
Rachmaninoff, but it’s just general Slavic pianism at work. Rondo Finale syncopates the 
same theme into a krakowiak – slower episode recalls middle movement, then eases into 
tempo – presto finish is flashy as hell, rhythmically tricky. Terrific piece! (Ag17) 

ALEXANDER ZEMLINSKY 
Cello Sonata in A minor; Drei Stücke 

Early from 1894. Expected Brahmsian sound but seems to wander. A lot of fuss? false 
expectations? Try again. Drei Stücke are slight, but more character and outline than the 
Sonata. (D08) 

Quartet No 4 
Written in 1935 after Berg’s death, cast in 6 movements. More tonal than I expected, less 
turgid, but still intricate, intensely serious. Even Schoenberg has more sense of light. 
Performance as good as it can get. (F09—Zemlinsky Qt live ) Written as memorial after 
Berg’s sudden death and amid Nazi advances, this is the tragedy of the cycle, in six 
movements alternating slow and fast, or anguished and angry. Deeply affective, it makes 
a companion to Berg’s Lyric Suite. Nothing drags too long, invention and color interest 
are constant, textures are even transparent at times. Barcarolle is the emotional climax, 
with double fugue Finale a kind of furioso. It rivals the towering Second Quartet. (O13) 

Symphony No 1 in D minor 
A graduation piece not played a second time until this recording B an attractive 
Brahmsian Symphony, all the pieces fitting together, a remarkable code to the Allegro. 



Wry, then romantic Scherzo. Only the slow movement shows clear premonitions of 
Mahler – one wonderful moment of transfiguration and he doesn’t know where to take it. 
Grazioso Finale. Hardly a juvenile masterpiece (Bizet, Barber), but worth a listen. (F09) 

Symphony No 2 in B♭ 
Zemlinsky’s successful bid to enter the ranks of German symphonic masterpieces: 
exuberant, joyous, Schumannesque Allegro. Unifying motto of falling fifth (throughout 
the piece), texture not complex, surprisingly diatonic. Large-scale scherzando, complex 
formal design. Glorious Andante ranges through exaltation, passionate disturbance, 
peace. Finale is Passacaglia in tribute to Brahms: I’m not convinced that AZ gets short 
sections to combine into larger paragraphs. Super. (F09) 

Cymbeline Suite 
Music for an unrealized stage production. It’s hard to imagine it not getting swamped by 
this lavish score. Four movements plus “Horch, horch die Lerch” (nice setting). Plummy 
over-ripe Romanticism, reminiscent of Sibelius’s Tempest music but much grander. I 
love it. (Mh09)  

Frühlingsbegräbnis 
Choral cantata with two soloists written by youngish Zemlinsky after the death of 
Brahms. Paul Heyse’s fey poem recounts the forest spirits observing the funeral of 
spring. The music is lovely, but the treatment is heavy, uncertain in tone. The 
woodpecker’s oration is thrilling (wonderful baritone!) but picturing the dead Brahms as 
a “schöner Jüngling” clutching a spray of violets is a stretch. (Mh09)  

Ein Tanzpoem 
A one-act ballet score that was never performed: Zemlinsky in a light music mode. Still 
heavily scored, but he’s a better dancer, surprisingly, than Strauss. Captivating – a 
Teutonic Delibes? [The final chord on the CD is buggered.] (Mh09)  

Sinfonietta 
Short three-movement work, fast-slow-fast, written by Zemlinsky to improve 
performance opportunities. Far from being light music: changeable surface, moments of 
mild dissonance, soft pockets of romanticism, hectic bits. The slow movement has 
anxious nobility that achieves monumentality, the emotional core of the piece. Finale just 
OK, ponderous. (Mh09) 

Die Seejungfrau 
Large 45' symphonic poem in three movements based on Andersen’s “Little Mermaid,” a 
version of the Undine story. It was first performed on the same program with 
Schoenberg’s Pelleas, a work it resembles. But maybe Zemlinsky is saddled with too 
much Schoenberg comparison. The analogue could be Rimsky’s Scheherezade, or a 
Teutonic La Mer. Glorious rhapsodic romanticism. It should have strong audience appeal. 
But Rimsky & Strauss give the orchestra room for solo display, while Zemlinsky’s 
orchestration is massive. (Mh09) 

Quartet No 1 in A, op 4 
In Zemlinsky’s Brahms phase but full of nervous energy, cross rhythms, intricate 
ensemble – the cello pizzicato is a touch too hectic, the pick up too quick. Allegretto is a 
charming gallant conversation with a tinge of acrid chromaticism – it alternates with a 
hectic bit. Breit und kräftig in a stately 3 dotted rhythm alternating with warm lyricism. 
Vivace Finale is bright, excitable, happy, with reminiscences of earlier movements. The 



sound world seems a chromatically inflected alternative to Reger’s obsessive modulation. 
Strong piece. (O13) 

Quartet No 2, op 15 
Large work in six movements nearly 40’ long, though first and last movements might be 
thought to have elaborate slow intros. I is a turgid flail that stretches tonality, settles into 
mournful slower bit, and moves into II without pause – it’s hard to describe, a shifting, 
nightmarish piece with violin acrobatics over top, then settling back into grief again – 
moves without pause into III Adagio, which slowly rises to turbulent fortissimo passage 
with tremolos – trails into quiet ending. Pizzicato announces IV Schnell, a demonic 
Scherzo first with mutes, then moves iunto grotesque glissandi – moves without pause 
into V Andante, a touch of sentimental nostalgia, still chromatic and dissonant – works 
up into VI Allegro, a lengthy Finale that lets a rhythmic theme run – retreats into near 
stasis – soundworld changes as rhythmic theme tries to reassert itself – rises into a 
quasi-chorale as viola digs into C string – final Andante brings closure, nostalgia, 
serenity. Truly an extraordinary masterpiece – a cosmos of a Quartet. Zemlinsky travelled 
a hell of a long way from op 4. (O13) 

Quartet No 3, op 19 
In style less insistently expressionist than the Second, though hardly restrained. Theme 
and Variations takes a very slight motif and presses it through tremolos, ponticelli, 
pizzicato, and a warm Mahlerian line in middle voice. Very restrained Romanze. Finale, 
called Burleske, has overtones of Mahler’s devil’s fiddle bits, plus declamatory bits and 
rugged stuff. For me, the dark shadow of the Second Quartet cannot be overcome. (O13) 

ZHOU LONG 
Song of the Ch’in, string quartet  

Single movement piece using cautious avant garde techniques (gliss, odd pizz, knocks), 
but basically Chinese pentatonic and static. (Ottawa trip, My10) Short 9' piece in which 
the entire quartet becomes one ch’in, a plucked instrument of great antiquity. Fascinating. 
(Jy11) I’m sure I’ve heard this 9’ piece for string quartet. The ch’in is a plucked 
instrument with apparently very subtle techniques – thus the different forms of pizzicato, 
plus fragments of pentatonic melody. (My18) 

Partita, violin & piano 
Four movements, 20’. All four movements are based on Chinese folk material and sound 
surprisingly melodic, even romantic. Composer’s notes talk much of the interval of the 
fourth. I remember other music as quite atonal and fragmented, but the Partita is easy 
listening. Allegretto is fortissimo, energetic, strongly rhythmic, ending in virtuoso Presto. 
Andante sounds impressionist bells, violin harmonics. Gorgeous. Vivace Finale builds on 
another energetic idea but slows tempo, works back to Vivace, alternates until big, flashy 
ending. Very effective concert piece. (N19) 

Secluded Orchid 
For piano trio, 13’, adapted from a piece for solo qin, a seven-stringed zither-like 
instrument. Cello imitates certain qin effects, pizzicato, gliding notes. The music sounds 
unmetered but apparently it is notated meticulously. Full of free gestures and melodic 
fragments, often in octaves. Not atonal but governed by a Chinese scale. Intriguing. (N19) 

Spirit of Chimes 
For piano trio, 13’. Inspired by ancient Chinese instruments, including bone flutes, chime 
stones, and bells. Again, partial melodies combine with pizzicato, glissandi. This piece is 



more radical than Secluded Orchid, (N19) 
Wu Kui 

Piano, 10’. Title refers to early folk dance in which hunters wear animal masks. Liner 
notes refer obscurely to “illusive gestures.” The slow B section has abstract gestures and 
one “prepared” note in the bass. The outer sections are quick and dancier. (N19) 

Taiping Drum 
Violin and piano, 6’. The Taiping drum is another ancient instrument, a small fan-shaped 
parchment held in the hand and beaten with rattan while dancing. Style alternates 
between rugged dissonance and virtuosic pentatonic motifs. Very effective. (N19) 

MIKOLAJ ZIELENSKI 
2 motets 

Polish composer who served the Primate of Poland, his works known only from 
publication in 1611. Both of these are lamentations. Vox in Rama is notable for weeping 
chromatics on plorans et ululatus. The Gethsemane prayer is set in exceptionally jagged 
lines with a middle section agitato – sed fiat voluntas tua. Very fine. (Mh20) 

GRETE von ZIERITZ 
Japanische Lieder 

I wasn’t aware of this composer before getting this disc, but there’s natural fascination 
with any person whose life spans three centuries. The piano version of these songs made 
a splash in 1919 B a young girl’s full-throated songs in advanced harmony. (The 
orchestration was not made until 1972.) There are ten poems (German texts only) set with 
no trace of Orientalism, though the emotions seem closer to Viennese Angst than 
anything Japanese. Hess-Bachmeier sings with conviction but no great voice. A 
composer worth investigating. (Je11) 

Kassandra rufe 
Peculiar chamber presentation in which eight solo instruments play interpretations of 
paintings, expressionist Kassandra portraits by one Christoph Niess, done after a book by 
Christa Wolff warning of a nuclear future. Each instrument is introduced auf deutsch (no 
translation) by the composer (who does not sound 87 or 100). Then the eight are joined 
by a nonet for the final two portraits. Social conscience trumps music: the piece amounts 
to less than the sum of its parts. Unfortunate major triad ending. (D11) 

Concertino for 9 Instruments 
Eleven-minute piece in five movements shows von Zieritz as a more dissonant epigone of 
Schreker-Hindemith expressionism: tangled counterpoint flirting with atonalism. Von 
Zieritz writes very effectively for instruments. I wish the CD had more of this. (D11) 

Zigeuner-Romanze 
Short solo violin piece – gipsy provenance not pronounced – no friss. (D11) 

Piano Sonata 
Three movements, 24’. Composed under aegis of Schreker in 1928. Allegro opens boldly 
modernistic, not quite atonal, like late Scriabin with parallel dissonances, abstract 
arpeggios, some dry staccato. Second idea more relaxed, almost a singing line, but there’s 
nothing shy or petite unless it’s the unexpected final triad. Adagio is less dense but just as 
dark. I suspect motifs echo the Allegro. Finale bears the unexpected description 
“grazioso” after all the aggressive challenges. It mimics the gestures of a friendly salon 
piece, but the turbulence and harmonic language keep it unbalanced. Coda begins quietly, 



crescendos with virtuosic runs and handfuls of notes to a big ending. Very strong piece, 
difficult for both performer and listener. (Ja19) 

HERMANN ZILCHER 
Piano Trio in E minor, op 56 

Two movements, 24’. Zilcher was a German pianist who thrived as an academic and 
survived through the Nazi terror with minimal discomfort. Style is post-Brahmsian with a 
dollop of Germanic expressionism: passionate, but fundamentally very conservative. 
Second movement is variations on All through the Night, rambling and pretentious for 
the simple tune. Quiet ending. (My18) 

EFREM ZIMBALIST 
Quartet in E minor 

I didn’t know Zimbalist and Kreisler were such close friends, and I had no idea Zimbalist 
wrote any music – but he left a fair bit. Style is late Romantic of course, a modal, vaguely 
Russian theme developed (unfortunately) with much phrase doubling, though Debussy’s 
presence is otherwise kept under wraps. Andante is a gorgeous Lied. Finale a spectacular 
perpetuum mobile for first violin, bits of earlier themes drawn in. Not bad. (Mh14)   

ANTON ZIMMERMANN 
Quartet No 1 in E♭, op 3/1 

Five movements, 24’. The extra movement is a second Minuet after the Adagio, the 
pattern in all three quartets. Allegretto treats an innocuous theme with basic harmony, 
minimal counterpoint. Minuetto has more complex textures than the first movement, and 
a real B section rather than a contrasting Trio. It seems more like a divertimento than a 
quartet, with prominent outer parts, elementary middle parts, and a general naivety. 
Adagio makes no pretence of depth. This opus 3 appeared in the 1770s: what was Haydn 
doing then? [Symphonies 45 to 65.] (Ja20) 

Quartet No 2 in B, op 3/2 
Five movements, 23’. Identical layout and even tempo markings. The rare key hints at 
adventure, but never realized. Is the Scotch snap a common feature of Minuettos? Adagio 
a con sordino melody over pizzicato – very nice. Finale is sprightly, cheerful. (Ja20) 

Quartet No 3 in F, op 3/3 
Five movements, 21’. Pleasant variations to open. Middle movement is Allegro, to 
contrast with slower variations. Pleasant Minuetto has Trio with pizzicato 
accompaniment. Allegro Finale in 3, grazioso, with a quiet ending. (Ja20) 

BERND ALOIS ZIMMERMANN 
Violin Concerto 

A surprise: I expected something radical. This is highly dramatic, but has elements of 
melodic motif, tonality, neo-classicism, though it didn’t register as that immediately. In 
three movements, with a particularly beautiful slow movement. A winner. (Mh11)   

Trumpet Concerto “Nobody Knows de Trouble I See” 
Concerto is prefaced with rendition of the great spiritual. The single movement itself is a 
blend of spiritual, jazz, serialism, and a dollop of Stravinskian neo-classicism, a 
provocative mix in East Germany. Zimmermann was aware of neo-Nazi movements at 
the time: was he thinking of Jonny spielt auf? The mix works wonderfully: parts sound 
like Bernstein. Great piece, very accessible. (Ap12) 

DOMENICO ZIPOLI 
Sonate d’intavolature per organo 



. One half of Zipoli’s single publication: the other half is per cembalo. Little of DZ’s other 
unpublished music survives. He became a Jesuit priest and served his later years as a 
missionary in Paraguay. The organ pieces are either toccata-like and free, or contrapuntal 
but never overly elaborate. Very attractive. The star of the recording is the 16th-century 
organ, much rebuilt, but left in unjustified intonation. (Fe12) 

Toccata, arranged by Alberto Ginastera 
Virtuoso transcription for piano in the grandest Busoni manner: Ginastera’s homage to 
the master who left his organ behind to bring music and salvation to the natives of South 
America. (F13) 

JOHN ZORN 
Cat o'Nine Tails 

String Quartet in one movement, 16'. Watch out for the painful fortissimo opening. The 
composer mentions S&M in his comments. Style is wildly eclectic, from excruciating 
cacophany to tonal bits of every description, classical, country fiddle, student etudes, a 
sequence of discrete chunks, including direct quotations and parodies. (Je18) 

Memento Mori 
Single movement 29’ string quartet with subtitle “Ignotium per ignotius,” the unknown 
through the more unknown. Described as hermetic, mystifying, irrational, intensely 
emotional. I was grateful for conventional notes after the crunching and scratching: I take 
it to signify some horrible psychic experience, and it alternates with conventional 
articulation or silences. Imagine some expressionist film. There are bits of chorale hinted, 
even more infrequently bits of steady rhythm. Extreme registers, dynamics, 
discontinuities. I don’t like it. (Ag18)    

The Dead Man 
Subtitled “13 Specimen [sic] for String Quartet,” a suite of thirteen miniatures, the 
longest 1’38”. Zorn says they have something to do with Bataille and sadomasochism; 
more helpfully he refers to Webern’s Bagatelles. The most approachable music on the 
CD because of brevity, variety. Masochism is still a listener prerequisite. (Ag18)    

Kol Nidre 
Out of character, a minimalist meditation on Yom Kippur in a manner channeling Arvo 
Part or John Tavener. The traditional Jewish chant is not used. Instead, there is a melody 
in the middle voices with an occasional augmented second, while outer voices sustain 
drones. So so. (Ag18)    

ELLEN TAAFFE ZWILICH 
Flute Concerto 

First movement marked Andante misterioso but it’s fast and violent, the Devil’s pipes. 
Second continues misterioso, slower but too much like the first. Fast Finale remains 
serious and violent. Strong piece, but miscalculated. (Jy09) 

Peanuts7 Gallery 
Six short movements depicting characters from the comic strip. Great idea, but the 
execution needs more goofiness, irony, unpredictability. Disappointing. (Ja11) 

Millenium Fantasy 
Folksong Fantasy on “Poor Wayfaring Stranger,” for piano and orchestra. Style is tonal, 
lean, pandiatonic with strong jazz elements, quasi-avant-gardist gestures. Interesting 
fusion. The tune is detectable throughout. Super piece. (Ja11)   

Images 



Suite in five movements for two pianos and orchestra, based on paintings in the 
Washington Museum of Women in the Arts. I don’t hear a strong character, or even 
differentiation in these dark toned evocations. (Ja11)   

Sonata in Three Movements 
Violin Sonata, sounds twelve-tone. Liberamente contrasts improvisatory feel with 
marked passages. Lento again improvisatory, with piano very spare, hushed. Allegro like 
dodecaphonic Bartok. Effective writing.  (Mh13) 

 
 COLLECTIONS, CONCERTS & ALIA 
 
COLLECTION: King’s Singers Christmas 

Good varied selection of Christmas music, mostly unhackneyed carols and choral songs 
from simple Bach chorales to complex pieces like “Bethlehem Down” and Tavener’s 
“Lamb.” A few misfires (the awful blue-note Tchaikovsky arrangement) but mostly 
lovely stuff. Beautiful singing. Only fault: very closely miked, no ambience. (D08) 

COLLECTION: All at Once Well Met: King’s Singers Madrigals 
34 standard madrigals B wonderful collection. I am surprised by the intricacy and 
learnedness of the counterpoint in this popular form, and by the chromaticism of some of 
the slow pieces, e.g. Wilbye, Weelkes & Farnaby, nearly as much as Gesualdo. (D08) 

COLLECTION: The Triumphs of Oriana 
More sameness than in King’s miscellany, not as consistent interest. I Fagiolini sing well, 
but more studied than they should be. King’s Singers exude greater illusion of 
insouciance. (D08) 

CONCERT: Orchestra London New Year’s Opera Gala 
Concert of warhorses.  Honeywell has metal in his voice, tenor sound with baritonish 
heft, Domingo type. I suspect a short top (never sang above B♭). Flower Song lacking 
nuance, unlyrical. O Souverain fine, aiming at big stuff. Westman has uniform dark tone 
bottom to top, Merrill type. Slightly more polished, finishing phrases with conductor. No 
trouble with tessitura of Toreador, convincing Eri tu, but could use more snarl. 
Exceptionally beautiful Di Provenza (aria I usually find boring). Both have good 
presence, could appear anywhere. (Ja 309—live at FSA) 

COLLECTION: After the Ball (Joan Morris, William Bolcom) 
Fine collection of turn-of-the-century popular material, well presented, stylishly sung, no 
condescension or woozy hamming. Precious disc. I wish there were more like it. (Ja09)   

COLLECTION: Natalie Dessay Recital 
Beautifully sung program B high light coloratura-lyric, good flexibility, French style to 
perfection. A few stratospheric notes, but these are not her specialty. Nor are trills. 
Mostly war horses: Lakme, Hoffmann, Dinorah, etc, but welcome excerpts from 
Poulenc’s Tiresias, and an intriguing snippet from Milhaud’s Medée. (Mh09) 

ANTHOLOGY: A Night at the Opera 
Naxos collection from Rich with Opera News. Nice collection of warhorses with new 
voices, all very good though no superstars. Men better than the women. Polenzani fine, 
Kwiecien, both at Met, fine rather young voices. Ruminski good, not quite basso 
cantante. Indra Thomas aspires to Verdi, has somewhat jowly sound, I suspect a short 
top. (Mh09) 

COLLECTION: Chant de Virgile 



Huelgas Collection is an extraordinary exploration: its niche audience must be tiny. How 
much of western music history is owing to Musica Speculativa, from Machaut to 
Schoenberg and Boulez? A peek into an unexplored, very specialized area of Renaissance 
humanism. Tracks 1-3: Settings of Dido’s lament from Aeneid IV, the third done as solo 
with instruments. Otherwise I can’t distinguish approaches but hear some startling 
Gesualdo-like progressions. No attempt to reflect meter. Text is hard to follow. 

   (13-14-15) Three more settings, maybe half century later. The second, by the unknown  
Gerarde, is very expressive. Lasso is more homophonic, text easier to follow, and more 
overtly dramatic, especially in repeated last line. 

   (4-5-6) Senfl settings of Horace preserve line, stanza, metrical structure (while ignoring  
enjambment). Extraordinarily beautiful: anticipations of later musique mesuré (is that the 
term?) of the Pleiade. This CD is very rich diet.  

   (7-8) Settings of a moralizing stoical “excelsior” passage from Aeneid I. (Flutes in Willaert  
scared me – I thought it was tinnitis.) Both Willaert and Rore seem to approach text as 
reflective motet, where a later composer would dramatize more strenuousness. Or is it the 
performance? 

   (9-10) Two French texts, loosely based on Catullus and the Bible. The first is perky Chanson,  
nice relief. Second is dated circa 1400, an Ars Nova piece much earlier than the  
rest, done with solo voice and instruments.   

   (11) Rore setting of Horace, in dialogue, high and low voices, with careful attention to meter.  
More like madrigal than motet, but not really like either.   

   (12) Setting by someone called Phinot of French version of Catullus’s “Vivamus mea  
Lesbia,” again in quasi-dialogue style, though poem is not dialogue. (Ap09) 

COLLECTION: The Hymn Album (Huddersfield Choral Society) 
Exactly what I was hoping it would be, a collection of mostly familiar standards with a 
few new to me, sung straightforwardly and beautifully without much fuss. “Be Thou My 
Vision” too fast and chop chop. Otherwise great. (Je09) 

COLLECTION: Chanson d’amour (Cecilia Bartoli) 
Lovely French song recital, mélodies et non chansons. Five Bizet songs full of character, 
the Tarantelle a real showpiece. I can’t imagine why these aren’t utterly hackneyed. The 
three Pauline Viardot songs are the surprise hits, perfectly beautiful. The rest Delibes, 
Berlioz, and very familiar Ravel. (Je09) 

COLLECTION: Horowitz Encores 
I bought it for Sousa and no disappointment: great to hear again. Other fireworks are also 
welcome: Carmen Fantasy, Danse macabre, three Moszkowski. Good light disc.  (Je2) 

COLLECTION: Elina Garanca 
Superlative young mezzo, star of Met Cenerentola. Light bright voice reminds me of Von 
Stade and probably destined for similar repertoire, with extraordinary florid technique, 
which is underplayed on this CD. Beautiful sound, beautiful line, ornamentation treated 
as part of the line, not “stuck on.” (Je09) 

ANONYMOUS: Messe de Tournai 
Complete liturgy reconstructed by Pérès with generous helpings of plainsong. Delivery 
sounds like a muezzin, strong, not etherialized (listen to the Praefatio before the Sanctus). 
Small notes treated like vocal ornamentation rather than melody notes. The Proper 
sections are set in three-part polyphony, pre-Machaut and extremely archaic sounding. 
Valuable and moving disc.  (Jy09) 



COLLECTION: John Rutter, The Sacred Flame 
Very nice Renaissance collection. The surprise is Monteverdi’s “Beatus vir,” a sacred 
recension of “Zefiro torna” – gorgeous. It’s good to have the familiar but hard to find 
pseudo-Buxtehude Magnificat, and Bach’s seventh motet. Beautifully put together, 
annotated, executed. (Jy2); Surprisingly good car music. “Beatus vir” the great 
highlight. Gesualdo “O vos omnes” is smashing, plus Palestrina’s “Sicut cervus” and 
Schütz’ Psalm 100, which I have sung. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Rolando Villazon Opera Recital 
Both beautiful and distressing, considering the recent reports. He sings repertoire that 
he shouldn’t: Ballo, Ernani, Cavalleria. And there are peculiarities: omission of the 
final phrase of “Je crois encore,” a belted B♭ in the Flower Song. But otherwise superb 
studio recital. (Jy09) 

COLLECTION: Bjoerling Rediscovered 
What a treat to hear this again, Bjoerling’s Carnegie Hall Recital, with extra tracks for 
the CD. Bjoerling is a rare operatic singer who sounds really fine with piano. 
Highlights are “Adelaide” and Foster’s “Jeannie,” of course, the Tosti songs, the 
Dream from Manon, and “Che gelida.” Also the Scandanavian songs omitted from the 
LP, especially the Sibelius “Svarta rosor” (which I heard John Stratton sing) and the 
Sjöberg song that follows. “Il mio tesoro” is not great, but one forgives. (Jy09) 

CONCERT: Dawn Upshaw & Gilbert Kalisch at Elora 
A peculiar recital. Upshaw’s repertoire is wonderful, but ill suited to both the Elora 
audience and the Gambrell barn (with motorcycles racing outside). Ives songs make an 
unsettling start, “Tom Sails Away” a heart tugger. The French group likewise elusive. 
Oddly the big ending of Messiaen’s “Poèmes pour Mi” made biggest hit. German songs 
more accessible (I don’t recall hearing Schumann’s “Kennst du das Land”), and 
Bolcom’s “Black Max” and “Amor” perfect for ending. What super pieces! Bernstein and 
Schubert for encores. Kalisch did Alcott movement from Concord Sonata to great effect, 
but the Brahms Intermezzo was nearly swallowed. Great concert despite circumstantial 
obstacles. (Jy09—live) 

COLLECTION: Nathan Gunn: American Anthem 
Fine recital in mold of Hampson’s great American recital. Fine voice, not quite the 
characterization of Hampson, except in “Brother Can You Spare a Dime, best thing here. 
Gene Scheer songs very good, worth exploring. Bolcom’s “Black Max” great to have, 
plus Ives songs (including General Booth) and Niles arrangements. Great stuff.  
(Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Thomas Hampson: Leading Man 
Best are the familiar oldies: “All the Things You Are,” “If Ever I Would Leave You,” 
Soliloquy from Carousel. Hampson would have been a natural on Broadway with his 
voice and good looks. We’re lucky to have him on our side. Some of the numbers are 
really shoddy music: Phantom is cheap, Beauty & the Beast a disgrace. Neologism: 
Muzakal.  (Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Sena Jurinac in Mozart & Slavic Arias 
Truly beautiful collection by a true master singer: a voice like black opal, said Richard 
Zgodava. The Fiordiligi arias, Zefiretti lusinghieri, that gorgeous piece from Bartered 
Bride. Glorious sound, accurate fioriture, effortless changes of register. A new favorite 
(though I’ve always liked her Countess). (Jy09—Muskoka) 



COLLECTION: Bryn Terfel: Simple Gifts 
Mix of oldies, sentimental favorites, and pure schlock (with backup choir). I am puzzled 
at my own reasons for liking some stuff sentimental like “I’ll walk beside you” or “Bless 
this house,” not to mention truly wonderful folktunes like “Deep River” or “Simple 
Gifts,” but rejecting “How great Thou art” or Karl Jenkins’ opus. Further, I love 
“Morning has broken” but dislike Terfel’s arrangement and delivery. John Denver was 
less pretentious. A puzzlement. (Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Chansons sur les Poèmes de Ronsard 
Secular madrigals from the 1560s and 70s, thus ante-dating the Elizabethan craze by a 
couple of decades. Boni’s nightingale is perfect example. Texture with lute very nice; 
organ and viol aussi, though more ecclesiastical sounding. Boni’s “Ha ben accueil” 
another complex piece, also “Comment au departir.” Check out Boni. [There are two out 
of print obscure discs devoted to his music listed on Amazon.] (Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Amoureuses (Patricia Petibon) 
High French coloratura, hardly first rate. Manages the notes but doesn’t inspire 
confidence – lacks easy facility, sprezzatura. No trill. Production inconsistent: she 
manages high extremes with thin, piping, straight tone, but otherwise has a coarser sound 
with inconsistent vibrato. Interesting programme. But naah! (Jy09—Muskoka) 

COLLECTION: Elora Festival Singers: In Song 
No major discoveries but a nicely mixed program, beautifully sung of course. German, 
British, American. Best are the familiar, two Bruckners, three Copland folksongs, the two 
Spirituals. (Ag09) 

COLLECTION: Leonard Warren: Songs 
Top of the line compilation. Warren was truly great: a beautiful sound, amazing top, and 
(most startling) an absolute artist. First half numbers are best, with folksongs and Kipling 
settings and Americn traditional, but there’s no misfire anywhere. Warren is the middle 
man between Peter Dawson and Thomas Hampson. (Ag09) 

COLLECTION: Richard Bonynge: Nineteenth-Century Overtures and Ballet Music 
Sunday afternoon bandshell specials: Auber, Adam, Planquette, Lecocq. The sort of thing 
that gave French music a bad name. Everything cut up into four-bar phrases. Loads of 
fun, but too much all at once. (Ag09) 

COLLECTION: Isabel Bayrakdarian: Azulão 
A fine collection of favorite Spanish & Brazilian art songs, beautifully done, though with 
no concessions to folkish chestiness or hoarseness. How difficult for a Spanish composer 
to achieve an individual voice: the folk spirit is so deeply ingrained. Beautiful Bachianas. 
“Azulão” brings tears every time I hear it. (Ag09) Yes, again on the way home from 
Ottawa. (Je10) 

COLLECTION: Un frisson français (Susan Graham) 
Twenty-four songs by 21 French composers. Top marks to Alfred Bachelet’s “Chère 
nuit,” a very operatic bit of poetic sentimentality that milks the voice – written for Melba. 
Other highlights: Saint-Saens’ “Danse macabre” (as a song!), Paladihle’s “Psyché,” 
Duparc’s least known song (“Au pays où se fait la guerre”), Hahn’s “À Chloris” (after 
Bach), and Poulenc’s extended scena “La Dame de Monte Carlo,” written for Denise 
Duval. Every song is worth knowing. Performances range from OK to breathtaking. (S09) 

COLLECTION: Dawn Upshaw: I Wish It So 



I didn’t like the Broadway popsy mode at first, but tunes and lyrics are witty: Sondheim’s 
“What More Do I Need?” could be Auden, the Weill songs are super, especially “Jenny” 
(Ira Gershwin) and “That’s Him” (Ogden Nash). The Bernstein favorites hold their own. 
Nice disc. (O09) 

COLLECTION: Giuseppe Di Stefano: Classic Recitals 
A let down: DiStefano is singing stuff too big for him (Chénier, Turandot), pushing on 
every big top B♭. He sounds better in the French stuff, but no diminuendo on the top C in 
“Salut demeure.” The singing is respectable, but the early deterioration has already 
started.  (O09) 

COLLECTION: A New Heaven (The Sixteen) 
A lot of favorites here, “Beati quorum,” “I felt glad,” and above all the Bainton “New 
Heaven,” plus some unfamiliar ones (Charles Wood’s “Hail Gladdening Light” a 
standout, a cappella). Christophers’ group makes a huge sound for just 16 singers, but 
they’re not only professional choristers. They have opera-sized voices yet blend 
naturally. It can be done.  (O09) 

COLLECTION: What Child Is This?  Christmas from Elora 
A lovely collection, not as standard as their Naxos Christmas disc, and some of the 
arrangements are misfires, but there’s plenty to enjoy, including the most gorgeous “Jesus 
Christ the Apple Tree” ever. I don’t recall hearing “Joys Seven” on any of these discs 
either.  (D09) 

COLLECTION: Eternal Love: 17th Century German Lute Songs 
This is an exploration of a rarely visited corner of repertoire. I’ve never thought of “lute 
songs” as anything but English Elizabethan. These are exclusively strophic, simple tunes 
with a bit of melisma and rhythmic displacement, but simpler on the whole than Dowland 
& Co. No composer stands out, or one song (unless it’s the Echo bit). Martin Hummel 
has a very very little voice, which he describes as “baritone,” but he uses it well.  (D09) 

COLLECTION: Jonas Kaufmann Arias 
Quick listen through disc (the first on my new player) reveals a well-disciplined baritony 
German tenor, capable of singing Lohengrin or Siegmund, but also capable of executing 
a perfect turn in Schubert. Vocal sound agreeable. I don’t detect a signature timbre. (D09) 

COLLECTION: Sumi Jo, Carnaval! 
An amazing collection of 13 French arias, every one delightful, melodious, technically 
challenging, and done to perfection under the hand of Bonynge. Not one number is 
familar, and there’s not a dud in the bunch. The final “Carnaval de Venise” is more 
astonishing than any cornet or tuba riffs on the subject. Spectacular! (Ja10) 

COLLECTION: Kate Royal, Midsummer Night 
Nice collection of 20th-century scenes and arias, mostly unfamiliar, though Dvorak’s 
Song to the Moon, Lehar’s Vilja and Korngold’s Marietta keep one foot in familiar 
territory. There’s Britten and Walton and even Alwyn, but also Barber and Floyd, plus 
Stravinsky’s Nightingale. Kate Royal is a beautifully poised lyric, easy top but not 
stratospheric like Sumi Jo. Not a distinctive voice, or large or rich, but pleasing, 
beautifully trained, and human sounding. Excellent disc.  (Ja10) 

COLLECTION: Peter Dawson: Classic Dawson 
I was misled by the title into thinking that this was a compilation of the great man’s 
classical cuts: Well, there’s a couple of Handel arias (but not “Ruddier”), and a couple of 
others, but mostly the parlor ballads that made him (presumably) wealthy, all sung in that 



beautiful diction, placement, range, etc . . . .  I am delighted to have, finally, “The Floral 
Dance.” (Ja10) 

COLLECTION: Tasmin Little, Virtuoso Violin 
Yes, she plays beautifully, with nearly as much ease and polish and poise as James 
Ehnes. Tops are the melting Fibich Poème and William Kroll’s Banjo & Fiddle, for 
which I got the disc. The discovery is Sarasate’s Intro & Tarentella, which I’ve never 
heard before. I’ll return to this. (Ja10) 

COLLECTION: Joyce DiDonato: Colibran, the Muse 
Fine Rossini recital: DiDonato is breathtaking in every florid turn, with beautiful top. I 
love the pronounced but delicate vibrato. Recital includes the big scene from Otello, plus 
two arias from Armida, which we see in May. (F10)  

COLLECTION: Renée Fleming: Verismo 
Cunning mixture of the familiar and the less, all beautifully sung. It’s nice to have the 
Quartet from Rondine, and the bits from Zaza and Siberia are fine discoveries. Great 
stuff. (F10)  

COLLECTION: Charles Bruffy, Kansas City Chorale: Alleluiah –An American Hymnal 
Super collection of historical Americana in cleaned up performances: Interesting Shaker 
and Southern entries, nice inclusions of Paul Manz and Randall Thompson standards, 
plus Alice Parker/Robert Shaw spirituals. “My God Is a Rock” takes top honors. Bruffy is 
a Shaw protegé: his choir has an unmistakably American sound, but polished. Enough 
said. (F10) 

COLLECTION: Leyla Gencer: Volume I: Bel Canto 
The Pirate Queen. What a great artist! In the Aragni-Lombardi tradition they say – her 
teacher. Her technique seems immaculate: great top, flexibility, intonation, coloration. 
But the drama! In band 4, the La Scala audience bravos her recit! I want more.  (F10)  

COLLECTION: Caroline Goulding  
I was sceptical when Sandra gave me this recital, burned, thinking it was a local 
production. It turns out to be Telarc, a major debut disc, completely unhackneyed and 
completely enjoyable, even the Cape Breton fiddle tunes. I’ve entered individual pieces 
under Corigliano, Gershwin, Kreisler, Schoenfield, and Vieuxtemps. A real treat. (Mh10)  

COLLECTION: Ghena Dimitrova: Verdi & Puccini Arias 
Dimitrova was a force of nature. Yet, though she might not be one’s choice for Mimi or 
“O mio babbino caro,” she sings them sweetly. The standouts here are the Verdi pieces, 
especially Atilla and Macbeth. The disc is a treasure.  (Mh10) 

COLLECTION: Irina Arkhipova: Scenes from Operas on Pushkin 
The voice is magnificent, of course, but perhaps not shown off to best advantage in this 
recital, which lacks big power numbers. Best tracks are those from Mazeppa and 
Arensky’s Cantata. (Mh10) 

COLLECTION: Leyla Gencer: Volume II: Verdi 
Superb collection of live performances showing Gencer in the grand manner, pure top 
both forte and pianissimo, tough chest, and the quality of plangency in the tone ideal for 
Verdi’s heroices. Not an overpowering sound, nor much of a trill. But no one has 
everything. (Mh10) 

COLLECTION: Natalie Dessay: Mad Scenes 



Excellent but short of magnificent. Dessay makes up for lack of color with her great stage 
presence. It’s nice to have the Lucia scene in both its Italian and French manifestations, 
with glasses. (Ap10) 

COLLECTION: Giannina Arangi-Lombardi 
Excellent, though I had hoped for something even more spectacular: a large dramatic 
voice, beautifully colored, a model of Verdi dramatic style, top C strained but otherwise 
strong top and bottom, a great deal more than a pretty voice. Gencer’s teacher. (Ap10) 

COLLECTION: William Appling Singers: Shall We Gather 
Wonderful collection of hymns and spirituals sung simply, mainly in original 
harmonizations, with exemplary diction and understated feeling. A treasure. (Ap10) 

COLLECTION: Pavel Lisitsian 
Yes, Lisitsian ranks with Warren and the greatest baritone voices ever. The Russian arias 
are magnificent, of course, but the surprise was “Di Provenza,” which was sweetly 
colored and affecting but not boring, as it is so often. Top notes are unbelievably easy and 
pure: the A in the Pagliacci Prologue. “Core ‘ngrato” is outstanding. Bless you, Mr 
Kummins. (Ap10) 

COLLECTION: Eide Norena 
A very special voice, pure sound, spot-on intonation, attacks dead-center of the pitch at 
any altitude, and the art of connecting one note to the next. Add a perfect trill, good 
fioriture, and lots of charm. She reminds me some of Victoria de los Angeles. “Care 
selve” wins the all-time prize. (Ap10) 

COLLECTION: Ninon Vallin 
Beautiful singing: no outstanding fireworks, nothing higher, lower, faster or louder than 
anyone else. Just beautiful sound, phrasing, articulation . . . . Salome’s Aria from 
Hérodiade is my favorite cut (so different from Farrell’s incredible version), and the cuts 
from Manon and Faust. The standard reference point for French vocal style. (My10) 

CONCERT:  Orchestra London 
Opera excerpts to replace the scrubbed Missa Solemnis. Greg Dahl sounded terrific as 
Figaro and Toreador, a little stretched as Rigoletto but fine. Patricia Green sounded 
under-powered and chill: a rather cerebral coquette as Rosina, just OK in “Parto,” and 
Stefano’s desultory bit from Roméo (odd choice). The Orchestra played Nozze & 
Cenerentola Overtures as well. Then (stranger still) Brahms No 1 after intermission.  
(live, My10)  

COLLECTION: The Art of the Dramatic Mezzo-Soprano: Dolora Zajick 
Good but not great. Zajick sings everything from Russian repertoire to Verdi to Gluck 
extremely well, including a wholly unproblematic D♭ at the end of the Sleepwalking 
Scene, with style and Slavic thrust, but nothing excessive or all out in the Bolshoi 
manner. Her greatest asset, like Freni’s, is perfect consistency over a long career. Nothing 
to sneeze at. (My10) 

COLLECTION: Songs We Forgot to Remember: John Aler 
Twenty-five old parlor songs of varying quality. Some we’d prefer to forget, like “Trees,” 
but all sung with sincerity and great artistry. A few duplicate Ben Heppner’s disc. Quite a 
contrast! “The Cloths of Heaven” challenges Janet Baker’s version. “The Green-Eyed 
Dragon” is special. (Ottawa, My10) 

COLLECTION: Night and Dreams: Measha Brueggergosman 



21 art songs on a theme, mostly French or German, mostly familiar, but a nice mix. 
Measha sometimes overpowers the song with alarming vibrato (“Die Nacht”), but most 
of it is gorgeous. The big songs are best: “O quand je dors,” “Le Temps des lilas.” The 
two Schubert songs are both new to me, big and real discoveries: “Nachtstück” and “An 
dem Mond.” Worth revisiting. (Ottawa trip, My10) 

COLLECTION: Paul Hillier, Home to Thanksgiving: Songs of Thanks and Praise 
A very odd collection, mainly American square-note hymns, sung at quick tempo in 
deadly anti-phrasing, anti-dynamic, and straight tone (but not as extreme as that 
Nonesuch disc). “Jesus Christ the Apple Tree” is a real shocker in this format. (This is 
where the infernal Maddy Pryor took lessons.) But the 9 or 10 hymns are interspersed 
with other material, some chants by Abelard and others, “Brigg Fair on a folk harp, an 
organum, even a bit of Cage. The effect is a collection of folk art that has its charm. (Je10) 

COLLECTION: Georges Thill: Arias 
Beautiful large tenor voice, beautiful French style, an extremely rare combination it 
seems. The voice is not overpoweringly large – but then, the French style does not allow 
him ever to sing at top volume. Occasional tendency to sing under pitch. Best are the two 
Manon arias: a French tenor who can do justice to both, not just one or the other. And the 
Werther. Great collection. (Je10)  

COLLECTION: Blue Skies, Kiri te Kanawa 
Super crossover collection. Kiri can do it, even singing in very low keys for her. Best are 
the title song, Weill’s “Speak softly,” Kern’s “House on the Hill,” all the Porter songs. I 
don’t remember listening to this before. Great car music.  (Je10) 

COLLECTION: Songs of Many Lands (Souzay) 
Souzay’s “Autour de monde” LP augmented, one of my favorite of all time. I have four 
versions of “Azulaõ,” but only this one, the simplest, never fails to bring tears. (Je10)  

COLLECTION: The Great Italian Tenors 
Wonderful 2-CD compilation of recordings by Caruso, Schipa, Pertile and Gigli through 
the Italian canon from Rossini to Puccini. My only exposure to Pertile, Toscanini’s tenor. 
The notes say not a “beautiful” voice, but it sounds pretty good to me, and he’s featured 
in some golden voice specialties like “Amor ti vieta.” A good buy.  (Je10) 

COLLECTION: Great Voices of the Carlo Fenice 
Interesting and instructive anthology of Italian singers from c 1915 to 1940: the big 
discovery is Bruna Rasa, whose name I knew but not her voice, a smoky verismo, 
sounding as if her chest voice extended above the staff. A bridge between Muzio and 
Callas. Alas, a tragic life and a limited legacy. Pagliughi sounds like a coloratura with 
snarl. Sayao girlish, at her very best. Lomanto, a very special bel canto tenor. Favero 
lovely, but I still can’t catch a signature sound. Stignani is in surprisingly beautiful voice. 
An otherwise ordinary Alcaide executes perfect mesa di voce. Zillani is no better than he 
should be, awful in fact. Rosa Raisa surprisingly unsatisfactory. (Je10) 

COLLECTION:  Troubadours – René Clemencic 
Of the 14 tracks, only 6 are songs. The booklet gives Provençal text but only French 
translation. The rest of the disc is instrumental and, a real boon for language study, vidas 
spoken in Provençal. The presentation has been blasted on Amazon (uncertain authority), 
but the actual cansos are convincing: unrefined voices in the estampidas, limited 
accompaniment. The Comtessa de Dia’s canso is sung sweetly and highly ornamented, as 
is the Bernart de Ventadorn. Marcabru’s pastorelle is treated, appropriately, as a comic 



song in dialogue, emphasis on narrative, little ornament. Interesting stuff, but a lot of 
peripheralia. Yes, the medieval fiddlers sound like Newfoundlanders. (Jy10) 

COLLECTION: The Troubadours of Dante (Sequentia) 
This is clearly the most valuable troubadour disc for me, for the selection principle 
(including both Arnaut melodies), and the original texts with English translation. There 
are only 7 cansos, alas, plus an expendable fiddle track. Performances are non-mensural 
and highly ornamented, sung by sweet voices, with instrumental interludes or else wholly 
unaccompanied. The singers also use a musical phrase enjambment that I question. How 
Pound would have hated that ornamentation! But the melodies stand out here with a 
genuine sense of beauty. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: Music of the Crusades (David Munrow) 
Substantial selection of material, 19 tracks from various places and languages. Recorded 
in 1970, so the realizations are now dated. They are straighter, less ornamentation, less 
Arabic sound, and above all mensural (even using the rhythmic modes at times?). Light 
accompaniment, mostly unison or drone. There are two Provençal tracks: Marcabrun and 
Faidit’s lament for Richard I (is this the tune Pound arranged?); as well, Oswald von 
Wolkenstein’s beautiful Palästinalied, plus several Old French, Latin, and instrumentals. 
Texts range from genuine piety to amorous partings to fantastical theology (“Cum sint 
difficilia”), and there are a couple of simultaneous texts. The disc ends with Richard’s 
complaint on imprisonment and a severe moral warning by Thibaut de Champagne. 
Munrow’s realizations once seemed wild and spontaneous, but now seem contrived and 
staid. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: Classic American Love Songs (Carol Farley) 
This Naxos collection is disappointing, or would be if I hadn’t seen the negative reviews. 
The songs are by Arlen, Gershwin, Weill, and Arthur Schwarz. There are few 
recognizable classics (to me) except “Dancing in the Dark.” Ruth knew a couple of 
others. The songs tend to sound the same, but I think that has more to do with Farley’s 
croaky delivery and the Suziki-model accompanist, than with the music itself. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: Codex Faenza (Unicorn Ensemble) 
The Unicorn Ensemble fares better here than in their Cantigas disc. The liner notes 
explain the significance of the Faenza MS in the pre-history of instrumental music, and 
the disc gives motets by Machaut, Landini, Jacopo da Bologna & Signor Anonymous 
(with printed texts) followed by instrumental transcriptions. Surely the earliest organ 
pieces in my library. There’s little evidence of fancying up. Very worthwhile. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: The Spirits of England and France – 2: Songs of the Trouvères (Gothic Voices) 
Interesting collection of trouvère work, which I scarcely know. Less problematic and less 
interesting than troubadour song. Even the editor makes a case for cutting the lyrics. But 
performed with much greater elegance than now allowed troubadour song, with no 
Arabic traces. Some variety in the dance songs and pastourelles. Mostly unaccompanied, 
or with a single instrument. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: The Rose, the Lily, & the Wortleberry – Orlando Consort 
The elaborate packaging is deceptive. The booklet makes heavily obvious remarks about 
hortus conclusus, Eden, Canticles and medieval horticulture. But the disc offers a 
beautifully selected and sung survey of (mostly) secular lyrics from late 13th into the 16th 
centuries, grouped around the major musical centers of Europe. The Spanish group is 
exceptional for its secular sound.  (Jy10) 



COLLECTION: Diana Damrau: Arie di Bravura 
Damrau is a formidable technician of fioriture. The program is interesting because it 
juxtaposes Mozart’s florid pieces with similar work by Salieri, whose works sound more 
square, but the difference of quality is subtle. (Jy10) 

COLLECTION: Russian Art Songs (Kim Borg) 
The old Supraphon LP, a real rarity well worth preserving. The Tchaikovsky songs are 
familiar, but the rest less so: the last Grechaninov is spectacular. I love Borg not only for 
the darkness of his voice but for that plangency. Wonderful! (Jy10) 

COLLECTION: Music for the Knights of the Garter 1340-1440 
Gothic Voices’ anthology of sacred and secular music from Phillipe de Vitry to 
Dunstable, emphasizing the English line, culminating in “The Agincourt Carol” (a 
valuable addition). There are two Christmas carols, “Lullay lullay” and “There is no 
rose,” and Mass movements by Leonel Power, Soursby, and the earliest, Pycard’s Gloria, 
an amazing, gorgeous double canon. The remarkable Marian motet “Singularis,” plus 
Pyamour’s “Quam pulchra es” and Dunstable’s “Speciosa,” all contemporary, exhibit the 
English predilection for thirds, with bits of fauxbourdon. Lebertoul’s French song “Las 
que me demanderoye” is also beautiful. Wonderful collection. (Jy10) 

ANONYMOUS: Missa Caput, plus Pange lingua – Tale of the Salve Regina 
The Mass is circa 1440, once thought to be Dufaÿ’s, though it seems to me rougher in 
texture – 2 voices alternating with 4, the additional voices an innovation at the time. The 
Kyrie is troped with additional text, following Sarum practice. Et incarnatus, Benedictus, 
Hosanna get some highlighted treatment. The Mass movements are separated by 
segments of a charming medieval fable about the origins of the Salve Regina, sung in 
plainchant according to instructions to a tune associated with Pange lingua and ending 
appropriately with the Salve chant itself. The rest of the disc has 3 lute pieces in sharp 
rhythms, then three carols plus an Agnus Dei from the Old Hall MS. Nowell is 
monophonic, the others (in English despite the Latin titles) in 3 parts, with the Agnus 
(from an earlier date) in 4 parts. Another winner from Gothic Voices. (Jy10)  

COLLECTION: To the Soul: Settings of Walt Whitman 
A super concept album by Hampson the Americanist. The songs are interspersed with a 
few readings. Standouts are the two settings of “Look down fair moon” by Charles 
Naginski (unknown) and Rorem (the 4 Rorem songs are all good), plus Harry Burleigh’s 
sophisticated take on “Ethiopia Saluting” and Weill’s wonderful “Dirge for Two 
Veterans.” Several others are very impressive – Strassburg, Urquhart, Tilson Thomas, 
Bernstein. Brits like Stanford and Bridge try to endow WW with meter, but Vaughan 
Williams treats him more successfully like chant or recit. Neidlinger is curious 
archaeology, and there are a few misses (Dalmas, Remick Warren). Ives (repelled by 
WW’s gay aura) emphasizes the swaggering male. Good stuff. Hampson is a baritone 
with extended top that he can use at any dynamic. (Ag10)  

COLLECTION: René Pape: Demons etc 
I was disappointed at first. The voice is baritoney, seems to lack the weight and darkness 
I like in a basso. But he sings beautifully, with middling power, and he sings Wagner like 
bel canto. (Ag10)  

COLLECTION: Arias for Senesino 
Andreas Scholl in Handel, Lotti, et al. Nice sound, brilliant technique, exceptional breath 
control.  Long sustained notes occasionally sound like an emergency vehicle. (Ag10)  



COLLECTION: Summertime – Felicity Lott 
Simply gorgeous selection of favorite repertoire. Everything is sung beautifully if not at 
benchmark level (Janet Baker’s “Where the bee” is a better tempo, etc.) Delicious car 
music. (Ag10)  

COLLECTION: Cesare Siepi: Classic Recitals 
Yes, Siepi was one of the great bassos. Nothing distinctive sounding like Christoff or 
Ghiaurov, but pure timbre and technique. A nice mix of familiar and unhackneyed 
material, with arias of Meyerbeer, Halévy and Gomes together with Verdi. I only wish 
there was some Mozart, his signature role of Giovanni, or the Count’s Vedro to show his 
fioritura. (Ag10)  

COLLECTION: Jerry Hadley: Showtunes by Romberg, Friml & Herbert 
Even in such blithely inane and innocuous music, I cannot help listening for Jerry’s 
demons. Hearing him sing “Drink, drink, drink” is almost unbearable. But he keeps them 
well hidden. He had a natural affinity, voice, and presence for this material, even the 
cheesiest (“Streets of New York,” or “I Love to Go Swimmin’ with Wimmin,” giving 
Tony Randall a late fling). And he’s superb in the sentimental songs (“When You’re 
Away”). (O10)  

COLLECTION: The Art of the Prima Donna 
Disc One. I.M. Joan Sutherland. (O10)  

COLLECTION: The Crick Part Books 
Crick Castle is on the Welsh border, where the owners in the early 17th century held 
choral services in English on a small scale. Several pieces of significance survive only in 
these books, the soprano having to be reconstructed. Mundy’s Te Deum and Benedictus 
are for trebles only, with very high tessitura. Parsons is represented with exceptionally 
gorgeous intertwining counterpoint and, if the attribution is correct, the earliest English 
burial sentences, set homophonically. One Edward Hooper gives a piece full of 
extraordinarily dissonant false relations. Thomas Caustun’s Yield unto God is an 
interesting treatment of a four-square Scottish Psalter text as homophonic hymn that 
breaks into points of imitation. Great scholarly work by Stephen Rice. (N10) 

COLLECTION: Mady Mesplé: Airs d’opérettes 
Music of no pretension and great charm sung perfectly. This is as good as it gets. Mesplé 
is the most under-rated singer of her generation. She had three counts against her, from 
the popular and commercial standpoint: (1) She sang French music. (2) Her voice type 
was overshadowed by La Stupenda. (3) She had a lovely but pronounced vibrato. I love 
her for all three reasons. (N10) 

COLLECTION: Mado Robin 
I’d thought of Mado Robin as a one-trick pony – and what a trick! But she was a 
complete artist, competent in every way at what she did, and memorable for more than 
her high notes, the voice a slender thread of silver, better coloratura than I remembered, 
good trill. Ah non credea. Lovely in the arie antiche: Se tu m’ami, Violette. But what 
high notes!  (D10) 

COLLECTION: Magda Olivero 
These are from the earlier phase of her career, a beautiful voice with a vulnerable quaver, 
a naturally plangent timbre, “morbidezza,” which I’d thought was plangency but means 
“extreme delicacy of execution, a remarkably sensitive sculpting of phrase (enabled by 
the breath control mentioned in the notes). She has tension: every high note seems at the 



peak of her range, yet she has a perfect B for Louise, a perfect E♭ for Violetta. Florid 
singing not without effort but usable for Sempre libera. These early recordings reveal 
great dramatic awareness but no risk of vocal peril, no pushing of the chest. Great 
singing. (D10) 

 COLLECTION: Michael Bohnen 
I didn’t know he is remembered as the German Chaliapin, but it makes sense. He had a 
fine voice but dedicated himself as a singing actor and put himself across by the power of 
personality, playing fast and loose with the written notes, especially in Faust and Bizet’s 
toreador. He sang all the big Wagner roles, but only three exemplary bits of Meistersinger 
are here, in the superb company of Bettendorf and Schützendorf (who shows how 
Beckmesser should be sung). Two great versions of Loewe ballads. Voice ample but not 
overpowering in volume, spectacular range. (D10) 

COLLECTION: Giuseppe Di Stefano 
Somehow the legendary beauty of the early voice doesn’t really reach me: My mood? My 
knowledge of the aftermath? There are substantial selections from the 1951 Boheme with 
Albanese, Warren, Munsel, but best on the disc are the Tosca and L’Arlesiana arias. The 
sound resembles Gigli, but obviously he lacked the vocal stamina. And he has slight pitch 
problems. But for a reminder of truly Italianate singing, an invaluable reference point. As 
for the Neapolitan songs, one or two would be more than enough. (D10) 

COLLECTION: José Carreras 
A compilation from complete sets recorded when his voice was still pure gold: the Don 
Carlo bits shine, and the Cavalleria. “Nessun dorma” inevitable, but boy does he nail the 
B♭! Great bits from Périchole with Berganza. A fine collection. (D10) 

REHEARSAL CD: Callas in Dallas 
A cult CD that brings back memories of Paul Baker and Callas ripping through the runs 
in Marten aller Arten like a buzz saw – an aria she never recorded. Hot! The rehearsal 
part doesn’t give much of the actual rehearsing. The Anna Bolena scene is the most 
interesting.  (D10) 

COLLECTION: Kirsten Flagstad in Scenes from Wagner & Wesendonck Songs 
The mystery of Flagstad – the size of the voice and the stamina – can hardly be captured 
on recording, but the disc is a tribute to the artistry and the legend. The voice is bright, 
never forced, even at full volume Flagstad never seems to be singing at full volume. At 
times she seems to hang just under pitch in the Italianate way. The Wesendonck Songs 
are rarely recorded with piano, so it’s interesting to hear how well they work, how truly 
beautiful they remain. (D10) 

ANTHOLOGY: Italian Madrigals sung by the Hilliard Ensemble 
Madrigals written for the Italian nobility mainly by Flemish and French composers. The 
collection skips over the early frottole and focuses on works more evidently derived from 
the polyphony of the church. Though the set begins in a quick tempo from the later 
Gastoldi, the earliest generation is represented by Caprioli, Compère, Verdelot and 
Arcadelt, all but the last born in the 1400s. All slow tempi (except Arcadelt’s “Fuggi”), 
generic verses complaining of dying from rejected love. There’s even a dying swan. 
Patavino offers a marvelous dance song. Marenzio’s seems more complex, with a fine 
poem. The last numbers are more up tempo, usually only in 3 voices, with an assortment 
of indecent verses and comedic singing: de Nola’s innuendo about doctors, Willaert’s 



salaciousness about his little cock, Bell’Haver’s three old geezers lusting, and Lassus, 
Ami fica tutta notte.” As far as I know, this is not a true historical representation. (D10) 

ANTHOLOGY: English Madrigals sung by the Hilliard Ensemble 
A curious collection, less “representative” than the King’s Singers disc, favors the 
lugubrious, beginning and end, seems to privilege Morley and Weelkes. The Morleys are 
remarkable two-part songs, distributed through the recital (Sweet Nymphe, Miraculous 
Love, Fyre and Lightning, In Nets). The four Weelkes include two slow pieces: Thule has 
lots of word painting including a volcano, radical written changes of pulse, and with O 
Care, remarkable chromaticism and the latter an exceptionally sad fabula. Two others are 
dance songs, Since Robin Hood a celebration of Will Kemp. Gibbons’ Silver Swan is a 
universal favorite. Tomkins is latest, 1622. Thomas Vautor’s Sweet Suffolk Owl is 
charming. (Ja11) 

COLLECTION: Pushkin Romances: Dmitri Hvorostovsky 
What a gripping recital! I planned to sample and listened through to the end. What a 
gorgeous voice! The program seems a labor of love, with Pushkin and composers who do 
not have household names. Four Glinka songs, the first masterful (yes, the liner notes say 
one of the greatest Russian songs), the last Spanish. Dargomyzhsky in a lyric rather than 
declamatory mode. Borodin – Wow! a through-composed, passionate masterpiece. 
Rimsky: I recall the first from Kim Borg’s recital. Two Cui, light. Three by Medtner: all 
are dramatic, passionate, over the top, big piano parts – are all his songs like this? 
Unbearable, I want them. Vlassov: fountain music, more conventional but beautiful. 
Tchaikovsky: I should recognize but don’t. Rachmaninoff sounds more like Borodin than 
the Borodin song, builds to huge outburst. Sviridov I expected to be more modernist, but 
firmly in the tradition, beautiful poem beautifully sung. Fabulous. (Ja11) 

COLLECTION: Anna Moffo 
This, not the Mozart recital, was Moffo’s debut LP, very beautiful singing, a dark-shaded 
lyric of substance though not spinto. Moffo had a great career before the vocal crash, and 
I could not profess to hear any signs of faulty technique here. The extreme top is accurate 
but not easy, the coloratura is good but lacking the click between pitches, but this is true 
of most voices. The Bel raggio is, I think, the least successful cut. Netrebko is a possible 
contemporary counterpart, though I think her voice is a notch or two bigger. A souvenir 
of a great favorite, wonderful in her prime. (Ja11) 

COLLECTION: Mozart Sacred Arias: Edith Mathis 
Mathis is an almost perfect Mozart singer and concert singer: lovely sound, light but not 
weak, perfect unaspirated florid singing, credible trill, perhaps a trifle neutral in 
expression. Besides Exsultate and the transcendent Laudate Dominum, the program is 
valuable for a number of seldom recorded early works. Superb recital. (Ja11)  

COLLECTION: The Last Rose of Summer (Ann Murray) 
Twenty-seven Irish songs, classic, comic (Phil the Fluter’s Ball) and sentimental (Mother 
Machree), sung beautifully, though not with the depth of feeling one gets from Ferrier or 
Lois Marshall. Murray’s diction is clouded, except in the comic songs, where she sheds 
the plumminess. (F11) 

COLLECTION: Robert White, Bird Songs at Eventide 
Robert White has an English tenor that reviewers would describe as “honeyed,” that is, he 
reminds me, in timbre, of Heddle Nash, though with much less heft. It’s a very nice 



recital of parlor songs: The Lost Chord is good to hear again. But too much honey is not a 
good thing. Enjoyable in small doses. (F11) 

COLLECTION: The English Anthem 2 
I’ve bought five volumes of this set from Berkshire, and my first reaction is 
disappointment. Hyperion entrusted the entire series to a single choir, John Scott of St 
Paul’s. The choir has an edgy sound in the trebles, and seems a little top-heavy. Worse, 
John Scott seems to have one tempo, Largo. I suppose it’s the cathedral acoustic. Even 
my favorite Bainton seems dullish. Still, the Stainer and Mathias are nice to have. And 
the Patrick Gowers “Viri Galilei” is a standout. (F11) 

COLLECTION: The English Anthem 4 
I don’t know any of these pieces. The choir sounds simply awful in the Francis Grier 
anthem: I don’t know how John Scott or Hyperion let it pass. (F11) The crowning glory of 
this disc is Parry’s “Hear my words, ye people” (vide supra). Otherwise the stalwarts 
Bairstow, Harris, Stanford and Wood, stand out, while Jonathan Harvey’s contribution 
seems credible. The CD (both choir and acoustic) sounds better with headphones. (Je12) 

COLLECTION: Faire is the heaven – John Rutter 
I think this is Rutter’s first collection, everybody’s favorite hits: Byrd’s Ave verum, 
Tallis’ If ye love me, Stanford’s Beati quorum, etc. The Spenser poem was read at 
Frank’s funeral. I.M. (Mh11) 

COLLECTION: The Best of Flanders & Swann 
What memories this brings back! (My11) 

COLLECTION: Jacques Israelovitch – Suite Française 
A wonderful assortment of French rarities that I searched out for the Françaix Sonatine 
(q.v.). These are encore pieces, some by known composers, a few by unknowns. 
Israelovitch, who premiered and recorded Murray’s Concerto, even includes an avant 
gardish piece by one Alain Weber. Also Satie’s only violin work (3 movements in 4'), an 
extraordinary late Milhaud (Les farandoleurs), highly and unexpectedly virtuosic in every 
way, a salon piece by César Franck (!), a funky swung tune by Migot, as well as Lili 
Boulanger, Debussy, Fauré (the familiar Berceuse), Lalo, Pierné, Saint-Saëns. 
Israelovitch plays with tons of technique and knowing style, capable of French sauciness 
as well as languor. Great stuff. (Je11) 

COLLECTION: Eleanor Steber, Arias 
Beautiful sampling of a great vocal artist from Mozart to all but the heaviest Verdi. 
Beautiful sound, perfect line, just the right gradations of tension in the voice, capacity to 
float or squarely attack high notes up to B or C, excellent fioriture with trill. Defects: 
weak chest, uncertainty above top C (no E♭ in Sempre libera) and a somewhat generic 
sound. Though as I add with Kiri te Kanawa, too bad a generic sound like that isn’t more 
common. Not a weak track. (Jy11)  

COLLECTION: Dorothy Kirsten, Arias 
To my surprise, Ruth thought Kirsten’s voice “thinner,” less beautiful than Steber’s. 
Kirsten is lovely, of course, in full command of her repertoire, mostly Puccini and 
verismo. Perfect control up to the high D in the glorious Thais duet with Merrill, though 
no E♭ in Sempre libera, which was the only track that required much fioriture – good 
enough, but without a credible trill. No bottom. A superb soprano, but surprisingly more 
limited than Steber. (Jy11) 

COLLECTION: Robert Merrill, Arias 



Merrill was a baritone cantante, not a dramatic singer but pure beautiful sound, top to 
bottom – open, brash, American, no airs, no nonsense. He avoided anything florid, 
though he could manage it more or less (Meyerbeer), comes off extremely well in the 
operetta numbers, brilliantly in the two spirituals, but he has no snarl for Nemico della 
patria. I think Tibbett was more dramatic. (Jy11)  

COLLECTION: Licia Albanese, Arias 
Albanese was a Met stalwart for many years, recording frequently with Bjoerling and 
others. The voice seems to be a middling sized lyric with limited spinto capacity, a 
noticeable vibrato, short top (C is a practical limit) with an Italianate tendency to hang 
just under pitch at extreme range. She sings Mozart, to my surprise, in the style of the 
day, and a Donizetti, though florid singing was not her forte and she had no real trill. Her 
repertoire, then, focused on not-too-heavy verismo roles, with extensions into Verdi and 
French. Maybe I should like her better than I do, genuine Italiana, but I hear nothing 
extraordinary. (Ag11) 

COLLECTION: Thomas Allen: More Songs My Father Taught Me 
There are a few familiars here (Mother Machree, Love’s Old Sweet Song, Perfect Day, 
Salley Gardens, Picardy, Because) and many more unfamiliars (Somerset’s setting of 
Christina Rossetti’s “Echo” is nice, Sullivan’s “Orpheus with his lute” isn’t a patch on 
Vaughan Williams’ great version, “Let me like a soldier fall” is gawdawful). Allen sings 
beautifully, with a sensitive, soft-grained voice. The entire disc reveals a paucity of vocal 
colors, but not many singers escape that in an 80' recital. Good disc. (Ag11) 

COLLECTION: Slavyanka: Russian Church Music 
Slavyanka strives for perfectly equal balance among the voices, minimizes consonants, 
has the obligatory profundi bassi. A highly trained choir, but not with highly trained 
voices: intonation is not impeccable. This seems a fine selection from repertoire I know 
nothing of. It ranges from the pure homophonic (Kedrov) to more Western influenced 
and various (Bortniansky). Oddly, the most “ancient” piece (No 2) is fairly elaborate. The 
setting of the vengeance Psalm 139 (No 6) is outstanding. Stravinsky’s Lord’s Prayer (No 
16) scarcely stands out in this context. I am attracted to the figure of Chesnokov: both his 
pieces are glorious, the Nunc Dimittis, and the great text of No 11. Valuable disc. (Ag11) 

COLLECTION: Up in Central Park: Sills & Milnes 
Disappointing. Showtunes of Herbert, Romberg, Friml, Bernstein, Oskar Straus. I don’t 
know if the arrangements are pimped up, but both singers sound, well, too old: Sills with 
wobble, Milnes with sag. “Pages in a Book,” “My Hero” not bad. “Fireman’s Bride” is 
pure camp. (S11) 

COMEDY: The Hoffnung Music Festival Concert 
Inspired silliness is eternal. Wonderful to hear this again, but I hardly needed to: I can 
still anticipate every gag, every inflection, every hesitation. I haven’t heard the bricklayer 
story but once, however.... (S11) 

COLLECTION: Teasin’: Turn of the Century Parlor Songs and Rags (Julianne Baird) 
Performances are fine. Baird has a good lyric soprano, OK diction, nothing arch or 
condescending. But the recording sound is amateurish, the liner notes confusing and 
terribly uninformative. Baird`s billing by Helicon as “Àmerica`s most beloved soprano” 
is objectionable in the extreme. (S11) 

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION: In dulci jubilo 



Great collection, wonderful performances, including the slowest Es ist ein Rös I’ve ever 
heard, all encompassing enough to include a Webern song, sung by a treble with perfect 
pitch. The Martin Shaw hymn is fine, the Rütti rather generic. (D11) 

CHRISTMAS COLLECTION: Rutter, A Christmas Feast 
Rutter at his slickest, a nice mix of new and familiar. I really dislike Chilcott. (D11) 

ANONYMOUS:  Missa Veterem hominum; other works 
Disc to pair with the Missa Caput (v supra), a couple of decades earlier. Opening 
macaronic English song has Latin refrain fauxbourdon, performed by Gothic Voices with 
great energy. Then several plainchant hymns, one is quite familiar, included, Paige says, 
not only for their own beauty but to throw the splendor of the polyphony into relief. 
Kyrie is troped into Deus Creator omnium – apparently an English practice. Very 
medieval sound: angular, non-periodic lines, some hocketing, avoidance of thirds (though 
Agnus Dei ends with full major triad). Credo shows no special treatment of Et incarnatus 
or Resurrexit. Rest of disc includes more plainsong plus a Dunstable motet. (D11) 

FSA SUNDAY MORNING SERVICE 
I don’t normally write these up, but John Tessier’s visit deserves an accounting: He sang 
“If with all your heart” from Elijah, “Hear My Cry” by Franck (which I don’t know), 
Rutter’s Gaelic Blessing, and a Mendelssohn duet with Sherri. What a lovely man. I 
wanted to tell him that his Elijah ranks up there with Lois Marshall’s “I know that my 
Redeemer liveth,” but didn’t have the chance. What a wonderful sound. And we had 
$500 seats. (Live, Ja12) 

JOAN MORRIS SINGS GUS KAHN 
Kahn was a clever lyricist for a number of different composers – My Buddy puns on 
buddy, nobody, somebody, some body – and the CD presents many familiar hits. Not, 
however, for lovers of voice: Morris and Robert White are well past it. Walter Donaldson 
is featured composer (Love Me or Leave Me, My Baby Just Cares for Me, My Buddy, 
Makin’ Whoopee, Yes Sir That’s My Baby), but there are other standards (Toot Toot 
Tootsie, It Had to Be You, Pretty Baby, Aint We Got Fun).  Live performance. 
(Muskoka, Fe12) 

CONCERT: Aaron James, organ recital 
I was surprised -- a little disappointed -- that Aaron didn't present more 20th-century 
stuff, or one of the Franz Schmidt behemoths. But even his baroque program was 
off-beat -- a less familiar Bruhns, a bit of Arnolt Schlick, a less familiar Bach, and a 
rinky-tink piece by one Johann Kellner after intermission. Featured item was 
Weckmann's monumental chorale variations on Es ist das Heil, which I never expected to 
hear live. Aaron did it, helpfully, with a small group singing verses of the chorale 
between numbers -- most impressive. Modern bits were limited to a short Prelude & 
Fugue by Schmidt plus Francaix's lightweight Suite Profane. Nice. (live FSA, 24 Fe12) 

JOAN MORRIS SINGS YIP HARBURG 
Harburg was another clever lyricist for a number of different composers: Harold Arlen 
for Wizard of Oz, Burton Lane for Finian’s Rainbow, Vernon Duke (“April in Paris”), 
and others. There are other hits (“Paper Moon”) and comic songs (“Lydia the Tattooed 
Lady”), but maybe most distinctive are the class-conscious songs with a social 
conscience: “Let’s Take a Walk around the Block,” “Panache,” “When the Idle Poor 
Become the Idle Rich.” And Max Morath’s rendition of “Brother Can You Spare a 



Dime?” (by Jay Gorney) is worth the price of the disc. Another live performance. Joan is 
in better voice here. (Fe12) 

SONGS of an INNOCENT AGE (Paul Sperry) 
Strictly for reference. Sperry is a performer, he has a way with a comic song (Sousa’s 
“You’ll miss lots of fun when you’re married,” Gilbert’s “Pirate Song,” Ives’ “Circus 
Band”), but a very weak, very poor voice incapable of negotiating anything requiring 
beauty of tone – which is most of this repertoire. I wouldn’t even mind an untrained 
parlor voice that sounded better. Carpenter’s “Looking Glass River,” not a taxing 
assignment, sounds gorgeous when Donald Gramm sings it, but not here. Here’s my only 
clutch of Ethelbert Nevin: five songs, including the precious “Narcissus.” (Mh12) 

SONGS & MORE SONGS by TOM LEHRER 
I wasn’t a fan when I ought to have been, but I am now. This pioneer of black humor for 
the college campuses. I bought it for David Hiebert studying chemistry, the setting of the 
periodic table. “We Will All Go Together” is magnificent. “I Got It from Agnes” once 
too suggestive (not obscene, i.e no bad words) for distribution. And lesser delights like 
“Poisoning Pigeons in the Park” and “The Hunter’s Song.” I’m glad to have it for special 
moods. (Ap12) 

MUSIC & MEMORIES: HEDDLE NASH 
The nicer of the two CDs I have, though there’s duplication, and it still lacks the great 
“Sound an Alarm.” “Annie Laurie” is a new treasure. The unnamed soprano in the 
Miserere from Trovatore is Miriam Licette. (Ap12) 

INTRODUCING SHANNON LEE 
Another Asian Wunderkind. One report says she was 14 when she recorded this CD. I 
don’t know what’s become of her. But she plays with flawless technique and superb 
feeling. I bought the disc because she is unashamed to include the Chaconne by “Vitali” 
(q.v.), now avoided in all such programs; but she also includes Brahms orphan Scherzo 
from the F.A.E. Sonata, and one of the best Ronde des lutins that I’ve ever heard, plus a 
not-too-bad take on Maude Powell in Salut d’amour. Great CD – also recommended by 
Archiv, so I discover. And she’s Canadian! (Ap12) 

STARS OF ENGLISH ORATORIO 
I bought this solely for Heddle Nash’s “Sound the Alarm,” which is nice to great once 
again. The other Nash items are welcome, despite having two CDs devoted wholly to 
Nash. Even the duplicated Messiah items. Is that the Mozart orchestration, or something 
even beefier? And the Isobel Baillie items too are a real joy, she being poorly represented 
elsewhere, especially the great aria from Elgar’s Kingdom, though she’s no match for 
Margaret Price! (Ap12) 

TRADITION & PROTEST 
Out of my usual line: Vintage 78s of Pete Seeger, Woody Guthrie, Josh White & 
Leadbelly singing genuine folk and protest songs mainly from the 1930s. Guthrie is the 
touchstone, Leadbelly is raunchier, Seeger is ironic, funny, Josh White a nice tenor. “Pick 
a Bale of Cotton” is unforgettable. Not all the plantation songs were about dyin’ and 
goin’ over Jordan. Talking Blues go way back.  Lots of classics that even I know: “Boll 
Weevil,” “Cindy,” “So long, it’s been good to know ya,” “Irene.” There’s a rousing union 
song, and Seeger does an anti-Hitler wartime recruiting bit. Great social history. (My12) 

RICHARD CROOKS 



It’s wonderful to hear the voice again. Lalo’s Aubade will always be a favorite. He did 
not have the flawless technique of John McCormack. Sometimes a trifle flat or more than 
a trifle strained on top. And he wanted to sing big stuff not suited to him. Wagner? 
Cavarodossi? The “Amor ti vieta” is painful. And he sometimes swooped and scooped 
excessively. But what a beautiful sound and beautiful presence! And perfect in the right 
repertoire, of course the lighter stuff. (My12) 

VENGEROV & VIRTUOSI 
An encore disc with a difference: all the accompaniments have been arranged for piano 
and a group of violins, making a Golden Strings sound out of the likes of Ponce and 
Bazzini. It’s no improvement and it sometimes conceals Vengerov’s dexterity, but 
tolerable. Major interest is Tchaikovsky’s three-movement Souvenier d’un lieu cher, of 
which only the Mélodie is familiar, plus my only version of Monti’s Csardas, the piece 
that always wins. Vengerov is a first-rate fiddler in the Russian style with fat sound and 
wide vibrato. But Schubert Ave Maria is scrumptious, the work of an artist. (My12)  

GOTHIC VOICES: The First Songbook in England 
Anthology of anonymous Latin songs discovered in the binding of another MS copied 
circa 1200.  Mostly monophonic, several in two parts, and one in three (track 1). 
Performance is highly speculative. Cantu miro (7) highly melismatic. Diastemmatica (10) 
condemns chromatic song in favor of moral diatonicism (Could this be reaction against 
Arabic influence on folk?). Adulari nesciens (15) offers interesting insight into the moral 
life – I don’t think it’s ironic, but it could be. Agnus Dei (16) is fairly crude two-part 
writing but could be the remnant of a lost polyphonic Mass. Most attractive are Christmas 
motets (tracks 1, 23); the motet for St Stephen’s Day (5), when boys were entrusted with 
the service; Cantu miro (7); and Flos floriger (21). (My12) 

ANONYMOUS: Carmina Burana 
Clemencic’s presentation, like anybody’s, is so speculative as to raise more questions 
than it answers. The music is notated in staveless neumes, so that even pitches are 
guesswork, not to mention rhythms and performance style. Clemencic takes several 
options: The moral invectives are given in growling rhythmless, toneless half singing 
(like Bob Hughes’ low characters in Le Testament). Some songs use the rhythmic modes, 
others do not. Sheer guesswork, I guess. More valuable than the disc itself, perhaps, is the 
booklet, with careful explanations and a multi-lingual anthology of the wonderful Latin 
lyrics. In tabernis is familiar from Orff, the only one. In terra summus rex and Fleti flenda 
show the wit of the anonymous authors (neither realization very convincing). The songs 
of spring and love are best: Tempus transit gelidum, Mihi confer venditor (which slips 
into Mittelhochdeutsch). Valuable, though tiresome to listen to consecutively. (Je12) 

COLLECTION: Thomas Allen: Songs My Father Taught Me 
I liked Volume II so much I bought Volume I. Many are familiar: Lark in the Clear Air, 
Drink to Me Only, Keep the Home Fires Burning, The Lost Chord, The Holy City. Bird 
Songs at Eventide. All are sentimental, some awful (Trees), others that bring tears (I’ll 
walk beside you). Why do I have such an appetite for this stuff?  (Je12) 

GOTHIC VOICES: The Marriage of Heaven and Hell: Motets & Songs from 13th-Century 
France 

All anonymous except for the monophonic songs by Blondel, Colin Muset, Bernart de 
Ventadorn, Gautier de Dargies. The motets are presented with splendid instructional 
focus, some in sequence, one part at a time (each with a different text) then all together. 



Liner notes give simple pointers: a final triad in trach 9, for example, marks the piece as 
English, not French. Traces of imitation appear in track 13. The CD even concludes with 
a conductus, a throwback, one note per syllable, all voices moving at the same time B to 
highlight the overlapping, more ornamented phrases of the motet. Magnificent 
introduction to the thirteenth-century sound. (Je12) 

ANTHOLOGY: Kaleidoscope – Marc-André Hamelin        
What a fun CD! Instead of a collection of chestnuts, with a few dazzlers, it’s a collection 
of (mostly) dazzlers, as only Hamelin can dazzle with. Surprises are the irredeemably 
obscure Edna Woods’ Valse Fantastique, Gimpel’s wonderful riff on Offenbach (better 
known as the U.S. Marine anthem), and Massenet’s uncharacteristic Valse folle. Even the 
Kapustin is good, and Hamelin’s own pieces hold their own very well. A treasure. (Je12) 

GOTHIC VOICES: The Study of Love: French Songs and Motets of the 14th Century 
My first question is why Page adopts the nasalized sound not used for the 13th-century 
CD? Like that one, most of these works are anonymous, though there are five 
contributions from Machaut, plus one each from Solage and Pycard. There are more 
imitative phrases, and more prominent, than in the earlier style, and more four-part 
writing. Machaut’s Motets (so indicated) are different in texture from the rest because of 
the slow-moving tenor. In track 5, lute and harp, both treated as linear and non-chordal 
instruments, are very subtle. Page suggests comparison of his presentation of Machaut’s 
“Trop plus” with David Munrow’s slower version. Many of these are very beautiful, 
tracks 7 and 9 outstanding. But most remarkable (as promised in the notes) is Pycard’s 
Gloria, full of rhythmic twists beginning halfway through, and some harmonic shocks – 
true Ars Subtilor. The mystifications of Solage’s Basile have even become familiar. (Je12) 

COLLECTION: Bits and Pieces – Itzhak Perlman 
I’ve been off Perlman for quite a while: I dislike his Stravinsky/Berg recording 
(Stravinsky too Romantic, while the Berg is clinical), and I was scandalized comparing 
his Moto Perpetuo with the young Menuhin’s. So it’s nice to get back to his metier in this 
lovely, unapologetic collection, and it’s not all chestnuts by a long shot, unless Arensky’s 
Serenade is a chestnut. It’s great to hear the Fiocco student piece as a genuine 
composition, plus Galamian stand-bys like Suk’s Burleska. Great car music. (Je12) 

ARS SUBTILIOR 
New London Consort sound is charming: opens with lilting 3, three parts taken by voice, 
alto fiddle and lute. Songs make full use of vocal onomatopoeia, frequent cross rhythms: 
Janequin is not far off, and EP would have loved it. Vaillant (track 4) is full of bird calls 
in both voice and recorder. I don’t think Pound ever refers to Ars subtilior, but it gives 
curious precedent for his non-periodic, irregular vocal phrases. Caserta is extreme. 
Velut’s little verse on the emotional power of music is remarkable. The sound of the 
single voice in every number does get tiring, even if it is Catherine Bott, but it’s a great 
CD in small doses. (Je12) 

GOTHIC VOICES: The Voice in the Garden: Spanish Songs and Motets 1480-1550 
CD begins with voices snarling like a nasty Spanish organ: is there a rationale for this 
sound? The Anonymous Harto de tanto sofía is near Gothic and quite beautiful despite 
the snarl, which I can get used to. Secular songs are clearly secular: the delightful 
nightingale (track 8), the strange Peñalosa text (6), and the melting Dentro en el vergel 
(19). But Mena’s Yo creo (11), on a vernacular religious text, sounds like a madrigal. 
Peñalosa’s nearly homophonic Precor te Domine is gorgeous. All through, it is interesting 



to detect the typical Spanish sound emerging from Renaissance modal harmonies. The 
lovely vihuela numbers by Luis de Milan display this most clearly. Great CD. (Je12) 

THE OLD HALL MANUSCRIPT 
The first two pieces are jaw-dropping gorgeous, and so is much of the rest of the disc. Is 
it the music? Or the scholarly interpretation? Or the execution (which can’t be faulted)? 
Music full of Machaut cadences, phrases in each part seem periodic, rhythmic intricacy 
common but not the mathematical sort found in Art subtilior, a bit of hocketing (Perrard’s 
Credo). Hillier favors quick tempi, expressive phrasing and shading (should I be 
sceptical?). The discoveries continue: Power’s Credo, Byttering’s motet for the marriage 
of Henry V and Catherine. Top of the charts. (Jy12) 

COLLECTION: Early One Morning 
The glory of English folksong: 20 tracks of perfect melody, all but one (The Kerry 
Dance) very familiar easy listening. Good car music. Higginbotom isn’t a top drawer 
choirmaster, but good enough with a fine program of arrangements. (Jy12) Again, lovely 
program, but a rather hard sound from the choir, possibly the Erato recording. (Mh15) 

COLLECTION: Mark Dubois, Gloria Saarinen 
A fine mixed song recital, mainly familiar items (Schubert, Duparc, Fauré, Britten 
folksongs) plus a superior rendition of Beethoven’s hard-to-find An die ferne Geliebte 
(vide supra). Dubois’s vocalism is gorgeous, of course, and the artistry too. Did his entire 
career really founder on that 1988 run-in with the police? I wonder what the real story is. 
[Google is little help.] (Jy12) 

COLLECTION: Sure on This Shining Night 
A super collection of American songs, not the least because of the charm of Robert 
White’s program notes. Without being afraid to tell a story about his foibles, he reports 
on experiences with Noah Greenberg, Hindemith, and a whole host of (mostly gay) 
composers – Barber, Copland, Corigliano, Rorem, Thomson – plus experiences teaching 
at Juilliard, plus researches into arcane song repertoire. There are some real discoveries 
here: Chanler’s “The Children,” Hindemith’s “Last Rose of Summer,” Chanler’s “These 
My Ophelia,” Parker’s “June Night.” And I’m honestly thrilled to have a recording of 
Idabelle Firestone’s “If I Could Tell You.” White has a pleasing voice which has worn 
exceptionally well, and great conviction to put over any kind of song. (Jy12) 

CONCERT: Jamie Parker 
A concert of bits and pieces, warhorses at that – the kind I’d once turn up my nose at, 
Chopin Nocturnes, Traumerei, Clair de lune, Moonlight Sonata (vide supra), and all. But 
hearing the stuff live was a pleasure, and I’ve been listening now for five years almost 
exclusively to unfamiliar music. Even at that, the most moving stuff was the two bits 
from Brahms op 118. It tears me up. Parker played Traumerei very simply as a children’s 
piece, and I liked it that way. I was underwhelmed by the slow Canadian piece by one 
Linda Something Smith. (Parry Sound, Jy12) 

COLLECTION Ljuba Welitsch 
The kind of voice I love and Ruth hates, like a silver laser beam that cuts through 
anything. The greatest Salome ever, not likely to be equaled. And a stage animal. I 
wonder if there’s any video? Faults: no trill, difficulty with florid bits (Nilsson’s “leetle 
notes”), strain at high C. But her Russian roles were wonderful too, even when she sang 
them in German. Great in operetta too, especially the gypsy. The CD finishes with an 
artfully portrayed Mussorgsky song. A must have disc. (Ag12) 



COLLECTION Arias and Duets by Leopold Simoneau and Pierrette Alarie 
It’s nice to have Simoneau doing some light Verdi as well as his usual Mozart. But the 
real surprise here is Pierrette Alarie. I didn’t realize she was one of those stratospheric 
French sopranos (though the extreme top is sometimes strained). She does a superb “O 
luce di quest’anima,” and both, separately, do four spectacular and seldom heard Mozart 
Concert Arias. Well worth while. (Ag12) 

ANTHOLOGY Vox Nederlandica 
An effort to trace some of the names of the little known world of Dutch composers, 
pieces all a cappella sung by one of the great world choirs. Johannes Verhulst: A love 
poem in Dutch (no translation) set homophonically in standard Romantic harmony. Julius 
Röntgen: A Dutch poem in praise of God (it appears), homophonic, text-driven, more 
rhythmic interest than Verhulst. Alphons Diepenbrock: Goethe’s “Auf dem See,” 
imaginative, chromatic, tempo varying, very demanding for choir; also Verlaine’s 
“Chanson d’automne,” even more chromatic, woozy, superb. Johan Wagenaar: Latin 
motet on hymn by Ambrose, text-driven, slightly chromatic, mostly homophonic. Anton 
Verheij: Salve Regina is soupy, sentimental. Hendrik Andriessen: Extended Latin motet 
in imaginative setting, harmonically conservative, homophonic but active in parts. The 
opening is almost a Schafer-like massed sound; it doesn’t hold together. Alexander 
Voormolen: Goethe’s “Wandrers Nachtlied” (truncated, I think) set in conservative 
modern style. Jan Nieland: Dutch folkpoem set simply, lightly, lovely. Henk Badings: 
First piece is celebratory, upbeat, mildly spiced; “Finnegan’s Wake” is not Joyce but 
Joyce’s folk source, harmonically conventional but with disruptions, a couple of spoken 
bits, rhythmically irregular – a nightmare to sing. Herman Strategier: sprightly French 
marching song, beautifully set by a name wholly unknown to me. Louis Taebosch: 
Arrangement of gorgeous Dutch folk hymn. Albert de Klerk: mildly modernist modal 
setting of Pater noster, free rhythm, quite nice. Jaap Geraedis: This appears to be a 
17th-century Dutch versification of the Lord’s Prayer, set beautifully in sweet modal 
harmony. Jurriaan Andriessen: Shakespeare’s Sonnet 43, one of his most obscure, set in 
English in free rhythm, pandiatonic homophony. It reminds me of Barrie Cabena. Ton de 
Leeuw: Sustained setting of a passage from the Koran in French. Though the composer 
has a reputation as avant gardist, this has modal feel, some rhythmic freedom, 
unconventional treatment of the repeated “Seigneur.” Jaap Voorn: Dutch text contains 
“Gods heiligen vost,” so it’s probably religious – sweet and reverential. Daan Manneke: 
French text of Psaume 121, homophonic in complex thick harmonies. (S12) 

COLLECTION PHILIPPE JAROUSSKY 
Compilation of baroque arias by French countertenor with extraordinary facility and 
soprano-like sound capable of genuine (if fey) expressiveness. He might be a role model 
for Patrick Jang. Weaknesses: the voice sounds smaller, even, than David Daniels’; the 
trill often fails to work; the Reynldo Hahn songs are just wrong. The opening Vivaldi aria 
is spectacular, as are all the other florid numbers. So is the cynical final duet from 
L’Incoronazione. In a couple of the tracks, the obligato trumpet sounds suspiciously like 
cool jazz, and the final Monteverdi track is out-and-out swung, with bass pizz. I couldn’t 
listen to it. (O12) 

SPOKEN WORD Victor Borge, Unstarted Symphony 
The classics are here: Inflationary Language (“Darling, you look twoderful tonight”) and 
Phonetic Punctuation. And the riffs on Happy Birthday are spectacular. Much is lost on 



CD – the visuals, the throwaway ad libs. And the opera travesties lie at a lower voltage 
level. But would a Borge be possible today? He calculated precisely the overlap between 
sophistication and the popular level of musical awareness. But now, when there is 
virtually no popular level of musical awareness? (O12) 

CONCERT FSA Baroque Fest 
We sang double choir pieces: Schütz’ Psalm 100, Scheidt’s Surrexit, Purcell’s O God 
Thou Art My God, plus a Laudate Dominum by Cazzati and Pergolesi’s Magnificat 
(probably by Durante). Paul did Bruhns’ Prelude in E minor, full of organ colors, a Bach 
Chorale, and explained the significance of “Tierce en Taille” (Mixture stop in a lower 
register, so the upper partials are plainly audible), playing Couperin, plus the F-major 
Organ Concerto of Handel (isn’t the last movement a Corelli Gigue?). Therèse sang 
Bach’s Cantata 53, Schlage doch, with bells, actually composed by one Hoffman – in 
many ways the highlight of the concert. Great fun. (N12) 

GREAT HISTORICAL SHAKESPEARE RECORDINGS, AND A MISCELLANY 
Wonderful historical recordings of famous speeches, from as old as Edwin Booth, Henry 
Irving, Ellen Terry, up through Beerbohm Tree and Forbes Robinson, to Barrymore, 
Gielgud and Olivier.  With a second CD of treasures: Noel Coward and Gertrude 
Lawrence, Edith Evans as Lady Bracknell (“an alliance with a parcel”), Charles 
Laughton’s Gettysburg Address (very moving), and Laurel & Hardy mastering the 
recorded technology. Sarah Bernhardt as Phèdre a valuable bonus.  Wow! (N12) 

THE BEST OF ANDREAS SCHOLL 
After hearing Jaroussky, Scholl is striking in his relatively average fioriture (a 
machine-gun delivery), but the voice is pure and beautiful: spectacular “Ombra mai fu,” 
and the bit from Pergolesi’s Stabat Mater is other worldly. Yes, he belongs. (N12) 

CONCERT FSA NOON-HOUR 
Highlights were Denis Bédard’s take on “Jeanette Isabelle” and Henri Mulet’s great 
“Carillon- Sortie” (which had the disadvantage of the German-style organ and my 
severely impaired hearing). Emma Lou Diemer’s “Suite Sunday” for organ and piano 
was a waste, and I’ve never heard anything by Richard Proulx that I did not detest. (D12) 

ILLUMINA – CHOIR OF CLARE COLLEGE, TIMOTHY BROWN 
Is Brown Rutter’s successor designate? This is Rutter’s choir on Rutter’s label, Rutter’s 
repertoire – a gorgeous, exquisitely sung recital mixing Gregorian, Renaissance and 
modern styles, though the outstanding pieces are William Harris’s “Bring Us O Lord 
God,” Charles Wood’s “Hail Gladdening Light,” and Rutter’s own “Hymn to the Creator 
of Light” (far removed from his populist manner, and the Lancelot Andrewes text is a 
magnificent discovery). The choir also does convincing Russian, witness the glorious 
Grechaninoff and Tchaikovsky. Finish is Ligeti’s Lux Aeterna, 10' of static clusters. 
Truly superior choral CD, both repertoire and performance.  (D12) 

FRITZ WUNDERLICH – OPERETTA ARIAS 
No surprises here. Just that beautiful voice in its element.  (D12) 

DOROTHY MAYNOR: LIBRARY OF CONGRESS RECITAL, DECEMBER 1940 
Maynor was a light lyric soprano, beautifully schooled with a beautiful sound. She was 
barred from the opera stage by her color, a tragedy for her certainly, both an insult to her 
dignity and a deprivation of finances and reputation. I don’t know that an operatic career 
would otherwise have been outstanding, though her “Depuis le jour” is very fine. But she 
seems to have been a charismatic recitalist. Handel’s “O Sleep” is wonderful (though she 



can’t replicate MacCormack’s superhuman breath control). And of course the spirituals: 
Dett’s “Ride On” is smashing. (D12) 

JENNIFER LARMORE – FRENCH ARIAS 
Super program of familiar arias and otherwise, the fireworks supplied by a spectacular bit 
from Auber’s Zerline. Unhackneyed bits from Offenbach, Massenet, Ravel, and a bright 
ending from L’Étoile. Larmore’s “O ma lyre immortelle” and “D’amour l’ardente 
flamme” challenge Verrett and Callas, so it’s hard to know why she has never attained 
the superstar status. Maybe her sound is not as warm and fuzzy as some other mezzos? 
Or is it just that her forte is French? A fine CD. (Ja13) 

PATER NOSTER: REFLECTIONS ON THE LORD’S PRAYER 
I don’t know why the King’s Singers are recording for Naxos, but the program is 
irresistible, a stylistic mix with Renaissance emphasis. Standouts are Josquin’s Pater 
noster and Harris’s Holy is the true light. Poulenc’s unfamiliar Prayers of St Francis stand 
out in this context better than they do in the complete choral works, or maybe it’s a more 
forthright performance. Duruflé’s Pater noster brings tears. But why have I never heard 
Tavener’s Lord’s Prayer before? Fantastic. Purcell’s Remember not, Lord, is done à 
cappella: is this right? And the wonderful Farrant is here – would that he had written 
more. A CD for candles and a darkened room. (Ja13) 

CONCERT: UWO NOON HOUR 
Jack Behrens gave a varied piano recital, without speaking, in memory of Sonia: Some 
Cage, some Bach, some Schubert, some Messiaen, some Philip Glass. Liszt’s take on 
Wagner’s Liebestod. Jean Anderson’s piece sounded like “Blow the Wind Southerly,” 
though she was surprised when I mentioned it. Jack’s was a lovely riff on “Amazing 
Grace.” Outstanding, though, was Coleridge- Taylor’s fantasy on “Deep River,” the best 
piece I’ve heard by that composer. I’m glad I went. (Ja13) 

ARTHUR GRUMIAUX: 39 ENCORES 
I bought this to remind myself if the beautiful tune of Paradies’ “Sicilienne.” I wonder 
what the story is there? But the entire double CD set is outstanding. Grumiaux’s playing 
is so exquisitely clean and elegant – Zigeunerweisen too much so, it needs a trace of dirt 
(which is present in Tzigane, ever so slightly). For true artistry, check out Fauré’s “Les 
Berceaux” for purity of tone, taste without flottando. (Mh13) 

AMERICAN LIGHT MUSIC CLASSICS 
Ronald Corp’s addendum to his four CDs of English Light Music. Great car music, from 
Don Gillis’s joke symphony to Sousa’s Washington Post. I continue to be amazed at how 
much of this stuff I’ve absorbed. No favorites, really, just generic delight. (Mh13) 

20 ORIGINAL HIT SONGS OF 1945 
Not written in ‘45 but successfully recorded that year. Good car music in its way. Arlen’s 
“Stormy Weather” is the most memorable song. Margaret Whiting (“All through the 
Day”) and Dorothy Squires (“Let the Rest of the World Go By”) are the best sung. “Till 
the End of Time” is Chopin with words (Perry Como), and the duet “We’ll Gather 
Lilacs” is from a show by Ivor Gurney. There’s pure Dixieland from Bunk Johnson’s 
Band. What struck me, though, was just how pervasively Afro so much of this music is. I 
didn’t think that really happened until the Fifties, but it pre-dated the Civil Rights 
Movement, massively. I even wonder how much of the hatred for pops that I absorbed 
from my father was in fact not musical but racist in origin. I’ll never know. (Mh13) 

DOWN PEACOCK ALLEY 



 One of the Palm Court set – predictable stuff, including some sung bits and extraneous 
vocalizations (ha-ha!) by the players. Familiar bits include Jacob Gade’s Jealousy, 
Fibich’s beautiful Poeme (with cheesy xylophone), and the Charleston – plus a bit of 
Donaldson’s Tell Her at Twilight (actually Rubinstein’s Melody in F). Much of it is too 
too silly. (Ap13) 

PUTTIN’ ON THE RITZ 
 Jazzier than Down Peacock Alley, full of vocals (uncredited) sounding very Twenties. 

Lots of familiar stuff, including the Irving Berlin title song and Tiger Rag. No 
discoveries, except maybe the pleasant tenor of “Roll Along Covered Wagon.” Party 
stuff. (Ap13) 

BEST OF ITALIAN OPERA 
 Usual suspects from EMI of the ‘60’s – Victoria, Gedda, Corelli, et al. No surprises, but 

it’s nice to have Anna Moffo’s “Una voce” (“Do not poke it in too fah,” sang Daryl 
Edwards), and a souvenir of her Lucia. Grist makes a lovely Gilda, and I have no other 
specimen of Mario Sereni. Floriana Cavalli is unknown to me, and she scarcely shows up 
on Google. (Ap13) 

OPERA ENCORES – BUTTERFIELD & POLEGATO 
 The CD is really a tribute to Richard Bradshaw, who was launching two young Canadian 

singers and exploring some out-of-the-way rep. I wonder if he had notions of reviving 
Mignon before he died? His exploration of French opera is interesting, including a major 
scene from one I’ve never heard of by Halévy. Plus the entire schooling scene from 
Kienzl’s Evangelimann. Butterfield doesn’t sound half bad – though there’s no evidence 
of passion. Polegato is, and is still very fine. (Ap13) 

EUROPEAN LIGHT MUSIC CLASSICS 
 Ronald Corp’s series – I’m pleased to have a decent version of Gounod’s Marionnette. 

And other nice things like Glow Worm, Skaters’ Waltz, and Lehar’s Gold & Silver. Alas, 
only the Polka, no Fugue, from Schvanda. The program is a bit heavy on strong-beat 
marches and waltzes, and the dynamic range is too diverse for highway driving. (Ap13) 

THE PICNIC PARTY 
 This one ends with the most resolutely offensive Persian Market I’ve ever heard, plus 

novelty numbers for double bass and piccolo, plus whistling, singing, stamping and such 
carrying on – and croaking in Happy Frog. Not much sentiment here – just serious 
musicians in clown costumes. The liner notes have interesting comments on the 
confluence of styles. (My13) 

THE ROSE OF SHARON 
Superb recital of antebellum Americana, sacred and secular. The Billings anthems remind 
me of Purcell anthems is their length and multi-sectional structure. Some nice folk 
melodies (He comes, the hero comes) and Shape Note and Shaker hymns – What 
Wondrous Love. And the final anthem by Massah, Hera O Lord when I Cry, is gorgeous. 
Joel Frederikson, basso and lutenist, is a force to be reckoned, whatever group he’s with. 
I can’t believe the group is based in Munich. (My13)  

COLLECTION – Ramon Vargas – Nel mio cuore: Sixteen arie antiche.  
I like Vargas, and his live “Il mio tesoro” was one of the best I’ve ever heard, but my first 
impression (Amarilli) was nothing really special. Furthermore, the arrangements are 
peculiar, with a piano plunking away, and liner notes awful. But a couple of the 
unfamiliar items by Vinci and Ciampi are superb, and I liked the Gluck, and the sotto 



voce in Caro mio ben. So it’s a nice recital. “Il mio bel foco” by Benedetto Marcello 
sounds suspiciously like Se tu m’ami, spuriously attributed to Pergolesi by Parisotti. 
[What has become of Vargas at the Met?] (My13) 

ANTHOLOGY – Ronald Corp, British Light Music Classics, Volume 1    
I’ve always admired the polish of British “light music,” but it’s basically movie music 
without the movie. Some of it is very cheesy (Ancliffe’s Nights of Gladness), but much is 
very pleasant. Ronald Binge’s The Watermill is a beautiful oboe solo, beautifully played 
by one Ruth Scott. (My13) 

ANTHOLOGY – Ronald Corp, British Light Music Classics, Volume 2  
Much of the same – another slick Ronald Binge number, and the final March of the 
Bowmen by Frederic Curzon is right up there with Pomp & Circumstance or Orb & 
Sceptre. Wikipedia tells me that British Lite was fostered by the advent of the radio and 
that makes sense, though European bandshell and ballroom practices must have played a 
part as well. (My13) 

ANTHOLOGY – Ronald Corp, British Light Music Classics, Volume 3 
More of same: Some delights, plus the gawdawful Lady of Spain and Ketelbey’s 
inescapable and offensive Persian Market (Bakseesh!). Ketelbey aside, I like the exotic 
and delicate numbers best – The Girl from Corsica, Songe d’Automne – and a few more 
from the stars of the genre, Coates, Binge, and Haydn Wood. (Je13) 

ANTHOLOGY – Ronald Corp, British Light Music Classics, Volume 4 
Yet more of same, including the whole of Coleridge-Taylor’s Petite Suite de Concert 
(q.v.). It’s nice to have Benjamin’s Jamaican Rhumba, and there are a number of nice 
discoveries – Jaunting Car, A Quiet Stroll, Rhythm on the Rails (a travelling music set), 
plus Rosse’s fine Doge’s March, Grainger’s noisy Shepherd Fennel’s Dance, and further 
contributions by Coates and Curzon. (Je13) 

ANTHOLOGY: Les Voix du Ciel 
Two CDs of assorted countertenors is a bit much, and I’m amazed at how similar on the 
whole they sound. Deller sounds modern enough, though “He was despised” is done in an 
Edwardian Largo. Jarroussky is decidedly a sopraniste, while Lesne is quite baritony. 
Daniels like Ragin uses a baritone lower extension. Visse and Jacobs are both quite 
reedy. (Jy13)  

BBC CHRISTMAS CD – 2013   
For a program largely made up of new works, there are remarkably few clunkers. 
Outstanding are the MacMillan “O radiant dawn,” the Carol Barnett “Angelus ad 
virginem” (is she an Argento student? [Yes]), and the Stuart Thompson “Holly and the 
Ivy” in a minor key (deserving winner of the BBC carol competition). I am distinctly 
unimpressed by the Chilcott “Sweeter Music” (is he crazy challenging Rutter with that?) 
and the two Richard Rodney Bennett numbers. But very enjoyable – a perfect stocking 
stuffer for Paul. (D13) 

COLLECTION: Into the Night 
I bought this mainly to have a version of Lauridsen’s magnificent “Sure on This Shining 
Night,” but it’s a fair sample of contemporary choral work. For Naxos, though, very short 
measure for a miscellany. There’s an early, uncharacteristically up-tempo Whitacre. 
Stephen Paulus’s Longfellow is inspired – the final cadence stunning. The conductor’s 
own setting of Teasdale is so so, and his later treatment of Dylan Thomas ordinary at 
best. Arvo Pärt’s contribution will win admirers, but despite the passing Machaut cadence 



it seems plain – still, the text from Newman’s prose is interesting. Whitacre’s Nox 
aurumque displays complex chromatic chords a cappella, making for a tour de force in 
performance, but to what purpose? Tavener’s Psalm fixes an organ pedal and chants 
syllabically in parallel seconds – and reaches an extraordinary climax. Tavener at his best 
on a remarkable passage of Scripture. Abbie Betinis uses flute effectively with a cappella 
choir for one of Blake’s least interesting lyrics – it doesn’t work for me. Ticheli’s 
Teasdale is sentimental over the top, moving nonetheless. Lauridsen’s Sure on This 
Shining Night is a gem that ought really not to work, with its angular lines, but it does – a 
treasure worth the whole CD. (Ja14) 

RECITAL: Barbara Hendricks: 40 Spirituals 
I bought this trying to find Moses Hogan arrangements that we sing at FSA. I hesitated, 
thinking Hendricks’ voice might be too light and bright for this repertoire (being used to 
plummy Marian Anderson contraltos), but no need: Hendricks is a great artist, and she 
hits the right tone nearly forty times in a row, blending her trained sound with the negro 
folk in perfect proportions. At best, this is intensely  moving: “Sometimes I Feel Like a 
Motherless Child,” “Were You There.” As for Moses Hogan, he did all the arrangements  
on the second CD, and his version of “Joshua Fit de Battle” for men’s voices (without  
Hendricks) is a blast. Great car music. (My14) 

ANTHOLOGY: Three Tenors 
No, not those three. This CD collects Peerce, Bjoerling and Mario Lanza, and I bought it 
hoping to get Bjoerling’s “Mattinata” with the interpolated high C. Instead, it offers 
Peerce. I had hopes, too, for Peerce’s signature “Bluebird of Happiness,” but it turns out 
to be a simply awful song, almost as bad as “Because,” which he also sings. It’s nice to 
have a sample of Peerce, however – “O Paradiso” is superb. And Lanza always amazes 
and disgusts, simultaneously. (Ap14) 

CONCERT: Measha Brueggergosman 
Algonquin Theater in Huntsville, with piano, guitar, bass (guitar), percussion, all 
electrified, including Measha, all pop. Has she read the signs? Culturally? Or vocally? I 
tried to enjoy it, but she sang the first half entirely in chest and I knew almost none of the 
songs. I liked “Miss Otis Regrets” (which turned out to be Cole Porter, not Bolcom as I 
guessed) and the gospel hymns. And later she used her true soprano, still glorious, and 
finished with a moving Joni Mitchell “Both Sides Now,” which to my surprise I admire.  
But even in the great standards like “Misty,” “Tennessee Waltz,” “Embraceable You,”  
I didn’t like her jazz (apart from a clever Jamaican twist on the latter). I’m not angry,  
as I would have been once, but I’m really let down. (Muskoka—Jy14) 

RECITAL: The Maiden’s Prayer 
Martin Price plays beautifully in a collection of parlor favorites. The title piece is awful, 
but it was sensationally popular in its day. Most of the rest is thoroughly enjoyable, 
perfect car music – uncomplicated, much of it familiar, all of it full of character. I do love 
Rustles of Spring and Fibich’s Poème. Price plays The Harmonious Blacksmith with 
unbaroque shamelessness. Spring Song, Humoresque, Melody in F – and I never 
remember the tune of Ethelbert Nevin’s Narcissus until I’m reminded. (S14) 

ORGAN RECITAL: José-Luis Gonzalez Uriol 
Chronological survey of Spanish organ music to show off the instrument at the Palacio 
Real, Madrid. Alas, the booklet (which appears to be highly informative) is entirely in 
Spanish. The instrument must be old, since the noise of the keys sounds like castanets 



and the tuning is old temperament. The four Cabezon pieces, include two little sets of 
variations (“differencias”) and a Tiento. Dal Castillo’s Tiento seems to wander aimlessly.  
Duron’s Gaytilla is outstanding. Bruna goes for over-extended sequences. Lopez’ Sonata  
is like Scarlatti. Jose de Nebra’s Batalla de clarines comes on with a great blast, as does  
Lidón’s “Ave maris stella.” (O14) 

THE ORGAN in the RENAISSANCE and the BAROQUE – CD1: Gustave Leonhardt 
 No booklets or notes. The first seven tracks are mid-sixteenth-century secular pieces, four 
English, two Venetian, one German. These are played on small, often nasal instruments. 
The move to Pachelbel and Kerll demands a larger church instrument, but Leonhardt has 
chosen some off-center music. The Kerll Toccata has some remarkable harmonies, but 
Pachelbel is favored with six full tracks. The three Magnificat Fugues include a highly 
chromatic one sandwiched between two on whimsical subjects. But Merula’s chromatic 
capriccio is absolutely wild – Wow, the star of the  show! Pasquini’s two pieces also 
have lots of character. Friedrich Zachow’s sounds much more mainstream. Interesting 
miscellany. (N14) 

THE ORGAN in the RENAISSANCE and the BAROQUE – CD2: Gustave Leonhardt 
Both the first and second CDs explore music from the Alpine regions, here during the 
later years of the high baroque. The works by Storace and Kerll are bright and positive. 
The two Froberger pieces slip back to an earlier time – the Capriccio built on a 
downward sliding chromatic figure with some wild tuning. Eberlin failed to impress me 
earlier, and here his big Toccata stretches out tiresome sequences – the Fugue too,  
though spiced with chromatics. The Toccata sesta is more interesting. Eberlin has more  
pedagogical odor than the little Sonata by Fux, who has that reputation. J.C. Fischer is  
the featured composer, with four tracks – he has a master’s hand. Krebs (a pupil of Bach) 
offers three Chorale Preludes. Program ends with a Fugue by the admirable Muffat. (N14) 

THE ORGAN in the RENAISSANCE and the BAROQUE – CD3: Gustave Leonhardt 
Music from France and the south of Netherlands. Boyvin’s Suite in D gets pride of place, 
at 15’ the longest work in the box: it’s not a dance suite but geared in French manner to 
the organ, e.g. “Récit de Cromhorne,” and full of twiddly ornaments. Jean-Adam 
Guilain’s Suite in G minor is similar, though shorter. Guilain is three or four decades 
later than Boyvin, but I couldn’t distinguish them. It seems to have softer edges – not  
just due to the stops. Krieger, Kerll, and Van den Kerckhoven contrast nicely with  
their starker German lines. Kerckhoven’s Second Fantasia seems to ramble on without  
cadence. The unknown Luython’s Fuga is a throwback to Renaissance sound, with bare  
vocal lines on the organ until its gets going – is the ornamentation written or supplied? 
Froberger sounds more instrumental – the Toccata has some excruciating mistuning 
relationships, even though it’s not in a weird key. Louis Chaumont, of whom I know 
nothing, returns the CD to the squiggles of Versailles. (N14) 

THE ORGAN in the RENAISSANCE and the BAROQUE – CD4: Gustave Leonhardt  
 The Organs of Austria: The CD opens with Passacaglia, Ricercar, and Chaconne by Kerll, 
Froberger, and Fischer respectively, and includes two large sets of Variations by the 
featured composer Pachelbel. Kerll’s Passacaglia blasts off at the beginning. Hardly 
subtle, but wonderful, with some virtuoso flourishes. Froberger shows up in every 
geographical region – his Ricercar becomes fugal through diminution of the subject, as 
the contrapuntal genre is made to generate variations. Fischer’s Chaconne is stately, an  
almost Handelian pomp in 3. Speth’s Echo Sonata alternates keyboards to good effect,  



and the fortissimo is notable. Pachelbel’s Chorale Prelude is highly ornamented. The 
Pachelbel Aria is played on a wild, quavering nasal stop, while the piece has a festive 
feel. Muffat’s D minor Toccata builds virtuoso flurry. Jakob Hassler (not Hans Leo) 
offers a routine Toccata. Christian Erbach’s Canzona has a modal, almost archaic sound. 
Speth’s D minor Toccata is grandiose fantasy. Poglietti’s Ricercar has an weirdly angular 
subject, while Kerll’s sounds like a more polished version of the same. Pachelbel then 
returns for a second pairing. (D14) 

THE ORGAN in the RENAISSANCE and the BAROQUE – CD5: Gustave Leonhardt 
The Organs of North Germany: Strange to say, this region seems to draw out the 
obscurest names, especially in the earlier phase, beginning with the sophisticated 
Praeludium of Johann Lorenz (died 1650), plus three anonymous Dutch pieces, while the 
featured composer is Delphin Strunck, whose long life nearly spanned the century 
(1601-1694). He sets Bach’s Passion Chorale beautifully, and his Variations on  
Magnificat make a highly ornate piece, with some weird stops. A certain Peter Morhardt  
contributes another Chorale Prelude before familiar names appear. Weckmann gives a  
primitive sounding ornamented chorale, and Melchior Schildt’s Variations still sound 
more Renaissance than Baroque, as does Scheidemann’s secular and bold Galliarda. 
Reincken’s Fugue is delightful with its constant motion and repeated notes. Weckmann’s 
Canzona has surprises, some his, some Leonhardt’s. Böhm’s Variations begin with thin 
two-voice texture and end with full four-voice fugue. Christian Ritter’s short Sonata is 
multi-sectional, combining the flashy and the grandiose. This entire 5-CD box reveals a 
treasury of creativity at a very high level. I love Gustave Leonhardt. (D14) 

FOUR FAMOUS ITALIAN SOPRANOS 
A sampling of early to mid-century Italian style. Augusta Oltrabella’s voice was not 
overpowering, apparently, but it had a cutting edge that projected through any orchestra – 
perhaps like Ljuba Welitsch. Thrilling top notes. The Iris aria is wonderful. Mafalda 
Favero had a vulnerable quality, not soft but plangent, perfectly phrased for 
expressiveness and diction. Her Otello Ave Maria is gorgeous, and also the Lodoletta 
aria. Pia Tassinari, who was married to Tagliavini, had great technique and sang an 
incredibly wide range of roles – from Italian to the lighter Wagner, soprano to mezzo, 
even including Dalila, and lots of premieres. Not an immediately identifiable sound, but a 
slight fast vibrato and splendid all around. Magda Olivero’s tracks are later than on her 
recital disc, I think, and show her well. “L’Altra note” is an ultimate test piece – great top 
(with diminuendo), great bottom (just a hint of chest), florid bits all there (senza misura), 
and trill (real but uneven), and tons of temperament. All the rest have a wow-factor, even 
Mimi’s aria, and especially her signature role Adriana, which the composer adored. 
“Poveri fiori” done as it ought to be – slower and more sustained than I’ve ever heard it. 
My reason for buying the CD, well rewarded. (D14) 

ITALIAN ARIA RECITAL: Virginia Zeani 
Bel canto, lighter Verdi and Puccini, all perfection vocally and stylistically, with just the 
right combination of freedom and discipline – not overly dramatic but enough to be 
convincing. I do not hear, however, a distinctive personal character to the voice or the 
timbre. She must have been a wonderful teacher and a model for young singers, rather 
like Freni or Mariella Devia – not a bad comparison at all. (Mh15)  

SANDBURG’S AMERICAN SONGBAG 
A group headed by one Dan Zanes in arrangements for slick folk band. There’s 25 songs, 



mostly unfamiliar, since Zanes chose what was unfamiliar to him. Some great cuts – 
“Halleluiah I’m a Bum,” “Ezekiel Saw the Wheel” (Jy15) 

RECITAL: Mozart Arias 
Stich-Randall in twelve arias. Her strange voice works well in Mozart, with its straight 
silvery tone and perfect attacks. There’s a dramatic feel in “Or ch’ai se l’onore,” more 
than I expected, and even some emotional coloring in a very special “Ach ich fühls.” 
“Marten aller Arten” comes off amazingly well (I didn’t think she had the top extension), 
and the florid stuff including trill is good, but the sound at the bottom is weird. I’m glad 
to have this. (S15) 

RECITAL: Operetta German, French, English 
Barbara Hendricks in lovely two-CD collection, the first by herself, the second in duets 
with silken-voiced Gino Quilico. Both very light voices – how did they do on stage? 
Great car music. Nice to hear lots of Lehar, Romberg. When I’m calling yoooo – double 
0 – double 0. (N15) 

RECITAL – Vivaldi Arias 
Simone Kermes in ten arias. I was intrigued by accounts of her as controversial, and now 
I understand why. My vote is for the negative. She has a McNair kind of unsupported 
production that I loathe. She makes her effect through extraordinarily frenzied fioriture, 
fast, dazzling, not particularly accurate. No trill. And she’s not afraid of making ugly 
sounds, especially at the bottom – which can be good, but it doesn’t appear dramatically 
motivated. Flash in the pan. (N15) 

CHRIST IS BORN (The Queen’s Six) 
BBC Christmas CD for 2015 – a group sort of a revamped King’s Singers. Program is 
lovely – traditional carols, three motets, some less heard pieces (Tchaikovsky’s “Crown 
of Thorns,” Warlock’s “Adam lay ybounden”). The modern carols are not scary, quite 
good. Mostly peaceful seasonal music with a few quick beats and a couple of popsy 
things (“Let it Snow”) at the end. Success. (D15) 

RECITAL – Frederica von Stade, Judith Blegen – CD1 
The first disc is my reason for buying the set, this unusual duet recital, and the treat of the 
under-recorded Blegen, who shone so as Juliette in Detroit. Her lovely vibrato seems 
both to match and to contrast Von Stade’s relatively straight tone, though they work 
much better in Brahms than in the rather puckish Schumann. Wonderful extras are the 
rare Schubert, the even rarer Saint-Saens, and the superb aria from Endimione e Cintia, 
with Von Stade’s magnificent Chanson perpetuelle. Nice to hear again. (D15) 

RECITAL – Frederica von Stade Opera Arias – CD2  
I can only say that Von Stade sounds bland in these pieces, with little dramatic presence. 
Even the two Rossini showpieces fail to ignite. This is odd, because her DVD of 
Cenerentola astonished me both with its virtuosity and its dramatic gusto. She tries to 
save the disc with its rare verismo piece from Leoncavallo’s Boheme, but it’s too little 
too late. OK for its rarities. (Ja16) 

CONCERT – Richard Tucker Gala, November 2015 
What a treat! An array of very beautiful voices singing at their best. The virtually 
anonymous conductor was Eugene Kohn. Jaime Barton was the mid-career honoree and 
she has shown enormous development since her tremendous first appearance as audience 
favorite (mine too) – an “Acerba volutta” full of bitter chest notes, later a rivalry duet 
from Gioconda with Goerke, and finally a beautifully sustained suicide aria from Les 



Troyens, all with gorgeous sound. I liked Leonard less in the Cenerentola showpiece: no 
bottom, less accuracy, the rewriting done to mitigate difficulties. Fleming too did Adriana 
(has she sung the role? It’s ideal for her), and the Faust love duet with Beczala. 
Gheorghiu did “In quelle trine morbide” and the La Wally aria, beautifully. They should 
be giving her better than Tosca at the Met. Christine Goerke did a shattering “O don 
fatale.” Bocelli didn’t bother me nearly as much as he had before – he actually sang the 
Lucia duet in tune (with Nadine Sierra), and they made no fuss over his blindness. That 
and “M’appari” were fairly satisfying. Stephen Costello seems much improved since I’ve 
ever heard him, either in the Donizetti Queens or at the earlier Gala: his voice has much 
more oomph, and he showed artistry in the Roméo love duet and a fine Federigo’s 
Lament. Laurence Brownlee too had more focus, accuracy, and ping than I’ve heard in 
his big aria from Zelmira. Beczala sang “Nessun dorma,” a promising Calaf for some 
distant future, plus the Faust duet with Fleming. Bravi all (or nearly all)! (F16)    

RECITAL: The Power of Love (Alice Coote, Graham Johnson) 
 Alice Coote is beautiful in this repertoire, but the value of the CD lies in the choices and 

commentary of Graham Johnson as well. I listened through the entire CD, effortlessly. 
And I probably would not have recognized the power of Holst’s Humbert Wolfe settings 
without help. “Love’s Old Sweet Song,” “Silent Noon,” and the “Crimson Poodle” are 
here, but some wonderful off-beat choices, including Liza Lehman and Maude Valerie 
White, two of Elgar’s best (what gawdawful taste he had in verse!), plus two by Gibbs 
that make me want to explore. Superb! (Mh16) 

RECITAL – Frederika Von Stade Song Recital – CD3 
 Dowland’s “Come Again” sounds like a decree from Fricka, operatic, slow, molto 

maestoso, and wrong. “Sorrow stay” is better but still drags. “The Blessed Virgin’s 
Expostulation” (with piano only) shows off Purcell’s word setting. Without text, only “O 
quand je dors” makes much sense purely musically. Debussy's ’Chansons de Bilitis” 
work better, surprisingly, the occasional word coming through: “ta chevelure à ma 
bouche.” The five Canteloube songs are a treat – they’re not the hackneyed ones, and the 
first has six amazingly varied strophes. The final bit is negligible. (Mh16) 

RECITAL – Frederika Von Stade Mahler – CD4 
 SEE ABOVE. (Mh16) 
RECITAL: Paul O’Dette, Ancient Airs & Dances 

I’m so glad O’Dette put this concept into reality. Apparently locating Respighi`s sources 
took some doing, even inside old Chilesotti`s research, much less in the MSS. The pieces 
are immediately recognizable, and I`m impressed with the restraint of Respighi`s 
treatment, letting the music be. The Third Suite, however, is a little harder to hear, mainly 
because of the voice. Covey-Crump sings beautifully within his narrow expressive band. 
This CD is a treasure. (Je16) 

COMPILATION The Golden Age of Light Music, vol 1 
I didn’t realize this was a historical CD, but the sound isn’t bad. Good in the car. Coates 
is taken at a no-nonsense clip, no string portamenti anywhere. It’s good to have the whole 
Suite, plus Vivian Ellis’ Holidays Abroad. Some of the film music is pure schlock. (Je16) 

RECITAL Yolanda Marcoulescu, American Art Songs 
Marcoulescu is in the final stage of her peculiar career, the voice tending to shriek at the 
top, thin sounding in middle voice, the remains of a fine voice with great technique in its 
prime. No texts, but diction is excellent, with the slightest accent. 33 songs – I’ve 



checked the ones that seem successful. Hageman, Griffes, Beach, Thomson – 
disappointing Ives and Bowles. She is too stiff with pop inflected pieces. (Je16) 

RECITAL Zinka Milanov, 14 Arias 
Zinka’s the real deal, a full Verdian spinto soprano with big, luscious voice, beautiful 
sound, phrasing, attack, that celebrated floating pianissimo, a good chest register (used 
sparingly), a usable trill. She’s not particular about the leetle notes, and apparently had 
little stage drama – she stood there and sang. Gloriously. The later 1953 “Pace” is 
marginally better than the earlier one. (Jy16) 

RECITAL Joan Hammond, Arias & Songs 
 A beautiful Puccini singer, even in terrible English translation. Her voice is emotive, both 
warm and silvery at the same time, with no strain at the top, and magnificent phrasing – 
the big phrase in “Vissi d’arte” should be a model of how to do it. The Forza aria is 
beautiful, but lacks some of the heft and grandeur of Milanov (who owned the role). The 
three songs are a nice bonus, an unpretentious “Home Sweet Home” and Eric Coates’s 
“Green Hills o’ Somerset,” new to me, a wartime sentiment from 1916 recorded in 1941. 
(Muskoka—Jy16) 

RECITAL Phyllis Curtin Arias 
When the beloved Phyllis Curtin died recently in her nineties, I had her pegged as a light 
lyric, mainly a concert singer, on the basis of her magnificent Fauré. Wrong. Little did I 
know the extent of her operatic career, primarily in the Mozart-Strauss fach, up to and 
including Salome. The CD is not a studio compilation but excerpts from pirated live 
performances, done with the diva’s blessing. Her Mozart is fine, her “Depuis le jour” is 
as sensuous as any, and from that extreme to a snarling Salome is thoroughly unexpected. 
She was a first-rate artist and a blessed mentor to many. (Ag16) 

COMPILATION – Great Singers at the Berlin State Opera 
Fine assortment of German singers from the troubled 1930s. Margherita Perras in “Ach 
ich liebte” is a revelation, Erna Berger beautiful as always, the great Tiana Lemnitz full 
of feeling and flawless technique (damn her to hell!), and good samples of Schorr, 
Leider, Hüsch, Kipnis, Cebotari, and Schlusnus, all scarce in my collection. The 
Wagnerians stand out for their beautiful vocalism –  Völker, Lorenz, and of course 
Melchior – nary a Beyreuth bark, pure bel canto. Lovely CD. (Ag16) 

RECITAL – Piers Lane Goes to Town 
Assemblage of encores and party pieces, with a few more serious items. The novelties 
include a delicious Beethoven parody by Dudley Moore (on Colonel Bogey), complete 
with fugato and a cadence that never ends, and Variations on Happy Birthday by Antony 
Hopkins (a joke that goes on and on). There are some crossover pieces (Zez Confrey, 
Alec Templeton), and Australian specialties (Percy Grainger and his protégé Katharine 
Parker). Great fun! (Ag16) 

RECITAL Richard Tucker, 17 Arias and Songs 
My God what a voice! He reminds me some of Gigli, with the security and the beauty of 
tone in the same repertoire. Tucker’s Improvviso is the closest approximation I’ve heard 
to Gigli’s perfection in that. Tucker’s voice is heavier, less capable of nuance, and he has 
some of the same dramatic exaggerations. But what a sound when he lets loose! (I realize 
now how much Jim Stark’s pooh-poohing of Tucker and Peerce was driven by his 
damned German anti-semitism – parallel to his racist snootiness toward the young 
Leontyne Price. Bastard!) (Ag16) 



RECITAL Anita Cerquetti Live 
Precious mementos from Cerquetti’s brief career singing live in Italy. She does some 
pieces from her studio recording – that incredible Spontini! – plus key bits from Vespri, 
Don Carlo, and Aida. She sounds as good as on the studio recording, a bit of strain on the 
top C but nothing scary, and the expressiveness is truly extraordinary. Precious, yes. (S16) 

RECITAL Ainhoa Arteta Zarzuelas 
Part of the virtue of this disc is the instrumental and choral excerpts, which give a sense 
of the zarzuela tradition, so remarkably stable across the years. The modern instrumental 
Prelude brought Jerome Kern to mind (just a tang of acid harmony), the older choruses 
Sir Arthur Sullivan (unison, easy, comical), a different feel from the more operatic or 
operetta-like arias. There’s also a nice Fandango. Ainhoa Arteta sings beautifully, with a 
light soprano, obviously the real thing, bright and clear on top (Victoria), with a hint of 
earthy rasp in middle voice (Jill Gomez). Very nice CD. (S16) 

RECITAL Victoria de los Angeles: 12 Zarzuela Arias 
Most of her choices are up-tempo – like patter songs in Spanish. That vocal 
ornamentation in Spanish singing must derive from the Moorish-North African traditions. 
It gets passed on in American country and pop music. (S16) 

RECITAL Rita Gorr: French Arias 
These seem to be taken from performances earlier than her studio recital, and it 
concentrates on the French neo-classic line extending from Gluck through Cherubini and 
Berlioz. Only Massenet (Charlotte’s Letter Scene) and two of Dalila’s arias move into the 
full romantic era. Performances are uniformly radiant, with that vibrant top so rarely 
approached by others. A mezzo, but very nearly a true contralto? Her Medée challenges 
Callas’s Medea for visceral excitement. Guy Chauvet sounds good two in his bits. Great 
CD! (S16)  

RECITAL – Dmitri Hvorostovsky, Heroes and Villains 
Hvorostovsky must have the most beautiful baritone going on stage now. He has 
magnificent legato and breath control, ample (but not over-powering) volume, flexibility, 
a secure A (in Pagliacci) – everything. The Russian pieces are naturally wonderful: the 
Rubinstein excerpts actually steal the show, and Prince Igor’s aria. His Boris monologue 
needs more profundo. Oddly, “Urna fatal” is not perfect – a bit angular, with fluffed 
embellishments. But everything else is top-notch. The conducting by Orbelian is fine 
enough to merit special notice. (S16) 

RECITAL – Magdalena Kožená: 15 French Arias 
I was at first distinctly unimpressed: Kožená is well trained and sounds fine, but there’s 
nothing special – a smallish voice, adequate, not spectacular fioriture (but a good trill), no 
exceptional range or timbre. The recital is notable mainly for its rarities – a deleted aria 
for Niklausse from Contes d’Hoffmann, seldom featured bits by Boildieu and Auber, 
Gounod’s Cinq Mars, and Massenet’s Cléopâtre. Some of these sounded better at second 
hearing. (S16)  

HYMNS: Jo Stafford & Gordon McCrae, The Old Rugged Cross 
Old-time country gospel favorites with Mantovani-style violins, plucked bass, and a 
keyboard (piano or celeste). Stafford and McCrae do the entire CD in duet – no solos – 
and mostly in parallel sixths. Really corny. But they sing in perfect intonation, with 
perfect diction, perfect phrasing and utmost sincerity. I am a true sucker for some of 
these: Abide with Me always does it, and You’ll Never Walk Alone, and several others. I 



was surprised that I knew some, like In the Garden and Star of Hope. Best, I suppose, in 
small doses. (S16) 

HYMNS: Stephen Cleobury & King’s College Choir 
Twenty hymns presented in very straightforward manner – a comforting pleasure. As a 
bonus, there are detailed notes on authorship and history of each. (O16) 

COMPILATION: 14 Mozart Opera Arias 
Drawn from the Decca catalogue, a very nice choice for the long drive. Nothing 
unfamiliar, but some special performances by some of my favorite singers: Popp 
(L’amero), Berganza (Parto), Deutekom (a splendid Queen of the Night), and the superb 
Countess of Tomowa-Sintow (Dove  sono). (Driving from Boston, O16) 

COLLECTION: Lost Music of Early America 
Music of the Moravians – my father loved this stuff, but it’s still rare and hard to find. 
I’ve looked at  some of the chamber music by Antes and others, somewhat disappointing, 
but the core of the repertoire is sacred vocal music – anthems with bright solos for 
women and strings, minimal counterpoint, fresh dancing hymnody with irregular phrases. 
Elementary, but brilliant, heartfelt music. Martin Pearlman’s group performs with energy 
and not a smidgen of condescension. Wonderful CD! (O16) 

RECITAL: Now Thank We All Our God – Leander Chapin Claflin 
I thought this was a recording of hymns with choir, but no, it’s all organ. No matter – it’s 
fine. Claflin plays a large modern organ with lots of color, alternating straightforward 
hymns with more elaborate chorale preludes, all of them very convincing. Karg-Elert’s 
treatment of Nun danket at the end thunders – thrilling. (O16) 

COMPILATION: Broadway’s Greatest Leading Men 
17 Broadway numbers of varying quality – from fine vocalism with Alfred Drake’s 
Surrey, John Raitt’s Soliloquy, and Richard Kiley’s Impossible Dream (however ghastly 
the song), to the gawdawful (Murray Head, Robert Klein). Highlights are Robert 
Preston’s “I won’t send roses,” a beautiful little-known song, Burl Ives’ “Rock Candy 
Mountain,” and Joel Gray’s chilling “If you could see her.” Useful if mixed survey. (O16) 

RECITAL: Drama Queens – Joyce DiDonato 
A baroque virtuoso showcase overladen with breathtaking ornamentation in numbers 
from Monteverdi and Cesti to Handel and Haydn. I hate to be critical, but the 
ornamentation is so overladen that it’s hard to tell Monteverdi from Haydn. Or is this the 
point – to demonstrate an unbroken tradition? No, it’s admirable, but loses its edge. (O16) 

SPOKEN WORD: When Love Speaks 
Nearly 50 of the Shakespeare sonnets spoken expertly by various speakers – a wonderful 
way to get more familiar with some of the less familiar pieces. They are punctuated by 
songs, most of which are gawdawful. Skip them. (O16) 

RECITAL: Angelika Kirchschlager & Simon Keenlyside in Operetta 
Sixteen operetta arias and soprano-baritone duets, nicely sung with some less frequently 
heard excerpts, especially the duets. At first I thought the performances were sleepy, but I 
think it was just me. Kirchschlager and Keenlyside both have light voices, suitable in 
operetta. (O16) 

RECITAL: William Sharp, American Songs 
Fine CD – Sharp sings well, the inheritor of Donald Gramm’s mantle, and his selection of 
repertoire is well done. It makes the point that in song writing, simplest is best, even 
when the “simple” is in fact very sophisticated. Winners of the laurels are the composers 



with the largest representation, Virgil Thomson and Paul Bowles, with variety and not a 
misfire in the lot. John Musto tries harder, and to that extent is less effective (despite 
Ivesian flourishes), though “Recuerdo” is a decent setting of a superb poem I have all but 
given up on Lee Hoiby. (O16) 

RECITAL: Christine Brewer, English Nightingales – 22 Songs 
A lovely concept CD, favorite encores of bygone divas (Flagstad, Farrell, Steber), though 
the material does not uncover many undiscovered jewels. There are many unknown 
names among both composers and poets. Earlier salon numbers bank everything on the 
final high note, e.g. Kramer’s “Lantern” (re McCormick singing “Swans”). Rogers’ “At 
Parting,” and even Carpenter’s Tagore setting have sentimental charm. I have a feeling 
Paul Bowles might have made Hillyer’s poem work better, and almost anyone might have 
done better with Ford Madox Ford. Maya’s “Song of Songs” is unadulterated cliché, and 
La Montaigne’s “Stopping by Woods” (which Steber sings) doesn’t seem to stick. A few 
pieces stand out: Vincent Youmans’ sentiment suckered me completely. Frank Bridge’s 
“Love Went a-Riding,” aided by Mary Coleridge’s euphuistic wit, is a winner. Even 
Idabelle Firestone’s “Garden” leaves a thrill. Harold Arlen’s “Joe,” with the genius of 
Yip Harburg’s lyrics, works, as does Bernstein’s “Some other time.” A couple of 
chestnuts round it out: Romberg’s old-fashioned “Sweetheart,” “The Last Rose of 
Summer,” Idabelle’s ”If I could tell you,” and Ernest Charles delivers another sucker 
punch. Did we hear Brueggergosman do “Celebrity”? (O16) 

COMPILATION: The Great Sopranos: Callas, Popp, Söderström 
Very odd compilation from BBC. The Callas arias are all familiar and superlative – after 
so many uninspired performances of Carmen’s Habañera, it’s good to be reminded what 
constitutes greatness. Lucia Popp, as dearly as I love her, followed as a shock in Mahler 
songs with piano. These songs are hard to find in their piano versions, and maybe it was 
the contrast with Callas’s orchestra, but I think Popp’s voice has too much Slavic edge 
for Mahler – I’m used to softer-grained sounds. Söderström is an acquired taste, with her 
pronounced vibrato. She sounds matronly and perfect in Mussorgsky’s Nursery, oddly 
less so in the Sjögren Norwegian songs. A mixed bag. (N16) 

RECITAL: Portrait of Pilar 
She has always been near the top of my list, and I can revel in the sheer beauty of her 
sound as I do with Price, or Kiri, or Renée Fleming. The 16 arias, none duplicating my 
other CD, covers a wide gamut of repertoire, from her signature Mozart, to Verdi and 
Puccini, to Falla and Granados, to her lighter Wagner roles, Eva and Elsa. Her 
consistency is phenomenal across all of them. I note that there is nothing from the bel 
canto, nor anything pre-classical or modern. I think her voice has a low top, and her 
bottom is weak. But her word is intensity. Wow! (N16) 

RECITAL: Ewa Podles in Russian Repertoire 
Podles is a force of nature, and her distinctive timbre is a real asset in this repertoire. The 
Songs and Dances of Death are very good but fall just short of Vishnevskaya’s wildness. 
But the arias are superb, every one. I didn’t know what to expect from Shchedrin, but his 
piece is a nice Slavic extravaganza. The Russians demand little by way of florid singing, 
so knowing Podles is a Rossini veteran, I’ve sent away for excerpts from her two Handel 
roles. Fab! (N16) 

RECITAL – Roberto Alagna, 15 French Arias 



My respect for Alagna has gone way up from hearing this recital. There are a few 
chestnuts like “O souverain,” but most of the program is relatively rare. Alagna does not 
have the superhuman technique and versatility of Gedda, nor the sheer power of Thill, but 
he ranks with them as a model of French style. Compare his wonderful “Pays 
mervailleux” with any Italian singing “O Paradiso” and get the difference. I like that 
Alagna takes on the classics of Gluck, Mehul and Cherubini, that he accepts the challenge 
of delicate lyricism in “Je crois encore,” that he frames his recital with unknown bits by 
Bazin and Bruneau. Pleasure through and through. (N16) 

RECITAL: Lambert Wilson, 16 Songs from musicals 
What an annoying voice! I bought this blind, for the songs, because it has John 
McGlinn’s imprimatur, hoping for someone of the calibre of John Raitt or Alfred Drake 
or Gordon McCrae. Wilson has the manner of the broadway stage, but he sounds whiney 
and unmasculine and worst of all, insincere. Anyway, he reads through some Sondheim, 
and Steve Schwarz appears attempting an old-time romantic show stopper (not very 
convincingly). There are many earlier classics, some quite unfamiliar to me. The EMI 
liner notes, oddly, are in French. (N16) 

COLLECTION: John Scott, The English Anthem, volume 7 
I set this series aside because I didn’t like the sound of John Scott’s choir, thin and 
unblended; but either his choir has improved or my ears have adapted. This sounds fine. 
Stanford’s “How beauteous” – simple and masterly, Stanford at his best. John Goss’s “If 
we believe,” composed for the funeral of the Duke of Wellington, has great solemnity 
and feeling. Sumison’s “They that go down to the sea” (Psalm 107) is a great seafaring 
anthem with choral waves over organ pedal – great word setting of irregular phrases. 
Rutter’s “God be in my head” – a familiar gem. Bairstow’s “Lord Thou hast been” 
(Psalm 90) is enormous, aiming less for stoic acceptance than grandeur, with fugal 
treatment of “Thou shalt arise.” Gorgeous slow, quiet ending. Walton’s precocious 
masterpiece “A Litany,” written at age 15, is familiar through its twists and turns, and 
sounds surprisingly modern. Parry’s version of Campion’s “Weather-beaten sail” with its 
rare metrics is too closely written to catch at first hearing. Thomas Attwood, not a minor 
Tudor but a friend of Mendelssohn, produced a simple treble solo repeated by choir in 
“Turn Thy face.” Leighton’s “Give me the wings” is described dubiously as 
“quasi-serial,” but its language is angular and mildly dissonant. Watt’s lyric is unusually 
powerful and gets powerful treatment. Howells’ familiar “Pray for the peace of 
Jerusalem” is always gorgeous. Britten’s unfamiliar “Hymn to St. Peter, based on the “Tu 
es Petrus” plainchant, is macaronic, treble singing Latin, choir translating – a nice idea. 
There’s a scherzando bit that sounds scary. Geraint Lewis’s “Souls of the Righteous” was 
written In Memoriam William Matthias by a devoted pupil, beautiful, thickly voiced, 
homophonic, rising to a moving fortissimo – a winner. Charles Wood’s “Oculi omnium” 
is a short and sweet Introit. Philip Moore’s “Lord God” is the most elaborate and least 
interesting piece, a setting of Psalm 84 (“how amiable”) written for the tercentenary of St. 
Paul’s. (N16) 

CONCERT: UWO Early Music Studio Singers 
Half-hour noontime concert at FSA, led by Kate Helsen, who I learned was Pat 
Skidmore’s daughter, and has an impressive resumé as a medieval musicologist and sings 
with Tafelmusik. They sang Purcell, Blow, Praetorius and Bach, but the discoveries were 
a lovely piece for nuns by Isabella Leonarda, a 17th century Ursuline composer whom 



I’ve never encountered, and “Riu riu chiu” by Manuel Flecha, an early 16th century 
Spaniard. Great chamber music training for singers. (D16) 

CONCERT: #WePlayOn Christmas Concert 
Christmas Pops Concert that same day with Brian Jackson and Sonja singing at 
Metropolitan United.  Light fluff but good to hear Sonja and see Brian once again. (D16) 

CHRISTMAS CAROLS: Erland Hagegård, Fröjda Dig 
In Swedish, with an ill-tuned boys’ choir and a flat trumpet, and he doesn’t give himself 
much chance to show off, but Erland Hagegård (Hakan’s brother) is still one of the most 
beautiful lyric tenor voices I’ve ever heard. The Holy City (track 1). (D16) 

CONCERT: Winter Interlude – An Evening of Art Songs 
An event at FSA organized by Sonja, sung by her, with Francesca Ranalli, Jordan 
Baldwin, and Chad Louwerse, with Terry at the piano. Nothing dumbed down, a full 
panoply from Schubert and Brahms and Wolf through Fauré, Debussy, and Poulenc. 
Sonja has lost some edge, I’m afraid, losing her intonation in the French, though she did a 
pretty good “Gretchen am Spinnrade.” Francesca was the weakest, her intonation all over 
the map. Jordan did well in Poulenc’s Banalités, a little less well in some unfamiliar 
Brahms – but a real surprise in a counter-tenor rendition of Purcell’s “Evening Hymn.” 
That might be his métier. I did not know Chad but was most impressed with him, 
particularly his rendition of Wolf’s difficult Michelangelo Lieder. He’s a doctoral grad, 
and I hope to hear more of him – recital in April. (Ja17) 

CONCERT: Ben Heppner and Friends 
We decided last minute to go hear Ben Heppner step out of retirement, together with Jean 
Stilwell, Gary Relyea, and Rebecca Caine (whom I did not know). They sang Broadway 
stuff mainly – from Romberg and Kern through to Sondheim and Kander & Ebb – all 
with piano. No fuss on stage, just chairs and a piano. Caine apparently was in the original 
cast of Les Miz, and she had a more theater presence, though clearly classically trained. 
All, sadly, are well past their best-before dates, so there was as much nostalgia as vocal 
power, but all still show evidence of the reasons for their names. Funny “Class” number 
from Chicago. Sad rendition of Novello’s “Lilacs” by Heppner. (Ja17) 

CONCERT: Shakespeare Sings 
Darryl Edwards came with just two students. Andrea Nuñez is a promising young 
soprano who made a stab at “O quante volte,” did a creditable “Je veux vivre,” and an 
impressive scena from an opera on The Comedy of Errors, Gli Equivoci, by Mozart’s 
pupil Stephen Storace, with a DaPonte libretto. The tenor, Matthew Dalen, alas, was not 
promising in the least. Francesca did a group of Brahms songs without opus, Ophelia- 
Lieder, better than I’ve heard her do, and Sonja (thank God!), did two Schuberts 
(including the other Ständchen on “Horch horch die Lerche”) and Haydn’s only setting of 
Shakespeare, “She Never Told Her Love,” which I’ve never heard. A mixed bag, 
something of an ordeal, but a good deed to have been there. (live – F17) 

ANONYMOUS 
O Antiphons; 3 late medieval carols 

Attached to Pierre de La Rue, Missa Conceptio tua. Possibly the oldest music in my 
library: seven chants sung both before and after the Magnificat during the seven days 
leading to Christmas eve. The Naxos CD presents only the first in full. They are 
apparently more than 1200 years old, thus dating back as far as the ninth century, 
possibly even earlier. The first two carols are like sacred motets. The third, “Nova nova,” 



gets delivered in the excessively rowdy manner of early music groups. (F17) 
ORGAN RECITAL – Michael Unger 

Unger is an international competition winner from London. I bought the CD having 
misread the program, which all duplicates repertoire I have, apart from the Litaize pieces. 
The Buxtehude has extraordinary chromatics: one of DB’s biggest and most complex 
pieces, with three fugues built into it, the last a kind of Totentanz. The first Bach 
gracefully expresses solace; the second spices up a long melodic line; the third begins 
with a remarkable sinking chromatic line for Praeludium, then a sewing-machine fugue. 
The second half is all modern French. Litaize was another blind organist, not much 
recorded. The second piece, however, seems popular, a puckish Scherzo, very colorful, 
with a “danse fuguée,” a brilliant showpiece for both organ and organist. The Widor 
Chorale from Symphonie No 7 relaxes into ecclesiastical comfort. Last is the summation 
movement from Messiaen’s Nativité du Seigneur. (F17) 

RECITAL – Sergei Larin : Western Poets in Russian Music, vol 3 
Larin is very good. I’d like to hear him be more Slavic and unlaced. These songs are sung 
in German, French or Italian. The two Medtner are lyrical, restrained German Angst. 
Grechaninov’s Heine is surprisingly impressionist, his Baudelaire more operatic. 
Tchaikovski’s “Larmes” sounds more French than Russian. César Cui’s “Colibri” is over 
the top, but his galloping fiddlers are pure Gothic, very effective (someone else has set 
this, was it Loewe?). Medtner returns with surprising passion in a simple Gothic lyric, 
and gets two Heine poems just right. Rubinstein’s “Die Thräne” is a Russian setting of a 
German translation of an English poem by Irish Thomas Moore, lovely but salonish. “La 
Rondinella” is a sentimental apostrophe to a lone swallow, too literary and not enough 
vocalizing for Italian taste. Kalinnikov’s Heine strives for intensity rather than irony. 
Bortniansky is the earliest, all early Romantic naivety for Paul et Virginie. Rubinstein on 
Heine’s “Wo?” might be good Schumann. Glinka, soaking up Italian bel canto, lets loose 
vocal melody convincingly. Borodin’s French is surprising, more Debussy than Prince 
Igor. Anatoly Alexandrov, born 1888 and unknown to me, writes a masterpiece on Remy 
de Gourmont. It could be Fauré. Wow! (F17) 

SPOKEN WORD – Poetry of the English Romantics 
Valuable 3-CD collection of familiar – and some unfamiliar – Romantic poetry by the six 
major figures. It includes longer pieces, like the Immortality Ode and the Eve of Saint 
Agnes. I remember being embarrassed by Vincent Price’s reading of Shelley, but now it 
falls on the ear very easily. A nice way to get reacquainted – a little at a time. (Jy17) 

RECITAL – Héroique: Brian Hymel 
An extraordinary recital of eleven French arias, and hardly any of the usual suspects: no 
Carmen, no Faust, but the big heroic roles that few can sing convincingly, like Arnold in 
Guillaume Tell or Berlioz’ Enée, both signature roles for Hymel. He takes that awkward 
top in “Inutiles regrets” with ease, and hangs on to the final C in “Asile héréditaire” for 
an obscene length of time. More subtle is the magnificent breath control in the aria from 
Les Vêpres siciliennes. And he finishes with enticing pieces by Reyer, Bruneau, and 
Rabaud. A++. (Jy17) 

COMPILATION: Johnny Mercer Songs 
Twelve songs by various composers with lyrics by Mercer, best known being “Autumn 
Leaves,” actually translated from a French lyric by Jacques Prévost. Eartha Kitt does the 



chanteuse thing beautifully, including Prévost’s original French. Otherwise, “Them’s the 
breaks / as William Shakes / peare used to say.” Nice collection. (Ag17) 

RECITAL: Zurab Anjaparidze – Scenes & Arias 
I was impressed with this singer as Rhadames with Vishnevskaya, Arkhipova, and 
Lisitsian, but in recital he turns out to be a typical can belto tenor, monochromatic, short 
and somewhat insecure on top and not much refinement. Still, a great powerhouse, better 
in Russian naturally, and as Otello of Italian roles. I wonder if he did any Wagner? (Ag17) 

RECITAL: The Art of the Lute, Joseph Iadone 
About as low key as a CD program can get – idle fingering in the background. Iadone 
was an early leader in the modern early music revival. He worked with Russell Oberlin. 
Interpretation seems bland. I don’t know if more recent recordings capture as much hand 
noise, which was distracting. (Ag17) 

COLLECTION: Sumer is ycumen in 
I`ve put this off for lack of texts, but it can`t be helped. The program is like a first-year 
Music History lesson. Sumer itself is familiar enough. The St Godric songs are 
monophonic. “Fowles in the frith” is two-part. “Sancte Dei” is liturgical chant circa 1100 
with a 2-part section. “Alleluia” is organum in the style of Perotin, two parts hocketing 
above a sustained tenor. Kyrie, Sanctus, and Agnus Dei are all two-part settings with 
Marian texts superimposed on the liturgical ordinary. “Perspice” is the sacred Latin 
version of “Sumer is ycumen in.” 

  Part II samples ten anonymous works from late thirteenth century to early  
fourteenth. “Campanis cum cymbalis” is a two-voice motet over a bell-like pes; it ends 
on a rare triad with a third. “Mater ora filium” is more usual with two freely written 
voices around a fixed plainchant in the middle part. “Edi be thu” is a gymel, vernacular 
but with Marian text, two-part, English, written largely in thirds. “Worldes blisse” is a 
vernacular text written freely over a Latin chant. “Valde mane” is a three-voice motet. 
“Gabriel from heven-king” was a popular Christmas song, here three-part with melody in 
middle voice. “Stond wel modar” is a crucifixion hymn cast as dialogue between 
crucified Christ and Mary. The Sequence is monophonic and described as having rhymes 
in pairs, but this is clearly an error for threefold rhymes. “Ovet mundus” and “Gaude 
Virgo” are motets in four and three voices. The CD closes by repeating “Campanis cum 
cymbalis.” (S17)    

COLLECTION: The English Anthem, volume 6 
 I don’t remember singing any of these eleven anthems, but it’s easy to predict the likable 
 nineteenth-century standouts: Stanford’s setting of the watchtower passage from  

Habbakuk dated 1914; Elgar’s elegant Ave verum corpus from op 2; Bairstow’s 
penitential bit from Psalm 94; Harris’s magnificent Strengthen Ye; Parry’s setting of 
Henry Vaughan; Charles Wood’s a cappella double choir Easter anthem. Thomas 
Walmisley’s 14’ Lenten anthem is a masterpiece that I give a separate entry. Tavener’s 
Three Antiphons are masterly, using separate locations in the church space. The Tippett 
could be effective. Jonathan Harvey’s a cappella anthem is absurdly difficult. Dearnley’s 
modest bit for a royal occasion leaves no impression at all. (S17) 

ANONYMOUS 
Messe de Noël XII° Ecole Notre Dame 

Reconstruction by Manuel Pérés of a twelfth-century mass for Christmas Day. It is 
entirely chant and organum, the chant highly ornamented in what sounds improvisatory 



fashion. I’d appreciate a better explanation of what they’re doing. I did not realize the 
Liber Organi was lost, only surviving in copies made a hundred years later. I like the 
vaguely Moorish sound of the chant. (Ja18) 

COLLECTION: Hymns of Heaven and Earth 
St. Clement’s Choir, Peter Richard. I got this for “Jerusalem My Happy Home,” but it 
turns out to be a fine high Episcopalian choir from Philadelphia. They do unhackneyed 
Howells and Harris and Stanford, a real beauty by Bairstow, two Latin motets by 
Malcolm Archer (O Tantum ergo, O quanta qualia), plus a number of not overdone 
hymns. A real hit! (Who was St Clement? First century Pope, tied to an anchor and 
drowned, thus patron saint of sailors, day November 23. Author of 1 Clement, one of 
earliest Christian texts not in N.T.) (Ja18) 

COLLECTION: Psalms and Motets for Reflection 
Crotch and several of the others (Atkins, Barry Rose, Hanforth, Cutler) are choral 
recitativo psalms in four parts, with repeated music. This must be a high Anglican 
tradition. Troutbeck sets the Simeon narrative very simply. MacMillan, A New Song, is 
very appealing, with what sounds like a complicated organ part. Tavener’s Lamb is 
already classic. Poulenc’s penitential psalms are very difficult – two are here. Paul Halley 
pulls apart Wesley’s words (Christ whose glory fills…), with choral clusters and melodic 
inertia. Stanford’s Te Deum is standard. Stephen Paulus’s Pilgrim Song is gorgeous, but 
no text is given. Jonathan Harvey’s piece, with dissonant close harmony is surprisingly 
beautiful. (Ja18) 

COLLECTION: French Sacred Music of the 14th Century 
From the collection at Avignon: Several takes on movements of the mass ordinary from 
several MSS, mostly anonymous. All but one are three-part. Five from early in the 
century add textual tropes to the Latin text, as in the greatly extended first Kyrie. The first 
Gloria is in triple rhythms over isorhythmic tenor; the third, by Cordier, is a complex 
chanson; the fourth is set in low tessitura with other unusual features. The CD seems set 
for classroom demonstration, but full mass ordinaries can be constructed.Four are 
suggested, having more or less consistency of style. Best is a mid-century complete cycle 
on D: Tracks 2-6-10-14-16. Or a late century, fully texted simultaneous style [with added 
Credo]: Tracks 2-8-[11]-13-17. Or the earliest style [with later Agnus]: Tracks 
1-5-9-12-[16]. Or later century free chanson style [with later Agnus]: Tracks 
3-7-11-15-[17]. (Ja18) 

CONCERT: Tuskegee Golden Voices Choir, Canada Tour 
Fine concert by well-disciplined all-black college choir from Alabama. The program was 
primarily compositions and arrangements by black composers – the second half nearly all 
William Dawson, who founded the choir, plus a number of more recent works, a Moses 
Hogan (“Hold On!”), a Hall Johnson (“Ain’t Got Time to Die”), a James Weldon 
Johnson (“Lift Every Voice and Sing”), plus a well done Mathias and a somewhat 
ill-advised Purcell. Enormous energy and exactitude, and just a bit of stridency on top. 
Throughout, I kept thinking “There’s hope.” A pretty strong turnout – apparently Toronto 
was an embarrassment. (live at FSA, Mh18) 

RECITAL: Maurice Quentin de la Tour – Portraits en musique 
Olivier Beaumont has arranged 21 portraits of contemporary personalities into five 
“suites” by key. De la Tour was an artist who produced numerous portraits in pastel. 

   --Pièces en do: Prélude by Balbastre, then portrait of Mondonville’s wife by one Barrière,  



then a powerful financier depicted by Balbastre. The Prélude illustrates Couperin’s “free 
verse” music celebrated by Pound. Mondonville’s spouse seems strong and severe, the 
financier flouncy and frivolous. 

   --Pièces en sol: Set begins with Anton Forqueray Prélude and portrait of Latour himself,  
followed by Duphly portrait for comparison. He seems forthright, emphatic, but with a 
touch of irony; Duphly paints him as more genial. Rousseau offers himself all faux 
innocence in n air from Le Devin du village (arr Balbastre). Couperin’s Princesse Marie 
sounds regal, graciously condescending, then agitated. Rameau’s Dauphine (the mother 
of Louis XVI) is even more regal and agitated. 

   --Pièces en ré: Prélude by one Raot de Grandval. Rameu’s La Cupis portrays elegant dancer –  
the core of the set. The anonymous Dauphin may be either Louis XV or XVI, courtly 
minuet. Rameau’s contredanse from Platée (arr Balbastre) refers to a famous singer 
Marie Fal, Quentin de la Tour’s mistress. It’s lively but oddly heavy footed.  

   --Pièces en la: Another Balbastre Prélude (“magnifique” in the liner notes) followed by  
portraits of M. ou Mme. Pouplinière, wealthy patrons who entertained in a mansion in 
Passy, still extant. The portrait by Parant (about whom little is known) is very grand, that 
by Rameau is grand but also ingratiating. Then there are four numbers from 
Mondonville’s Titon et Aurore (arr Balbastre). 

   --Pièces en mi bémol: Just two, anonymous, a Praeludium and a portrait of de la Tour. (Ap18) 
COLLECTION: Johnny Cock Thy Beaver 

Popular musicmaking in the earlier 17th century of England. So much more difficult to 
trace than serious music, and performance practices too. This CD begins in the upper 
social scale and descends to the streets. Playford’s dances would not be out of place 
among Lully’s: there’s even a canon. The anonymous Daphne is constructed in periodic 
phrases, a dancy folksong far removed from Campion’s sophistication. Dowland’s lute 
and the Simpsons’ consort pieces are also learned, as are Farnaby’s keyboard pieces. The 
Raven is a beautiful version of The Twa Corbies. Jamaica and the following 
instrumentals are pure Irish Rovers – drums, fiddles, and fifes. New Oysters is a street 
call, apparently from Ravenscroft, harmonized. And OMG a bagpipe and a catch – Jolly 
Shepherd – and another – Come Follow Me. The Clothier’s Song is capitalism in a 
nutshell, worth saving (cf “Song of the Shirt”). (Ap18) 

COLLECTION: Philip Cave, The Golden Age 
A program of sacred hits, motets of the Renaissance from the continent. Victoria’s Ave 
Maria is ravishing: it sounds 6-voice but the notes do not say. Guerrero is more subdued. 
The Allegri Miserere is done in the familiar elaborated form with extra squiggles on each 
repeat: the treble high C is effortless. Palestrina is represented by his Stabat Mater à 8. 
Cave has passed through virtually all the great English choirs. He encourages full- 
throated singing and expressive phrasing, discreet ornamentation – no austerity in sight. 
Rebelo’s Panis Angelicus is breathtaking. Gesualdo’s O Vos Omnes is full of the 
unstable harmony he’s known for, to which Cave adds extreme dynamic contrast. Versa 
est in Luctum is Victoria’s setting (not Alonso Lobo’s): Parce Me is an impassioned cry. 
Josquin’s Absalon Fili Mi, written after the assassination of John Borgia, son of Pope 
Alexander VI – Josquin’s limits his setting to lower voices. Three Lassus motets finish 
the program. Justorum Animae is straightforward. Tristis est Anima Mea, for which I 
bought the CD, is gorgeous. In Timor et Tremor, Lassus ventures amazing Gesualdo 
harmonies and dissonance, maybe even some archaic hocketing? Sumptuous CD. (Je18) 



CONCERT: Lydia Adams, Elmer Iseler Singers 
First half, Lang, Little Match Girl Passion (q.v.). Second half, Lollipops -- Rutter, Jesu 
Joy, Eleanor Daley (composer present), Thaxted, Ode to Joy Karaoke. The treats were 
three spirituals ("Ain-a that good news," done to a T, and Moses Hogan's "Daniel" 
topping it off). Best in show: James MacMillan's "Gallant Weaver" with choir on three 
sides of us -- true shivers. Good show, and we got to chat with Lydia Adams. (Live, Parry 
Sound, Jy18) 

RECITAL: Laura Downe: America Again 
An all-American piano program. The booklet is done up with faux-glamour photos and 
the pianist’s notes are fatuous (while mistaking the Missouri River for the Ohio and 
apparently unaware that Coleridge-Taylor was a Brit). The strength is in the 
programming: Morton Gould’s Caprice sets the perfect tone. Between Shenandoah 
(arrangement uncredited) and Deep River there’s enough emotion to reduce me to liquid. 
Composers include women (Amy Beach), blacks (Ellington, Florence Price), serious 
classicals (Copland, Harris, Bloch), pops (Joplin, Berlin), and switch-hitters (Gershwin, 
Bernstein). The postlude is Arlen’s “Over the Rainbow” I’d like more fireworks and 
bravado, not to mention more delicate pianissimo – even Joplin has harsh edges. Downe 
plays everything the same. The Florence Price piece is a standout. (S18) 

COLLECTION: Malcolm Archer, English Hymns, volume 3 
This volume follows the liturgical year from Advent. Hymns are half and half familiar 
and not. Martin Shaw’s Hills of the North Rejoice is spectacular, but Walford Davies’ 
setting of O Little Town of Bethlehem comes in third. Thrupp’s Brightest and Best seems 
favored in England but it’s not the one I know. The Lenten-Holy Week hymns transfix 
me. Tracks 8, 9, and 10 are new and magnificent. Real surprise alternative tunes for For 
the Beauty of the Earth and For all the Saints. Great series. (D18)    

COLLECTION: O Magnum Mysterium: Tom Lydon, Choir of Lincoln College, Oxford 
Yet another English college choir, 24 singers in a mixed Christmas program. Bruckner’s 
Virga Jesse is a vocal strain (no kidding!) and the bassos are too young. The Poulenc 
motets are slow and self-conscious. But nit-picking. This is an enjoyable program. 
Victoria’s O Magnum Mysterium (which FSA mangled for Rutter) is fine, and I like 
Leighton’s Coventry Carol. The popular Reginald Jacques arrangement of Away in a 
Manger uses the alternative tune. Palestrina’s Hodie is uncharacteristically bubbly, 
Villette is as luscious as ever, Warlock’s Bethlehem Down is beautiful at a slow tempo. 
Alas, the Cornelius Three Kings features a student baritone. (D18)    

COLLECTION: John Scott, English Anthems, volume 8 
The choir sounds much better here than in the first installments, perhaps better recorded. 
The Wesley has a beautiful ending. Stanley Vann is superb in 5 voices, mixed textures, 
and high treble solo. Whitlock is lovely. Dearnley (the naturist) reveals African 
influences that work. Sheppard is Elizabethan and glorious, of course, but I’m struck how 
clearly Gibbons points straight to the anthems of Purcell. John Goss in the notes is 
“unaffected.” Stainer gets good mileage from a snippet of tune. Bairstow is considerably 
more complex harmonically, but I hate the text. McKie’s Alleluiah is superb, as is 
Stanford’s (though the New Jerusalem text would be a hard sell nowadays). Parry’s Lord 
let me know mine end is demanding and surprisingly over the top – no less than a 
dramatic recitative for a cappella double choir – not easy listening. Middleton’s brief 
anthem is a four-part canon for two choirs – stunning and haunting. Dobrika Tabakova’s 



Praise is boldly modernist with a feel of orthodox tradition – a surprise hit. John Scott’s 
piece is surprisingly modernist, though he intended it as homage to Howells. Rutter’s 
Crown of Glory has the usual fingerprints and a trumpeting organ part. (D18)    

HYMN COLLECTION: Praise to the Lord 
Sixteen favorite hymns, and yes, mostly familiar. Somervell’s setting of Praise to the 
Holiest is new, and beautiful. The winner, though, is the quiet Faithful Shepherd Lead 
Me. I don’t know Richard Baxter’s words for Darwall, but it raises the roof. Angel 
Voices (track 12) is also very attractive. I still prefer Lowell Mason’s tune for Whittier, 
but Repton is nice. A big brass arrangement of Nun danket alle Gott ends the CD. (D18)    

RECITAL: Delphine Galou, Agitata 
A present from Sandra, and my original remarks are unfairly critical. Galou, I discover, is 
an esteemed early music contralto. Her program is adventurous, with several recording 
premieres, and her singing is amazingly accurate, florid with no trace of Bartoli huff and 
puff, and tempo gets eased at cadences. The voice sounds small and I mistrust the 
engineering – everything seems micro-managed, with an exaggerated sameness of accent 
and phrasing. At least its state-of-the-art. (F19)    

RECITAL: Joyce di Donato, Stella di Napoli 
Ten bel canto arias, half by nearly forgotten composers. The high quality of all is a tribute 
to the greatness of this tradition. Pacini’s “Ove t’aggresti” is very florid: it must be the 
happiest execution aria ever. Bellini’s piece from Adelson already has the master’s long 
line. I’ve heard it before, gorgeous. Carafa’s Le nozze di Lammermoor, quickly eclipsed 
by Donizetti, is equivalent to his Regnava, with beautiful obligati by harp and clarinet. 
Rossini’s Zelmira was an early signature opera, and its virtuoso conclusion is a Wow! 
Mercadante’s La Vestale belongs with Spontini and Bellini’s Norma – an excerpted 
Preghiera. Elisabetta nel castello da Kenilworth. Valentini’s Sonnambula, apparently 
pre-Bellini, Donizetti’s Maria Stuarda, and Paccini’s Saffo all offer fully developed 
Finales What a triumphant, adventurous CD! (F19)    

RECITAL: Catherine Bott, Orpheus with His Lute  
Music for Shakespeare from Purcell to Arne, with the Parlay of Instruments. A dream 
program, with Bott at her very best. Ruth guessed she was Karina Gauvin. (I didn’t know 
she started with the Swingle Singers!) The program says much about period performance 
of Shakespeare – I wouldn’t have thought they’d touch Titus Andronicus, and here’s an 
Overture. The familiar Arne seems to come off best, but there are many pleasures. (Mh19)   

COLLECTION: Klaas Stok, Netherlands Chamber Chamber Choir 
Tehillim: Psalms between Judaism and Christianity. Christians may have appropriated 
the Hebrew Psalms, but Jewish composers continued to set them as well, mostly in the 
Hebrew. In this selection, the theme is oppression to liberation, with a rough alternation 
between Christian and Jewish composers. Not chronological. The CD opens with angelic 
Mendelssohn sopranos, the first of three psalms. Later, Psalm 2 doesn’t seem too 
agitated, and there is a beautiful turn to major. Mendelssohn seems to add a Trinitarian 
doxology to all or most. His setting of Psalm 43 seems disconnected. There are four 
incantations by Sim Gokkas here, a contemporary Dutch composer, all for solo bass, all 
in the Dutch Ashkenazi dialect. The second has some choral harmony in the background. 
The two Salamone Rossi settings are homophonic. The second of Psalm 92 is more 
elaborate, quicker, lots of activity, lots of choral parlando. Tzvi Avni was a modern 
Jewish composer whose mainly chordal setting of Psalm 120 is mildly pandiatonic, 



playing with tempi and volume control. Dry. Sweelinck’s Psalm 130 shows him at his 
greatest in prima practica, Vulgate text of course, shifty rhythms. Wow! The second 
example, Psalm 114, is lower key, a short motet done one voice to a part. Schoenberg’s 
version of De Profundis (Psalm 130) is tremendously dramatic, probably serial, but with 
additional speaking parts and Sprechstimme. The Anonymous plainchant delivers Psalm 
114 in Hebrew. Salomon Salzer was a nineteenth-century composer whose settings are 
from a collection of psalm paraphrases called Seelenfeier. Homophonic, simple, lovely. 
Louis Lewandowski’s version of Psalm 103, very similar in style, draws from the same 
collection. Yosele Rosenblatt’s more version of Psalm 126 begins oddly (I couldn’t hear 
it properly), but turns into a beautiful bass solo taken up by the choir. No big ending. The 
collection strikes me as very uneven. (My19) 

RECITAL: Wynton Marsalis & Kathleen Battle: Baroque Duets 
Poor Kathleen ruined her own career when she could sing Let the Bright Seraphim like 
that? Beautiful small focused tone, upper notes Tspot on, the two matching 
ornamentation. A voice like feathers when I first heard her. Alessandro Scarlatti bits 
begin with Si suoni la tromba, which has gained a lot of play. Minuet alla Francese also 
stands out. The Cantata is elaborate in eight movements. Marsalis is extraordinary for the 
ease of his top and delicacy of balance (plus engineering). Battle’s Largo arioso and the 
minor-key aria, both senza tromba, are glorious. Wow! The Handel aria summons gravity 
and solemnity, almost lost in the beautiful mix. Luca Predieri, unknown to me, offers an 
aria riddled with empty sequences, bad writing here made to sound better than it is. 
Stradella is given by Marsalis alone, a 4 voice Sinfonia plus a suite of dances before a 
wedding serenata. The Bach aria from Cantata 21 is familiar, a poignant lament, very 
restrained (and A section only): Handel in Italian makes perfect contrast – such thrilling 
trumpet trills I’ve never heard. I haven’t heard Jauchzet Gott in ages: the two big arias 
makes a spectacular finish. I love that violin duet that I played once with Joe McSpadden. 
Purists might complain about the celebrity tone here, but I’m happy with it. (Je19) 

RECITAL: Wynton Marsalis: In Gabriel’s Garden 
Collection of baroque pieces and excerpts from Italy, France, and England, ending with 
Bach’s Second Brandenburg. Purists be warned: Some are arrangements from other 
instruments or orchestrations of keyboard accompaniments, with timps supplying 
annoying connecting links between pieces. Opening is Masterpiece Theater, then the 
Trumpet Voluntary so despised by students. Torelli is the star of the CD, represented by 
five of his 25 concerti. Liner notes connect Torelli to the origins of the solo concerto and 
concerto grosso. They make a group, with spectacular trumpet cadenzas and a nice 
display piece for Cho Liang Lin. What happy, fun, interesting music! The Purcell Sonata 
is unfamiliar but great fun. Wow! Marsalis also includes the tune from Abdelazar that 
Britten used for his Young Person’s Guide. French interludes by Dandrieu and 
Charpentier divide the Torelli pieces with nice stylistic contrast. The Stanley Voluntary, 
later in date than the rest, sounds Handelian. The CD finishes with Bach’s Second 
Brandenburg, with its notorious trumpet part (q.v. separate entry). (Je19) 

RECITAL: Marie-Nicole Lemieux: Ne me refuse pas 
I associated Lemieux with early music, but here she enters Rita Gorr territory, making a 
meal of it. In the super dramatic Hérodiade piece she pleads with Herod for John’s head. 
A voluminous mezzo or “falcon” voice, dark, great bottom, a pronounced vibrato, 
perhaps a limited range of color. The Medée aria belongs to the auxiliary character Neris, 



the one with the magnificent bassoon solo. I have no idea about Halévy’s Charles VI – it 
must be a Jeanne d’Arc opera. The Berlioz bit sounds more essential than it does in 
context in Roméo et Juliette. Wormser is a complete unknown to me, but his dramatic 
scena steals the show, with the grand opera feeling in full force. The remainder are 
familiar – Connais-tu le pays, Air des lettres, Habañera, Je vais mourir (Les Troyens), 
and Mon coeur s’ouvre à ta voix. I’d much much rather hear Lemieux as Dalila than that 
Kozena, so highly touted at the Met. Thrilling CD. (N19) 

COLLECTION: Easter: Hymns, Carols and Anthems  
Twenty numbers from an Anglican church in Beverly Hills, obviously well heeled, many 
of them new. Familiar items include Noel Nouvelet (in a welcome deliberate tempo), The 
Strife is O’er (outrageously overdone), Willan’s Rise Up, John Paynter’s The Call, 
Britten’s Festival Te Deum (which I’ve never sung), and of course Jesus Christ is Ris’n 
Today. There are a number of hymns newly written and unpublished. Interesting items 
new to me: Awake, arise (Christopher Smart’s words sung to Richmond; a super English 
carol called Old King Cole (not that one); At the Lamb’s High Feast (Victorian words 
sung to Salzburg); Patrick Hadley’s Song for Easter (lovely setting of I Got Me Flowers); 
an Easter Carol with words by John Mason Neale sung to Tomorrow Shall Be My 
Dancing Day; a terrific Daniel Pinkham Alleluia; Bairstow’s Sing Ye to the Lord; a 
Victorian hymn Jesus Lives, Thy Terrors Can No Longer, Death, Appall Us, on a tune 
called St Albinus by Henry Gauntlett; and a German traditional hymn Magdalen Cease 
from Sobs and Sighs, arranged by Peter Hurford. Rewarding. (Ap20) 

COLLECTION: Great British Cathedral Anthems (BBC) 
Thirteen anthems in chronological order from Canterbury Cathedral. No texts. Some well 
known items by Byrd, Stanford (all three Latin motets), Parry’s I Was Glad 
(extraordinary power from the choir), and Howells’ As the Hart, with its wonderful tenor 
section solo. The choir uses a girls’ choir for trebles, and they sound fine if a bit heavy. It 
struck me in the late baroque anthems of Croft, Greene, and Boyce that they are not 
“Handelian” but more in the sectional model of Purcell. Greene anthem with organ 
ostinato is gorgeous. William Harris’s setting of Donne for double choir is a big a 
cappella work. Kenneth Leighton’s Let All the World is just a shout. (Ap20) 

COLLECTION: A batallar estrellas: 17th-Century Spanish Cathedral Music 
This extraordinary collection has changed my picture of Renaissance sacred music, not 
only in Spain but possibly in the rest of Europe: This is liturgical music wide open to 
popular influences, particularly in the unique Spanish genre of the Villancio (see also the 
CD of music by Pujol). There are three categories of music here: (1) 3 tientos by 
Cabanilles (q.v.), performed not by organ but viol consort; (2) 4 villancios – originally 
secular madrigals, popular texts done to intricate Renaissance counterpoint, always with 
verses and refrain, usually solo(s) and ensemble. Gradually they became fitted with 
sacred words in the vernacular and served as popular counterfoil to the sober 
Counter-Reformation Latin. (3) 4 Latin motets, 2 by Carlos Patiño, 2 by Sebastién Durón. 
Patiño’s In devotione is a double choir motet with full continuo support, including 
baroque guitar; Maria mater Dei is more like a Monteverdian madrigal with continuo. 
Durón, the major composer of the CD (q.v.) is given a remarkable echo motet, a wild, 
wild villancio, and a Latin setting of Lamentations unlike any I’ve ever heard. He was 
also a formative composer of the zarzuela genre and one of Spain’s major composers, but 
his reputation was ruined by sober clerics who denounced his liturgical music as lacking 



in spirituality. (Ap20) 
COLLECTION: Music for the 100 Years War 

Andrew Kirkman in a program headlined by English composers Leonel Power and John 
Dunstable framed in time by Agincourt (1415), the Assumption of the Virgin (1416) 
celebrating the Battle of the Seine, and the coronation of Henry VI (1431). There are four 
groups: (I) Rise of the Nation: Anonymous two-voice motet with three-voice refrain 
praising England; a celebrated motet by Johanes Alanus featuring a roll call of the singers 
and players of Oxford; a gentle motet by the shadowy Forest on the Assumption of the 
Virgin. (II) St Tomas à Beckett: Elaborate 4-voice motet on John the Baptist that 
superimposes texts: it is likely indirect praise of John, brother of Henry V. Ianuam qui 
clauserat, another anonymous motet called brilliant by Kirkman. Four voice Gloria and 
Credo by Power. Gloria is isorhythmic and elaborately constructed. Credo is also 
isorhythmic, the upper voices handled “delicately.” (III) St Edmund: Two anonymous 
motets based on Ave rex gentis Anglorum, the chant for St Edmund, the Saxon King who 
died for his faith in 864. Forest, Gaude martyrum, a 3-part bitextual motet in praise of St 
Edmund, again gentle and intertwining. (IV) Coronation of Henry VI: Ecce mitte 
angelum, processional chant for the coronation of Lancastrian kings. Then Kyrie, Credo, 
and Sanctus from Dunstable’s Missa Da gaudiorum premium, very probably sung at 
Henry’s Paris coronation. It survives in fragmentary state: Agnus Dei is lost, the Gloria 
too damaged to be repaired. Kyrie has been reconstructed, but Credo and Sanctus are 
complete. The Mass is a relief from all the superimposed texts. I hear lots of thirds but no 
actual fauxbourdon. The CD closes with Veni Sancte Spiritus, a rousing Agincourt Song, 
and a reflective Kyrie with superimposed text intended for singing after battles. An 
extraordinarily rich CD. (Ap20)   

RECITAL: Sandrine Piau: Si j’ai aimé 
18 French songs and short instrumentals with chamber orchestra. There are two numbers 
from Les nuits d’été, but rarer pieces from Saint-Saens, Massenet, Dubois and others. 
Piau has a small voice, but she is miked too close, the CD over-engineered. The music is 
consistently gorgeous. Saint-Saens offers full passion (!), plus a butterfly. Charles Bordes 
beautifully sets Verlaine’s rhyming couplets without being tied to the meter. The Berlioz 
songs perfect. Massenet’s song about memory hits me where I live – the anonymous 
verses are probably his own. Pierné’s dance for strings is an enchanting little masterpiece. 
Dubois gets three: an unexceptional setting of di Regnier, another of Samain that 
blossoms into passion, and a surprising seduction narrative (pastorelle) from one Louis de 
Courant. Vierne contributes Gautier’s papillons. Guilmant a surprisingly upbeat 
meditation on silence. Duparc’s Aux étoiles is (surprise!) instrumental. Saint-Saens 
returns with a rapturous lyric by Banville, and an extraordinary galloping elopement 
narrative by Victor Hugo, a real tongue twister. Instrumentals include Massenet’s 
familiar Valse très lent and the Grave movement from Godard’s Symphonie gothique – 
gorgeous. Piau finishes with Padre Martini’s Plaisir d’amour in a fussy orchestration by 
Berlioz. What a feast! (My20) 

COLLECTION: Laudate Dominum: Sacred Music from San Marco 
 Ten works by masters of St Mark’s from Giovanni Gabrieli and Croce to Galuppi, 
 including larger works by Legrenzi and Lotti. Most but not all are 8-voice, presumably 
 antiphonal, and most but not all use brass. I am surprised to see harpsichord used for 
 continuo rather than organ. There’s no word about recording venue, but I’m sure it was 



 not St Mark’s. The recording is very close, and the echo sounds artificial. The Antonio 
 Lotti Ensemble seems to have very modest forces. The sound is massive enough, but 
 style across the long century is uniform. No texts. I never knew that Venice was alienated 
 enough from the Vatican that it felt free to ignore the stipulations of the Council of Trent, 
 thus giving its composers unusual liberty. Motets by Gabrieli (“Ego sum qui sum,” a rare 
 text), Croce (“In spirito humanitatis”), Hassler (“Verbum caro factum est”), and one 
 Antonio Biffi (“Te lucis ante terminum”) offer no surprises. The music lifts with 
 Monteverdi’s familiar “Beatus vir” -- 6 voices, 3 violins. They really swing it. The 
 negligible Biffi and the superb works by Legrenzi (“Laudate Dominum” and 
 “Magnificat,” with 4 parts, 4 soloists, and 3 violins) were all prepared for this recording 
 by conductor Cammozzo). The disc ends grandly with Galuppi’s 8-voice “Laudate 
 Dominum,” Lotti’s full 15’ Credo with a larger orchestra, and his “Spirto di Dio,” in 
 Italian, with trumpets and drums for outdoor performance for the annual wedding of 
 Venice to the Adriatic. Rewarding if somewhat dubious CD. (S20) 
COLLECTION: Organs of Provence 
 The organs are the star here. I don’t really grasp the distinction between Parisian and 
 Provençal instruments. The opening works are anonymous. The Suite is in the pattern of 
 a 17th-century dance suite, but the movements are given national titles: English, German, 
 Austrian, Hungarian, Italian, with appropriate registrations. They sound like a set of 
 variations, ending with a French Courante de la Roi. A very attractive work. The 
 Saltarello is performed by elephants on the pedals. The four versets were published by 
 Attaignant in 1730. Last is a little Branle de basque by Louis Couperin, with tambourine!. 
 For the rest see individual composers François Couperin, Frescobaldi, Roberday, and 
 Muffat. (S20) 
RECITAL: André Isoir: L’Orgue française au second Empire 
 Ferlus’ Offertoire sounds like circus music. Léfébure-Wely’s Élévation is hardly 

liturgical. Labeau at least gives his a secular title. This CD is a hoot! Organ music for a 
mock Requiem. Benoist swings. Boely sounds under attack by aliens. Franck’s two 
pieces are longer and more serious, the C-major Fantaisie is relatively diatonic and bold: 
I don’t remember ever hearing it, or the following Andantino. It’s agitato in minor at first, 
but not wholly removed from the lightness of the rest. Hocmelle’s Marche triomphale 
moves back to the circus calliope. Dubois’ Cantilène nuptial is straight sentiment. For 
Finale, Donizetti’s Offertoir is pure comic opera. What a unique and fun CD! (O20) 

RECITAL: The Salley Gardens 
 Program of twenty-five English songs, folksong arrangements mixed with original 

settings. Kenny holds promise of impressive singing in such repertoire -- I had no idea of 
her extensive operatic career. Lark in the Clear Air is a tad fast. She desentimentalizes the 
familiar (hence all the Britten arrangements). The Crimson Poodle, however, escapes. 
Holst’s The Heart Worship is an exceptional song about silence on an unknown poem by 
Alice Buckton. Frank Bridge’s two early songs are full on passion, poems by Matthew 
Arnold and Mary Coleridge, the second with a “Wagnerian piano accompaniment.” 
Bax’s Rann of Exile contrasts with Irish austerity, setting Padraic Colum. The CD is most 
valuable for these discoveries. Silent Noon becomes more transfixing every time I hear it. 
Elgar’s Damask Rose is nice. I’ve always disliked Love’s Philosophy, but Kenny does it 
perfectly. Warlock’s Sleep is superior to Ivor Gurney’s. The two Delius entries are direct, 



not elusive, very fine. The remainder are folk standards, Barbara Allen, Ash Grove, 
Annie Laurie (Alicia Spottiswoode), I Know Where I’m Goin’, The Minstrel Boy. (O20) 

 
 
 
  
  


